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Preface 

The present thesis summarizes my research on elucidating atomic and electronic structure 

details of complex metal oxide surfaces. The work started in 2010, and it was embedded in 

two fruitful initiatives funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG), namely the 

Collaborative Research Center (CRC) 546 “Structure, Dynamics and Reactivity of Aggregates 

of Transition Metal Oxides” and the CRC 1109 “Understanding of Oxide/Water Systems at the 

Molecular Scale: Structural Evolution, Interfaces and Dissolution” with Professor Joachim 

Sauer and Professor Christian Limberg taking the lead as respective spokesmen. CRC 546, 

which was funded from 1999 to 2011, aimed at understanding structure-property 

or -functionality relationships based on atomic-level details of various aggregations of metal 

oxides. The CRC 1109 was funded from 2014 to 2018. It focused on the interaction of water 

with metal oxides of various length scales ranging from individual molecules, clusters, and 

oxide nanoparticles up to extended oxide surfaces of crystalline and amorphous bulk materials. 

Both CRCs involved tight collaboration between experimentally and theoretically working 

research groups offering me the great opportunity to contribute as a project leader. 
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1 List of Publications 

The star next to the publications’ short-cuts P1 to P15 means corresponding authorship. The 

list follows an order by oxide. Publications P1 and P2 discuss V2O3 and hybrid functionals, P3 

to P8 discuss CeO2 as a support for VOx, as well as the dehydrogenation of methanol, Au 

adatoms on ceria are examined in publications P9 and P10, results on an Fe-based metal-

organic framework, as well as on CO and H2O adsorption on Fe3O4 are reported in publications 

P11 to P15. 

 

P1*  The Surface Structure of V2O3 revisited 

F. E. Feiten, J. Seifert, J. Paier,* H. Kuhlenbeck,* H. Winter, J. Sauer, H.-J. 

Freund, Phys. Rev. Lett. 2015, 114, 216101. 

 

P2* Hybrid Density Functionals Applied to Complex Solid Catalysts: Successes, 

Limitations, and Prospects 

J. Paier,* Catal. Lett. 2016, 146, 861. 

 

P3* Oligomeric Vanadium Oxide Species Supported on the CeO2(111) Surface: 

Structure and Reactivity Studied by Density Functional Theory 

C. Penschke, J. Paier,* and J. Sauer, J. Phys. Chem. C 2013, 117, 5274. 

 

P4* Stability and Migration Barriers of Small Vanadium Oxide Clusters on the 

CeO2(111) Surface Studied by Density Functional Theory 

J. Paier,* T. Kropp, C. Penschke, and J. Sauer, Faraday Discuss. 2013, 162, 

233. 

 

P5 Support Effect in Oxide Catalysis: Methanol Oxidation on Vanadia/Ceria 

T. Kropp, J. Paier, and J. Sauer,* J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2014, 136, 14616. 

 

P6* Reactions of Methanol with Pristine and Defective Ceria (111) Surfaces: A 

Comparison of Density Functionals 

T. Kropp and J. Paier,* J. Phys. Chem. C 2014, 118, 23690. 

 

P7* Activity versus Selectivity of the Methanol Oxidation at Ceria Surfaces: A 

Comparative First-Principles Study 

T. Kropp and J. Paier,* J. Phys. Chem. C 2015, 119, 23021. 
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P8 Oxygen Defects and Surface Chemistry of Ceria: Quantum Chemical Studies 

Compared to Experiment 

J. Paier, C. Penschke, and J. Sauer,* Chem. Rev. 2013, 113, 3949. 

 

P9*  Titration of Ce3+ Ions in the CeO2(111) Surface by Au Adatoms 

Y. Pan, N. Nilius,* H.-J. Freund, J. Paier,* C. Penschke, and J. Sauer,  

Phys. Rev. Lett. 2013, 111, 206101; Erratum: ibid. 2015, 115, 9901. 

 

P10* Reduction and oxidation of Au adatoms on the CeO2(111) surface – DFT+U 

versus hybrid functionals 

C. Penschke and J. Paier,* Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 2017, 19, 12546. 

 

P11*  Structural and Electronic Effects on the Properties of Fe2(dobdc) upon Oxidation 

with N2O 

J. Borycz, J. Paier,* P. Verma, L.E. Darago, D.J. Xiao, D.G. Truhlar,* J.R. Long,*  

L. Gagliardi,* Inorg. Chem. 2016, 55, 4924. 

 

P12*  Adsorption of Water on the Fe3O4(111) Surface: Structures, Stabilities, and 

Vibrational Properties Studied by Density Functional Theory 

X. Li and J. Paier,* J. Phys. Chem. C 2016, 120, 1056. 

 

P13* Surface Termination of Fe3O4(111) Films Studied by CO Adsorption Revisited 

X. Li, J. Paier,* J. Sauer, F. Mirabella, E. Zaki, F. Ivars-Barceló, S. 

Shaikhutdinov,* and H.-J. Freund, J. Phys. Chem. B 2018, 122, 527. 

 

P14* Cooperative Formation of Long-Range Ordering in Water Ad-layers on 

Fe3O4(111) Surfaces 

F. Mirabella, E. Zaki, F. Ivars-Barceló, X. Li, J. Paier,* J. Sauer, S. 

Shaikhutdinov,* H.-J. Freund, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2018, 57, 1409; Angew. 

Chem. 2018, 130, 1423. 

 

P15* Water Adsorption on the Fe3O4(111) Surface: Dissociation and Network 

Formation 

E. Zaki, F. Mirabella, F. Ivars-Barceló, J. Seifert, S. Carey, S. Shaikhutdinov,* 

H.-J. Freund, X. Li, J. Paier,* J. Sauer, Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 2018, 20, 

15764. 
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2 Introduction 

2.1 Significance of Metal Oxide Surfaces and Their Characterization 

Many chemical reactions of industrial relevance are catalyzed by solid metal oxides (see [1-5] 

and references therein). The products of these reactions are of tremendous economic 

importance (for instance dehydration and dehydrogenation of alcohols to either alkenes or 

ethers and carboxylates [6]). Heterogeneous catalysis science is relevant in energy conversion 

and storage as well as CO2 capture [7-8]. The latter is a major component of pollutants 

emitted into the atmosphere and responsible for the so-called greenhouse effect. Also, 

developing sustainable alternative (green) energy techniques represents one of the most 

urging problems of society, which needs to be solved soon. Metal oxides are going to play an 

important role in this line of research, for instance, as electrolytes, catalysts, or porous gas 

storage materials. 

Metal oxides are industrially applied as polycrystalline powders and reaction conditions 

are most often “harsh”, meaning that applied temperatures are high enough to induce dynamic 

phase changes upon reaction and employed pressures are usually large, which in turn may 

also induce changes, for instance, in the structure of a catalyst. Therefrom originating 

problems are: i) the active centers or sites on surfaces are usually unknown (missing structure 

information), ii) their distribution on the surface is usually unknown, and iii) their spectroscopic 

characterization is most often incomplete or is not available at all (for the example of 

supported vanadia catalysts see, e.g., [9-10]). 

This opens a large gap to be bridged by so-called knowledge-based catalysis research 

[7]. In a synergistic effort of both experiment and theory, computational chemistry applied to 

model systems, which can be prepared and characterized experimentally by surface science 

techniques, contributes significantly to fill this gap as recently discussed by Sauer and Freund 

[4]. Herein presented results were obtained for three important reducible and thus complex 

oxide surfaces: V2O3(0001), CeO2(111), and Fe3O4(111). Relevant aspects related to 

computational modeling of reducible oxides are outlined in the next section. 
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3 Computational Modelling of Extended Systems 

3.1 Cluster Models versus Periodic Boundary Conditions 

Structure models of crystalline (solid) surfaces can be generated by two distinct approaches: 

(i) by cutouts from the infinite solid as extensively discussed by Sauer [11-12] or (ii) by 

applying unit cells of a certain depth corresponding to a certain number of atomic layers. The 

latter is also known as the slab model of a surface. Ideally, the slab model has an infinite 

depth. In practice, convergence tests using slabs of a stepwise increased number of layers—

possibly preserving a zero-dipole moment—must be made. These tests ensure that layer 

relaxation effects are sufficiently taken care of. Similar convergence tests need to be 

accomplished for the size of the unit cell along periodic directions to enable potential 

reconstruction effects. Calculations are performed subject to periodic (Born-von Kármán) 

boundary conditions [13]. 

With regard to the first approach, one may discriminate cluster models for metals, e.g. 

[14] and ionic solids, e.g. [15], and molecular models for solids with directional bonding, as it 

is the case in zeolites [11-12]. This is inspired by a chemical viewpoint on reactions as a local 

phenomenon, e.g., reactions at the active site like a point defect. The second approach 

originates from a physical viewpoint to describe the wavevector dependence of crystal orbitals 

properly. This is commonly called the band structure of a solid. Dealing with molecular or 

cluster models enables one to apply molecular quantum chemical methods or ab initio methods 

but calls for strategies to describe effects beyond “the local picture” correctly. These long-

range effects may be electrostatic interactions, i.e., the interactions stemming from the 

Madelung potential of an ionic crystalline solid. Slab models subject to periodic boundary 

conditions usually employ DFT together with pseudo or effective core potentials and plane 

waves as a basis set. The Hartree-Fock (HF) self-consistent field (SCF) procedure as well as 

the calculation of the correlation energy contribution is very demanding for bulk systems and 

with respect to the calculation of the correlation energy prohibitively demanding for solid 

surfaces. For this purpose, cluster models are clearly advantageous in terms of computational 

efficiency and scalability [16]. 
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3.2 Wavefunction-based Techniques 

The (AO) basis set for expanding the molecular (or crystal) orbitals is crucial to ensure results 

of high quality, i.e., results converged with respect to the size of the basis set (number of 

basis functions). Gaussian-type orbitals (GTO) are commonly used as an AO basis in quantum 

chemical methods. This is because evaluation of the four-center two-electron integrals is very 

efficient using GTOs [17]. 

Ab initio methods are understood as “HF plus correlation energy” methods [11], however 

the basis set demands to calculate the correlation energy are high. Convergence with respect 

to the cardinal number is relatively slow and usually so-called two-point extrapolation formulas 

are used (see [18] for extrapolation of SCF energies and [19] for correlation energies). 

Explicitly correlated two-electron basis functions, depending on the interelectron 

distances rij substantially improve the convergence behavior of results with respect to basis 

set size (see, e.g., [20]). In this realm, Klopper and coworkers have made explicitly correlated 

second order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory and coupled-cluster-based methods to a 

general quantum chemistry audience available via efficient implementation into the Turbomole 

package [21-22]. 

Recent developments exploiting the fact that the electron correlation between a pair of 

electrons decays rapidly as 1
�𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖�

6� , a combination of the pair natural orbital approach and the 

concept of orbital domains appear to be promising [23]. Neese and coworkers have 

implemented this approach in the framework of the coupled cluster method within the 

quantum chemistry package ORCA [24]. 

 

 

3.3 Density Functional Theory Applied to Complex Oxides 

Density functional theory (DFT) after Kohn and Sham (KS) [25-27] based on the local density 

(LDA) or generalized-gradient approximation (GGA) to electron exchange and correlation (xc) 

is important in materials science and catalysis, because it provides atomic as well electronic 

structure information of extended systems at a low computational cost. LDA was and very 

often is the favorite choice in the condensed matter community (e.g., [28]). The advent of 

GGA functionals and—few years later—the introduction of orbital-dependent hybrid functionals 

convinced also the chemistry community to value DFT, as recently discussed by Thiel [29]. 

Regarding molecular chemistry, LDA cannot be used, because of unacceptably large errors in 

binding or atomization energies [30-31]. Conversely, errors in several solid-state properties 
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obtained using LDA and GGA are comparable in magnitude. The sign of these errors may be 

opposite though [32]. 

GGA functionals provide fairly accurate molecular structures and structures of metal 

clusters [33-34]. They offer sensible insights into basic material properties such as band 

structures and lattice parameters of simple metals, semiconductors, and insulators [35-37]. 

Total energy calculations employing GGA functionals are fast, and atomic forces can be 

evaluated at little extra computational cost. The numerical workload using GGA scales 

moderately with system size [38-39], and convergence of the total energy with respect to the 

size of the employed basis set is easier to achieve compared to wavefunction-based methods 

(see, e.g., [18, 40]).  

Supposed that all technical parameters employed in calculations have been converged, 

remaining errors are exclusively due to the approximate description of xc effects. In addition 

to the errors incurred by DFT (vide infra), the technical quality of selected structural models 

for extended systems may also affect the accuracy of results. For instance, single crystal 

surfaces or thin crystalline films may be modelled using clusters or slabs [11, 41-42]. Cluster 

models offer the possibility to employ more accurate wavefunction-based approaches [43-45]. 

This allows to calculate local properties like adsorption energies with high accuracy. Slab 

models exploiting periodic boundary conditions may be more efficient in computing other 

properties like surface energies or band-structures. Finite size effects in both cluster and slab 

models prevent the system under study to relax or reconstruct appropriately, significantly 

affecting stability and reactivity. 

LDA and GGA functionals suffer from so-called self-interaction errors (SIEs) [46-47], 

which manifest themselves in overly delocalized orbitals and notoriously underestimated band 

gaps (see [48] and references therein). SIEs may drastically affect the accuracy of 

computational results, as discussed in many recent review articles focusing on reducible or 

semiconducting metal oxides [49-52]. GGAs underestimate activation barriers [53]. This is 

related to the fact, that a GGA functional does not correctly describe the “stretched bond” 

situation encountered in a transition state [54]. Related to a different type of error, GGAs fall 

short of correctly describing dispersion-type van der Waals interactions [55]. The latter may 

substantially affect calculated adsorption energies, i.e. the stability of the adsorption complex 

[12]. Extensive methodologically motivated discussions on these shortcomings can be found 

in [56-57] and [58]. 

Surfaces of reducible metal oxides are interesting model systems for oxidation reactions 

in catalysis [4, 59]. However, the accurate description of their physical and chemical properties 

by DFT represents a formidable task. The various 3d transition metal oxide phases of, e.g., 

vanadium, chromium, and iron as well as oxides of rare-earth metals like cerium featuring 4f 
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orbitals represent particularly challenging systems from a computational point of view. As 

mentioned in [49, 51], cerium oxides (ceria) require methods that are capable to describe 4f 

orbitals involved in bonding as well as in the spatially localized (reduced) CeIII. Oxides like 

Fe2O3, also known as Mott-Hubbard systems, have partially occupied d orbitals being subject 

to strong intra-atomic Coulomb correlation effects. A correct description of the latter is largely 

elusive to the GGA approximation [58, 60]. 

In catalysis, surface oxygen defects play a central role in the Mars-van Krevelen oxidation 

mechanism [61]. Oxygen defect formation energies are important descriptors to assess the 

activity of an oxide catalyst [62]. Formation of O defects in insulating or semiconducting 

reducible oxides incurs occupation of energetically low-lying empty d or f orbitals, which 

implies formation of defect-induced electronic states below the conduction band minimum. 

Since GGA functionals substantially underestimate band gaps, electron occupation of the 

conduction band is energetically too facile. Instead of the formation of a defect state within 

the gap, the reduced system may spuriously metallize. The spatially localized nature of the 

defect state is lost, as shown for an O defect in the CeO2(111) surface (see Fig. 3.1a). Similar 

problems occur, if positively charged holes in the O 2p valence band are formed upon 

introduction of undervalent substitutional or interstitial cationic point defects (p-type doping) 

[63-65]. This shortcoming affects defect formation energies. As discussed in P8, hybrid 

functionals like the HSE [66] range-separated hybrid as well as the more ad hoc DFT+U 

approach represent viable routes to rectify the delocalization or SIE induced by the GGA 

approximation (Figure 3b). Figure 3c shows that the Tao, Perdew, Staroverov, and Scuseria 

(TPSS) [67-68] functional, a meta-GGA (see next section), also remedies to a certain degree 

over-delocalization of defect electrons. This is can be understood, because introduction of a 

dependence on the kinetic energy density eliminates the so-called one-electron self-

interaction, however many-electron self-interaction errors are still present. Hence, alleviating 

the band gap problem as well as orbital-overdelocalization may improve the accuracy in 

thermodynamic properties. However, we underline that a correct gap is not a sufficient 

condition for accurate thermodynamic predictions based on DFT (publication P8). 
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Figure 3.1. (a) Spin-densities (yellow) for a surface O defect in CeO2(111) obtained using 
PBE. Corresponding PDOS for the clean surface (top panel) and O defect (bottom panel) on 
lhs. Blue lines indicate the Ce 4f states, and red lines indicate O 2p states. (b) Analogous 
graphs showing spin-densities as well as PDOS obtained using the hybrid functional HSE (see 
below). (c) Analogous results obtained using the TPSS meta-GGA. For results on the 
CeO2(110) and (100) surfaces, see [69] and publication P7. Reprinted and adapted with 
permission from publication P8. Copyright (2013) American Chemical Society. 
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3.4 Jacob’s Ladder of Density Functional Approximations 

It is frequently stated that DFT does not offer possibilities to systematically improve the 

accuracy of results in the way, e.g., wavefunction-based techniques do [70-79]. “Jacob’s 

ladder of density functional approximations” [80-81] is an attempt to introduce, at least to a 

certain extent, the aforementioned systematics. Currently the ladder comprises five rungs or 

classes of approximations. The underlying idea is that functionals accommodating several 

physical or exact constraints, e.g., meeting the uniform electron gas (UEG) limit for vanishing 

density gradients, are expected to be rather universally applicable and transferable. This 

means that the accuracy of results does neither critically depend on the material nor on the 

calculated property. The number of satisfied constraints or degree of complexity increases for 

higher rungs, but the amount of empiricism used for their construction should be minimal to 

avoid “overfitting” [82]. This way, the functionals’ accuracies are expected to improve using 

higher rungs on the ladder.  

LDA and GGA are known as the first and second rung on the ladder. The third rung refers 

to the meta-GGA approximation [83], which is on the point of becoming widely recognized in 

the catalysis community [84-88]. LDA, GGA, and meta-GGA are pooled by the term semilocal 

functionals, because of their dependence on the local electron density ρ(r) as well as on 

derivatives of ρ(r). While LDA only depends on ρ (including spin-polarization [89]), GGA also 

incorporates information on the reduced density gradient, which is proportional to |∇𝜌𝜌|
𝜌𝜌4/3. [90-

94] A meta-GGA, in addition to its dependence on density and density gradient, includes 

information that originate from the kinetic energy density [68]. The information contained in 

the latter was shown to be almost equivalent to the one carried by the second derivative or 

the Laplacian of the density [67]. 

The fourth rung functionals contain also non-local information due to the explicit 

dependence on the occupied orbitals. In theory, this requires developing a generalization of 

KS-DFT [95]. In practice, this means that a fraction of non-local Fock exchange (FX) replaces 

the corresponding amount of semilocal exchange. The ‘mixing ratio’ is material-specific and 

therefore a semi-empirical parameter [96-98]. Several hybrid functionals use 20 to 25% of 

FX, which is a useful choice for many materials or systems of interest. This choice was 

supported by non-empirical arguments [99], but they turned out to be imprecise [81]. 

The present work does not discuss hybrid functionals relying on many parameters [100-101]. 

Regarding local hybrid functionals employing position dependent admixture of FX, we refer 

the interested reader to the literature (see, e.g., [102-104]). 

The generalized random-phase approximation (RPA) is the fifth rung on Jacob’s ladder 

(see, e.g., [40, 105-107]). This rung adds non-locality also in the correlation energy via 
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dependence on occupied as well as virtual orbitals (and orbital energies). Thus, RPA is a fully 

non-local functional. RPA can be applied to small-gap and metallic systems, in contrast to 

double-hybrid functionals, which add a fraction of correlation energy based on second order 

Møller-Plesset perturbation theory [108-110]. Any ‘order-by-order’ perturbation theory breaks 

down when applied to systems with zero gap [111]. RPA describes dispersion-type van der 

Waals interactions correctly (e.g. [112-113]). Up-to-date applications of RPA mostly use 

semilocal orbitals and orbital energies as input (e.g., [40, 114-119]. This also applies to the 

FX energy expression, which is then called exact exchange (EXX) energy. However, 

advantages by using the FX energy (i.e. using HF orbitals in the EXX energy expression) were 

reported by Ren and coworkers [120-121]. Throughout this work, we will not discriminate 

between EXX and FX. Self-consistent RPA calculations have not yet been applied to extended 

systems, although the number of recent publications indicate intense research activities [122-

128]. 

 

 

3.5 Historic and Technical Remarks on Hybrid Functionals 

Becke introduced hybrid functionals in 1993 [129]. He used arguments based on the so-called 

adiabatic connection formula [130-131] to theoretically motivate the employed mixing-ratio, 

i.e. 50% of FX and 50% of Slater-Dirac (LDA) exchange [132-133]. This hybrid, known as the 

“Becke-Half-and-Half” (HH) functional substantially outperformed both HF and LDA with 

respect to errors in molecular atomization energies. Moreover, the work reports improvements 

by employing two independent mixing parameters obtained from fitting against experimental 

data. The modified functional uses a smaller amount of FX (33%) and sacrifices a constraint, 

namely the uniform electron gas (UEG) limit [129]. Despite its excellent performance in 

molecular atomization energies, this parametrization spoiled the accuracy in other properties 

such as proton affinities. 

The three-parameter functional B3PW91 [134] was also introduced by Becke (eq. 3.1).  

Exc
B3PW91= Exc

LDA+a0∙�Ex
FX-Ex

LDA�+ax∙∆Ex
B88+ac∙∆Ec

PW91     (3.1) 

It outperformes HH in terms of molecular atomization energies and preserves the UEG limit. 

The three parameters in eq. 3.1 refer to the admixing factors for FX (a0 = 0.2), the Becke-88 

(B88) [135] gradient-correction to the LDA exchange (ax = 0.72), and the Perdew-Wang-91 

(PW91) [91, 136] gradient-correction to the LDA correlation energy (ac = 0.81), respectively.  

These parameters were fitted to minimize errors in calculated molecular properties such as 

atomization energies, ionization potentials etc. Note that the popular B3LYP hybrid functional 
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finds its origin in B3PW91 replacing the LDA correlation and the PW91 gradient corrections by 

the Lee-Yang-Parr (LYP) correlation functional [137]. LYP consists of density dependent (local) 

terms as well as gradient-dependent (semilocal) contributions [138]. B3LYP was employed 

and published by Frisch und coworkers for the first time in 1994 [139]. 

LYP is based on the Colle-Salvetti (CS) functional and does not fulfill the UEG limit. For 

vanishing density gradients, it lacks some of the correlation energy compared to LDA [140-

141]. As discussed in [142], electron correlation at the short range, i.e. small inter-electron 

distance, is less affected. However, at the long range, the effect of the aforementioned failure 

becomes noticeable. It is less problematic for calculations on atoms and molecules, but for 

solids errors may be significant. This shortcoming of LYP is also displayed in Fig. 5 of [140].  

Figure 3.2 shows atomization energies for several archetypal metals, semiconductors, 

and insulators obtained with the Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) GGA [92] and the Heyd, 

Scuseria, Ernzerhof (HSE, vide infra), the B3PW91, as well as the B3LYP hybrid functionals 

[143]. The large negative relative errors illustrate the failure in LYP when applied to free 

electron-gas-like systems, such as metals. The systematic underestimation of atomization 

energies can be readily understood. Supposed that the calculations for the atoms are 

reasonably accurate, the stability of the bulk material is underestimated by B3LYP, very likely 

due to the underestimation of correlation for the UEG described above. As indicated by the 

pronounced error bar for Si, problems also arise for small gap semiconductors, featuring 

delocalized orbitals or a density matrix decaying slowly with distance [144]. For B3PW91, 

which fulfills the UEG limit, errors in metallic systems are substantially smaller compared to 

B3LYP [143]. Except for Na and Mg, B3PW91 and HSE perform similarly. 

 

 
Figure 3.2. Relative errors in atomization energies (theory minus experiment) obtained using 
PBE (green), HSE (violet), B3PW91 (light blue), and B3LYP (red) [143]. Adapted with 
permission from publication P2. 
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To avoid errors incurred by LYP and to single out the effect of admixed FX, it is advisable to 

compare the performance of PBE solely with B3PW91 and HSE. Both hybrids fulfill the UEG 

constraint. As shown in Fig. 3.2, admixture of FX yields suboptimal results for metallic 

systems. This finding is along the lines of, e.g., [87].  

The UEG is the prototype model for metallic systems and applying HF to the UEG causes 

that the electronic density of states vanishes logarithmically at the Fermi level [145-146]. This 

artifact is a consequence of the long-range nature of the Coulomb 1/|r1-r2| = 1/r12 interaction 

among electrons [144]. Two electrons at large distance do not feel the full 1/r12 potential, but 

a “screened” version due to the presence of, e.g., the other electrons as an intervening 

medium. So-called polarization or rearrangement effects of the electron gas cancel out the 

long-range part of the potential. Therefore, higher-order correlation effects, e.g., within the 

(non-local) RPA approximation, compensate this singular behavior of the potential [147]. 

Semilocal approximations to correlation employed in a hybrid functional insufficiently 

compensate the aforementioned singularity. A body of work in the literature points out the 

underperformance of hybrid functionals when applied to extended metallic systems [87, 97, 

143, 148-150].  

Summarizing the discussion on B3LYP, Fig. 3.2 shows a relation between B3LYP errors 

in atomization energies and the size of the band gap. Larger band gaps relate to smaller 

errors. Supposed that all these functionals are comparably accurate for atoms, this finding is 

sensible, because the density matrix of wide-gap systems decays rapidly with the distance 

[39, 151]. It implies a high degree of localization in orbitals [152]. Apparently, the case 

involving a more localized scenario is unproblematic for the LYP functional. Recalling that 

B3LYP is plagued by two important shortcomings: a) the long-range part of FX, which is 

problematic in metallic systems; b) LYP does not describe long-range contributions of 

correlation effects in delocalized (metallic) states accurately. Using B3LYP, both shortcomings 

add up and lead to conspicuously large error bars for metallic systems as well as for small-

gap semiconductors like Si. 

In 1996, Becke introduced a simplified one-parameter hybrid functional shown in eq. 3.2. 

 
Exc

hybrid= Exc
DFT+a0∙�Ex

FX-Ex
DFT�     (3.2) 

 

The admixing factor for FX, a0, is usually small and varies between 0.16 and 0.28 depending 

on the GGA exchange functional used (i.e. Ex
DFTin eq. 3.2) [153]. The popular PBE0 or PBEh 

hybrid functional is based on the PBE GGA functional and uses 25% of the FX energy (Ex
FX). It 

was introduced into the literature and independently assessed by Adamo and Barone [154] as 
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well as Ernzerhof and Scuseria [155]. Both groups reported high accuracy for a broad variety 

of molecules and their properties. 

As mentioned before, the long-range asymptote of the Coulomb interaction (see Figure 3.3 on 

the lhs, black line) renders the application of hybrid functionals to metallic and semiconducting 

solids with a small band gap numerically difficult. As demonstrated in [97], the slow decay of 

1/r12 with distance requires dense k-point grids (or equivalently large supercells) to converge 

the FX energy. 

 

 
Figure 3.3. Decay of a screened (red) and unscreened (black) Coulomb kernels (left). Error 
in the exchange energy ∆EX of fcc Al with (HSE, red) and without (PBE0, black) screening as 
a function of k points (right). See also [97]. Adapted with permission from publication P2. 
 

 

To remedy this problem, one may resort to screening or a range-separation of the interelectron 

Coulomb interaction. In molecular quantum chemistry, this technique was successfully applied 

to describe short-range correlation using DFT and long-range correlation effects using 

wavefunction-based methods [156]. In Figure 3.3 the screened Coulomb interaction using the 

complementary error function is shown on the lhs (eq. 3.3).  

 

    (3.3) 

 

In principle, any functions summing up to 1/r are suitable for range separation. A screening 

based on the error function like in eq. 3.3 is advantageous using GTOs or plane waves as a 

basis set [66, 97]. Historically, the first application of the error function dealt with efficient 

lattice summations of the long-range electrostatic interactions in crystalline solids. It is 
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commonly known as the Ewald technique [157]. The HSE or equivalently HSE06 hybrid 

functional, defined in eq. 3.4, uses range separation in the exchange energy contribution 

according to eq. 3.3 [66]. 

 

EHSE-X=EPBE-X+a0 �EFX
SR(μ)-EPBE-X

SR (μ)�     (3.4) 

 

In eq. 3.4, the superscript “SR” refers to “short-range” and a0—similar to PBE0—amounts to 

25%. This means that the FX energy (as well as the FX potential) is evaluated using the short-

range kernel of the Coulomb interaction (see Fig. 3.3, red lines). The empirically set parameter 

µ is 0.207 Å-1 and determines the length scale of SR and LR interactions [158]. This offers 

substantial computational savings for metallic systems as shown on the rhs in Fig. 3.3 [97]. 

The figure shows respective errors in the FX energy for the fcc bulk phase of Al with (red bars) 

and without range separation (black bars) as a function of the number of k points. In other 

words, the figure compares the convergence in HSE and PBE0 exchange energies. Apparently, 

range-separation drastically enhances technical convergence. HSE is very useful for treating 

metals and insulators on the same footing [48, 97, 159]. The high accuracy in band gaps 

obtained with HSE is amply discussed in recent review articles [48, 52, 160].  

Hybrid functionals have been commonly used in the field of molecular quantum 

chemistry almost instantaneously after their introduction by Becke. At the same time, they 

were offered to the computational solid state community by virtue of the CRYSTAL code [161] 

using GTOs to expand the crystal orbitals [162-163]. GTOs are also used in the GAUSSIAN 

suite of programs [66, 164-165]. Local (atom-centered) basis functions offer the possibility to 

treat all electrons, i.e. core as well as valence orbitals in the self-consistent field optimization. 

However, incompleteness or superposition errors [166-167] have to be tackled by techniques 

like, e.g., the Boys-Bernardi counterpoise correction [168].  

Hybrid functionals are implemented in many solid-state electronic structure codes. The 

required FX energy can be computed employing various basis sets such as all-electron numeric 

(localized) orbitals as used in FHI-aims [169-170] and full-potential linearized augmented 

plane waves as used in WIEN2K [171-172], exciting [173] , or Fleur [174-175]. Moreover, 

projector-augmented pseudopotentials and plane waves are used in VASP [97, 176] or GPAW 

[177-178], and mixed basis sets are employed in CP2K [179] or pseudopotentials and plane 

waves as used in Quantum ESPRESSO [180-181] or CASTEP [182-184]. Consequently, hybrid 

functionals are now accessible to a large manifold of computational communities. 
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3.6 Hybrid Functionals and the DFT+U Approach 

Both, hybrid functionals as well as the DFT+U approach [185-188] assist in treating localized 

d or f electrons within a (generalized) DFT framework. The fraction of FX used in a hybrid 

functional partially alleviates one-electron SIEs in semilocal functionals, thus enhances 

localization. 

Within DFT+U, the orbitals are subdivided into two groups, namely rather delocalized 

orbitals that form bands and spatially localized, atomic-like orbitals. These groups of orbitals 

are treated differently. This is justified by the assumption that semilocal functionals describe 

the band formation within s and p orbitals well, but corrections are required for the other case 

(d and f orbitals). The Mott-Hubbard theory [189-192] serves as the conceptual basis for 

DFT+U, relying on the idea of a hindered transfer of electrons among neighboring sites. The 

electron interaction is described by the Hubbard Hamiltonian involving effective Coulomb (U) 

and exchange (J) interactions. The meaning of U was extensively discussed by Herring [193]. 

For instance, in a 3d electron system with n electrons per atom, U is defined as the energy 

cost involving electron detachment at one site and attachment at a neighboring site, i.e. the 

‘redox’ reaction energy. 

Following [194], bypassing above mentioned deficiencies in LDA or GGA requires the 

introduction of a U-dependent correction to the total energy. The one-electron SIE-free HF 

theory is used as a reference. The correction to the DFT energy reads 

 
∆Ecorr[{ni}]=EHF[{ni}]-Edd

DFT[nd],    (3.5) 

 
with Edd

DFT[nd] as the energy contribution stemming from the erroneous DFT description of 

interacting d electrons. eq. 3.5 uses ni as the occupation number of orbital i and nd refers to 

the total number of d electrons, i.e. nd = Σi ni. The HF energy expression, with EHF[{ni}] as a 

functional depending on the set of d orbitals, reads 

 
EHF[{ni}]= e2

2
∑ �Uij-Jij�i≠j ninj,     (3.6) 

 
with Uij and Jij as orbital-dependent Coulomb and exchange integrals. To illustrate the working 

principle, the electron exchange term J in eq. 3.6 can be neglected [194], which leads to a 

simplified expression for the correction 

 

∆Ecorr[x]=- 1
2
U x(x-1),  0≤x≤1,     (3.7) 
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with x as the variation of the total number of d electrons [194]. This expression involves a 

Edd
DFT[nd] of similar structure (see [194]). In consequence, the corresponding correction to the 

one-electron potential is equal to 

 
∆Vcorr[x]= d∆Ecorr

dx
=U �1

2
-x� .      (3.8) 

 
Equations 3.7 and 3.8 convey the essential physics underlying the DFT+U approach. 

Supposing a half-filled d orbital, the correction to the total energy will result in a maximal 

increase in energy, whereas the correction to the Kohn-Sham eigenvalue vanishes. 

Conversely, integer occupation will be (variationally) preferred by the orbital-dependent 

DFT+U functional, which in turn leads to the opening of the band gap (eq. 3.8). Unoccupied 

orbitals (x = 0) will be shifted by +1/2 U and occupied orbitals (x = 1) will be lowered by −1/2 U 

(see Fig. 3.4). Localization of d or f electrons is therefore inherent to DFT+U, which 

incorporates orbital-dependence in a somewhat less rigorous manner compared to HF theory. 

Using a hybrid functional, all occupied orbitals are subject to the same generalized Kohn-Sham 

Hamiltonian [95], whereas in DFT+U only a subspace of orbitals is corrected in the 

aforementioned ad hoc manner. In practical applications, the size of U matters. It is usually 

chosen in a way to trade off the accuracy in describing the band gap against the accuracy 

reached for other system properties such as lattice parameters or reaction energies. (e.g., 

[195-197]). Applying U together with semilocal functionals leads to increased lattice 

parameters. This is beneficial for LDA, because it underestimates lattice constants, but 

unfavorable for GGA functionals like PBE, which overestimate them [32]. For further 

discussions on DFT+U, we refer the interested reader to the literature [51, 198-199]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4. Correction to the total energy 
(ΔEcorr, blue line) and the potential (ΔVcorr, 
red line) within DFT+U as a function of the 
variation of d orbital occupation x. See also 
[194]. Adapted with permission from 
publication P2. 
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4 Case studies 

4.1 The Structure of the V2O3(0001) Surface 

P1* The Surface Structure of V2O3 revisited 

F. E. Feiten, J. Seifert, J. Paier,* H. Kuhlenbeck,* H. Winter, J. Sauer, 

H.-J. Freund, Phys. Rev. Lett. 2015, 114, 216101. 

 

P2* Hybrid Density Functionals Applied to Complex Solid Catalysts: Successes, 

Limitations, and Prospects 

J. Paier,* Catal. Lett. 2016, 146, 861. 

 

The V2O3(0001) surface termination stable under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) conditions was 

debated until its resolution by a recent study combining experiments and theoretical 

calculations published in P1. The surface structure of its outermost layers was unclear because 

previously published density functional theory (DFT) results were inconsistent to several 

experimental results [200-201]. Ion scattering combined with DFT calculations within the 

generalized gradient approximation (GGA) supported the reconstructed so-called O3 

termination of the V2O3(0001) surface as the predominant surface structure for preparations 

under UHV conditions [201-203]. These results had to be reinterpreted based on infrared 

reflection-absorption spectroscopy (IRAS) [204-205], I/V low-energy electron diffraction 

(LEED), scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), fast atom diffraction, as well as DFT 

calculations on surface free energies employing a hybrid functional (publication P1). There is 

clear experimental evidence for the vanadyl, V=O, termination. Since DFT was invoked to 

support the reconstructed O3 termination, we have shown that care must be taken because 

results may depend on the employed functional. These novel hybrid functional results on the 

stabilities of various surface phases suggest a substantially broader stability range for the V=O 

termination in contrast to results based on the GGA approximation [200, 206]. These hybrid 

functional results are also expected to be more accurate because errors in computed heats of 

formations for various vanadium bulk oxide phases are smaller when compared to observed 

values as shown in the present section. This extensive work characterizing the V2O3(0001) 

surface eventually resolved its atomic structure. 

Stabilities of various V2O3(0001) surface terminations (publication P1) calculated using 

hybrid functionals as a function of the amount of employed FX is essential content of the 

above-mentioned publications. When the xc functional does not include FX, it usually implies 

that it is a mere GGA functional like the Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE, [92]) GGA. The 
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latter is frequently used in studies on structures and stabilities of surfaces [49] due to lower 

computational demands compared to hybrids. However, as discussed in publication P2 and 

outlined in chapter 3, GGA functionals suffer from shortcomings. Hence, it is justified to raise 

the question, whether stabilities of surface terminations predicted by DFT are robust with 

respect to the employed xc functional, especially when DFT is used as decisive means to 

conclude on the atomic structure of surfaces under specific conditions. 

Vanadium oxides represent major components of active phases of several important 

solid oxidation catalysts [207-208]. Hence, knowing the precise positions of the atoms in the 

surface is crucial to understand its reactivity, when it comes to the elaboration of a mechanism. 

The V2O3(0001) surface is one important and representative vanadium oxide surface. V2O3 

crystallizes in the corundum structure and we outline in the following the problem, which has 

been solved within a combined approach using I/V LEED, STM, fast atom scattering, and DFT 

employing the Heyd, Scuseria, Ernzerhof (HSE, [66, 158]) hybrid functional. 

For approximately a decade, this surface prepared under ultrahigh vacuum conditions 

was considered to be vanadyl (V=O) terminated. Experimental evidence originating from a 

characteristic and intense IR vibrational band [204-205], STM, XPS, and near edge X-ray 

absorption fine structure data are in support of this conclusion [204-205, 209]. The (0001) 

surface can be cut in three different ways. One may cut at the first of two inequivalent metal 

atoms resulting in a ···O3-V2-O3-V (single metal, SM) termination, at the second metal atom 

resulting in a ···O3-V2-O3-V2 (double metal, DM) termination, or at the O3 oxygen layer, 

···O3-V2-O3-V2-O3, corresponding to the ideal (bulk-like) O3 termination. However, DFT results 

(obtained using the PW91-GGA [210]) indicate that several reconstructed surface terminations 

exist, which are thermodynamically more favorable compared with ideal bulk terminations 

[200, 206]. These reconstructed terminations are shown in Fig. 4.1. 

 

 

Figure 4.1. Structure models showing possible reconstructed terminations of the V2O3(0001) 
surface. V is gray, O is red. Reprinted with permission from publication P1. Copyright (2015) 
American Physical Society. 
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At relatively low chemical potentials of oxygen (corresponding to a temperature of about 800 K 

and UHV pressure conditions), DFT predicts the vanadyl (V=O) terminated surface to be the 

most stable phase. At higher (more positive) potentials, the (hypothetical) phase equilibrium 

is pushed towards ordered superstructures at 2/3 or 1/3 of a monolayer (ML) V=O coverage. At 

even higher chemical potentials of oxygen, DFT within the PW91-GGA approximation predicts 

a reconstructed O3 termination to be the prevalent stable phase [200]. In the reconstructed 

O3 termination every other V atom from the subsurface cationic layer is supposed to move up 

into the cationic surface layer (Fig. 4.1). Recent studies [201-202] employing ion scattering 

and DFT (PW91-GGA) concluded on the reconstructed O3 termination, which however 

contrasts with the previously observed intense V=O stretching vibrations as well as other 

observed results (vide supra). 

The V2O3(0001) surface has recently been thoroughly revisited using a large spectrum 

of surface sensitive techniques [see publication P1, but also [211] and [212]). Therefore, 

about 100 Å thick films grown on an Au(111) substrate were prepared. The conditions like 

oxygen partial pressure and temperature were systematically varied and the resulting surface 

phases analyzed by virtue of LEED. These results are summarized in Fig. 4.2. Within a pressure 

range of 1×10-7 to 1×10-6 mbar only structures showing a (1×1) LEED pattern were prepared. 

A (√3×√3)R30° superstructure appears only at higher pressures of oxygen. Importantly, at 

even higher oxygen pressures the films disappeared and dewetting was observed, probably 

because sublimation of V2O5 set in. The (√3×√3)R30° structure can be readily identified using 

LEED. However, both V=O as well as the reconstructed O3 termination would show the same 

(1×1) pattern. Thus, I/V LEED using a total of 14 different structures with varying interlayer 

distances were used for the structure refinement procedure. The comparison between the V=O 

and O3 terminations are not shown here (see Fig. 3 in publication P1), but the calculated I/V 

LEED curves for the V=O terminated surface agree much better with observed results. 
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Figure 4.2. Observed surface phases as a function of preparation conditions. Reprinted with 
permission from publication P1. Copyright (2015) American Physical Society. 
 

 

Before discussing computational aspects of the calculated stability diagrams using a hybrid 

functional, another experimental evidence supporting the V=O termination is shown, namely 

a comparison between observed and calculated STM micrographs (see Fig. 4.3). The observed 

STM images are consistent with Tersoff-Hamann [213-214] positive bias simulations for a fully 

vanadyl-covered surface of hexagonal symmetry. The triangular features typical of 

reconstructed and ideal O3 terminations (see also Fig. 14 in [201]) were not observed. 

Given the shortcomings of GGA xc functionals and the fact that the PW91-GGA functional 

has been employed to support the reconstructed O3 termination, it seems worthwhile to check 

surface energies or stabilities with a different, supposedly more accurate functional. As 

discussed in sections 3.3 to 3.5 and publication P2, the amount of FX used within a hybrid 

functional is a material-specific quantity and may affect results (for functional-dependent 

electron-localization and its effect on IR spectra of anionic vanadium oxide clusters see work 

by Sauer and Asmis, and coworkers [96]). Hence, the question arises, whether surface 

stabilities of V2O3(0001) terminations critically depend on the amount of FX used. 
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Figure 4.3. Upper panel: Atomically resolved STM images of the V2O3(0001) surface. (a) 
Slightly reduced; (b) slightly overoxidized. Reprinted with permission from publication P1. 
Copyright (2015) American Physical Society. Lower panel: Simulated STM images for 
terminations as indicated below. Reprinted figure with permission from [201]. Copyright 2012 
by Elsevier B.V.  
 

 

To assess calculated phase or stability diagrams of important V2O3(0001)-(1×1) terminations, 

we compare heats of formations of relevant bulk phases obtained using the HSE hybrid with 

observed values. In addition, we calculate the reduction (∆Hr1, eq. 4.1) and oxidation 

enthalpies (∆Hr2, eq. 4.2), as well as the reaction enthalpy for the disproportionation of V2O4 

(∆Hr3, eq. 4.3). These results are shown in Tab. 4.1. Note that zero-point vibrational energy 

(ZPVE) corrections as well as inclusion of T-dependent terms (for a derivation see [215]) are 

smaller than 2 kJ/mol and are therefore neglected. For the V2O4 bulk structure we used the 

monoclinic (M1) phase, since the rutile structure becomes stable at temperatures larger than 

340 K [216]. Work published in the literature suggests using a smaller amount of FX for a 

more accurate description of VO2 bulk phases [217-218]. However, in this work spin non-

polarized calculations were employed except for the VO phase (antiferromagnetic-II order, 

see [219]), because V2O3 is a nonmagnetic metallic system at ambient temperature. 

V2O3 ⇄ 2 VO + 1/2 O2       (4.1) 

V2O3 + 1/2 O2 ⇄ V2O4      (4.2) 

V2O4 ⇄ 1/2 V2O3 + 1/2 V2O5      (4.3) 

Among the three functionals used, errors in heats of formation obtained using HSE (25% FX) 

for V2O3, V2O4, and V2O5 relative to observed values are smallest. The tendency of the PBE-

GGA to underestimate heats of formations for these vanadium oxide phases is substantially 
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alleviated using HSE. Also, the oxidation of the V2O3 phase (eq. 4.2) is more accurately 

described. The disproportionation of V2O4 (eq. 4.3) is accurately described using PBE, but this 

appears to be a fortuitous cancellation of errors comparing the involved heats of formations 

with observed values. They are significantly underestimated using the PBE-GGA functional. 

 

Table 4.1. Heats of formationa and reaction energies (solid phase) for VOx phases. 
Energies given in eV/formula unit. 

 PBE HSE (10% FX) HSE (25% FX) Obsd. 

∆HfVO -3.24 -3.86 -4.94 -4.47b 

∆HfV2O3 -10.89 -10.86 -11.58 -12.64b 

∆HfV2O4 -13.58 -13.75 -14.15 -14.66c 

∆HfV2O5 -15.43 -15.51 -15.67 -16.07b 

∆Hr1 +5.34 +3.14 +1.70 +3.70 

∆Hr2 -2.69 -2.89 -2.57 -2.15 

∆Hr3 +0.42 +0.56 +0.52 +0.43 

a Corrections involving zero-point vibrational energies (ZPVE), as well as temperature-
dependent terms for T = 298 K for metallic vanadium and O2 (the latter includes 
translational and rotational degrees of freedom) are ca. 0.01 eV/f.u. (≈ 1 kJ/mol) and are 
therefore neglected. 
b Ref. [220]; c Ref. [221]. 

 

 

We use the fact that the HSE heats of formation for VOx bulk phases agree better with observed 

values as a strong argument in favor of application of this functional. Thus, we studied the 

important terminations of V2O3(0001)-(1×1), i.e., the SM V, the vanadyl V=O, and the 

reconstructed O3 termination using HSE with the “as defined” [158] amount of 25% FX. These 

results are summarized in the stability diagram shown in Fig. 4.4. It displays surface energies 

of respective terminations as a function of the chemical potential of oxygen. 

The black arrows at the bottom of the diagram refer to the stability ranges of VOx bulk 

phases. Relevant preparation conditions, i.e., ca. 500-800 K and ca. 1 × 10-7 mbar, 

correspond to a chemical potential of ca. -1.3 to -1.2 eV. The V=O termination is predicted to 

be the most stable phase for this range. Compared to the phase diagrams obtained using 

PW91-GGA [200-201], this means that the reconstructed O3 termination is drastically 

destabilized. Hence, the equilibrium with noticeable amount O3 terminated surface area 

locates at much more positive values for the chemical potential of oxygen, in turn 

corresponding to higher partial pressures. This conclusion even holds under assumption of 

DFT errors in the binding energy of the O2 molecule, which may be as large as several hundred 
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meV (ca. several tens of kJ/mol; see also Tab. 1 in [62]). Importantly, it was also observed 

that applying higher oxygen pressures led to dewetting of the films. The oxidation of the V2O3 

films to V2O5 and its sublimation are plausible explanations for the dewetting. This is consistent 

with the phase diagram shown in Fig. 4.4, because it predicts V2O5 as the stable bulk phase 

under oxygen-rich conditions. According to the diagram, V2O3 is never the stable bulk phase 

under relevant conditions (in fact it is out of reach experimentally, due to a too negative 

chemical potential). This gives a hint on kinetic stabilization of the V=O terminated films. Put 

another way, the formation of higher oxide films is probably prevented by too large activation 

barriers. 

 

 

 
Figure 4.4. Surface energy (eV/Å2) as a function of the chemical potential of oxygen for 
relevant surface terminations. Results obtained using the HSE (25% FX) hybrid functional. 
Reprinted with permission from publication P1. Copyright (2015) American Physical Society. 
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4.2  Oxidative Dehydrogenation of Methanol at Vanadia/Ceria 

P3* Oligomeric Vanadium Oxide Species Supported on the CeO2(111) Surface: 

Structure and Reactivity Studied by Density Functional Theory 

C. Penschke, J. Paier,* and J. Sauer, J. Phys. Chem. C 2013, 117, 5274. 

 

P4* Stability and Migration Barriers of Small Vanadium Oxide Clusters on the 

CeO2(111) Surface Studied by Density Functional Theory 

J. Paier,* T. Kropp, C. Penschke, and J. Sauer, Faraday Discuss. 2013, 162, 

233. 

 

P5 Support Effect in Oxide Catalysis: Methanol Oxidation on Vanadia/Ceria 

T. Kropp, J. Paier, and J. Sauer,* J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2014, 136, 14616. 

 

P6* Reactions of Methanol with Pristine and Defective Ceria (111) Surfaces: A 

Comparison of Density Functionals 

T. Kropp and J. Paier,* J. Phys. Chem. C 2014, 118, 23690. 

 

P7* Activity versus Selectivity of the Methanol Oxidation at Ceria Surfaces: A 

Comparative First-Principles Study 

T. Kropp and J. Paier,* J. Phys. Chem. C 2015, 119, 23021. 

 

P8 Oxygen Defects and Surface Chemistry of Ceria: Quantum Chemical Studies 

Compared to Experiment 

J. Paier, C. Penschke, and J. Sauer,* Chem. Rev. 2013, 113, 3949. 

 

Regarding the CeO2(111) surface, temperature programmed desorption (TPD) experiments 

revealed a drastically enhanced oxidative dehydrogenation (ODH) activity in terms of a low-

temperature desorption or α peak of formaldehyde upon deposition of small amounts of VOx 

[222]. Importantly, the desorption peak was only observed in context of mononuclear vanadia 

species as shown by atomically resolved STM obtained in the group of Freund [222-223]. 

Remarkably, the vanadia induced an activity higher than that of individual components, i.e. 

pure ceria on one hand and vanadia (V2O5) on the other. The latter conclusion is based on a 

comparison of TPD spectra of adsorbed methanol on CeO2(111) without, with low, and with 

high loadings of VOx, where in the latter case the support is de facto fully covered by two-

dimensionally grown vanadia [222]. The mechanistic reasons (involving atomic structure 
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details) for this high activity were unknown for a long time. Based on DFT calculations 

summarized in the present section as well as in publications P3-P8 and [224], we understand 

the aforementioned exceptionally high ODH activity. 

The work on the CeO2(111) surface had essentially two aims: prediction of structures 

and stabilities of deposited VOx oligomers on the CeO2(111) surface and the elucidation of 

possible elementary steps in the ODH of methanol adsorbed at—as shown by TPD [222]—very 

active monomeric VOx clusters. The high activity of VOx can be explained by the cooperativity 

between the vanadia species and the ceria support in the rate-determining H-transfer step 

(see also [222]): VOx accepts the proton and the two electrons are stabilized in Ce 4f orbitals 

creating two additional Ce3+ ions in the surface. It was shown that VO2 clusters agglomerate 

strongly exothermically on the surface (publication P3). Specifically, a very stable (VO2)3 

trimer is formed, which is V=O terminated and built from V-O-V-bridging units commensurate 

to the hexagonal CeO2(111) surface structure. The activity of VO2 monomers, dimers, and 

trimers was studied using the oxygen defect formation and the hydrogenation energies as 

activity descriptors. Both descriptors have been shown before to be efficient means to assess 

the ODH activity of metal oxide surfaces [62, 225]. In agreement with TPD results, the VO2 

monomer, stabilized on the CeO2(111) surface by large activation barriers for migration 

(publication P4), is predicted to perform most actively in the ODH of methanol. The high 

activity of VO2 monomers was confirmed by detailed mechanistic studies calculating surface 

adsorption complexes of methanol, transition structures involving the H- or more precisely the 

proton-coupled-electron transfer, and adjacent reaction intermediates. Calculated harmonic 

wavenumbers enabled to compute activation barriers and pre-exponential factors in the 

Polanyi-Wigner equation (of first order). Based on these results for several pathways, the 

simulated TPD spectrum using activation barriers obtained with more accurate hybrid 

functionals (see, e.g., [62]) agrees very well with observed results (publications P5 and P6). 

These mechanistic studies lead to the understanding of the observed α desorption peak of 

formaldehyde. It involves binding of methoxide into a “VO2-induced” pseudo-oxygen-vacancy 

and subsequent transfer of a methyl-hydrogen atom to the V-O-Ce interphase bond. 

While section 4.1 discusses stabilities of surface reconstructions, herein summarized 

publications P3 to P8 discuss more complex problems, namely thermodynamic as well as 

kinetic properties of vanadia aggregations on a ceria support and their catalytic activity with 

respect to the ODH of methanol to formaldehyde. Ceria as a very special support is reviewed 

in publication P8. Main motivation for the extensive collaborative study of the Sauer and 

Freund groups within CRC 546 (see, e.g., [226] and references therein), is the importance of 

vanadia as an oxidation catalyst on the one hand [227], and the lack of atomic-level 

understanding in the functioning of metal oxides as support on the other hand. The supporting 
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oxide may drastically affect reactivity (see also refs. [208, 228]). Turnover frequencies for 

methanol oxidation on vanadia may vary within three to four orders of magnitude depending 

on the reducibility of the supporting oxide [208, 228-230]. However, size and distribution of 

active (as well as less or inactive) vanadia species on different supports have been unknown 

and spectroscopic characterization, for instance by IRAS, was not available until recently [9-

10, 231]. 

Experiments accomplished in the group of Freund revealed a strong cooperativity 

between vanadia species of low nuclearity and a ceria support [222]. This cooperative effect 

was monitored by TPD experiments using CeO2(111) thin film model catalysts. These films 

were pre-saturated with methanol and the mass signal typical of formaldehyde was detected 

upon heating. It was found that formaldehyde desorbs at significantly lower temperatures 

when mononuclear vanadia species (examined by atomically resolved STM [9]) are present 

on the ceria surface compared with the pristine CeO2(111) on one hand and the ceria film de 

facto fully covered with two-dimensionally grown vanadia. The reasons for this cooperative 

effect were unclear and called for a detailed mechanistic study using for instance DFT. The 

present section describes how this problem was solved in a step-by-step manner. 

A well-ordered CeO2(111) film was grown on a Ru(0001) substrate [9]. Vanadium was 

deposited on the fully oxidized film by physical vapor deposition in an oxygen atmosphere 

employing a partial pressure of 10-6 mbar O2. The aforementioned collaborative efforts in 

Berlin generated crucial insights into the atomic structure of the submonolayer vanadia 

catalyst deposited on a CeO2(111) surface [232]. These systems were investigated by applying 

several surface science techniques, such as atomically resolved STM, IRAS, XPS, TPD, as well 

as DFT. These studies concluded on the following main points: (i) VOx wets the support in a 

two-dimensional manner (Fig. 4.5) according to the constant apparent height of the occupied 

state STM images as well as DFT calculations (see publications P3 and [231]). (ii) VOx clusters 

are terminated by V=O, i.e., vanadyl bonds as evidenced by IR and DFT. (iii) Larger VOx 

agglomerations like, e.g., trimers (Fig. 4.5b) are created upon annealing at 700 K of larger 

deposited amounts of vanadia. (iv) The IR-active V=O stretching mode, featuring a large 

perpendicular component of its dynamic dipole moment with respect to the surface plane 

(according to selection rule), is blue-shifted for larger vanadia oligomers. This is explained by 

the coupling of V=O dipole moments and is reproduced by DFT calculations (see [9] and 

publication P3). This structure-IR relationship was corroborated by computational results: the 

larger the VOx clusters, the larger the blue-shift in IR wavenumbers. (v) XPS indicates occupied 

Ce 4f orbitals in agreement with DFT. VOx clusters on the CeO2(111) surface contain a 

tetrahedrally coordinated V atom in its highest oxidation state (+5). Ce atoms accommodate 
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the 3d electrons of V in one of the 4f orbitals, hence upon V deposition and oxidation, a fraction 

of Ce4+ (4f0) ions is reduced to Ce3+ (4f1) ions. 

 

 

 
Figure 4.5. STM images of VOx species at the CeO2(111) surface showing monomers (a), 
trimers (b), and larger oligomers (c) for loadings corresponding to 0.3, 0.7, and 4.3 V 
atoms/nm2, respectively. Adapted with permission from [9]. Copyright (2009) John Wiley and 
Sons.  
 

 

Thus, the composition of VOx clusters on the CeO2(111) surface is inaccessible experimentally. 

This question could be successfully answered by DFT+U calculations combined with statistical 

thermodynamics [233]. These calculations use the PBE-GGA xc functional and an effective U 

parameter of 4.5 eV applied to the Ce 4f orbitals. The U value for Ce 4f was calculated self-

consistently by Fabris et al. [234]. It was found that under relevant, slightly reducing 

conditions, VO or VO2 originating from the gas phase represent prevalent surface species 

[235]. This finding was confirmed in publication P4 for lower coverage using a larger surface 

unit cell than the one applied in [235]. 
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Figure 4.6. Energy minimum structures of VO (top) and VO2 species (bottom) represented 
as ball and stick models. For clarity reasons a (3x3) cutout of the first O-Ce-O trilayer is shown 
(Ce4+ light blue, Ce3+ dark blue, V5+ green, O2- in the surface red, O2- from the gas phase 
orange). Corresponding schemes are given below with bond distances in pm. The “special” O 
atom in VO2 and V2O4 is highlighted in red and “Os” refers to a surface O. Adapted from 
publication P4. 
 

 

Thermodynamic stabilities of various VOx oligomers and their respective reactivities were 

extensively studied in publication P3. The calculated structures of the monomer, the dimer, 

and the trimer of VO deposited at the CeO2(111) surface as well as respective oligomers of 

VO2 units on that surface are shown in Fig. 4.6. It also shows how the VOx/CeO2(111) catalyst 

is modelled for computational studies: uncharged VO with V featuring a 3d3 occupation (in an 

ionic picture), and VO2 with V (3d1) are put on the clean CeO2(111) surface. Figure 4.6 shows 

the optimized structures. The V 3d electrons are spontaneously transferred into Ce 4f orbitals 

during optimizations. Consequently, one VO unit leads to three surface Ce3+ ions (dark blue), 

and one adsorbed VO2 unit features one Ce3+ in the surface. 
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Figure 4.7. Relative stability, O-defect formation energy (with respect to 1/2 O2), and 
hydrogenation energy (with respect to 1/2 H2) of VO2 aggregates supported on CeO2(111). 
Reprinted and adapted with permission from publication P8. Copyright (2013) American 
Chemical Society. 
 

 

A decisive property of VOx clusters on the CeO2(111) surface, which was calculated using 

PBE+U, is the agglomeration energy. Trimerization of VO monomers at the surface requires 

333 kJ/mol. Thus, agglomeration of VO into (VO)3 trimers is thermodynamically highly 

unfavorable. In contrast, deposited VO2 monomers trimerize pronouncedly exothermically 

releasing 162 kJ/mol upon trimerization. The strong thermodynamic driving force of VO2 

clusters to trimerize is shown in terms of relative stability (black line) in Fig. 4.7. This 

computational result is consistent with observation, because at moderate V loadings trimers 

become an abundant surface species after slight annealing [9]. Calculated vibrational 

properties of (VO2)3 also agree with experiment. Particularly, the calculated value of 25 cm-1 

based on harmonic wavenumbers agrees well with the observed blue shift of 27 cm-1 for the 

V=O stretching mode. 

Mechanistically, to form oligomers, VO2 monomers need to migrate on the CeO2(111) 

surface. Early on, it was suggested that the monomers are stabilized by large migration 

barriers [9]. For a mechanistic study, two pathways have been examined using the nudged 

elastic band [236] as well as the so-called improved dimer method [237] to locate transition 

structures on the (multi-dimensional) potential energy surface spanned by the degrees of 

freedom of the cluster and the surface atoms. The associated energy profiles are shown in 

Fig. 4.8a. The pathway shown using black lines involves a moderate first activation barrier of 

0.77 eV (74 kJ/mol) corresponding to a lift of the special oxygen (shown in red in the VO2-

scheme of Fig. 4.6) and a rotation of the VO4-tetrahedron except for one surface oxygen ion, 
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which detaches upon rotation. The second quite pronounced barrier of 1.95 eV (188 kJ/mol) 

corresponds to the detachment of this anchoring oxygen ion, which relaxes back into the 

surface, and the V ion passing through the plane spanned by the remaining three oxygens, 

reminiscent to an umbrella motion. Another surface oxygen moves up and binds to the 

undercoordinated V ion to restore the energetically favorable four-fold coordination. 

Interestingly, the undercoordinated V ion is reduced as shown by its 3d spin density 

(Fig. 4.8b). On passing through the transition structure, the V 3d orbitals become partially 

occupied and the Ce 4f orbital occupancy corresponding to the (unique) Ce3+ ion is depleted. 

Thus, it appears that atomic degrees of freedom are coupled to electronic degrees of freedom. 

Both undercoordination and reduction of the V ion come with a substantial increase in energy, 

i.e., a destabilization explaining the high migration barriers. 

 

 
Figure 4.8. (a) Proposed energy profile for two different migration pathways of 
VO2/CeO2(111). Activation barriers are given in eV. Local minima on the PES are indicated 
with ‘‘M’’, whereas transition structures are indicated with ‘‘TS’’. (b) Projected Ce 4f and V 3d 
spin densities shown in blue and green, respectively, for several NEB images to determine 
transition structure TS4. Courtesy of Dr. Thomas Kropp. 
 
 
 
Regarding oxidation states, the V 3d1 electron of the VO2 cluster is always transferred into a 

Ce 4f orbital upon adsorption on the surface. It is energetically more favorable as discussed 

in the previous paragraph. Therefore, a single Ce3+ cation is created per VO2 unit and V adopts 

its highest oxidation state +5. An energy-minimum structure featuring (partially) reduced V 

was not found (see [9, 235] and publications P3 and P4).  

With respect to the oxidation states, similar findings were obtained for mixed V/Ce-oxide 

clusters in the gas phase [238]. Thus, also in gas phase clusters V5+(3d0)/Ce3+(4f1) is 

thermodynamically more favorable as shown by Sauer and Asmis using IR spectroscopy and 

DFT. Concerning surface structures of VO2 monomers, dimers, and trimers, the V atom is 

always fourfold coordinated by oxygen atoms resulting in a slightly distorted tetrahedron on 
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the CeO2(111) surface. However, as shown recently, in structures involving higher coverage, 

especially in so-called monolayers of VO2 and V2O5 composition, also five-fold and six-fold 

coordinated V atoms occur [231]. However, these structures do not feature terminal V=O 

groups anymore.  

The marked thermodynamic driving force of VO2 deposited on CeO2(111) for four-fold 

coordination involves a surface oxygen ion relaxing strongly outward from the surface to 

enable bonding to the V atom. This oxygen atom is so strongly lifted out of its lattice position 

such that a cavity is opened. This cavity, in analogy to an oxygen vacancy, was described as 

a pseudo-oxygen-vacancy (publications P4 and P5 as well as refs. [224] and [231]). This 

modified local lattice structure, which is not only characteristic of VO2 monomers, but also of 

chain-type dimers and chain-isomers of higher nuclearity (see [231]), has drastic 

consequences on reactivity in the ODH of methanol. This was shown for the VO2 monomer 

(publication P5).  

Before examining important mechanistic details about the ODH of methanol at the 

VO2/CeO2(111) catalyst, we discuss efficient means to assess reactivity of metal oxides 

towards ODH of alcohols or alkanes, namely descriptors such as the oxygen defect formation 

energy and the hydrogenation energy. As shown by Sauer and Döbler [62], the oxygen defect 

formation energy relates to the overall activity of a catalyst with respect to a reaction, which 

proceeds according to the Mars-van Krevelen mechanism [61]. The hydrogenation energy 

relating to the rate-determining step, i.e., hydrogen transfer onto the catalyst, represents a 

measure for relative activation barriers. These considerations are in the spirit of the Brønsted- 

[239] or Bell-Evans-Polanyi [240-241] principle. As shown in Fig. 4.7, the oxygen defect 

formation energy increases with increasing stability (as well as nuclearity) of the VO2 

oligomers. This suggests that the overall activity in the ODH behaves inversely proportional 

to stability. Hence, it decreases, the larger the vanadia agglomerates on the surface. Similarly, 

calculated hydrogenation energies reflect, that the corresponding activation barrier for the H-

transfer is expected to be higher for trimers compared to monomers and dimers (publication 

P3). This qualitative result is in line with observation shown within a series of TPD experiments 

done for methanol adsorbed on a clean (oxidized) CeO2(111) film (topmost panel in Fig 4.9), 

and the film with low and higher amounts of VOx (middle and bottommost panel). 
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Figure 4.9. TPD spectra for ∼5 L of CH3OH adsorbed at 300 K on CeO2(111) and VOx/CeO2 
(111) surfaces at low (<2 V at/nm2) and higher (∼4 V at/nm2) vanadia loadings. Solid lines 
indicate the raw signal for CH3OH (31 amu), whereas dashed lines indicate CH2O (29 amu, 
corrected for the methanol cracking pattern). Signal intensity below 300 K is assigned to the 
tail of CH3OH monolayer desorption. The insets show typical STM images of vanadia species 
at respective coverage. The scale bar corresponds to 1 nm. Reprinted with permission from 
ref. [222]. Copyright (2010) American Chemical Society. 
 

 

For low VOx loadings, the TPD spectrum of VOx/CeO2(111) markedly differs from the one of 

the clean surface. A so-called α peak of desorbing formaldehyde centers at about 370 K. This 

desorption temperature (Tdes) is much lower than Tdes of the γ peak, characteristic of the clean 

CeO2(111) surface (Tdes ~570 K). Employing the approximate Redhead formula [242] based 

on a heating rate of 3 K⋅s-1 and a pre-exponential factor of 1013 s-1, corresponding desorption 

barriers for α and γ have been estimated and are 100 kJ/mol and 150-160 kJ/mol, 

respectively [222]. Thus, deposition of mononuclear vanadia clusters on CeO2(111) drastically 

enhances the dehydrogenation activity of the ceria support. 

To understand this observation, individual elementary steps, i.e., possible energy 

minimum pathways for the dehydrogenation of methanol adsorbed on the clean CeO2(111) 

surface (fully oxidized and reduced model, see publication P6) and on the VO2/CeO2(111) 

model system (publication P5) were studied using PBE+U and the HSE hybrid functional 

including the Grimme D2-type dispersion correction [243-244], which is henceforth indicated 

by a “+D”. For the VO2/CeO2(111) surface additional calculations using the B3LYP hybrid 
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functional were accomplished. This was carried out having the well-defined surfaces under 

UHV conditions in mind. Importantly, prior to the TPD experiments, the surfaces were pre-

saturated with methoxide species by dosing methanol (“high-pressure limit” of the Langmuir 

adsorption isotherm). DFT calculations suggest that for low methanol coverage under 

experimentally relevant conditions, dissociative adsorption occurs ([245-247] and publication 

P6). This is valid for the clean and defective CeO2(111) surface (involving an oxygen vacancy), 

as well as the VOx/CeO2(111) systems (publication P5 and [224]). Hence, observed desorption 

temperatures for formaldehyde correspond to intrinsic barriers involved in the partial oxidation 

of the adsorbed methoxide. 

Regarding PBE+U results corrected for dispersion effects (+D) for methanol adsorbed 

on the pristine CeO2(111) surface (publication P6), the adsorption energy including zero-

point-vibrational-energy (ZPVE) correction is -88 kJ/mol. This value is smaller than the 

activation barrier of 104 kJ/mol for the H-transfer toward the surface (Tab. 4.2). Surface O-

defects in CeO2(111) are very reactive sites for the methanol oxidation. The methoxy binds in 

the vacant site with -230 kJ/mol obtained using PBE+U+D. This value appears to be slightly 

overestimated compared with the supposedly more accurate adsorption energy of -206 kJ/mol 

obtained using HSE+D. The PBE+U+D reaction barrier (methoxide in the O-defect) is 

119 kJ/mol, which is 15 kJ/mol higher than the corresponding barrier for the pristine surface. 

Using HSE+D, the barrier for the ODH in the O-defect increases by 20 kJ/mol compared with 

the PBE+U+D result.  

In addition to the (111) surface, also the oxidation of methanol adsorbed on the (100) 

surface has been studied in publication P7. This may be the relevant surface facet for different 

preparation conditions, for instance involving nanoparticles of cubic shape [248]. Although the 

precise surface structure is still under debate because of its intrinsic polarity and polarity 

compensating mechanisms [249], calculations have been carried out for the stable and 

established “missing row structure”, with every other oxygen row on (100) surface placed on 

the bottom of the slab model .The ZPVE-corrected PBE+U+D barrier for the oxidation of the 

adsorbed methoxide to formaldehyde is 91 kJ/mol and is thus even lower than the activation 

barrier for the pristine surface. The lower barrier corresponds to lower formaldehyde 

desorption temperatures as observed in the TPD experiments of Albrecht and Mullins [250]. 

The higher activity is in accordance with predicted lower oxygen defect formation energy in 

the (100) surface (publication P7). Thus, defect formation energies are valid reactivity 

descriptors for oxidation reactions following a Mars-van Krevelen mechanism as discussed by 

Sauer and Döbler [62]. 
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Experimentally it is known that the integral of the relevant TPD peak increases with an 

increasing number of O defects in the surface [6, 251]. This is consistent with the results 

discussed above. It appears plausible that more vacancies in the surface may convert more 

methoxide to formaldehyde giving rise to higher intensities in TPD desorption peaks. 

Neglecting temperature effects, the above mentioned ZPVE-corrected HSE+D barrier of 

139 kJ/mol is similar to the estimate obtained by TPD and Redhead analysis (∼145-

155 kJ/mol) [222]. 

 

 

Table 4.2 ZPVE-corrected intrinsic activation barriers (kJ/mol) corresponding to transition 
structures TS1 and TS2 (see Fig. 4.10) for the oxidation step of methoxide at vanadia/ceria 
and vanadia/silica, respectively. 

   TS1 TS2 
 CeO2 CeO2-x VOx/SiO2 VOx/CeO2 VOx/CeO2 
PBE+U 104a 119  169a 120a 
HSE  139  177a 150a 
B3LYP   191b 198a 149a 
B3LYP+∆CCSD(T)   175b   

a Table 5 in publication P5.  
b Ref. [252] 
 

 

For the VO2/CeO2(111) model system, many distinct adsorption structures and pathways for 

the H-transfer in the oxidation step were studied (publication P5). One of them involves the 

methoxy species bound to vanadium, i.e., methoxide inserted into an “anchoring” V-O-Ce 

bond. This adsorption complex may be dehydrogenated passing through transition structures 

TS1 or TS2 (see Fig. 4.10). The H atom from the methyl group may be transferred to a surface 

oxygen, which leads to TS2. In this pathway, one electron localizes in a Ce 4f orbital close to 

the vanadia moiety. In contrast to TS1, TS2 shows a spin-density contour indicating a rather 

localized electronic structure. As outlined in section 3.5 (see publication P2), B3LYP is 

expected to perform well for situations involving localized electron densities. In support of this 

conjecture, the barrier is largely independent of the hybrid functional used. B3LYP and HSE 

results are de facto identical for the “TS2 barrier” (B3LYP 149 and HSE 150 kJ/mol, Tab. 4.2). 

PBE+U is expected to suffer from SIE in the more localized situation. The PBE+U barrier of 

120 kJ/mol is substantially smaller compared with results obtained using HSE or B3LYP. 

The low temperature desorption or α peak of the TPD spectrum shown in Fig. 4.9 (middle 

panel) can be explained mechanistically based on the DFT calculations presented in publication 

P5. A pathway involving a low barrier of approximately 100 kJ/mol is reported. It represents 

the lowest intrinsic barrier among all studied pathways. The pronounced local relaxation of 
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the oxygen lattice induced by VO2 plays an important role. The methanol adsorbs at the so-

called pseudo-oxygen-vacancy thermodynamically de facto as favorably as the insertion of the 

methoxy group into the V-O-Ce “interphase” bridge. Subsequently, the H atom from the 

methyl group is transferred to the oxygen atom in the V-O-Ce unit and the electron is 

accommodated in a (surface) Ce 4f orbital, creating a Ce3+ ion. The hybrid functional 

calculation on the corresponding transition structure was not done, but an estimate for the 

difference in calculated PBE+U and (anticipated) HSE barriers was computed based on the 

“TS2 pathway”. The correction for the supposedly underestimated PBE+U barrier is estimated 

to be 30 kJ/mol. Adding this correction to the PBE+U activation barrier yields a value of 

ca. 100 kJ/mol. This result agrees with the estimated barrier derived from the observed TPD. 

It is remarkable that the sites involved in the H-atom or coupled proton and electron 

transfer are spatially well separated. However, a case involving an even larger distance 

between these sites has been published by Goddard and coworkers [253-254]. This is work 

about oxidation of butane to maleic anhydride on a vanadyl pyrophosphate catalyst. In this 

case, the proton is transferred to P=O bonds, whereas the electron occupies vanadium d 

states. 

Previously, Sauer and coworkers studied the partial methanol oxidation at vanadia 

supported on silica [252]. To model the surface, silsesquioxane clusters were employed. The 

transition structure involves the H-atom transfer from the methoxy group to the nearby 

oxygen atom in the V=O bond forming a five-membered ring. This transition structure is very 

similar to the analogue transition structure for vanadia on ceria (TS1, Fig. 4.10). Ref. [252] 

concludes on an overestimated reaction barrier obtained using B3LYP within the broken-

symmetry approach [255] required for biradicaloid systems. This was shown by comparing 

results obtained with CCSD(T) [256-257] and B3LYP single-point calculations for the 

O=V(OCH3)3 molecule. The CCSD(T) correction to the B3LYP dehydrogenation barrier 

(191 kJ/mol, see Table 4.2) is 16 kJ/mol. Hence, the B3LYP barrier corrected by the ∆CCSD(T) 

decrement is 174 kJ/mol. These results for the non-reducible silica support are instructive, 

because silica remains “electronically innocent” during the rate-determining step.  
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Figure 4.10. Electron and spin density 
(positive: yellow; negative: purple) contour 
plots at 0.01 Å-3 showing the frontier 
orbitals involved in the formation of 
transition state TS1 (a) and TS2 (b). Total 
number of Ce3+ ions in the CeO2(111) 
surface is given in the schemes below. 
Reprinted and adapted with permission 
from publication P5. Copyright (2014) 
American Chemical Society. 

 

 

The same pathway, i.e. H-atom transfer from the methyl group to the vanadyl O-atom, was 

studied for VO2/CeO2(111) in publication P5. Like in the transition state calculated for the 

silica support, no electrons were transferred to the surface, thus no additional Ce3+ cations 

were formed upon H-abstraction. The electrons remained delocalized over the constituent 

atoms of the five-membered ring (TS1 in Fig. 4.10a). The barrier for the oxidation step found 

employing B3LYP subject to periodic-boundary conditions is 198 kJ/mol (Table 4.2) and is very 

close to the dehydrogenation barrier for the silica supported vanadia using the silsequioxane 

cluster model. Subtracting the ∆CCSD(T) correction of 16 kJ/mol yields a barrier of 

182 kJ/mol. This value agrees well with the HSE barrier of 177 kJ/mol. Thus, we believe that 

HSE performs accurately for this system, as stated in publication P5. The PBE+U barrier (169 

kJ/mol) involving TS1 is only 8 kJ/mol smaller compared with the HSE result. Thus, one may 

conclude that PBE+U performs well in case of rather nonpolar transition states involving a 

delocalized electron density but suffers from SIEs in states involving more localized electrons. 
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4.3 Metal-Support Interactions: The Case of Au/Ceria 

P9* Titration of Ce3+ Ions in the CeO2(111) Surface by Au Adatoms 

Y. Pan, N. Nilius,* H.-J. Freund, J. Paier,* C. Penschke, and J. Sauer,  

Phys. Rev. Lett. 2013, 111, 206101; Erratum: ibid. 2015, 115, 9901. 

 

P10* Reduction and oxidation of Au adatoms on the CeO2(111) surface – DFT+U 

versus hybrid functionals 

C. Penschke and J. Paier,* Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 2017, 19, 12546. 

 

 

Another way to enhance catalytic activities of metal oxide surfaces is the deposition of noble 

metals (see chapter 6 in publication P8). Oxide supported gold in nanoparticulate form enjoys 

an outstanding appeal in the community, because it was shown to be an active low-

temperature CO oxidation catalyst (see, e.g., [258]). However, even for the—at first glance—

simplest case of depositing Au atoms, the situation is very complex when surface oxygen 

defects are involved due to potential electron transfer. In other words, reduction-oxidation 

processes occur changing the charge or oxidation state of the adatom (publications P9 and 

P10). The determination of the oxidation state of Au atoms on reducible oxide surfaces is a 

nontrivial task but has been achieved due to collaborative efforts between experimentalists 

and theoreticians (see publication P9). In defective surfaces, the number of potential 

adsorption sites is usually large, and individual sites may feature drastically different redox 

activities. Thus, studying these sites like Ce3+ cations in the reduced surface is important. For 

example, Ce3+ ions are involved in the reverse oxygen spillover from the ceria support to Pt 

nanoparticles as shown by Libuda and coworkers [259]. Examining Ce3+ ions in the reduced 

CeO2(111) surface as potential adsorption sites for Au atoms within a combined STM and DFT 

study was done for the first time in publication P9. 

Specifically, atomically resolved STM on Au atoms deposited on the reduced CeO2(111) 

surface containing O-vacancies in subsurface positions obtained in the group of Freund 

indicated the formation of characteristic pairs of Au atoms in a distance equivalent to twice 

the length of the surface unit cell vector. Exploring the potential energy surface of individual 

Au atoms adsorbed on a CeO2(111)-(2x2) slab model containing a subsurface O-vacancy and 

two Ce3+ ions (one in the Ce-surface, the second one in the subsurface layer [260]) using 

hybrid functionals revealed that adsorption of Au atoms in atop position of Ce3+ cations leads 

to a stable adsorption structure. The bonding interaction between gold and cerium can be 

explained by concomitant electron transfer from the Ce3+ (4f1) orbital into the Au (6s1) orbital, 
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thereby creating Ce4+ (4f0) and Au- (6s2) ions. Due to the larger ionic radius of Ce3+ compared 

to Ce4+, stabilizing relaxation effects decreasing surface strain and reinforcing the Au-Ce bond 

set in once Ce3+ is reoxidized. Thus, Au atoms titrate Ce3+ ions in reduced CeO2(111) surfaces. 

The formation of distinct Au pairs is explained by the favorable 2x2-ordering of Ce3+ ions 

relative to an O-vacancy in subsurface position. This means that two Ce3+ ions located in 

nearest-neighbor positions relative to the vacancy is thermodynamically unfavorable, while 

the second coordination shell with respect to the O-vacancy corresponds to very stable sites. 

In analogy to section 4.2. discussing vanadium oxide clusters on a ceria surface, ceria is 

also a non-innocent support material for noble metals because of its high reducibility. 

Regarding Pt clusters deposited on the CeO2(111) surface, observed high catalytic activities 

were explained by Libuda and coworkers by two cooperative factors: (i) electron or charge 

transfer from the metal to the ceria support, and (ii) oxygen spillover from the support to the 

metal, i.e., oxidation of the metal [259]. Due to the propensity of ceria to form O defects [49], 

vacancies will play a role, particularly with respect to binding, e.g., single Au adatoms or Au 

atoms located on the rim of nanoparticles. Every (electroneutral) O defect in the surface is 

associated with two Ce3+ ions. Thus, Ce3+ is a mediator in electron transfer processes involved 

in metal-ceria support interactions. Consequently, polaron hopping may also be involved in 

the electron-transfer mechanism (see [261] and references therein). 

The interaction between Au atoms and the surface O vacancy in the CeO2(111) surface 

was profoundly studied by DFT+U [262-264] and amply reviewed by Zhang et al. [265]. It 

was found that the electron from neighboring Ce3+ ions is spontaneously transferred into the 

Au 6s orbital. Hence, Ce3+ is reoxidized and the Au0 is reduced, thereby creating Ce4+ and Au−. 

The latter binds in the vacancy with a large binding or adsorption energy of ca. -2.6 eV, 

because of attractive electrostatic interactions (Au− mimics the missing O2-, see publication 

P8). 

Publication P9 focuses on Ce3+ ions as potential adsorption sites for Au atoms. This was 

achieved by preparation of a reduced CeO2(111) surface containing O vacancies in subsurface 

position within the terminating O-Ce-O trilayer. Annealing conditions, particularly the oxygen 

partial pressure, determine whether surface or subsurface O vacancies are created. After 

annealing to 1000 K, the density of subsurface defects was ∼5 × 1012 cm-2. Subsequent dosing 

of low amounts of Au by physical vapor deposition induced the formation of pairs with Au-Au 

distances commensurate to the lattice of the CeO2(111) surface. 40% of the pairs had a 

distance equal to twice the lattice parameter of the CeO2(111) surface unit cell (∼7.6 Å, see 

Fig. 4.11a). The smallest observed Au-Au distance (∼4.8 Å) is substantially larger than the 

distance typical of the Au2 bond (∼2.5 Å [266]). These Au pairs were metastable species, 

because a 3.0 V pulse via the STM tip rearranged them into upright standing Au2 dimers. In 
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some cases, the subsurface O vacancy near Au was identified by its characteristic STM image 

(see Fig. 1 in publication P9). Thus, it was conjectured that formation of the Au pairs is 

causally related to the Ce3+ ions associated with subsurface O vacancies. Paired Au atoms as 

well as some of the isolated monomers, showed a halo-like contrast in STM images recorded 

at low bias. This contrast is typical of charged metal atoms when adsorbed on metal oxides 

such as alumina [267] or magnesia [268]. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.11. (a) Distance histogram determined for ca. 150 Au pairs on the ceria surface. (b) 
Configurations of a single Au adatom on reduced CeO2(111) containing a subsurface O vacancy 
in a p(2×2) unit cell. (c) Labels indicating the Ce coordination shells in a p(4×4) unit cell 
relative to the vacant site (see Table 3.3). Reprinted with permission from publication P8. 
Copyright (2013) American Physical Society. 
 

 

Various adsorption configurations for an Au atom in the O-defective p(2×2) surface unit cell 

were studied using the HSE and B3LYP hybrid functionals (Fig. 4.11b). The surface contained 

a single O vacancy in subsurface position, which corresponds to a defect concentration of ca. 

200 × 1012 cm-2. Four adsorption structures were found. It was shown that electron transfer 

from a Ce3+ 4f1 into Au0 6s1 orbital leads to more stable structures relative to Au in atop O or 

O-O bridge positions. The latter sites do not yield Au− but preserves the Au0 charge state (see 

Fig. 4.12). The thermodynamic preference of Au− relative to Au0 is ca. 0.09 eV, when the Ce3+ 

in subsurface position is oxidized. This means that the final adsorption state is an Au− ion 

adsorbed on top of a Ce3+ ion. 
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Figure 4.12. Respective projected local densities of states obtained with HSE for an Au− ion 
bound to a surface Ce3+ (left) and to a O2− in atop position (right) in a p(2×2) cell of 
CeO2(111). Reprinted with permission from publication P9. Copyright (2013) American 
Physical Society. 
 

 

The stability of structures involving an Au− ion is caused by large relaxation effects upon 

electron transfer or oxidation of the Ce3+. As discussed in publication P8, Ce3+ has a larger 

ionic radius than the Ce4+ cation and electron transfer from Ce3+ to Au0 relieves some of the 

surface strain induced upon O defect formation. Oxidation of Ce3+ to Ce4+ involves pronounced 

stabilizing relaxation in the surface. Au− ions formed upon oxidation of Ce3+ located in the 

surface or subsurface layer of the reduced CeO2(111) surface were recently confirmed [269] 

to be stable species. The latter work also uses a p(2×2) cell and reports a fifth, distinct 

adsorption structure with Au located at the hollow site atop a subsurface O. Also, for this 

configuration electron transfer from the Ce3+ in subsurface position to Au0 occurs and the Au− 

resides as a nearest neighbor to the surface Ce3+. This structure is almost 0.5 eV more stable 

relative to the O-atop position [269]. However, as shown in publication P10, this structure 

turned out to be unstable at lower O-defect concentration using a p(4×4) surface unit cell. 
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Table 4.3 Structure and vacancy formation energy (Edef) with respect to 1/2O2 
for different subsurface O vacancy/Ce3+ configurations obtained with HSE.  

Ce3+  

configuration 

Ce3+-Ce3+ 

distance 

Ce3+-VOsub  

distance 

Edef (1/2O2) [eV]  

 
   High spin  Low spin 

b1–b3 7.67 4.41; 4.42 2.32 2.27 
a1–b3 6.77 2.33; 4.44 2.43 2.41 
b3–c6 6.65 4.41; 5.84 2.41  
a3–b3 3.89 2.34; 4.43 2.50 2.54 
b3–d3 10.11 4.40; 7.94 2.47  
c5–c6 3.88 5.84; 5.85 2.69  
c1–c6 7.66 5.85; 5.84 2.66  
a1–d3 7.63 2.35; 7.93 2.62  
a3–c5 3.77 2.32; 5.86 2.63  
a1–a3 4.08 2.37; 2.37 2.71 2.71 

 

 

In a next step, a number of Ce3+ pair configurations in the larger p(4×4) surface unit cell of 

the CeO2(111) surface containing a single subsurface O vacancy were generated (see 

Fig. 4.11c). These structures were optimized using the HSE hybrid functional and 

corresponding defect formation energies are presented in Tab. 4.3. These results show that 

the stability of the O defect strongly depends on the Ce3+-pair configuration. The nearest-

neighbor sites of the vacancy, i.e., a1-a3 (Fig. 4.11c), are thermodynamically unfavorable 

[260, 270]. In contrast, the b1-b3 configuration of two Ce3+ ions, i.e., the second cationic shell 

with respect to the vacancy) is ca. 0.40 eV more stable than the a1-a3 configuration. The 

distance between Ce3+ ions in structure b1-b3 is equal to two lattice parameters of the 

CeO2(111) surface unit cell. The low spin (antiferromagnetic) state is 0.05 eV more stable 

than the high spin (ferromagnetic) ordered state of structure b1-b3. Effects induced by the 

magnetic order are therefore considered as negligibly small. Thus, the favorable stability of 

Au− created upon electron transfer from surface or near-surface Ce3+ together with the 

preferred (2×2) arrangement of Ce3+ around the vacancy explains the Au pair formation. 

However, we point out that the problem is complicated by several reasons. One 

complication arises because of the calculated, admittedly small energy differences. Illas and 

coworkers examined various theoretical models, including the HSE hybrid, to predict the 

oxidation state of Au adsorbed on the clean CeO2(111) surface as well as stabilities of the 

respective adspecies [271]. They concluded that the prediction of the oxidation state is difficult 

using current GGA-based approaches, since solutions for the energy minimum structures for 

Au0 or Au+ are nearly degenerate in energy. In contrast, HSE predicts Au0/CeO2(111) to be 

0.15 eV more stable than the positively charged Au, which causes a Ce3+ ion in the surface. 
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This finding is consistent with a recent STM study concluding on close-to-neutral charge states 

for Au atoms adsorbed on defect-poor ceria surfaces [272]. 

For a ceria surface containing O defects, the complexity in the adsorption of Au atoms 

on the surface increases drastically and requires addressing the influence of the defect 

concentration. Clearly, many defects in the surface build up considerable amounts of strain 

due to the high Ce3+ concentration. Thus, the thermodynamic driving force to reoxidize some 

of them to Ce4+ is large when Au adatoms offer half-filled 6s orbitals as “acceptor states”. 

Therefore, the Au will titrate the Ce3+. The effect of the defect concentration is supported by 

observation, because the STM revealed that the Au pairs did not homogeneously cover the 

surface, but large variations in the abundance of pairs were observed. This suggests that the 

local degree of reduction affects the pairs as explained in publication P9. 

 

 

4.4 Cluster versus Periodic Models of an Fe-O-based MOF 

P11*  Structural and Electronic Effects on the Properties of Fe2(dobdc) upon Oxidation 

with N2O 

J. Borycz, J. Paier,* P. Verma, L.E. Darago, D.J. Xiao, D.G. Truhlar,* J.R. Long,*  

L. Gagliardi,* Inorg. Chem. 2016, 55, 4924. 

 

Sections 4.4 and 4.5 discuss the characterization of periodic multivalent Fe-O compounds like 

the Fe-based metal-organic framework (Fe2(dobdc) or Fe-MOF-74; see publication P11) and 

the (111) surface of the inverse spinel Fe3O4 (publications P12-P15). Both studies represent 

collaborative efforts between experimentalists and theoreticians to establish clear-cut 

structure-property or structure-activity relationships. Apparently, both materials have the iron 

in common and are challenging due to open-shell 3d electrons involving the oxidation states 

Fe+2 and Fe+3 with distinct magnetic properties. These properties have been measured in case 

of the Fe-MOF-74 and compared with computational results. The modelling of the MOF’s 

atomic structure used both cluster as well as periodic models. As described later in this thesis, 

cluster models allow to use wavefunction-based electronic structure methods [273] with the 

advantage of systematically improvable methodological accuracy. An extensive 

characterization of a complex Fe-based MOF via electronic, vibrational, and magnetic 

properties as done in P11 is scarce, if not unique in the literature. 

MOFs are an intensively studied class of porous and multifunctional so-called hybrid 

materials with potentially versatile technical applications, such as adsorption and separation 

of fluids, and as catalysts (see, e.g., [274] and [275], and references therein). Especially, 
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they appear to be active catalysts in oxidation reactions, when redox active metal centers like 

Fe [276] or Co are used [277-278]. 

Publication P11 studies vibrational, electronic, and magnetic properties of an Fe-MOF 

known as Fe2(dobdc), with dobdc4− = 2,5-dioxido-1,4-benzenedicarboxylate. It is also 

commonly referred to as Fe-MOF-74 [279]. Like in metal oxides, oxygen ions involved in so-

called linker molecules bind coordinatively to a metal center. The Fe ions have magnetic 

properties due to their open-shell 3d electrons. Regarding Fe2(dobdc) different iron-oxo-

compounds, like Fe2(O)2(dobdc) and Fe2(OH)2(dobdc) are expected to occur as suggested for 

the mechanism of the oxidation of ethane to ethanol using N2O [276]. The parent framework, 

Fe2(dobdc), contains Fe+2 centers with a quintet ground state, while Fe2(OH)2(dobdc) contains 

Fe+3 centers with a sextet ground state, and Fe2(O)2(dobdc) contains highly active (and thus 

short-lived) Fe+4 centers with a quintet ground state [276, 280]. These different high-spin 

states involving magnetic couplings relate to the electronic ground states of these Fe-O 

compounds and were previously calculated by Gagliardi and coworkers [273] using cluster 

models and accurate wavefunction-based techniques like complete-active-space SFC 

(CASSCF, see e.g. [281]) combined with multi-reference perturbation theory [282]. Direct 

measurements of these properties are very difficult and thus tight collaboration between 

experimentalists and theoreticians is needed to study the electronic and magnetic structure 

properties, which might in turn serve to detect individual reaction intermediates to rationalize 

observed activities.  

 

Table 4.4 Isotropic magnetic coupling constants of the Fe centers for each studied MOF. 
Cluster calculations (cl) are compared with periodic results (per). 

 JNN (cm-1) 

 Fe+2 -       

Fe2(dobdc) 

Fe+3 - 

Fe2(OH)2(dobdc) 

Fe+4 -   

Fe2(O)2(dobdc) 
method cl per cl per cl per 

PBE//PBE 64.6 113.9 -18.2 -23.1 -9.9 -12.4 
PBE//PBE+U 14.3  -18.7  -9.0  
PBE+U// 

 

 0.5 (0.3)  -10.2 (-1.1)  -1.2 (-0.9) 
HSE//PBE+U 2.4 (0.4) 2.7 -3.2 (-0.1) -5.6 0.3 (-0.2) -0.5 
PBE0//PBE+U 2.5  -3.1  -0.1  
obsd. 4.1c      

a X//Y indicates a cluster calculation with method X employing a fragment of a MOF optimized 
by periodic calculations with method Y. Only nearest- and next-nearest-neighbor intrachain 
coupling values (JNN and JNNN) were computed.  
b Values shown in parentheses represent the JNNN value (in cm-1).  
c Data taken from [279]. 
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Table 4.4 summarizes magnetic coupling constants obtained using DFT and DFT+U for 

nearest- and next-nearest Fe ions in the above-mentioned MOFs containing Fe+2, Fe+3, and 

Fe+4 centers. The comparison between periodic and cluster results suggests that differences 

in nearest-neighbor couplings are small, thus they can be computed quite accurately using 

cluster models. This implies that they can be used conveniently with a wider array of 

computational methods at a lower cost compared to periodic calculations. Regarding the 

electronic structure methods, hybrid functionals and PBE+U outperform the PBE-GGA 

functional based on the comparison with the observed result for Fe2(dobdc). From the results 

presented in publication P11 it is not clear whether next-nearest neighbor couplings suffer 

from using clusters, although it is advised to be careful in this case.  
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4.5 Adsorption of Water on the Fe3O4(111) Surface 

P12*  Adsorption of Water on the Fe3O4(111) Surface: Structures, Stabilities, and 

Vibrational Properties Studied by Density Functional Theory 

X. Li and J. Paier,* J. Phys. Chem. C 2016, 120, 1056. 

 

P13* Surface Termination of Fe3O4(111) Films Studied by CO Adsorption Revisited 

X. Li, J. Paier,* J. Sauer, F. Mirabella, E. Zaki, F. Ivars-Barceló, S. 

Shaikhutdinov,* and H.-J. Freund, J. Phys. Chem. B 2018, 122, 527. 

 

P14* Cooperative Formation of Long-Range Ordering in Water Ad-layers on 

Fe3O4(111) Surfaces 

F. Mirabella, E. Zaki, F. Ivars-Barceló, X. Li, J. Paier,* J. Sauer, S. 

Shaikhutdinov,* H.-J. Freund, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2018, 57, 1409; Angew. 

Chem. 2018, 130, 1423. 

 

P15* Water Adsorption on the Fe3O4(111) Surface: Dissociation and Network 

Formation 

E. Zaki, F. Mirabella, F. Ivars-Barceló, J. Seifert, S. Carey, S. Shaikhutdinov,* 

H.-J. Freund, X. Li, J. Paier,* J. Sauer, Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 2018, 20, 

15764. 

 

The work on the Fe3O4(111) surface represents the first step towards a comprehensive 

description of the oxide-water interface for an important mineral. It examines the adsorption 

and desorption of water on the surface by characterization of adsorption complexes using IRAS 

(including isotope labeling techniques), LEED, TPD, microcalorimetry, and DFT focusing on the 

monolayer coverage regime (and below). In a first step of the project, the controversy on the 

surface termination was solved based on computed wavenumbers of the CO stretching mode 

in various adsorption structures. This study included models of stable line defects or steps. 

Modelling steps in the surface is complex yet justified because growth of Fe3O4 islands was 

observed by STM. The double metal also known as Feoct2 termination as the prevalent surface 

structure could be ruled out. Based on a comparison of calculated and observed IR active 

modes of CO, it was shown that the single Fetet1 ion represents the regular surface termination 

(publication P13). I/V LEED [283] and phase diagrams obtained using DFT [284] support this 

conclusion.  
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Once the surface structure of Fe3O4(111) was resolved, the study of its interfacial 

structure to water, as one of the most important solvents and reagents in nature, was 

envisaged. The formation of a long-range ordered water adlayer was shown. Hydrogen-

bonding between molecularly adsorbed water molecules and dissociatively adsorbed 

monomers leads to the formation of a two-dimensional (2D) network structure connecting 

adjacent surface unit cells, which translates into a (2x2) overlayer as observed by LEED 

(publication P14). It could be shown that these 2D structures require a minimal amount of 

water of ca. 6 H2O molecules per (2x2) unit cell or a (formal) coverage of 1.5 monolayer. Once 

this coverage is exceeded, intermolecular H-bonding leads to slightly more stable 2D 

structures as compared to agglomerated or clustered structures (publication P15). 

Iron oxides are technically versatile materials as recently reviewed by Parkinson [285]. 

Hematite (α-Fe2O3) is a common solid catalyst in the so-called water splitting reaction, and 

magnetite (Fe3O4) is an active component in the Fischer-Tropsch process, because it is a 

known catalyst for the water-gas shift reaction [286-287]. The surface chemistry of iron oxide 

thin films supported on metal substrates show novel catalytic properties, the oxides are 

abundant and stable as discussed by Freund, Pacchioni, and coworkers recently [288-289]. 

Due to the abundance of iron oxides in the Earth’s crust, they are almost inevitably in contact 

with water (under ambient conditions). The high interest of geochemists in the interaction 

between water and iron oxides with respect to soil formation (e.g., via weathering) is therefore 

obvious [290]. 

Publications P14 and P15 examine the early stages of water adsorption on the 

Fe3O4(111) surface at relatively low temperature using LEED, TPD, IRAS, and DFT, while 

publication P13 studies via IRAS, TPD, and DFT the atomic structure of the outermost layers 

of the (111) surface of Fe3O4 to prove its most stable atomic structure when applying UHV 

conditions. Thus, the work presented in publication P13 determines the atomic structure of 

the outermost layers of the Fe3O4(111) surface prior to adsorption by application of several 

surface science techniques. In addition to the adsorption studies on the natural growth facet 

of magnetite, also systematic comparison of water adsorption on Fe2O3, as a reducible oxide, 

and Al2O3 (0001) surfaces featuring both the corundum structure were accomplished by Sauer 

and coworkers [291]. 

Studying the adsorption of water or any other adsorbate on surfaces requires precise 

knowledge of their atomic structure prior to adsorption. Surfaces of the (inverse) spinel 

magnetite in [111] orientation can be cut in six different ways according to the stacking 

sequence of Fe and O layers (see Fig. 4.13, left). The termination of the Fe3O4(111) surface 

has been controversially discussed [292-293]. This is because previous DFT calculations 

predicted, based on stability diagrams, that the Fe3O4(111) surface is terminated by a single 
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Fe ion (see Fetet1 termination shown in Fig. 4.13, light blue ball). This Fe ion is four-fold 

(tetrahedrally) coordinated in the bulk phase [284, 294]. The commonly chosen acronym for 

this termination is Fetet1, although the Fe ion loses one coordination partner upon cutting the 

surface in [111] orientation. In agreement with this prediction, recent I/V LEED studies 

determined a very small Pendry-R (reliability) factor of ∼ 0.1 for the Fetet1-terminated surface 

model [283], which indicates that the structure is de facto solved. 

 

 
Figure 4.13. Stacking sequence of atomic layers in Fe3O4 in the [111] crystallographic 
direction (left); Stability diagram of various terminations; po = 1 bar (right). Adapted from 
[294] and reprinted with permission. Copyright (2013) American Physical Society. 
 

 

In contrast, two independent adsorption studies using CO [292] and H2O [293] as probe 

molecules found that the obtained results can only be rationalized if two metal ions, a 

tetrahedrally and an octahedrally coordinated one, terminate the surface. It is common 

practice to refer to tetrahedrally and octahedrally coordinated surface iron ions (see, e.g., 

[285]), although these ions lost—compared with the bulk phase—one and three coordination 

partners, respectively. The commonly used acronym for this “double metal” terminated 

surface is Feoct2 (Fig. 4.13, left). This apparent controversy had to be addressed to resolve the 

Fe3O4(111) surface structure. 
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Figure 4.14. Series of CO-IRAS and TPD spectra (CO adsorbed at 90 K) as a function of 
exposure on Fe3O4(111) (a). IRAS spectra of 1 L CO at 90 K and after thermal flash to the 
temperatures as indicated. (b). Reprinted with permission from publication P10. Copyright 
(2017) American Chemical Society. 
 

 

Figures 4.14a and 4.14b show observed CO-TPD and IRAS spectra recorded for a thin 

Fe3O4(111) film grown on Pt(111). Both techniques were applied to CO adsorbed at 90 K for 

a series of exposures given in the legend. The TPD shows that three states are populated. At 

lowest exposure, the so-called γ state is predominantly populated. Upon increasing the CO 

exposure, the β and eventually at higher exposure of >0.4 L the α state is populated. A similar 

experiment combined with IR reflection-absorption spectroscopy was applied. At low 

exposures up to 0.3 L only the γ and the β bands are observed. The band attributed to α is 

visible for exposures >0.4 L. Importantly, the γ band is a sharp peak with a relatively low 

integral, whereas the β band is relatively broad, developing a shoulder at 2095 cm-1 for >0.4 L. 

Results of the present study are de facto identical to those discussed in [292], but structure-

IR relationships can be drawn for the first time by virtue of—within the present work—

computed (harmonic) wavenumbers of CO adsorption structures (publication P13). Based on 

these results, CO stretching vibrations and adsorption enthalpies for various structures on the 

Fe3O4(111) surface terminations of interest, namely Fetet1 as well as Feoct2 can be compared 

with experiment. 
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Table 4.5 Unscaled and scaled harmonic CO stretching frequencies (cm-1) and CO adsorption 
enthalpies at 0 K including RT for 90 Kc (kJ/mol). 

a Coordination number of Fe ions in the pristine surface given in parenthesis. 
b Scaling factor 1.0094 is obtained for free CO to fit the experimental value (2143 cm-1 [295]). 
c At 90 K, RT corresponds to 0.75 kJ/mol. 

 

 

Table 4.5 shows calculated unscaled as well as scaled harmonic wavenumbers of the CO 

stretching mode, νs(CO), for structures A, B, C, and D displayed on the right-hand side in 

Fig. 4.15. Structure A is an energy minimum structure with the CO molecule adsorbed carbon-

down in atop position of the terminating Fetet1 ion (light blue) in the single metal Fetet1 

terminated Fe3O4(111) surface. As discussed in previous sections, DFT suffers from 

shortcomings and to (partially) take care of DFT errors and the errors incurred by the harmonic 

approximation when calculating force constants of vibrational modes, a scaling with respect 

to the observed fundamental of the free CO molecule was applied. This factor is 1.0094. The 

calculated νs(CO) in structure A is 2105 cm-1 and agrees well with the upper boundary of the 

observed β band at 2095 cm-1, although slightly overestimated by 10 cm-1. With respect to 

the free CO molecule, the calculated wavenumber is red-shifted by 38 cm-1. The red-shift can 

be explained by a d-π* electron back donation from the surface Fe ion to the antibonding CO-

π* orbital comparable to the bonding mechanism in metal carbonyls [296-298].  

Comparing several calculated structural candidates using νs(CO), only structure D 

corresponding to the facet of a step in the Fe3O4(111) surface agrees with the observed νs(CO) 

associated with the γ peak shown in Fig. 4.14. The model for the step features an oxygen 

adlayer on top of the Feoct2-terminated surface and refers to a so-called A-type step discussed 

in [292] and [299]. Based on principles like minimal loss of coordination partners as well as 

preservation of charge neutrality, A- and B-type steps are supposed to be the most stable line 

defects on the Fe3O4(111) surface [299]. The calculated wavenumber of the CO stretching 

mode is 2200 cm-1 and underestimates the observed value by 7 cm-1. Compared with νs(CO) 

of the free molecule, this value is blue-shifted by 57 cm-1. Strong blue shifts of CO 

wavenumbers can be explained by the wall effect or—closely related—Pauli repulsion [300]. 

It relates to the repulsive interaction between the lone pair of CO localized at the carbon atom 

Structure Termination Adsorption 
sitea 

ν(CO), cm-1 Eads Eads
0 c 

 unscaled scaled b   
free CO - - 2123 2143 -  
A Tet1 Fetet3+(3) 2085 2105 −44.0 −39.8 
B Oct2 Fetet3+(3) 2015 2034 −26.1 −21.4 
C Oct2 Feoct2+(3) 2030 2049 −102.6 −97.0 
D Oct2 Feoct2+(5) 2180 2200 −40.4 −35.9 
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and the valence electrons of the O2- ions. The induced steep potential wall translates into a 

narrowing of the potential causing the larger wavenumber. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.15. Comparison of experimentally observed (upper panel, black) and calculated 
(lower panel, red) νs(CO) bands for corresponding structures (A-D) shown on the rhs. The 
Feoct2 ions and Fetet1 ions are shown in dark and light blue, respectively. Lattice oxygen is red; 
oxygen in O-adlayer (structure D) to model the step facet is orange; carbon is black; oxygen 
in CO is dark red. 

 

 

Structures B and C represent a single CO molecule adsorbed on either the Fetet (structure B) 

or the Feoct (structure C) ion of the double metal Feoct2 terminated Fe3O4(111) surface. The CO 

stretching wavenumber is 2034 and 2049 cm-1, respectively. These wavenumbers are red-

shifted with respect to the free molecule by 109 and 94 cm-1, respectively. Although the 

above-mentioned observed IR band corresponding to the β state in the TPD is (compared to 

the γ peak) relatively broad and spans a range between 2110 and 2080 cm-1, such low 

wavenumbers as these calculated for structures B and C have never been observed. 

Additionally, calculated adsorption enthalpies for structure B and C are −21.4 and −97.0 

kJ/mol, respectively. The latter adsorption enthalpy corresponds to a CO desorption 

temperature of ca. 400 K (using the approximate Redhead analysis with a pre-factor of 1013 s-1 

for first-order desorption. This was not observed in the TPD spectra (see Fig. 4.14a). 

Regarding a comparison of TPD desorption enthalpies with calculated values, we refer to [301] 

and [302] by Sauer and coworkers. These works outline, that experimental values are 

Arrhenius activation energies of desorption and differ from the enthalpy of desorption by RT. 

The strongly exothermic adsorption of CO on the Feoct2 terminated surface is in principle 

consistent with its lower stability under relevant conditions (µO ∼ −1.4 eV; see Fig. 4.13 right) 

based on bond-order conservation or the rule of electrostatic valence [303-304]. Recall that 

the terminating Feoct2 ion loses three coordinating oxygen ions and the terminating Fetet1 ion 
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loses one upon cutting the (111) surface. In contrast, the adsorption enthalpy for CO on the 

Fetet1-terminated surface is −39.8 kJ/mol. Employing eq. 4.4, 

Edes≈R∙Tpeak �ln
ν∙Tpeak

β
-3.64�,    (4.4) 

with a pre-exponential factor ν = 1013 s-1 and a heating rate β = 3 K s-1, this adsorption 

enthalpy corresponds to ca. 180 K, which agrees with observation. This estimate approximates 

the desorption barrier Edes by the adsorption enthalpy Eads
0  of −39.8 kJ/mol. However, we 

consider this approximation as reasonable due to expected small structural changes in the 

transition state. 

Thus, we attribute the observed IR band at 2207 cm-1 to CO adsorbed on line defects or 

equivalently step edges such as the one displayed in structure D. The occurrence of steps is 

supported by the observed growth of islands shown in STM images (Fig. 5 in publication P13). 

For structure A, i.e., CO adsorbed on the Fetet1 terminated Fe3O4(111) surface, the calculated 

wavenumber of the CO stretching mode falls into the range observed for the β state, and the 

CO adsorption enthalpy is consistent with the TPD spectrum shown in Fig. 4.14a. Thus, we 

conclude that the outermost surface layer consists of a single Fetet coordinated iron ion. This 

conclusion is in line with previous DFT calculations on stabilities of the various surface 

terminations as well as with the most recent I/V LEED analysis [283]. Therefrom drawn 

conclusions for the adsorption of water will be discussed in the following section. 

Once, the question about the surface structure was answered, we could go ahead to 

study the adsorption of water on the Fe3O4(111) surface focusing on relatively low coverages. 

From a computational point of view, this required utilization of larger surface unit cells, 

specifically the p(2x2) unit cell. Note that the computational approach, particularly results for 

the water adsorption on the Fe3O4(111)-(1x1) cell using 12 atomic layers, was assessed in 

publication P12. Both, PBE+U and the HSE hybrid functional was applied to calculate a stability 

or phase diagram for the adsorption of water. Utilization of (2x2) supercell imposes a 

particularly high computational work load and is challenging with respect to obtaining the 

magnetic ground state. 

Figure 4.16 shows some of the relevant adsorption structures. In addition, so-called 

incremental adsorption energies according to 

 

Fe3O4(111)∙n H2O+H2O⇌Fe3O4(111)∙(n+1) H2O   (4.5) 

∆E(n)=En+1-(En+EH2O)     (4.6) 

 

are shown in kJ/mol. This is central content of publication P14. In this article we describe a 

2D network structure formed by the water adlayer. This structure has a (2x2) translational 
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symmetry with respect to the Fe3O4(111) primitive unit cell. This network structure has been 

experimentally studied using LEED and TPD (see Fig. 1 in publication P14). 

 

 

 
Figure 4.16. Top views and perspective views of several computed structures containing 6, 7, 
and 8 water molecules in a (2x2) supercell of Fe3O4(111) surface. The top panel displays the 
formation of cluster-like water oligomers (structures 6cl, 7cl, and 8cl). The bottom panel 
shows development of the H-bonded 2D network (structures 6n, 7n, and 8n). Incremental 
reaction energies are given in kJ/mol. Fe, O and H on the surface are purple, pink and green, 
respectively. Water-related O and H atoms are red and blue, respectively. 

 

 

According to the strongly exothermic adsorption energy of -123 kJ/mol for a single water 

molecule, water starts to preferentially dissociatively adsorb. Upon dissociative adsorption two 

hydroxyl groups are formed: One terminal OWH (water-related OH) as well as an OSH hydroxyl 

group (protonated surface oxygen ion) will be created (see scheme on the lhs shown in 

Fig.4.17). The OWH group coordinates to the terminating Fe ion. Increasing the coverage, will 

lead to formation of typical water dimers as shown on the rhs in Fig. 4.17. We followed two 

pathways going systematically through the structural manifold. Figure 4.16 shows structures 

with more clustered or dimer-type motifs with the superscript cl on the one hand (upper panel) 

and more pronounced 2D network character triggered by H- bonding between dimers with 

superscript n on the other hand (lower panel). As shown, beyond a critical coverage (ca. 6 
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H2O molecules per (2x2) unit cell or equivalently 1.5 monolayer coverage), 2D-network 

structures are more stable than clustered structures.  

 

 

Figure 4.17. Schemes for the 
dissociatively adsorbed water monomer 
(left) and water dimer (right). The water-
related OH groups are displayed as OWH 
and surface hydroxyl groups are shown as 
OSH. The thin dotted line indicates the 
surface plane and does not indicate a bond. 
 

 

As one of the essential results, the structure 7n is more stable than 7cl and shows (2x2) 

symmetry as observed by LEED. The required ZPVE-correction to calculate the adsorption 

enthalpies (at 0 K) for each structure shown in Fig. 4.16 is a constant value of ca. 16.0 kJ/mol. 

Hence, differences in stabilities calculated using enthalpies are negligible compared with the 

values given in Fig. 4.16 (i.e. PBE+U energy differences). 

To get a detailed structure-IR relationship a combined IRAS-DFT study published in 

publication P15 was accomplished. To understand the observed IR properties as well as the 

apparent evolution of structures during the adsorption of water on the Fe3O4(111) surface, IR 

wavenumbers of structures involving a wide range of coverage were calculated. To introduce 

the elementary “building blocks” of (dissociative) water adsorption on the surface, one and 

two H2O molecule were adsorbed and optimized using DFT. The obtained energy minimum 

structures are shown in Fig. 4.18. 

 
Figure 4.18. Top view (above) and side view (below) of structure 1 (left) and 2cl (right) on 
the Fe3O4(111)-(2×2) supercell. Color code as in Fig. 4.16. 
 

Two distinct OH groups result from a dissociative adsorption of a single water molecule, i.e. 

monomer formation. A terminal OwH group coordinating to the Fe ion is formed and in 

addition—due to proton transfer—also a surface hydroxyl group, OsH, is created. We underline 

the difference between water-related OwH groups as well as undissociated water with oxygen 
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and hydrogen atoms shown in red and blue, respectively, while oxygen and hydrogen atoms 

involved in surface hydroxyl groups are shown in pink and green, respectively. Due to these 

two distinct functional groups, two IR bands are expected. With respect to dimer structure 2cl 

(Fig. 4.18), the additional molecularly adsorbed water molecule bridges the OwH and OsH 

groups resulting from monomer formation (see also Fig. 4.17). The inserted water molecule 

in the dimer features one further terminal OwH group pointing off the surface but is tilted by 

ca. 50o with respect to the surface normal. The second proton of the additional water molecule 

is involved in an H-bond connecting to the terminal OwH of the monomer. The H-bond 

vibrational mode involves coupling to the OsH proton of the monomer. 

The formation of a dimer leads to four distinct OH modes, i.e. the stretching vibrations 

of two terminal OwH groups and symmetric and antisymmetric H-bond vibrations involved in 

the undissociated water. Based on the surface selection rules [305-308], the second OwH 

group will feature little intensity due to tilting. Once enough hydrogen bonds are formed to 

yield an IR signal with sufficient intensity, the wavenumbers fall into an area of relatively low 

energy and associated observed spectra are broad [309]. Hence, structural assignments are 

difficult. Consequently, H-bonding interactions will be considered to yield non-relevant 

contributions to the spectra and will therefore not be discussed in the following section. To 

partially correct for the error of neglected anharmonicities [310] in OH vibrations, a scaling 

factor 0.9935 is used (see ref. [293] and supplemental information of it). The scaling factor is 

calculated as 
1
2(vs+vas)
1
2(ws+was)

, i.e. the ratio of the means of observed fundamentals and calculated 

harmonic wavenumbers of symmetric (s) and antisymmetric (as) stretching modes in the free 

water molecule, as suggested in [12]. The scaling applied throughout this work refers to scaled 

terminal OD stretching wavenumbers induced upon dosage of D2O. 
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Figure 4.19. Top views of energy minimum structures involving two, three four and five water 
molecules on the Fe3O4(111)-(2×2) cell. Color code as in Fig. 4.16. 
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Table 4.6 Scaled harmonic wavenumbers (in cm-1) of terminal OD stretching vibrations for 
structures shown in Figures 4.18 and 4.19 (publication P15). 

 θ 

(ML) 

ν(Fe-OwD) ν(OD) in non-diss. 

water 

ν(OsD) 

1 0.25 2736  2699 

2 0.5 2730, 2729  2698, 2697 

2cl 0.5 2735 2732  

3 0.75 2740,2737,2728  2704, 2698, 2694 

3cl 0.75 2731, 2730 2431(p)* 2710 

4 1 2737,2735,2732,2731  2704,2703,2700, 2693 

4cl 1 2718, 2717 2713,2712  

5cl(1) 1.25 2738, 2736, 2734, 2711  2714, 2700, 2699 

5cl(2) 1.25 2723, 2718, 2715 2711, 2708 2709 

6n 1.5 2722, 2718, 2714, 2698 2713, 2678 2703, 2702 

6cl 1.5 2741, 2732, 2709, 2698 2426(p)* 2715 

7n 1.75 2720, 2719, 2707, 2690 2714, 2693 2717 

7cl 1.75 2724, 2708, 2699, 2690 2715, 2702 2717 

8n 
2 2709, 2698, 2697 2685 

2709, 2704, 2692, 

2684 
 

8cl 2 2723, 2709, 2689 2710, 2708, 2699 2712 

*p indicates vibrations parallel to the surface 

 

 

As shown in Tables 4.6, in the initial stages of water adsorption modeled by a single water 

molecule adsorbed on a Fe3O4(111)-(2×2) supercell, the most stable configuration is reached 

via a dissociative pathway leading to an OwH and an OsH group featuring stretching 

wavenumbers of 2736 and 2699 cm-1, respectively. These stretching wavenumbers define a 

difference ∆ν of 37 cm-1, which agrees well with the observed difference of 32 cm-1 

corresponding to the bands at 2720 and 2688 cm-1 (see Fig. 4 in publication P15). Regarding 

adsorption of two water molecules on the (2×2) supercell, two possible structures must be 

considered. The first one corresponds to a complete dissociative adsorption on two surface Fe 

ions (structure 2) and the second structure is a half-dissociated “dimer” complex (structure 

2cl). Calculated adsorption enthalpies [301-302] are shown in Tab. 4.7 and are -77.9 

and -87.1 kJ mol-1 for structure 2 and 2cl, respectively. These results suggest comparable 

stabilities based on mere differences of DFT enthalpies. Regarding vibrational wavenumbers, 
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structure 2 and 2cl feature a small red shift of ca. 5 cm-1 for OwH compared with one 

dissociated H2O. In contrast, the OsH stretching wavenumber is de facto identical. Upon 

increasing the coverage to 1 ML (i.e., 4 H2O on the (2×2) cell), structures 3 and 4 show a 

blue shift in ν(OsH) of around 5 cm-1. The corresponding wavenumbers of the OwH stretch still 

locates at ca. 2732 cm-1, which is slightly red-shifted compared to the initial structure, the 

single OwH. Structure 4cl has a more pronounced red shift of 19 cm-1. Experimentally (at 200 K 

shown in Fig. 4 of publication P15), a shoulder at 2707 cm-1 appears with increasing the 

coverage, which may be assigned to the OwH vibration of structure 4cl. Moreover, the bands 

caused by OsH stretches are always observed, proving that water dissociates on the surface, 

hence forming monomeric species. However, water clustering may represent a competing 

pathway. For a coverage greater than 1 ML, the obtained energy minimum structures always 

involve the half dissociated dimer (see structures 5cl(1) and 5cl(2) in Fig. 4.19).  

 

 

Table 4.7 Adsorption energies, ZPVE, and heat of adsorption 
including RT for T = 200 K [301-302]. Results are given per H2O 
molecule. The ZPVE for the H2O molecule is 54.8 kJ mol-1 (as 
published in publication P15). 

 ∆Eads ZPVE ∆Hads ∆Hads+RT 

1 -123.6 19.6 -104.0 -102.3 

2 -100.0 20.3   -79.7 -77.9 

2cl -103.7 15.0   -88.7   -87.1 

3   -82.1 19.4   -62.7   -61.1 

3cl -100.0 16.8   -83.2   -81.6 

4   -78.0 19.6   -58.4   -56.7 

4cl   -92.2 15.7   -76.5   -74.9 

5cl(1)   -83.5 18.0   -65.5   -63.8 

5cl(2)   -83.9 16.5   -67.4   -65.8 

6n   -85.1 17.3   -67.8 -66.2 

6cl   -88.3 16.9   -71.4 -69.7 

7n   -86.3 15.8   -70.5 -68.8 

7cl   -83.7 16.3   -67.4 -65.8 

8n   -85.8 15.9   -69.9 -68.3 

8cl   -80.5 15.7   -64.9 -63.2 
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Figure 4.20. Top views of energy minimum structures involving six, seven, and eight water 
molecules on the Fe3O4(111)-(2×2) cell. Color code as in Fig. 4.16. 
 

 

For even higher coverages involving 6, 7 and 8 water molecules discussed above, 2D network 

formation caused by H-bonding interaction occurs and is labelled with the superscript n. 

Regarding the corresponding OwH stretching wavenumbers, all studied structures yield 

wavenumbers ranging from 2698 to 2722 cm-1. The OsH stretch shifts from 2702 cm-1 

(structure 6n) to ca. 2717 cm-1 (structures 7n and 7cl). Thus, these results indicate that the 

characteristic wavenumber ranges for OwH and OsH stretching modes overlap (at higher 

coverage). Figure 4.21 shows stick representations of calculated wavenumbers for the 

relevant structures compared with observed results. 
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Figure 4.21. Stick representations of calculated, scaled wavenumbers (in cm-1) of νS(OwD) 
(blue) and νS(OsD) (green) for structures shown in Figs. 4.19 and 4.20. Identifying structure 
labels are given on the rhs. 
 

 

At lowest dosage (and at higher temperatures) the band at 2722 cm-1 characteristic of OwH 

appears first. Repeatedly dosing water using a molecular beam pulse five times, induces a 

small red-shift of 3 cm-1. Each dosage increases the coverage by 0.6×1014 cm-2, which is equal 

to 0.1875 ML. With respect to the Fe3O4(111)-(2×2) supercell, this corresponds to 0.75 

additional water molecules per pulse. Hence, after five pulses, the surface coverage increases 

to around 4 H2O on the supercell. Figure 4.21 shows that the calculated OwH stretching 

wavenumbers of structures 1 to 4 undergo a small red shift of 3-5 cm-1. Regarding surface 

hydroxyl groups OsH, the computed wavenumbers shift to higher energies by ca. 5 cm-1. These 

values agree well with observation.  

Experimentally, an isosbestic point is observed when going from the 5th to the 9th pulse. 

The corresponding coverage increases from 4 to 6.75 H2O molecules per (2×2) supercell. The 

OwH stretching wavenumber is further red-shifted by 8 cm-1 (in total it shifts by 10 cm-1 with 

respect to the initial wavenumber for the monomer). Computationally, for structure 4 and 
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structure 5cl(2), an obvious red-shift of 17 cm-1 is obtained by comparing the centers for both 

groups of wavenumbers. The formation of a 2D network via an H-bonding interaction occurs 

in structure 6n and structure 7n and is consistent with LEED and IRAS results. As observed in 

these experiments, the initially (at low coverage) separated OwH and OsH bands start to 

overlap at higher dosage. Again, computational results are consistent with observation, 

because calculated ranges for OsH and OwH stretching wavenumbers also overlap with 

increasing coverage. With respect to adsorption energies or enthalpies, the relevant structures 

have similar stabilities. Adsorption energies as well as enthalpies suggest that structures 

corresponding to higher coverage (>5 H2O per (2×2) supercell) are similarly stable with 

ca. -65 kJ/mol (see Tab. 4.7).  
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In a recent paper [A. J. Window et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 107, 016105 (2011)], it was proposed that
V2O3ð0001Þ is terminated by the so-called O3 termination, a reconstruction with a terminating distorted
hexagonal oxygen layer. We show that the surface is terminated by vanadyl (V═O) groups instead. This
conclusion is based on quantitative low-energy electron diffraction combined with scanning tunneling
microscopy, fast atom scattering, and density functional theory employing the Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof
functional. New insights into the subsurface sensitivity of ion beam triangulation show that results
previously interpreted in favor of the O3 termination are reconcilable with vanadyl termination as well.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.114.216101 PACS numbers: 68.35.B-, 61.05.jh, 68.47.Gh

Vanadium oxides find significant interest in basic
research and are of technological importance because of
their metal to insulator transitions and applications in
oxygen transfer catalysis [1–5]. The surface termination
is of decisive relevance for both classes of applications—
this is obvious for the area of catalysis, but the influence on
phase transitions, at least in near-surface layers, has also
been shown [6]. For V2O3ð0001Þ, a number of studies have
been published, but there is still an ongoing debate about
its termination [7–14].
For almost a decade, the V2O3ð0001Þ surface prepared

under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) conditions was assumed to
be vanadyl terminated. This conclusion was based mainly
on the presence of an intense vanadyl signal in vibrational
spectra [7,8], but scanning tunneling microscopy (STM),
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, and near edge X-ray
absorption fine structure data also supported this view
[7,8,15]. However, recent studies employing ion scattering
and density functional theory (DFT) strongly favor the O3

termination [9–11].
Motivated by this controversy, we have performed an

extensive quantitative surface structure determination emp-
loying low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) and I-V
LEED combined with STM, as well as fast atom scattering
and DFT. Furthermore, we reinterpret the results of a
previous ion scattering study [10].
The hexagonal bulk unit cell of V2O3 gives rise to three

different possible terminations when cutting parallel to the
0001 plane: metal terminations with two vanadium atoms
[double metal (DM)] (� � �O3─V2─O3─V2) and one

vanadium atom [single metal (SM)] (� � �O3─V2─O3─V)
in the surface unit cell, respectively, and an oxygen
termination (� � �O3─V2─O3). DFT calculations indicate
that several reconstructions are energetically favorable over
the bulk terminations [12,13]. At low oxygen chemical
potential a vanadyl-covered surface (���O3─V2─O3─V═O)
is thermodynamically stable, while at higher oxygen
chemical potential incomplete V═O terminations form,
with ordered superstructures at 2=3 and 1=3 of the full
V═O coverage and finally an O3 termination completely
devoid of V═O groups. Compared to the bulklike, oxygen-
terminated surface, this O3 termination is reconstructed
with each second V atom from the second layer moved up
into the first layer (� � �O3─V─O3─V3─O3) as shown
in Fig. 1.
About 100 Å thick V2O3ð0001Þ films were prepared

on Au(111) by deposition of vanadium from an e-beam
evaporator with a rate of ∼0.7 Å=min in an O2 ambience,
followed by annealing in oxygen and finally in UHV for
a short time. Some films were afterwards oxidized by
annealing at elevated oxygen pressures. While films depos-
ited at 1 × 10−7 mbar< pðO2Þ < 1 × 10−6 mbar show a
(1 × 1) LEED pattern, a ð ffiffiffi

3
p

×
ffiffiffi

3
p ÞR30° superstructure

appears after exposure to higher O2 pressures. This is the
first clear evidence that none of the prepared layers was O3

FIG. 1 (color online). Structural model (V gray and O red) of
surface terminations predicted by DFT.
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terminated, since the oxygen content in the O3 structure is
higher than in the ð ffiffiffi

3
p

×
ffiffiffi

3
p ÞR30° phase. At even higher

oxygen pressure, the film disappeared, probably through
formation ofV2O5, which sublimates at above∼800 K [16].
An overview of the observed phases is shown in Fig. 2.
While the ð ffiffiffi

3
p

×
ffiffiffi

3
p ÞR30° termination can easily be

identified by LEED, both the V═O-covered surface and the
O3 termination exhibit identical reflex patterns. Thus, I-V
LEED analysis was used to differentiate between these
structures and to determine the positions of the atoms at the
surface. For this study, the intensities of 32 diffraction spots
were recorded. Averaging over symmetry equivalent spots
and different domains yielded eight different beams over a
combined energy range of 1819 eV. Beam damage was
minimized by use of a LEED system with a microchannel
plate detector, reducing electron currents to the surface to
less than 10 nA. I-V curves were calculated with a modified
version of the SATLEED package of Barbieri and van Hove
[17]. The Pendry R factor [18] was used to quantify the
agreement between theory and experiment—a smaller R
factor means better agreement. The structures were refined
by minimization of the R factor using a covariance matrix
adaptation evolution strategy as implemented in the SHARK

library [19]. Depending on the structural model, 15–17
atomic coordinates and three to five Debye temperatures as
well as the imaginary and real parts of the inner potential
and a linear background of the experimental data were
selected as refinement parameters.
A total of 14 different structures with varying interlayer

distances (five SM, five V═O, two DM, and two O3

[11,12,20,21]) were selected as start structures for the
refinement. Out of all models, coordinates published by
Czekaj, Hermann, and Witko [20] for a V═O-terminated
surface led to the smallest R factor after refinement
(R ¼ 0.12) [22]. In contrast, the smallest R factor for the
O3 termination is 0.36. The corresponding I-V curves
shown in Fig. 3 visualize the good agreement between the

V═O simulation and the experiment, while there are clear
deviations from the experimental curves for the best-fit
simulation of the O3 termination.
STM images obtained for the (1 × 1) phase always

show a hexagonal lattice (Fig. 4). This type of STM image
is consistent with Tersoff-Hamann simulations for a
fully vanadyl-covered surface, while the triangular features
characteristic of an O3 termination [11] or a bulklike
oxygen termination [23] were never seen. Figure 4(a)
shows an image taken directly after recording the I-V
curves shown in Fig. 3. The bright triangular features are
attributed to a slight reduction of the surface. In Fig. 4(b), a
slightly oxidized surface is imaged. Herein dark depres-
sions correspond to missing V═O groups [8].

FIG. 2 (color online). Experimentally observed surface phases
as a function of the preparation conditions.

FIG. 3 (color online). Calculated I-V LEED curves (green and
red) and experimental data (black) for the eight symmetry
inequivalent beams.

FIG. 4 (color online). Atomically resolved STM images of
the V2O3ð0001Þ surface. (a) Slightly reduced layer; (b) slightly
overoxidized layer. 10 × 10 nm2, 2 V, and 0.1 nA.
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Further evidence is provided by grazing angle scattering
of 2 keV He atoms. In this experiment the flux of specu-
larly reflected He atoms was recorded as a function of the
azimuthal rotation of the sample for a polar incidence angle
of 1° with respect to the surface plane. Incidence along a
principal axis, i.e., for scattering along a line of densely
packed atoms, leads to a broadening of the angular distri-
bution and thus to a reduction of the flux in the specular
direction. In Fig. 5, this flux is plotted for Au(111) (upper
panel) and a V2O3ð0001Þ film (lower panels). The data are
compared with simulations based on classical trajectories
using a superposition of atomic pair potentials as described
elsewhere [24]. For the vanadyl termination (blue curve)
good overall agreement is observed, whereas the close pack-
ing of surface oxygenatoms in theO3model (red curve) leads
to narrow axial channels with little lateral deflection of
scattered projectiles for most directions. The simulated curve
deviates significantly from the experimental one.
This finding seems to be in conflict with a recent ion

beam triangulation study [10] which favored the O3

termination. In this study, electron emission following
the grazing scattering from the surface of 25 keV H atoms
was recorded as a function of the azimuthal surface
orientation. For close-packed crystal surfaces, thin films,
and adsorbate systems, a high surface sensitivity of ion
beam triangulation has been demonstrated [25,26].
However, for one monolayer of the amino acid alanine
on Cu(110) [24], a curve similar to that for the clean

substrate was obtained, whereas from triangulation, based
on the specular flux of 2 keV He atoms, information on
the position of the topmost methyl groups is obtained.
A similar issue may also be in effect for the V2O3ð0001Þ
surface, where the relatively sparsely distributed vanadyl
groups may affect the emission of electrons to a lesser
extent than previously assumed.
Since DFT has been invoked to support the O3 surface

termination [9], we examine the sensitivity of DFT results
with respect to the choice of the exchange-correlation
functional, specifically with respect to Fock exchange.
The screened hybrid functional after Heyd, Scuseria, and
Ernzerhof (HSE) [27] with a range-separation parameter of
0.207 Å−1 was used. Spin polarization was not included,
because at ambient temperature V2O3 is a nonmagnetic
metal crystallizing in the rhombohedral corundum struc-
ture. Our spin-unpolarized DFT calculations use the VASP

code and employ projector-augmented plane waves (PAWs)
up to a kinetic energy of 600 eV [28–30]. The electron-ion
interaction was described by using PAW pseudopotentials
with 3p63d34s2 and 2s22p4 as valence electrons for V and
O, respectively. Symmetric slab models of the primitive
surface unit cell with a lattice constant of 4.933 Å (HSE
equilibrium lattice constant) and 30 atomic layers were
used, and a vacuum layer of approximately 10 Å was
employed to separate periodic images of the slabs. To
model the bulk, two innermost V atoms and one neighbor-
ing O trilayer per V were kept frozen at bulk positions.
Forces acting on the atoms in the remaining 26 layers were
relaxed to better than 0.05 eV=Å. To sample the surface
Brillouin zone, Γ-centered Monkhorst-Pack meshes using
ð2 × 2Þk points were used. Energies obtained by using a
ð4 × 4Þk mesh (single points) consistently shifted the
intercepts of the linear equations for surface energies by
less than 6 meV=Å2; thus, the results did not change
qualitatively.
Schwingenschlögl and co-workers found that lowering

the amount of Fock exchange (FX) from 25% to 10% in the
HSE hybrid functional results in a more balanced descrip-
tion of the VO2 bulk phases [31]. However, we found
that HSE using the “as defined” amount of FX of 25%
outperforms the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [32] func-
tional, which is based on the generalized-gradient approxi-
mation (GGA) and does not include Fock exchange. HSE
heats of formation for V2O3, V2O4, and V2O5 agree better
with observed values than PBE results. Also, the oxidation
of V2O3 to V2O4 is better described by using the HSE
functional [33]. We do not claim that a simple hybrid
functional like HSE consistently captures the complex
physics of V2O3 mostly driven by Coulomb correlation
effects, but based on the aforementioned thermochemical
results we believe that HSE surface stabilities are more
reliable than results obtained by using the PBE or the
closely related Perdew-Wang 1991 GGA-type functionals
used in earlier work [12]. Recent HSE results by Rubio

FIG. 5 (color online). Intensity of specularly reflected 2 keV
He atoms (black curve) from Au(111) and a V2O3ð0001Þ thin
film as a function of the azimuthal angle as well as simulations
for the vanadyl (blue curve) and O3 termination (red curve)
of V2O3ð0001Þ.
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and co-workers [34], which describe the metal-insulator
transition in paramagnetic V2O3 correctly, provide further
support for our findings.
When adding some FX to the GGA-based functional, the

highest oxygen chemical potential, for which V═O termi-
nation is calculated to be thermodynamically favorable,
increases from −2.3 (which is exactly the same as the PBE
functional, i.e., no FX) through −1.9 (HSE with 10% FX)
to −1.2 eV (HSE with 25% FX).
The phase diagram calculated with HSE is shown in

Fig. 6. Phase diagrams for pure GGA as well as for 10% FX
are provided in Supplemental Material [35]. The oxygen
chemical potential ΔμOð12O2Þ uses half of the total energy
of the O2 molecule as a reference. Tabulated values for the
enthalpy H and entropy S at the temperature T were used
[36]. Further details on the pressure and temperature
dependence of ΔμO can be found in Refs. [37,38]. Black
arrows at the bottom refer to the stable bulk phases at the
respective chemical potentials, while the bold lines above
indicate the expected surface terminations. Figure 6 shows
that the V═O termination is predicted to be thermody-
namically stable over a wide range of oxygen chemical
potentials. As also shown previously [12], the V═O termi-
nation cannot be reduced by heating in UHV, since the
required potential is too negative to be realized experi-
mentally. While conditions that would favor the O3 termi-
nation are experimentally accessible, the stable bulk phase
expected under these conditions is already V2O5, in agree-
ment with the findings summarized in Fig. 2, which
indicate that the oxide layer sublimates. We note that,
according to the DFT calculations, V2O3 is not the equili-
brium bulk phase for all preparation conditions employed
in this study. This is a hint that the formation of higher
oxides is just prevented by kinetic limitations.

In conclusion, we have shown that the V2O3ð0001Þ
surface, prepared under standard UHV conditions, is
terminated by vanadyl groups. I-V LEED measurements
and fast atom scattering are clearly in favor of this
termination, like the STM results. Recent ion beam
triangulation results are also reconcilable with a vanadyl-
terminated surface.
In a recent study, Window et al. [9] proposed that the

surface might be terminated by an equilibrium mixture of
O3 and V═O areas with a small V═O contribution in order
to explain the presence of the V═O stretching vibration in
vibrational spectra. Neither our STM studies, which always
show the presence of a single phase for well-prepared
layers, nor our DFT calculations, which predict the vanadyl
termination to be stable under the relevant conditions,
support this conclusion. DFT shows that the O3 termination
is drastically destabilized. Even if one assumes an error of
several hundred meV in the chemical potential of oxygen,
which corresponds to several orders of magnitude of an
error in the pressure, a phase equilibrium between V═O
and O3 with a noticeable contribution of the O3 phase
cannot be reached. This is in marked contrast to previous
DFT studies [12,13] and can be attributed to the higher
accuracy of the HSE hybrid functional as shown by,
compared with experiment, improved formation enthalpies
of bulk VxOy phases [33].
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Abstract Density functional theory (DFT), employing

semilocal approximations to describe electron exchange

and correlation effects, tremendously advanced the

research in the realm of computational catalysis. It allows

to calculate atomic and electronic structure details of

extended systems like bulk solids, surfaces or nanoparticles

with reasonable accuracy at moderate computational cost.

However, semilocal approximations suffer from short-

comings such as self-interaction errors (SIEs). This work

discusses results obtained using two established and related

approaches, namely DFT ? U and orbital-dependent

hybrid density functionals. Both methods partially alleviate

some of the problems incurred by SIEs and are widely used

in the computational community. We discuss four case

studies involving reducible oxide materials: (i) the oxida-

tive dehydrogenation of methanol at small vanadium oxide

clusters supported on the CeO2(111) surface, (ii) the

adsorption of Au atoms on the reduced CeO2(111) surface,

(iii) stabilities of various terminations of the V2O3(0001)

surface, and (iv) the adsorption of water on the Fe3O4(111)

surface. Compared with semilocal functionals including

DFT ? U, we report substantial improvements in band

gaps, defect formation energies, as well as activation bar-

riers and emphasize the important role of state-of-the-art

experiments for assessing DFT. Limitations of hybrid

functionals due to the imposed computational workload

and inherent functional approximations are discussed. To

overcome these limitations, alternatives in terms of

generalized RPA and embedded wavefunction-based

methods are suggested.

Graphical Abstract

Keywords Density functional theory � Computational

catalysis � Cerium oxide � Vanadium oxide � Methanol

oxidation � Magnetite � Support effect � Gold adatoms �
Electron transfer

1 Introduction

Density functional theory (DFT) after Kohn and Sham

(KS) [1–3] based on the local density (LDA) or general-

ized-gradient approximation (GGA) to electron exchange

and correlation (xc) is important in materials science and

catalysis, because it provides atomic as well as electronic

structure information of extended systems at a low com-

putational cost. LDA was and very often is the favorite

choice in the condensed matter community (e.g., [4]). The

advent of GGA functionals and—few years later—the
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introduction of orbital-dependent hybrid functionals con-

vinced also the chemistry community to value DFT, as

recently discussed by Walter Thiel [5]. With regard to

molecular chemistry, LDA cannot be used, because of

unacceptably large errors in binding or atomization ener-

gies [6, 7]. Conversely, errors in a number of solid-state

properties obtained using LDA and GGA are comparable in

magnitude. The sign of these errors may be opposite

though [8].

GGA functionals provide fairly accurate molecular

structures and structures of metal clusters [9, 10]. They

offer sensible insights into basic material properties such as

band structures and lattice parameters of simple metals,

semiconductors, and insulators [11–13]. Total energy cal-

culations employing GGA functionals are fast, and atomic

forces can be evaluated at little extra computational cost.

The numerical workload using GGA scales moderately

with system size [14, 15], and convergence of the total

energy with respect to the size of the employed basis set is

easier to achieve compared to wavefunction-based methods

(see, e.g., [16, 17]).

Supposed that all technical parameters employed in

calculations have been converged, remaining errors are

exclusively due to the approximate description of xc

effects. In addition to the errors incurred by DFT (vide

infra), the technical quality of selected structural models

for extended systems may also affect the accuracy of

results. For instance, single crystal surfaces or thin crys-

talline films may be modelled using clusters or slabs [18–

20]. Cluster models offer the possibility to employ more

accurate wavefunction-based approaches [21–23]. This

allows to calculate local properties like adsorption energies

with high accuracy. Slab models exploiting periodic

boundary conditions may be more efficient in computing

other properties like surface energies or band-structures.

Finite size effects in both cluster and slab models prevent

the system under study to relax or reconstruct appropri-

ately, significantly affecting stability and reactivity.

LDA and GGA functionals suffer from so-called self-

interaction errors (SIEs) [24, 25], which manifest them-

selves in overly delocalized orbitals and notoriously

underestimated band gaps (see [26] and references therein).

SIEs may drastically affect the accuracy of computational

results, as discussed in many recent review articles focus-

ing on reducible or semiconducting metal oxides [27–30].

GGAs underestimate activation barriers [31]. This is rela-

ted to the fact, that a GGA functional does not correctly

describe the ‘‘stretched bond’’ situation encountered in a

transition state [32]. Related to a different type of error,

GGAs fall short of correct dispersion-type van der Waals

interactions [33]. The latter may substantially affect cal-

culated adsorption energies, i.e. the stability of the

adsorption complex [34]. Extensive methodologically

motivated discussions on these shortcomings can be found

in [35, 36] and [37].

Surfaces of reducible metal oxides are interesting model

systems for oxidation reactions in catalysis [38, 39].

However, the accurate description of their physical and

chemical properties by DFT represents a formidable task.

The various 3d transition metal oxide phases of, e.g.,

vanadium, chromium, and iron as well as oxides of rare-

earth metals like cerium featuring 4f orbitals represent

particularly challenging systems from a computational

point of view. As mentioned in [27, 29], cerium oxides

(ceria) require methods that are capable to describe 4f

orbitals involved in bonding as well as in the spatially

localized (reduced) CeIII. Oxides like Fe2O3, also known as

Mott–Hubbard systems, have partially occupied d orbitals

being subject to strong intra-atomic Coulomb correlation

effects. A correct description of the latter is largely elusive

to the GGA approximation [37, 40].

In catalysis, surface oxygen defects play a central role in

the Mars-van Krevelen oxidation mechanism [41]. Oxygen

defect formation energies are important descriptors to

assess the activity of an oxide catalyst [42]. Formation of O

defects in insulating reducible oxides incurs occupation of

energetically low lying empty d or f orbitals, which implies

formation of defect-induced electronic states below the

conduction band minimum. Since GGA functionals sub-

stantially underestimate band gaps, electron occupation of

the conduction band is energetically too facile. Instead of

the formation of a defect state within the gap, the reduced

system may spuriously metallize. The spatially localized

nature of the defect state is lost, as shown for an O defect in

the CeO2(111) surface (cf. Fig. 1a). Similar problems

occur, if positively charged holes in the O 2p valence band

are formed upon introduction of undervalent substitutional

or interstitial cationic point defects (p-type doping) [43–

45]. This shortcoming affects defect formation energies.

Hence, alleviating the band gap problem as well as

overdelocalization may improve the accuracy in thermo-

dynamic properties. However, we underline that a correct

gap alone is not a sufficient condition for accurate ther-

modynamic predictions based on DFT [29].

Examining several case studies, this work provides evi-

dence that hybrid functionals offer an improved description

of reducible oxides for a number of properties including

activation barriers as well as localization of charges and

spins of electrons. With regard to defect formation energies,

hybrid functionals outperform the commonly applied and

less compute intensive DFT ? U approach. We discuss

(i) activation barriers in the oxidative dehydrogenation of

methanol at small vanadium oxide clusters supported on the

CeO2(111) surface, (ii) the adsorption of Au atoms on the

reduced CeO2(111) surface, (iii) stabilities of various ter-

minations of the V2O3(0001) surface, and (iv) the adsorption
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of water on the Fe3O4(111) surface. We survey limitations

of hybrid functionals and conclude with final remarks on

potential future developments.

1.1 Jacob’s Ladder of Density Functional

Approximations

It is frequently stated that DFT does not offer possibilities to

systematically improve the accuracy of results in the way,

e.g., wavefunction-based techniques do [48–57]. ‘‘Jacob’s

ladder of density functional approximations’’ [58, 59] is an

attempt to introduce, at least to a certain extent, the afore-

mentioned systematics. Currently the ladder comprises five

rungs or classes of approximations. The underlying idea is

that functionals accommodating a number of physical or

exact constraints, e.g., meeting the uniform electron gas

(UEG) limit for vanishing density gradients, are expected to

be rather universally applicable and transferable. This means

that the accuracy of results does neither critically depend on

the material nor on the calculated property. The number of

satisfied constraints or degree of complexity increases for

higher rungs, but the amount of empiricism used for their

construction should be minimal to avoid ‘‘overfitting’’ [60].

This way, the functionals’ accuracies are expected to

improve using higher rungs on the ladder.

LDA and GGA are known as the first and second rung

on the ladder. The third rung refers to the meta-GGA

approximation [61], which is on the point of becoming

widely recognized in the catalysis community [62–66].

LDA, GGA, and meta-GGA are pooled by the term

semilocal functionals, because of their dependence on the

local electron density q(r) as well as on derivatives of q(r).

While LDA only depends on q (including spin-polarisation

[67]), GGA also incorporates information on the reduced

density gradient, which is proportional to
rqj j
q4=3 [68–72]. A

meta-GGA, in addition to its dependence on density and

density gradient, includes information that originate from

the kinetic energy density [73]. The information contained

in the latter was shown to be almost equivalent to the one

carried by the second derivative or the Laplacian of the

density [74].

The fourth rung functionals contain also non-local

information due to the explicit dependence on the occupied

orbitals. In theory, this requires developing a generalization

of KS-DFT [75]. In practice, this means that a fraction of

non-local Fock exchange (FX) replaces the corresponding

amount of semilocal exchange. The ‘mixing ratio’ is

material-specific and hence a semi-empirical parameter

[76–78]. Several hybrid functionals use 20–25 % of FX,

which is a useful choice for many materials or systems of

Fig. 1 a Spin-densities (yellow)

for a surface O defect in

CeO2(111) obtained using PBE.

b Corresponding PDOS for the

clean surface (top panel) and O

defect (bottom panel). Blue

lines indicate the Ce 4f states,

and red lines indicate O 2p

states. c and d Analogous

graphs showing spin-densities

as well as PDOS obtained using

the hybrid functional HSE (see

below). For results on the (110)

and (100) surfaces, see [46] and

[47]. Reprinted and adapted

with permission from [29].

Copyright (2013) American

Chemical Society
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interest. This choice was supported by non-empirical

arguments [79], but they turned out to be imprecise [59].

The present work does not discuss hybrid functionals

relying on many parameters [80, 81]. With regard to local

hybrid functionals employing position dependent admix-

ture of FX, we refer the interested reader to the literature

(cf., e.g., [82–84]).

The generalized random-phase approximation (RPA) is

the fifth rung on Jacob’s ladder (cf., e.g., [17, 85–87]). This

rung adds non-locality also in the correlation energy via

dependence on occupied as well as virtual orbitals (and

orbital energies). Thus, RPA is a fully non-local functional.

RPA can be applied to small-gap and metallic systems, in

contrast to double-hybrid functionals, which add a fraction

of correlation energy based on second order Møller-Plesset

perturbation theory (cf. [88–90]). Any ‘order-by-order’

perturbation theory breaks down when applied to systems

with zero gap [91]. RPA describes dispersion-type van der

Waals interactions correctly (e.g., [92, 93]). Up-to-date

applications of RPA mostly use semilocal orbitals and

orbital energies as input (e.g., [17, 94–99]. This also

applies to the FX energy expression, which is then called

exact exchange (EXX) energy. However, advantages by

using the FX energy (i.e. using HF orbitals in the EXX

energy expression) were reported by Xinguo Ren and

coworkers [100, 101]. Throughout this work, we will not

discriminate between EXX and FX. Self-consistent RPA

calculations have not yet been applied to extended systems,

although the number of recent publications indicate intense

research activities [102–108].

2 Historic and Technical Remarks on Hybrid
Functionals

Axel Becke introduced hybrid functionals in 1993 [109].

He used arguments based on the so-called adiabatic con-

nection formula [110, 111] to theoretically motivate the

employed mixing-ratio, i.e. 50 % of FX and 50 % of Sla-

ter-Dirac (LDA) exchange [112, 113]. This hybrid, known

as the ‘‘Becke-Half-and-Half’’ (HH) functional, substan-

tially outperformed both HF and LDA with respect to

errors in molecular atomization energies. Moreover, the

work reports improvements by employing two independent

mixing parameters obtained from fitting against experi-

mental data. The modified functional uses a smaller

amount of FX (33 %) and sacrifices a constraint, namely

the uniform electron gas (UEG) limit [109]. Despite its

excellent performance in molecular atomization energies,

this parametrization spoiled the accuracy in other proper-

ties such as proton affinities.

The three-parameter functional B3PW91 [114] was also

introduced by Becke (Eq. 1).

EB3PW91
xc ¼ ELDA

xc þ a0 � EFX
x � ELDA

x

� �
þ ax � DEB88

x

þ ac � DEPW91
c

ð1Þ

It outperformes HH in terms of molecular atomization

energies and preserves the UEG limit. The three parameters

in Eq. 1 refer to the admixing factors for FX (a0 = 0.2), the

Becke-88 (B88) [115] gradient-correction to the LDA

exchange (ax = 0.72), and the Perdew–Wang-91 (PW91)

[69, 116] gradient-correction to the LDA correlation

energy (ac = 0.81), respectively.

These parameters were fitted to minimize errors in cal-

culated molecular properties such as atomization energies,

ionization potentials, etc. Note that the popular B3LYP

hybrid functional finds its origin in B3PW91, replacing

LDA correlation together with PW91 gradient corrections

by the Lee–Yang–Parr (LYP) correlation functional [117].

LYP consists of density dependent (local) terms as well as

gradient-dependent (semilocal) contributions [118].

B3LYP was employed and published by Mike Frisch und

coworkers for the first time in 1994 [119].

LYP is based on the Colle-Salvetti (CS) functional and

does not fulfill the UEG limit. For vanishing density gra-

dients, it lacks some of the correlation energy compared to

LDA [120, 121]. As discussed in [122], electron correlation

at the short range, i.e. small inter-electron distance, is less

affected. However, at the long range, the effect of the

aforementioned failure becomes noticeable. It is less

problematic for calculations on atoms and molecules, but

for solids errors may be significant. This shortcoming of

LYP is nicely depicted in Fig. 5 of Ref. [120].

Figure 2 shows atomization energies for several

archetypal metals, semiconductors, and insulators obtained

with the Perdew, Burke, Ernzerhof (PBE) GGA [70] and

the Heyd, Scuseria, Ernzerhof (HSE, vide infra), B3PW91,

as well as B3LYP hybrid functionals [123]. The large

negative relative errors illustrate the failure in LYP when

Fig. 2 Relative errors in atomization energies (theory minus exper-

iment) obtained using PBE (green), HSE (violet), B3PW91 (light

blue), and B3LYP (red) [123]
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applied to electron–gas-like systems, i.e. metals. The sys-

tematic underestimation of atomization energies can be

readily understood. Supposed that the calculations for the

atoms are reasonably accurate, the stability of the bulk

material is underestimated by B3LYP, very likely due to

the underestimation of correlation for the UEG described

above. As indicated by the pronounced error bar for Si,

problems also arise for small gap semiconductors, featuring

delocalized orbitals or a slowly decaying density matrix

[124]. For B3PW91, which fulfills the UEG limit, errors in

metallic systems are substantially smaller compared to

B3LYP [123]. Except for Na and Mg, B3PW91 and HSE

perform similarly.

To avoid errors incurred by LYP and to single out the

effect of admixed FX, it is advisable to compare the per-

formance of PBE solely with B3PW91 and HSE. Both

hybrids fulfill the UEG constraint. As shown in Fig. 2,

admixture of FX yields suboptimal results for metallic

systems. This finding is along the lines of, e.g., [65].

The UEG is the prototype model for metallic systems and

applying HF to the UEG causes the electronic density of

states to vanish logarithmically at the Fermi level [125, 126].

This artifact is a consequence of the long-range nature of the

Coulomb 1/|r1 - r2| = 1/r12 interaction among electrons

(cf. [124]). Two electrons at large distances do not feel the

full 1/r12 potential, but a ‘‘screened’’ version due to the

presence of, e.g., the other electrons as an intervening

medium. So-called polarization or rearrangement effects of

the electron gas cancel out the long-range part of the

potential. Therefore, higher-order correlation effects, e.g.,

within the (non-local) RPA approximation, compensate this

singular behavior of the potential [127]. Semilocal approx-

imations to correlation employed in a hybrid functional

insufficiently compensate the aforementioned singularity. A

body of work in the literature points out the underperfor-

mance of hybrid functionals when applied to extended

metallic systems [65, 77, 123, 128–130].

Summarizing the discussion on B3LYP, Fig. 2 shows a

relation between B3LYP errors in atomization energies and

the size of the band gap. Larger band gaps relate to smaller

errors. Supposed that all of these functionals are compa-

rably accurate for atoms, this finding is sensible, because

the density matrix of wide-gap systems decays rapidly with

the distance [15, 131]. It implies a high degree of local-

ization in orbitals [132]. Apparently, the case involving a

more localized scenario is unproblematic for the LYP

functional. Recalling that B3LYP is plagued by two

important shortcomings: (a) the long-range part of FX,

which is problematic in metallic systems; (b) LYP does not

describe long-range contributions of correlation effects in

delocalized (metallic) states accurately. Using B3LYP,

both shortcomings add up and lead to conspicuously large

error bars for metallic systems as well as for small-gap

semiconductors like Si.

In 1996, Becke introduced a simplified one-parameter

hybrid functional shown in Eq. 2.

Ehybrid
xc ¼ EDFT

xc þ a0 � EFX
x � EDFT

x

� �
: ð2Þ

The admixing factor for FX, a0, is usually small and

varies between 0.16 and 0.28 depending on the GGA

exchange functional used (i.e. Ex
DFTin Eq. 2) [133]. The

popular PBE0 or PBEh hybrid functional is based on the

PBE GGA functional and uses 25 % of the FX energy (Ex
FX).

It was introduced into the literature and independently

assessed by Carlo Adamo and Vincenzo Barone [134] as

well as Matthias Ernzerhof and Gustavo Scuseria [135].

Both groups reported high accuracy for a broad variety of

molecules and their properties.

As mentioned before, the long-range asymptote of the

Coulomb interaction (cf. Fig. 3a, black line) renders the

application of hybrid functionals to metallic and semicon-

ducting solids with a small band gap numerically difficult.

As demonstrated in [77], the slow decay of 1/r12 with

Fig. 3 a Decay of a screened (red) and unscreened (black) Coulomb

kernels. b Error in the exchange energy DEX of fcc Al with (HSE,

red) and without (PBE0, black) screening as a function of k points

(nk 9 nk 9 nk). See also [77]
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distance requires dense k-point grids (or equivalently large

supercells) to converge the FX energy.

To remedy this problem, one may resort to screening or

range-separation of the Coulomb interaction. In molecular

quantum chemistry, this technique was successfully applied

to describe short-range correlation using DFT and long-

range correlation effects using wavefunction-based methods

[136]. In Fig. 3a the screened Coulomb interaction using the

complementary error function is shown (Eq. 3).

1

r12

¼ erfcðl � r12Þ
r12|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
SR

þ erfðl � r12Þ
r12|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
LR

ð3Þ

In principle, any functions summing up to 1/r are suit-

able for range separation. A screening based on the error

function like in Eq. 3 is advantageous using GTOs or plane

waves as a basis set [77, 137]. Historically, the first

application of the error function dealt with efficient lattice

summations of the long range electrostatic interactions in

crystalline solids. It is commonly known as the Ewald

technique [138]. The HSE or equivalently HSE06 hybrid

functional, defined in Eq. 4, uses range separation in the

exchange energy contribution according to Eq. 3 [137].

EHSE�X ¼ EPBE�X þ a0 ESR
FX lð Þ � ESR

PBE�X lð Þ
� �

ð4Þ

In Eq. 4, the superscript ‘‘SR’’ refers to ‘‘short-range’’

and a0—similar to PBE0—amounts to 25 %. This means

that the FX energy (or potential) is evaluated using the

short-range kernel of the Coulomb interaction (cf. Fig. 3,

red lines). The empirically set parameter l amounts to

0.207 Å-1 and determines the length scale of the short-

range and long-range interactions [139]. This offers sub-

stantial computational savings for metallic systems as

shown in Fig. 3b [77]. The figure shows respective errors

in the FX energy for the fcc bulk phase of Al with (red

bars) and without (black bars) range separation as a func-

tion of the number k points. In other words, the fig-

ure compares the aforementioned convergence in the HSE

and PBE0 exchange energies. Apparently, range-separation

drastically enhances the technical convergence of the

energy. HSE is very useful for treating metals and insula-

tors on the same footing [26, 77, 140]. The high accuracy

in band gaps obtained with HSE is amply discussed in

recent review articles [26, 30, 141].

Hybrid functionals have been commonly used in the

field of molecular quantum chemistry almost instanta-

neously after their introduction by Axel Becke. At the same

time, they were offered to the computational solid state

community by virtue of the CRYSTAL code [142] using

Gaussian-type orbitals (GTOs) as a basis set to expand the

crystal orbitals [143, 144]. GTOs are also used in the

GAUSSIAN suite of programs [137, 145, 146]. Local

(atom-centered) basis functions offer the possibility to treat

all electrons, i.e. core as well as valence orbitals in the self-

consistent field optimization. However, incompleteness or

superposition errors [147, 148] have to be tackled by

techniques like, e.g., the Boys-Bernardi counterpoise cor-

rection [149].

Hybrid functionals are implemented in many solid state

electronic structure codes. The required FX energy can be

computed employing various basis sets such as all-electron

numeric (localized) orbitals as used in FHI-aims [150, 151]

and full-potential linearized augmented plane waves as

used in WIEN2K [152, 153] or Fleur [154, 155]). More-

over, projector-augmented pseudopotentials and plane

waves are used in VASP [77, 156] or GPAW [157, 158],

and mixed basis sets are employed in CP2K [159]. Pseu-

dopotentials and plane waves are used in Quantum

ESPRESSO [160, 161] or CASTEP [162–164]. Conse-

quently, hybrid functionals are now accessible to a large

manifold of computational communities.

3 Hybrid Functionals and the DFT 1 U Approach

Both, hybrid functionals as well as the DFT ? U approach

[165–168] assist in treating localized d or f electrons. The

fraction of FX used in a hybrid functional partially alle-

viates one-electron SIEs in semilocal functionals, thus

enhances localization.

Within DFT ? U, the orbitals are subdivided into two

groups, namely rather delocalized orbitals that form bands

and spatially localized, atomic-like orbitals. These groups

of orbitals are treated differently. This is justified by the

assumption that semilocal functionals describe the band

formation within s and p orbitals well, but corrections are

required for the other case (d and f orbitals). The Mott–

Hubbard theory [169–172] serves as the conceptual basis

for DFT ? U, relying on the idea of a hindered transfer of

electrons among neighboring sites. The electron interaction

is described by the Hubbard Hamiltonian involving effec-

tive Coulomb (U) and exchange (J) interactions. The

meaning of U was extensively discussed by Herring [173].

For instance, in a 3d electron system with n electrons per

atom, U is defined as the energy cost involving electron

detachment at one site and attachment at a neighboring site,

i.e. the ‘redox’ reaction energy.

Following [174], bypassing above mentioned deficien-

cies in LDA or GGA requires the introduction of a U-

dependent correction to the total energy. The one-electron

SIE-free HF theory is used as a reference. The correction to

the DFT energy reads

DEcorr nif g½ � ¼ EHF nif g½ � � EDFT
dd nd½ �; ð5Þ

with Edd
DFT[nd] as the energy contribution stemming from

the erroneous DFT description of interacting d electrons.
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Equation 5 uses ni as the occupation number of orbital i

and nd refers to the total number of d electrons, i.e. nd = Ri

ni. The HF energy expression, with EHF[{ni}] as a func-

tional depending on the set of d orbitals, reads

EHF nif g½ � ¼ e2

2

X

i6¼j

Uij � Jij
� �

ninj; ð6Þ

with Uij and Jij as orbital-dependent Coulomb and

exchange integrals. To illustrate the working principle, the

electron exchange term J in Eq. 6 can be neglected [174],

which leads to a simplified expression for the correction

DEcorr x½ � ¼ � 1

2
Ux x� 1ð Þ; 0� x� 1; ð7Þ

with x as the variation of the total number of d electrons

[174]. This expression involves a Edd
DFT[nd] of similar

structure (see [174]). In consequence, the corresponding

correction to the one-electron potential is equal to

DVcorr x½ � ¼ dDEcorr

dx
¼ U

1

2
� x

� �
: ð8Þ

Equations 7 and 8 convey the essential physics under-

lying the DFT ? U approach. Supposing a half-filled d

orbital, the correction to the total energy will result in a

maximal increase in energy, whereas the correction to the

Kohn–Sham eigenvalue vanishes. Conversely, integer

occupation will be (variationally) preferred by the orbital-

dependent DFT ? U functional, which in turn leads to the

opening of the band gap (Eq. 8). Unoccupied orbitals

(x = 0) will be shifted by ?1/2 U and occupied orbitals

(x = 1) will be lowered by -1/2 U (cf. Fig. 4). Localiza-

tion of d or f electrons is therefore inherent to DFT ? U,

which incorporates orbital-dependence in a somewhat less

rigorous manner compared to HF theory. Using a hybrid

functional, all occupied orbitals are subject to the same

generalized Kohn–Sham Hamiltonian [75], whereas in

DFT ? U only a subspace of orbitals is corrected in the

aforementioned ad hoc manner. In practical applications,

the size of U matters. It is usually chosen in a way to trade

off the accuracy in the band gap against the accuracy

reached for other system properties such as lattice param-

eters or reaction energies (e.g., [175–177]). Applying U

together with semilocal functionals leads to increased lat-

tice parameters. This is beneficial for LDA, because it

underestimates lattice constants, but unfavorable for GGA

functionals like PBE, which overestimate them [8]. For

further discussions on DFT ? U, we refer the interested

reader to the literature [29, 178, 179].

4 Case Studies

4.1 Methanol Oxidation at Vanadia Supported

on Ceria

Ceria as a support material for transition metal oxides like,

e.g., vanadia has attracted much interest in the field of

heterogeneous catalysis. Depositing vanadia on a ceria surface

drastically increases turnover frequencies for the methanol

oxidation to formaldehyde [180, 181]. The turnover fre-

quencies for supported vanadia may vary within a range of

three to four orders of magnitude depending on the nature of

the support, i.e. its reducibility [29]. Importantly, it may also

depend on the preparation of the catalyst (see, e.g., [182]). The

vanadia coverage or loading also affects reactivity [183, 184].

Catalysts prepared by choosing amounts of vanadia lower

than or equivalent to the so-called monolayer coverage are

significantly more active than those with loadings large

enough to form V2O5 nanoparticles [185, 186]. Precise atomic

level details underlying the observed reactivity are generally

missing, which induced a drive to generate these details by

virtue of first-principles DFT studies.

In this section, we report the results of an extensive

study on a VOx/CeO2(111) catalytic model system [184,

187–190] examining the selective oxidation of methanol

for low vanadia coverage on a ceria surface under dehy-

drated conditions. We compare kinetic results, i.e., intrinsic

reaction barriers obtained using DFT ? U and hybrid

functionals with temperature-programmed spectroscopy

(TPS) analyzed using Redhead’s equation [191].

Previous collaborative efforts between the groups of

Hajo Freund and Joachim Sauer in Berlin generated crucial

insights into the atomic structure of the submonolayer

vanadia catalyst deposited on a CeO2(111) surface [187].

These systems were investigated by applying surface

Fig. 4 Correction to the total energy (DEcorr, blue line) and the

potential (DVcorr, red line) within DFT ? U as a function of the

variation of d orbital occupation x. See also [174]
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science techniques, such as atomically resolved scanning

tunneling microscopy (STM), infrared absorption spec-

troscopy (IRAS), X-ray photoemission spectroscopy

(XPS), TPS, as well as DFT. Vanadia was grown on a well

characterized CeO2(111) film on a metal substrate by virtue

of physical vapor deposition of metallic vanadium in an

oxygen atmosphere. These studies give rise to the follow-

ing main conclusions: (i) VOx wets the support in a two-

dimensional manner (Fig. 5) according to the constant

apparent height of the occupied state STM images as well

as DFT calculations [188]. (ii) Each VOx cluster is termi-

nated by V=O, i.e., vanadyl bonds as evidenced by IR and

DFT. (iii) Larger VOx agglomerations such as trimers

(Fig. 5b) are created upon sintering of larger amounts of

vanadia at 700 K. (iv) V=O dipole moments couple within

these clusters, leading to a blue shift of the IR-active res-

onance of the V=O stretching mode. This blue shift was

reproduced by DFT calculations [187, 188]. A structure-IR

relationship was corroborated by the computational results:

the larger the VOx clusters, the larger the blue shift in IR

wavenumbers. (v) XPS indicates occupied Ce 4f orbitals in

agreement with DFT. Each VOx cluster at the CeO2(111)

surface contains one tetrahedrally coordinated V atom in its

highest oxidation state (?5). Ce atoms accommodate the

3d electrons of V in one of the 4f orbitals, i.e. upon V

deposition and oxidation, some Ce4? (4f0) ions are

reduced, thereby creating Ce3? (4f1) ions.

However, the composition of the VOx clusters at the

CeO2(111) surface was unknown. This question could be

successfully answered by DFT ? U calculations combined

with ab initio thermodynamics [192]. These calculations

use the PBE GGA xc functional and a U parameter of

4.5 eV for the Ce 4f orbitals. This U value for Ce 4f was

calculated self-consistently by Fabris et al. [193]. It was

found that under the relevant, slightly reducing conditions,

VO or VO2 originating from the gas phase represent the

prevalent surface species [189]. This finding was confirmed

by Paier et al. [194] for low coverage using a larger surface

unit cell than the one applied in [189].

Thermodynamic stabilities of various VOx oligomers

and their respective reactivities were addressed by Pen-

schke et al. using PBE ? U [188]. The calculated struc-

tures of VO deposited at CeO2(111) as well as oligomers of

VO2 units on that surface are depicted in Fig. 6. This is the

way how the VOx catalyst is modelled: uncharged VO with

V featuring a 3d3 occupation, and VO2 with V (3d1) are put

on the clean CeO2(111) surface. Figure 5 shows the opti-

mized, minimum-energy structures, where the previous V

3d electrons are spontaneously transferred into Ce 4f

orbitals. As a consequence, VO shows three Ce3? ions

(dark blue), and VO2 features one Ce3? in the surface. Note

that the cutout in Fig. 6 does not show the Ce3?, because it

is located farther away from the VO2 moiety [188].

Trimerization of VO monomers at the surface requires

333 kJ/mol (PBE ? U). Thus, agglomeration of VO into

(VO)3 trimers is thermodynamically unfavorable. In con-

trast, deposited VO2 monomers were found to trimerize

pronouncedly exothermically releasing 162 kJ/mol. Experi-

mentally, after slight sintering at higher loadings, trimers

were found to be fairly abundant surface species [187]. This

finding is consistent with the highly exothermic trimeriza-

tion of VO2. Calculated vibrational properties of (VO2)3 also

agree with the observation. Particularly, the observed blue

shift of of 27 cm-1 for the V=O stretching mode agrees

excellently with the calculated value (25 cm-1). With regard

to oxidation states, the remaining V (3d1) electron of the

VO2 cluster is always transferred into a Ce 4f orbital upon

adsorption on the surface. Therefore, a single Ce3? cation is

created per VO2 unit and V adopts its highest oxidation state

?5. A minimum energy VOx/CeO2(111) structure featuring

(partially) reduced V could not be found [187–189, 194].

With respect to the oxidation state of vanadium, similar

findings were obtained for mixed V/Ce-oxide clusters [195,

196]. Concerning surface structures, V is fourfold

Fig. 5 STM images of VOx species at the CeO2(111) surface showing a monomers, b trimers, and c larger oligomers for loadings corresponding

to 0.3, 0.7, and 4.3 V atoms/nm2, respectively. Adapted with permission from [187]. Copyright (2009) John Wiley and Sons
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coordinated by oxygen atoms resulting in a slightly distorted

tetrahedron. To achieve this coordination for the VO2

deposited on CeO2(111), two more oxygen ions from the

terminating surface oxygen layer are needed.

But what about the reactivity of VOx/CeO2(111)? To

answer this question, we focus on the TPS spectrum

recorded for the oxidation of methanol to formaldehyde on

mononuclear VOx species on ceria [184]. Formation of

these surface species requires low V loadings (cf. STM

shown in Fig. 7).

The TPS spectrum of VOx/CeO2(111) is markedly dif-

ferent from the one of the clean surface. A so-called a peak of

desorbing formaldehyde centers at about 370 K. This des-

orption temperature (Tdes) is much lower than Tdes of the c
peak, which is characteristic for the clean CeO2(111) surface

(Tdes * 570 K). Employing the Redhead formula [191]

based on a heating rate of 3 K s-1 and a pre-exponential

factor of 1013 s-1, the corresponding desorption barriers for

a and c have been estimated and amount to 100 kJ/mol and

150–160 kJ/mol, respectively [184]. Thus, deposition of

mononuclear vanadia clusters on CeO2(111) drastically

enhances the dehydrogenation activity of the ceria support.

To understand this observation, individual mechanistic

steps, i.e. possible minimum energy pathways for the

dehydrogenation of methanol adsorbed on the clean

CeO2(111) surface (fully oxidized and reduced) [197] and

on the VOx/CeO2(111) [190] system were studied with

PBE ? U and the HSE hybrid functional including the

Grimme D2-type dispersion correction [198, 199]. For the

VOx/CeO2(111) surface additional calculations using the

B3LYP hybrid functional were accomplished [190]. This

was carried out having the well-defined surfaces under UHV

conditions in mind. Prior to the TPS experiments, the sur-

faces were pre-saturated by dosing methanol. For low

methanol coverage, dissociative adsorption occurs [197,

200]. Hence, observed desorption temperatures correspond

to intrinsic barriers involved in the oxidation of the adsorbed

methoxide. As a consequence, a comparison of theory with

experimental results appears to be optimally suited to check

whether observed and calculated activation barriers agree.

Fig. 6 Minimum energy structures of VO (top) and VO2 species

(bottom) represented as ball and stick models. For clarity reasons only

a (3 9 3) cutout of the first O–Ce–O trilayer is shown (Ce4? light

blue, Ce3? dark blue, V5? green, O2- in the surface red, O2- from

the gas phase orange). Corresponding schemes are given below with

bond distances in pm. The ‘‘special’’ O atom in VO2 and V2O4 is

highlighted in red and ‘‘Os’’ refers to a surface O. Adapted from [194]
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Calculations for methanol adsorbed on the O-defect-free

CeO2(111) surface suggest, that methanol prefers to des-

orb, instead of being oxidized to formaldehyde [197, 201,

202]. This is corroborated by the desorption energy of

88 kJ/mol compared with the substantially larger activation

barrier for the oxidation step of 104 kJ/mol. In contrast,

surface O-defects in CeO2(111) are reactive sites for the

methanol oxidation. Here, the methoxy binds in the vacant

site with 230 kJ/mol obtained using PBE ? U ? D. This

value is slightly overestimated compared with the sup-

posedly more accurate binding energy of 206 kJ/mol

obtained using HSE ? D. The PBE ? U ? D reaction

barrier amounts to 129 kJ/mol, which is slightly higher

than the barrier for the pristine surface. The HSE ? D

barrier at the defect is higher by only 10 kJ/mol. Given the

strongly exothermic adsorption at the vacancy, this barrier

can be easily overcome (cf. Fig. 5 in [197]).

Experimentally, it is known that the activity in TPS, i.e.

peak intensity, increases with an increasing number of O

defects in the surface [203, 204]. This is consistent with the

findings given above: the more vacancies in the surface, the

more methoxide will be converted to formaldehyde giving

rise to higher intensities in TPS desorption peaks. The

above mentioned HSE ? D barrier of 139 kJ/mol agrees

very well with the barrier suggested by TPS and Redhead

analysis (*150 kJ/mol) [184].

To get fast insight into the reactivity of VO2 on ceria,

O-defect formation as well as hydrogenation energies were

calculated [188]. As shown in [42] and [205], these are

appropriate reactivity descriptors for reactions following a

Mars-van Krevelen mechanism [41]. The O-defect forma-

tion energy, which corresponds to the overall reaction

energy, and the hydrogenation energy, which relates to the

barrier of the C–H bond breaking, are therefore valuable

descriptors for the methanol oxidation on supported metal

oxides. According to PBE ? U results, a single VO2 on the

CeO2(111) surface is the most promising candidate for the

active site.

It is interesting to compare results with vanadia deposited

on a non-reducible silica support [206]. Previously, Joachim

Sauer and coworkers studied the methanol oxidation step for

vanadia supported on silica. In order to do that,

silsesquioxane clusters were employed to model the silica

surface. The transition state found involved the H-atom

transfer from the methoxy towards the nearby V=O bond

forming a five-membered ring, very similar to the analogue

transition structure for vanadia on ceria (TS1, cf. Fig. 8).

This work concludes that the reaction barrier obtained using

B3LYP within the broken-symmetry approach [207],

required for biradicaloid systems, is too high. This was

shown by comparing results obtained with single-point

energy calculations using CCSD(T) [208, 209] and B3LYP

for the O=V(OCH3)3 molecule. The CCSD(T) correction to

the B3LYP dehydrogenation barrier (191 kJ/mol, cf.

Table 1) amounts to 16 kJ/mol. Hence, the B3LYP barrier

corrected by the DCCSD(T) decrement is 175 kJ/mol. The

above mentioned findings for the non-reducible silica sup-

port are instructive, because silica remains ‘‘electronically

innocent’’ in the course of the reaction.

The same pathway (among others), i.e. H-atom transfer

from the methyl group to the vanadyl O-atom, was studied

for VO2/CeO2(111) [190]. Similar to the transition state

found for the silica support, no electrons were transferred to

Fig. 7 TPS for *5 L of CH3OH adsorbed at 300 K on CeO2(111)

(upper panel) and VOx/CeO2(111) surfaces (lower panel) for a low

loading of vanadia (\2 V/nm2). The inset shows a typical STM image

at the respective coverage. Reprinted and adapted with permission

from [184]. Copyright (2010) American Chemical Society

Fig. 8 Electron and spin density (positive: yellow; negative: purple)

contour plots at 0.01 Å-3 showing the frontier orbitals involved in the

formation of transition state TS1 a and TS2 b. Total number of Ce3?

ions in the CeO2(111) surface is given in the schemes below.

Reprinted and adapted with permission from [190]. Copyright (2014)

American Chemical Society
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the surface, thus no additional Ce3? cations were formed

upon H-abstraction. The electrons remained on the five-

membered ring delocalized over its constituent atoms (TS1,

Fig. 8) [190]. The barrier for the oxidation step found

employing B3LYP subject to periodic-boundary conditions

[123] amounts to 198 kJ/mol (cf. Table 1) and is very

similar to the dehydrogenation barrier on a silica support.

Subtracting the DCCSD(T) correction of 16 kJ/mol gives a

barrier of 182 kJ/mol. This value agrees very well with the

HSE barrier of 177 kJ/mol. Thus, we believe that the HSE

barrier is accurate.

In contrast, the PBE ? U barrier (169 kJ/mol) involving

TS1 having electrons delocalized over the five-membered

ring, agrees fairly well with the HSE result. One may

conclude that PBE ? U performs well in case of rather

nonpolar transition states involving a delocalized charge

density.

For the VOx/CeO2(111) system, a large number of dis-

tinct adsorption structures and pathways for the H-transfer in

the oxidation step were studied [190]. One of them involves

the methoxy bound to vanadium, i.e. the methoxide inserted

into an ‘‘anchoring’’ V–O bond. This adsorption complex

may be dehydrogenated passing through transition structures

TS1 or TS2 (cf. Fig. 8). The H atom from the methyl group

may be transferred to a surface oxygen, which leads to TS2.

In this pathway, an electron localizes in Ce 4f orbitals close

to the vanadia. In contrast to TS1, TS2 shows a spin-density

contour indicating a rather localized electronic structure. As

outlined in Sect. 3, B3LYP is expected to perform well for

situations involving localized charge densities. Indeed,

B3LYP and HSE results are de facto identical for the TS2

barrier. PBE ? U is expected to suffer from SIEs in the

‘‘localized case’’. The conjecture is corroborated by the

PBE ? U barrier of 120 kJ/mol, which is too small com-

pared with results obtained using HSE or B3LYP.

Eventually, the low temperature desorption (a) peak in

the TPS shown in Fig. 7 remains to be understood. A

pathway involving a low barrier of approximately

100 kJ/mol was reported in [190]. It requires adsorption of

the methanol at the so-called pseudovacancy, i.e. a cavity

opened in the CeO2(111) surface upon adsorption of VO2

[188, 194]. In the oxidation step, the H atom from the

methyl group is transferred to the V–O-Ce ‘‘interphase’’

oxygen atom connecting the VO2 with the surface. The

hybrid functional calculation on the corresponding transi-

tion structure was not done, but an error estimate from the

difference in PBE ? U and HSE barriers for TS2 (i.e.,

‘‘localized electrons’’) was computed. The correction

amounts to 30 kJ/mol. Adding this correction to the

PBE ? U barrier of the aforementioned pathway yields a

final barrier of 100 kJ/mol. This result agrees excellently

with observation. We confirm what is known from

molecular quantum chemistry but rarely achieved for

reactions on crystalline surfaces due to the computational

workload involved. Hybrid functionals clearly outperform

DFT ? U in terms of activation barriers.

4.2 Adsorption of Gold Atoms on Ceria Surfaces

Gold nanoparticles adsorbed on metal oxides have been

intensely studied, since the days Haruta discovered their

unexpectedly high activity in low-temperature CO oxidation

[210, 211]. Generally, the atomic and electronic structure

details of the interface between noble metals such as Au and

Pt and the oxide support is crucial for understanding the

activity of the catalyst [212–214]. One aspect of these

details, so-called metal-support interactions, is of particular

importance. These interactions may decisively determine

reactivity, as reported in the literature [215–217].

Because of its high reducibility, ceria is a non-innocent

support material for noble metals. Observed high catalytic

activities were explained by two cooperative factors:

(i) electron or charge transfer from the metal to the ceria

support, and (ii) oxygen spillover from the support to the

metal, i.e. oxidation of the metal [218]. Due to the propen-

sity of ceria to form O defects [27, 29], these sites will play a

role, particularly with respect to binding, e.g., single Au

adatoms or Au atoms located on the rim of nanoparticles.

Every (electroneutral) O defect in the surface is associated

with two Ce3? ions. Thus, Ce3? is a mediator in electron

transfer processes involved in metal-ceria support interac-

tions. Consequently, polaron hopping can affect the elec-

tron-transfer mechanism (cf. [219] and references therein).

The interaction between Au atoms and the surface O

vacancy in the CeO2(111) surface was profoundly studied

by DFT ? U [220–222] and amply reviewed by Zhang

et al. [223]. It was found that the electron from neighboring

Ce3? ions is spontaneously transferred into the Au 6s

orbital, i.e. Ce3? is reoxidized and the Au0 is reduced,

thereby creating Ce4? and Au-. The latter binds in the

Table 1 Intrinsic barriers (kJ/mol) corresponding to transition states

TS1 and TS2 (cf. Fig. 8) for the oxidation step of methoxide at

vanadia/ceria and vanadia/silica, respectively

TS1 TS2

VOx/SiO2 VOx/CeO2 VOx/CeO2

PBE ? U 169a 120a

HSE 177a 150a

B3LYP 191b 198a 149a

B3LYP ? DCCSD(T) 175b 182c

a Ref. [190]
b Ref. [206]
c Obtained from the barrier in Ref. [190] subtracting

DCCSD(T) = 16 kJ/mol as calculated in [206]
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vacancy with a large binding or adsorption energy of ca.

2.6 eV, because of attractive electrostatic interactions.

Ce3? ions were considered as potential adsorption sites

for Au adatoms [224]. This was achieved by preparation of

a reduced CeO2(111) surface containing O vacancies in

subsurface position of the terminating O-Ce–O trilayer

[224]. Annealing conditions, particularly the oxygen partial

pressure, determine whether a surface or a subsurface O

vacancy is created. After annealing to 1000 K, the density

of subsurface defects was *5 9 1012 cm-2 [224]. Subse-

quent dosing of low amounts of Au by virtue of physical

vapor deposition, induced the formation of pairs with Au–

Au distances commensurate to the lattice of the CeO2(111)

surface. 40 % of the pairs had a distance equal to twice the

lattice parameter of the CeO2(111) surface unit cell

(*7.6 Å, cf. Fig. 9a). The smallest Au–Au distance

(*4.8 Å) was substantially larger than the distance typical

of the Au2 bond (*2.5 Å [225]). These Au pairs were

metastable species, because a 3.0 V pulse via the STM tip

rearranged them into upright standing Au2 dimers. In some

cases, the subsurface O vacancy in close proximity to Au

was identified by its characteristic STM image (cf. Fig. 1 in

[224]). Thus, it was conjectured that formation of the Au

pairs is causally related to the Ce3? ions associated with

subsurface O vacancies. Paired Au atoms as well as some

of the isolated monomers, showed a halo-like contrast in

STM images recorded at low bias. This contrast is typical

of charged metal adatoms when adsorbed on metal oxides

like, e.g., alumina [226] or magnesia [227].

Various adsorption configurations for an Au atom in the

O-defective p(2 9 2) surface unit cell were studied using

the HSE and B3LYP hybrid functionals (cf. Fig. 9b). The

surface contained a single O vacancy in subsurface posi-

tion, which corresponds to a defect concentration of ca.

200 9 1012 cm-2. Four adsorption structures were found.

It was shown that electron transfer from a Ce3? 4f1 into

Au0 6s1 leads to more stable structures relative to Au in

O atop or bridging positions. The latter sites do not yield

Au-, but preserve the Au0 oxidation state (cf. Fig. 10). The

thermodynamic preference of Au- relative to Au0 amounts

to ca. 0.09 eV, when the Ce3? in subsurface position is

reoxidized. This means that the final adsorption state is an

Au- ion adsorbed on top of a Ce3? ion.

The stability of structures involving an Au- ion is

caused by large relaxation effects upon oxidation of the

Ce3?. As discussed in [29], Ce3? has a larger ionic radius

than the Ce4? cation and electron transfer from Ce3? to

Au0 relieves some of the surface strain induced upon O

defect formation. Reoxidation of Ce3? to Ce4? involves

pronounced stabilizing relaxation in the surface. Au- ions

formed upon oxidation of Ce3? located in the surface or

subsurface layer of the reduced CeO2(111) surface were

recently confirmed [228] to be very stable species. The

latter work also uses a p(2 9 2) cell and reports a fifth,

distinct adsorption structure with Au located at the hollow

site atop a subsurface O. Also for this configuration elec-

tron transfer from the Ce3? in subsurface position to Au0

occurs and the Au- resides as a nearest neighbor to the

surface Ce3?. This structure is almost 0.5 eV more

stable relative to the O-atop position [228].

In a next step, a number of Ce3? pair configurations in

the larger p(4 9 4) surface unit cell of the CeO2(111) sur-

face containing a single subsurface O vacancy were gen-

erated (cf. Fig. 9c). The structures were optimized using the

HSE hybrid functional and corresponding defect formation

energies are presented in Table 2. These results show that

the stability of the O defect strongly depends on the par-

ticular Ce3? pair configuration. The nearest-neighbor sites

of the vacancy, i.e. a1–a3 (cf. Fig. 9c), are thermodynami-

cally unfavorable [229, 230]. In contrast, the b1–b3

Fig. 9 a Distance histogram

determined for ca. 150 Au pairs

on the ceria surface.

b Configurations of a single Au

adatom on reduced CeO2(111)

containing a subsurface O

vacancy in a p(2 9 2) unit cell.

c Labels indicating the Ce

coordination shells in a

p(4 9 4) unit cell relative to the

vacant site (cf. Table 2).

Reprinted with permission from

[224]. Copyright (2013)

American Physical Society
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configuration of two Ce3? ions (i.e., the second cationic

shell with respect to the vacancy) is ca. 0.40 eV more

stable than the a1–a3 configuration. The distance between

Ce3? ions in b1–b3 is equal to two lattice parameters of the

CeO2(111) surface unit cell. The low spin (antiferromag-

netic) state is 0.05 eV more stable than the high spin (fer-

romagnetic) ordered b1–b3. Effects induced by the

magnetic order are therefore considered as negligibly small.

Thus, the favorable stability of Au- created upon electron

transfer from surface or near-surface Ce3? together with the

preferred (2 9 2) arrangement of Ce3? around the vacancy

offers indeed a rationale for the Au pair formation.

However, we point out that the problem is complicated

by several reasons. One complication arises because of the

calculated, admittedly small energy differences. Francesc

Illas and coworkers examined various theoretical models,

including the HSE hybrid, to predict the oxidation state of

Au adsorbed on the clean CeO2(111) surface as well as

stabilities of the respective adspecies [231]. They con-

cluded that the prediction of the oxidation state is fairly

difficult using current DFT-based approaches, since solu-

tions for the minimum energy structures for Au0 or Au? are

nearly degenerate in energy. It was found that GGA ? U

favors Au?/CeO2(111) by 0.05 eV. In contrast, HSE pre-

dicts Au0/CeO2(111) to be 0.15 eV more stable than the

positively charged Au causing a Ce3? ion in the surface.

This finding is consistent with a recent STM study, which

concludes on close-to-neutral charge states for Au atoms

adsorbed on defect-poor ceria surfaces [232].

For a ceria surface containing O defects, the complexity

of the problem increases drastically and requires to address

the influence of the defect concentration. Clearly, a large

number of defects in the surface build up considerable

amounts of strain due to the high Ce3? concentration. Thus,

the thermodynamic driving force to reoxidize some of them

to Ce4? is large when Au adatoms offer half-filled 6s

orbitals for the redox process [224, 228]. As a conse-

quence, the Au will titrate the Ce3?. The effect of the

defect concentration is supported by observation, because

the STM revealed that the Au pairs did not homogenously

cover the surface, but large variations in the abundance of

pairs were observed. This suggests that the local degree of

reduction affects the pairs [224]. Definitely, further

research is required to get a more comprehensive picture.

Fig. 10 Respective projected

local densities of states obtained

with HSE for an Au- ion bound

to a surface Ce3? (left) and to a

O2- in atop position (right) in a

p(2 9 2) cell of CeO2(111).

Reprinted with permission from

[224]. Copyright (2013)

American Physical Society

Table 2 Structure and vacancy

formation energy (Edef) with

respect to 1/2O2 for different

subsurface O vacancy/Ce3?

configurations obtained with

HSE [224]

Ce3? configuration Ce3?–Ce3? distance (Å) Ce3?-defect distances (Å) Edef (1/2O2) (eV)

High spin Low spin

b1–b3 7.67 4.41; 4.42 2.32 2.27

a1–b3 6.77 2.33; 4.44 2.43 2.41

b3–c6 6.65 4.41; 5.84 2.41

a3–b3 3.89 2.34; 4.43 2.50 2.54

b3–d3 10.11 4.40; 7.94 2.47

c5–c6 3.88 5.84; 5.85 2.69

c1–c6 7.66 5.85; 5.84 2.66

a1–d3 7.63 2.35; 7.93 2.62

a3–c5 3.77 2.32; 5.86 2.63

a1–a3 4.08 2.37; 2.37 2.71 2.71
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4.3 Surface Structure of V2O3(0001)

Vanadia exists in many different oxide phases, because

vanadium can accommodate a large number of oxidation

states [233]. The oxidation states relate to varying occupations

of the V 3d orbitals. For instance, the oxidation state of

vanadium in VO is ?2 featuring a (formal) d3 electron

occupation. In V2O3, the oxidation state is ?3 (d2), and VO2

involves V?4 (d1). The highest oxidation state ?5 is found in

V2O5 featuring unoccupied V 3d orbitals.

The d electrons of the vanadium oxides are strongly

affected by Coulomb correlation effects [234]. Especially in

V2O3, correlation steers the subtle balance between local-

ization and delocalization of electrons, giving rise to tem-

perature-dependent metal-to-insulator phase transitions

[235]. The latter involve concurrent structural changes.

These phase transitions may be also induced by applying

hydrostatic pressure [236] or, e.g., doping with Cr [237].

However, the underlying physics of these phase transitions

is a much debated issue including surface effects [238, 239].

Concerning catalysis, vanadium oxides are major com-

ponents of the active phases in many solid oxidation cat-

alysts [180, 240, 241]. Thus, atomic level details of their

surface structure is crucial for a rationale of reactivity. For

an extensive review on selected case studies of vanadium

oxide layers in model catalysis, we refer to [38].

Recent work combining results obtained using

I-V LEED, atomically resolved STM, grazing angle He

scattering, as well as DFT, elucidated the surface structure

of V2O3(0001) [242]. This surface can be terminated by

either one or two V atoms, or an O3 layer. By virtue of

DFT it was shown that surface reconstructions can be

thermodynamically more stable than the bulk terminations

[243, 244] (cf. Fig. 11). At low oxygen chemical poten-

tials, a vanadyl (V=O) terminated surface was predicted to

be the ground state. However, increasing the O chemical

potential stabilizes ordered superstructures at 2/3 or 1/3 of

full V=O coverage. Even higher chemical potentials of

oxygen stabilize a reconstructed O3 termination. As

shown in Fig. 11, in this O3 termination every other V

atom from the second metal layer needs to move up into

the first metal layer.

These aforementioned surface phases have been revis-

ited [242, 245]. Fig. 12 shows them as a function of the

preparation conditions. For the majority of experiments, a

fully V=O covered surface was obtained. However, at

higher O2 pressures and temperatures, the
ffiffiffi
3

p
�

ffiffiffi
3

p� �
R30

�

surface, which is partially reconstructed and partially

covered by V=O groups, was prepared. Increasing the

oxygen partial pressure did not lead to further oxidation,

but dewetting or sublimation of the oxide layer was

observed instead.

The surface terminations of V2O3(0001) were inten-

sively studied using semilocal functionals [243, 244, 246–

248]. Recent experimental work [249] supported the O3

termination invoking arguments based on DFT. Consider-

ing the shortcomings of the semilocal approximation, it

appears worthwhile to check for robustness of results

employing hybrid functionals. As discussed in Sect. 2, the

amount of admixed FX is a material-specific quantity and

may affect results. Hence, the question arises, whether

results critically depend on the mixing ratio a0 (cf. Eq. 4).

We investigated the most important terminations of

V2O3(0001) using PBE and HSE. In addition to the ‘‘as

Fig. 11 Structural models of

V2O3(0001) surface

terminations predicted by DFT.

V atoms are depicted in gray, O

atoms are red. Reprinted with

permission from [242].

Copyright (2015) American

Physical Society

Fig. 12 Experimentally observed surface phases as a function of

preparation conditions. Reprinted with permission from [242].

Copyright (2015) American Physical Society
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defined’’ value a0 = 0.25, we also used a0 = 0.10, which

was recently suggested for VO2 [250].

The calculated phase diagrams obtained with PBE and

HSE (a0 = 0.1 and 0.25) are presented in Fig. 13. The

black arrows at the bottom refer to the stable bulk phases at

respective chemical potentials of oxygen. Our PBE results

agree excellently with previously published results of

Georg Kresse and coworkers obtained using the PW91

GGA functional [243]. PBE and PW91 [251, 252] are

closely related in terms of their analytical forms. Hence,

the agreement does not come as a surprise. Concerning

HSE results, increasing a0 shifts the boundary for the

equilibrium between V = O and O3 terminations towards

more positive potentials, i.e. towards higher oxygen pres-

sures for a given temperature. HSE (a0 = 0.25) predicts a

value for the phase equilibrium of -1.1 eV corresponding

to—at 900 K—an oxygen pressure of about 1 mbar.

We do not claim that a simple hybrid functional like

HSE describes the aforementioned Coulomb correlation

effects in V2O3 correctly. Neither should the aforemen-

tioned results be interpreted quantitatively. Nonetheless,

we believe that the PBE and the closely related PW91

functional overemphasize phase stability of the O3 termi-

nation under reducing conditions, i.e. at low chemical

potentials of oxygen. Note that the hybrid functionals only

marginally modify the stability range for the bulk phase of

V2O5 relative to PBE results. We learn from the phase

diagram, that the O3 termination is competing with the bulk

phase of V2O5. This agrees with the observation, which

indicates sublimation of the oxide layer (cf. Fig. 12).

Reliability of HSE for the vanadium sesquioxide is

supported by theoretical work of Angel Rubio and

coworkers [253]. They showed that HSE performs well for

the paramagnetic phase of bulk V2O3. Our own work

showed, that HSE outperforms PBE in terms of enthalpies

of formation for the bulk phases of V2O3, V2O4, as well as

V2O5 [242]. HSE results agree better with observed values

(cf. Supporting Information of [242]).

In conclusion, HSE predicts the V=O termination to be

stable under relevant experimental conditions and desta-

bilizes the O3 termination relative to the V2O5 bulk phase

in agreement with observation. Conceding errors in the

chemical potential of oxygen obtained, which may be as

large as several hundred meV, translates to several orders

of magnitude of an error in the pressure. Even within these

uncertainties, the phase equilibrium between V=O and O3

cannot be shifted in favor of the O3 termination, i.e. the

conditions cannot be reached experimentally. This result is

in contrast to findings of previous studies [243, 244], which

we attribute to the right balance between nonlocal and

semilocal information contained in the HSE hybrid

functional.

4.4 Adsorption of Water on the Fe3O4(111) Surface

Iron oxides represent an important class of materials, because

of their widespread technical applications [254]. In catalysis,

hematite (Fe2O3) and magnetite (Fe3O4), are used in the

preparation of the iron catalyst employed in the Haber–Bosch

process, i.e. the synthesis of NH3 from N2 and H2 [233, 255].

Hematite is the most stable iron oxide phase under ambient

conditions, however under more reducing conditions, i.e.

high temperatures and low oxygen partial pressures, mag-

netite becomes the prevalent phase [256, 257].

At temperatures greater than the so-called Verwey

transition temperature of ca. 122 K, magnetite crystallizes

in a cubic, inverse spinel structure [234]. This means that

tetrahedral (A) sites are occupied by Fe3? (high-spin d5)

and octahedral (B) sites are occupied by 50 % of Fe2?

(high-spin d6) and 50 % of Fe3?, which are randomly

distributed. It is a ferrimagnet, i.e. spins located at tetra-

hedral and octahedral iron sites are antiferromagnetically

coupled. These local magnetic moments do not compensate

each other, leading to a net magnetic moment of about 4 lB

per Fe3O4 formula unit [258].

The predominant natural growth facet of magnetite is a

surface in (111) orientation [259]. Hence, the (111) surface

is relevant for studying ambient conditions.

Fig. 13 Surface energy c as a function of the chemical potential DlO

for the most relevant surface terminations obtained using a PBE,

b HSE(10 % FX), and c HSE (25 % FX). Reprinted with permission

from [242]. Copyright (2015) American Physical Society
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We examined the adsorption of water at the Fe3O4(111)

surface using PBE ? U(3.8) and the HSE hybrid to test for

robustness of PBE ? U results [260]. HSE is corrected for

dispersion-type van der Waals interactions by a c6/r6 term

as introduced by Stefan Grimme [198, 199, 261]. As dis-

cussed in [262], it is mandatory to use a sufficient number

of layers in the slab model, because 3d electrons localize in

subsurface iron layers upon ionic relaxation, which in turn

incurs Jahn–Teller-type distortions. This effect is known as

orbital or charge ordering [263, 264] and lowers the energy

of the slab. To accommodate these aforementioned relax-

ation effects, the models used in [260] employ 12 atomic

layers (cf. Fig. 14).

Table 3 presents local magnetic moments for the surface

Fe ions obtained using PBE ? U(3.8) and HSE ? D,

respectively. PBE ? U values compare well with results

given in [262]. Local magnetic moments of the octahe-

drally and tetrahedrally coordinated Fe ions in the bulk

amount to 3.9 and -4.1 lB, respectively. Smaller magnetic

moments in surface ions indicate additional electron

localization, i.e. a reduction of surface iron ions. HSE ? D

and PBE ? U(3.8) results are de facto identical.

From a practitioner’s point of view, DFT ? U suffers

from many local minima on the corresponding potential

energy surface. This hampers the determination of the elec-

tronic as well as magnetic ground state of Fe3O4. For

example, after adsorption of an H2O molecule on the

Fe3O4(111) surface, the spin density or local magnetic

moments per surface iron ion will be modified with respect to

the clean surface. The precise value cannot be known a priori.

Starting the HSE structure optimization on top of

PBE ? U(3.8) structures yields identical local magnetic

moments and spin-orders as found by using the

PBE ? U(3.8) approach. This protocol turned out to be very

robust and is suitable to confirm electronic and magnetic

ground states of the hydrated surfaces. It appears that the

problem of metastable minima plaguing the DFT ? U

approach is largely bypassed using a hybrid functional like

HSE. This tremendously facilitates calculations.

Water adsorbed on the Fe3O4(111) surface has been

recently studied combining single crystal adsorption

calorimetry (SCAC), infra-red spectroscopy, and DFT [265].

As shown in Fig. 15, the initial adsorption energy of water at

temperatures greater than 120 K amounts to 100 kJ/mol.

Figure 16a shows two IR bands at 2720 and 2695 cm-1

using D2O adsorbed on Fe3O4(111). These two bands are

shifted by 18 and 16 cm-1, respectively, when 18O labeled

water was dosed. Preparing the surface using 18O and dosing

D2
16O does not incur such an isotope shift. Thus, the

observed OD stretching modes cannot involve O atoms

originating from the surface.

Figure 16b shows that the modes involved in the two

bands are coupled and cannot stem from spatially sepa-

rated, individual OD groups. Dosing light water, the

Fig. 14 Relaxed slab models for a Feoct2 and b Fetet1 terminated

Fe3O4(111) surfaces. Octahedrally and tetrahedrally coordinated Fe

ions are shown in dark and light blue, respectively. Reprinted with

permission from [260]. Copyright (2016) American Chemical Society

Table 3 Local magnetic moments (lB) of surface iron ions in the

Feoct2 and Fetet1 terminated Fe3O4(111) surfaces obtained using

PBE ? U(3.8) and HSE ? D

Termination Fe-oct2 Fe-tet1

Surface ions Feoct Fetet Fetet

PBE ? U(3.8)a 3.58 -3.58 -3.51

PBE ? U(3.8) 3.54 -3.56 -3.51

HSE ? D 3.52 -3.56 -3.51

a Ref. [262]

Fig. 15 Adsorption energies of H2O on Fe3O4(111) at different

temperatures based on molecular beam techniques. Reprinted and

adapted with permission from [265]. Copyright (2015) John Wiley

and Sons
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respective wavenumbers amount to 3690 and 3658 cm-1,

typical of OH stretching modes. Exposing the surface to

some D2O results in decreased peak intensities and two

bands at 2720 and 2695 cm-1 appear. Upon further expo-

sure to D2O, the two peaks at around 3700 cm-1 disappear

and the two corresponding signals at 2700 cm-1 appear

with the same characteristic time constant. Hence, these IR

signals originate from coupled modes.

Several minimum energy adsorption structures for one,

two, and three water molecules at the Fe3O4(111) surface

were calculated using PBE ? U(3.8) [260]. As discussed

above, a single water molecule dissociatively adsorbed at

the surface is not reconcilable with observed isotopic shifts.

This is because of the formation of a surface OH group in

case of dissociative adsorption, which would inevitably

lead to a shift in one of the IR bands upon isotopic labeling

of the surface. In case of molecular adsorption of water,

one of the two (calculated) wavenumbers is substantially

red-shifted and as a consequence their difference is much

larger than the experimentally observed difference in bands

(25 cm-1, see also Fig. 8b in [260]).

Based on calculated adsorption energies and IR

wavenumbers (including isotope shifts), only a water dimer-

type species, involving a dissociated and an intact water

molecule at the Feoct2 terminated Fe3O4(111) surface, is

reconcilable with experiment. The average PBE ? U(3.8)

adsorption enthalpy for this water dimer amounts to

109 kJ/mol, which agrees excellently with the observed

value (100 kJ/mol; cf. Figure 15). Unscaled IR wavenum-

bers obtained using PBE ? U(3.8) for the so-called terminal

OD stretching modes of this adsorption complex amount to

2758 and 2728 cm-1. Scaling of the wavenumbers with

factors, that are either taken from the literature [266] or

derived from the ‘experiment/theory’ ratio of respective

averages between symmetric and antisymmetric stretching

modes of molecular water [265, 267], leads to a 1 %

decrease of PBE wavenumbers. Scaled wavenumbers agree

better with observation. Similar successful scaling was

applied to the stretching modes of terminal or ‘‘free’’ OH

groups (cf. [34]) of hydroxylated silica surfaces using the

B3LYP hybrid functional [268, 269].

5 Summary, Limitations, and Future Prospects

5.1 Summary

We learn from the case studies discussed in this work as well

as from the work published in the literature, that hybrid

functionals applied to semiconducting and insulating metal

oxides outperform semilocal functionals in terms of (i) band

gaps [128, 161, 270, 271], (ii) oxygen defect formation

energies [230, 272], and (iii) activation barriers [97, 190,

197, 273]. Previously stated by Gianfranco Pacchioni, these

improvements are closely connected to decreased SIEs and

thereby enhanced charge as well as spin localization [28].

The admixture of non-local FX to semilocal exchange is

beneficial for the ‘‘stretched-bond’’ situation in transition

structures [60]. A quarter or 25 % of FX complemented by

75 % of semilocal exchange proved a good average for

molecules (including transition metal oxides [274]) and

semiconductors [270]. Metallic systems need less or no FX

[77, 128]. A screened FX interaction, effective at shorter

interelectron distances like in the HSE hybrid, yields very

accurate ‘medium sized’ band gaps of (simple) semicon-

ductors [275]. For other properties like magnetic exchange

Fig. 16 a IR spectra for D2O

and D2
18O adsorbed on the

Fe3O4(111) surfaces prepared

using 16O and 18O at a

temperature of 300 K. b Series

of IR spectra recorded at 300 K,

when H2O was reversibly

replaced by D2O. Reprinted

with permission from [265].

Copyright (2015) John Wiley

and Sons
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couplings, FX effective on the long-range part of the Cou-

lomb interaction was shown to yield more accurate results

[276]. Details on magnetic properties obtained with hybrid

functionals applied to extended systems can be found in the

excellent review by Jean Paul Malrieu [277] or Francesc

Illas [278]. Based on our practical experience, potential

energy surfaces of hybrid functionals feature substantially

fewer meta-stable local minima as encountered in DFT ? U

calculations. Thus, the likelihood of getting trapped in

spurious minima in the course of electronic optimizations is

substantially smaller. This enhances computational effi-

ciency of calculations on magnetic systems like the mag-

netite surfaces discussed in Sect. 5 [260, 265]. Good

performance of the B3PW91 hybrid functional applied to

iron oxide has been reported in [279].

Oxygen defect formation energies are important

descriptors to assess reactivity of oxidation catalysts [42].

Ceria is a reducible oxide with outstanding catalytic prop-

erties, because of its high reducibility [212, 280]. Accurate

measurements of the O defect formation energy in ceria

surfaces under well-defined conditions is difficult [281–

283]. However, an estimate of 4.2 ± 0.3 eV corrected for

the electron-hopping barrier was provided [29]. The error

bar of 0.3 eV was estimated, and it may be even larger due

to the reasons given in [29]. PBE ? U using conventional

values for U ranging between 4 and 6 eV [284] underesti-

mates O vacancy formation energies by ca. 1.5 eV. A hybrid

functional like HSE improves O vacancy formation energies

significantly and underestimates them by ca. 0.8 eV.

Defects are commonly entangled with polaron formation.

Hence, stabilization of the system by lattice distortions or

relaxations plays a crucial role [285–287]. Consequently,

high accuracy in lattice parameters as well as elastic con-

stants is important for metal oxides [197]. For semicon-

ductors and insulators in general and ceria in particular, the

HSE or PBE0 hybrids perform with high accuracy [77, 175].

Results obtained using the B3LYP hybrid functional are

slightly more off [123, 288]. Hybrid functionals benefit from

the possibility to consistently optimize cells and atomic

positions, because of available gradients and stress tensors

(see, e.g., [30, 289, 290]) at affordable computational cost.

Accomplishing hybrid functional calculations is the best a

DFT practitioner can currently do, when dealing with

insulating oxides like ceria, based on the fact that relaxation

of atoms and cells can be consistently carried out.

5.2 Limitations

Global as well as range-separated hybrids run into prob-

lems, when applied to metallic systems [77, 128, 129]. The

situation is particularly bad for transition metals, such as Fe

or Cr, featuring so-called itinerant magnetism [65, 77,

291]. Ref. [291] reports, that HSE for Cr using the

antiferromagnetically ordered state (cf. [292]) yields the

lowest energy structure, however the equilibrium lattice

constant is overestimated by 23 %. Similar findings are

reported for the complex structure of Mn [291, 293]. The

problem for these transition metals arises from overly

localized orbitals using a hybrid functional. The metal is

erroneously described as a so-called Hund’s rule magnet

featuring spatially too localized moments. This has been

shown by the overestimated local magnetic moment of Fe

compared to (e.g.) PBE results [77]. It appears plausible

that for these systems the combination of non-local FX and

semilocal correlation is unbalanced, and non-local corre-

lation (e.g. based on the generalized RPA) is required. RPA

lattice parameters for Fe, Co, and Ni were reported to be in

good agreement with experiment [294].

Peter Feibelman’s CO/Pt(111) puzzle offers another

cautionary moment [295]. This problem deals with the

preferred adsorption site of CO on the close packed Pt(111)

surface, i.e., atop versus hollow positions, and the conflict

between experiment and DFT results obtained with

semilocal approximations. As described in [130, 296],

hybrid functionals like HSE overestimate band widths of the

d states in metallic surfaces, which results in adverse effects

concerning the binding of CO, although the HOMO–LUMO

gap in CO is properly described. The importance of the gap

for CO adsorption on transition metals was shown in [297].

The adsorption energy differences for top and hollow sites

amount to ca. 0.1 eV, which is a small value. Thus, the

problem represents a veritable challenge for the computa-

tional modelling. Sure enough, the proper description of the

electronic structure is important, but only one aspect of the

entire problem. For instance, thermal effects may also play a

role with regard to the aforementioned narrow energy range

of 0.1 eV. We agree with the conclusions drawn in [298].

Whenever small energy differences or near-degeneracies

require an evaluation or assessment, also other properties

than mere energies need to be considered in order to provide

a bigger picture.

Concerning CO adsorption, it appears that non-local

correlation effects corresponding to dispersion-type van der

Waals interactions are the clue underlying site preferences

of CO on Pt(111) [95, 299, 300]. Additionally, the pref-

erence of CO to adsorb in atop position, e.g., on the

Cu(111) surface was found using embedded, correlated

wavefunction-based methods like configuration interaction

[301], but also with a kinetic energy density functional

approach [302].

Straightforward application of hybrids to the so-called

strongly correlated vanadium oxides VO2 and V2O3 may

be problematic. These systems involve d states drastically

changing character from rather band-like (delocalized) to

atom-like (localized) depending on the crystal structure.

The involved Coulomb correlation effects among electrons
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are difficult to describe accurately within KS-DFT [37,

303, 304]. A profound discussion of a state-of-the-art

description of the electronic properties of vanadium oxides

is beyond the scope of the present work. We refer to the

review article of Karsten Held and coworkers and therein

cited references instead [305].

Recent computational studies applied hybrid functionals

like HSE to VO2 [163, 242, 250, 253, 306, 307]. While the

situation is not that bad for paramagnetic V2O3 [163, 253],

earlier HSE calculations using the ‘‘as defined’’ 25 % of FX,

predicted a band gap for the metallic rutile VO2 phase and

magnetic ground states for both monoclinic and rutile pha-

ses, which are not observed [307]. Recent fixed-node dif-

fusion quantum Monte Carlo (FN-DMC) results for VO2

indicate that the ground state is spin polarized, because

ferromagnetically and antiferromagnetically ordered spins

provide lower total energies than the corresponding unpo-

larized result [308]. It is noteworthy that the FN-DMC uses

PBE0 trial wavefunctions employing various FX admixing

factors. Recently, it was shown that decreasing the amount

of admixed FX to 10 % qualitatively improves HSE results

for the VO2 phases [250]. Similar problems have been

reported for MnO phases [309].

The inevitable parameters used in a hybrid functional,

such as the amount of FX and possible screening param-

eters, were shown to be material-specific (e.g. [76], [310],

[271], [78], [311], [312]). The admixing ratio of FX can be

physically motivated, because the generalized KS potential

mimics the self-energy as amply discussed in [141].

Employing ‘‘dielectric adaptation of FX’’ or equivalently

‘‘statically screened exchange’’ (cf. [75], [313–315]), a

series of successful calculations on complex semicon-

ducting and insulating metal oxides like ZnO or TiO2, but

also on organic–inorganic perovskites like CH3NH3PbI3

[316], could be accomplished. We emphasize that this

adaptation is more than a mere fitting, it takes care of

dielectric screening or equivalently some of the electron

correlation effects. In light of the successes reported in the

literature, potential limitations of hybrids incurred by a

fixed amount of FX, which would naturally restrict their

universal application, appear remediable though.

From a practitioner’s point of view, the computational

workload imposed by hybrid functionals is considerably

larger compared with semilocal functionals. For instance,

determining a transition structure for chemical reactions on

surfaces is a non-trivial task involving high computational

cost [190, 197]. Nonetheless, it is necessary to provide these

benchmark results, not only for the sake of theory, but also

to have reference values at hand, which can be compared

with state-of-the-art experimental results. At the moment,

the computational workload prevents, e.g., industrial

research in catalysis relying on a screening of several

thousand materials in short amount of time. With regard to

academic research, hybrid functionals represent an impor-

tant alternative to semilocal approximations, whenever there

is need for results obtained with higher rung functionals of

supposed higher accuracy. Standard optimizations are cer-

tainly feasible by nowadays technologies, either relying on

in-house clusters of academic institutions or high-perfor-

mance computer centers. Developments exploiting non-

conventional computer architecture like graphical process-

ing units (GPUs) promise to drastically enhance times spent

to compute the FX energy [317] required for hybrid func-

tionals. Additionally, software developments in terms of

better exploitation of available high-performance resources

is certainly prerequisite to efficient simulations on extended

systems [318], particularly so for dynamics simulations

[159, 319].

5.3 Prospects

Hybrid functionals have become a standard tool in com-

putational catalysis or materials science and will enjoy

widespread applications in the future. However, they do

not represent a panacea in light of above mentioned

shortcomings. This invites the question, how to do it better.

If one adheres to DFT, developments in functionals of the

fifth rung on Jacob’s ladder, i.e. fully non-local hybrid

functionals involving orbital dependence in the correlation

energy, appears to be the logical step. Currently, RPA-

based functionals are an active field of research (cf. [87]

and therein cited references). It is expected that fifth rung

functionals will overcome the limitations of conventional

hybrid functionals. However, the generalized RPA involves

an even higher computational workload, because it bears

resemblance to wavefunction-based methods [86, 320,

321]. Developments with respect to computer hardware as

well as algorithms used in the software will improve the

situation (e.g. [106], [322], [323]). Related to extended

systems, RPA-based functionals are not available self-

consistently, i.e. orbitals and orbital energies need to be

generated in a first step. KS-orbitals are conventionally

used for that purpose. However, if semilocal approxima-

tions fail, e.g., to describe the band gap accurately, orbitals

obtained using hybrid functionals represent a viable option

(cf., e.g., [324, 325]).

Currently, there is a revived interest in embedding

techniques (e.g., [326–333]). In order to save computing

time, hybrids could be employed within an embedded

framework, representing the so-called ‘‘high-level

method’’. Alternatively, when doubts arise on the accuracy

of the hybrid functional used, they could be employed to

describe the ‘‘low-level domain’’, and more accurate gen-

eralized RPA or post-HF wavefunction-based methods can

be used instead. Embedding hybrid functionals is certainly

a way to render calculations more efficient. However,
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technically this is not a trivial task, justifying the many

promising research activities [334–337].

6 Final Remarks

A recent article by Axel Becke [338] nicely reviews the

past fifty years of developments in DFT. It concludes with

the interesting question, whether the efforts in making

functionals more accurate will continue to satisfy DFT

users in terms of speed. Semilocal functionals will remain a

significant tool in computational chemistry and physics,

because of the speed argument. Hybrid functionals repre-

sent an important step partially merging wavefunction-

based theory (HF) with DFT (and vice versa). The addi-

tional non-local information originating from the one-

electron density matrix required to compute the FX energy

can substantially improve upon semilocal results for band

gaps, defect formation energies, and activation barriers, but

currently not for relatively low computational cost. There

ain’t no such thing as a free lunch.

If we want to compare computational results with

observation, we need structural models to guarantee a well-

defined scenario for both, experiment and theory [39]. For

such an endeavor, we have to keep in mind merits and

limits of the approximations involved in DFT, as well as of

pros and cons of underlying structural models used in

actual calculations. Hybrid functionals relying on a mini-

mal number of physically motivated parameters represent a

very useful rung on Jacob’s ladder. Within their admitted

limits, they offer a valuable way to check semilocal results

including DFT ? U. However, successful research in

catalysis and materials science will continue to be pillared

by DFT, wavefunction theory,1 as well as state-of-the-art

experiments employing several, possibly complementary

techniques.
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ABSTRACT: We examine (VO)k and (VO2)k (k = 1, 2, 3)
species supported on CeO2(111) by periodic density func-
tional theory as models for ceria-supported vanadia catalysts.
We use the PBE functional and correct for onsite Coulomb
correlation (PBE+U). As reactivity descriptors, we calculate
oxygen defect formation and hydrogenation energies. In
agreement with experiment, our results suggest that vanadyl-
terminated monomers, that is, VO2, represent the most active
species. This system has a remarkably low oxygen defect
formation energy of 0.84 eV (clean surface: 1.84 eV), and hydrogenation proceeds more exothermic (−1.46 vs −1.07 eV for
clean surface). The VO2 dimer, preferring an open, chain-like structure at the CeO2(111) surface, is the only other system with a
similarly high reactivity. The active species are thermodynamically less favored compared with the VO2 trimer, which forms a ring
structure and binds solely via vanadium atoms to CeO2(111). Thus, for this case, relaxation effects are minor. In contrast, the
active species bind via oxygen atoms of the VO2 moiety to surface Ce atoms necessitating substantial surface relaxation.
Calculated IR vibrational spectra of the supported VO2 monomer and trimer confirm the experimentally observed blue shift of
the VO stretching mode upon aggregation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Supported vanadium oxides represent very active and selective
catalysts for many reactions of industrial relevance. Important
examples are the oxidation of o-xylene to phthalic anhydride,
the selective catalytic reduction of NOx with ammonia, and the
selective oxidation of methanol to formaldehyde.1−5 The latter,
a frequently studied model system for oxidative dehydrogen-
ation (ODH) reactions, is a way to chemically activate and
functionalize C−H bonds.6 Selectivity of this process is
indispensable due to the thermodynamic preference of
combustion to CO2 and H2O.
However, activity and selectivity of the vanadium oxide

catalyst are driven by several factors. First, they critically
depend on the nature of the support material. Reducible oxides
such as TiO2 or CeO2 perform significantly better than inert
supports like SiO2.

7−11 Note that reducibility of the support
material plays a major role because hydrogen transfer, the rate-
determining step in the ODH reaction,12−14 leaves an electron
on the supported vanadium oxide catalyst. Second, it is known
experimentally that the vanadia catalyst exhibits only high
activity when present as submonolayer or monolayer species on
the support.7,15,16

Depositing vanadia on ceria leads to a particularly active
catalytic system.7,10,11 The high redox activity of ceria is
explained by its ease to free and recapture oxygen,17 but only
recently a combined experimental and computational study of
VO·CeO2(111) and VO2·CeO2(111) has shown that this

remarkable activity is due to the ability of ceria to easily
accommodate electrons in localized Ce-4f orbitals.12

Several other studies have also addressed the partial
reduction of the V,Ce-mixed metal oxide system.18−22

Shapovalov and Metiu studied VOn clusters deposited on the
TiO2(110) and CeO2(111) surfaces and applied density
functional theory (DFT) within the generalized gradient
approximation without correcting for onsite Coulomb
correlation. They suggested VO3/VO2 as the active redox
couple in oxidation reactions and found almost constant Bader
charges for vanadium, which appeared to be insensitive to the
support material supplied.18 For VOn particles (n = 0, 1) on a
CeO2(111) surface, photoelectron spectroscopy in agreement
with DFT+U (i.e., DFT corrected for the Coulomb onsite
correlation) demonstrated that vanadium becomes fully
oxidized (+5 oxidation state), whereas reduced cerium (+3)
is formed.20 Furthermore, a direct relationship between the
morphology of vanadia/ceria and the vanadyl frequency was
found. Experimentally a blue shift of the vanadyl stretch
frequency of ∼25 cm−1 is observed, which could be attributed
to the onset of dipole coupling between neighboring VO
groups. Calculation of the DFT harmonic frequencies for the
VO·CeO2(111) and (VO)3·CeO2(111) system could repro-
duce the blue shift.20
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DFT+U calculations for crystalline CeVO4 also found that
the Ce2

(+3)O3·V2
(+5)O5 form with the reduced Ce is more stable

than Ce(+4)O2·V
(+4)O2 containing reduced V; that is, the extra

electron prefers the Ce-4f states rather than the V-3d states.19

Similar conclusions have been reached from IR vibrational
predissociation experiments combined with hybrid DFT
calculations on binary cerium−vanadium oxide gas-phase
clusters. These studies have shown that the Ce4+(f0)/V4+(d1)
pair is more stable when the coordination numbers are high, as
in the bulk solids or in aqueous solution, whereas in case of a
low coordination of vanadium, the Ce3+(f1)/V5+(d0) pair is
preferred.22 Lower coordination numbers for vanadium are
found, for example, for vanadium in CeVO4, for vanadia species
on ceria supports21 or for the aforementioned gas-phase
clusters.
Popa et al.21 have systematically studied monomeric VOn

clusters (n = 1 − 4) on a 2 × 2 surface unit cell of CeO2(111).
They predict VO2 as the most stable species around 700 K in a
pressure range from 10−1 to 106 atm. Moreover, the striking
conclusion has been reached that for all of the monomers
studied ceria is the reduced component and stabilizes vanadium
always in its highest oxidation state +5.
Atomistic understanding of the high activity of low-nuclearity

vanadia catalysts on a ceria support for the ODH of alcohols
has been generated to some extent;12,23 however, reactivity
studies on the larger aggregations, such as, dimers and trimers,
have not been performed yet. Therefore, this work computa-
tionally studies structure and reactivity of VO and VO2
monomers, dimers, and trimers deposited on the CeO2(111)
surface. To test for react ivity of the combined
VnOm·CeO2(111) system, the oxygen defect formation energies
in accord with the Mars−van Krevelen mechanism24,25 have
been calculated. The hydrogenation energy, relating to the
energy barrier of the rate determining step,13,14 was determined
as well. Because dispersion may be important in reducible
oxides,26 we add to the DFT+U energies and forces a
semiempirical C6/R

6 term suggested by Grimme.27,28 The
choice of parameters for Ce is discussed in Section II. In
addition, thermodynamic stability of the various vanadium
oxide species as a function of the oxygen partial pressure and
temperature has been studied by DFT+U combined with
statistical thermodynamics. A few selected DFT+U results have
been checked by calculations with hybrid functionals including
Fock exchange. Moreover, the vibrational spectra of VO and
VO2 species, in particular, the blue shift of the vanadyl
stretching mode observed upon aggregation, have been
investigated.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
A. Methods. Calculations were performed using the

projector-augmented-wave (PAW) method29,30 as implemented
in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP).31−33 We
take care of corrections for the onsite Coulomb correlation of
occupied f orbitals via the DFT+U34,35 approach based on the
Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE)36 exchange-correlation func-
tional, that is, PBE+U. The spin-polarized calculations
employed a Hubbard U parameter of 4.5 eV for the Ce f
electrons, which has been calculated self-consistently by Fabris
et al.37 This parameter was successfully applied and tested by
Ganduglia-Pirovano et al.12,21 The plane-wave cutoff was set to
600 eV.
The PAW potential used to describe the electron-ion

interaction for Ce comprises 12 valence electrons (Ce: [Xe]

5s25p64f15d16s2). Two partial waves were used for each orbital,
and the cutoff radius for the partial waves amounted to 1.5 and
1.65 for 5s and 6s, 1.8 for 5p, 2.3 for 5d, and 2.57 au for the 6f
states, respectively. For oxygen and vanadium, 6 ([He] 2s22p4)
and 11 ([Mg] 3p64s23d3) valence electrons were used,
respectively. The respective partial wave cutoff radii amount
to 1.2 and 1.52 au for 2s and 2p states in oxygen and 2.0, 2.3,
and 2.3 au for the p, s, and d states in vanadium. For the 1s
orbital of hydrogen, a partial wave cutoff radius of 1.10 au was
employed.
Some selected results were obtained using the Heyd−

Scuseria−Ernzerhof (HSE)38 hybrid functional combined with
a screening parameter of 0.207 Å−1 (cf. ref 39). Structural
optimizations were performed until all forces acting on the
relaxed atoms were below 0.02 eV/Å. Vibrational frequencies
use central differences for the force derivative with atomic
displacements of ±0.015 Å. Only vanadium atoms and oxygen
atoms bound to vanadium were included to build the partial
Hessian, whereas all other atoms were kept fixed. Because of
the relatively large unit cell used (see below), the sampling of
the Brillouin zone was restricted to the Γ point. Convergence
with respect to the plane-wave kinetic energy cutoff and k-point
sampling was tested by (separate) calculations using a cutoff of
900 eV and a (2 × 2 × 1) k mesh. Both parameters affect
relative energies by <60 meV.

B. Models. The “repeated slab” model for the CeO2 surface
was created by cutting the CeO2 bulk cell (fluorite structure)
optimized using PBE+U along the (111) plane. A (4 × 4)(a0/
√2) surface unit cell (a0, the equilibrium lattice constant of
ceria) with three (O−Ce−O)-trilayers was used consisting of
48 formula units of CeO2. Only the upper two trilayers were
allowed to relax, whereas the positions of the atoms in the
bottom layer were kept fixed to simulate the bulk. The so-called
vacuum layer of the surface unit cell was set to 10 Å. Various
VOm units were deposited on the surface. Different starting
structures were created for some of the systems by displacing
the atoms of the VOm species including first two trilayers of the
ceria surface randomly by up to 5% of their nearest-neighbor
distances. All optimized structures were proved to be minima
by the absence of imaginary vibrational frequencies. For
consistency reasons, the supported vanadium oxides are labeled
VnOm, with n and m corresponding to the content of the surface
cell on V and O atoms in addition to the CeO2(111) surface.
Note that VnOm refers to {VnOm·(CeO2)48}CeO2(111).

C. Determination of C6 and R0 Parameters for Ce. The
semiempirical damped C6/R

6 term parametrized by Grimme27

(so-called DFT-D2 scheme) has been implemented into VASP
by Kerber et al. employing the Ewald summation technique28

and by Bucǩo et al. employing a cutoff radius to the atom-pair
interaction.40 By virtue of careful tests, we found both
approaches to give virtually identical results using a cutoff
radius of 40 Å. To determine C6 coefficients and the van der
Waals radii R0, we performed calculations on electrostatically
embedded Ce4+ and Ce3+ ions following the protocol of
Grimme.27 To avoid rigorous refitting, we stay as closely as
possible to the Grimme parameters; that is, C6 and R0 for V, O,
and H are not varied, although many careful tests to check
appropriateness have been made. This procedure suggested in
ref 41 by Tosoni and Sauer for Mg2+ yielded similar results for
MgO as the approach suggested by Zhang et al.,42 deriving a C6
of ionic crystals from optical excitation spectra via the
Clausius−Mossotti equation. Note that results including
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dispersion effects are indicated by a “+D” throughout this work.
Table 1 summarizes the parameters used in this work.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Structures of {VnOm·(CeO2)48}CeO2(111) (n = 1−3; m =

n,2n). The minimum energy structures of the species
considered in this work are shown in Figure 1. As found in

previous work,12,20,21 the dominant structural motif is a slightly
distorted vanadate tetrahedron with vanadium in the center,
coordinated to four oxygen ligands, three V−O−M bonds (M
= V or Ce), and a single vanadyl (VO) bond. In agreement
with experimental results,20 vanadium accommodates the
oxidation state +5, whereas, depending on the number of
deposited VO and VO2 units, several surface cerium atoms are
reduced to Ce3+. The oxidation states are easily ascertained by
examining the total spin-density integrated within the atomic
spheres determined by the PAW potentials (discrimination
between d and f orbitals is possible due to projection of the
spin-density on d- and f-type spherical harmonics). Note that

one Ce3+ cation is created per deposited VO2 unit and three
Ce3+ cations per VO unit (indicated by dark blue spheres in
Figure 1), which results in a large number of different
structures. This is due to two factors: (i) different distributions
of Ce3+ ions among the Ce ions in the topmost layer and (ii)
the various alignments of the f-electron spin in Ce3+. Whereas
there is no guarantee that the energy of optimized structures is
minimal with respect to the observed Ce3+ localization pattern,
performing systematic calculations on each alignment is not
feasible. However, test calculations on the VO2 monomer,
which used various sites for Ce3+, found 310 meV as the
maximum total energy difference. Keeping the site of Ce3+ fixed
but flipping spins of one ore more electrons incurred a
maximum variation in the energy of ∼50 meV. We found
defective VO as the only case with larger energy differences
(discussed below). For consistency reasons, only ferromagnetic,
that is, high spin, configurations are considered throughout this
work, although in some cases antiferromagnetic alignments are
preferred energetically by 40−50 meV. However, the energy
differences we are aiming for, that is, defect formation,
hydrogenation energy, and so on, are significantly larger than
energy changes incurred by different localization patterns of
Ce3+ and different spin states; hence major trends derived from
numerical results are unlikely to be biased.
None of the Ce3+ ions were found in subsurface positions;

that is, it is energetically more favorable for Ce3+ to occupy sites
in the topmost layer. In most cases, electrons originating from
VnOm localize close to the adsorbate, that is, in f orbitals of Ce
atoms residing in the first or second coordination shell of V.
However, the Ce3+ created upon adsorption of VO2 and one
out of the two Ce3+ of the V2O4 system were found to localize
farther away. (See Figure 1.) Ce4+ in crystalline CeO2 (bulk) is
eight-fold coordinated, whereas in the surface layer of the
pristine CeO2(111) surface, cerium ions are seven-fold
coordinated. Note that upon oxygen vacancy formation (see
refs 43−45), Ce3+ in nearest-neighbor position to the oxygen
vacancy is six-fold coordinated. This rather low coordination
number of cerium may also result upon VnOm adsorption.
Because of binding of surface oxygen atoms to the adsorbed
vanadium and their induced rearrangement, which we denote in
this work as reconstruction, some of the Ce atoms close to the
adsorbate also become six-fold coordinated.
Dimers and trimers of VO2 may form different structure

isomers: a ring of alternating V−O−V motifs, also observed in
the bulk phase of V2O5 or its easy cleavage (001) plane, and an
open, chain-like structure. For V2O4, the chain isomer was
found to be more stable than the ring by 0.11 eV only (+D:
0.17 eV). Therefore, both isomers of the VO2 dimer were
further investigated because they are close in energy. Unless
mentioned otherwise, V2O4 corresponds to the chain structure.
For V3O6, relative stabilities of ring and chain were found to be
interchanged; that is, the VO2 trimer in ring configuration is
significantly more stable than its chain isomer by 1.74 eV (+D:
1.77 eV). Thus, this work considers only the ring structure of
V3O6 and does not examine its chain-type isomer.
Importantly, the major difference between VO and VO2

systems adsorbed on ceria is the way vanadium atoms are
connected to build oligomers. The VO dimer and trimer use
surface oxygen atoms for this purpose, whereas vanadium
atoms of V2O4 and V3O6 are linked by the additional oxygen
atoms stemming from the VO2 species. In the VO2 and V2O4
surface species, one of the “gas-phase VO2” oxygen atoms
connects a vanadium to a surface cerium atom, but this oxygen

Table 1. C6 Parameters (J nm6 mol−1) and van der Waals
Radii, R0 (pm), Used in This Work

C6 R0

Ce 20.00 186.0
Va 10.80 156.2
Oa 0.70 134.2
Ha 0.14 100.1

aRef 27.

Figure 1. Structures of the VO (top) and VO2 species (bottom) on
the CeO2(111) surface. The upper panels show the entire slab model
used. The lower panels show a top view of the uppermost O−Ce−O
layer rotated by 30°. Ce(IV) and Ce(III) cations are shown in light-
and dark-blue, respectively. Vanadium and oxygen atoms are green and
red, respectively. This color code is used throughout this work. All
pictures were generated using the XCrySDen program.46
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atom is distinct from other anchoring O atoms of the
corresponding system by its pronounced vertical displacement
from the surface and the shorter V−O bond distance. Bond
distances are depicted in Figure 2, whose values amount to 174

and 171 pm for the special, “interphase” O atom of VO2 and
V2O4 compared with approximately 181 and 183 pm (on
average) for the regular, anchoring ones. The vanadyl bond
distance amounts to ∼162 pm (same for VO or VO2 systems)
and slightly decreases with increasing nuclearity. In VO
oligomers, bonds between V and bridging O atoms (former
surface atoms) are longer by 7 pm than corresponding bonds in
VO2 oligomers (for which bridging O atoms come from the
VO2 species). All structures were reoptimized using the
dispersion term, but structural changes incurred by dispersion
effects were negligible (smaller than 0.5 pm). Because the
vanadium oxide units are strongly bound to the surface, the
rather small influence of dispersion effects on bond distances
appears to be plausible.
B. Electronic Structure of Adsorbed VOm Aggregates.

The orbital projected, local densities of states (PDOS) for VO2
and VO species are shown in Figure 3 and 4, respectively. VO2
and V2O4-chain exhibit a characteristic peak at approximately
−1 eV below the Fermi level compared with the PDOS of the
ring-type structures. The largest contribution to the DOS in
this region originates from p orbitals of oxygen bound to
vanadium, especially the vanadyl O and the “special”, anchoring
O. These states are shifted to higher energies; that is, they are
energetically destabilized compared with the PDOS of V2O4-

ring and V3O6. As a consequence, the energy gap between O-2p
orbitals at the valence band maximum and the occupied Ce-4f
orbitals is reduced. The PDOS of VO aggregates on the one
hand and V2O4-ring or V3O6 on the other hand are quite
similar, where aforementioned O-2p states are found at lower
energies (see green line in Figure 4) compared with the PDOS
of O-2p belonging to the ceria surface. To test if this is an
artifact of the PBE+U approach, we used the HSE hybrid
functional to compute the PDOS of VO and VO2 as well as
V3O6. Although the little peak observed in panel a of Figure 3
vanishes when using HSE, comparing VO2 with V3O6, the p
states of oxygen atoms bound to V are still higher in energy
than the p states of surface oxygens. Moreover, occupied Ce-4f
states energetically overlap with the aforementioned O-2p
states (see panels a and b of Figure 3), whereas for the ring
structures, Ce-4f and O-2p states appear to be energetically
well-separated. This is also confirmed by the PDOS obtained
using the HSE hybrid. Thus, from a chemist’s viewpoint, the
valence band maximum can be interpreted as the frontier
orbitals predominantly involved in chemical reactions; O-2p
orbitals of VO2 and V2O4-chain appear to be prone to be most
likely involved in reduction and oxidation processes besides the
Ce-4f states.

C. Oxygen Defect Formation Energies. The oxygen
defect formation energy, a reactivity descriptor for reactions
following the Mars−van Krevelen mechanism,24,25 was
calculated according to eq 1, and actual energies are shown
in Table 2.

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the binding situation of the VO
and VO2 species with bond distances in picometers. Average values are
given if there are multiple O atoms of one type, for example, anchoring
atoms. The “special”, anchoring O atom in VO2 and V2O4 is shown in
red.

Figure 3. Orbital projected density of states (PDOS) of the VO2
species. The dashed line marks the Fermi level.

Figure 4. Orbital projected density of states (PDOS) of the VO
species. The dashed line marks the Fermi level.
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· → · +−{V O (CeO ) } {V O (CeO ) }
1
2

On m n m2 48 1 2 48 2 (1)

Near-surface oxygen defects in the clean CeO2 surface obtained
using a (4 × 4) cell will be discussed in depth in ref 47. In this
work (see Table 2), the lowest defect formation energy for
CeO2 was 1.84 eV, which increases to 2.00 eV upon correcting
for dispersion effects. Surface and subsurface oxygen defects
were found to be, within the accuracy of the method used, de
facto energetically degenerate. In agreement with previous
findings, formation energies are minimal if the electrons left
behind localize in Ce-4f states in next-nearest-neighbor position
to the oxygen vacancy.43−45

For the VnOm species studied in this work, the lowest oxygen
defect formation energy was obtained for a surface oxygen
vacancy close to the adsorbate. Removing an oxygen atom
bound to vanadium, which corresponds to a lowering of its
coordination number, required significantly more energy and
led to a reduction of the vanadium atom due to the localization
of the electrons left behind in V-3d states. As an example, the
defect formation energy for the “special” anchoring oxygen
atom of VO2 is higher by 750 meV compared with the surface
oxygen atom if the systems are not allowed to relax. Subsurface
vacancies were found to be higher in energy than surface
vacancies by at least 480 meV, except for the VO monomer,

where the energy difference between surface and subsurface
vacancy amounts to ∼200 meV only. In addition, for oxygen
defects in VO, the energy differences between different spin-
states (comparing high-spin with low-spin solutions) were
determined to be as large as 370 meV. Note that this strong
coupling of spins in VO is in stark contrast with the clean
surface, where ferromagnetic (high-spin) and antiferromagnetic
(low-spin) solutions were found to be virtually degenerate (cf.
ref 45). Thorough investigations on this issue would lead
beyond the scope of the present work, but the rather high DOS
of occupied Ce-4f states close to the Fermi level (see Figure 4)
compared to remaining systems as well as favorable overlap
between the f-states (i.e., slightly broader bands, stronger
delocalization) could be possible reasons. However, for the
other systems such a strong dependence on the spin state has
not been observed and for these systems the most important
factor determining the defect formation energy was, whether a
surface or a subsurface oxygen atom was removed in order to
form the vacancy.
Defect formation in (VO)k species requires more energy than

in the clean CeO2(111) surface and increases slightly with size.
It costs ∼2.0 eV for the monomer and increases stepwise by
∼130 meV for dimer and trimer, respectively. Note that energy
lowering induced by relaxation effects is significant. Roughly
speaking, the relaxation contribution varies between −1.63
(trimer) and −1.75 (monomer) and adds to the unrelaxed
defect formation energy of about 3.8 to 3.9 eV. The dispersion
contribution renders defect formation energetically more
difficult by ∼150 to 200 meV.
Contrary to the VO oligomers, oxygen defect formation

energies in VO2 oligomers vary much more strongly with the
degree of aggregation. These species can be subdivided into
two groups: (i) monomer and dimer-chain isomer of VO2,
whose defect formation energies are remarkably low (0.84 and
1.14 eV), whereas (ii) for the dimer-ring isomer and the trimer,
they are about twice as large (1.89 and 2.09 eV). This suggests
that VO2 and V2O4 should be particularly active in Mars−van-
Krevelen oxidation reactions.
The different behavior of monomer and chain-dimer of VO2

is due to the very strong relaxation as well as reconstruction
effects; see the substantial ΔERelax in Table 2. To illustrate this,
Figure 5 shows top views on the surface cells of VO2-based

Table 2. Oxygen Defect Formation Energies before
(ΔEDef,unrel) and after (ΔEDef) Relaxation and Including
Dispersion Effects (ΔEDef+D) as well as Relaxation Energy
ΔERelax in Electronvolts

ΔEDef,unrel ΔERelax ΔEDef ΔEDef +D

CeO2 3.80 −1.96 1.84a 2.00
VO 3.79 −1.75 2.04b 2.19
V2O2 3.84 −1.67 2.17 2.38
V3O3 3.93 −1.63 2.31 2.46
VO2 3.13c −2.28 0.84d 0.91
V2O4-chain 3.22 −2.08 1.14 1.18
V2O4-ring 3.49 −1.60 1.89 2.03
V3O6 3.49 −1.40 2.09 2.23

aRef 21: 1.88 eV. bRef 21: 2.19 eV. cDetaching the “special” anchoring
O atom, a value of 3.88 eV is obtained. dRef 21: 0.79 eV.

Figure 5. Comparison of the adsorbed VO2 species without (upper row) and with (lower row) oxygen vacancy. Only important atoms of the surface
unit cell are displayed. Color code as in Figure 1, except for the removed oxygen atom (orange).
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structures (upper panel) as well as top views on their
corresponding defect structures (lower panel). We consider
the VO structure (see Figure 1) as the energetically most stable
defect associated with VO2; therefore, its energy represents the
reference to calculate the defect formation energy of VO2. The
Figure clearly shows that upon removing an oxygen atom the
ceria surface substantially reorganizes, but simultaneously the
tetrahedral coordination of vanadium is preserved. From a
different viewpoint, the vanadium oxide adsorbate rearranges to
increase the coordination number of the cerium atoms at the
vacancy; that is, the “special”, anchoring oxygen atom (shown
in red in Figure 2) heals the vacancy. As stated above, direct
removal of this O atom requires more energy if the defective
systems are not relaxed. However, from a purely thermody-
namic point of view, both defects should undergo the above-
mentioned reconstruction and therefore result in the same
product, which means they have the same defect formation
energy in the end. The kinetics, that is, the barriers, of these
two paths are supposed to be different, though.
Another aspect is the localization of the Ce3+, which sit rather

compactly underneath the V2O4- and V3O6-rings (entirely from
gas phase) and therefore only moderately “perturb” the ceria
surface structure. Once the oxygen defect is formed, two Ce4+

in nearest-neighbor position to the vacancy become reduced to
Ce3+, but apparently the structure of the ceria support is not
much affected. This is in stark contrast with VO2 or the chain
isomer of V2O4. In these cases, minimum energy structures
correspond to (at least) one Ce3+ site farther away from the
adsorbate, inducing rather pronounced relaxation of the
support. It appears that the two Ce3+ created after oxygen
defect formation prefer (i) sites close to the adsorbate and (ii)
attempt to aggregate; that is, they prefer to maximize
connectivity. This leads to a rather open surface structure for
the low nuclearity species of VO2 due to the aforementioned
relaxation and reconstruction effects demonstrated in Figure 5.
Therefore, the stabilization of O defects in VO2 and V2O4 is
mainly due to the ceria surface, which tries to minimize stress−
strain areas as described in ref 45 for the clean CeO2(111)
surface. Thus, one may take the viewpoint of considering the
defective systems as nondefective VnOm on a defective CeO2
surface instead of VnOm−1 on a pristine CeO2 surface. Overall,
taking clean surface, VO, as well as VO2 species into
consideration, the defect formation energy increases with an
increasing number of Ce3+ ions. This trend is reflected in
“relaxed” energies and partially also in “unrelaxed” energies.
(See Table 2.) It appears that the vanadium oxide units affect
reactivity of the entire system in a more indirect way besides
the aforementioned reconstruction effects in VO2 and V2O4-
chain.
As observed for VO, the dispersion correction yields larger

defect formation energies; however, for VO2 and V2O4-chain, it
is less than half as large as for the remaining systems. Upon
inclusion of the correction for dispersion effects, calculations
showed that relative defect stabilities are unaltered when
different oxygen defect positions are probed.
The oxygen defect formation energies of VO and VO2 are in

good agreement with previous results.21 The differences of 0.05
and −0.15 eV for VO2 and VO, respectively, are mainly due to
the smaller surface unit cell (lateral interactions) as well as the
smaller cutoff energy employed in ref 21 (400 vs 600 eV used in
this work).
D. Hydrogenation Energies. Hydrogenation energies of

the vanadium oxide aggregates relate to the energy barrier of

the rate-determining step of ODH reactions13,14 and therefore
represent, in addition to the oxygen defect formation energies, a
complementary descriptor to detect highly active catalysts. The
reaction energies were calculated according to

· + → · ·{V O (CeO ) }
1
2

H {H V O (CeO ) }n m n m2 48 2 2 48 (2)

and are presented in Table 3. Because of symmetry
considerations for the clean CeO2(111) surface, there is only

one distinct surface oxygen atom that may serve as an
adsorption site. The corresponding reaction energy for its
hydrogenation obtained using PBE+U amounts to −1.07 eV.
On passing, we note that hydrogenation of a subsurface oxygen
atom in pristine CeO2(111) is an endothermic process.
Remarkably, reaction 2 proceeds thermodynamically most
favorable for surface oxygen atoms, whose defect formation
energies are minimal. In contrast, hydrogenation of bridging,
anchoring, or vanadyl oxygen atoms is generally less favorable
by at least 520 meV, except for VO2 and V2O4. Vanadyl-oxygen
hydrogenation of these two species yields values rather close to
these for the surface oxygens of the remaining vanadium oxide
species, that is, about −1.2 to −1.3 eV.
Contrary to the oxygen defect formation energies, all species,

VO- as well as VO2-based, exhibit a lower (more exothermic)
hydrogenation energy than the clean CeO2(111) surface. No
simple trends were found when relating hydrogenation energies
to the degree of aggregation. This is probably due to the small
differences in the reaction energies, especially in the case of
(VO)k, where actual values are within the range of the accuracy
of the method. However, VO2 and V2O4 were determined to be
the most active species, in accord with findings presented in the
previous section. For these two systems, hydrogenation
proceeds strongly exothermic and the reaction energies for
VO2 and V2O4 amount to −1.46 and −1.55 eV, respectively.
The hydrogenation for V3O6, that is, VO2 trimer, has been
found to be less exothermic by 210 meV compared with the
hydrogenation of the monomer. We reiterate that reconstruc-
tion, that is, a pronounced reorganization of surface oxygen
atoms upon defect formation, drives the system toward lower
energies. Comparable effects do not occur in the course of
hydrogen adsorption, but instead formation of a hydrogen
bond to the special anchoring oxygen atom appears to be
responsible for the noticeable stabilization of these structures.
This is demonstrated in Figure 6, which shows the orientation
of the adsorbed H atom toward the “special” anchoring O atom

Table 3. Hydrogenation Energies without (ΔEH) and with
Dispersion Effects (ΔEH +D) in electronvolts

surface O vanadyl O

ΔEH ΔEH + D ΔEH ΔEH + D

CeO2 −1.07a −1.11
VO −1.27b −1.30 −0.75b −0.76
V2O2 −1.23 −1.26 −0.62 −0.62
V3O3 −1.26 −1.28 −0.29 −0.37
VO2 −1.46c −1.51 −1.33c −1.34
V2O4 chain −1.55 −1.56 −1.23 −1.19
V2O4 ring −1.35 −1.40 −0.14 −0.17
V3O6 −1.25 −1.27 −0.18 −0.18

aRef 21: −1.21 eV. bRef 21: −1.09 and −0.62 eV for surface and
vanadyl O, respectively. cRef 21: −1.33 and −1.45 eV for surface and
vanadyl O, respectively.
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of VO2. The distance between this O atom and the H atom
amounts to 166 pm, which is in the range of a typical hydrogen
bond, for example, 174 pm for water.48 These hydrogen bonds
cannot be formed for the other systems because the above-
mentioned oxygen is unique to VO2 and V2O4-chain. Note that
this applies to the surface oxygen atom only and does not apply
to the remainder of potential hydrogen adsorption sites, also
showing strongly exothermic hydrogenation. Thus, in addition
to structural characteristics like the specially exposed O atom,
also a large DOS of destabilized O-p “frontier orbitals” (see
Section IIIB) appears to act as a driving force (“donor states”),
contributing to the pronounced gain in energy upon hydrogen
adsorption.
Hydrogenation of monomeric vanadium oxide units

deposited on ceria was also studied in ref 21, predicting the
hydrogenation of the clean surface to be thermodynamically
more favorable than hydrogenation of VO (−1.21 vs −1.09
eV). Another discrepancy between ref 21 and our findings was
spotted for VO2. Whereas the hydrogenation energy (−1.45
eV) agrees well with this work, Popa et al. found the vanadyl-O
to be the most stable adsorption site.

We briefly note that upon inclusion of dispersion effects,
changes in the energies were determined to be very small. (See
Table 3.) Neither the magnitude of energies for the various
species studied nor the energetic ordering of adsorption sites
are affected. As mentioned in the previous section, relative to
the strong chemical bonding between the surface and the
hydrogen as well as the vanadium oxide adsorbates, it appears
that dispersion effects are too weak to have impact on the
thermodynamic energy scale.
To succinctly present the differences in reactivity between

the clean ceria surface and the VO2 monomer, Figure 7 shows
oxygen defect formation and hydrogenation energies together
with the corresponding structures.

E. Thermodynamic Stability. This section aims at the
identification of thermodynamically relevant vanadium oxide
species adsorbed at the CeO2(111) surface in environments,
that is, oxygen partial pressure and vanadium activity, that are
typical for the experiments discussed in refs 12 and 20. We
follow the common ab initio thermodynamics approaches
published in the literature.49,50

As a first step, to evaluate relative stabilities of different
vanadium oxide aggregates from PBE+U total energies, we
calculated corresponding agglomeration energies according to

· + ·

→ · + + −+ +

a b

a b

{(VO) (CeO ) } {(VO ) (CeO ) }

{(V O ) (CeO ) } ( 1){(CeO ) }a b a b

2 48 2 2 48

2 2 48 2 48
(3)

In addition to the dimerization and trimerization of VO and
VO2, we also studied the formation of mixed aggregates using
results for the oxygen defective systems. To give an example,
VO and VO2 may react to V2O3, which corresponds to
defective V2O4. We reiterate (see Section IIIC) that VnOm,
supposedly containing an oxygen defect, rather refers to VnOm+1

at the defective CeO2 surface. The shorthand notation VnOm

solely indicates the cell content of vanadium and oxygen
supplementary to the clean ceria surface (labeled as CeO2) and
does not contain any structural information. For the sake of
completeness, we also performed calculations on the V3O4

system, which corresponds to the VO2 trimer containing two
(surface) oxygen vacancies.

Figure 6. Different H-adsorption structures for VO (top) and VO2
(bottom); the latter shows a potential hydrogen bond. Distances in
picometers. Color code as in Figure 1 with hydrogen atoms shown in
white.

Figure 7. Reactivity of the clean CeO2(111) surface and the supported VO2 system (energies in electronvolts). For details and color code, see Figure
1. Hydrogen atoms are shown in white.
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Results for the “0 temperature, 0 pressure” agglomeration
energies are presented in Table 4. Doubtlessly, the agglomer-

ation of VO2 units is thermodynamically favorable, whereas the
agglomeration of VO units refers to a strongly endothermic
process. This also holds for the formation of mixed clusters,
whose stability increases with the amount of VO2 units
involved. Thus, stability is drastically improved by using oxygen
atoms exclusively originating from VO2 moieties instead of
surface oxygen atoms to connect the vanadium atoms as, for
example, in V3O6. Remarkably, VO and VO2 may aggregate
into V2O3 associated with a near-zero change in the total energy
obtained using PBE+U. Admittedly, it challenges the overall
accuracy of the method employed but at least indicates that the
reaction energy is small. Recalling ΔG = ΔH − TΔS, the
change in free energy for this reaction may therefore be
strongly influenced by the −TΔS term. We note that upon
inclusion of dispersion effects, the oligomers formed become
slightly stabilized.
To determine the most stable phases in thermodynamic

equilibrium, we constructed a phase diagram using statistical
thermodynamics.51 Because the catalysts used in refs 12 and 20
are prepared via physical vapor deposition of vanadium on the
ceria surface in a low-pressure oxygen ambient, the reactants are
pristine CeO2, bulk V, and gaseous O2. These phases are
supposed to be in equilibrium with the various VnOm species.
Within this framework, one may consider the stability of
different adsorbates on the surface based on the surface free
energy (eq 4) as a function of the Gibbs free energy. (For
details, see ref 49.) The catalyst may also be synthesized by
incipient wetness impregnation, which is a widely used
technique.2,52 In this case, different reactants are involved,
and the approach used here would have to be modified.
Because this is outside the scope of this article, we refer to a
work by Hofmann et al.,53 who used different reactants for a
comparable system (vanadia and water on a zirconia support).
The change in the surface free energy was calculated

according to

γ μ μΔ = Δ − Δ − Δ
A

E n m
1

[ ], withV O (4)

Δ = ·

− − −

E E

E nE
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E

({V O (CeO ) } )

({(CeO ) } ) (V)
2

(O )

n m 2 48 CeO (111)
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2
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In eqs 4 and 5, Δγ equals the variation in the surface free
energy, A is the area of the surface unit cell, n and m are the
number of vanadium and oxygen atoms added to the surface,

and μV and μO are the respective chemical potentials of
vanadium and oxygen.
The dependence of eq 4 on the vanadium bulk chemical

potential, μV(T, aV), enters via

μ μΔ = −T a E( , ) (V)V V V

where E(V) equals a carefully converged PBE total energy for
metallic vanadium in the bcc (ground-state) crystal structure,
and aV is the activity of vanadium in the bulk phase. Assuming
oxygen as an ideal gas, the oxygen chemical potential
depending on pO2

, the partial pressure of oxygen, reads as
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Using eq 6 together with tabulated values for the enthalpy
and entropy of the O2 molecule,

54 ΔμO can be readily related to
the oxygen partial pressure and the temperature. Entropic
contributions from the solid phases and zero-point vibrations
were neglected, which has been shown to be a valid
approximation.49 The most stable species, that is, species
corresponding to minimal Δγ, was identified as a function of
ΔμO and ΔμV.
The phase diagram of the vanadium oxide aggregations

calculated based on the aforementioned approach is shown in
Figure 8. V3O6 dominates the diagram over a wide range of

oxygen partial pressure and vanadium activity. At a rather high
temperature of 700 K, it is the most stable species for oxygen
pressures greater than 10−10 atm. Importantly, monomers and
dimers of VO2, which were identified as the most active phases
by virtue of defect formation and hydrogenation energies, are
not present in this phase diagram at all, implying lower stability
than any of the remaining systems.
At first glance, this finding is in contrast with experiment.

STM measurements12,20 conducted at conditions covered by

Table 4. Agglomeration Energies without (ΔEAgg) And with
Dispersion Effects (ΔEAgg + D) in electronvoltsa

reactants product ΔEAgg ΔEAgg + D

2VO V2O2 0.91 0.84
3VO V3O3 3.45 3.13
2VO2 V2O4 −0.30 −0.39
3VO2 V3O6 −1.68 −1.99
VO + VO2 V2O3 0.00 −0.11
2VO + VO2 V3O4 1.00 0.84
VO + 2VO2 V3O5 −0.44 −0.66

aNote that in addition to the product presented here pristine surface
unit cells are created (see eq 3).

Figure 8. Phase diagram of various adsorbed vanadium oxide clusters.
The Figure shows the most stable species as a function of ΔμV and
ΔμO. The latter has been translated into an oxygen pressure scale at
700 K.
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the ranges of oxygen partial pressure and vanadium activity
shown in Figure 8 generated firm evidence that monomeric
VOm species exist on the single-crystal ceria surface, but this
conflict is easily resolved by taking kinetic effects into account.
At low activities, once the vanadium is deposited onto the
surface, metastable low-nuclearity vanadia species are formed,
and kinetic effects such as very high energy barriers for
migration prevent subsequent clustering as preliminary
calculations for the VO2 barrier of migration on the ceria
surface have shown.55

Temperature -programmed desorption (TPD) experiments12

to study the selective oxidation of methanol found a high
activity for the aforementioned VOm monomers, indicated by a
low-temperature formaldehyde desorption peak at 370 K and
an oxygen pressure of 10−9 atm. To discriminate between VO
and VO2 under these conditions, the relative stability was
computed using PBE+U as well as HSE including the
correction for dispersion effects. Figure 9 shows the resulting

two-component phase diagram depending on temperature and
oxygen pressure for the decomposition of VO2 following VO2
→ VO + (1/2)O2, which is considered to be in thermodynamic
equilibrium. According to PBE+U, VO2 is the favored species
below 450 K at the oxygen pressure of 10−9 atm. Upon
inclusion of dispersion effects, this temperature is only
moderately increased to 480 K due to the only moderate
increase in the defect formation energy (see Table 2) by ∼70
meV. To counter-check PBE+U, we repeated the above-
mentioned calculations using the HSE hybrid functional.
Because the defect formation energy for VO2 obtained using
HSE amounts to 1.57 eV, which is almost twice as large as the
corresponding value obtained using PBE+U, the inferred
transition temperature is much larger. Again, dispersion induces
only a moderate shift toward a higher temperature.
Notwithstanding the significant numerical discrepancy between
PBE+U and HSE results, however, they consistently suggest VO2
to be the favored species under experimental conditions. On
the basis of these findings together with results presented in
previous sections, it appears that the VO2 monomers are largely
responsible for the low-temperature TPD peak observed.
We briefly mention previous studies18 based on the GGA-

PW91 functional refraining from a correction for Coulomb

onsite correlations. These studies determined the VO3
deposited on CeO2(111) as a very stable phase. Using PBE+
U, however, the oxygen defect formation following VO3 → VO2
+ (1/2)O2 amounts to −5 meV and is hence close to zero.
Calculations using the HSE hybrid functional support this
result, predicting an oxygen defect formation energy of only
−20 meV. Upon inclusion of dispersion effects, the reaction
becomes slightly endothermic. Thus, our findings predict the
VO3 species to be irrelevant by thermodynamic reasons.

F. Vibrational Analysis. Calculated IR frequencies for the
vanadyl (VO) stretching vibration, νVO, of the thermody-
namically most relevant systems are shown in Table 5. (Spectra

are presented in the Supporting Information.) One may
subdivide the various VO2 species into two groups: (i) VO2
and V2O4-chain, featuring the above-mentioned special
anchoring O, and (ii) the vanadia clusters V2O4-ring and
V3O6 featuring the ring motif. As expected, the VO groups in
the oligomers couple into an asymmetric and a symmetric
mode. For clusters showing the ring motif, νVO is significantly
blue-shifted.
The frequency of the vanadyl stretching vibration has been

measured for different vanadia coverages.20 By increasing the
amount of vanadia from 0.3 V atoms/nm−2 to 0.7 V atoms/
nm−2, νVO in the formed vanadia oligomers is blue-shifted
from 1006 to 1033 cm−1, that is, by 27 cm−1, due to the
coupling of individual VO dipoles in larger agglomerates.
The images obtained using STM of the single-crystal samples
clearly show that predominantly monomeric VOx species are
formed at lower V coverage, whereas trimeric species are mainly
created at higher coverage. Hence, comparing VO2 with V3O6,
the computed blue shift (see Table 5) amounts to 25 cm−1 in
excellent agreement with experiment. However, absolute values
for the frequencies obtained using PBE+U overestimate the
measured ones by ∼16 cm−1, but this is a well-known
shortcoming of GGA-based functionals and well within
expected error bars.
Jiang et al. calculated vibrational frequencies for cationic

mixed cerium/vanadium oxide clusters using the B3LYP hybrid
functional.22 Interestingly, cluster 2A presented in the above-
mentioned article closely resembles the structural motif of the
supported V2O4-ring, and cluster 3A is structurally very similar
to the adsorbed monomer. For example, symmetric and
asymmetric νVO for the adsorbed V2O4-ring isomer of 1058
and 1040 cm−1, respectively, are in fair agreement with
corresponding frequencies of 1040 and 1021 cm−1 for the
gas-phase cluster 2A, although differences are due to different
functionals as well as finite size effects in the cluster calculation,
together with the positive charge applied in the latter. However,
the splitting or coupling strength, Δν, agrees perfectly in both
cases and amounts to 18 cm−1 for the supported cluster and 19

Figure 9. Phase diagram of VO and VO2 monomers as a function of
temperature T and oxygen pressure pO2

. The black dotted lines mark

the experimental oxygen pressure and the corresponding form-
aldehyde desorption temperature at low vanadia coverage, that is,
10−9 atm and 370 K. (See ref 12.)

Table 5. Harmonic Frequencies of the VO Stretching
Vibration Given in Inverse Centimeters

νVO calculated exp.20

VO 1029a

VO2 1023b 1006
V2O4-chain 1015c 1024d

V2O4-ring 1040c 1058d

V3O6 1048c 1061d 1033
aRef 21: 1055 cm−1. bRef 21: 1046 cm−1. cAsymmetric mode.
dSymmetric mode.
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cm−1 for the gas phase cluster. Note that relative shifts in νVO
between monomer and the dimer species were found to agree
remarkably well. Gas-phase cluster results predict a ΔνVO
between “monomeric” 3A and symmetric and asymmetric
mode in the 2A “dimer” of 35 and 16 cm−1, respectively.
Recalling the values for the adsorbed monomer VO2 and the
V2O4-ring species (see Table 5), ΔνVO amounts to 35 cm−1

for the symmetric mode and 17 cm−1 for the asymmetric mode,
which is in perfect agreement with the cluster result. Taking the
adsorbed VO monomer as a reference, these values would
change to 29 cm−1 as the relative shift to the symmetric mode
and 11 cm−1 as the relative shift to the asymmetric mode in
V2O4-ring. Periodic calculations on the ceria supported
monomers by Popa et al.21 found a νVO of 1055 and 1046
cm−1 for VO and VO2, respectively. The aforementioned work
used more atoms (adsorbate plus first O− Ce− O trilayer) for
the calculation of the force constant matrix than this work. This
may explain the difference in the frequencies of ∼20 cm−1

compared with this work; however, relative shifts are not
noticeably affected. (See the discussion of experimentally
observed blue shift upon aggregation.) Because the deviation
is fairly small in terms of absolute numbers, the reduction of the
number of considered atoms, which drastically decreases the
computational workload, appears to be fully justified.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of oxygen defect formation energies, VO
monomers, dimers, and trimers are significantly less reactive
than analogous VO2 aggregations and are even less reactive
than the clean ceria surface. The oxygen defect formation
energy for the VO2 monomer is lower by 1 eV compared with
the clean surface and thus indicates a significantly higher
activity. For both types of oligomers, VO as well as VO2, the O
defect formation energy increases upon increasing nuclearity,
and thus larger aggregations are less reactive. Alterations in
hydrogenation energies are less pronounced for VO than for
VO2 aggregates; that is, they remain almost constant with
increasing nuclearity. For VO2, hydrogenation proceeds more
exothermic by 210 meV compared with VO2 trimer, indicating
that reactivity decreases with degree of nuclearity, which is in
accord with the trend observed for the O defect formation
energies. However, the more active (small) species were found
to be thermodynamically less favored; that is, there is an inverse
proportionality between thermodynamic stability and reactivity.
The monomeric vanadium oxide species observed on model
catalyst surfaces12,20 are not the thermodynamically most stable
ones. The aggregation to oligomeric species such as V3O6 is
hindered by substantial migration barriers for monomers. The
experimentally observed blue shift due to the coupling of dipole
moments in VO bonds “perpendicular” to the surface has
been confirmed for VO2 trimerization by the DFT+U harmonic
frequencies.
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on March 1, 2013.
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By virtue of periodic density functional theory, we investigate structure and

thermodynamic stability of (VO)k and (VO2)k (k ¼ 1, 2, 3) clusters deposited on

the CeO2(111) surface, which serve as models for the very active sub-monolayer

vanadia catalyst on a ceria support. We find V always completely oxidized

(oxidation state +5) and coordinated to four O atoms. As a consequence, Ce4+ is

(partially) reduced to Ce3+. Thus, localized Ce-4f states are populated, which

requires an onsite U-term (PBE+U) to avoid over-delocalization of f-electrons.

Importantly, trimers of VO2 were found to be extraordinarily stable

(agglomeration energy: �1.68 eV), whereas aggregation of VO species on

CeO2(111) is thermodynamically clearly unfavourable (agglomeration energy:

3.45 eV). As a consequence a large area of the VnOm phase diagram (for relevant

temperatures) is dominated by the VO2 trimer. The latter is less active towards

reduction/oxidation than the active monomer and dimer of VO2, which are not

present in the phase diagram at all, although directly observed by recent STM

measurements. This suggests that kinetic effects hinder VO2 to grow into larger

oligomers. The lowest migration energy barrier we found is as high as 1.95 eV,

which indicates that adsorbed monomeric VO2 is ‘‘kinetically locked’’ at low

temperatures and explains why monomers are stabilized on the ceria surface.
Introduction

Supported vanadium oxides represent very active and selective catalysts for many
reactions of industrial relevance, as e.g. the oxidative dehydrogenation (ODH) of
alcohols.1–5 However, activity and selectivity of the vanadium oxide catalyst is
strongly influenced by the rather complex interplay between several factors, most
importantly (i) the nature of support material,3,4,6,7 particularly its reducibility, as
well as (ii) loading of the support.8 On the one hand, reducible supporting oxides,
such as ceria, titania, and zirconia exhibit much higher turn-over frequencies for
ODH reactions than inert, irreducible oxides, as e.g. silica and alumina.4,7 On
the other hand, catalysts with loadings of vanadia corresponding to the so-called
monolayer or sub-monolayer surface coverage are pronouncedly more active than
crystalline V2O5 nanoparticles.

8

For a structural characterization of coexisting monomeric and polymerized vana-
dia of the aforementioned monolayer species, which wet the support, predominantly
Raman and UV/Vis spectroscopy,3,5,9–12 as well as X-ray absorption spectroscopy
have been used.13,14 Various model systems of vanadia catalysts, as e.g. single
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crystals,15,16 thin films,17–19 and clusters supported on planar metal oxide
substrates20–25 have been extensively studied both experimentally and theoreti-
cally.26–31

Ceria is an easily reducible support material ideally suited for oxidation reactions
following a Mars-van Krevelen mechanism.32 From a surface science viewpoint, it is
also perfectly suited for thin film experiments, since well defined surfaces can be
grown on metal substrates.33,34 The structure and reactivity of vanadia catalysts sup-
ported on CeO2(111) has been studied using photoelectron spectroscopy and
temperature-programmed desorption (TPD).23–25 However, these studies could not
resolve its atomic structure.
Recently, important structural as well as electronic structure details with respect

to monolayer vanadia catalysts supported on ceria were published.35–38 Employing
density functional theory (DFT) combined with experimental results using scanning
tunneling microscopy (STM), infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy (IRAS),
and X-ray photo emission spectroscopy (XPS), Baron et al.35 showed for the first
time that O]V5+On, i.e. vanadyl terminated species, are formed on the CeO2(111)
surface upon V deposition at various loadings. The nuclearity of vanadia species,
which sintered into larger polymers upon annealing to 700 K, could be directly
observed by STM and their vibrational properties could be monitored by IRAS.
Upon aggregation, the vanadyl stretching frequency was found to be blue-shifted

by approximately 25 cm�1 relative to the V]O stretching mode of the monomer.
Furthermore, XPS of the vanadia/ceria samples revealed a Ce-4f peak indicating
vanadium in its highest oxidation state (+5). These findings have been entirely
supported by DFT, predicting V or any VOn species deposited onto CeO2(111) to
be stabilized in the +5 oxidation state.37

Reactivity towards ODH of methanol of these model catalysts was studied by
TPD experiments.36 At very low loadings of vanadium, at which predominantly
monomeric vanadium oxide species were stabilized by CeO2(111), an extraordinary
increase of the methanol oxidation activity (‘‘a-peak’’ at low desorption tempera-
ture) could be detected.36,39 However, this low temperature TPD peak vanishes
upon increasing the V loading on the ceria support inducing formation of trimers
and larger oligomers. Thus, as mentioned in Ref. 35, reactivity of larger vanadia
clusters shows strong similarity to the reactivity of vanadia clusters supported on
alumina and silica.20,22,39 DFT calculations generated clear evidence for a true coop-
erative effect between catalyst and support: Ceria is accommodating the electrons
originating from V in its 4f states and vanadia is apparently releasing the oxygen
atom, which is energetically more costly in pure ceria. More specifically, it could
be shown that structure relaxation effects are largely responsible for the high reac-
tivity, as demonstrated by reactivity descriptors such as oxygen defect formation
energy40 or hydrogenation energy.41

A comprehensive theoretical investigation of reactivity trends as a function of size
of VO and VO2 oligomers was performed by Penschke et al.38 They confirmed the
experimental observations, that larger species, specifically VO2 oligomers, show
significantly larger O defect formation energies and gain less energy upon hydroge-
nation than monomeric VO2 at the CeO2(111) surface. These findings indicate lower
reactivity toward ODH reactions. Overall, they could establish (i) a direct relation
between thermodynamic stability and nuclearity of the vanadia clusters, and (ii)
an inversely proportional relation between stability and activity completely in line
with experiment. The authors conjectured that stabilization of VO2 monomers at
the ceria surface is due to kinetic effects, i.e. large migration barriers, which fits
the observation of a kinetically limited growth.35

Computation of these barriers, which has not been accomplished up to now, is
central aspect of the present work. We will discuss DFT+U results of two migration
pathways for monomeric VO2 at the CeO2(111) surface. We found that barriers are
very large due to deformation of the very stable O]VO3 tetrahedron as well as its
reduction upon migration. The conjecture about kinetic effects stabilizing vanadia
234 | Faraday Discuss., 2013, 162, 233–245 This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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monomers on ceria has therefore been confirmed by transition state theory (TST)
based on DFT+U. Therein neglected temperature effects will certainly modify
barrier heights quantitatively, but still we believe that TST provides a qualitatively
correct picture.
Computational details

Computational settings applied in this study follow closely those given in Ref. 38.
Calculations were performed using the projector augmented-wave (PAW)42,43

method as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP).44,45

We take care of corrections for the onsite Coulomb correlation of occupied f orbitals
via the DFT+U approach based on the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof PBE exchange–
correlation functional, i.e. PBE+U. The spin-polarized calculations employed a
Hubbard U parameter of 4.5 eV for the Ce f-electrons. A kinetic energy cutoff of
600 eV for the plane-wave basis set was employed. Structural optimizations
(including transition state structures) were performed until maximal forces acting
on the relaxed atoms were smaller than 0.02 eV �A�1. Vibrational frequencies use
central differences for the force derivative with atomic displacements of �0.015 �A.
We use a large p(4� 4) surface unit cell employing a cell vector of 15.518 �A (lattice

constant of 3.879 �A). The cell was cut in [111] orientation from the bulk phase of
CeO2 optimized using the PBE+U(4.5) method (see Da Silva et al.46). The present
study uses two different slab models, one consisting of 9 atomic layers (Ce48O96)
for calculations on thermodynamic stability, and a second one consisting of 6 atomic
layers (Ce32O64) for the computationally more involved nudged elastic band (NEB)
calculations as implemented in VASP following the algorithms discussed in Ref. 47
and 48. Refinement of transition state structures was accomplished by the so-called
climbing image method as implemented by Henkelman and coworkers.49 Sampling
of the Brillouin zone was restricted to the G point. We use asymmetric slab models,
i.e. atomic positions of the lowest lying trilayer were fixed in bulk positions. The
vacuum layer was set to 10 �A. Careful tests showed that using six instead of nine
layers results in an increased absolute value for the VO2 adsorption energy by
0.12 eV only, i.e. 2.35%. Structural parameters are virtually identical.
All optimized structures were proved to be minima by the absence of imaginary

vibrational frequencies. Similarly, transition state structures were identified by a
single imaginary mode as well as by following along the normal mode eigenvector
down-hill the internal reaction coordinate. Frequency calculations employ partial
Hessians. For consistency reasons, the supported vanadium oxides are labeled
VnOm, with n and m corresponding to the content of the surface cell on V and O
atoms in addition to the CeO2(111) surface. PBE+U corrected for dispersion effects
use the method suggested by Grimme50,51 (for the van der Waals parameters, cf.
Ref. 38).
Results

Structural details of oligomeric VO and VO2 at CeO2(111)

Most important minimum energy structures of species considered in this work are
shown in Fig. 1. As stated in previous work,35–37 the essential structural motif is a
slightly distorted vanadate tetrahedron having the vanadium atom in its center,
coordinated to four oxygen ligands, i.e. three V–O–M bonds, with M being either
V or Ce and a single vanadyl (V]O) bond. Importantly, per VO unit three surface
Ce4+ are reduced to Ce3+, whereas per VO2 only one Ce

3+ is formed (depicted as dark
blue balls in Fig. 1). The influence on the total energy upon varying Ce3+ sites at the
surface as well as varying spin alignments, i.e. ferromagnetic versus antiferromag-
netic states, was found to be small. For further discussions on this issue we refer
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013 Faraday Discuss., 2013, 162, 233–245 | 235
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Fig. 1 Minimum energy structures of VO (top) and VO2 (bottom) species represented as ball
and stick models. For clarity reasons, only a (3x3) cut-out of the first O–Ce–O trilayer is shown.
Color code: Ce4+: light blue; Ce3+: dark blue; V5+: green; surface O2�: red; O2� originating from
VO and VO2: orange. Corresponding schematic representations are given below. Bond
distances are given in pm. The ‘‘special’’ O atom in VO2 and V2O4 is highlighted red and
‘‘OS’’ refers to a surface oxygen atom. Ball-stick models were created using XCrysDen.52
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to Ref. 38, but emphasize that changes in the energy due to the above mentioned
effects were estimated to be smaller than 320 meV (¼ 30 kJ mol�1).
Most important difference between VO- and VO2-based systems adsorbed on

CeO2(111) is the way how oligomers are built. The VO dimer and trimer exclusively
use surface oxygen atoms for this purpose, whereas vanadium atoms in V2O4

and V3O6 are linked by the oxygen atoms of the VO2 moieties. We emphasize the
existence of a special, ‘‘interphase’’ oxygen atom in VO2 and V2O4 distinct to other
anchoring oxygen atoms. It connects vanadium to a surface cerium atom with a
bond length of 225 pm. This special oxygen atom is vertically displaced from the
surface and the associated V–O bond distance of 174 pm is shorter compared to
the distance of V to a regular surface O atom (see Fig. 1).
Another structural characteristic of VO2 monomer and dimer is a ‘‘pseudo-

oxygen-vacancy’’ formed upon adsorption. The importance of this structural feature
was revealed by mechanistic studies on the oxidation of methanol at the
VO2$CeO2(111) model catalyst.53 The pseudo-vacancy is well seen in top-view repre-
sentations of the surface cell (see M1 in Fig. 6 or Fig. 1 and 5 in Ref. 38). It is not
related to the aforementioned special O atom, but results from a regular surface O
atom coordinated to V. Upon formation of the O]VO3 tetrahedron, the surface O
needs to adopt a pronouncedly upraised position relative to the surface, which opens
a ‘‘hole’’ in the hexagonal O–Ce–O surface network, which was also found for V2O4.
Concerning VO oligomers, the O]VO3 tetrahedron is located such that V coor-

dinates in hollow position relative to three surface oxygen atoms, which results in a
trigonal local symmetry. As a consequence, V is approximately located atop a
subsurface oxygen atom. In V3O6, the gas-phase VO2 ad-species create a hexagonal
236 | Faraday Discuss., 2013, 162, 233–245 This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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ring of three O–V (gas-phase) moieties (orange O atoms in Fig. 1), and V atoms
directly bind to surface oxygen atoms. In this case no pseudo-vacancy is formed.
Simulations of STM images based on the Tersoff-Hamann54,55 approximation

are presented in Fig. 2. The images probe the occupied valence bands from
�2.0 to �0.5 eV with respect to the Fermi level. As depicted in the densities of states
(Fig. 3 and 4 in Ref. 38), these states predominantly consist of O-2p orbitals.
The images show VO and VO2 units as bright blobs in agreement with experiment

(cf. e.g. Ref. 35). VO clusters appear slightly smaller than VO2 clusters. This effect is
slightly more pronounced for respective dimers. In Fig. 2, surface oxygen atoms
emerge as grey blobs, but these details are hardly resolved in experimental images
(compare with Fig. 1a in Ref. 35). Note that the dark areas close to VO2 and
V2O4 indicate the above mentioned missing surface oxygen atom, which strongly
reconstructs in order to coordinate to V, that is, it opens a ‘‘pseudo vacancy’’. More-
over, the experimentally observed distance of spots within trimers approximately
equal to the lattice constant of CeO2 is confirmed by the simulation. However,
according to Fig. 2, unambiguous discrimination between VO and VO2 species
merely based on STM appears hardly possible.
Thermodynamic stability

Relative stabilities of the various vanadium oxide clusters are obtained using
PBE+U as well as dispersion-corrected PBE+U+D total energies. Agglomeration
energies are obtained by virtue of eqn (1),

a{VO$(CeO2)48} + b{VO2$(CeO2)48} !
{Va+bOa+2b$(CeO2)48} + (a + b � 1) {(CeO2)48}, (1)

and compiled in Table 1. The agglomeration of VO2 units corresponds to an
exothermic process and is therefore thermodynamically favourable (dimerization:
�0.30 eV; trimerization: �1.68 eV). Correcting for dispersion effects lowers these
energies by 90 and 310 meV, respectively. In contrast, agglomeration of VO units
Fig. 2 Simulated STM images of various adsorbed vanadium oxide clusters. The occupied
states between �2 and �0.5 eV with respect to the Fermi level have been probed (mainly
O-2p). The unit cell is represented by the red frame. The vanadia clusters are seen as bright
blobs, whereas surface oxygen atoms emerge as grey blobs.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013 Faraday Discuss., 2013, 162, 233–245 | 237
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Fig. 3 Phase diagram of various adsorbed vanadium oxide clusters, calculated with (full lines)
and without (dotted lines) dispersion correction. The figure shows the most stable species as a
function of DmV and DmO, with the latter translated into a pressure scale for T ¼ 700 K.

Fig. 4 Variation in the surface free energy, Dg, with respect to a varying oxygen chemical
potential, DmO, for V (red), VO (green), VO2 (blue), VO3 (magenta), and VO4 (cyan) deposited
on CeO2(111) using a (4x4) super cell. The scale opposite to the DmO-axis represents its trans-
lation into the corresponding partial pressure (p/p0 with p0 ¼ 1 atm) at 700 as well as 300 K.
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proceeds strongly endothermically. Dimerization requires 0.91 eV, whereas for the
trimerization 3.45 eV are needed. Upon adding the correction for dispersion, these
energies slightly decrease by 70 and 320 meV, respectively, hence energies decrease
to a similar extent compared with dispersion-corrected results for VO2. Sign and
magnitude of agglomeration energies of ‘‘mixed’’ VO and VO2 clusters depend on
the mixing ratio of respective species. A single VO unit agglomerates with a single
VO2 with 0.0 eV as corresponding reaction energy, which decreases by 110 meV,
i.e. becomes slightly exothermic, upon inclusion of dispersion effects. Depending
on whether VO2 or VO prevails, aggregation runs exothermic (2VO2 + VO:
�0.44 eV) or endothermic (VO2 + 2VO: 1.00 eV; see Table. 1).
238 | Faraday Discuss., 2013, 162, 233–245 This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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Table 1 Agglomeration energies without (DEAgg) and with dispersion effects (DEAgg+D) given

in eV

Reactants Product DEAgg DEAgg+D

2 VO V2O2 0.91 0.84

3 VO V3O3 3.45 3.13

2 VO2 V2O4 �0.30 �0.39
3 VO2 V3O6 �1.68 �1.99
VO + VO2 V2O3 0.00 �0.11
2 VO + VO2 V3O4 1.00 0.84

VO + 2 VO2 V3O5 �0.44 �0.66
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The phase diagram of VnOm clusters deposited on CeO2(111) is depicted in Fig. 3.
VnOm is supposed to be in equilibrium with the pristine surface, V bulk and O2 (in
gas phase). Within the framework of ‘‘ab initio thermodynamics’’56 stability of
different adsorbates on a surface is based on the surface free energy, as a function
of the Gibbs free energy. The variation of the surface free energy Dg is calculated
according to

Dg ¼ 1

A
$
h
DEf � n$DmVða;TÞ �m$DmOð p;TÞ

i
: (2)

DEf is calculated according to

DEf ¼ EðVnOm$CeO2Þ � EðCeO2Þ � n$EðVÞ �m

2
$EðO2Þ: (3)

Eqn (2) and (3) use A as the area of the surface unit cell, n and m represent the
number of vanadium and oxygen atoms added to the surface, DmV and DmO are
the respective chemical potentials of vanadium and oxygen relative to the chemical
potential at T ¼ 0 K. The equations refer to solid V and gas-phase O2. For solid V,
the PBE total energy of metallic vanadium (bcc unit cell) was used (see also Ref. 38).
As shown in Fig. 3, V3O6 is the most stable species over a wide range of oxygen

partial pressure and vanadium activity. At 700 K, the annealing temperature used
in Ref. 35, V3O6 is the most stable phase for p(O2) > 10�10 atm. At strongly negative
chemical potentials of oxygen, reduced species of V3O6 (e.g. V3O5 and V3O4) become
more stable. As expected, under UHV (approximately 10�11 to 10�14 atm) and very
low chemical potentials for V, the clean ceria surface is preferred thermodynami-
cally. Most importantly, the active VO2 species (monomer and dimer) are not visible
on the diagram at all. This implies that these species have a significantly lower
stability compared to the others. As stated in Ref. 38, correcting for dispersion
effects does not incur qualitative changes in terms of relative stability of the VnOm

phases considered in this work, which is indicated in Fig. 3 by the full lines.
However, upon inclusion of dispersion effects, it becomes slightly more difficult to
create oxygen defective systems.
We re-visited the stability of themonomericVOn (n¼ 0� 4) species studied by Popa

et al.37 using a larger p(4 � 4) unit cell to study coverage induced effects, i.e. possible
interactions between the adsorbates (see Fig. 4). We confirm the findings presented in
Ref. 37. Interestingly, at low temperatures (see pressure scale for 300K in Fig. 4) VO2

is the most stable one, whereas for high temperatures its reduced form, VO, gains
stability. Formally, at 700 K VO2 is stable within a pressure range of 10�1 up to 106

atm, and hence indicating that VO2 is present under mildly reducing conditions.
However, the upper boundary of this range represents very high pressures challenging
the ideal gas assumption applied in ab initio thermodynamics.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013 Faraday Discuss., 2013, 162, 233–245 | 239
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Migration pathways of VO2$CeO2(111)

Path 1. NEB calculations for the first migration pathway (M1 – TS2 – M3 – TS4,
cf. Fig. 5 and 6) investigated in this work start out from the minimum energy struc-
ture found for VO2 at the CeO2(111) surface (see Fig. 1). We will refer to this struc-
ture as M1 throughout this work. Relative energies and barriers reported in this
section represent energy differences relative to M1.
NEB requires interpolation between two sets of coordinates corresponding to

respective minimum energy structures. Therefore, to generate the structure of
migrated VO2, M1 was translated along one quarter of a cell vector. By virtue of
subsequent NEB calculations, transition state structure TS2 was found. TS2 can
be reached upon twisting the VO4 tetrahedron of M1. Importantly, along this
mode, it is the special, interphase oxygen, which is detached from the Ce atom.
The rotational direction in M1 is indicated by an orange arrow at the special oxygen
atom (cf.M1 in Fig. 6). The barrier of this step amounts to 0.77 eV (¼ 74 kJ mol�1).
Relaxation of TS2 such that the special oxygen atom could fully re-establish

its coordination at the ‘‘target’’ Ce atom yielded the local minimum M3,
0.22 eV (¼ 21 kJ mol�1) higher in energy than M1. This small energy difference is
plausible, since M3 is structurally closely related to M1. Upon formation of M3,
the pseudo-vacancy as described in previous sections, is closed and re-created at a
different position, as easily seen by comparing M1 with M3.
Running NEB on a number of images interpolating between M3 and the trans-

lated M1 structure, we found a transition state structure TS4 associated with a
barrier of 1.95 eV (¼ 188 kJ mol�1). Its imaginary mode is represented by inversion
of the planar O]VO2 moiety while the approaching/detaching surface oxygen
atoms oscillate in the surface. Here, vanadium accommodates the oxidation state
+4, as monitored by the projected spin-density (V4+ coloured dark green in
Fig. 6). Starting out from TS4, M1 can be reached by the neighbouring surface
oxygen atom coordinating to the VO3 moiety (indicated by orange arrows). This
step recreates the pseudo-vacancy. In addition, an analogous local minimum M4
was found, which is similar to gas-phase VO3 or VO3

+, i.e. structurally related to
an oxygen defective VO4 tetrahedron forming a trigonal pyramid.57 In TS4 and
M4 the bond distance between V and the anchoring surface O is equal to 179 pm
and the vanadyl bond is equal to 163 pm. In M4 the bond between V and the special
O amounts to 171 pm and is therefore 1 pm shorter compared with the correspond-
ing bond in TS4.

Path 2. For the second migration path, M1 was translated along a quarter of the
second cell vector. We found a very symmetric transition state structure TS5, corre-
sponding to a barrier of 2.73 eV (¼ 263 kJ mol�1). The mode transforming M1 into
TS5 (indicated by a purple arrow inM1) relates to a rocking mode of the VO2 moiety
Fig. 5 Proposed energy profile for two different migration pathways of VO2$CeO2(111).
Barrier heights are given in eV. Local minima on the PES are indicated with ‘‘M’’, whereas tran-
sition state structures are indicated with ‘‘TS’’.

240 | Faraday Discuss., 2013, 162, 233–245 This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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Fig. 6 Top views of structures corresponding to the proposed migration pathways depicted in
Fig. 5. Arrows (orange: pathway 1; purple pathway 2) indicate the direction of atomic motion
creating the ensuing stationary point. Colour code similar to Fig. 1, except for V4+ (dark green).
Subsurface oxygen is shown in dark red and surface oxygen is shown in red. Ball-stick models
were created using VESTA.58
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(originally from gas phase). TS5 is reached by detaching the special anchoring O
from Ce and a simultaneous flip of the vanadyl O atom towards the surface. In
TS5, both aforementioned O atoms adopt a bond distance to V of 163 pm and
can therefore be identified as V]O bonds. The O]V]O bond angle amounts to
110�. In fact, the species can be viewed as a (closed-shell) VO3

� (two vanadyl O,
V5+, O2� as anchoring oxygen). The corresponding imaginary mode consists of a
rocking motion of the O]V]O group and simultaneous ‘‘asymmetric’’ movements
of two surface O atoms underneath. When O]V]O tilts towards the surface, the
nearby O approaches the V atom, while the other one moves back into the surface.
Upon relaxation of TS5, one of the vanadyl oxygen atoms coordinates to cerium,

which re-establishes the VO4 tetrahedron adopting the local minimum structure M6,
0.28 eV (¼ 27 kJ mol�1) higher in energy thanM1. Note that the site of Ce3+ is altered
compared to previous structures, but extensive test calculations showed that there-
from incurred variations in the total energy are small.38 The tetrahedron moves
along the surface as indicated by purple arrows. In addition, the VO4 tetrahedron
deforms, opening an additional coordination site at the V nucleus. A surface O
atom binds to V creating the O]VO4 motif of TS7 (fivefold coordinated V), result-
ing in a barrier of 1.58 eV (¼ 152 kJ mol�1). It is noteworthy that the coordination
pattern of V in TS7 is akin to the situation in solid V2O5, resulting in very similar
V–O bond distances. The associated imaginary mode is represented by an asym-
metric stretching motion of O–V–O, whereas the first O heals (see purple arrow in
TS7) and the second one re-opens a pseudo-vacancy.
Relaxation of TS7 drives the system into M8, 0.60 eV (¼ 58 kJ mol�1) higher in

energy than M1. The rocking motion transforming M8 into M1 essentially preserves
the structure of the VO4 tetrahedron and is, therefore, only associated with a small
barrier of 0.33 eV (¼ 32 kJ mol�1). For this step the special oxygen detaches from the
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013 Faraday Discuss., 2013, 162, 233–245 | 241
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Ce atom restoring V]O, whereas the former vanadyl oxygen coordinates to a neigh-
bouring Ce atom, thereby re-creating the special, ‘‘interphase’’ oxygen atom (purple
arrow in M8).

Discussion

Based on the aforementioned findings, a rather clear-cut picture can be drawn. VO
and VO2 adsorb on the CeO2(111) surface such that V]O bonds are formed point-
ing away from the surface. Speaking in terms of a growth mode, VO2 behaves
distinctly from VO. Additional VO species just occupy a neighbouring trigonal
surface oxygen hollow site. Thus, growing occurs rather regularly by placing one
VO next to another. V]O bonds are oriented rather perpendicularly to the surface
forming a flat sub-monolayer. In larger VO2 units, connectivity changes qualitatively
upon growth. The dimer shows a structurally similar characteristic compared with
the monomer. Specifically it forms a rather open, chain-like structure, featuring a
special oxygen atom as well as a pronouncedly lifted surface oxygen atom bound
to V. The strong reorientation of the O atom, which binds to the V nucleus,
opens a ‘‘pseudo-oxygen vacancy’’, and perturbs the regular Ce–O surface network
significantly. However, for V3O6, the situation is entirely different. It is built from
three gas-phase VO2 units creating a ring with V atoms bridged by gas-phase oxygen
atoms. None of the oxygen atoms coordinates to a surface Ce atom, as found for the
monomer and the dimer. V3O6 binds via vanadium atoms to three surface oxygen
atoms. As a consequence none of them needs to reorient or relax, i.e. the regular
Ce–O network is largely preserved, and no pseudo-vacancies are formed. Although
V]O bonds in V3O6 are rather tilted towards the surface, still it adopts a flat ring
structure at the CeO2(111) surface. This flat growth mode of vanadia oligomers on
the ceria surface was observed experimentally according to the apparent heights
detected by STM for higher V coverage at CeO2(111).

35 Thus, our PBE+U results
completely support this observation.
The experimentally observed blue-shift of the IR active vanadyl stretching

frequency upon formation of larger VOn aggregations was studied by DFT for
VO oligomers in Ref. 35 and for VO2 oligomers in Ref. 38. Both calculated shifts,
comparing VO and VO2 monomers with respective trimers, fit very well to the
observed value of 27 cm�1, and hence based on the IR frequencies only, discrimina-
tion between VO and VO2 is not possible.
However, larger VO and VO2 species are very distinct in terms of stability. While

aggregation of VO2 moieties runs strongly exothermic, the aggregation of VO is
thermodynamically not beneficial. Thus, as presented in Table. 1, DFT predicts
deposited VO2 to aggregate into very stable trimers, dominating the phase diagram
for not too negative vanadium chemical potentials and for oxygen partial pressures
greater than 10�11 atm (UHV) at elevated temperatures (700 K, the temperature
applied to sinter vanadium oxide on CeO2(111), cf. Ref. 35).
However, as discussed by Penschke et al. in Ref. 38, the penalty for such a high

stability of V3O6 is a loss in activity, which was also observed by TPD.36 Our
previous studies on activity clearly indicate that the VO2 monomer and dimer are
particularly active towards O defect formation and hydrogenation, a finding exactly
matching the aforementioned TPD experiment. By virtue of STM applied to the
catalyst at low coverage, monomers and dimers were observed as the predominant
species, whereas for higher coverages larger oligomers, e.g. trimers and heptamers
could be detected. A distinction between monomers and trimers can be easily
made, since monomers appear as bright blobs, whereas trimers appear as trefoils,
i.e. bright blobs in three-fold symmetry. The simulated STM images presented in
this work perfectly agree with the observation (see Fig. 2).
The active VO2 species (monomer and dimer), although observed experimentally,

do not appear in the phase diagram at all. This is explained by kinetic effects, i.e.
large migration barriers of VO2. Two distinct migration pathways of a VO2
242 | Faraday Discuss., 2013, 162, 233–245 This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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monomer at the CeO2(111) surface were studied by means of NEB. Indeed, we were
successful in locating required transition state structures and local minima, and we
found extraordinarily high barriers preventing VO2 to migrate and hence to
dimerize, trimerize etc.
The first pathway investigated follows a two-step mechanism: (i) the VO4 tetrahe-

dron moves rather rigidly preserving its coordination sphere and the ‘‘special’’ O
binds to a different surface Ce ion. Note that along this pathway the (previous)
special oxygen atom remains always coordinated to V. This step is associated with
a lower barrier of 0.77 eV. (ii) Subsequent stepwise substitution (O detachment/
attachment) of anchoring surface oxygen atoms requires a very high activation
energy of 1.95 eV (¼ 188 kJ mol�1). In the second step V5+ was reduced to V4+.
Note that initializing electron spin density at a nearby Ce atom in order to create
the ‘‘missing’’ Ce3+ in TS4/M4 always yields V4+(3d1) and Ce4+(4f0). The same was
found upon slight distortion of the structures. Considering the findings of previous
work on mixed metal V/Ce gas-phase clusters59 and the DFT+U studies on bulk
CeVO4,

60 it is plausible that M4 or TS4 have to be high in energy, since the coordi-
nation number of V in M4/TS4 is low, but still V adopts oxidation state +4. Low
coordinated V, as found in gas-phase clusters, solid CeVO4 or vanadia clusters
deposited on ceria, prefers the oxidation state +5. As shown by the aforementioned
test calculations, TS4 and M4 do not represent artefacts, but appear to be robust
even under structural distortion.
For the second pathway, the following sequence of steps was found: (i) First, the

special O is detached from surface Ce creating a VO3 species (TS5), but V remains in
oxidation state +5. We found again that detachment of O from V is associated with a
very high barrier, independent of the reduction of V as observed in the first pathway.
(ii) Second, a re-coordination occurs, forming O]VO4 and gaining 2.45 eV in
energy with subsequent formation of a five-fold coordinated V (1.58 eV barrier).
(iii) O coordinated to V detaches and heals the pseudo-vacancy. This re-coordina-
tion process has a high barrier, similar to the second step of the first mechanism.
Subsequently, the VO4 tetrahedron relaxes and re-opens the pseudo-vacancy and
(iv) finally, a VO4 rocking motion (presumably a step with a very low barrier,
comparable to (i) of the first migration pathway) transforms the system back into
the starting structure (M1).
Importantly, we emphasize that temperature effects, entirely neglected in our

study, will certainly affect barriers. At elevated temperatures the oxygen ion mobility
of the CeO2 support is most likely sufficiently high to influence migration processes
of vanadium oxide clusters deposited on it. Experimentally, monomeric vanadate
species sinter upon heating to 700 K and ultimately form vanadia trimers, as
observed by Baron et al. (see Fig. 1 in Ref. 35). We believe that under realistic condi-
tions, the support ‘‘helps’’ the O]VO3 tetrahedron to migrate, and therefore
barriers should be substantially lower than our predictions, i.e. 1.86 eV. Neverthe-
less, the barriers obtained using PBE+U generate clear evidence for the previously
conjectured kinetic hindrance of migrating vanadate tetrahedrons on the ceria
surface. It is known that barriers obtained using GGA functionals are usually under-
estimated.61,62 Thus, the energy barriers presented in this work most likely represent
even lower boundaries to barriers obtained using e.g. hybrid functionals, which are
expected to be more accurate.63 However, it would be interesting to compare energy
barriers with enthalpy barriers including temperature effects by virtue of harmonic
frequencies, but we expect that the aforementioned effects do not alter our findings
qualitatively.
We mention that current studies on the oxidation mechanism of methanol at the

VO2$CeO2(111) interface,
53 provide strong evidence that the pseudo-vacancy plays

an important role. We firmly believe that it is this very structural feature of the ceria
surface, created upon adsorption/formation of vanadia, which drives the system
towards the theoretically determined high activities in Mars-van Krevelen processes.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013 Faraday Discuss., 2013, 162, 233–245 | 243
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The large relaxation effects upon oxygen defect formation in the active, monomeric
VO2 species in fact heal the pseudo-vacancy.
Summary

Based on TST using PBE+U, we found that small VO2 species, although thermody-
namically unstable, are stabilized at the CeO2(111) surface, because of hugemigration
energy barriers. This is mainly due to (i) deformation of the vanadate tetrahedron as
well as (ii) required re-coordination ofO toV.Re-coordinationwas found to go along
with activation energies as large as 2.73 eV (¼ 263 kJ mol�1). However, the lowest
energy barrier we found amounts to 1.95 eV (¼ 188 kJmol�1). Specifically, we studied
two possible pathways: (i) V features threefold coordination with oxygen atoms, with
or without simultaneous reduction of V5+ to V4+, or (ii) V adopts a fivefold coordina-
tion, with V in its highest oxidation state (+5). Intermediate steps, associated with
rather rigid rotation or only slight deformation of the vanadate tetrahedron, corre-
spond to moderate barriers of 0.77 eV (¼ 74 kJ mol�1) only. Thus, it appears that
any reaction steps involving detachment of O atoms coordinated to V are extremely
unlikely.
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ABSTRACT: Density functional theory is used for periodic
models of monomeric vanadia species deposited on the
CeO2(111) surface to study dissociative adsorption of methanol
and its subsequent dehydrogenation to formaldehyde. Dispersion-
corrected PBE+U calculations are performed and compared with
HSE and B3LYP results. Dissociative adsorption of methanol at
different sites on VO2·CeO2(111) is highly exothermic with
adsorption energies of 1.8 to 1.9 eV (HSE+D). Two relevant
pathways for desorption of formaldehyde are found with intrinsic
barriers for the redox step of 1.0 and 1.4 eV (HSE+D). The calculated desorption temperatures (370 and 495 K) explain the
peaks observed in temperature-programmed desorption experiments. Different sites of the supported catalyst system are involved
in the two pathways: (i) methanol can chemisorb on the CeO2 surface filling a so-called pseudovacancy and the H atom is
transferred to an V−O−Ce interphase bond or (ii) CH3OH may chemisorb at the V−O−Ce interphase bond and form a V−
OCH3 species from which H is transferred to the ceria surface, providing evidence for true cooperativity. In both cases, ceria is
directly involved in the redox process, as two electrons are accommodated in Ce f states forming two Ce3+ ions whereas
vanadium remains fully oxidized (V5+).

1. INTRODUCTION

Solid catalysts are complex systems with the active component
dispersed on a supporting oxide. Heterogeneous catalysis
provides ample evidence for the important role of the support
for the activity and selectivity of a catalyst.1,2 As a recent
example, several orders of magnitude activity changes have
been observed for CO oxidation on Pt nanoparticles supported
on different oxides.3 Here, we deal with transition metal oxides
as industrially relevant catalysts that activate C−H bonds. Over
more than a decade, evidence has been gathered4−6 for a 3 to 4
orders of magnitude change in activity for, e.g., vanadium oxide
supported on a broad variety of reducible and nonreducible
oxides,7 but an atomistic understanding has not yet been
achieved. The reported results are for the partial oxidation of
methanol to formaldehyde, but for the partial oxidation of
ethanol and the oxidative dehydrogenation of propane the same
observations have been made.8,9 It has also been inferred that
the support determines the type and distribution of the vanadia
species and that these differences are the reason for the
variation in turnover frequencies with the support for a given
vanadium loading.8,10

Ceria-supported transition metal oxide catalysts are partic-
ularly active. Recent experimental and theoretical studies,
including surface science experiments on model catalysts,9,11−13

point to a very special role of this support.14 It stabilizes the
reduced state of the catalyst by accommodating electrons in the
cerium f states, while vanadium remains in its highest oxidation
state. This redox participation of the surroundings of an active
MO site in the C−H bond activation has also been found in

enzymes. In cytochrome P450 which selectively oxidizes C−H
bonds to C−OH bonds, the porphyrin ligand of the active
FeIVO species also participates in the redox reaction.15 This
may be considered a unifying concept in catalysis.
The above-mentioned and other results raise doubts about

attempts7,16 to ascribe the observed activity changes to the
V−O−M interphase bond only (M − metal of the supporting
oxide) and to map the support effect to one parameter such as
Sanderson’s electronegativity. While the higher activity of ceria-
supported catalysts compared to nonreducible supports such as
alumina and silica has been rationalized9,13 by means of the
energy of oxygen defect formation as a descriptor,17,18 detailed
information on how the support interferes with the elementary
reaction steps is still missing. This is the subject of the present
computational study. Specifically, for the methanol oxidation
we will examine which of the available sites participate in the
initial chemisorption step and in the hydrogen transfer step: the
VO site, the V−O−M interphase sites, or sites at the
supporting oxides. To reduce complexity connected with
varying size distribution for different supports,8,10 in this
study we focus on monomeric vanadia species and, hence, do
not consider V−O−V sites. A previous study on silica-
supported vanadia showed that larger species are more
reactive,19 whereas for vanadia on ceria the opposite was
predicted.20
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For the vanadia/silica system21 a previous computational
study of monomeric sites (later confirmed and augmented)22

has shown that first methanol chemisorbs on the V−O−Si
interphase bond as also inferred from experiments.23

Subsequently, a hydrogen atom is transferred from the methoxy
group to the vanadyl (VO) bond (see Figure 1). The latter is

the rate-determining redox step involving a biradicaloid
transition structure with vanadium in the +4 oxidation state
(d1 electron configuration on V). On release of CH2O, another
electron is transferred to vanadium, which acquires a d2 electron
configuration (+3 oxidation state). After water desorption, the
reduced catalyst features an oxygen vacancy. The catalytic cycle
is completed by a reoxidation step (Mars−van Krevelen),24 the
details of which have also been studied computationally.25

For monomeric vanadia species on ceria, we use a periodic
model of VO2 adsorbed on the CeO2(111) surface (see Figure
2). DFT+U calculations26 showed that VO2 is the most stable

VOn species under the slightly reducing conditions of the
model catalyst experiments.11 Vanadia is stabilized in its +5
oxidation state, and electrons are transferred to CeO2 as
indicated by DFT+U and XPS.11 Therefore, our surface model
features a Ce3+ ion which is always present in addition to the
one or two Ce3+ ions formed in the catalytic cycle. It also
features a cavity in the CeO2(111) surface, which we refer to as
a pseudovacancy27 and which turns out to be a strong
adsorption site. Driven by the strong preference of vanadium
for a tetrahedral coordination, the deposited VO2 species pulls
an oxygen ion out of the surface which creates the cavity.
We have found six different chemisorption structures for

methanol. For two of the most stable adsorption structures that
can form without a barrier we have studied possible reaction
pathways. For each of them, two transition structures have been
identified as well as a number of intermediates on the way to
the final products. Similarly to results for vanadia supported on
(reducible) titania28 (see also refs 29−31), the pathways with
the lowest apparent energy barriers directly involve the support.
In the first one, methanol chemisorbs at the V−O−Ce
interphase bond and forms a V−OCH3 species whose
hydrogen atom is transferred to the ceria surface. In the
alternative pathway methanol chemisorbs on the ceria surface

and the hydrogen atom is transferred to the V−O−Ce
interphase bond. In both cases, the transition structure features
a Ce3+ ion (in addition to the one already present in VO2/
CeO2(111)), while vanadium stays +5. In the fully reduced
state of the catalyst, there are two additional Ce3+ ions.
Integration of the Polanyi−Wigner desorption equation for
these two pathways using calculated desorption energies and
pre-exponentials yields two peaks that explain the temperature-
programmed desorption (TPD) features observed for the VOx/
CeO2(111) model catalyst.13 We conclude that changing the
support may change the active sites, and redox-active supports
may be directly involved in the redox step.
Density functional theory (DFT) is applied with the

Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof functional32 augmented by a
dispersion term.33,34 Attention is paid to the proper description
of electrons in vanadium d and cerium f states (“DFT+U”)35,36

and to the possible existence of broken-symmetry open shell
low-spin states as “biradicaloid” transition states. Comparison
with hybrid functionals is also made.

2. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
Calculations were performed using the projector augmented wave
(PAW) method37,38 as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation
package (VASP).39,40 The onsite Coulomb correlation of occupied f
orbitals is corrected with the DFT+U35,36 approach employing the
exchange-correlation functional of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof
(PBE)41 and an effective Hubbard-type U parameter of 4.5 eV for the
Ce 4f electrons, i.e. PBE+U. This U value was calculated self-
consistently by Fabris et al.42 A value between 3.0 and 5.5 eV leads to a
proper localization of the two electrons left upon oxygen removal from
CeO2.

43 The specific implementation of DFT+U used in this work
follows Dudarev et al.44,45 Selected structures were also calculated
using the hybrid functional by Heyd, Scuseria, and Ernzerhof (HSE)46

as well as B3LYP.47,48 A plane wave kinetic energy cutoff of 600 eV
was used, and structure optimizations were performed until forces
acting on the relaxed atoms were below 0.02 eV Å−1 for PBE+U and
0.04 eV Å−1 for hybrid functional calculations. The plane wave cutoff
determining the Fourier grid for the Fock exchange related routines
was set to 9/4 times the cutoff for expanding the orbitals. The
vanadium PBE pseudopotential includes the [Ar]-core 3p states in the
valence space. The semiempirical C6/R

6 term by Grimme (DFT+D2)
was added to correct for missing long-range dispersion-type
interactions.33,34 The required van der Waals parameters for Ce
were taken from ref 20. The global scaling parameter s6 was 0.75, 0.6,
and 1.05 for PBE+U, HSE, and B3LYP, respectively. Based on the
PBE+U results, dispersion correction affects structural parameters only
to a minor degree. Thus, when HSE and B3LYP results are reported,
these are results of single-point calculations for the respective DFT+D
structures.

The oxygen-terminated p(4 × 4) surface unit cell was generated
cutting bulk CeO2 in (111) orientation with cell vectors that amount
to 15.518 Å (PBE+U), 15.266 Å (HSE), and 15.452 Å (B3LYP),
respectively. Our slab model consists of nine atomic layers (Ce48O96),
where the bottom trilayer is frozen to simulate the bulk. The vacuum
layer was set to 10 Å. Because of the large cell, sampling of the
Brillouin zone was restricted to the Γ point.

Optimized structures using PBE+U were proven to be minima by
the absence of imaginary vibrational frequencies. Calculations of
harmonic frequencies include all atoms, but the frozen bottom trilayer.
The force constants are calculated as numerical derivative of forces
with atomic displacements of ±0.015 Å. Zero-point vibrational energy
(ZPVE) contributions are calculated from these frequencies.

Transition structures were obtained by nudged elastic band (NEB)
calculations49,50 in combination with the so-called climbing image
method51 as implemented in VASP. The improved dimer method
(IDM) was used to refine these structures.52,53

Figure 1. Mars−van Krevelen catalytic cycle for the methanol
oxidation at a silica-supported vanadia species.

Figure 2. VO2 deposited on the CeO2(111) surface. The ball and stick
model (right) uses the following color code: Ce4+ (blue), Ce3+ (dark
blue), O (red; subsurface dark red), and V (green).
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The ball-and-stick models in Figures 2, 3, and 6 were generated
using VESTA54 with the following color code: C (black), Ce4+ (blue),
Ce3+ (dark blue), H (white), O (red; subsurface dark red), and V
(green).

3. RESULTS
3.1. Methanol Adsorption. Figure 2 shows the tetrahedral

coordination of the monomeric vanadia surface species. It
contains a vanadyl group (rVO = 163 pm) and two different
types of interphase oxygen atoms. One connects V to a surface
cerium atom (rV−O = 174 pm), and two are surface oxygen
atoms (Os) to which VO2 is attached with its V atom (rV−O =
181 pm). Methanol can adsorb by insertion into an interphase
bond or into the pseudovacancy that opens in the surface when
VO2 is attached to the surface oxygen atoms. Figure 3 shows six
different adsorption structures, and Table 1 lists their energies.

Structure A1 is formed by chemisorption of CH3OH onto a
V−Osurface bond. It is similar to the structure found by Sauer
and co-workers21 for silica-supported vanadia. Vanadium stays
tetrahedrally coordinated, but the VO4 tetrahedron moves 25
pm up. One of the surface O atoms is replaced by the oxygen
atom in the methoxide, and the vanadyl oxygen atom attaches

to a Ce surface atom. Hence, this structure does not contain a
vanadyl VO bond anymore. The two V−O (Ce) interphase
bonds are shorter (171/167 pm) than in the surface vanadia
species. Upon methanol adsorption, the Ce3+ ion formed on
VO2 deposition

26 localizes next to the hydroxyl group located
on the CeO2 surface. The latter forms a hydrogen bond (172
pm) with the longer (171 pm) of the V−O interphase bond.
This structure is found to be the most stable one with an

adsorption energy of −1.89 eV, but its formation requires
significant structural rearrangements leading to a barrier of at
least 0.6 eV as estimated by NEB runs.
Structure A2 obtained by inserting methanol into a V−O

interphase bond is slightly less stable (−1.71 eV). The
methoxide replaces an anchoring oxygen atom, which relaxes
into the pseudovacancy. The hydroxyl group, located next to
the Ce3+ site, forms a weak hydrogen bond with the methoxide
oxygen atom with a H···O distance of 213 pm (see Figure 3).
Structure A3 is structurally and energetically very close to A2,
although the sites for the Ce3+ ion and the hydroxyl group are
different. Conversion of both structures into each other appears
to be easy with a low barrier of approximately 0.5 eV (see ref
55). It consists of a mere relocation of the hydroxyl H atom,
which interacts with the interphase O atom (182 pm).
Structure A4 is fundamentally different as methanol adsorbs

into the pseudovacancy. Dispersion stabilizes this adsorption
structure more than the other ones (Table 1), but the total
adsorption energy (−1.77 eV) is comparable to the values for
A2 or A3. The methoxide oxygen atom is located 34 pm above
the topmost surface layer, which is slightly higher than the
hydroxyl oxygen atom (31 pm). Ce3+ is located between the
hydroxyl group and the methoxide. Whereas the VO group is
still present, similar to A1, two nearly equivalent interphase
oxygen atoms are formed, one of which interacts with the
hydroxyl H atom (173 pm).
In structure A5, methanol is molecularly adsorbed. It forms a

hydrogen bond (136 pm) to the elevated anchoring oxygen
atom of the VO2 unit, and its oxygen is 89 pm above the
pseudovacancy, which is thus partially healed. Although
structure A5 is the most stable molecular adsorption structure
found, dissociation into A4 is favored by 0.4 eV. Since the
corresponding barrier is only 0.08 eV, molecular adsorption
structures should not be present on a (dehydrated) catalyst.
A second molecular adsorption structure A6 was found to be

significantly less stable. Methanol adsorbs atop of a Ce4+ ion
with a hydrogen bond (171 pm) to an interphase oxygen atom,
and stabilization by relaxation is minor.

3.2. Formaldehyde Formation. The most stable
adsorption structures presented in the previous section are
obvious starting points for various methanol oxidation
pathways, and for each adsorption structure, multiple oxidation
pathways are possible. Starting with A1, hydrogen transfer to
one of the interphase oxygen atoms leads to intrinsic barriers
greater than 2.0 eV and is, therefore, not relevant. Hydro-
genation energies indicate that hydrogen transfer to surface
oxygen atoms would be more favorable,20 but these are too far
away for this adsorption structure.
Starting with A2 or A3, the hydrogen atom can either be

transferred to the vanadyl group, the interphase oxygen atom,
or a CeO2 surface oxygen atom (A3 only). In the present work,
different hydrogen transfer pathways starting with A3
(methoxide bonded to V) and A4 (methoxide in pseudova-
cancy) are investigated using PBE+U and hybrid functionals.
Reaction pathways starting with A2 and A3 feature similar

Figure 3. Adsorption structures A1−A6 with hydrogen bond lengths
in pm. Additional colors include C (black) and H (white).

Table 1. Adsorption Energies Including Zero-Point
Vibrational Energies, ΔE0, for Methanol in eV

PBE+U+D D//PBE+U+Da

A1 −1.89 −0.20
A2 −1.72 −0.27
A3 −1.71 −0.29
A4 −1.77 −0.32
A5 −1.32 −0.30
A6 −0.95 −0.15

aDispersion contribution at the PBE+U+D structure.
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transition structures, but the intrinsic barriers for A2 are
roughly 0.2 eV higher. Therefore, reaction channels involving
A2 will not be mentioned explicitly. Total energies discussed in
this section are corrected for ZPVE and include dispersion
(PBE+U+D). The ZPVE contributions decrease barriers by at
most 0.2 eV, but do not affect reaction energies significantly.
3.2.1. Vanadium-Bonded Methoxide (A3). Figure 4 shows

intermediates and transition structures for hydrogen transfer to
the vanadyl group and to a CeO2 surface oxygen atom starting
with A3, and Table 2 reports selected bond distances. Figure 5

shows the reaction energy profile for the hydrogen transfer to
the vanadyl group. The transition structure TS1 consists of a
distorted five-membered ring. The imaginary mode (1502
cm−1) shows that the hydrogen transfer is accompanied by
planarization of the CH2O moiety, which then bends toward
the ceria surface. The barrier of this step (1.65 eV) results in a
slightly negative apparent barrier of −0.06 eV.

Structure A3 features one unpaired electron (doublet state),
the Ce f electron stemming from the deposition of VO2. In the
transition structure, this is the highest occupied orbital defining
the Fermi level. A spin-unpolarized calculation with a
pseudopotential excluding the Ce f states from the valence
bands affects the barrier by less than 0.04 eV and thus proves
the role of this Ce3+ ion as an “innocent spectator” in this
reaction. The second highest occupied orbital (2.0 eV below
the Fermi level) is populated by two electrons of opposite spin.
Its delocalization over the five-membered ring (see Figure 6)

points to a concerted mechanism. The projected electron
density shows that the vanadium dyz state is partially populated
and overlaps with the π* orbital of the CH2O moiety. Since, for
this transition structure, the ceria support is redox-innocent, it
does not come as a surprise that the barrier coincides with the
one reported by Sauer and co-workers21 for the methanol
oxidation on vanadia supported on the nonreducible silica.
Relaxation of TS1 yields intermediate I1, which contains a

V−O−CH2−O−Ce moiety, i.e. formaldehyde coordinated to
both VOX (rV−O = 181 pm) and the ceria support (rC−O = 138
pm). This structural motif is thermodynamically highly favored
over V···OCH2 present in the vanadia/silica system. The
oxidation step is strongly exothermic (−1.04 eV). Upon
relaxation, both electrons occupying the delocalized orbital of
the five-membered ring are transferred into Ce 4f states. Here,
we see true cooperativity between vanadia and the support: the
CH3O

− species formed in the chemisorption step has
transferred a proton to the vanadyl group and two electrons
to the ceria support.
The various pathways available for CH2O desorption are also

shown in Figure 5, and the corresponding structural schemes

Figure 4. Hydrogen transfer step starting with A3. Top row: transfer to the vanadyl group; bottom row: transfer to a surface oxygen atom. Dotted
lines represent hydrogen bonds, whereas dashed lines represent delocalized electrons.

Table 2. Selected Bond Distances (pm) for the Structures
Shown in Figure 4 Obtained with PBE+U+D

bond A3 TS1 I1 TS2 I6 I3

OH···O 177 182 203 195 187 146
V−O 172 169 164 171 169 177
VO 162 172 180 163 163 162
V−OC 183 188 181 185 196 186
O−C 143 141 147 137 129 141
C−H 110 153 − 139 − −
O−H − 128 97 121 97 97

Figure 5. PBE+U+D reaction energy profile (ZPVE-corrected) with
vanadyl O as the H-accepting atom and A3 as the starting structure.
Gibbs free energies (green) have been calculated for 300 K and 0.1
MPa. The plus sign after some structures indicates that the reported
energies include gas phase molecules, e.g. CH3OH for VO2+ or CH2O
for I2+.

Figure 6. Electron density isocontour (0.01 Å−3) for the second
highest occupied orbital of TS1 and spin density isocontour (0.01 Å−3)
for positive (yellow) and negative (purple) spin densities of TS2.
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are presented in Figure 7. Each route contains the following
elementary steps: formaldehyde desorption (I1 → I2, I3 → I4,
I5 → VO), water formation (I1 → I3, I2 → I4), and water
desorption (I3 → I5, I4 → VO). None of these pathways
seems to be favored over another, especially when considering
free energies, and may occur simultaneously. The desorbing
formaldehyde will contain either the methanol oxygen atom or
a surface oxygen atom. The former pathway would require the
formation of an under-coordinated vanadium, which involves
very high barriers;27 the desorbing formaldehyde is more likely
to contain a surface oxygen atom. Such an oxygen exchange in
the primary product of the methanol oxidation was observed by
Romanyshyn et al. at the V2O5(001) surface via isotope
labeling.56

Figure 8 shows the reaction energy profile for hydrogen
transfer to a CeO2 surface oxygen atom starting from the same

adsorption structure (A3). Following the trend in hydro-
genation energies, −1.34 eV for vanadyl groups and −1.51 eV
for surface oxagen atoms,20 the intrinsic barrier for TS2 (1.03
eV) is much lower than that for TS1. The apparent barrier is as
low as −0.68 eV. The imaginary mode belonging to the
transition structure TS2 (1464 cm−1) also features the
planarization of CH2O in addition to the hydrogen transfer.
In the TS2 transition structure (Figure 4), the electron has

been transferred into a Ce f orbital and the proton to a surface
oxygen atom. The electronic structure corresponds to an
antiferromagnetically coupled low-spin state (broken-symmetry
solution). One of these orbitals (purple isocontour in Figure 6)
is mostly Ce f, resulting in a second Ce3+ ion in addition to the
innocent one. The other state (yellow isocontour in Figure 6)
corresponds to the π* orbital of formaldehyde, but also extends
into the ceria surface. This is similar to what has been found for

the H transfer to the vanadyl oxygen atom at silica-supported
vanadia,21 in which case the electron is transferred into a V d
orbital, and the proton to the vanadyl oxygen atom. However,
the intrinsic barrier is much lower. Obviously, accommodating
electrons into Ce f states instead of vanadium d states is
energetically more favorable, which is in agreement with
previous findings.13,26

Relaxation of TS2 leads to intermediate I6, which contains a
partially reduced vanadium atom (V+4) with some electron
delocalization into the formaldehyde π* orbital (backbonding).
This intermediate contains the above-mentioned V···OCH2
motif, while the stable V−O−CH2−O−Ce structure is only
formed upon water formation (intermediate I3, Figure 8).
During this process, an electron moves from V d to Ce f,
resulting in two Ce3+ (plus one innocent one) compared to one
Ce3+ (plus one innocent one) in I6.

3.2.2. Methoxide Bonded in the Pseudovacancy (A4).
Starting with methoxide bonded in the pseudovacancy (A4),
hydrogen can be transferred to one of the interphase oxygen
atoms or a CeO2 surface oxygen atom. The latter was not
investigated since this pathway is expected to be very similar to
the oxidation of methanol adsorbed in an oxygen vacancy of
CeO2(111) as described in ref 57. Figure 9 shows two pathways
for hydrogen transfer which differ in the accepting interphase
oxygen atom, more distant from the methoxide (TS3) or closer
to it (TS4). Selected bond distances are given in Table 3.
The hydrogenation energy is the same in both cases,20 and

the lower barrier is obtained for the closer distance between
hydrogen and the accepting oxygen atom. Here, the simple
electronic reactivity descriptor that does not consider the local
structure of the active site faces its limits.
Transition structure TS3 is reached from A4 upon rotation

of the OVO3 tetrahedron toward the adsorbed methoxide
species. Along this rotation, the more distant interphase oxygen
atom detaches from the ceria surface inducing electron transfer
into the Ce 4f states. Thus, a second Ce3+ ion is created in the
surface in addition to the one already present. The other
unpaired electron (antiparallel spins) is delocalized over the
interphase oxygen p state and the CH2O π* state. The
imaginary mode (1501 cm−1) involves planarization of CH2O
as well as the H transfer. In addition, the hydrogen bond to the
surface hydroxyl group is weakened as indicated by bond
elongation (see Table 3). The apparent barrier and the reaction
energy for A4 → I3 are −0.68 and −1.01 eV, respectively.
Figure 10 shows the entire energy profile.
Structure I3 is reached from TS3 by hydrogen transfer to the

surface hydroxyl group forming water (Figure 9). No local

Figure 7. Elementary steps involved in water and formaldehyde desorption starting with I1. All these intermediates contain three Ce3+ ions; no
electron transfer between vanadia and ceria occurs during the desorption steps.

Figure 8. PBE+U+D reaction energy profile (ZPVE-corrected) with
surface O as the H-accepting atom and A3 as the starting structure.
Gibbs free energies (green) have been calculated for 300 K and 0.1
MPa. For some structures, the plus sign indicates that the reported
energies include gas phase molecules, e.g. CH3OH for VO2+.
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minimum structure was found for the corresponding
dihydroxide, where the interphase oxygen atom is protonated
instead. Intermediate I3 is also accessible from A3 via TS2.
Figure 11 provides an overview of the different intermediates

that can be reached from A3 or A4 on different routes. For the
routes passing through A4 and TS3, the desorbing form-
aldehyde (I3 → I4, I3 → I5 → VO) contains the methanol
oxygen atom and not a surface oxygen atom. Hence, no oxygen
isotope exchange will be observed.
The H transfer to the closer interphase O atom via TS4 is

preferred. The transition mode (1252 cm−1) also involves
planarization of the CH2O moiety. As with TS3, an electron is
partially transferred into Ce f states. Figure 12 shows the
reaction energy profile. Structures A4, TS4, and I7 are very
similar (see Table 3), and consequently, the intrinsic barrier is
only 0.69 eV and the apparent barrier is particularly low (−1.08
eV).

Intermediate I7 contains a bridged V−OH···CH2−O−Ce
motif with the CH2O fragment being structurally more similar
to formaldehyde than that in I3. Therefore, the desorption
energy amounts to 0.85 eV only. From I7 the dihydroxyl
species I8 is reached (see Figure 9), which subsequently
converts into the slightly more stable intermediate I4 (Figure
7) via another proton transfer. The water desorption is strongly
endothermic, but only mildly endergonic based on ΔG300.

3.3. Hybrid Functionals. For two adsorption structures,
the vanadium methoxide structure A3 and the pseudovacancy
structure A4, we have performed calculations using hybrid

Figure 9. Reaction mechanisms for the hydrogen transfer step starting with A4. Top row: transfer to the more distant interphase oxygen atom;
bottom row: transfer to the closer one. Dotted lines represent hydrogen bonds, whereas dashed lines represent delocalized electrons.

Table 3. Selected Bond Distances (pm) for the Structures
Shown in Figure 9 Obtained with PBE+U+D

bond A4 TS3 I3 TS4 I7

OH···O 171 185 146 178 186
V−O 176 181 177 173 169
VO 163 163 162 163 162
V−OC 175 172 186 181 195
O−C 143 139 141 137 127
C−H 110 139 − 137 −
O−H − 126 97 119 98

Figure 10. PBE+U+D reaction energy profile (ZPVE-corrected) for
methanol oxidation from adsorption structure A4 (methoxide in
pseudovacancy). Gibbs free energies (green) have been calculated for
300 K and 0.1 MPa. For some structures, the plus sign indicates that
the reported energies include gas phase molecules, e.g. CH3OH for
VO2+.

Figure 11. Reaction pathways for the ODH of methanol at VO2·
CeO2(111).

Figure 12. PBE+U+D reaction energy profile (ZPVE-corrected) for
methanol oxidation from adsorption structure A4 (methoxide in
pseudovacancy). Gibbs free energies (green) have been calculated for
300 K and 0.1 MPa. For some structures, the plus sign indicates that
the reported energies include gas phase molecules, e.g. CH3OH for
VO2+.
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functionals and the results are included in Table 4. The total
adsorption energies show only minor systematic deviations.

HSE+D and B3LYP+D predictions are about 0.1 and 0.2 eV,
respectively, more exothermic than the PBE+U+D values.
The varying amounts of dispersion (about 0.2 eV for HSE,

0.3 eV for PBE+U, and 0.5 eV for B3LYP) reflect the different
global scaling parameters (cf. Section 2). The dispersion
correction stabilizes A4 more strongly than A3, independent of
the functional used. This is reasonable, as A4 consists of
methanol in a binding pocket (pseudovacancy).
For structures starting from A3, Table 4 also compares PBE

+U+D results for intrinsic barriers, apparent barriers, and
reaction energies. As expected, PBE+U+D yields lower intrinsic
barriers than the hybrid functionals. The difference is about 0.3
eV for B3LYP+D (both transition structures). For HSE+D the
difference is smaller for TS1 (0.05 eV) than for TS2 (0.33 eV).
PBE+U+D reaction energies for both oxidation steps are 0.4 eV
more exothermic than hybrid functional results. Dispersion has
only a small effect on calculated intrinsic barriers and reaction
energies (less than 0.05 eV). Due to partial compensation with
differences for the adsorption energies, the PBE+U+D apparent
barriers are only 0.1 eV lower than the B3LYP+D barriers, and
0.06 or 0.22 eV lower than the HSE+D barriers for TS1 and
TS2, respectively.
Both hybrid functionals yield the same barriers for TS2, but

the barrier toward TS1 is 0.2 eV higher with B3LYP. We assign
this to the failure of the LYP correlation functional to describe
delocalized electronic states properly.58,59 Sauer and co-
workers21 reported that B3LYP overestimates the intrinsic
barrier for an equivalent transition state on a silica support by
0.17 eV compared to CCSD(T). Adding this CCSD(T)
decrement to the B3LYP result for TS1 yields a barrier very
close to the HSE result. Therefore, we believe that HSE can be
considered as accurate.

4. DISCUSSION
4.1. Methanol Adsorption. With −1.7 to −1.9 eV,

adsorption of methanol on VO2·CeO2(111) is highly
exothermic. This is easily understood when methanol adsorbs
into the pseudovacancy (A4), but it is also the case when
methanol binds to vanadium and replaces an anchoring surface
oxygen atom, which in turn relaxes into the pseudovacancy

(A1, A2, and A3). Our methanol chemisorption energies for
vanadia/ceria are almost 1.1 eV higher than the values reported
for vanadia/silica (based on B3LYP results, cf. Table 4).21 They
are also substantially higher than the −0.51 and −0.91 eV
reported for vanadia/anatase28 and pristine ceria,57 respectively.
To the best of our knowledge, experimental adsorption

energies are not available for the low vanadia loading studied
here. For vanadia loadings of 6 wt % V2O5·CeO2, which is
equivalent to 11.3 V/nm2 and substantially exceeds the loading
corresponding to a monolayer,60 Feng and Vohs determined a
methanol desorption energy of 0.83 eV.61 This value matches
the DFT (PW91) adsorption energy of −0.64 eV for methanol
on V2O5(001)

62 when adding the expected dispersion
contribution of −0.2 eV (see Table 1).
The VO stretching mode is one of the characteristic

vibrations of vanadia surface species.63 For A2, A3, and A4, a
constant VO bond distance of 163 pm was found. In contrast
to the molecular adsorption structures A5 and A6, in A2−A4
the VO bond is tilted toward the surface. In addition, the
dipoles of the VO and the O−H bonds are oppositely
aligned and couple, which results in a substantial loss of
intensity for the VO stretching mode. This has been
demonstrated by calculating IR intensities of a hydrogenated
VO2·CeO2(111) surface model. We conclude that the
extinction of the VO stretching band upon methanol
adsorption observed by Abbott et al.12 is due to three effects:
interaction with the OCH3 dipole, tilting of VO toward the
surface (selection rule), and screening of the VO dipole by
the OH dipoles.

4.2. Simulation of TPD Experiments. Figure 11 shows
four different pathways for the formation of formaldehyde. The
calculated energy barriers in Table 5 indicate that only two may

be relevant: From the vanadium methoxide chemisorption
structure (A3) via TS2 (H transfer to oxygen of the ceria
surface) and from the chemisorption structure in the
pseudovacancy of CeO2 (A4) via TS4 (H transfer to oxygen
in the V−O−Ce interphase bond).
For a more detailed comparison with the experiments by the

Freund group,12,13 temperature-programmed desorption spec-
tra have been simulated. Note that the experiments start from
dissociatively adsorbed CH3OH at presaturated surfaces, i.e. in
the high-coverage regime.12,13 According to the reaction
mechanisms discussed in the previous sections, the intrinsic
barrier for the oxidation step ΔE0

‡ is also the barrier for
formaldehyde desorption. Assuming first-order kinetics, the
desorption rate dx/dt is given by

Table 4. Comparison of Different Functionals for
Adsorption Energies (ΔEads) for A3 and A4 as well as
Intrinsic Barriers (ΔE‡), Apparent Barriers (ΔEapp

‡ ), and
Reaction Energies (ΔEox) for the Pathways Starting with A3
(All in eV)a

PBE+U+D HSE+D B3LYP+D

ΔEads (A3) −1.71 (−0.29) −1.82 (−0.14) −1.89 (−0.40)
ΔEads (A4) −1.77 (−0.32) −1.89 (−0.21) −2.00 (−0.49)

ΔE‡ (TS1) 1.77 (+0.02) 1.82 (−0.02) 2.05 (0.00)
ΔE‡ (TS2) 1.20 (−0.04) 1.53 (−0.03) 1.49 (−0.05)

ΔEapp‡ (TS1) 0.06 (−0.27) 0.00 (−0.12) 0.16 (−0.40)
ΔEapp‡ (TS2) −0.51 (−0.33) −0.29 (−0.11) −0.40 (−0.35)

ΔEox (I1) −1.04 (+0.01) −0.63 (−0.03) −0.65 (−0.02)
ΔEox (I6) 0.45 (+0.04) 0.86 (0.00) 0.83 (0.01)

aDispersion contribution in parentheses.

Table 5. ZPVE- and Dispersion Corrected Intrinsic Barriers
(ΔE‡) in eV, Theoretical Desorption Temperatures Tdes in
K, Pre-exponential Factors A at Tdes, and Kinetic Isotope
Effects for the ODH of Methanol at VO2·CeO2(111)

ΔEPBE+U+D‡ ΔEHSE+D
‡ A Tdes KIE

TS1 1.65 1.70 2.8 × 1012 640 2.2
TS2 1.03 1.36 3.0 × 1012 495 3.2
TS3 1.09 1.4a (1.57)b 8.3 × 1012 510 2.3
TS4 0.69 1.0a (1.15)b 2.2 × 1013 370 6.1
CeO2

c 1.33 1.44 7.8 × 1011 590 2.6
aEstimated by adding the HSE correction from TS2 to the PBE+U
value. bIn parentheses: result of single-point HSE+D calculation.
cReference 57.
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with coverage x and temperature T as time-dependent
quantities. This differential equation was solved numerically
with a (constant) heating rate of 3 K/s, which was also used in
the experiment. The initial coverage for each pathway was set
to x0 = 1. Calculated (PBE+U+D) partition functions for
transition state (q‡) and adsorption complex (q) are compiled
in Table 5 for the reaction pathways studied. For the barriers
we use ZPVE-corrected HSE+D values, estimated by adding
the HSE corrections for TS2 to the PBE+U+D results for TS3
and TS4. This seems justified because the three transition states
have similar electronic structures. We have also calculated the
reaction rates for fully deuterated CD3OD in order to quantify
the kinetic isotope effect KIE = kH/kD for each oxidation
pathway.
The predicted desorption temperatures in Table 5 confirm

that from A3 only the desorption pathway via TS2 and from A4
only the pathway via TS4 are relevant. The resulting desorption
rates are plotted in Figure 13 along with the TPD spectrum

recorded for monomeric vanadia clusters as published in ref 13.
At vanadia loadings of around 2.7 V/nm2, the pristine
CeO2(111) surface is exposed and may contribute to the
formaldehyde formation as well. Therefore, we include the
desorption peak resulting from the vanadia-free surface that is
discussed in ref 57. These results suggest the following peak
assignments: α peak−formaldehyde formation upon chem-
isorption into the pseudovacancy (TS4), β peak−formaldehyde
formation from methoxide at the vanadia surface species (TS2),
and γ peak−formaldehyde formation on the ceria support
without vanadia participation.57 The pathway via TS4 has the
highest KIE, which is plausible, as this pathway occurs at the
lowest temperature. With fully deuterated CD3OD, the α peak
occurs at 390 K.
HSE barriers are in excellent agreement with experimental

barriers, which were derived by assuming a constant pre-
exponential factor of 1013 s−1. DFT frequency calculations
render a calculation of pre-exponentials possible. The pre-
exponential factors compiled in Table 5 show that the
conventional assumption of 1013 s−1 is reasonable. In fact, we
advise against blind fitting to experimental values, as it might
introduce significant errors due to the simplicity of the Redhead
model. For a V2O5·CeO2 catalyst, Vohs et al.64 fitted the
formaldehyde desorption peak at 540 K with a pre-exponential
factor of 2 × 107 s−1 and a barrier of 84 kJ/mol, which is
significantly lower than values reported in the present work.
However, “static” transition state theory for simulating TPD

spectra is, for example, not able to describe equilibria between
different adsorption structures. This is expected to significantly
broaden the peaks.
A mechanistic study of vanadia polymers and monolayer

films on ceria is underway. TPD studies demonstrate that
higher loadings behave differently from monomers. The
missing low temperature peak13,64 fits to the prediction of a
lower activity of polymers based on oxygen defect formation
energies.20

4.3. Cooperativity between Vanadia and the Support.
The partial oxidation of methanol on supported vanadia
proceeds in three steps:

(1) heterolytic splitting of CH3OH and chemisorption of the
methoxide anion,

− → − +− +HCH OH HCH O H2 2 (s) (s)

(2) hydrogen abstraction from the methyl group,

− → − + +− • − + −HCH O CH O H e2 (s) 2 (s) (s) (s)

(3) formaldehyde release.

− → +• − −
CH O CH O e2 (s) 2 (s) (s)

Of the two hydrogen atoms that are removed from CH3OH,
one is decoupled into initial deprotonation (step 1) and final
electron transfer on formation of molecular formaldehyde (step
3), whereas one is removed in a proton-coupled electron
transfer step (PCET, step 2).
Different sites of the vanadia surface species are involved in

the different steps. For monomeric vanadia species on silica,
methanol chemisorbs at the V−O−Si interphase bond and
forms a V−OCH3 species, whereas the H atom is transferred to
the VO bond. In the transition structure, the proton is
attached to the O atom, and the electron is accommodated in
vanadium d states, reducing vanadium from +5 to +4 (PCET).
When CH2O is released, another electron is transferred to
vanadium d states, creating a V+3 species.
For monomeric vanadia species on titania, both rutile30,31

and anatase,28 CH3OH also chemisorbs at the V−O−Ti
interphase bond yielding a methoxide group attached to V and
an OH group attached to the support. Hydrogen transfer is
most favorable to the vanadyl O atom on the rutile support,30,31

whereas a surface O atom is the best H acceptor for vanadia/
anatase.28 In the latter case, both electrons are transferred into
subsurface Ti d states.
For our vanadia/ceria system, the most favored pathway

starts from methoxide adsorbed at the ceria surface in a
pseudovacancy (A4) that is formed upon deposition of the
monomeric vanadia species. When the H atom is transferred to
the V−O−Ce interphase bond (TS4, −0.69 eV), the V−O
bond gets protonated, whereas the electron is accommodated
in Ce f states, creating a Ce3+ ion. An example with even more
distant proton and electron accepting sites is selective oxidation
of butane at vanadium phosphate oxide.65,66 It has been found
that the proton is transferred to PO bonds, whereas the
electron occupies vanadium d states.
Methanol may also chemisorb at the V−O−Ce interphase

bond and form a V−OCH3 species (A3). For the hydrogen
transfer there are two options. Similarly to vanadia/silica, the H
atom can be transferred to the oxygen atom of the vanadyl
bond (TS1), but H transfer to the ceria surface yields a lower

Figure 13. Experimental TPD spectrum13 (black) along with the
simulated CH2O desorption peaks via TS4 (blue) and TS2 (red). The
third peak (purple) originates from the defective (= oxygen vacancy)
CeO2(111) surface as shown in ref 57.
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barrier (1.03 eV). In the transition structure (TS2) the proton
binds to an oxygen ion of the ceria surface, and the electron is
accommodated in a cerium f state, reducing cerium from +4 to
+3. On rearrangement of the bridging V···O(CH2)···HO
surface structure (I6) into molecularly adsorbed CH2O (I3),
another electron is transferred into Ce f states.
In both cases, ceria is directly involved in the redox process,

as two electrons are accommodated in Ce f states forming two
Ce3+ ions whereas vanadium remains fully oxidized (V5+). In
previous studies11,13 we have shown, for vanadia supported on
ceria and for vanadia−ceria gas phase clusters,67 that vanadium
is always stabilized in its highest oxidation state (+5) and a
Ce3+/V5+ redox pair is always more stable than a Ce4+/V4+

redox pair. This is a consequence of the specific coordination of
the ions at this interphase and the specific relaxation
possibilities and is by no means trivial. In aqueous solution
there is a preference for the Ce3+/V5+ redox pair, as the
reduction potentials of 1.3−1.7 eV for Ce4+ and 1.0 eV for V5+

(in VO2
+) indicate.67 This is also the case for the bulk oxides as

the reaction

+ → +CeO VO
1
2

Ce O
1
2

V O2 2 2 3 2 5 (4)

is endothermic (ΔH° = 1.1−1.3 eV), whereas the formation of
CeVO4 is exothermic (ΔH° = −1.5 eV).68,69 As a result,
transition states with (partially) populated V d states such as
TS1 are disfavored over transition states with populated Ce f
states (TS2−TS4).
On the vanadia-free ceria surface, the hydrogen atom is

transferred to an oxygen of the ceria surface (as in TS2), but
from a methoxy species that is also bound to the ceria surface
which results in a higher intrinsic barrier (1.44 eV, Table 5) and
a higher formaldehyde desorption temperature (590 K). Note
that an oxygen vacancy is needed to bind methanol strong
enough that it will not desorb before hydrogen transfer
occurs.57

On the pure V2O5 surface, methanol adsorption also occurs
on oxygen defects only,62 and the barriers are expected to be
similar to TS1 and to the transition structure for the vanadia/
silica system, which explains the higher temperatures at which
formaldehyde formation is observed (400−550 K).62

5. CONCLUSIONS

Compared to the vanadia/silica system, the vanadia/ceria
system is a more active catalyst both because methanol binds
more strongly on the surface and the intrinsic barriers for the
hydrogen transfer step are lower. The reason is the direct
participation of ceria in the redox process. On nonreducible
supports such as silica, vanadia is reduced, whereas ceria as a
support stabilizes vanadium in its highest oxidation state. Our
successful simulation of two peaks observed in temperature-
programmed desorption experiments confirms the prediction of
two low energy pathways that involve different surface sites in
the adsorption and hydrogen transfer steps.
Vanadia/ceria is also a more active catalyst than ceria alone

or vanadia alone where methanol adsorption occurs at oxygen
vacancies and hydrogen is transferred to a neighbored site on
the oxide surface.
We conclude that support effects are complex phenomena

and the role of the support goes far beyond a mere electronic
polarization, as captured by electronegativity scales. Different
active sites may be involved for different supports. The support

may also provide sites for binding the substrate molecules, and
reducible supports may be involved in the redox process.
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ABSTRACT: We study the dissociative adsorption and oxidative dehydrogen-
ation of methanol at the pristine and O-defective ceria (111) surfaces to
understand the role of surface oxygen vacancies. The accuracy of two density
functional theory based approaches (PBE+U and the HSE hybrid functional)
is assessed on available experimental data. In addition, the impact of dispersion
correction and zero-point vibrational energy contributions is discussed.
Calculated vibrational frequencies are compared with experimental IR spectra.
Using dispersion-corrected PBE+U, we obtain comparably large intrinsic
barriers for the oxidation step at the pristine (104 kJ/mol) and defective (119
kJ/mol) ceria surfaces. Compared to HSE+D, these barriers are under-
estimated by 20 kJ/mol. Adsorption energies for the pristine surface agree well
between PBE+U+D (−88 kJ/mol) and HSE+D (−86 kJ/mol). However,
adsorption energies for the defective surface vary by 25 kJ/mol (PBE+U+D: −231 kJ/mol; HSE+D: −206 kJ/mol). Nonetheless,
adsorption into surface oxygen defects is thermodynamically highly favored. As a result, oxygen vacancies are preferred active
sites for methanol oxidation in temperature-programmed desorption experiments.

1. INTRODUCTION

Studying the interaction of alcohols with oxide surfaces is
motivated by the importance of oxidizing alcohols to
industrially valuable aldehydes. Furthermore, oxide catalysts
can be used to reduce environmental pollution from volatile
organic compounds (see, e.g., ref 1). In addition, the selective
oxidation of methanol to formaldehyde (FA) has become an
important model reaction to study C−H bond activation (see
refs 2 and 3 and references therein). The site requirements for
the interaction of oxygen-containing molecules, i.e. oxygenates,
with various technologically important metal oxide surfaces are
thoroughly discussed in a recent review article by Vohs.4

The rare-earth oxide ceria (CeO2) represents a very active
oxidation catalyst and is therefore widely used in catalysis.5,6 Its
outstanding oxygen storage capacity, which is related to
relatively low oxygen vacancy formation energies, qualifies
ceria for many applications such as exhaust catalysis7 and solid-
oxide fuel cells.8 The oxidative dehydrogenation (ODH) of
methanol to FA at the thermodynamically most stable
CeO2(111) surface (see refs 9−12) of single crystals,13 thin
films,14−16 and supported ceria nanoparticles,17 preferentially
exposing the (111) facet, has been studied experimentally by
temperature-programmed desorption (TPD),2,3,16 infrared
reflection−absorption spectroscopy (IR-AS),15 noncontact
atomic force microscopy (NC-AFM),18 and near-edge X-ray
absorption fine structure spectroscopy (NEXAFS).14

The above-mentioned studies suggest that the formation of
FA involves the following elementary steps: the dissociative
adsorption of methanol leading to a methoxide and a hydroxyl
group (proton transfer from the Brønsted acidic OH;

heterolytic bond cleavage) and the supposedly rate-determining
H-transfer from the methoxide to the surface, which results in
FA and a second surface hydroxyl group (homolytic bond
cleavage; redox step). The entire catalytic cycle proceeds
according to the Mars−van Krevelen mechanism,19 which
involves water formation, desorption of FA and water (leading
to a surface oxygen vacancy), and a fast reoxidation step by
molecular oxygen. The present work focuses on the first two
steps: methanol adsorption and H-transfer. Therefore,
emphasis is implicitly put on respective low concentration
limits of methanol and oxygen defects in CeO2(111). Other
reaction channels such as the disproportionation of the
adsorbed methoxide to FA and methanol are not considered
in this computational study.
Concerning the methanol adsorption on ceria, there has been

a debate on the importance of surface oxygen vacancies. There
is experimental evidence as well as support by density
functional theory (DFT) studies of Mei et al.20 and Beste et
al.21 that methanol adsorbs dissociatively at low coverages
regardless of the presence of vacancies. However, the fully
oxidized CeO2(111) surface interacts rather weakly with
methanol, and surface oxygen vacancies were found to be
thermodynamically more favorable adsorption sites.13,22 Beste
et al.21 also reported C−O stretching frequencies for their
adsorption structures but did not comment on other vibrational
modes. Accurate assignment of the vibrational modes to the
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bands of the complex experimental IR spectra presented in refs
15 and 23 is still an open issue.
Carbon oxides are known side products14 of the ODH of

methanol; however, at the CeO2(111) surface, FA is the
primary product. The activity, i.e., yield obtained in the TPD
experiments, is known to increase with the number of defect
sites.4,13 Therefore, oxygen vacancies are expected to be the
reactive sites. In the presence of molecular oxygen, the
selectivity toward FA decreases.24 The CeO2(100) surface is
considered more active as well but has a lower selectivity
toward FA.16,25 Teng et al.24 suggested a mechanism for the
oxidation of FA to COX, but the atomic details for the initial
oxidation step toward FA are not yet known.
From a computational perspective, creation of oxygen

vacancies in the ceria surface poses challenges to DFT as
discussed in ref 26: upon oxygen defect formation, the two
remaining electrons localize in the Ce f states, consequently
forming two Ce3+ ions. Conventional functionals based on the
generalized-gradient approximation (GGA) suffer from so-
called self-interaction errors (SIE), which lead to completely
delocalized excess electrons in the reduced surface. This failure
of the GGA can be rectified with the DFT+U approach27,28 or
by use of hybrid functionals,29 where the latter mix a certain
amount of Fock exchange with GGA exchange. In calculations
with hybrid functionals, SIE are partially alleviated. Both
approaches describe the localization of the excess electrons
correctly. However, accuracy of thermochemistry and kinetics
of chemical reactions on surfaces needs further investigations.
Besides the erroneously delocalized excess electrons, it is well

documented in the literature that GGA as well as conventional
hybrids fall short of a proper description of long-ranged
dispersion interactions.30 However, the adsorption of molecules
at surfaces is also influenced by van der Waals forces, most
importantly dispersion interactions. Currently, many research-
ers have vivid interest in developing functionals that describe
dispersion interactions correctly.31−40 Admittedly, this type of
interaction will be more important for physisorption of
molecules at surfaces. They will be of lesser importance,
though not entirely negligible, for chemisorption processes as
discussed in the present work.
We report adsorption energies and barriers obtained using

DFT+U based on the Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof41−43

(PBE) GGA functional and the range-separated Heyd, Scuseria,
and Ernzerhof44,45 (HSE) hybrid functional employing periodic
boundary conditions and plane waves as a basis set. Both
methods will be systematically compared to show that the
computationally less demanding PBE+U approach is reasonably
accurate for this system. In addition, the influence of Grimme’s
dispersion correction46 and the zero-point vibrational energy
(ZPVE) will be discussed. Previous studies considered slab
models with nine atomic layers to be converged (see ref 26 and
references therein), though this proves to be challenging for
transition state search algorithms, especially when using hybrid
functionals. Because of that, a six-layer model is tested and
compared to the nine-layer results. This work attempts to
answer questions concerning the activity of pristine and
defective CeO2(111) in the ODH of methanol by calculating
barriers using PBE+U and HSE. By virtue of calculated
harmonic IR frequencies and intensities, we endeavor to
accurately assign IR modes to observed bands for the adsorbed
methanol at both aforementioned ceria surfaces.

2. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

Surface Model. For PBE+U and HSE calculations subject
to periodic boundary conditions, a p(4 × 4) surface unit cell
was generated by cutting bulk CeO2 in (111) orientation with
cell vectors that amount to 15.518 and 15.266 Å, respectively.
The cell vector in the z-direction was set to 17 Å for models
using six atomic layers (6L ≙ Ce32O64) and 19 Å for nine
atomic layers (9L ≙ Ce48O96) to avoid image interactions.
Atomic positions of the lowest trilayer were kept frozen to
simulate the bulk. Because of the large cell, sampling of the
Brillouin zone was restricted to the Γ point. Unless specified
otherwise, energies refer to the nine-layer slab.

Electronic and Ionic Structure Optimizations. Calcu-
lations were performed using the projector augmented wave
method (PAW)47,48 to describe the interaction between ionic
cores and valence electrons as implemented in the Vienna ab
initio simulation package (VASP).49,50 The onsite Coulomb
correlation of occupied Ce 4f orbitals is corrected via the DFT
+U approach27,28 employing the exchange-correlation func-
tional by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE)51 and an ef fective
Hubbard-type U parameter of 4.5 eV, i.e., PBE+U. The specific
implementation of DFT+U used in this work follows Dudarev
et al.52,53 Selected structures were also obtained using the
hybrid functional by Heyd, Scuseria, and Ernzerhof (HSE)44

with a range-separation parameter of 0.207 Å−1.54 A plane-wave
kinetic energy cutoff of 600 eV was used, and structure
optimizations were performed until forces acting on the relaxed
atoms were below 0.02 eV Å−1. Optimized structures using PBE
+U were proven to be minima by the absence of imaginary
vibrational frequencies (see below). Oxygen defect formation
energies vary by less than 0.04 eV, when the kinetic energy
cutoff is changed from 400 to 600 eV. Therefore, the latter
value provides technically converged energies. The plane-wave
cutoff determining the Fourier grid for the Fock exchange
related routines was set to 9/4 times the cutoff for expanding
the orbitals (PRECFOCK = normal). O-defect formation
energies obtained using a less accurate Fourier grid
(PRECFOCK = fast) varied by less than 0.05 eV (including
few further ionic optimization steps until force criterion was
met).
Projected densities of states (DOS) and local magnetic

moments at the Ce3+ ions are obtained by projecting the spin
density into spherical harmonics of f symmetry located in Ce-
centered PAW spheres with a radius of 1.3 Å. Because the PAW
spheres are not space-filling, a typical value for the local
magnetic moment of Ce3+ amounts to ±0.96 μB for up and
down spin, respectively.

Dispersion Correction. The semiempirical C6/R
6 term by

Grimme (DFT+D2) was added to correct for missing long-
range dispersion-type interactions.46,55,56 Required van der
Waals parameters for Ce were derived and systematically tested
in ref 57 (cf. Supporting Information of that reference). The
parameters for Ce are C6 = 20.0 J nm6/mol and R0 = 1.86 Å.
The global scaling parameters s6 used within the Grimme
approach were set to 0.75 for PBE+U and 0.6 for HSE. For the
PBE+U structures, respective global scaling parameters for PBE
and PBE0 have been tested. Since both values lead to virtually
identical structures and energy contributions, we decided to use
the established parameter for PBE. For HSE, the global scaling
parameter for PBE0 is used because the only difference
between these functionals is the range separation. Thus, HSE
and PBE0 are considered to perform rather similarly for
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thermochemistry.58 Therefore, it is appropriate to use similar
scaling parameters for the dispersion contribution.
Transition Structure Optimizations. PBE+U transition

structures were obtained using the nudged elastic bands (NEB)
algorithm59,60 in combination with the so-called climbing image
method61 as implemented in VASP. Eight images were used for
each NEB calculation with a spring constant of 5 eV/Å2. The
improved dimer method (IDM) was used to refine these
structures using the same convergence criteria and the same
number of atomic degrees of freedom as employed in structure
optimizations.62,63 These structures were proven to be
transition structures by the presence of a single imaginary
mode (see below). HSE structures were generated by adding
the scaled O−CH2··H··O moiety of the PBE+U transition
structure to the optimized HSE surface slab. A scaling factor of
0.983 was used, which corresponds to the ratio of the lattice
constants. Thereafter, all degrees of freedom not associated
with the imaginary mode were optimized.
Harmonic Frequencies and IR Intensities. Vibrational

frequencies and normal modes were obtained by diagonaliza-
tion of a partial, mass-weighted matrix of second derivatives
with respect to each of the three Cartesian degrees of freedom
for each atom. This “Hessian” matrix was obtained by finite
differences of the gradients with displacements of ±0.015 Å
(central differences). Frequencies for the ZPVE correction as
well as the IR signals for methanol on the clean and defective
ceria surface use the topmost three atomic layers including all
adatoms. No scaling factors were employed for the harmonic
frequencies. We consider the harmonic approximation as
justified as calculated vibrations were larger than 70 cm−1.
Intensities were calculated using the approach described in ref
64. The IR intensity Im of a normal mode coordinate Qm is
proportional to the square of the derivative of the dipole
moment component μ⊥ perpendicular to the surface with
respect to the normal mode (see eq 1). This derivative was
calculated numerically for each normal mode coordinate.

μ
∝ ⊥

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟I

Q
d

dm
m

2

(1)

IR spectra (harmonic frequencies and intensities) obtained
using the HSE functional employ a 6L model and 30 degrees of
freedom (10 atoms for the partial Hessian). As shown in
previous work, we expect negligible influence on the
admolecule’s related frequencies.57 We also tested the influence
of the FFT grid density for the Fock exchange (PRECFOCK =
fast vs normal) and found that the modes at about 3000 cm−1

changed within 5 cm−1 and some of the lower lying modes at
about 1000 cm−1 changed by at most 20 cm−1. Hence, the
coarser FFT grid gives de facto technically converged
frequencies for these relatively stiff modes in the adsorbate.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Accuracy of the Approach. To study effects induced
by a reduction of atomic layers from nine to six, we calculated
the oxygen defect formation energies, ΔEd(1/2O2), for a
topmost (surface) oxygen atom in the pristine (eq 2) and
defective surfaces (eq 3; cf. Figure S2), respectively. We used
PBE+U and HSE to detect possible differences. Both mono-
and divacancy point defects will be relevant during methanol
oxidation. For all structures, Ce3+ localization patterns and spin
orientations were kept identical for the 6L and 9L slab models.

→ +−Ce O (111) Ce O (111)
1
2

On n n n2 2 1 2 (2)

→ +− −Ce O (111) Ce O (111)
1
2

On n n n2 1 2 2 2 (3)

Both the 6L model and HSE cause systematically larger defect
formation energies independently (cf. Table 1). At the defective

surface, subsurface oxygen atoms next to the defect are lifted by
16−18 pm, which causes strain in the 6L model as the next
trilayer is fixed. This energy contribution is largely avoided in
the 9L model because of further relaxation in the central
trilayer. These lifted subsurface oxygen atoms were also
reported by Ganduglia-Pirovano et al.65 Ce3+ ions in next-
nearest-neighbor position to the vacancy are favored energeti-
cally and the least stable configuration features two nearest-
neighbor Ce3+ (first row in Table 1). Similar findings were
reported for the subsurface O vacancy.65−67

For the formation of a second oxygen defect at the surface
(eq 3), both slab models yield slightly higher defect formation
energies compared to the monovacancy. Concerning HSE, the
oxygen defect formation energy is 0.71 eV (0.76 eV) larger than
the corresponding PBE+U result for the 9L (6L) model. For a
smaller p(2 × 2) surface cell, a defect formation energy of 2.50
eV (3.30 eV) was reported for PBE+U (HSE),65 which is in
good agreement with results reported in this work.
Equation 2 corresponds to the conventional way of creating

an oxygen vacancy in the ceria surface and refers to half the
energy of the O2 molecule to avoid errors in the O atom
incurred by the approximate exchange-correlation functional. In
order to avoid molecular oxygen in the reaction and the
associated DFT errors, water formation can be treated instead
(eq 4). Note that this pathway involves the desorption of a
water molecule from a hydrogenated surface (eq 5).

+ → +−Ce O (111) H Ce O (111) H On n n n2 2 2 1 2 (4)

→ +− −Ce O (OH) (111) Ce O (111) H On n n n2 2 2 2 1 2 (5)

ZPVE-corrected formation energies, i.e. formation enthalpies,
of water from hydrogen and oxygen obtained with PBE (−2.43
eV) and HSE (−2.54 eV) are both very close to the
experimental value of −2.48 eV, and therefore reaction energies
for eqs 2 and 4 deviate similarly from the experiment. However,
only HSE predicts the expected sign for eq 4 correctly but still

Table 1. Surface Oxygen Vacancy Formation Energies
(Corrected for ZPVE Effects) in eV for the Six (6L) and
Nine (9L) Layer Model

PBE+U HSE

6L 9L 6L 9L obsd

2.23 2.01 2.99 2.74
eq 2a 1.86 2.49 4.2b

1.76 2.44
eq 3 2.44 2.26 3.09d 2.86d

eq 4 0.04 −0.18 0.73 0.23 1.7c

eq 5 2.23 2.12 2.38 2.04
aThree different Ce3+ patterns listed from top to bottom: 11−11,11−21,
and 21−21, where nm denotes a cation position in the nth shell of
cations surrounding the defect and m is the cationic layer counted
from the surface. bReference 26. cThe experimental formation
enthalpy of water at 0 K is −2.48 eV.68 dHSE single point at HSE
+D structure.
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underestimates the observed value by 1.5 eV. For eq 5, both
functionals predict very similar results differing only by 0.05 eV.
3.2. Methanol Adsorption. This section summarizes

results on the adsorption of methanol at the fully oxidized
(A1) and the partially reduced (A2) ceria surfaces. The latter
involves a single oxygen vacancy corresponding to 1/16
monolayer (= 0.48 nm−2) of a defect concentration. Adsorption
energies are given in Table 2, and both adsorption structures
are shown in Figure 1.

Pristine Surface. A1 is formed upon dissociative methanol
adsorption at the CeO2(111) surface, i.e., no Ce3+ ions are
formed, in agreement with Beste et al.21 The methoxide binds
on top of a Ce atom with a Ce−O bond length of 221 pm, thus
restoring the octahedral coordination of the Ce4+. The structure
is further stabilized by a hydrogen bond (165 pm, cf. Figure 1)
to the hydroxyl group leading to a PBE+U adsorption energy of
−0.69 eV. Dispersion correction results in a smaller tilting angle
α of 59° instead of 65° (cf. Figure 1) between methoxide and
the surface and stabilizes the adsorption by 0.22 eV (cf. Table
2). Similar tilting angles were found using HSE. The DFT total
energies indicate a rather pronounced binding. However, the
f ree adsorption energy based on the dispersion corrected PBE
+U potential energy surface predicts weaker binding (ΔG =
−0.44 eV at 300 K and the standard pressure of 0.1 MPa). This
decrement of 0.47 eV is caused by the loss of entropy. Overall,
results for the adsorption at the pristine surface predict
comparable adsorption energies ranging between 0.69 and 0.91
eV. Vibrational frequencies for A1 obtained using PBE+U and
HSE are compiled in Table 3. Note that for HSE no intensities
were calculated.
Defective Surface. A2 refers to methanol adsorbed into the

oxygen vacancy, leading to a methoxide anion in tridentate
coordination to surface Ce ions. With a binding energy of
−2.39 eV, A2 is strongly favored over A1 because the highly
endothermic defect is (partly) healed. The resulting structure
does not contain hydrogen bonds, and both the methoxide and
the hydroxyl group are oriented almost perpendicularly to the
surface. Both Ce3+ ions (ferromagnetic spin order), caused by
the electrons left behind after oxygen vacancy formation, are in
next-nearest-neighbor position to the hydroxyl group. Dis-

persion correction does not affect structural parameters but
stabilizes the adsorption by 0.28 eV.
In the C−O stretching region, multiple peaks were observed

experimentally. According to our calculations, A2 does not
show IR-active vibrations in this region. A1 features two IR
modes as the methyl rocking mode (1130 cm−1) appears in this
region as well. Observed and calculated frequencies (unscaled)
are in fairly good agreement, though values obtained using PBE
+U are approximately 1% too large. This is a known feature of
GGA-type functionals (see, e.g., ref 70). HSE frequencies are
rigidly blue-shifted compared to PBE+U results in accordance
with scaling factors for harmonic frequencies obtained using
PBE0 as shown in the aforementioned reference. Surface OH
groups are predicted to be the only IR active species with
obvious intensities (PBE+U+D and HSE+D intensities; cf.
Supporting Information).

3.3. Formaldehyde Formation. Methanol can be oxidized
upon adsorption at the pristine CeO2(111) surface (A1) or
upon adsorption at a surface oxygen defect site (A2). Both
pathways have been investigated, and the corresponding
mechanisms are shown in Figure 2. Relevant structural
parameters are compiled in Table 4.

Pristine Surface. Starting with A1, a H atom is transferred to
a surface oxygen atom (homolytic bond breaking) and an
electron is transferred to the CeO2 surface. This leads to
transition structure TS1. Along its imaginary mode (1143
cm−1), the hydrogen transfer occurs and the CH2O moiety
planarizes. Spin density and density of states (DOS) plotted in
Figure 3 show a biradicaloid transition state with one electron
(up spin) in the newly formed π* orbital of CH2O and the σ
orbital of the hydroxyl group (peak A in the local DOS
represents both, cf. Figure 3b). Projection as described in
section 2 indicates that the second electron occupies a hybrid
orbital consisting of a Ce f state and the π* orbital (down spin).
The f and π* orbitals interact and split into a bonding (peak B)
and antibonding (peak C) orbital. These states form two peaks
in the DOS located around the Fermi level. The local magnetic
moment at the Ce3+ ion amounts to −0.83 μB compared to the
−0.96 μB for a complete electron transfer, which indicates the
partial electron transfer in TS1. The barrier of this step
amounts to 1.25 eV, resulting in an apparent barrier of 0.35 eV.
The barrier decreases by 0.16 eV upon adding ZPVE.
Relaxation in the forward direction of TS1 leads to the local

minimum I1 (cf. Figure 2), where FA is H-bonded between
two surface hydroxyl groups. In this structure both unpaired

Table 2. Adsorption Energies for Methanol in eV Obtained
Using Different Functionals for a 9L Slab Model

PW91a PBE+U PBE+U+D HSEb HSE+D

A1 −0.84 −0.69 −0.91 −0.71 −0.89
A2 −2.40 −2.11 −2.39 −1.90 −2.14

aReference 21. bHSE single point at the HSE+D structure.

Figure 1. Adsorption structures with hydrogen bond lengths. The
following color code is used throughout this work: C (black), Ce4+

(blue), Ce3+ (dark blue), H (white), O (red), and subsurface O (dark
red). Figures were created using VESTA.69

Table 3. Experimental and Calculated IR Frequencies for
Methanol Adsorption Structures at CeO2(111) in cm−1;
Calculated Harmonic Frequencies for IR-Inactive Vibrations
Are Given in Parentheses

νs(CH3) r(CH3) νs(CO)

A1 PW91+Ua 1060
PBE+U 2879 1130 1069
HSEb 2994 1209 1142

A2 PW91+Ua 1026
PBE+U (2863) (1136) (1012)
HSE (2967) (1227) (1111)

obsd ref 23c 2803 1108, 1065, 1015
ref 23d 2808 1105, 1058, 1027
ref 23e 1108, 1038

aReference 21 (no intensities given). bNo intensities calculated.
cReference 23. dReference 15. eReference 17.
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electrons occupy Ce f states. The hydrogen transfer is
exothermic, resulting in a reaction energy of −0.76 eV. FA
desorption leads to I2 (cf. Supporting Information) and is
slightly endothermic with a reaction energy of 0.27 eV.
Thereafter, the two hydroxyl groups recombine to form water
(I3), which leads to the surface defect CenO2n−1 upon water
desorption. Water formation and desorption are both highly
endothermic due to the large O defect formation energy in the
CeO2(111) surface.
The FA desorption (I1 → I2) competes with the formation

of a bridging dioxymethylene species I2′ (cf. Supporting
Information), which is assumed to be the key intermediate for
further oxidation.14,24,71 The formation of I2′ is highly
exothermic (−0.81 eV), whereas FA desorption is endothermic

by 0.35 eV, but favored in regard to a higher entropy
contribution.
Dispersion correction stabilizes structures containing an

OCHX moiety, and the surface oxygen defect is destabilized by
0.19 eV (see also ref 57). As a result, the intrinsic barrier
decreases by 0.12 eV and the apparent barrier by 0.30 eV.
Structural parameters are not significantly affected by the
dispersion correction and change by no more than 1 pm (H
bonds are most affected).

Layer Convergence. A slab model with six instead of nine
atomic layers introduces small errors not higher than 0.2 eV (cf.
Figure 4), and both models yield qualitatively similar results.

This model affects mostly the desorption steps, which are more
endothermic at the smaller 6L model. The structural
parameters of the surface layer are similar for both slab models,
as relaxation mostly occurs in the subsurface oxygen layer.
Using the 6L model for the transition state search algorithms
and refining them afterward proved to be a very practicable
approach.

Defective Surface. The ODH of methanol after adsorption
at a surface oxygen defect site (A2; cf. Figure 1) occurs via
transition structure TS2 with an imaginary mode (1525 cm−1)
similar to TS1. This step has a slightly higher intrinsic barrier of
1.34 eV compared to the defect-free surface, but because of the
high adsorption energy, its apparent barrier is strongly negative

Figure 2. Reaction mechanism for the hydrogen transfer step at the pristine (upper part) and defective (lower part) CeO2(111) surface. Dotted lines
represent hydrogen bonds, whereas dashed lines represent delocalized electrons.

Table 4. Relevant Bond Lengths (pm) for the Structures
Shown in Figure 2 Obtained Using Dispersion-Corrected
PBE+U

CenO2n(111) CenO2n−1(111)

A1 TS1 I1 A2 TS2 I4

rOH···O 168 162 253
rO−C 141 133 123 143 140 127
rC−H 110 133 110 145
rO−H 133 97 129 97

Figure 3. (a) Side view of TS1 showing the spin density isocontour
(0.01 Å−3) for positive (yellow) and negative (purple) spin densities.
(b) Projected local DOS for TS1 around the Fermi level using the
following color code: red (mostly O p states), yellow (formaldehyde
π* state), purple (hybrid state), and blue (Ce f states). Shaded areas
represent unoccupied states.

Figure 4. Energy profile for the ODH of methanol to FA at the
pristine (a) and reduced (b) CeO2(111) surface. Total energies
obtained using dispersion-corrected PBE+U at the six-layer (dashed
line) and nine-layer slab (solid line) include gas phase molecules as
indicated by an asterisk.
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and amounts to −0.95 eV. Note that a second transition state
associated with a 0.10 eV higher barrier was found for PBE+U.
The higher barrier is due to a nearest-neighbor Ce3+

configuration in the surface, while in TS2 these Ce3+ are
next-nearest neighbors, which features a lower energy (cf.
section 3.1). Similar energy differences between different Ce3+

localization patterns with respect to the vacancy have been
found for minimum-energy structures with both functionals (cf.
Table 1). ZPVE lowers the barrier by 0.11 eV. Dispersion
correction lowers the apparent barrier by 0.30 eV because of
the more exothermic adsorption energy. The four unpaired
electrons form a (broken-symmetry) triplet state, which was
found to be more stable than the high-spin quintet.
Relaxation in the forward direction of TS2 leads to I4, where

FA is adsorbed at the oxygen defect site and the populated Ce
4f states overlap with the π* orbital of FA. Because of that, the
CO bond length increases by 3% (cf. Table 4), and
desorption of FA (I4 → I5* in Figure 4b) appears to be
thermodynamically disfavored with a desorption energy of 1.01
eV. The latter value will be lowered on a free energy surface due
to the gain in entropy upon desorption. Again, formation of
water (I6; cf. Supporting Information) from the two surface
OH and water desorption represent highly endothermic
processes.
HSE Results. The reaction energy obtained using HSE+D for

FA formation at the pristine surface (A1 → I1) amounts to
−0.28 eV. For the reaction in the surface oxygen vacancy (A2
→ I4), HSE+D predicts an oxidation energy of +0.69 eV, which
is more endothermic by 0.97 eV. The corresponding intrinsic
barrier for the reaction in the defect is 1.55 eV. ZPVE
correction decreases the HSE+D barrier to 1.44 eV. In addition,
HSE predicts a stronger elongation of the CO bond in I4 (cf.
Supporting Information) compared to gas phase FA (10%),
which relates to a stronger binding of the intermediate.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Accuracy of the Approaches: PBE+U vs HSE. To
satisfy the demands for accurate thermochemistry and kinetics,
DFT-based methods have to meet two important requirements
when applied to reduced ceria: first, the energy contribution of
structure relaxation has to be captured properly, and second,
the energetics of the system (bulk, surfaces, clusters) containing
Ce3+ has to be accurate. Both factors largely contribute to the
overall stability of “reduced ceria” as shown in the
literature.9,11,72,73

Concerning the relaxation energy contribution obtained from
DFT, we consideras a zero-order approximationthe
calculated hardness or bulk modulus of the ceria lattice as a
measure for the accuracy for this stabilizing energy contribu-
tion. As shown in ref 74, structural and elastic properties of
ceria are acceptably accurate using PBE+U (cf. Table 5). Note

that equilibrium lattice constants (a0) and bulk moduli (B0) are
usually not corrected for zero-point energy and anharmonicity
effects. These effects slightly increase a0 (ca. +0.35%) and as a
consequence decrease B0.

75 HSE values are in better agreement
with experiment. Note that there is quite a spread in the
experimental bulk modulus of CeO2 ranging between 204 and
230 GPa.74

The accurate description of the relaxation contribution to
reaction energies is crucial, since the oxidation step of the
methoxide species involves an electron transfer to form Ce3+.
Further relaxation in the lattice is due to the larger ionic radius
of Ce3+ compared to Ce4+ as well as a larger Ce3+−O2− bond
distance. The energy gain upon relaxation is somewhat
determined by the hardness of the material. Strongly
underestimated bulk moduli as obtained using PBE+U indicate
a too “flat” potential energy surface. As the HSE bulk modulus
is in much better agreement with experiment, we believe
relaxation effects are more accurately described using the hybrid
functional.
To corroborate this conjecture, we compare ΔEd(1/2O2) for

an unrelaxed surface oxygen vacancy (eq 2). The formation
energy of a surface defect is calculated to be 3.69 eV by PBE+U
and 4.45 eV with HSE, omitting relaxation. Note that for PBE
+U the unrelaxed structure of the surface vacancy is difficult to
converge electronically. Nevertheless, we are confident that the
unrelaxed energies are reliable and a comparison with the
lowest defect formation energy shown in Table 1 is worthwhile.
We determined an upper boundary for the relaxation
contribution, ΔEdunrelaxed(1/2O2) − ΔEd

relaxed(1/2O2), which
amounts to 1.93 eV for PBE+U compared to 2.01 eV using
HSE. Although the difference between the two approaches is
small (0.08 eV), we find that PBE+U clearly underestimates
relaxation effects compared to the HSE hybrid. The
entanglement of this stabilizing energy contribution with
electron transfer in reduced ceria has been recently discussed
for the case of Au adatoms on a reduced CeO2(111) surface.

67

The accuracy of the exchange-correlation functional naturally
affects reaction energies as well as barriers. It is likely that the
random-phase approximation (RPA)76−80 or higher-order
corrections to it81 outperform conventional functionals like
GGA(+U) or hybrids (PBE0 or HSE). However, the
computational workload of RPA-based functionals is large,
and structure optimizations using the RPA have become
feasible only lately.82

Recent work suggests tuning the U-parameter employed in
DFT+U such that important reaction energies involving the
bulk phases of CeO2 and Ce2O3 reasonably fit observed
values.83,84 In a similar spirit the amount of Fock exchange in
hybrid functionals can be varied appropriately as done by Sanz
and co-workers.85 However, we try to avoid this approach. The
present work uses PBE+U and (unmodified) HSE only. Both
are based on the PBE exchange-correlation functional, which
fulfills physical constraints and sum rules, e.g., capturing the
uniform electron gas limit. The crucial difference is that the U is
applied only to the Ce f states, while in the hybrid functional all
occupied states are subject to the same (generalized) Kohn−
Sham86 Hamiltonian. This results in a partial correction for self-
interaction because in HSE a quarter of Fock-type exchange is
mixed with three-quarters of the PBE exchange energy.44,45

This is in contrast to Hartree−Fock, which is completely (one-
electron) self-interaction free.87

Discrepancies between PBE+U and HSE results can be
essentially traced back to the more rigorous correction for SIE

Table 5. Lattice Parameter a0 (pm) and Bulk Modulus B0
(GPa) for CeO2 with Different Functionals and Relative
Errors to Experimental Values

PBE+U PBE+U+D HSE HSE+D obsd

a0 549a 548 540 539 541b

% error +1.5 +1.3 −0.2 −0.4
B0 180a 190 207 214 230b

% error −21.7 −17.4 −10.0 −7.0

aReference 74. bReferences 91 and 92.
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using the hybrid functional. However, we emphasize that hybrid
functionals still suffer from shortcomings, as seen in the
accuracy obtained for heats of formation of bulk CeO2 and
Ce2O3.

74 For a systematic comparison of PBE+U and HSE
applied to bulk ceria, we refer to ref 74. Some shortcomings of
hybrids applied to other correlated oxides were recently
discussed in the literature.88,89

Dispersion Correction. Concerning a description of
dispersion effects within DFT, we are aware that many
approaches could be used in principle (cf. section 1). However,
as we are mainly interested in trends and relative energies, we
believe that the simple C6/R

6 term works reasonably well. This
approach avoids other ambiguities, e.g., the inclusion of a large
number of (semiempirical) parameters32 or a strong depen-
dence of results on the exchange-functional employed (see ref
90).
Defect Formation Energies. The conventional way to

calculate ΔEd(
1/2O2) follows eq 2. However, considering

possible DFT errors in the total energy of the O2 molecule
(triplet ground state), eq 4 represents a viable alternative. This
equation describes the formation of water from H2 and the
clean CeO2(111) surface. Table 1 shows that defect formation
energies obtained using eq 4 consistently underestimate the
observed reaction enthalpy of 1.7 eV. HSE correctly predicts an
endothermic reaction, whereas PBE+U with 9L does not.
However, as already stated in ref 26, the absolute error with
respect to the experiment differs only marginally between both
approaches.
Moreover, the defect formation energy can be calculated

starting from a hydrogenated ceria surface (eq 5) containing
two Ce3+, one per H atom. In contrast to eqs 2 and 4, this does
not involve reduction of the surface; i.e., it does not involve a
change in the number of Ce3+, but only desorption of a water
molecule. Here, most likely a cancellation of errors in PBE+U
as well as HSE leads to very similar defect formation energies
differing only by 0.05 eV. It may be useful to distinguish
between defect formation reactions involving reduction of the
surface, i.e., creation of Ce3+ ions, and reactions preserving the
number of Ce3+ ions, which corresponds to a mere desorption
step as shown for eq 5. In contrast hydrogenation energies for
the clean CeO2(111) surface (eq 6) differ strongly comparing
PBE+U (−2.63 eV) with HSE (−1.90 eV). This energy can be
obtained as the difference between results for eqs 4 and 5.

+ → −Ce O (111) H Ce O (OH) (111)n n n n2 2 2 2 2 (6)

The PBE+U result for eq 6 is predicted to be more exothermic
by 0.73 eV compared to HSE. Note that this discrepancy is
similarly large for eq 2. The product in both reactions contains
two Ce3+ ions with the O vacancy being the only difference.
Equation 3 describes the formation of a divacancy. The layer

converged defect formation energies obtained using PBE+U
(2.26 eV) and HSE (2.86 eV) differ by 0.6 eV. This discrepancy
is approximately 0.1 eV lower than corresponding values for the
formation of a single O vacancy (eq 2). Although a systematic
investigation of minimum-energy localization patterns of the
four Ce3+ ions in the surface layer (cf. Figure S2) has not been
done, we believe that this is again an indication for the
underestimation of relaxation contributions using the PBE+U
approach. Our reasoning above appears to be supported by the
following: while HSE predicts ΔEd(1/2O2) for eq 3 (2.86 eV)
to be 0.42 eV more endothermic compared to eq 2 (2.44 eV),
PBE+U predicts this step to be 0.50 eV more endothermic. The
difference between 0.50 and 0.42 eV coincides with our

estimate for the underestimation of relaxation effects by PBE
+U using “unrelaxed” defect formation energies (see above).

4.2. Methanol Adsorption. Adsorption energies and
structures of the methanol interacting with the pristine and
defective CeO2(111) surface agree with the findings reported
by Beste et al.21 for the smaller p(2 × 2) cell. Surface oxygen
vacancies represent thermodynamically more favorable adsorp-
tion sites, which is obtained using PBE+U as well as HSE.
However, these two approaches perform qualitatively differ-
ently comparing the methoxide formation at the pristine and
the defective surfaces.
For A1, adsorption energies using PBE+U and HSE are

virtually identical at −0.69 and −0.71 eV, respectively (cf. Table
2). Note that the aforementioned HSE result refers to the HSE
single-point energy at the HSE+D structure. However,
optimization using HSE affected the adsorption energy by
only 0.01 eV. The dispersion correction stabilizes the adsorbate
by about 0.2 eV. The ZPVE effects for adsorption at the pristine
surface were found to be negligibly small (0.004 eV) because
contributions of reactants and the product de facto cancel each
other. For A2, however, ZPVE effects are approximately 1 order
of magnitude larger (−0.04 eV), leading to a net stabilization.
At the defective surface, PBE+U and HSE perform very
differently. Adsorption at the defect is predicted to be
pronouncedly exothermic. This is not surprising, as the oxygen
defect is (partly) healed; however, this is not a redox reaction as
the number of Ce3+ ions before and after methanol adsorption
does not change. The adsorption energy obtained using PBE
+U amounts to −2.11 eV, whereas HSE predicts −1.90 eV,
which is less exothermic by 0.21 eV.
The CH3O

− and the positively charged oxygen vacancy
interact attractively, mainly because of electrostatic interactions.
Here, SIE in PBE+U contribute to a spurious overbinding of
the methoxide. This is very likely because of the SIE-induced
overdelocalization of charge, which in turn leads to a more
attractive electrostatic interaction (see also ref 93). Since SIE
are reduced in HSE, the interaction is smaller. In addition, this
is supported by the smaller distance between the methoxide
oxygen atom and the surface Ce4+ layer obtained using PBE+U
(117 pm) compared to HSE (123 pm). The overbinding is
rather pronounced for the methoxide at the tridentate defect
site, however smaller at the pristine surface, where the
methoxide binds atop a Ce4+. In other words, the interaction
of the methoxide with the vacancy (3-fold coordinated to Ce) is
stronger, as overdelocalization errors become more effective at
the higher coordinated site. It is noteworthy that the
parameters used for dispersion correction, i.e., different global
scaling factors, appear to be reasonable as PBE+U and HSE
predict very similar dispersion contributions for both A1 and
A2.
The existence of multiple IR peaks in the C−O stretching

region was previously attributed to multiple adsorption
structures (atop, bridging, and tridentate),23 though Abbott et
al.3 only reported two peaks for methanol on the pristine CeO2
(111) surface. These signals were attributed to the C−O
stretching modes of atop and tridentate methanol.21 However,
the adsorption structure in the surface defect (A2, tridentate
methoxide) does not possess IR-active vibrations in this region,
whereas A1 features two IR-active modes according to our
calculations. Therefore, we assign the experimental peak at
1038 cm−1 to the C−O stretching mode of “atop methanol”
(A1) and the peak at 1104 cm−1 to the methyl rocking mode of
this adsorption structure.
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4.3. Formaldehyde Formation. Similar to eqs 2 and 4, the
oxidation of methanol to FA involves the reduction of the
surface, and according to the above-mentioned arguments,
discrepancies between PBE+U and HSE are expected.
However, these discrepancies may be estimated using the
Brønsted−Evans−Polanyi (BEP) principle. Knowing the HSE
reaction energy suffices to estimate the corresponding reaction
barrier: the hybrid functional predicts more endothermic
reaction energies for the steps A1 → I1 and A2 → I4
compared to PBE+U. For the defective surface (A2 → I4), the
difference between PBE+U+D and HSE+D reaction energies
(ΔEreac = +0.32 eV; cf. Table 6) as well as barriers (ΔE‡ =
+0.21 eV) were calculated (cf. Figure 5). These differences

agree well with the BEP principle. We emphasize that this
estimate works surprisingly well for PBE+U and HSE as both
functionals are conceptually related, but there is no guarantee
that it will work when other less similar functionals are
employed.
TPD experiments predict an intrinsic barrier of approx-

imately 1.5 eV.2 The ZPVE-corrected HSE+D barrier of 1.44
eV is closer to the observed value than the PBE+U+D result
(1.23 eV). On the basis of that comparison, we believe that
HSE+D outperforms PBE+U+D. This result is not surprising
since GGA functionals generally underestimate barriers
compared to hybrid functionals.94,95

Pristine ceria surfaces are rather inactive,13 whereas partially
reduced surfaces catalyze the oxidation of CH3OH to CH2O
and COX. The selectivity toward COX increases with the degree
of reduction.96 At the pristine surface, the desorption energy for
methanol is significantly smaller than the intrinsic barrier for
the oxidation step. Therefore, methanol desorption is favored.
FA formation occurs at the oxygen defects with an intrinsic
barrier of 1.44 eV. These results explain the methanol
desorption peak at 0.8 eV (270 K; cf. Figure 5 in ref 3) and
the FA desorption peak of 1.5 eV (610 K) as observed in TPD
experiments.2,3,16,96

As stated by Beste et al., the reported increase in the activity
upon reduction of the ceria surface is actually an increase in the
FA yield, while the desorption temperature remains unchanged.
This observation fully agrees with our model (low methanol
coverage at low O defect concentration) for the surface reaction
considering the adsorbed methoxide in the vacancy reacting to
FA by H-transfer to the surface. The model reflects the
experimental TPD conditions starting from a presaturated
surface. As a consequence the yield of FA will be directly
proportional to the defect concentration.
Instead of creating water, two hydroxyl groups might also

recombine into H2 in order to avoid the formation of the
endothermic oxygen vacancy. At the CeO2(111) surface, this
pathway (2.30 eV; PBE+U desorption energy in Table 1) is
slightly less favored compared to water desorption (2.12 eV;
PBE+U). HSE predicts the opposite: H2 evolution (1.81 eV) is
favored over water desorption (2.04 eV). However, both
desorption routes require high temperatures and do not occur
below 800 K.16 At the CeO2(100) surface, water and hydrogen
desorption occur already at 600 K due to the lower defect
formation energies.16,25

In the presence of water, the O-defect site is likely to be
occupied, and therefore, less exothermic adsorption enthalpies
should be expected. Note that this work focuses on the intrinsic
barriers that are obtained via TPD experiments.

5. CONCLUSIONS
This work predicts surface oxygen defects to be the reactive site
in methanol oxidation at the CeO2(111) surface under TPD
conditions because the intrinsic barrier obtained using ZPVE-
corrected HSE+D (139 kJ/mol) is lower than the correspond-
ing methanol desorption energy (206 kJ/mol). This barrier is
considered very accurate as it agrees well with that reported by
Freund and co-workers derived from TPD using Redhead
analysis (∼150 kJ/mol).2 Therefore, differences in TPD spectra
for the methanol oxidation at the clean and Ar+-sputtered
CeO2(111) surface as reported by Ferrizz et al.13 can be
explained: The more reactive sites, i.e., number of O defects on
the surface, the more formaldehyde is created, causing a larger
TPD peak. However, we clearly state that our work does not
allow for conclusions at higher defect concentrations as it
studies the isolated point defect only. Also, other reaction
channels which are likely to become effective at higher
methanol loadings, e.g., recombination of two methoxides
into methanol and formaldehyde, were not investigated.
The adsorption structure of methoxide in the O defect has

no IR-active C−O stretching mode according to our
calculations. The adsorption structure at the pristine surface
features two IR-active modes at around 1100 cm−1: a C−O
stretching and a CH3 rocking mode. On the pristine surface, the
less strongly bonded methoxide is more likely to desorb than to
be oxidized. This is shown by comparing the ZPVE-corrected
PBE+U+D adsorption energy (−88 kJ/mol) with the intrinsic
barrier (104 kJ/mol). Importantly, the adsorption energy on
the pristine surface is less affected by self-interaction errors as
the ZPVE-corrected HSE+D result amounts to −86 kJ/mol,
which is only slightly lower. The PBE+U approach predicts the
reactive site correctly but overestimates the adsorption energy
at the defect by 20 kJ/mol and underestimates the intrinsic
barrier by the same amount compared to HSE. Related to the
partial correction of self-interaction errors, this behavior has
been expected. Overall, the computationally less expensive PBE
+U results agree reasonably well with the HSE results.

Table 6. ZPVE-Corrected Adsorption (ΔEads) and Reaction
(ΔEreac) Energies as Well as Intrinsic Barriers (ΔE‡) in eV

PBE+U+D HSE+D

pristine
ΔEads −0.91 −0.89
ΔEreac −0.76 −0.28
ΔE‡ 1.08

defective
ΔEads −2.39 −2.14
ΔEreac 0.37 0.61
ΔE‡ 1.23 1.44

Figure 5. Energy profile for the ODH of methanol to FA at the
reduced CeO2(111) surface. Total energies obtained using dispersion-
corrected PBE+U (black line) and HSE (blue line) include gas phase
molecules as indicated by an asterisk.
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Compared to pristine CeO2(111), the reduced surface is,
however, the less effective oxidant (higher intrinsic barrier for
the oxidation step), which is plausible from a chemical
viewpoint.
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ABSTRACT: Ceria nanoparticles may expose (100) and
(111) facets depending on the preparation method. Motivated
by that, we study the reactions of methanol with the
CeO2(100) surface using dispersion-corrected PBE+U subject
to periodic boundary conditions and compare with results for
the CeO2(111) surface. At (100) facets, the oxidative
dehydrogenation of methanol to formaldehyde occurs with
an intrinsic barrier of only 0.94 eV (91 kJ/mol), which is
significantly lower than the corresponding barrier of 1.23 eV
(119 kJ/mol) at the (111) surface. The lower barrier maps to
lower formaldehyde desorption temperatures as observed in
temperature-programmed desorption spectroscopy. The high-
er activity is in accordance with predicted lower oxygen defect
formation energy in the (100) surface. Thus, defect formation energies are valid reactivity descriptors for oxidation reactions
following a Mars-van Krevelen mechanism. At both surfaces, formaldehyde either desorbs or forms a bridging dioxymethylene
intermediate, which can be further oxidized into carbon oxides. However, formaldehyde desorption from the (100) surface is
significantly more endothermic. Thus, methanol oxidation at the (100) surface is predicted to yield both formaldehyde and
carbon oxides, whereas at the (111) surface, formaldehyde can easily desorb. Therefore, the desorption step appears to be the key
to the selectivity of methanol oxidation to formaldehyde.

1. INTRODUCTION

The oxidation of methanol on metal oxides plays a crucial role
in several applications related to energy conversion, such as
steam reforming1 or so-called direct methanol fuel cells.2 By
virtue of heterogeneous catalysis, metal oxides are used to
convert methanol via oxidative dehydrogenation (ODH) to
formaldehyde,3 which is the parent compound for many fine
chemicals and pharmaceuticals.
Besides their technical relevance, methanol adsorption and

oxidation also represent a highly sensitive probe with high
specificity to the active sites, which has been extensively
reviewed by Tatiboueẗ.4 It gives experimentalists the oppor-
tunity to quantitatively determine the number of active surface
sites, which is required for quantifying turnover frequencies, as
stated by Wachs and co-workers.5 Overall, methanol oxidation
turned out to be very useful for characterizing supported oxide
catalysts that activate C−H bonds,6−10 where it was found that
transition metal oxides supported on ceria (CeO2) are
particularly active catalysts. Recent experimental and theoretical
studies including surface science experiments on model
catalysts highlighted the very special role of this easily reducible
support.11−14

The outstanding role of ceria can be explained by its ability
to act as an oxygen buffer; that is, it enables facile and reversible
detachment from, as well as incorporation of oxygen into, its
crystal lattice. In other words, oxygen defects form easily.15,16

This is a consequence of particularly low oxygen vacancy
formation energies and accessible Ce 4f states, which become
occupied by remaining excess electrons once an (overall
electroneutral) oxygen vacancy in the O2− lattice is formed.
Occupation of Ce 4f states leads to the formation of atom-like
split-off states in the band gap.17 In fully oxidized ceria with
cerium in its highest oxidation state +4, two Ce4+ ions are
reduced to Ce3+ upon creating a single O vacancy. Reoxidation
of Ce3+ to Ce4+ (e.g., by replenishing the vacancy with ambient
oxygen) is similarly easy.
As mentioned above, alcohol oxidation proceeds at ceria

catalysts via dehydrogenation. This involves the heterolytic
dissociation of methanol into a methoxide and a proton on the
surface and the homolytic C−H bond breaking (oxidation
step). During the ODH following a Mars-van Krevelen
mechanism,18 two electrons will be transferred from methanol
to the surface. In the case of ceria-based catalysts, these
electrons will reduce two Ce4+ ions to Ce3+ per methanol. As
stated by Tatiboueẗ,4 on redox active catalysts like ceria,
methanol is dehydrogenated to formaldehyde, whereas on
catalysts with basic sites oxidation to CO2 occurs. Catalysts with
Brønsted or Lewis acid sites yield primarily dimethyl ether.
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In real-world applications, (supported) metal oxides are
commonly used in the form of polycrystalline powders that are
comprised of nanocrystallites with exposed surfaces of different
orientations depending on the preparation conditions,
especially temperature. Additionally, defects and many low-
coordinated sites (e.g., steps, kinks, and corners) may be
involved. Particularly for ceria, surface properties vary
drastically with surface orientation. Furthermore, it is well-
established that defects are strongly involved in the surface
chemistry of reducible oxides.19,20

From a theoretical point of view, the thermodynamically
stable low-index ceria surfaces with (111), (110), and (100)
orientations have been extensively studied,21−23 though (100)
surfaces have been studied less compared to other orientations.
An important result of density functional theory (DFT) studies
is the increase of their respective surface energies according to
(111) < (110) < (100). Conventionally employed models for
the (100) surface are oxygen terminated, however, character-
izations of the CeO2(100) surface have not been defini-
tive.24−30 Due to its inherent polarity, mechanisms that
compensate for the surface dipole moment are required.31,32

Furthermore, (100) is the least stable surface orientation for
cubic ceria. References 22 and 33 suggest that ceria (100)
might feature a variety of terminations in constant flux rather
than a “static” one. This is corroborated by the small surface
energy differences (including defective structures) found by
Pan et al.30

Not surprisingly, formation energies of oxygen defects in
(100) surfaces are lower compared to (111) and (110) surfaces,
which leads to high activities for oxidation or ODH reactions.
This high activity comes with a higher degree of coordinative
unsaturation of surface oxygen atoms (see, e.g., Mullins33). It
has also been suggested that this difference in oxygen defect
formation energies is responsible for different catalytic
behavior: the (111) surface catalyzes predominantly hydro-
genation reactions, while the (100) surface catalyzes oxidation
reactions.34

Most experimental studies on alcohol oxidation at clean or
reduced ceria considered the thermodynamically most stable
(111) surface.35−38 The methanol adsorption on fully oxidized
or reduced CeO2(111)

39−41 as well as (110)42 has been studied
using DFT. Also, reactions of its dehydrogenation product
formaldehyde have been studied.43,44 Experimentally, methanol
adsorption and dehydrogenation on CeO2(100) have been
examined by Albrecht and Mullins.45 The surface structure
dependence of ethanol oxidation on variously faceted ceria
nanocrystals has been studied by Li et al.46

Recently, adsorption and oxidation of methanol on (111),
(110), and (100) surfaces of ceria have been studied by Loṕez
and co-workers by virtue of DFT+U.47 The authors report the
lowest barriers for oxidation steps at the (100) surface, but in
contrast to the present work, they found carbon monoxide to
be the sole product of methanol oxidation at the (100) surface.
This finding conflicts with the experimentally observed product
ratio of formaldehyde, CO, and CO2.

45 We resolve this
discrepancy by providing a different mechanism for the deep
oxidation. In addition, the competing water desorption and
hydrogen evolution reactions are discussed. Furthermore, we
present formation energies of oxygen defects in the (100)
surface using two different approaches, DFT+U and the HSE
hybrid functional, to address questions concerning the accuracy
of DFT. Defect formation energies have been shown to be
useful reactivity descriptors.48 To study the low methanol

coverage limit, a large c(2 × 2) surface unit cell was used as
recently suggested by Pan et al.30 Overall, this work provides
details about methanol oxidation at ceria surfaces guided by
three well-known concepts: the coordinative unsaturation, the
reducibility, and the degree of reduction.49

2. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
Calculations were performed using the projector augmented
wave method (PAW)50,51 as implemented in the Vienna ab
initio simulation package (VASP).52,53 The onsite Coulomb
correlation of occupied f orbitals is corrected via the DFT+U
approach54,55 employing the generalized gradient-corrected
exchange-correlation functional by Perdew, Burke, and
Ernzerhof (PBE)56 and an effective Hubbard-type U parameter
of 4.5 eV for the Ce 4f electrons, i.e., PBE+U (cf. ref 17). The
specific implementation of DFT+U used in this work follows
Dudarev et al.57,58 A plane wave kinetic energy cutoff of 600 eV
was used and structure optimizations were performed until
forces acting on the relaxed atoms were below 0.02 eV Å−1.
Dipole moments perpendicular to the surface are corrected
with the approach presented in ref 59. To compute integrals
over k space, the Brillouin zone was sampled with a mesh of 2
× 2 × 1 k points. Optimized structures using PBE+U were
proven to be minima by the absence of imaginary vibrational
frequencies. O defect formation energies were also calculated
using the screened hybrid functional after Heyd, Scuseria, and
Ernzerhof (HSE).60,61 HSE uses identical settings except for
structure optimizations, which employ the PRECFOCK = fast
Fourier grid for Fock-exchange related routines. HSE results
reported in this work are single points at optimized structures
using the dense PRECFOCK = normal Fourier grid. This is a
valid and accurate procedure, which was extensively tested in
previous work (see refs 41 and 62).
Harmonic vibrational frequencies and their corresponding

normal modes were obtained by diagonalizing a partial, mass-
weighted matrix of second derivatives with respect to each of
the three Cartesian degrees of freedom per atom. This
“Hessian” matrix was obtained by finite-differences of the
gradients with displacements of ±0.015 Å (central differences).
Zero-point vibration energy (ZPVE) corrections as well as IR
frequencies use the topmost three atomic layers including all
adatoms.
The semiempirical C6/R

6 term by Grimme (DFT+D2) was
added to total energies and forces to correct for missing long-
range dispersion-type interactions with a global scaling factor of
0.75 that was fitted for the PBE functional.63,64 Required van
der Waals parameters for Ce were derived and tested in ref 65
(cf. the Supporting Information (SI) of that reference).
Transition structures were obtained by nudged elastic bands

(NEB) calculations66,67 in combination with the so-called
climbing image method68 as implemented in VASP. Eight
images were used for each NEB calculation with a spring
constant of 5 eV/Å2. The improved dimer method (IDM) was
later used to refine these structures using the same convergence
criteria as employed in structure optimizations.69,70

The c(2 × 2) surface unit cell was generated by cutting bulk
CeO2 in (100) orientation with a cell vector that amounts to
10.980 Å (HSE: 10.802 Å). The slab model consists of 8 CeO2
units in the surface layer and 11 atomic layers keeping atomic
positions of the lowest three layers frozen to simulate the bulk
(cf. Figure 1). Both surfaces are oxygen-terminated, but only
50% of the lattice positions are occupied in order to maintain
stoichiometry (cf. Figure 2c of ref 22). The vacuum layer in z-
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direction was set to 8 Å, which after testing was found to be
sufficient to avoid interactions between replicated images.

3. RESULTS
3.1. Layer Convergence. Previous studies considered

symmetrical slab models (i.e., both slab surfaces can relax) with
nine atomic layers.21,72,73 However, increasing the number of
atomic layers from nine to 11 increases the relaxation
contribution (Δrelax = γrelax − γ0, cf. Table 1) to the surface

energy from −0.64 to −0.67 J/m2 (cf. Figure 2). An
asymmetrical slab model (i.e., positions of atoms in one surface
are fixed to simulate the bulk) with the same number of atomic
layers decreases the surface energy even further (−0.71 J/m2

relaxation contribution). Adding more atomic layers does not
affect the surface energy significantly, which is why we consider
11 layers to be converged. The hybrid functional predicts a
lower surface relaxation energy of −0.88 J/m2, but the
corresponding surface energy is nevertheless higher (1.72 J/
m2 compared to 1.44 J/m2 with PBE+U). Dispersion
contributions only marginally affect surface energies. These
results are compiled in Table 1.
3.2. Surface Oxygen Defects. Using eq 1, the PBE+U

formation energy for the most stable surface oxygen defect
amounts to ΔEd(1/2 O2) = 1.28 eV (cf. Table 1), which

includes −1.11 eV relaxation contribution and 0.05 eV dipole
corrections.

→ ++ − + −[2Ce , 4O ] [2Ce , 3O , V ] 1/2O4 2 3 2
O 2 (1)

This value is significantly lower than the surface oxygen defect
formation energy obtained for a symmetrical slab model with
the same number of layers (1.49 eV) due to the different
relaxation contributions Δrelax as shown in Table 1, which is a
strong indication that symmetrical slab models with 11 atomic
layers are not converged with respect to the number of atomic
layers. The discrepancy in ΔEd(1/2 O2) of 0.21 eV is caused by
relaxation, because it is equal to the difference in Δrelax (cf.
Table 1). Dispersion correction increases the defect formation
energy to 1.38 eV (+0.10 eV). The hybrid functional HSE
predicts a defect formation energy of 1.56 eV, which is 0.28 eV
larger compared to PBE+U.
For the most stable surface oxygen defect, both Ce3+ ions (5-

fold coordinated) are in nearest neighbor position with respect
to the oxygen vacancy as shown in Figure 3a. Specific

relaxations of individual atoms are discussed in the SI. Ce3+

configurations with one nearest neighbor and one next-nearest
neighbor regarding the vacancy are 0.06 and 0.25 eV less stable,
respectively. The energy difference between 3b and 3c
illustrates that larger Ce3+−Ce3+ distances are preferred
energetically. Configurations with subsurface Ce3+ ions lead
to defect formation energies greater than 1.5 eV, and subsurface
oxygen vacancies (3.13 eV) are even less stable than bulk
defects (2.76 eV; unit cell with 96 atoms).
Oxygen defects discussed in this work use high-spin

configurations, which were found to be energetically favored
over low-spin configurations. The nearest neighbor config-
uration shown in Figure 3a is particularly destabilized in the
low-spin case (1.74 eV), i.e., antiferromagnetic order. At the
ceria (111) surface, high- and low-spin configurations were
found to be similar in energy.74

3.3. Methanol Adsorption. Methanol adsorbs dissocia-
tively at the CeO2(100) surface with an adsorption energy of

Figure 1. Side view (a) of the slab model used in this work as well as a
top view (b) that compares a p(2 × 2) surface cell (solid line) with a
c(2 × 2) surface cell (dashed line). The following color code is used:
Ce4+ (dark gray; surface blue), O (light gray; surface red). VESTA is
used for visualizing structural models.71

Table 1. Surface Energies as well as Surface Oxygen Defect
Formation Energies Obtained with Symmetrical (s) and
Asymmetrical (as) Slab Modelsa

surface energy [J/m2] defect formation [eV]

unrelaxed relaxed Δrelax unrelaxed relaxed Δrelax

PW91+U (s)b 2.05 1.41 −0.64 2.27
PW91+U (s)c 2.39 1.65 −0.74
PBE+U (s,
11L)

2.15 1.48 −0.67 2.39 1.49 −0.90

PBE+U (as,
11L)

2.15 1.44 −0.71 2.39 1.28 −1.11

PBE+U+D (as,
11L)

2.15 1.44 −0.71 2.50 1.38 −1.12

HSE (as, 11L) 3.40 1.72 −0.88 2.70 1.56 −1.14
CeO2(111),
PBE+U

0.69 0.68 −0.01 3.80d 1.84d −1.96d

CeO2(111),
HSE

0.82 4.44 2.44 −2.00

Bulk, PBE+Ue 4.22 2.76 −1.46
Bulk, HSEe 4.96 3.78 −1.18
aBulk ceria defect formation energies are stated for comparison.
bReference 21. cReference 23. dReference 65. eValues refer to a
Ce32O64 supercell.

Figure 2. DFT+U relaxation contributions Δrelax to the surface
energies γ in J/m2 for symmetrical (×) and asymmetrical (o) slab
models. The latter include dipole corrections. References 21 (Δ) and
23 (□) report values obtained with PW91+U for symmetrical slab
models.

Figure 3. Top view on different Ce3+ configurations at surface oxygen
defects (green circle) along with the PBE+U+D defect formation
energies in eV. The following color code is used throughout this work:
Ce3+ (dark blue), Ce4+ (blue), and O (red; subsurface dark red).
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−1.94 eV, which includes −0.25 eV dispersion correction. The
most stable adsorption structure A (θ = 0.125, i.e., 1 methanol
per 8 surface Ce ions) is shown in Figure 4 and relevant bond

lengths are given in Table 2. Figure 4 also introduces a
schematic stick representation to illustrate the local structure
around the adsorbed methoxy species. Note that the stick figure
corresponds to all colored atoms shown in the top view and
each apex between two bold lines indicates a corresponding Ce
ion in the surface.
Here, the methoxide binds to the surface by bridging two Ce

ions and a nearest neighbor oxygen ion is protonated. Prior to
the methanol adsorption, this oxygen ion is located at an
equidistant site between two Ce ions (rCe−O = 220 pm), but
after protonation it is lifted by 15 pm and moves closer to one
of the aforementioned Ce ions (rCe−OH = 240 and 251 pm) and
the methoxide moves toward the same Ce ion. Protonation of a
next-nearest neighbor oxygen atom is 0.06 eV less stable as the
aforementioned relaxation does not occur. Vibrational
frequencies of A are discussed in section 4.2.
3.4. Methanol Oxidation. Starting with A, a hydrogen

atom can be transferred to a neighboring surface oxygen atom.
Except for their relative position to the hydroxyl group, these
oxygen atoms are symmetrically equivalent (cf. top view in
Figure 4). Because of that, reaction barriers are expected to be
similar and only one pathway via transition structure TS1 will
be investigated. Intermediate and transition structures are
shown in Figure 4, and the PBE+U+D reaction profile is shown
in Figure 5.
Along the imaginary mode of TS1 (1274 cm−1), the

hydrogen atom is transferred to a surface oxygen atom and
the CH2O moiety planarizes with an intrinsic barrier of 1.09 eV.

Dispersion does not affect this barrier, but ZPVE corrections
decrease the barrier to 0.94 eV. The density of states of TS1 as
well as an electron density isocontour plot of the highest
occupied crystal orbital (HOCO) is depicted in Figure 6. The
HOCO is occupied by two electrons and consists of the
formaldehyde π* orbital and the f orbitals of three Ce ions.
Forward relaxation of TS1 leads to the metastable I1, which

consists of formaldehyde adsorbed 82 pm above the hydro-
genated Ce40O78(OH)2 surface. Both electrons are now
localized in surface Ce f states. The reaction energy for the
oxidation step A → I1 amounts to −0.91 eV. Starting with I1,
two pathways are considered: further relaxation toward I2 and
formaldehyde desorption.
Formation of I2, which contains a bridging −O−CH2−O−

motif, is highly exothermic with a reaction energy of −1.47 eV.
This intermediate may lead to the formation of carbon oxides,
and its formation occurs via transition structure TS2 (cf. Figure
4) with an intrinsic barrier of 0.17 eV. Along the imaginary
mode of TS2 (222 cm−1), the CO bond becomes longer as
the carbon atom approaches the surface oxygen atom.
Desorption of the loosely bonded formaldehyde, on the

other hand, is expected to occur barrierless with a desorption
energy of 0.66 eV, which includes 0.2 eV dispersion
contr ibut ions . This react ion pathway leading to
Ce40O78(OH)2 (I3) is furthermore favored by a gain in
entropy. An estimate for the entropy contribution would be the
value at the (111) surface, which amounts to −TΔS = −0.56 eV
(300 K, 0.1 MPa).41 In contrast, water desorption leading to
Ce40O79 (I4) is highly endothermic (2.48 eV) due to the
creation of a surface oxygen defect.

3.5. Formation of Carbon Oxides. Starting with I2,
further oxidation occurs via transition structure TS3 (see Figure
6b). Along its imaginary mode (521 cm−1), a hydrogen atom is
transferred to a neighboring surface oxygen atom and the
HCOO− moiety planarizes as the C−O bonds are contracted.
This is depicted in Figure 7 and structural parameters are
compiled in Table 3. TS3 contains two Ce3+ ions in the surface
Ce layer and one Ce3+ ion in the subsurface layer (not shown in
Figure 6b). A fourth unpaired electron is delocalized in the
formate π* orbital and a surface oxygen p orbital, thus forming
a broken-symmetry singlet state. The intrinsic barrier for this
elementary step is only 0.78 eV.
Forward relaxation of TS3 leads to intermediate structure I5,

which consists of a formate anion adsorbed at a Ce40O77(OH)3
slab. The newly formed hydroxyl group is tilted toward another
surface oxygen atom and forms a weak hydrogen bond (223
pm). All four unpaired electrons are now localized in surface Ce
f states, i.e., half of the Ce ions of the surface layer. The reaction
energy for this oxidation step amounts to −2.40 eV, thus

Figure 4. Thermodynamically favored methanol adsorption structure
A at the CeO2(100) surface (side and top view as well as a schematic
stick figure representation) along with the oxidation products I1 and
I2 that are reached via transition structures TS1 and TS2.

Table 2. Selected Bond Lengths (pm) for the Structures
Shown in Figure 4 (A, TS1, I1, TS2, and I2) Obtained with
Dispersion-Corrected PBE+U

A TS1 I1 TS2 I2

C−H 110 147
C−Oa 142 139 123 129 143
C−Ob 255 141
O−H 118 97 97 97

Figure 5. Energy profile for the oxidation of methanol at the
CeO2(100) surface. Total energies obtained using dispersion-corrected
PBE+U include gas phase molecules as indicated by a plus sign.
Intrinsic barriers are given in eV.
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making I5 the most stable intermediate along the reaction
coordinate shown in Figure 5.
Via transition structure TS4 (cf. Figure 6c), the formate

anion (I5) can be converted into a carbon dioxide anion (I6).
The intrinsic barrier for this elementary step amounts to 1.39
eV. Along the imaginary mode of TS4 (1127 cm−1), the
HCO2

− moiety is rotated toward the surface, the hydrogen is
transferred to a hydroxyl oxygen atom, while the hydroxyl
proton is transferred to the neighboring oxygen atom along the
former hydrogen bond. Electronically, TS4 can be considered a
quintet state (high-spin) with all four Ce f electrons in α spin.
The formate π orbital is doubly occupied and slightly exchange-
splitted most likey due to interactions with the occupied Ce f
states (see Figure 6f).
Forward relaxation of TS4 leads to the intermediate I6,

which consists of a negatively charged carbon dioxide adsorbed

at a Ce40O76(OH)4 slab−the charge is compensated by a Ce4+

counterion. This oxidation step is endothermic with a reaction
energy of 0.69 eV. Five unpaired electrons are localized in Ce f
states and one electron is localized at the CO2

− moiety within
the 6a1 orbital (see Figure 1 of ref 75). As a result, the CO
bonds of I6 are 7 pm longer compared to gas phase CO2 (see
Table 3) and the molecule is bent (132°, C2v symmetry). It
binds through both oxygen atoms, which occupy sites in the
surface oxygen lattice.
Starting with I6, both CO and CO2 can desorb with

respective desorption energies of 1.63 and 0.51 eV. Carbon
dioxide desorption leads to the formation of an additional Ce3+

(6 in total, θ = 0.75), whereas carbon monoxide desorption
oxidizes the surface (4 Ce3+ ions, θ = 0.5). Note that θ = 1.0
refers to a fully reduced surface Ce2O3 layer. As shown in
Figure 5, carbon dioxide desorption (I7+) is favored. Water
desorption (I7 → I8, I9 → I10) is highly endothermic with
desorption energies of 2.29 and 2.13 eV per water molecule,
respectively.

4. DISCUSSIONS
4.1. Surface Properties. Nolan et al.21,76 studied the

CeO2(100) surface using PW91+U with a U parameter of 5.0
eV, which is expected to yield similar results compared with the
PBE+U approach used in this work. For a symmetric slab
model with 15 atomic layers, they reported a surface energy of
1.41 J/m2 that includes −0.64 J/m2 relaxation contributions.
This agrees well with the results presented in section 3.1 (1.44
J/m2 surface energy and −0.67 J/m2 relaxation contributions).
Results discussed in ref 23 differ by 10%. As previously reported
for the (111) and (110) surfaces,77 HSE also leads to a higher
surface energy (1.72 J/nm2) for the (100) orientation
compared with PBE+U (1.44 J/nm2).
Using an asymmetrical slab model with 11 atomic layers, a

defect formation energy of 1.28 eV is obtained (cf. Table 4).
This is significantly lower than the value reported in ref 21

Figure 6. Electron and spin density isocontours (0.01 Å−3) for the highest occupied bands of TS1 (a), TS3 (b), and TS4 (c) as well as respective
projected local densities of states (d−f; topmost six atomic layers) around the Fermi level using the following color code: red (mostly O p states),
yellow/purple (hybridized state depicted above), and blue (unoccupied Ce f states).

Figure 7. Reaction pathways for the oxidation of formaldehyde at the
CeO2(100) surface. Top views of these structures are shown in the SI
(cf. Figure S2).

Table 3. Relevant PBE+U+D Bond Lengths (pm) for the
Intermediate Structures Shown in Figure 7 and the
Corresponding Transition Structures

I2 TS3 I5 TS4 I6 CO2

C−Ha 111 122
C−Hb 111 111 111 300
C−Oa 143 137 128 131 125 118
C−Ob 141 138 127 130 125 118
Oc−Ha 150 98 124 185
Oc−Hb 98 97
Od−Ha 223 119 98
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(2.27 eV), which was obtained using a symmetrical slab model
with 9 atomic layers. Since this value is close to the unrelaxed
defect formation energy (2.39 eV), it can be concluded that the
smaller model is not converged with respect to the number of
atomic layers. In addition, the ceria (100) defect formation
energy reported in ref 21 is actually larger than the value for the
(111) surface reported in ref 65 (1.84 eV), which does not
follow the trend predicted by DFT surface energies in refs 21−
23. This further indicates that 9 atomic layers are not sufficient
for modeling the ceria (100) surface.
At the (100) surface, ΔEd(1/2 O2) is lower than the defect

formation energy at the more stable (111) surface obtained
with the same methodology and settings (1.84 eV in ref 65),
which correlates with lower coordination numbers of the
surface oxygen ions at the (100) surface (CN = 2 compared to
CN = 3 at the (111) surface). At the (111) surface, two next-
nearest neighbor Ce3+ ions are favored,41 but at the (100)
surface two nearest neighbor Ce3+ ions are favored (cf. Figure
3). The significantly less stable low-spin configuration of the
most stable defect at the (100) surface infers interactions
between the neighboring Ce3+ ions (rCe−Ce = 440 pm).
Furthermore, surface and subsurface defect formation

energies are similar in the (111) surface (cf. Table 4) but in
the (100) surface, oxygen defects in surface position are highly
favored over defects in subsurface position. The subsurface
defect formation energy at the (100) surface (3.13 eV; two
nearest neighbor Ce3+) is even larger than the bulk defect
formation energy (2.76 eV). The stronger binding of the
subsurface oxygen atom in the (100) surface is due to
electrostatic interaction as reflected by a lower Madelung
potential at the subsurface vacancy (−2.3 V) compared with the
surface vacancy (±0.0 V). For ceria (111), the Madelung
potential at the surface vacancy (−1.7 V) is lower than at the
subsurface vacancy (−1.2 V) due to relaxation.74 This is further
supported by experimental findings. At fully oxidized ceria
(100) films, acetaldehyde is oxidized to water and carbon
oxides, whereas partially reduced ceria (100) films yield H2 and
carbon deposits.79 These findings indicate that subsurface
defects are significantly more difficult to form in the (100)
surface. In contrast, upon adsorption on a reduced ceria (111)
film, acetaldehyde desorbs without decomposition.80

The unpaired electrons of minimum energy structures are all
localized in cubic f states of fx(y2‑z2) symmetry, which were found
to be more stable than fz3 states in the cubic lattice of CeO2 by
Allen and Watson.81 Only transition structure TS1 contains
occupied fz3 states (cf. Figure 6a).

HSE yields a significantly higher defect formation energy
(1.56 eV) than PBE+U, which has also been reported for the
(111) surface.41,74 Note that relaxation contributions are
slightly larger using HSE (−1.14 eV) compared with PBE+U
(−1.11 eV). The same is observed for the (111) surface, but
PBE+U yields a significantly higher relaxation contribution for
bulk defects (cf. Table 4) most likely because of the
overestimated lattice parameter and the strongly under-
estimated bulk modulus.82 The PBE+U bulk defect formation
energy agrees well with the value reported in ref 83.

4.2. Methanol Adsorption. At the CeO2(100) surface,
methanol adsorbs with −1.94 eV. This corresponds to a
methanol coverage of θ = 0.125. This is significantly more
exothermic than at the pristine CeO2(111) surface (−0.91 eV
in ref 41), but less exothermic than the adsorption in a surface
oxygen vacancy (−2.39 eV in ref 41). This correlates with the
number of Ce ions coordinated to the methoxide as shown in
Table 5. Upon neglect of dispersion corrections, ref 47 reports
a virtually identical adsorption energy of ca. −1.6 eV.

The C−O stretching frequency of the monodentate
methoxide (CN = 1) at the ceria (111) surface is blue-shifted
by +19 cm−1 compared to gas phase methanol. The stretching
frequencies of the bridging (A, cf. Figure 4) and tridentate
methoxide are red-shifted compared to gas phase methanol by
−15 and −38 cm−1, respectively. At the (111) surface, the
OCH3 rocking modes have similar frequencies due to the high
symmetry of the surface, but at the (100) surface the difference
amounts to 24 cm−1 as one mode occurs within and one
perpendicular to the Ce−OMe−Ce plane. However, all rocking
modes occur at frequencies that are typically assigned to C−O
stretching modes (see, e.g., ref 84). The entire vibrational
spectrum of A is given in the SI.

4.3. Methanol Oxidation. The oxidation of methanol to
formaldehyde involves the reduction of the surface. Since PBE
+U yields a lower defect formation energy compared to HSE, it
likely underestimates the intrinsic barriers for the oxidation of
methanol. It is known that GGA functionals typically
underestimate barriers,85,86 and for methanol oxidation at the
ceria (111) surface PBE+U underestimates the HSE barrier by
0.11 eV.41

According to the energy profile shown in Figure 5, the initial
oxidation step (A → I1) involves the highest barrier in the
formation of formaldehyde and is considered as rate-
determining. This was, e.g., also concluded by Wachs and co-
workers, when he found an almost perfect correlation of the
turnover frequency for the methanol oxidation with the
decomposition temperature for various metal oxides.5 However,
from a theory point of view, more definite conclusions would

Table 4. (Sub-)Surface Oxygen Defect Formation Energies
in eV Obtained with PBE+U and HSE

defect formation [eV]

unrelaxed relaxed Δrelax

CeO2(100), PBE+U 2.39 1.28 −1.11
→ subsurface 4.80 3.13 −1.67
CeO2(100), HSE 2.70 1.56 −1.14
CeO2(111), PBE+U

a 3.80 1.84 −1.96
→ subsurface 3.80 1.81 −1.99
CeO2(111), HSE 4.44 2.44 −2.00
→ subsurfaceb 4.51 2.26 −2.25
bulk, PBE+Uc 4.22 2.76 −1.46
bulk, HSEc 4.96 3.78 −1.18

aReference 65. bReference 78. cValues refer to a Ce32O64 supercell.

Table 5. Number of Ce Ions Coordinating the Methoxide
(CN), Methanol Adsorption Energies (Eads), and Vibrational
Frequencies for the H3C−O Rocking (r) and the C−O
Stretching (ν) Modes in cm−1 Obtained with Dispersion-
Corrected PBE+Ua

CN Eads (eV) r(CH3) ν(CO)

CH3OH 1132, 1001 1050
(111)b 1 −0.91 (−0.22) 1130, 1125 1069
(100) 2 −1.94 (−0.25) 1140, 1116 1035
(111)b 3 −2.39 (−0.28) 1136 1012

aThe dispersion correction included in the previous value is given in
parentheses. bReference 41.
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require a microkinetic simulation (see, e.g., ref 87). Using the
computational scheme described in ref 62, a TPD spectrum can
be simulated for this reaction pathway. The harmonic
frequencies of A and TS1 translate into a pre-exponential
factor of 1.7 × 1012 s−1, which leads to a formaldehyde
desorption peak at 430 K assuming an intrinsic barrier of 1.05
eV, i.e. 0.94 eV PBE+U barrier corrected by 0.11 eV (difference
between the intrinsic barrier at the (111) surface obtained with
PBE+U and HSE). At ceria (100) films, formaldehyde
desorption was observed at higher temperatures between
480−650 K (see, e.g., ref 45). This exceptionally broad
temperature range might indicate a superposition of multiple
desorption peaks possibly caused by defects in the thin films.
These defects may have formed during the methanol oxidation.
Taking this into account, the predicted desorption temperature
of 430 K agrees reasonably well. The low methanol coverage of
θ = 0.125 used in this work might represent another reason for
the discrepancy between theory and observation. Further TPD
experiments using ceria nanoparticles on a silica support
yielded two distinct formaldehyde desorption peaks at 435 and
590 K.88 The second peak was attributed to (111) facets, and
the peak at 435 K could either originate from edges or (100)
facets. Our calculations support the interpretation that the peak
at 435 K is caused by (100) facets. Methanol conversion at
about this temperature range is also supported by Li et al.,89

who observed formation of formates from methanol at
polycrystalline ceria between 373 and 473 K using infrared
spectroscopy.
The formation of a bridging dioxymethylene (I1 → I2)

proceeds exothermically by −1.47 eV with a small intrinsic
barrier of 0.17 eV. Again, this barrier is likely underestimated by
the PBE+U approach. This pathway leads to the formation of
carbon oxides. Formaldehyde desorption (I1 → I3) on the
other hand is endothermic by 0.66 eV, but favored in regard to
a higher entropy contribution. At the (111) surface, entropy
contributions for this reaction amount to −TΔS = −0.56 eV
(300 K, 0.1 MPa).41 These two competitive pathways give rise
to different products, but computation of their precise ratio is
beyond the scope of the present work. This would require
accurate desorption barriers that include temperature effects.
However, it can be inferred with certainty from present results
that methanol oxidation at the ceria (100) surface yields both
formaldehyde and carbon oxides, which is in agreement with
experimental results (see, e.g., ref 45).
For the conversion of A into I2, ref 47 suggests a direct route

with an intrinsic barrier of 0.89 eV (compared to 0.94 eV via
TS1), and intermediate I1 is not reported. As a result, further
oxidation steps are highly favored over formaldehyde
desorption. In contrast to the present work, CO is predicted
to be the exclusive product.
The dioxymethylene I2 can be converted into the formate I5

via transition structure TS3 with an intrinsic barrier of 0.78 eV
for the proton-coupled electron transfer (PCET). Two out of
three surface oxygen ions next to the O−CH2−O moiety are
already protonated, which reflects the increasing degree of
surface reduction. As a result, only one O ion of I2 can accept
the proton to form I5. One of the Ce3+ ions of TS3 is located in
a subsurface Ce layer. Such localization patterns are about 0.1
eV less favored for surface oxygen defects (see section 3.2).
Therefore, a transition structure TS3′ with three Ce3+ ions in
the topmost cationic layer should exist, which might slightly
decrease the intrinsic barrier for this step. This assumption is
further supported by the fact that the highest occupied band of

TS3 originates from the subsurface Ce3+ ion (cf. Figure 6e).
However, a highly accurate barrier for this reaction step is not
needed as it is not supposed to be rate-determining.
The bidentate formate I5 was found to be the most stable

intermediate and as such, it is expected to be the most
abundant one. Using infrared spectroscopy, Li et al.89 studied
the thermal decomposition of methanol at polycrystalline ceria:
formate formation is observed at 473 K, and no methanol could
be detected after heating to 573 K. Interestingly, formaldehyde
deposition at 300 K leads to an immediate formation of
formates. This supports our finding that the initial methanol
oxidation step is rate-determining. All other intrinsic barriers
along the pathways I1 → I5 are lower than the barrier for the
first C−H bond breaking in methoxide, and formates may be
formed at relatively lower temperatures. Reference 89 also
suggests that formates may be formed via disproportionation of
two formaldehyde molecules (“Cannizzaro reaction”). How-
ever, bimolecular reaction mechanisms, i.e., higher orders, are
beyond the scope of the present work.
Further oxidation of the formate occurs via TS4 with an

intrinsic barrier of 1.39 eV. Here, the H atom has to be
transferred to a neighboring hydroxyl group since all O ions in
the vicinity of the formate are already protonated due to the
high degree of surface reduction. The barrier for this H transfer
is significantly higher than the barriers calculated for H transfers
to surface O ions. The hydrogen atom of that hydroxyl group
originating from PCET is subsequently transferred to another
surface oxygen atom. The high density of surface hydroxyl
groups (θ = 0.5) along with a O−O distance of only 280 pm
enables this Grotthuss-like mechanism.
This leads to the intermediate I6 that contains a negatively

charged CO2
− moiety−the charge is compensated by a Ce4+

counterion. In contrast to molecular CO2, the anion is bent
(132°) and the CO bonds are elongated (125 instead of 118
pm) resulting in C2v symmetry. This change in geometry lowers
the 6a1 orbital (≙ 2πu in linear CO2), which accommodates the
23rd electron, as shown in the Walsh diagram given in ref 75. In
I6, the CO2

− moiety is bonded through both oxygen atoms,
which occupy surface oxygen positions.
Upon transferring an electron into the Ce f states, CO2 can

desorb (0.51 eV). The resulting Ce40O75(OH)4 slab contains
six Ce3+ and two Ce4+ ions in the surface layer, which is close to
a Ce2O3 surface layer. Based on dispersion-corrected PBE+U
energies, this pathway is favored over the CO desorption (1.63
eV), which results in a Ce40O76(OH)4 slab with only four Ce3+

ions in the surface layer. However, these values do not include
temperature effects, which are known to affect the equilibrium
between CO2 and CO.
Ref 47 also reports the formate I5 to be the most stable

intermediate, but for the following oxidation steps Loṕez and
co-workers report different intermediates. Instead of the CO2

−

moeity I6, molecularly adsorbed carbon monoxide was
obtained with a reaction energy of +1.3 eV, which is
significantly less stable than I6 (0.69 eV). CO2 formation was
not considered in ref 47. Note that their smaller p(2 × 2)
surface unit cell can only accommodate 4 Ce3+ ions in the
surface layer, but CO2 formation yields in total 6 Ce3+ ions.
Therefore, strain contributions strongly affect the reaction
energy because at least 2 Ce3+ ions have to be located in
subsurface positions, which are known to be less favored (see
section 3.2).
Reference 90 reports that CO2 adsorbs at pristine and

oxygen-defective ceria (100) surfaces forming a flat CO3
−
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species by reacting with a surface oxygen ion. With an
adsorption energy of −1.93 eV (PBE+U), this carbonate
structure is significantly more stable than I6 (−0.51), though I6
cannot be easily converted into such a carbonate since all
neighboring surface O ions are protonated due to the previous
dehydrogenation reactions.
4.4. Comparison to the (111) Surface. At the pristine

CeO2 (111) surface, methanol adsorbs with an adsorption
energy of −0.91 eV, and the adsorption at defective sites such
as oxygen vacancies is significantly more exothermic (−2.39
eV).41 The adsorption energy at the pristine (100) surface
(−1.94 eV) adopts a value in between those for the fully
oxidized and reduced (111) surfaces, which correlates with the
number of Ce ions coordinated to the methoxide as shown in
Table 5. Methanol adsorption at the pristine (111) surface is
less exothermic than at the (100) surface. The reason is the
higher degree of coordinative unsaturation of ions in the (100)
surface compared to (111). However, dissociative adsorption is
favored over molecular adsorption in all cases at low methanol
coverage.
The intrinsic barriers for the methanol oxidation at the (111)

surface are 1.08 and 1.23 eV for pristine and the partially
reduced surfaces, respectively.41 At the (100) surface, the
barrier is slightly lower (0.94 eV). This reaction pathway is also
the most exothermic one (−0.91 eV), as expected from the
Bell−Evans−Polanyi (BEP) principle. The initial oxidation step
at the pristine (111) surface is slightly less exothermic (−0.71
eV) and its intrinsic barrier is 0.12 eV higher. At the partially
reduced (111) surface, this oxidation runs endothermically by
0.37 eV, and the intrinsic barrier is 1.23 eV. The lower barrier at
the (100) surface also correlates with lower oxygen defect
formation energies (cf. Table 1), which further supports the
hypothesis stated in ref 48 that oxygen defect formation
energies can be used to efficiently compare the reactivity of
different surfaces with respect to ODH reactions.
Albrecht and Mullins studied the ODH of methanol at both

surfaces using TPD experiments. While the (111) surface has a
high selectivity toward formaldehyde, the (100) surface yields
both formaldehyde and carbon oxides in similar amounts.45

Figure 8 compares the energy profiles for the relevant
elementary steps at these surfaces. Values for the reactions at
the (111) surface are taken from refs 41 (formaldehyde
desorption) and 44 (oxidation to COX).
The initial methanol oxidation yields molecularly adsorbed

formaldehyde (I1) that can either desorb via I3 or form the

bridging dioxymethylene I2 that can be further oxidized to a
formate via TS3. At the (111) surface (blue line in Figure 8),
the desorption energy amounts to 0.35 eV, and the conversion
of I1 into I2 proceeds exothermically with a reaction energy of
−0.81 eV.41 The associated barrier is expected to be small and
has not been calculated. For the onward oxidation of I2, an
intrinsic barrier of 1.71 eV was reported,44 which suggests that
formaldehyde desorption is more likely to occur under these
conditions. A similar barrier was reported in ref 47. In contrast,
at the (100) surface, desorption of formaldehyde is by 0.31 eV
more endothermic (0.66 eV) as indicated by an arrow at I3 in
Figure 8, and the formation of I2 is significantly more
exothermic (−1.47 eV). The intrinsic barrier of the oxidation
step is also lower (0.78 eV). As a result, the formation of I2 via
TS2 becomes the decisive step for the selectivity of the
methanol oxidation at this surface orientation. As mentioned
above, we avoid calculating the exact ratio of formaldehyde to
carbon oxides, but these results suggest that both products may
form at the ceria (100) surface.
Differences in reactivity between both surface orientations

are caused by the lower coordination number of Ce and O ions
at the (100) surface. This leads to more endothermic
formaldehyde desorption energies and more exothermic
dehydrogenation reactions with lower barriers in agreement
with the BEP principle. The same has been reported by Loṕez
and co-workers.47 A correlation between high activity and low
coordination numbers was also recently discussed by Vohs.91

4.5. Water Desorption versus H2 Evolution. Two
surface hydroxyl groups can either form water (eq 2) or
molecular hydrogen (eq 3). Water desorption does not change
the degree of surface reduction, i.e., the number of Ce3+ ions,
while H2 evolution oxidizes the surface.

→ ++ − − + −[2Ce , 2O , 2OH ] [2Ce , 3O , V ] H O3 2 3 2
O 2

(2)

→ ++ − − + −[2Ce , 2O , 2OH ] [2Ce , 4O ] H3 2 4 2
2 (3)

At the ceria (111) surface, PBE+U and HSE predict similar
water desorption energies (2.12 and 2.04 eV in ref 41), but H2
desorption energies vary drastically (2.30 and 1.81 eV in ref
41). As a result, water desorption is favored when using PBE
+U, and H2 evolution is favored when using the HSE hybrid
functional.41 This is caused by too low oxygen defect formation
energies obtained with PBE+U (cf. Table 1) implying too high
reducibility of the surface. Because HSE results agree better
with observation (see, e.g., ref 16), they are considered more
accurate. Therefore, H2 evolution is expected to occur. The free
desorption energies (HSE energies, 600 K, and 0.1 MPa) for
water and hydrogen amount to 0.99 and 0.70 eV, respectively.
This shows that the picture is not changed upon inclusion of
temperature effects. However, the low conversion of methanol
to formaldehyde on the (111) surface prevents the detection of
either H2 or H2O in TPD experiments.45

At the (100) surface, water desorption (2.33 eV, I3 → I4) is
also favored over H2 evolution (3.51 eV) when using PBE+U.
Due to the lower oxygen defect formation energy at (100), this
preference is significantly more pronounced than at the (111)
surface. PBE+U and HSE yield similar defect formation
energies at the (100) surface, i.e., similar reducibility (cf.
Table 1). Thus, we infer that water will preferentially desorb
independent of the functional used. However, this preference
depends on the degree of surface reduction: in the presence of
two additional oxygen defects (I7), water formation (2.29 eV)

Figure 8. Reaction profiles for the desorption (I1→ I3) and oxidation
(I2 → TS3) of formaldehyde at different ceria surfaces: CeO2(100) −
black, CeO2(111) − blue. The values for the ceria (111) surface are
taken from refs 41 and 44.
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is less favored over H2 evolution (2.79 eV). While water
desorption energies are only mildly affected, H2 evolution
becomes thermodynamically more favorable with an increasing
degree of reduction. Albrecht and Mullins45 observed both
water and H2 in TPD experiments at fully oxidized ceria films,
whereas reduced ceria films only produced H2. The
aforementioned results are consistent with these observations
and indicate rather high degrees of surface reduction during the
TPD experiments.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The surface energy of the ceria (100) surface involves large
relaxation effects, which is why large slab models with at least
11 atomic layers are required to accurately account for
relaxation. The oxygen defect formation energy at the (100)
surface (1.56 eV, HSE) is markedly lower than the defect
formation energy at the (111) surface (2.44 eV, HSE), and
subsurface defects are significantly less stable than surface
defects. The lower oxygen defect formation energies at the
(100) surface are caused by the coordinative unsaturation
making it the more reducible surface, i.e., the better oxidant.
Likewise, methanol adsorbs very exothermically (−1.94 eV,
PBE+U) at the (100) surface and reacts to formaldehyde with
an intrinsic barrier of only 0.94 eV (PBE+U). This study shows
that formaldehyde desorption appears to be key to selectivity.
The resulting formaldehyde either desorbs or further reacts to a
bridging dioxymethylene species, which leads to deep oxidation.
Methanol conversion to formaldehyde as well as deep oxidation
at the (111) surface involves larger barriers. Thus, form-
aldehyde desorption is favored over further oxidation on this
surface, which is consistent with observation, and renders
CeO2(111) the more selective but less active catalyst. At low
methanol coverage on the (100) surface, deep oxidation yields
CO2 and water, but with an increasing degree of surface
reduction, H2 and CO will preferentially form. This work
illustrates the influence of the three well-known concepts on
the oxidation of methanol at reducible ceria surfaces: (i) the
coordinative unsaturation, (ii) the reducibility, and (iii) the
degree of reduction.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As one of the most significant rare earth oxides, ceria (CeO2)
has attracted much interest over the past decades. In catalysis,1,2

CeO2 serves as a widely used support material and as such helps
to improve mechanical and thermal stability as well as activity
and selectivity of catalysts. These catalysts may be either one of
the late transition metals, like Pd, Rh, Pt, etc., or a transition
metal oxide (V, Mn, or Cu). Technologically, ceria is relevant in
treatment of toxic emissions, for removal of soot from diesel
engine exhaust, for removal of organics in wastewater, as an
additive for combustion catalysts, and in redox and electro-
chemical reactions and last but not least represents an integral
part of car exhaust catalysts. Moreover, due to its relatively high
oxygen ion conductivity at intermediate temperatures (800−
1100 K), ceria is an interesting material as an electrolyte in solid
oxide fuel cells.1 This widespread applicability mainly originates
from the outstanding oxygen storage capacity of ceria, i.e., its
ability to repeatedly pass through redox cycles rapidly. This is
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causally related to the ease in forming and repairing oxygen
vacancies at the surface of solid ceria.
Much effort has been spent to study the role of ceria in well-

established industrial processes such as fluid catalytic cracking
and processes occurring in three-way automotive catalysts.
Ceria-based oxides have become very interesting candidates for
H2 production within a two-step water-splitting redox reaction
(see, e.g., ref 3). Remarkably, this material not only serves as a
“driving component” in redox chemistry but may also play a
role in acid−base chemistry due to OH groups on the surface.
Note that the OH groups are of basic character, but due to Ce4+

ions, both Brønsted as well as Lewis type sites occur.1

The recent review by Gorte2 represents a valuable source of
technologically relevant experimental results on ceria. As far as
computational studies are concerned, we start from the review
by Ganduglia-Pirovano, Hofmann, and Sauer,4 hereafter
abbreviated GHS, which discusses oxygen vacancies in
transition metal and rare earth oxides, specifically vanadia,
titania, zirconia, and ceria. In another recent account of
potential problems related to electronic structure theory
applied to transition metal oxides, Pacchioni underlines the
strengths of Kohn−Sham and hybrid density functional theory
(DFT) in terms of computed materials properties but also
emphasizes the notorious problem of DFT related to electron
and, hence, spin localization.5 The review articles of Kilner and
Shoko and others amply discuss theoretical modeling of the
conductivity and transport phenomena in ceria.6,7

Prerequisite to the design of ceria-based materials, in general,
and catalysts and catalytic processes with improved activity, in
particular, is an atomistic understanding of the catalyst structure
and of the elementary catalytic steps. Whereas this information
is needed for the “material in action”, i.e., the working catalyst
under realistic conditions, the complexity of the problem
requires an approach that departs from characterization of well-
defined surfaces with surface science techniques, often under
ultra-high-vacuum (UHV) conditions. Theory and computa-
tional simulation techniques have become an integral part of
this approach. Not only do computational techniques help to
assign spectroscopic signals (IR, NMR) and topographic
images (STM) to specific atomic structures, they also help to
bridge the ‘materials gap’ between single-crystal studies and real
powder catalysts and the ‘pressure gap’ between UHV
conditions and the pressure in a reactor. This together with
advances in theoretical methods and the impressive progress in
computational technology induced a boost in computational
studies of the surface chemistry of ceria over the past decade,
often in close collaboration with experiments.
Here, we will review theoretical studies of the surface

chemistry of ceria of the past decade. Experimental studies will
only be mentioned if there is a direct relation to a
computational study. We will focus on the redox properties
and oxygen-defect formation, because they are essential toward
a detailed understanding of the reactivity of ceria-based
systems. Oxygen-defect formation is accompanied by local-
ization of the electrons left behind in Ce 4f states, leading to
formation of two Ce3+ ions. For a long time common opinion
has been that Ce cations in the nearest neighbor position to the
oxygen defect become reduced. Recent computations related to
the site preference of Ce3+ upon oxygen removal generated firm
evidence that the Ce3+ resulting from formation of an oxygen
vacancy is located at sites farther away from the vacancy
position.8−10

In insulating rare earth oxides, accurately accounting for the
oxygen-defect formation computationally represents a formida-
ble task. Any electronic structure method of value has to be able
to localize the electrons left upon oxygen removal. Therefore,
we devote the first section to the methods that have been (or
should be) applied. The following section focuses on oxygen-
defect formation as well as the reducibility of ceria surfaces.
Subsequent sections are topically organized discussing the
interaction of polar molecules (section 4), ceria as a support for
other oxides (section 5), ceria as a support for metals (section
6), some selected ceria-based catalysts, and catalytic reactions
(section 7). Conclusions are drawn in section 8.

2. METHODS AND COMPUTATIONAL APPROACHES

We focus on quantum mechanical methods and consider both
wave-function-based techniques and density functional theory
(DFT). Parameterized force fields, which benefit from low
computational cost but suffer from limited transferability
among different systems, will not be discussed. We mention
just one study on ceria nanoclusters,11 which reports good
agreement between DFT and interionic potential functions for
the energy ordering of different isomers and trends in the
atomic structure.

2.1. Modeling the Solid State

2.1.1. Periodic Boundary Conditions. Making use of the
translational symmetry of infinite crystalline solids, Born−von-
Karmań periodic boundary conditions (PBC)12 capture the
bulk properties by performing simulations on a single
(primitive) unit cell but for different points in reciprocal
space. For PBC computations of the electronic and geometric
structure, plane-wave basis sets in conjunction with effective
core potentials or pseudopotentials are the most natural choice.
Working in reciprocal or momentum space, use is made of
highly optimized and efficient fast Fourier transform (FFT)
techniques, see ref 13 and references therein. The basis set
quality is controlled by one parameter, the kinetic energy cutoff,
but for a given cutoff the number of plane waves depends on
the size of the simulation cell. Differently from basis sets of
atom-centered functions, there is no basis set superposition
error (BSSE) in plane wave calculations. However, the BSSE is
generally smaller for Kohn−Sham (KS) DFT14 than for
techniques using correlated wave functions, see below.
When employing PBC for systems that are not periodic in all

three dimensions, e.g., molecules, clusters, defects in solids,
polymer chains, or crystalline surfaces, rather large supercells
are required to minimize spurious image−image interactions.
The system of interest, which is aperiodic in at least one spatial
direction (e.g., a slab of a surface), is still treated as translation
symmetric in all three spatial dimensions. The corresponding
unit cell of a surface is built such that some extra empty space
separates the periodic replicas along the directions in which the
system is considered as finite.
Charged systems are notoriously problematic in PBC

computations due to a divergent electrostatic energy. Conven-
tionally, a charge-neutrality condition is imposed, which
implicitly introduces an artificial homogeneous and oppositely
charged (“jellium”) background.15,16 Computation of, e.g., bulk
defect formation energies in the dilute limit are computationally
demanding because large unit cells are required, and the true
limit remains practically inaccessible. Recently, Hellman et al.
suggested a promising approach to simulate the dilute defect
limit via depopulation of defect states in the band gap.17
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2.1.2. Embedded Cluster Methods. The alternative
strategy of treating local features in extended systems limits
treatment to finite size models (cluster models) of the
chemically interesting subsystem (defect, reaction site) that is
embedded into the “chemically innocent” bulk part.18−21

Among the different approaches, electrostatic embedding,
based on a periodic array of point charges,22 is the most
straightforward way which, in the case of ionic solids, only
requires a plausible choice of point charges. To avoid spilling
out of electron density, the quantum mechanically treated ions
are surrounded by a shell of full-ion effective core or
pseudopotentials, see, e.g., ref 22. For ceria-based systems,
the embedded cluster approach23−25 also enables application of
computationally more demanding wave-function-based meth-
ods,23,26 e.g., Møller−Plesset (MP) perturbation theory and
coupled-cluster (CC) methods, or of molecular dynamics
simulations.27

2.2. Solving for the Electronic Structure

2.2.1. Wave Function-Based Techniques. There are very
few applications of wave-function-based techniques like HF,
MP2, or CC methods to cluster models of bulk ceria or ceria
surfaces. Early calculations on bulk and surface properties have
been performed by Catlow and co-workers using HF within a
local, atom-centered basis implementation.28a Voloshina and
Paulus performed CCSD and CCSD(T) calculations on
embedded Ce4O7 clusters and compared the lattice constant
as well as the atomization energy of the CeO2 bulk phase with
GGA.28b They found that CCSD overestimates the exper-
imental lattice constant (not corrected for zero-point
anharmonic expansion effects) by less than 1%, whereas the
bulk modulus, which was evaluated at the experimental lattice
constant, overshoots experiment by approximately 8%. The
latter studies employed electrostatic embedding of the cerium
oxide clusters together with the method of increments to
calculate the correlation energy. For the studies devoted to
adsorption of CO and N2O on the (111) and (110) surfaces of
ceria, we refer to section 4 of this work.24−26,29

2.2.2. Density Functional Theory. Most frequently
applied to extended systems is Kohn−Sham density functional
theory (KS-DFT)30,31 because the results are reasonably

accurate and calculations can be done at moderate computa-
tional cost. However, assuming convergence of the technical
parameters such as basis set expansion of the orbitals, number
of k points, the accuracy is determined by the chosen exchange-
correlation (xc) energy functional.
Whereas the local density approximation (LDA)31 suffers

from unacceptably large errors for molecular binding energies,
drastic improvements are achieved with functionals based on
the generalized-gradient approximations (GGA), see, e.g., refs
32, 33, and 34. Hybrid Hartree−Fock(HF)/DFT functionals35

include a varying fraction of the nonlocal orbital-dependent
Fock exchange. They are also known as generalized KS-DFT
functionals.33 For more detailed discussions, including
applications of hybrid functionals to solids, we refer the reader
to available review articles.36−41

Explicit dispersion-type interaction terms are missing in
conventional xc functionals. Whereas some short-range
dispersion may be effectively included, long-range dispersion-
type interactions are not properly captured by conventional KS-
DFT due to the exponential decay of the electron density and,
hence, xc potential. Over the years it has become well
established that dispersion may be important for solid state
and adsorption problems.42−44 Conesa pointed out the
important role of dispersion for the relative stability of different
polymorphs of oxides.45 He showed that the reversed stability
of the TiO2 phases rutile and anatase obtained using GGA (a
longstanding issue) is repaired upon inclusion of dispersion
effects. This remarkable finding suggests that dispersion effects
may influence other properties such as oxygen-defect formation
energies in reducible oxides.
Principally, two different approaches are currently pursued by

functional developers: (i) addition of a C6/R
6 dispersion term

evaluated as a sum over atom-pair contributions to the KS-DFT
energy (see, e.g., refs 46 and 47) or (ii) evaluation of
correlation energy contributions within the so-called random-
phase approximation (RPA).48 The first approach has been
followed for calculation of dispersion-corrected hybrid results
shown in Table 1. Whereas approach (i) offers a de facto zero
additional cost strategy (compared to the DFT self-consistent
field calculation), (ii) induces a significantly larger computa-

Table 1. Lattice Parameters (pm) and Energies (kJ/mol) of Formation for CeO2 and Ce2O3 and Energies of Reduction (eqs 2.1
and 2.2) Obtained with Different Methods53,71,80

Ce2O3 CeO2 eq 2.1 eq 2.2

a0 c0 ΔEf a0 ΔEf ΔrE ΔrE ref

obsd 389 606 −1793 540.6a −1090 388b 149c

obsd 541.1d

HSE/pw+D 385 608 −1850 539 −1089 327 75 80
PBE0/pw+D 386 607 −1873 539 −1100 327 75 80
HSE/pw 387 608 −1819 540 −1061 305 53 53
PBE0/pw 387 607 −1850 539 −1076 303 51 53
PBE0/GTO 386 604 540 353 71
B3LYP/GTO 389 617 547 340 71
PBE+U(4.5)/pw 392 618 −1435e 549 −834e 221 −20 53
PBE/pwf 383 608 −1573 547 −988 403 162 53
PBE/pwg 385 604 −1589 547 −999 409 168 53

aReference 81. bZero-point vibrational energy and thermal contributions to the heats of formation are very small (2.1 and 1.4 kJ/mol for CeO2 and
Ce2O3, respectively) and even smaller for reaction 2.1 (0.8 kJ/mol). Therefore, we use ΔEf,r ≈ ΔHf,r

0 (values from Table 2). cExperimental formation
enthalpy of water at 0 K (−239 kJ/mol) has been taken from the literature.82 dReference 63. eReference 80. Since GGA+U yields only the less stable
γ phase of cerium, the energy difference between α and γ phase (−3 kJ/mol) has been added to the heats of formation. fPAW ansatz to describe the
electron−ion interaction using plane waves. gLAPW+LO ansatz to describe the electron−ion interaction using plane waves, which can be considered
as the benchmark method in the solid-state community. Both, PAW and LAPW are so-called full-potential methods.
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tional workload. However, applications to surface science
problems appear to be feasible by recent implementations.49−52

The shortcomings of approximate xc functionals mentioned
above become obvious when modeling, e.g., complex materials
such as the defective bulk phase of ceria or defective ceria
surfaces using KS-DFT (see also ref 4). Ceria with all cerium
ions in oxidation state +4 and, thus, having all 4f orbitals empty
does not represent a serious problem for semilocal functionals
aiming, e.g., at the equilibrium lattice constant or the density of
states, see, e.g., ref 53. The problem sets in when Ce4+ is
reduced to Ce3+, and as a consequence, atom-like rather
localized 4f orbitals become populated with electrons. This
happens, e.g., upon formation of oxygen defects. The problems
are due to the self-interaction error (SIE)54 intrinsic to
semilocal functionals. Whereas in HF theory the ‘self-
interaction Coulomb term’ is exactly canceled by the analogous
self-exchange term, in DFT this cancellation is incomplete due
to the approximate gradient-corrected exchange interaction.
The SIE tends to overdelocalize electrons.55 It is also
responsible for systematic underestimation of energy barriers
for chemical reactions,56 which is also observed in surface
reactions, see, e.g., ref 57.
In the case of the oxygen monovacancy formation in ceria,

SIE prevents the electrons left behind to localize on two cerium
atoms, i.e., they do not populate Ce 4f states with integer
occupation. Instead, the spin density is spread out leading to
fractional occupation of 4f states on in fact all cerium atoms
(see also Figure 3 a). Furthermore, due to the spurious self-
interaction, band gaps obtained using GGA may be under-
estimated by approximately 50%, which sometimes even leads
to an artificial metallization of semiconductors (cf. ref 33 and
references therein). This error conveys into an underestimation
of the energetic cost to occupy conduction bands, which in turn
sullies the energy cost for removing an oxygen atom, i.e., it
artificially lowers the defect formation energy, see, e.g., refs 4 or
58.
For total energy calculations on complex transition metal and

rare earth compounds, two remedies to the aforementioned
shortcomings exist: (i) DFT corrected for on-site Coulomb
correlation effects by a Hubbard-type U term, known as the
DFT+U approach,59,60 and (ii) hybrid functionals, which add a
certain fraction35,61 of the Fock exchange energy to the
remainder of (gradient-corrected) DFT exchange energy. For
completeness, we mention the self-interaction correction (SIC)
scheme for GGA functionals after Perdew and Zunger,54 but
only a few applications of this SIC scheme to ceria have
appeared to date.62,63

Many workers assessed the strengths and weaknesses of
approaches (i) and (ii).53,64−72 They all caution against
nonuniversality of the DFT+U approach, i.e., the rather strong
dependence of band gap, lattice constant, etc., on the value of
U. For example, calculated oxygen-defect formation energies
depend on the U parameter employed. Whereas Huang and
Fabris find that U = 2 eV is required to obtain the adsorption
energy for CO at ceria that is comparable to experiment,73

consistent description of the electronic structure of ceria needs
a U between 4.5 and 6 eV.53,58,64,67,74,75 As will be
demonstrated in section 3.4, where defect formation energies
in low-index ceria surfaces will be discussed, ambiguities in total
energies obtained using DFT+U have to be considered, because
numerical results may strongly depend on actual implementa-
tion of the required projector functions (see also ref 76). This
would be a minor issue if relative energies or trends in energies

were unaffected, but we will discuss examples showing that
quantitative changes may be non-negligible. Concerning the
diversity of implementations of the DFT+U approach, we note
that most DFT+U results discussed in this work are based on
the rotationally invariant approach after Dudarev et al.
employing a U parameter that effectively takes care of both
the on-site Coulomb repulsion and the exchange effects.77

Another warning example is the work of Branda et al.,78 who
found that the oxidation state of Au on CeO2(111) critically
depends on the value chosen for U and that changes in the total
energy upon changing the oxidation state of Au are on the
order of only several 10 meV (∼1 kJ/mol) for both DFT+U as
well as hybrid functionals. Watson and co-workers showed that
application of a U for oxygen 2p states is mandatory to
effectively correct for their self-interaction error, which favors a
proper localization of oxygen hole states.79 Sanz and co-workers
applied U parameters to both Ce 4f and O 2p states and
achieved moderate improvements of lattice constants, band
gaps, and formation and reduction energies for CeO2 and
Ce2O3.

69

Recently, Sanz and co-workers71 examined the performance
of various hybrid functionals for the difficult case of ceria. Their
study aims at a balanced description of materials properties of
ceria such as cell parameters, band gaps, and reaction energies
(cf. Table 1). Specifically, it considers reaction energies for
reduction of CeO2 to Ce2O3, releasing molecular oxygen

→ +2CeO Ce O
1
2

O2 2 3 2 (2.1)

The accurate thermochemical description of reaction 2.1 is of
particular interest not only because it is part of many oxidation
reactions that use CeO2, e.g., oxidation of CO to CO2, but also
because it involves the cerium oxidation states +4 and +3.
Recall that formation of one or several oxygen vacancies at a
ceria surface also involves the Ce4+/Ce3+ redox couple. Thus,
the heat of reaction of eq 2.1 is related to the oxygen vacancy
formation and most likely represents an upper bound to it.
Alternatively, reduction of CeO2 can also be achieved by
hydrogenation according to

+ → +2CeO H Ce O H O2 2 2 3 2 (2.2)

Following this equation, errors incurred by an inaccurate DFT
description of O2 are bypassed. Table 2 presents observed heats
of formation of Ce2O3 and CeO2 as well as the enthalpy of
reduction corresponding to eqs 2.1 and 2.2. Gibbs free energy
values are also given.
Five hybrid density functionals have been applied to the

CeO2 and Ce2O3 bulk phases:
71 Becke’s half and half functional

(BHLYP),88 PBE0,89 B3LYP,90 and the recently introduced B1-
WC hybrid functional. The latter uses the modified gradient-

Table 2. Observed Heats of Formation of Ce2O3 and CeO2,
ΔHf°, and Reduction Enthalpies, ΔHr

0 (eq 2.1), at T = 298 K

−ΔHf°

CeO2 Ce2O3 ΔHr° T/K ref

1090.4a 1792.4 388.4b 298 2006, Zinkevich et
al.83

1089 (1025)c 1796 (1708)c 382 (344)c 298 2002, Trovarelli84,85

1088.7 1796.2 381.2b 298 1993, Lide86

aReference 87., cf. ref 83. bCalculated from heats of formation. cIn
parentheses −ΔG° values.
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corrected exchange functional of Wu and Cohen (WC).91

Remarkably, all of them predict much improved structural
parameters compared to GGA, i.e., errors are smaller than 2−
3%. For lattice parameters, the PBE0 functional performs best.
Band gaps, specifically the O(2p)−Ce(5d) as well as the

O(2p)−Ce(4f) gap in CeO2 and the Ce(4f)−Ce(5d) gap in
Ce2O3, have also been calculated and compared to experiment.
In addition, the amount of Fock exchange has been
systematically varied to study the dependence of the gap on
the percentage of Fock exchange added to the remainder of the
semilocal exchange energy. Overall, the authors found an
overestimation of the three band gaps studied, which
diminishes as the amount of Fock exchange in the functional
gets smaller. In contrast, the reaction energies studied are
underestimated by the hybrid functionals. For the reduction
energy (eq 2.1) significant differences are found between PBE0
results obtained with plane wave and GTO basis sets. The
GTO result is 50 kJ/mol larger than the plane wave result (see
Table 1). A comparison of total energies92 and calculation of
bond dissociation (atomization) energies for the O2 molecule
points to the deficiencies of the basis set used for O2 in ref 71.
The general experience with GTO calculations is that hybrid
functionals are more demanding as far as basis sets are
concerned than GGA functionals. Using a high-quality GTO
basis set, a quadruple-ζ valence polarization (QZVP) basis set
(“def2” in the Turbomole library),93 the dissociation energy
becomes 43 kJ/mol lower, which compares very well to the
observed energy difference of 50 kJ/mol between plane wave
and GTO reduction energies for PBE0 in Table 1.
In addition, Table 1 shows lattice parameters, energies of

formation for CeO2 and Ce2O3, and energies of reduction (eq
2.1) obtained with different methods taken from the
literature53,71 and from additional calculations for this review
(HSE+D and PBE0+D).80 In Table 1 and throughout this work
we indicate the actual value for the effective U parameter for Ce
4f in eV given in parentheses after the U. For instance, PBE
+U(4.5) means that an effective U parameter of 4.5 eV has
been used. Calculated reduction energies can be directly
compared with observed enthalpies at 298 K because
contributions of zero-point vibrational energies and thermal
effects are negligible, see footnote b of Table 1. PBE+U(4.5)
underestimates the bulk reduction energy of CeO2 by as much
as 167 kJ/mol, whereas hybrid functionals yield significantly
better results, but still underestimate the experimental values by
about 80 kJ/mol. Adding a dispersion term to the hybrid
functionals (PBE0+D and HSE+D) improves the reduction
energies by about 20 kJ/mol, and the PBE0 and HSE results are
both 60 kJ/mol smaller than the experimental value. Utilization
of eq 2.2, i.e., adding the energy of formation of water to the
reduction energy of ceria, does not improve results compared
to 1/2O2 as reference.
PBE as a conventional GGA functional seems to perform

surprisingly well. Reaction energies in Table 1 are only 15−21
and 13−19 kJ/mol larger than the experimental values for
reactions 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. This is due to a fortuitous
error cancellation that is seen when the energies of formation
are considered. Deviations for Ce2O3 and CeO2 (two formula
units as in eq 2.1) are 220 and 204 kJ/mol, respectively,
whereas for PBE0 they are −57 and +48 kJ/mol, respectively,
and for HSE+D −57 and +2 kJ/mol, respectively. For PBE
+U(4.5) the errors in the heat of formation are +358 and +512
kJ/mol for Ce2O3 and 2CeO2, respectively. We note that the
reference for the heats of formation is the metallic α phase of

cerium. There exits also a γ phase, which is only 2−3 kJ/mol
less stable. Whereas PBE yields the α phase as the only stable
phase, hybrid functionals yield both phases but artificially
overstabilize the γ phase, see ref 94. PBE+U yields only the γ
phase, and we add −3 kJ mol, i.e., the experimental difference
between α and γ phase, to the PBE+U(4.5) formation energy to
obtain the values listed in Table 1.
From a methodological point of view, on one hand it is

appealing that the xc potential used in hybrid functionals is
consistently applied to all atomic species of a system as well as
to all orbitals, contrary to DFT+U, where U is applied to
orbitals of a certain angular momentum of a particular atomic
species only. On the other hand, a hybrid functional, such as,
e.g., B3LYP,90 PBE0,89,95 or HSE,96,97 contains parameters that
fix the amount of Fock exchange. Results will depend on these
parameters, and different problems may require different
parameter choices. A typical problem is creation of an electron
hole in or addition of an electron to a system in which nearly
equivalent sites are available and the hole/electron can either
localize (and break the symmetry) or delocalize.98 Proper
description always requires hybrid functionals, but the amount
of Fock exchange to achieve even a qualitatively correct
description may vary. While for the correct description of the
size-dependent localization of the additional electron in
vanadium oxide gas-phase clusters the 20% Fock exchange in
the B3LYP functional was sufficient,99 for localization of an
electron hole in silicates (an abundant defect) a 50% Fock
exchange (BHLYP functional) is required.100

Doubtlessly, the biggest hurdle for applications of hybrid
functionals to extended systems is the computational workload
and resulting computing times involved. In particular, the gain
in computational efficiency when using plane wave instead of
atom-centered GTO basis sets is lost when passing from GGA
functionals to hybrid functionals. Application of hybrid
functionals to systems with very small or even vanishing band
gaps, i.e., metallic systems,101,102 is problematic, which is due to
the erroneous description of metals by Hartree−Fock, see, e.g.,
ref 103. Closely related to this issue is the question about
performance of hybrid functionals applied to ceria-supported
metal nanoparticles. Although to our knowledge computational
results still have to be awaited, depending on the gap size of the
nanoparticle, the reliability of hybrid functionals may be
questionable in this special case.
Summary.We conclude that GGA+U (PBE+U) provides the

proper electron localization but describes energy differences
only qualitatively right. Hybrid functionals (HSE) are a better
choice, but the high computational cost limits their application
to selected problems. With GGA+U the heat of reduction is 1.7
eV too low, whereas hybrid functionals underestimate the heat
of reduction by 0.9 eV (Table 1).

2.2.3. Spin States. The two electrons left behind on
creation of an oxygen vacancy may be ferromagnetically
(triplet) or antiferromagnetically (singlet) coupled.104 Within
KS-DFT only the high-spin state can be straightforwardly
tackled, while low-spin states require additional approximations
such as the broken symmetry approach105,106 that has become a
standard tool in DFT, see, e.g., ref 107. For oxygen vacancies,
singlet and triplet states are virtually degenerate; the energy
differences are on the order of 0.05 eV.8,108 To reduce
complexity one often starts with high-spin states and checks for
low-spin states once the high-spin structures have been
obtained. With the presence of transition metal dopants
(section 3.7) or other surface species that have open electron
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shells (e.g., VO or VO2 in section 5), the number of spins to
consider increases. As an extreme case, an energy difference
between high-spin and low-spin solutions as large as 0.37 eV
has been reported108 for the oxygen vacancy in the VO/CeO2
system which features five electrons in V-d states and Ce-f
states.
When considering surface reactions several spin states may

be involved and the reactivity may be different for different spin
states. This is a quite general phenomenon with transition
metal compounds for which the term “two-state reactivity” has
been coined.109 Then the question appears whether spin is
conserved (which some researchers prefer as first approx-
imation) or spin crossing is so easy (large spin−orbit coupling
constants) that the system crosses to another potential energy
surface whenever it is energetically possible.110 Since potential
energy surfaces are multidimensional objects, determination of
minimum energy crossing points requires special algorithms
that have become standard tools. At these points the crossing
probability may be calculated using the spin−orbit coupling
matrix elements.110 To the authors knowledge, such calcu-
lations have not yet been performed for reactions on cerium
oxide surfaces.

3. STABILITY AND REDUCIBILITY OF CERIA
SURFACES (O-DEFECT FORMATION)

The energetic cost to form an oxygen vacancy in ceria is
relatively low, and this makes ceria an interesting candidate for
an active catalyst in Mars−van Krevelen-type oxidation−
reduction reactions111 or an appropriate electrolyte in solid
oxide fuel cells. Recently, Gorte and co-workers discussed
factors different to mere “oxygen binding energies”, which may
also be important for a more profound understanding of
catalytic properties of ceria, as, e.g., the actual atomic structure
at the catalytic site.112,113 They pointed out that thermody-
namic data cannot answer each and every question on the
activity of ceria, but it provides an important starting point for
mechanistic reasoning. Having theoretical means at hand, which
are able to reliably predict thermodynamic properties such as
the stability of various surface terminations or the energy
required to form an oxygen defect at a ceria surface, is of value
for a rational design of its properties.
Before presenting the more recent theoretical studies on the

reducibility of ceria surfaces (section 3.4 in this work, for earlier
studies see GHS4), we explain how we understand “reduc-
ibility” of an oxide (section 3.2) and summarize basic properties
of the most important low-index surfaces of ceria (section 3.1)
for which most of the calculations are done. This can only be a
first step, and more realistic surface models should also include
morphological defects such as steps and corners. Section 3.3
discusses available experimental information on surface
reducibility. An alternative way to reduce a ceria surface is its
hydrogenation, which will be discussed in section 3.5. Section
3.6 sheds some light on defect healing or reoxidation of
reduced ceria surfaces via interaction with oxygen. Effects of
dopants will be briefly discussed in section 3.7.

3.1. Low-Index Surfaces of Ceria

For ceria, surfaces with (111), (110), and (100) orientation are
commonly studied, because these are thermodynamically most
stable. The surface energies (cf. Table 3) increase following
(111) < (110) < (100). A common feature of (111) and (100)
is a terminating oxygen layer (topmost or first layer), and Ce
atoms are located in a second layer underneath the surface O

atoms. At the surface, the respective coordination numbers
(CN) of Ce and O atoms are lower than the corresponding
CNs in the bulk phase. Bulk CeO2 has a fluorite-type (face-
centered cubic) structure, and the Ce and O atoms are 8- and
4-fold coordinated, respectively. Indicative for stability, surface
relaxation effects are smallest for the (111) surface but more
pronounced for (110) and (100) correlating with the smaller
CNs (cf. Table 3).
Skorodumova et al.114 employed the (GGA-type) PW91

functional to study geometric structure and stability as well as
density of states (DOS) of the clean (111), (110), and (100)
low-index surfaces. Later, their results were confirmed by Yang
et al.115 (PW91) and Nolan et al.74 (PW91+U(5)). However,
the HSE hybrid functional predicts a smaller energy difference
between (111) and (110) surface energies.116 Fronzi et al.
applied the PBE functional to study stabilities and morphol-
ogies of various CeO2 surface terminations in terms of the
surface free energy.117 One has to keep in mind that the
problems like, e.g., overdelocalization and metallization
incurred by the SIE inherent to any GGA functional most
likely bias results obtained for reduced and metal-terminated
surfaces. For the latter a reconstruction into a Ce2O3(0001)-
like surface was observed by the aforementioned authors.
3.2. How to Define Reducibility?

We ask two questions: what is reducibility and when is an oxide
material considered to be easily reducible? Certainly, a clear-cut
definition is not possible since thermodynamically any oxide is
reduced, i.e., oxygen defects will be created, at low enough
oxygen partial pressures and high enough temperatures. For
some oxides, oxygen defects can be formed under mild
conditions. For these materials, required temperatures are
moderate and pressures are technically accessible by virtue of
appropriate vacuum techniques.
To illustrate, we calculated oxygen-defect formation energies

using DFT for two so-called “reducible” oxides, specifically for
the surface oxygen defect at CeO2(111) and the bridging
oxygen defect at TiO2(110) and for two “non-reducible oxides”,
namely, Al2O3(0001) and MgO(001). Calculations have been
performed for defect concentrations (Θ) of 1/4 for CeO2(111),
1/2 for TiO2(110),

1/3 for Al2O3(0001), and
1/2 for MgO, and

Table 3. Basic Information on the Clean Low-Index Ceria
Surfaces

111 110 100

first layer, coordination numbers 3 (O) 6(Ce), 3(O) 2(O)
second layer 7 (Ce) 6(Ce)
surface energy (J/m2), calcd HSE116 0.81 0.91
surface energy (J/m2), calcd PBE0118 0.73 0.81
surface energy (J/m2), calcd PW91114,116 0.68 1.05 1.41

relaxation energy (J/m2) 0.01 0.20 0.65
relaxation Ce (pm) 1 −25
relaxation O (pm) 3a −8

surface energy (J/m2), calcd
PW91+U(5)74

0.68 1.01 1.41

relaxation energy (J/m2) 0.01 0.25 0.64
surface energy (J/m2), calcd
PW91+U(5)119

0.64 1.39 1.65

relaxation energy (J/m2) 0.04 0.24 0.74
aRelaxation effects are maximal for the third O layer (compared to
bulk position). Positive sign indicates outward relaxation; negative sign
indicates inward relaxation.
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defect formation energies of 1.8, 3.2, 5.6, and 6.2 eV,
respectively, were obtained.
Starting from these energies, it is readily possible to calculate

phase diagrams by statistical thermodynamics (for early
applications to surface problems, see, e.g., refs 120−123). For
the O defect formation reaction

→ − +Surf Surf V
1
2

OO 2 (3.1)

the Gibbs free reaction energy equals

Δ = − + − +G G G G(
1
2

O ) (Surf) (Surf V )
1
2

(O )d 2 O 2

(3.2)

Applying total energies for the oxides instead of Gibbs free
energies corresponds to neglecting finite temperature and
pressure effects and was shown to be a valid approximation, see
footnote b of Table 1 and ref 124. Starting out from

μ= + ΔG E
1
2

(O )
1
2

(O ) (O)2 2 (3.3)

one obtains

μΔ = Δ + ΔG E(
1
2

O ) (
1
2

O ) (O)d 2 d 2 (3.4)

with

Δ = − + − +E E E V E(
1
2

O ) (Surf) (Surf )
1
2

(O )d 2 O 2 (3.5)

For the stoichiometric and reduced oxide in equilibrium,
ΔGd(

1/2O2) = 0, hence

μΔ = −ΔE(O) (
1
2

O )d 2

i.e., the change in the oxygen chemical potential is equal to the
negative oxygen-defect formation energy.
We use DFT for calculating the defect formation energies but

rely on experimental values82 for enthalpy and entropy changes
of Δμ(O) for a given temperature T and pressure p, according
to

μΔ = ° − ° − °

+ · °

H T p H p TS T p

RT p p

(O)
1
2

[ ( , ) (0K, ) ( , )

ln( / )] (3.6)

Problems related to the fact that the calculated energy of the
oxygen molecule enters ΔEd(

1/2O2) will be discussed later.
Figure 1 shows the phase-separating equilibrium conditions

(black lines) as a function of O2 partial pressure and
temperature for the pristine and defective oxide surfaces.
(The O particle reservoir is in equilibrium with O2 assuming an
ideal gas.) These lines indicate the zero value for the Gibbs free
(surface) energy change of eq 3.1 (VO indicates the oxygen
vacancy). Decreasing the pressure at a given temperature
(moving downwards parallel to the ordinate axis in Figure 1) or
increasing the temperature at a given pressure (moving from
left to right in the figure) shifts the equilibrium of eq 3.1 from
left to right. To avoid the large error in the total energy for the
O atom incurred by DFT, vacancy formation energies are
commonly computed referring to one-half of the energy of the
O2 molecule. Throughout this work the O-defect formation
energy calculated this way is denoted ΔEd(1/2O2). Still, the
deviation of the PBE O2 dissociation energy from experiment is

on the order of +1 eV (+96 kJ/mol), i.e., the O2 molecule is
predicted to be too stable compared to two individual O atoms.
As a consequence, the surface defect is artificially stabilized
relative to the clean surface. To give an estimate for this error,
the black lines in Figure 1 are bounded defined by the
experimental O2 dissociation energy (green area). Similarly,
blue, orange, and red areas refer to analogous equilibria for
TiO2(110), Al2O3(0001), and MgO(001), respectively.
Clearly, Figure 1 confirms that the CeO2(111) and

TiO2(110) surfaces may be considered as easily reducible. For
these surfaces, defect formation is thermodynamically favored
at technically accessible oxygen partial pressures. In contrast,
Al2O3(0001) and MgO(001) (cf. Figure 1, orange and red
areas) are considered as nonreducible oxides. In Figure 1
calculations use a U parameter for ceria only, because in O-
defective titania electrons localize properly at Ti sites using the
PBE functional, see also GHS.4 According to Figure 1, the error
in the O2 binding energy is apparent and incurs deviations in
the oxygen partial pressure of a few orders of magnitude.
However, the qualitative picture is not changed, i.e., one can
clearly discriminate between reducible and nonreducible oxides.
As discussed in later sections (see, e.g., section 6), complex
problems such as adsorption of metal atoms on ceria surfaces
may suffer from inaccuracies incurred by the approximations
within DFT or DFT+U, and thermochemical results may be
even qualitatively incorrect.
This review puts emphasis on the thermodynamic point of

view, but we are well aware that kinetic phenomena may also
play a role. Hence, in experimental studies even of reducible
oxides, defects are frequently generated by special means such
as electron bombardment, see, e.g., ref 10.
Regarding the electronic structure, reducible oxides could

also be defined as oxides with low-lying empty electronic states,
which accommodate the two electrons that are left behind
when an O atom leaves the ionic material. For CeO2 these are
the Ce 4f states, and transition metal oxides such as TiO2 or

Figure 1. p(O2) vs T (atm vs K) phase diagram showing transition
curves for pristine and defective surfaces in thermodynamic
equilibrium. Two oxide surfaces considered as “reducible”,
CeO2(111) (green) and TiO2(110) (blue), as well as two systems
considered as “non-reducible”, Al2O3(0001) (orange) and MgO(001)
(red), are depicted. Graph is based on PBE+U(4.5) calculations for
CeO2(111) and PBE calculations for TiO2(110), Al2O3(0001), and
MgO(001) surfaces. Range of the respective colored areas is defined
by the error in the O2 molecule incurred by the PBE xc functional
(about 1 eV with respect to experiment). Dashed horizontal lines
indicate, as a guide to the eye, various vacuum pressures commonly
applied in surface science experiments.
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V2O5
4 have 3d states available. On the contrary, so-called excess

electrons in simple metal oxides (MgO, Al2O3) localize in the
vacancy and are stabilized by electrostatic effects only.

3.3. Available Experimental Data

3.3.1. Energies. Experimental energies for O-vacancy
formation according to

→ ++ − +[2Ce , O ] [2Ce , V ]
1
2

O4 2 3
O 2 (3.2)

with VO abbreviating the O vacancy are most often derived
from conductivity data. However, the temperature dependence
of the latter depends on both formation of defects and their
migration. The conductivity model applied suggests the
following temperature coefficient

Δ + Δ ‡⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠H H

2
5

1
2

Od 2 ion

Here, ΔHd(
1/2O2) is the defect formation energy according to

eq 3.2 and ΔH‡
ion is the activation energy for migration of the

defect.125 Note that the prefactor of 2/5 is twice the factor given
by Steele and Floyd due to a different reference (1/2O2 in our
case).
Oxygen diffusion experiments on single crystals125 yield a

migration barrier of 50 ± 16 kJ/mol for CeO1.92 and values
between 73 ± 8 and 104 ± 15 kJ/mol for defect concentrations
below 0.02%. Note that the experimental values are heats of
activation for temperatures between 1150 and 1450 K. These
results are by and large supported by DFT+U calculations,
which yield an energy barrier of 51 kJ/mol for oxygen vacancy
migration,126 whereas earlier DFT calculations127,128 report
values between 44 and 104 kJ/mol depending on the defect
concentration. Molecular dynamics simulations based on
interatomic potentials found an activation energy of 56 kJ/
mol for CeO1.8778 (simulation T = 800−2200 K).129

From the reported activation energy for conductivity (50.7
kcal/mol)125 and an average value of 20 kcal/mol for the
activation enthalpy for the motion of oxygen ions a defect
formation enthalpy of 76.7 kcal/mol is derived by Steele and
Floyd, Table 4.125 If we consider the range of measured values
with their error bars mentioned above (Table 1 in ref 125) and
the range of activation energies for conductivity mentioned on
p 64 of that paper (48.5−50.7 kcal/mol), we obtain 77.3 ± 10.8
kcal/mol. Note that these values also refer to rather high
temperatures (1150−1400 K).
In ceria, conductivity is determined not only by ion mobility

but also by electronic conduction. Electrons left behind on O-
vacancy formation are “self-trapped” at Ce4+ sites, forming Ce3+

ions, and conductivity is of the “small polaron” type (see, e.g.,
ref 7). From the temperature dependence of n-type
conductivity at fixed p(O2), Panhans and Blumenthal130

obtained a temperature coefficient of 2.57 ± 0.33 eV, which
according to their model corresponds to

Δ + Δ ‡⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠H H

1
2

1
2

Od 2 polaron

The barrier for polaron hopping, ΔH‡
polaron, i.e., for electron

transfer from one Ce3+ ion to a neighboring Ce4+ ion, has very
recently been calculated by Sanz et al.132 following earlier work
of Deskins et al. on TiO2.

133 A barrier of 0.48 eV was obtained
for the bulk, which supports the experimental value of 0.40 eV
of Tuller and Nowick131 but not the value of 0.21 eV134 cited in
ref 130. With a hopping barrier of 0.40 eV, ΔHd(

1/2O2) =
2(2.57 − 0.40) = 4.34 eV is obtained for the O-vacancy
formation energy.
O-defect formation energies derived from ion conductivity

measurements by Steele and Floyd125 are about 1 eV (ca. 100
kJ/mol) lower than the later data, derived from electron
conductivity130 and Coulometric titration.2 With 418 ± 33 and
387 ± 13 kJ/mol, the latter are also close to the heat of
reduction for the bulk oxides, 389 ± 7 kJ/mol (cf Table 2), and
we consider them as the more reliable data. Hence, the best
estimate from experiment2,130 is 4.2 ± 0.3 eV (402 ± 28 kJ/
mol). However, the true uncertainty may be much larger than
indicated by the error bars. Conductivity measurements may be
affected by impurities and grain boundary effects, whereas
Coulometric titration experiments face problems of establishing
equilibrium and measuring very small oxygen partial pressures.

3.3.2. Structure. The O-vacancy defect is defined by three
points in the structure, the missing oxygen site and the two
cerium sites at which the two electrons left behind have
localized. Localization of excess electrons in defective ceria films
was recently studied by STM/STS in combination with PBE+U
calculations (Figure 2).10 Although the precise sites of the two
Ce3+ ions could not be revealed, it was shown that both Ce3+

ions (Figure 2 c) or at least one (Figure 2 d) are not
neighboring the O-vacancy site. Experiments show that defect
formation is connected with substantial lattice distor-
tion.10,135,136 For a surface vacancy Esch et al.135 found that
six O2− ions move outward (8−9 pm) and laterally away from
the closest Ce ions, creating dumbbell-shaped pairs (Figure 2
b). These substantial lattice distortions, which are connected
with the fact that Ce3+ is bigger than Ce4+ (see also Table 12),
also relate to the space-charge-induced surface stresses
discussed by Sheldon and Shenoy.137

These relaxation effects are also intimately connected with
the localization of the two electrons on two Ce ions. When PBE
+U(4.5) calculations are performed for the O vacancy with the
unrelaxed structure of the clean surface,8 the two electrons are
delocalized over all three (surface defect) or four (subsurface
defect) nearest neighbor Ce ions.

Table 4. Heats of O-Defect Formation, ΔHd°(1/2O2), from Different sources

T/K kJ/mol eV ref

crystalline CeO2 1150−1400 321a 3.33a 1971, Steele125

conductivity, oxygen diffusionb 323 ± 45b 3.35 ± 0.47b

nonstoichiometric CeO2‑x Conductivity, electronic 1100 418 ± 33c 4.34 ± 0.33c 1993, Panhans130

coulometric titration 873−973 387 ± 13 4.02 ± 0.13 2010, Gorte2

aSee p 67 of ref 125. bAdopting values between 17.4 ± 1.9 and 21.3 ± 0.6 kcal/mol for oxygen vacancy migration barriers and values between 48.5
and 50.7 kcal/mol for activation energies for conductivity; see Table 1 and p 64 of ref 125, respectively. cAssuming a polaron hopping barrier of 0.40
eV.131
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3.4. Calculations of O-Defect Formation Energies

We focus on the formation energies of a single O defect at the
CeO2(111) surface. Figure 3 illustrates some of the problems
related to the GGA approximation. For an O surface vacancy,
Figure 3a shows a totally delocalized spin density, characteristic
of a metallized defective surface. However, when a hybrid
functional like HSE is applied the self-interaction error, which
overdelocalizes the electrons, is sufficiently reduced and the
electrons occupy two Ce 4f states close to the vacancy (see
Figure 3c and 3d). Importantly, the energy gap between
occupied O 2p and unoccupied Ce 4f states for the clean
surface is significantly larger applying HSE instead of PBE,
which in turn conveys into larger O-defect formation energies
(see Tables 5 and 6).

3.4.1. Location and configuration of Defects. DFT+U
is the most frequently applied electronic structure method
when periodically repeated slab models together with plane
wave basis sets are used. Its computational workload is de facto
identical to KS-DFT using a conventional GGA. Table 5
compiles defect formation energies obtained using PBE+U
(plane wave basis sets) for oxygen atoms in the surface layer
and varying sites of the two Ce3+ ions. For a long time it has
been believed that these Ce3+ ions are located in nearest
neighbor positions to the defect site. Ganduglia-Pirovano, Da
Silva, and Sauer8 and Li et al.9 have independently shown that
this is not the case. Within a range of a few tenths of
electronvolts, i.e., very similar stabilities, there are multiple
configurations of the two Ce3+ ions with respect to the
coordination shell around the defect site and the layer of ions
counted from the surface. For example, “11−31” in Table 5
means that both Ce3+ ions are located in the surface layer.
Furthermore, one is sitting in the first coordination shell and
the second one in the third shell. Later, in conjunction with

Figure 2. STM images of O vacancies on the CeO2(111) surface. (a
and b) Images of the O sublattice from refs 10 and 135, respectively.
(c and d) Images of the Ce sublattice (ref 10) with three and two Ce4+

ions surrounding the defect site. Simulations by PBE+U(4.5) (e and f,
respectively) show that Ce4+ appears bright (blue, filled circles),
whereas Ce3+ appears dark (orange, filled circles).10 (b) Reprinted
with permission from ref 135. Copyright 2005 American Association
for the Advancement of Science.

Figure 3. (a) Spin density (yellow) for a surface oxygen vacancy in CeO2(111) obtained using PBE. (b) Corresponding projected electronic DOS
for the clean surface (top panel) and oxygen vacancy (bottom panel) obtained using PBE. Blue lines indicate Ce 4f states, and red lines indicate O 2p
states. Note that the system is metallic, i.e., Ce 4f states slightly below the Fermi level become occupied. (c and d) Analogous graphs for the spin
density as well as projected DOS obtained using the hybrid functional HSE. Surfaces have been rendered using the XCrySDen program.138
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STM (see section 3.3), it could be proven that at least one of
the excess electrons localizes in a Ce ion that is not adjacent to
the O vacancy.10

Table 5 provides further structure details of the different
defect configurations: the coordination numbers of the two ions
which differ between 6 (surface, neighbored to the vacancy)
and 8 (bulk, away from the vacancy), the distance between the
two Ce3+ ions, and the distances for each of the Ce3+ ions to the
vacancy site. The splitting of the two f states is a signature of
the difference between the two coordination spheres, also
known as crystal field splitting. The splitting is zero if both Ce3+

ions have the same coordination number and the same distance
to the vacancy (11−11; 21− 21). Splitting is largest for two Ce3+

ions with coordination numbers 6 and 8 and very different
distances to the vacancy site. Scanning tunneling spectroscopy
of filled f states indeed yields two types of spectra, one with a
single peak and another with two peaks.10 The latter are
observed only for those defects with just one Ce3+ ion next to
the vacancy site and the other away from it so that these ions
feel a different, local crystal field.
The defect formation energies for the different Ce3+

configurations vary over a few tenths of electronvolts. In detail,
they also depend on two technical factors: (i) size of the surface
cell and (ii) value for Ueff applied. The lesson learned from
these8−10 and subsequent studies on defective ceria is that there
are many local minima for both the positions of the ions and
the local structure, which makes it difficult to converge to the
most stable solution and easy to overlook a low-energy
structure.
Table 6 compares O-defect formation energies, ΔEd(

1/2O2),
calculated using the HSE hybrid functional as well as PBE+U

for both surface and subsurface vacancies with Ce3+ at different
crystallographic sites at various distances to the vacancy. We
adopt the notation10 used in Table 5, where nm denotes a Ce3+

sitting in the nth shell of cations (with respect to the vacancy
site) of the mth cationic layer. For illustration, Figure 4 shows
the structures of the 11−11, 11−21, and 21−21 Ce3+

configurations for both surface and subsurface defects. The
topmost three layers of a p(4 × 4) surface unit cell of
CeO2(111) obtained using HSE are shown, and the Ce3+ ions
are indicated as dark blue spheres.
We discuss three important aspects.

(i) Accuracy of PBE+U judged on the supposedly more
accurate HSE results. In section 2 we concluded that
PBE+U(4.5) underestimates the reduction energy of
CeO2 (388 kJ/mol) by as much as 167 kJ/mol, whereas
HSE underestimates it by 85 kJ/mol only (Table 1).
Table 6 also shows that the HSE results are 0.4−0.7 eV
larger than the PBE+U(4.5) results (Θ = 1/16). Recalling
the best estimate for the O-defect formation energy from
experiment, 4.2 ± 0.3 eV per 1/2O2 (section 3.3), HSE
values are closer to experiment than corresponding PBE
+U results. Adding a dispersion term shifts HSE results
about 0.12 eV toward experiment. This shift amounts to
0.15 eV for PBE+U. In absolute terms the deviation
between theory and experiment for the lowest defect
concentration studied (Θ = 1/16) is still very large, about
1.7 eV for HSE+D and 2.2 eV for PBE+U(4.5)+D.
Similar to the reduction energy of bulk ceria, which can
be described by either eq 2.1 or eq 2.2, we recalculate the
defect formation energies for the most stable defects
obtained using PBE+U and HSE. The experimental

Table 5. Formation Energies, ΔEd(
1/2O2), for Oxygen Defects in the CeO2(111) Surface Layer Obtained with PBE+U for

Different Defect Configurations; Distance between the Two Ce3+ Ions and between Each of the Ce3+ ions and the Vacancy Site
VO, Their Coordination Numbers, CN, and Splitting of the Two Occupied f States (energies in eV, distances in pm)

p(4 × 4)b p(3 × 4)c p(3 × 3)d

Ce3+ positionsa ΔEd(
1/2O2) ΔEd(

1/2O2) ΔEd(
1/2O2) Ce3+− Ce3+ Ce3+−VO CN f splitting

21−21 1.76 2.13 2.06 391 452; 452 7; 7 0.00
11−21 1.86 2.20 2.16e 390 254; 453 6; 7 0.05
11−11 2.01d 2.31 2.22e 417 254; 254 6; 6 0.00
11−31 2.15 2.46 2.28 374 254; 595 6; 7 0.10
11−42 2.45 543 254; 708 6; 8 0.47
22−42 2.59 390 447;708 8; 8 0.06

aThe notation nm implies a cation position in the nth shell of cations surrounding the defect, and m is the cationic layer counted from the surface.
bReference 139. Cutoff 900 eV; Γ point; U = 4.5 eV. cReference 9. Cutoff 500 eV; Γ point; U = 5.0 eV; additional results 2.35 (11−41), 2.35 (22−21),
2.43 (22−12). dReferences 8 and 10. Cutoff 400 eV; 2 × 2 × 1 k points; U = 4.5 eV. eFor a 2 × 2 cell (3 × 3 × 1 k points) 2.34 and 2.22 eV,
respectively, have been obtained before, ref 8. fA value of 2.23 eV has been reported in ref 140, cutoff 400 eV; 2 × 2 × 1 k points; U = 5.0 eV.

Table 6. Oxygen-Defect Formation Energies (eV) for Subsurface (Subs) and Surface (Surf) Sites Obtained Using the HSE
Hybrid Functional As Well As PBE+U (corrected for dispersion, +D) for a p(2 × 2), p(3 × 3), and p(4 × 4) Surface Unit Cell
Corresponding to a Defect Concentration, Θ, of 1/4,

a 1/9,
b and 1/16

c Monolayer of Oxygen Atomsd

Θ = 1/4
a Θ = 1/16

c Θ = 1/4
a Θ = 1/9

b Θ = 1/16
c Θ = 1/16

c

defect site Ce3+ e HSE HSE HSE+D PBE+U(4.5) PBE+U(4.5)+D

Subs 11−11 3.21a 2.70 2.83 2.38 1.96 2.12
Subs 11−21 2.79a 2.49 2.61 2.00 1.84 2.01
Subs 21−21 2.26 2.38 1.84 1.97
Surf 11−11 3.30a 2.74 2.85 2.50 2.22b,f 2.01 2.14
Surf 11−21 3.10a 2.49 2.61 2.34 2.16b,f 1.86 1.98
Surf 21−21 2.44 2.57 2.06b,f 1.76 1.91

aReference 8. bReference 10. cReference 139. dObserved ΔH298° = 4.0 ± 0.1 eV, ref 112. eThe notation nm implies a Ce3+ position in the nth shell of
cations surrounding the defect in the mth cationic layer counted from the surface. fSimilar values have been obtained in ref 9 for Θ = 1/12.
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formation energy of 4.2 eV changes to 1.72 eV.
Respective deviations compared with experiment in
defect formation energies obtained using PBE+U
(−0.74 eV, i.e., 2.46 eV less than obsd.) and HSE
(−0.35 eV, i.e., 2.07 eV less than obsd.) are comparable
to results relative to 1/2O2.

(ii) Dependence on the defect concentration, Θ. Table 6
gives defect formation energies for three different values
of Θ, namely, 1/4,

1/9, and
1/16 monolayer of O ions. Due

to the net positive charge of the vacancy and simulations
via PBC, defect−defect interactions destabilize the O
defect relative to the clean surface. In addition, so-called
elastic contributions must not be forgotten. The defect
formation energy ΔEd(

1/2O2) for, e.g., the 11−11 surface
defect decreases for both PBE+U and HSE comparing Θ
= 1/4 with Θ = 1/16. On passing we mention that for Θ =
1/16, the most stable defects have the Ce3+ located in the
topmost cationic surface layer, i.e., Ce3+ in lower layers
were always found to be energetically less stable.

(iii) Relative stabilities of surface and subsurface defects.
Generally, HSE and PBE+U predict the 21−21
configuration as the most stable one for surface as well
as subsurface defect. However, the 11−21 and 21−21
configurations have almost the same energy using PBE
+U. The hybrid functional predicts the subsurface defect
to be more stable by 0.18 eV relative to the surface defect
(HSE, Θ = 1/16). PBE+U predicts the surface defect to
be slightly more stable (0.08 eV). Including dispersion-
type interactions does not alter the qualitative picture.
However, defect formation energies generally increase by
4−9%.

Concerning structural aspects, Ce3+ prefers a more open
structure due to its larger ionic radius associated with a

(preferred) lower CN (7, in Ce2O3) compared to the Ce
4+ ions,

which prefer a higher CN (8 in CeO2), see refs 8 and 10. A
more thorough discussion will be given elsewhere.139 Different
preference of CNs for Ce3+ and Ce4+ sites and their
implications on structural modifications similar to the surface
model have also been found for ceria nanoclusters by DFT
calculations58,141−143 (see ref 144 for tests on the dependence
of vacancy formation energies on U). The energies for O-
vacancy formation in CenO2n gas-phase clusters have been
investigated by PBE+U(5).145

Conesa146 studied the mutual interaction of O vacancies on
CeO2(111) and found that dimerization of two monovacancies
as well as trimerization of monomer and dimer are processes
uphill in terms of energy (+0.34 eV per monomer). For
divacancies, where relaxation within a surface cell is substantial,
numerical estimates on elastic effects due to the restrictions on
cell size have to our knowledge not been presented in the
literature yet. Hermansson and co-workers147 reported on
vacancy pairs on the (110) surface.

3.4.2. Dependence on Methodology and Technical
Parameters. Table 7 presents defect formation energies
obtained with various techniques and electronic structure
methods. We start our discussion with pure DFT (LDA/GGA)
results, continue with strengths and weaknesses of DFT+U and
hybrid functionals, and compare with results for embedded
cluster models obtained with computationally more demanding
wave-function-based methods.
Hermansson and co-workers115 performed periodic slab

calculations using the PW91 functional, which is a conventional
GGA functional. The problem of overdelocalization of excess
electrons upon defect formation, i.e., metallization, has already
been discussed in this section (see also section 6.3.1 of GHS4).
This is connected with the finding that relaxation does not lead
to the rather asymmetrically distorted structure at the vacant
site. Recall that Ce3+ ions have a larger atomic radius than Ce4+,
which certainly affects Ce−O bond distances. ΔEd(1/2O2)
values obtained for surface and subsurface O defects in
CeO2(111) amount to 3.39 and 3.21 eV, respectively (Θ =
1/4). Although, for Θ = 1/2 absolute values increase by about 0.6
eV, subsurface defects remain more stable than surface defects.
For the CeO2(110) surface, subsurface defects were found
about 0.5 (Θ = 1/2) and 0.9 eV (Θ = 1/4) less stable than
surface defects. The (110) surface is more active than the (111)
surface, i.e., it is easier to form O defects, which is due to low-
coordinated Ce4+ ions (cf. Table 3). For bulk CeO2, a defect
formation energy of 4.73 eV was obtained (cf. Table 7, 1 × 1 ×
1 cell, Ce4O8). Thus, according to ref 115, oxygen defects are
predicted to be more stable at low-index surfaces than in the
bulk.
Fabris et al.76 applied LDA+U and PBE+U to the (111) and

(110) facets of ceria and also calculated the formation energy
for the bulk oxygen defect. For a detailed discussion we refer to
section 6.3.2 of GHS.4 However, we want to point out that the
DFT+U approach used in the work of Fabris et al. is based
either on projector functions derived from Ce 4f atomic
orbitals, as solutions of the KS atomic Schrödinger equation in
the reference configuration [Xe] 4f1 5d1 6s2 (see ref 42 in
Fabris et al.76), or localized Wannier functions149 derived from
self-consistent Ce 4f bands. To check for robustness of the
approach, the authors calculated the energy of reduction for
CeO2 bulk (see eq 2.1 in this work) and showed that results
based on Wannier−Boys projector functions are essentially
independent of the U value employed. On the contrary,

Figure 4. Top views of oxygen defects relaxed using HSE. First O−
Ce−O trilayer in CeO2(111) is shown: (top row) subsurface defects;
(bottom row) surface defects; (dark blue spheres) Ce3+, (gray spheres)
Ce4+, (red spheres) surface oxygen atoms, (light blue spheres)
subsurface oxygen atoms. Relative position of Ce3+ is represented by
nm, i.e., nth cation shell around the vacancy in the mth cationic layer
counting from the topmost layer. Surfaces rendered using
XCrySDen.138
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agreement of the calculated reduction energy with the observed
value has been fair (theoretical 4.8 vs observed 4.0 eV).
However, employing different projectors strongly affected
ΔEd(

1/2O2), which varied within a range of about 3.2 eV (cf.
Table 7). The latter result refers to the surface defect at
CeO2(111). This is a rather unsettling situation. Furthermore,
discussing the relative stability of surface and subsurface O
defect at the (111) surface, one realizes that the stabilization
energy varies by about 10% depending on the type of projectors
used, e.g., for a 9L slab and a p(2 × 2) surface cell, PBE+U(4.5)
formation energies of Fabris using atomic projectors results in
2.15 eV for the surface and 1.89 eV for the subsurface defect.
This means the subsurface defect is stabilized by 12% relative to
the surface defect. However, using Wannier-type projectors,
defect formation energies increase drastically resulting in a
surface defect formation energy of 4.95 eV. Compared to that,
creating a subsurface defect requires 4.81 eV. This means the
subsurface defect is stabilized by 2.8% relative to the surface
defect. Apparently, the type of projectors employed does not
change the qualitative picture, but quantitatively these

variations are non-negligible. Taking the good agreement of
the bulk reduction energy into account as well as results
obtained using a hybrid functional (Table 6), we consider these
findings as strong support for the energetic near-degeneracy of
surface and subsurface O defect at the (111) surface.
Nolan et al.74,148 considered O-defect formation at (111),

(110), and (100) consistently for a defect concentration of Θ =
1/4 using the PW91+U(5.0) approach. They confirmed the
findings of other workers,76,115 i.e., the CeO2(110) surface
defect is easier to create than a corresponding oxygen defect at
CeO2(111). Regarding formation of an O defect in the bulk,
Hermansson and co-workers obtain 4.73 eV using PW91. This
value is 39% larger than the defect formation energy at the
(111) surface. Nolan et al., using PW91+U(5.0), predict a bulk
defect formation energy larger by 30% compared with the
defect at the (111) surface. Admittedly, the largest scatter is
reported in ref 76 by Fabris et al. Depending on the xc
functional and projector type applied, the bulk defect is 10−
20% more difficult to create than the aforementioned surface O
defect [PBE+U(4.5), atomic projectors 20%; Wannier-type

Table 7. Oxygen-Defect Formation Energies, ΔEd(
1/2O2) in eV, for CeO2 Obtained by Different Methods and Technical

Parameters

method
cut off
(eV) core slab cell Θdef

ΔEd(1/2O2) surf/
subsurf

spin
state refs

HF/DZ(Ce)8−51G(O) Ce:ECP (110) C 1.70/− T 2005, Herschend23

MP2 3.26/−
PBE0/DZVP Ce:ECP-46 bulk (111) C 3.00 T 2009, Burow22

3.30/3.33 T/S
HSE 400 PAW bulk Ce32O64 CeO1.969 3.78 T 2012, Paier

400 bulk Ce64O128 CeO1.984 3.74 T 2012, Paier
400 (111) 9L p(2 × 2) 1/4 3.10/2.79a 2009, Pirovano8

600 (111) 9L p(4 × 4) 1/16 2.44/2.26 2012, Paier

PBE+U(4.5) 400 PAW bulk Ce32O64 CeO1.969 2.84 T 2012, Paier
400 PAW (111) p(2 × 2) 1/4 2.34/2.00 T 2009, Pirovano8

900 PAW 9L p(4 × 4) 1/16 1.76/1.84 2012, Paier

LDA+U(4.5) 400 PAW (111) p(2 × 2) 1/4 3.21/3.08 T 2009, Pirovano8

PW91+U(5.0) 500 PAW bulk Ce8O16 CeO1.875 3.39 T 2006, Nolan126

(111) 4L p(2 × 2) 1/4 2.60/− T 2005, Nolan74,148

(110) 7L p(1 × 2) 1/4 1.99/− T

(100) 3L p(2 × 2) 1/4 2.27/− T

PBE+U(4.5) 408 US-PP bulk Ce8O16 CeO1.875 5.55b S 2005, Fabris76

2.58c

(111) 9L p(2 × 2) 1/4 4.95/4.81b S

(110) 6L p(2 × 2) 1/8 2.15/1.89c

4.42b/− T
1.57c/−

LDA+U(5.3) bulk Ce8O16 CeO1.875 6.74b 2005, Fabris76

3.45c S
(111) 9L p(2 × 2) 1/4 6.10/6.25b

2.92/2.95c T
(110) 6L p(2 × 2) 1/8 5.50b/−

2.33c/−
PW91 400 PAW bulk Ce4O8 CeO1.75 4.73 2004, Yang115

(111) 4L p(√3 × 1) 1/2 3.98/3.80 S

p(√3 × 2) 1/4 3.39/3.21

(110) 5L p(1 × 2) 1/4 3.17/3.66 T

p(2 × 2) 1/8 2.48/3.39
aDefect formation energy corresponds to a Ce3+ configuration, where both Ce3+ cations are located in the surface layer. We take this value for
consistency reasons, although for the p(2 × 2) cell, Ce3+ in subsurface position appears to be energetically favorable by 0.14 eV. bCalculation uses
projectors based on localized Wannier orbitals (see eq 3 in ref 76). cCalculation uses projectors based on the “generic” atomic orbitals within the
applied US-PP approach.
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projectors 12%; LDA+U(5.3), atomic projectors 10%, Wannier-
type projectors 18%]. Note that the spin state reported is an
open-shell singlet (i.e., antiferromagnetic coupling), whereas
most of the other results are reported for the triplet state (i.e.,
ferromagnetic coupling).
Comparing the defect formation energies obtained using

HSE, we find broad agreement with previous work. In Table 7
ΔEd(

1/2O2) obtained using HSE for the bulk amounts to 3.74
eV using a 4 × 4 × 4 supercell (Ce64O128) with respect to the
primitive bulk cell. For the smaller Ce32O64 supercell one
obtains 3.78 eV, which can be consistently compared with PBE
+U(4.5). This defect formation energy amounts to 2.84 eV.
Compared to the best experimental estimate, HSE under-
estimates defect formation energies by approximately 0.5 eV,
whereas PBE+U(4.5) underestimates them by approximately
1.4 eV.
Burow et al.22 calculated ΔEd(

1/2O2) for ceria bulk as well as
for the CeO2(111) surface defect using the hybrid functional
PBE0 employing electrostatically embedded clusters subject to
PBC. The authors predicted that the defect in the bulk is easier
to form than the defect at (111) by 0.3 eV, which corresponds
to stabilization of the bulk defect relative to the surface by
about 9%. The HF and MP2 calculations on embedded cluster
models by Herschend et al.23 have been analyzed by GHS,4 and
no important differences compared to DFT+U have been
found.
3.4.3. Summary. Upon creation of an oxygen vacancy in

ceria (bulk as well as surfaces), the two electrons left behind
localize in two cerium ions, reducing them from Ce4+ to
Ce3+.150 The existence of multiple configurations of Ce3+ ions
has been predicted by DFT8,9 and confirmed by STM, which
provided evidence for Ce3+ ions in different coordination
environments.10 The self-interaction error inherent in GGA-
type functionals such as PBE or PW91 prevents electrons left
behind after oxygen-defect formation to localize properly at the
two Ce sites altering their oxidation state from +4 to +3. The
DFT+U ansatz rectifies the erroneous delocalization but
describes energy differences only qualitatively right. Hybrid
functionals such as HSE are a better choice, but the high
computational cost limits their application to selected
problems. Compared to the best experimental estimate of
4.2 ± 0.3 eV,2,130 HSE underestimates defect formation
energies by about 0.5 eV, whereas PBE+U(4.5) underestimates
them by about 1.4 eV.

3.5. Surface Reduction by Hydrogenation

Reduction of CeO2 without formation of an O vacancy is
possible by adsorption of an H atom151−153 (or by adsorption
of an H2 molecule and subsequent dissociation154),

+ →+ − + + − +[2Ce , O ] H [Ce , Ce , O ]H4 2 4 3 2 (3.3)

The hydrogenation energy has been used as an activity
descriptor for catalysts in oxidative dehydrogenation reactions,
e.g., for CH4 activation on Li-doped MgO155 but also for
methanol oxidation on VOx/CeO2.

156

Table 8 shows results obtained with different methods. Pure
GGA functionals (PBE, PW91) yield significantly smaller
values, indicating lower reducibility. The effect of doping can be
different for reduction by O-defect formation and by
hydrogenation. For doping with Pt, Tang et al. found that
Pt4+ is reduced on oxygen-vacancy formation (based on Bader
charges) but do not find participation of Pt when the surface is
hydrogenated upon CH4 adsorption.

157

3.6. Interaction with Oxygen

Understanding formation of activated oxygen species is crucial
for an understanding of catalytic properties as well as oxygen
exchange mechanisms of ceria, e.g., in the context of its ability
to easily store and release oxygen. Because of increasing bond
distances compared to O2 and the corresponding O−O
stretching frequency shift, superoxo, O2

•−, and peroxo, O2
2−,

surface species can be identified experimentally by vibrational
spectroscopy (infrared or Raman, see, e.g., ref 161). Evidence
for the presence of paramagnetic superoxide, O2

•−, can also be
obtained by EPR (see, e.g., ref 162). Huang and Fabris163

studied the adsorption of O2 on the clean CeO2(111) surface
(cf. Table 9), where it would bind essentially by dispersion,

which was not included in the PBE+U(4.5) calculations. The
calculated binding energy is negligible. Adsorption of O2 into a
surface defect releases 1.72 eV and yields a peroxo species as
the calculated bond distance (144 pm) shows,

+ →+ + −[2Ce , V ] O [2Ce , O ]3
O 2

4
2

2
(3.3)

This defect healing process is involved in reoxidation of
CeO2 in catalytic oxidation processes. The surface peroxo
species is a stronger oxidant. Releasing an oxygen atom from
this species costs only 2.6 eV, whereas releasing an oxygen
atom from the clean surface and forming a vacancy is almost

Table 8. Energy of Hydrogenation (per 1/2H2 as well as H
atom) of the CeO2(111) Surface

−EH (1/2H2) −EH (H) refs

PBE+U(4.5) 1.21 (0.91)a 3.47b Popa, 2011151

PW91+U(5) 3.48 Gordon, 2009158

PW91 2.99
PBE+U(5)//LDAc 3.14 Joshi, 2009159

1.86d

PW91+U(7) 1.41e,f Chen, 2007154

PW91+U(5) 3.50g Watkins, 2007160

PBE 0.65 Fronzi, 2009152

PW91 0.43h 2.69 Chafi, 2009153

aSurface with an O vacancy. bCalculated from the hydrogenation
energy per 1/2H2 and one-half of the H2 dissociation energy (2.26 eV,
PBE, calculated for this review). c“//LDA” at the LDA-optimized
structure dW-doped ceria eAdsorption of H2 with formation of two
OH groups. Energy given per 1/2H2.

fCeO2(110) Surface: 1.77 eV.
gThe number in Table 4 of ref 160 is different because it does not
include E(H) = 1.1 eV (personal communication). hCalculated from
the hydrogenation energy per hydrogen atom and 1/2 of the H2
dissociation energy (2.26 eV, PBE, calculated for this review).

Table 9. O2 Adsorption Energies (eV) for Different Oxygen
Vacancies (eV)

Eads

surface−VO
peroxo

subsurface−VO
superoxo refs

clean PBE
+U(4.5)a

1.72 Huang and
Fabris163

clean PBE+U(5) 1.89 0.37 Li et al.9

La−VO

PBE
+U(4.5)

2.10 1.40 Conesa146

aPAW approach using atomic orbitals as projectors for the PBE+U
calculations. Note that a larger p(2√3 × 2√3) supercell was used.
Slab thickness: 6L = 2 CeO2-trilayers.
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twice as costly, 5.1 eV (assuming a PBE value of 3.2 eV for the
O2 dissociation energy this would translate into ΔEd(

1/2O2) =
1.9 for the clean surface and −0.6 for the surface peroxo
species).
Later, Hu and co-workers9 confirmed the result for O2

adsorption into a surface vacancy and found that on a
subsurface vacancy only one electron is transferred from a
Ce3+ ion to O2, yielding a superoxo species (bond distance
133.5 pm),

+ →+ + + •−[2Ce , V ] O [Ce , Ce , O ]3
O 2

4 3
2 (3.4)

Conesa also confirmed peroxo formation for the surface
vacancy and found formation of a superoxo when a trivalent
dopant is present and there is only one Ce3+ ion connected
with the vacancy site. Therefore, only one electron is available
for transfer to the O2 unit,

+ →+ + + + •−[Ce , M , V ] O [Ce , M , O ]3 3
O 2

4 3
2 (3.5)

EPR experiments indeed detect (paramagnetic) O2
•− species

when O2 is adsorbed on activated high surface area CeO2
samples, see, e.g., ref 164. Preda et al.165 studied the interaction
of O2 with ceria nanoparticles of up to 1.5 nm in size by virtue
of hybrid DFT using the B3LYP functional. They showed that
the superoxide O2

•− radical forms upon direct interaction of O2
with low-coordinated Ce3+ ions on the reduced ceria nano-
particles.
As part of the reoxidation step in the catalytic cycle of CO

oxidation on CeO2(111), Figure 5 (cf. section 4) shows

formation of superoxo species related to adsorption of O2 into
an O-vacancy site in the presence of a Au dopand166,167 or an
adsorbed Au cluster.168 The role of Ag doping in ceria on the
interaction with O2 was studied by Preda and Pacchioni169 and
Wang et al.170 The impact of doping ceria with Fe, Ru, Os, Sm,
and Pu was studied by means of PW91+U(6.3).171 Diffusion of
oxygen and involved reduction mechanisms were studied by
Chen et al.172 employing PW91+U with U = 0.7 eV and J = 0.7
eV.

3.7. Doping

Many recent studies demonstrated the effect of transition
metal, noble metal, and rare earth metal doping induced
lowering of defect formation energies. Dopants may tune the
surface activity in oxidation catalysis or ionic conductivity in
solid oxide fuel cells. For instance, Hermansson and co-workers
found that Pd doping lowers the surface oxygen vacancy
formation energy from 3.0 to 0.6 eV.173,174 Kinetic lattice
Monte Carlo studies on the oxygen vacancy diffusion in
Prasaeodymium-doped175,176 as well as Gadolinium-doped177

CeO2 were carried out by Dholabhai et al. The impact of
transition metal, noble metal, and rare earth metal doping on
the oxygen storage capacity has been investigated by Gupta et
al. using LDA.178

Nolan discusses the healing of the surface oxygen vacancy in
ceria.179 Furthermore, he studied the interaction of atomic and
molecular oxygen as well as NO2 with oxygen vacancies on
gold-doped (110) and (100) surfaces using DFT+U. One of his
major findings is that irrespective of doping, ceria surfaces will
undergo vacancy healing. This means that the key step in the
activation of ceria is formation of the active oxygen vacancy.
However, the question remains how cation dopants influence
vacancy formation energy and if dopants can be used to
improve the activity of ceria in catalysis. Nolan and Watson
performed elastic band simulations to determine activation
energies for oxygen-vacancy migration in ceria.126

Comparison of oxygen-defect formation energies obtained
using periodic DFT with results obtained using calculations on
nanoparticles appears to be vital for understanding the
materials gap between single crystals and powder catalysts.
The work of Migani et al.58 used PBE+U and the screened
hybrid functional HSE to study the dependence of oxygen
vacancy formation energies on the size of ceria nanoclusters.
Hu and Metiu180 analyze the effects responsible for lowering

the O-vacancy formation energy for doped ceria (see also
section 4.2 of this review). They discriminate local and global
effects of dopants. Structure relaxation or effects modulating the
chemical bonding between oxygen and cerium ions are
considered as local, whereas global effects refer to the global
electronic structure. This can be creation of O 2p hole states in
the valence band maximum. Suppose ceria is doped using La,
which prefers the oxidation state +3, according to

→+ − − + + •− −[2Ce , O , O ] [Ce , M , O , O ]4 2 2 4 3 2 (3.6)

Upon O-defect formation, one of the two created electrons will
occupy the hole state created by La doping and the other
electron will occupy a Ce 4f state,

→ ++ + •− − + + −[Ce , M , O , O ] [Ce , M , O , V ]
1
2

O4 3 2 3 3 2
O 2

(3.7)

Figure 5. Catalytic cycle for CO oxidation on Au-doped ceria and Au
clusters on ceria (energies in kJ/mol). (Top) Cycle involving a Ce4+,
O•−/Ce3+,VO redox couple, PBE+U(4.5) calculations.167 (Middle)
Cycle involving the Au+/Au3+ redox couple in the presence of a Ce3+/
CO3

2− spectator species, rPBE;209,210 calculations of Shapovalov and
Metiu.166 (Bottom) Cycle in the presence of a Au13 cluster that has
partially reduced the surface.168
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Since the hole states are energetically lower than the Ce 4f “gap
states” (cf. GHS4), La doping lowers the O-vacancy formation
energy, and Metiu considered this behavior as a global effect.180

In section 4.2, we take a different point of view, namely, that
the vacancy is created at the O•− position,

→ ++ + •− + +[Ce , M , O ] [Ce , M , V ]
1
2

O4 3 3 3
O 2 (3.8)

In this case, only one electron is left behind, which localizes in a
single Ce ion. This and the fact that the electrostatic
contribution to the lattice energy is significantly smaller for a
monovalent anion than for a divalent anion explains the
significantly lower O-vacancy formation energies.
To analyze individual electronic (global) or structure

relaxation (local) contributions, one may consider electronically
inert or nonreducible dopants, such as, e.g., Zr. Table 1 in ref
180 lists the vacancy formation energy in doped CeO2(111) as
well as the work function for vacancies created near the dopant
and far from it. Zr4+ is associated with a CN of 6 and is smaller
than Ce4+ (72 vs 87 pm, cf. Table 12). It is nonreducible; thus,
structure relaxation effects are driving the lowering of the defect
formation energy. Clearly, the clean ceria surface becomes
energetically destabilized by doping; therefore, the energies of
the defective surface and the doped surface approach each
other. For this case, ΔEd(1/2O2) is lowered by almost 0.80 eV.
However, the work function as a measure for the long-ranged
or global impact on the electronic structure of a surface remains
de facto unaltered for the Zr doping. Reducible dopants such as
Ru have an impact on a local as well as on a global scale. Nolan
also discusses the role of the ionic radius of dopants in ceria.181

The large relaxation energy of about 2 eV for O-vacancy
formation on the pure CeO2 surface,

108 see Figure 9, underlines
the high potential for lowering the defect formation by doping
with nonreducible isovalent dopants.
Summary. O-vacancy formation energies can be lowered by

different types of dopants. Isovalent nonreducible dopants
(Zr4+) affect the relaxation energy due to their different size,
whereas trivalent cations (La3+) create O•− oxygen radical
species that are easier to remove for electrostatic reasons.

4. INTERACTION WITH SMALL MOLECULES

Detailed understanding of the adsorption of polar molecules
such as CO, NOx, SOx, and H2O on ceria is important because
such species are involved in catalytic reactions on ceria or on
catalysts with ceria as support. Oxidation of CO to CO2 and
reduction of NOx to N2 are key targets of three-way catalysts,
one of the main applications of CeO2. Industrially, water
adsorption represents an elementary step of the water−gas shift
reaction, which in turn is of paramount importance for
production of CO-free hydrogen. Adsorption of alcohols is
the first step in their selective oxidation, e.g., selective oxidation
of methanol to formaldehyde may be catalyzed by vanadium
oxide supported on ceria.183

4.1. Adsorption and Oxidation of CO

It has been found by infrared (IR) spectroscopy, e.g., refs 182
and 184, that CO may adsorb molecularly in vertical
orientation as it does on other oxides such as MgO but may
also interact strongly, i.e., react chemically to carbonate-like or
carboxylate-like complexes even at room temperature. Other
experimental studies negate the aforementioned findings or at
least indicate the need for surface pretreatment to render
carbonate formation possible.185−187 These ambiguous findings
certainly call for independent information from calculations
based on first principles.
Yang, Woo, and Hermansson188 examine CO adsorption on

the clean (111) and (110) surfaces of ceria by DFT and apply
the (GGA-type) PW91 xc functional. As model systems,
periodically repeated slabs with p(√3 × 1) and p(1 × 2)
surface unit cells, respectively, have been adopted. The slab for
the (111) surface was built from 12 atomic layers, whereas the
slab for the (110) surface was set up using 5 atomic layers. CO
adsorption at the (111) surface was found to be weak with an
adsorption energy of 16.4 kJ/mol only, whereas at the (110)
surface also another, more favorable binding site was found, at
which CO may chemisorb on an O-bridging position and form
carbonate-like, CO3

2−, structures. At the (111) surface CO
adsorbs C down on Ce4+ in an upright position (R(Ce−C) =
288 pm, R(C−O) = 116 pm). The adsorption energy for this

Table 10. Interaction of CO with Different CeO2 Surfaces
a

surface −ΔEa Ed (
1/2O2) ΔEr VO + CO2(g) ref

(111)b CCSD(T)//B3LYP 27.3 (Ce4+) 2009, Müller26

MP2//B3LYPc 31.3 (Ce4+)
(110)b CCSD(T)//B3LYP 19.9 (Ce4+) 2008, Müller25

MP2//B3LYPc 23.6 (Ce4+)
(110) B3LYP/[ecp, 4s, 9.6 (Ce4+) 2006, Herschend24

4p,2d,2f/8−411G]d 205 (CO3
2‑)

(110) HF, (B3LYP)b 11.6 (Ce4+) 2005, Müller29

emb. clustere

(111) PBE+U(5) 17.6 (Ce4+) 2011, Yang190

(110) 17.4 (Ce4+) 2008, Yang191

357 (CO3
2−)

(110) PBE+U(5) 342 (CO3
2−) 1.61 −1.63 2009, Scanlon192

(111) PW91+U(5) 25.1 (Ce4+) 2.60 −0.56 2006, Nolan189,193,194

(110) 188 (CO3
2−) 1.99 −1.16

(100) 309 (CO3
2−) 2.27 −0.88

(111) PW91/pw(408) 16.4 (Ce4+) 2004, Yang188

(110) 17.4 (Ce4+)
189 (CO3

2‑)
aBinding energy given in kJ/mol. ΔEr (eV) refers to desorption of CO2, leaving an oxygen vacancy. bStructure not relaxed. cBasis sets: Ce (46-
ecp,4s, 4p, 2d, 2f), O (3s, 2p), CO (aug-cc-pVTZ). dBasis sets: Ce (46-ecp, VDZ),O (8−411G), CO (cc-pVDZ). eConstraint relaxation.
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site at the (110) surface amounts to 17.4 kJ/mol, slightly larger
than the corresponding adsorption energy computed for the
(111) surface. Formation of upright and tilted carbonate-like
structures at (110) is accompanied by adsorption energies of
181 and 189 kJ/mol, respectively. Importantly, the correspond-
ing vibrational spectra are in fair agreement with experiment. In
the molecular (weak) adsorption model the calculated
vibrational frequencies are slightly blue shifted, whereas the
frequencies for the carbonate-type species are significantly red
shifted. The authors correctly pointed out that defects in the
CeO2(111) surface, like step edges, oxygen vacancies, as well as
partial surface reconstructions, may also induce formation of
surface carbonates.
DFT using GGA-type functionals is adequate for nonreduced

CeO2 with empty Ce 4f states; application of conventional
GGA becomes questionable once the Ce 4f states start to get
populated, i.e., ceria is partially reduced (see sections 2 and 3).
The DOSs depicted in Figure 3 of ref 188 suffer from that very
problem. A partially occupied Ce 4f peak crosses the Fermi
level (metallization), which indicates that Ce4+ has been
reduced to Ce3+ upon CO3

2− formation at the CeO2(110)
surface. Within DFT, partial reduction of ceria can be treated
using the ad hoc DFT+U approach employing a Hubbard-type
U to open the band gap (section 2.2). Using PW91+U(5),
Nolan and Watson189 were able to confirm the PW91 results
for molecular adsorption of CO atop Ce sites at the (111)

surface and formation of CO3
2− species involving partial

reduction of ceria at the (110) surface. They also examined
adsorption on the more reactive (100) surface and found also
formation of CO3

2− with an even larger chemisorption energy
of 309 kJ/mol compared to the aforementioned 189 kJ/mol.
Huang and Fabris investigated the dependence of adsorption
energies on U based on PBE calculations. For PBE+U(2), they
obtained virtually the same results for molecular adsorption of
CO atop Ce on the (110) and (111) surface as Yang et al., who
employed pure PW91, whereas their chemisorption energy is
about 10% larger than the PW91 and PW91+U(5) results.
As discussed in section 2, hybrid functionals or Hartree−

Fock followed by wave-function-based correlation methods like
MP2 or coupled cluster appear to be well suited to cope with
reduction processes in ceria but are computationally also more
demanding. The Hermansson group applied such methods to
embedded cluster models (cf. Table 10).24−26,29

In their Hartree−Fock study, Müller et al.29 compared
clusters embedded in approximately 30 000 point charges
(formal charges of +4 and −2 for Ce and O ions) with slab
models (PBC). A Ce6O12 cluster represented the domain of
atoms, which was treated quantum mechanically. The point
charge array together with the cluster along the direction
perpendicular to the surface consisted of nine atomic layers,
similar to the periodic slab model employed. For Ce, the so-
called SBKJC effective core potential was employed ([Kr]4d10

Table 11. Defect Formation Energies, ΔEd(
1/2O2) (eV), CO Binding Energies in Different Modes, −ΔEa (kJ/mol), and

Reaction Energies, ΔEr (kJ/mol), for the Interaction of CO with Surfaces of Doped and Undoped CeO2

−ΔEa −ΔEr −ΔEra

surface ΔEd(
1/2O2) CO CO2 CO2

− CO3
2− CO2(g) + VO eq 4.2

(111) CeO2 PBE+U(5) 2.87 18 −57 40 317 2011, Yang190,200

Zr0.25Ce0.75O2 2.35 77 (50)b (277)b

105 331
LaxCe1‑xO2 PW91+U(5) 0.90 94 2009, Yeriskin201

CeO2 rPBE 3.01 40 15 305 2007, Shapovalov166

Au0.06Ce0.94O2 −0.36 427 166d 304d

1.46c 59
CeO2 PBE+U(4.5) 2.15 (75) (282) 2009, Camellone167

AuxCe1−xO2 0.32 313 282
1.61e 223e

Cu0.08Ce0.92O2 PBE+U(5) 0.04 338 443 314 318 2010, Yang202

2.17
CeO2 PBE+U(6.3) 2.08
Ru0.125Ce0.875O2 PBE+U(6.3) 0.87 223 264 235 319 2012, Chen199

Fe0.125Ce0.875O2 PBE+U(6.3) 0.68 279 372 249 315 2011, Chen203

(110) CeO2 PBE+U(5) 2.30 357 101 323 2008, Yang191,204

Zr0.25Ce0.75O2 0.94 (21) (112)
299 96d 395 226 317

CeO2 PBE+U(5) 1.99 188 2009, Nolan198

Ti0.04Ce0.96O2 0.31 415
Zr0.04Ce0.96O2 0.48 416
Hf0.04Ce0.96O2 0.36 396
LaxCe1−xO2 PW91+U(5) 0.64 233 2009, Yeriskin201

CeO2 PBE+U(5) 2.07 188 2008, Nolan205

AuxCe1‑xO2 −0.08 454
(100) AuxCe1−xO2(100) PBE+U(5) 376 2008, Nolan205

aObserved −283 kJ/mol, ref 206. bThere seems to be a problem with the numbers in Figure 4a of ref 190. When subtracting the defect formation
energy (2.35 eV) from the energy for reaction 4.1, 18.5 − 6.5 = 12.0 kcal/mol, the energy of oxidation of CO in the gas phase should be obtained.
The result, 277 kJ/mol, is different from the result obtained in the same way for CeO2(111) in the same paper (317 kJ/mol). We suspect that CO2
desorption from the bent CO2 structure is 6.5 kcal exothermic, not endothermic as shown in Figure 4a of ref 190. cSecond vacancy. dIn the presence
of a carbonate-like spectator species. eCreation of a second vacancy and chemisorption of a second CO molecule.
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treated as core, i.e., 46 electrons are described by the ECP)
together with a corresponding SBKJC basis set expanding the
remaining 12 electrons using a (6s6p3d7f) → [4s4p2d2f]
Gaussian-type basis set.195

The authors found two structures. In the first one, CO
adsorbs atop Ce (C-end toward surface) with a tilting angle of
33°, whereas for the second structure the CO is located
between two cerium ions and two oxygen ions in the second
layer with a tilting angle of 77°. The BSSE-corrected HF
adsorption energies amount to 11.6 and 21.2 kJ/mol,
respectively. For the structure adsorbed on the cerium ion,
the CO stretch frequency has been found to be blue shifted by
20 cm−1 compared to the free molecule. The most severe
limitation of this study was the constrained structure of the slab,
i.e., relaxation of atomic positions on CO adsorption was not
allowed. It is therefore not surprising that formation of surface
carbonate or carboxylate structures, which involves major
structure relaxation, was not found.
Subsequent work by Herschend et al.24 applies the B3LYP

hybrid functional to the CO/CeO2(110) system, also within
the embedded cluster approach. The largest cluster used was
Ce12O24. For Ce and O, the aforementioned SBKJC valence
double-ζ (46e-ECP) and 8-411G basis sets were applied,
respectively, whereas for the CO molecule the cc-pVDZ basis
set was used. Since some of the cluster ions have been allowed
to relax, in agreement with the PW91 calculations of ref 188,
formation of a carbonate-type species was observed. The
B3LYP adsorption energy of 205 kJ/mol is insignificantly larger
by 16 kJ/mol than the corresponding energy obtained using
PW91.
Calculations on molecular adsorption of CO at the (110)

surface identified a single minimum energy structure. CO
adsorbs atop Ce, yielding 9.5 kJ/mol. Since dispersion, which is
not properly accounted for in B3LYP, may contribute
significantly to the interaction with the surface, MP2
calculations have been performed at the B3LYP structure,
which yield 21 kJ/mol. This adsorption energy is more than
twice as large compared with the B3LYP result.
Two recent articles apply CCSD(T) to molecular CO

adsorption on the (110)25 and (111)26 surfaces. The
embedded-clusters CCSD(T) single-point calculations at
structures optimized using B3LYP employ the incremental
approach. CCSD(T) predicts CO to adsorb more strongly on
the (111) than on the more open (110) surface, with 31 kJ/mol
compared to 24 kJ/mol. The authors have shown that large
parts of the electron correlation contribution to the binding
energy are due to the interaction between CO and the O atoms
in the topmost surface layer. For CO/CeO2(111) 85% of the
correlation energy originates from surface oxygen atoms
proximate to CO. The MP2 binding energy is approximately
17% larger than the one obtained using CCSD(T) for CO/
CeO2(110) and 11% larger for CO/CeO2(111).

4.2. Vacancy Formation and CO Adsorption on Doped
Ceria Surfaces

Formation of O vacancies according to eq 3.2 may become less
endothermic when coupled with an exothermic oxidation
reaction, such as CO oxidation,

+ → ++ − +CO(g) [2Ce , O ] CO (g) [2Ce , V ]4 2
2

3
O (4.1)

The experimental values for the enthalpies of defect formation,
ΔHd(

1/2O2) = 403 ± 39 kJ/mol (section 3.3, Table 4), and CO
oxidation in the gas phase,

+ →CO
1
2

O CO2 2 (4.2)

ΔHr (ox) = −283 kJ/mol196 yield ΔH = 120 kJ/mol for eq 4.1,
substantially smaller than the defect formation enthalpy without
CO but still endothermic.
Table 11 shows that exothermicity can be reached for

reaction 4.1 by appropriate doping, which lowers the defect
formation energy. Besides the O-vacancy formation energies,
Table 11 includes energies for formation of different types of
chemisorbates, CO2, CO2

−, CO3
2−, as well as molecular CO

adsorption. With one exception, these studies use DFT+U(Ce).
Previous GGA-based studies on the same systems,197 very often
done by the same groups, are not listed in Table 11. From the
reported defect formation energies and energies for reaction 4.1
one can calculate the energy of reaction 4.2. We did it as a
consistency check and list the corresponding values in Table 11.
The effect of doping has already been discussed in section 3.7

for O-vacancy formation. Here, we consider the effect of doping
on vacancy formation by reduction with CO.

4.2.1. Doping with Zr Atoms. In contrast to Ce4+, the
isovalent Zr4+ dopant is not reducible and therefore cannot
accept electrons on O-defect formation. This leads to a
different excess electron localization pattern in the lattice.191

Another difference is the smaller size of the Zr4+ ion (72 pm
compared to 87 pm for Ce4+, see Table 12) affecting structure

relaxation.191 As a result, the O-vacancy formation energy
decreases by about 0.5 eV for the (111) surface and by 1.36 eV
for the more flexible (110) surface. On the latter, carbonate
formation is 38 kJ/mol more favorable than on the undoped
surface and CO2 desorption needs only 163 kJ/mol instead of
256 kJ/mol. Overall, O-vacancy formation by reduction with
CO is 131 kJ/mol more favorable on the Zr-doped (110)
surface. Atop of O atoms, CO adsorbs molecularly on the
undoped (110) surface, whereas at the Zr-doped surface, an
anionic chemisorbed CO2

− species is formed,

+ →+ + − + + −CO(g) [Zr , Ce , O ] [Zr , Ce , CO ]4 4 2 4 3
2

(4.3)

On the doped (111) surface,190 an adsorbed CO2 molecule is
directly formed, which needs only 22 kJ/mol to desorb
(according to these calculations, which do not include
dispersion contributions). The whole reaction according to
eq 4.1 is exoenergetic, but this is found even for undoped
CeO2, because the DFT O-defect formation energies in Table
11 may be about 1 eV lower than the experimental values as
comparison of the experimental estimates in Table 4 with
calculated bulk values (Table 7) shows. On the same surface
orientation (undoped), creation of a bent CO2

− species is
reported190 but rather as a transition structure, 57 kJ/mol above
the CO molecule separated from the surface.

Table 12. Ionic Radii (pm)207 of Several Rare Earths and
Transition Metals for Various Coordination Numbers
(subscript) and Oxidation States

Ce3+ La3+ Ce4+ Zr4+ Fe2+/3+ Ni2+ Cu2+ Au3+/+

1016 1036 876 726 782+6 554‑tetr 574 137+6
1168 594 653+6 696 467 683+4

Ru3+ Pt4+

686 636
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Studies on the (110) surface doped with Ti, Zr, and Hf have
been performed. As expected, the dopants are not involved in
the reduction of the surface, on O-defect formation, or CO
adsorption.198

4.2.2. Doping with Ru and Pt Atoms. Similarly to Zr, Ru
is also isovalent with Ce, but differently from Zr, it is reducible
and the Ru4+/Ru3+ redox couple could compete with the Ce4+/
Ce3+ redox couple. PW91+U(6.3) calculations for the
CeO2(111) surface

199 show that the Ru dopant is not involved
in the O-vacancy formation or CO oxidation. The author
concludes “...substitution with Ru metal ions activates lattice
oxygen by the creation of longer Ce−O and Ru−O bonds (...)
compared to those in CeO2 and RuO2 metal oxides”.199

The O defect in Ru0.125Ce0.875O2 binds O2 molecules as
peroxo species (−114 kJ/mol),

+ →+ + −[2Ce , V ] O [2Ce , O ]3
O 2

4
2

2
(4.4)

The peroxo species oxidizes CO in a direct exothermic process
(−211 kJ/mol) in which the defect is healed and the catalyst
regenerated,

+ → ++ − + −[2Ce , O ] CO(g) [2Ce , O ] CO4
2

2 4 2
2 (4.5)

Also when doping CeO2 with Pt, Pt is found to stay in its +4
oxidation state157 and does not spontaneously form O
vacancies as divalent dopants do, cf. eq 4.14 below. The
authors rationalize the lowering of the O-defect formation
energy from 3.0 eV for the undoped (111) surface to 2.15 eV
for the Pt-doped surface (LDA+U(5.5))157 with the reduction
of Pt indicated by smaller Bader charges on Pt. They also find
smaller Bader charges on some Ce ions, and because they do
not analyze possible occupation of Ce 4f states, it remains
unsettled whether Pt is reduced from 4+ to 2+ or from 4+ to
3+ and one Ce ion (on average) is reduced from Ce4+ to Ce3+.
4.2.3. Doping with Trivalent Metal Atoms. Oxygen

radical anion species are formed according to

→+ − − + •− −[Ce , O , O ] [M , O , O ]4 2 2 3 2 (4.6)

When the vacancy is created at the O•‑ position,

→ ++ + •− + +[Ce , M , O ] [Ce , M , V ]
1
2

O4 3 3 3
O 2 (4.7)

only one electron is left behind, which localizes on one Ce ion.
This and the fact that the electrostatic contribution to the
lattice energy is significantly smaller for a monovalent anion
than for a divalent anion leads to significantly lower O-vacancy
formation energies.
In the case of La doping, the O-vacancy formation energies

are about 2.0 and 1.7 eV smaller for the (111) and (110)
surfaces, respectively (Table 11). Note that the specific
computational model includes two substitutional sites, and
the defect is formed according to

→ ++ + •− + + •−[Ce , 2La , 2O ] [Ce , 2La , O , V ]
1
2

O4 3 3 3
O 2

(4.8)

with one spin at the reduced cerium ion and the other still as an
oxygen hole state.208 The authors employed a U(7) to correct
for the SIE in O 2p states (see also refs 79 and 69, where bulk
Ce defects, which create holes in the valence band, were
modeled using a U(5.5) and U(5), respectively, for O 2p).
Interaction of CO with the La-doped (110) surface can yield

carbonate species,

+

→

+ − + •−

+ + −

CO(g) [Ce , O , La , O ]

[Ce , La , CO ]

4 2 3

3 3
3

2
(4.9a)

but this is less favorable than on the undoped surface,

+ →+ − + −CO(g) [2Ce , 2O ] [2Ce , CO ]4 2 3
3

2
(4.9b)

On the La-doped (111) surface formation of strongly adsorbed
CO2 is found (94 kJ/mol),

+ →+ + •− + +CO(g) [Ce , La , O ] [Ce , La , CO ]4 3 3 3
2

(4.10)

whereas on the undoped surface, CO adsorbs molecularly with
25 kJ/mol.189

In the case of doping the (111) surface with Fe atoms, the O-
vacancy formation energy is as low as 0.68 eV,203 1.4 eV lower
than for the undoped surface. In the most stable defect
configuration, iron remains in its +3 oxidation state, see eq 4.7,
and one Ce3+ ion is formed.
On CO adsorption carbonate formation is reported to occur

with formation of two Ce3+ ions (372 kJ/mol, CI3 in Figures 6
and 7 of ref 203). This would imply that the oxygen hole state
accompanying the trivalent dopant persists,

+

→

+ − + •−

+ + •− −

CO(g) [2Ce , 2O , Fe , O ]

[2Ce , Fe , O , CO ]

4 2 3

3 3
3

2
(4.11)

The configuration with one Ce3+ and Fe2+ is 111 kJ/mol less
stable (CI2 in Figures 6 and 7 of ref 203). A CO molecule
placed on top of surface O ions next to the Fe3+ site,
spontaneously formed CO2 and an O vacancy (−253 to −279
kJ/mol),203

+

→

→ +

+ − + •−

+ + •−

+ + •−

CO(g) [Ce , O , Fe , O ]

[Ce , Fe , O , CO ]

[Ce , Fe , O ] CO (g)

4 2 3

3 2
2

3 2
2 (4.12)

Desorption of CO2 requires between 17 and 43 kJ/mol.
Also here analysis of the authors based on Bader charges

seems to indicate that a Ce3+ and an Fe2+ ion are formed, which
again would imply that the oxygen hole state (O•−) persists.
This is in apparent contradiction to the statement of the
authors: “For the reduced ceria, the Fe neighboring the O
vacancy was still in the 3+ oxidation state, whereas the Ce4+ ion
neighboring the O vacancy was reduced to Ce3+”. This
contradiction can only be resolved assuming that different O-
vacancy sites around the Fe dopant ion lead to different
localization of the electrons left behind on O-vacancy
formation. The authors conclude that the Fe3+/Fe2+ redox
couple participates in the CO oxidation. We note that oxidation
states cannot be unambiguously assigned based on Bader
charges. This cannot replace a determination of the d-electron
configuration on Fe and the f-band occupation on Ce. Note
that this work does not use a U parameter for the O 2p orbitals
but does employ a U(6.3) for the Ce 4f states only.

4.2.4. Doping with Au Atoms. DFT calculations have
shown that also for Au doping all cerium ions remain Ce4+ ions
and an Au3+,O•− ion pair is formed, cf. eq 4.6.166,167 Note that
the PBE+U(4.5) calculations of Camellone and Fabris167

indicate some delocalization of the spin density over several
oxygen atoms and the Au atom; however, a different result may
be obtained with hybrid functionals.
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Defect formation according to eq 4.7 with Au remaining in
its +3 oxidation state requires little energy (0.32 eV)167 or is
even exoenergetic (−0.36 eV).166 A second O vacancy can be
formed with a lower energy (1.61 eV) than for undoped ceria
(2.15 eV) accompanied by reduction of Au3+ to Au+,167

→ ++ + − + +[Ce , Au , O , V ] [Ce , Au , 2V ]
1
2

O3 3 2
O

3
O 2

(4.13)

Shapovalov and Metiu166 found that CeO2 doped with Au at
Ce lattice positions forms very stable carbonate species on the
(111) surface when CO adsorbs on an O ion next to the Au
dopant. This reaction is exothermic with 427 kJ/mol, and the
Ce3+/CO3

2− species is a spectator in a catalytic cycle for CO
oxidation that involves a Au+/Au3+ redox couple (Figure 5,
middle). Camellone and Fabris167 found a different cycle
involving a Ce4+,O•−/Ce3+,VO redox couple (Figure 5, top).
4.2.5. Doping with Divalent Metal Atoms. The negative

O-vacancy formation energies in Table 13 show that doping
with Pd and Ni leads to spontaneous O-vacancy formation, i.e.,
a Ce4+O2‑ pair is replaced by M2+,

→ ++ − +[Ce , O ] [M , V ]
1
2

O4 2 2
O 2 (4.14)

To characterize the activity of such a surface, formation of an O
vacancy in addition to the [M2+, VO] site should be considered,

→ ++ − + + +[2Ce , O , M , V ] [2Ce , M , 2V ]
1
2

O4 2 2
O

3 2
O 2

(4.15)

The numbers in Table 13 indicate that O-defect formation
according to eq 4.15 needs significantly less energy than for an
undoped surface. For Cu doping, O-vacancy formation
according to eq 4.14 is found to be spontaneous (−0.46)211
or nearly spontaneous (0.04 eV)202 and formation of a second
vacancy (eq 4.15) needs about 0.4 eV less energy than on the
undoped surface (Table 13).

4.3. Summary: CO Adsorption

Adsorption of CO at CeO2(111) is weak, and formation of
surface carbonate species, a strongly exothermic process, was
found for the (110) and (100) orientations only. Similar to O-
vacancy formation, DFT+U predicts reduction of ceria too
exothermic and oxidation reactions too endothermic. On doped
CeO2 surfaces, the dopant may or may not be involved in the
redox process, depending on its nature.

4.4. Adsorption of H2O and CH3OH

Water adsorption is ubiquitous with oxide surfaces, as water is
always present either as a reactant or as just an “innocent

Table 13. O-Vacancy Formation Energy for CeO2 Surfaces with Divalent Dopants116

Pd Ni Cua Cub undoped

HSE (111) −2.21 −2.77
PW91+U(5) (111) first −0.97 −0.93 0.04a −0.46b

(111) second 1.32 1.45 2.17a 2.61b 2.6
(110) first −1.17 −0.27
(110) second 1.36 1.30 2.0

aPBE+U(5), ref 202. bPBE+U(5), ref 211.

Table 14. Interaction of H2O and CH3OH with the (111) Surface of CeO2; H2O or CH3OH Binding Energies (eV) for
Molecular and Dissociative Adsorption on Defect-Free Surfaces and Surfaces with an O Vacancya

defect free O-vacancy present

system method surface cell θ molecular dissociation ΔEd(1/2O2) molecular dissociation ref

H2O/CeO2 PW91+U(4), 2 × 2 1/4 0.52 0.38 Fuente, 2012220

vdW-PBE+U(4.5) 3 × 3 1/9 0.67 0.67 Fernandez-Torre, 2012213

2 × 2 1/4 0.67 0.61

PBE+U(5) 2 × 3 1/6 0.58 0.59 2.01b 0.82 2.12b Molinari, 2012218

1 0.57 0.15
PW91+U(5) 2 × √3 1/4 0.51 0.37 2.53 0.8 2.2 Marrocchelli, 2012119

1 0.55
PBE+U(5) 2 × 2 1/4 0.57 0.55 2.65 0.54 2.11 Yang, 2010221

PBE 2 × 2 1/4 0.49 (Ce) 0.33 3.03 1.28 1.40 Fronzi, 2009152

2 × 1 1/2 0.50

PBE+U(7) 0.52 (3.87)c 0.49 2.66 Chen, 2007154

PW91+U(5) 2 × √2 0.35 0.65 2.62 0.8 2.45 Watkins, 2007160

2 × 1 1/2 0.58 3.36 0.64d Kumar, 2006212

2 × 1 1 0.56
H2O/Zr0.25Ce0.75O2 PBE+U(5) 2 × 2 1/4 0.72 1.06 2.80 2.33 Yang, 2011222

2.15 1.41
H2O/Cu0.08Ce0.92O2 PBE+U(5) 2 × 2 1/4 0.88 1.90 1.66 2.57 Cu0.08Ce0.92O2

Yang, 2011211

CH3OH PW91+U(5) 2 × 2 1/4 0.76 0.84 3.17 1.22 2.60 Beste, 2008223

aEd (
1/2O2) is the defect formation energy.

bIn the presence of a H2O molecule, the defect formation energy is 0.48 eV. cBulk defect dFor a defect in
the third layer instead of the first layer, the H2O binding energy is 0.72 kJ/mol.
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spectator”. Adsorption of alcohols is chemically related;
however, for (lower) alcohols it is predominantly the selective
oxidation driven by ceria or supported catalysts, which renders
alcohol adsorption interesting. Therefore, the adsorption
mechanism and wetting behavior are usually driven by a
complex interplay of several factors, such as the surface
structure, thermodynamics, as well as kinetic phenomena
associated with adsorption.
DFT with GGA-type functionals (PW91, PBE) has been

used to examine water adsorption on the clean and reduced
CeO2(111) surfaces.152,212 As on other oxides, on the clean
surface H2O molecules can adsorb on top of a Ce4+ cation
either molecularly or dissociatively,

+ →+ − + − + −H O(g) [2Ce , O ] [2Ce , O ]H , OH2
4 2 4 2

a a
(4.17)

with Ha as the adsorbed proton, which results in surface
hydroxylation due to heterolytic water splitting.
Fernańdez-Torre et al.213 showed that both structures are

stabilized by a hydrogen bond and differ in energy by a few kJ/
mol only (Table 14). They are easily interconverted with
barriers below 14 kJ/mol. The authors further showed that
apparent discrepancies between previous calculations as far as
the relative stability of molecular and dissociated adsorption
structures is concerned are due to incomplete exploration of the
potential energy surface of water on CeO2(111). Use of a
hybrid functional (HSE) or PBE+U(4.5) did not change the
conclusions. The same is true for van der Waals functionals,
which uniformly increase the binding energies by about 15−65
kJ/mol (optPBE-vdW+U).213 Adding a typical value214 of
about 5 kJ/mol for the difference between the enthalpy and the
calculated energy, one gets about 60 kJ/mol for the enthalpy of
adsorption, still significantly smaller than the 80−100 kJ/mol
derived by Campbell and Sellars215 from TPD data of refs 216
and 217 (cf. Table 15). These TPD spectra exhibit a second
peak at lower temperature from which Campbell and Sellars215

derive enthalpies of 50−60 kJ/mol, which better fits the
calculated values. The experiments refer to loadings of about
one monolayer and below. The DFT(+U) results (including
some improvements by virtue of incorporating van der Waals
interactions), which have been performed for loadings below
one monolayer (one H2O molecule per Ce4+ surface ion), do
not provide an explanation for two distinct adsorption states
with about 30−40 kJ/mol difference in binding energies. For
molecular adsorption, the binding energies hardly vary when
the coverage varies between 1/6 and 1218 or between 1/4 and
1.119 There is limited knowledge about the coverage depend-
ence for the dissociated structure.

We believe that the potential energy surface for the H2O/
CeO2(111) system for loadings around and below one ML has
been insufficiently explored. Fernandez-Torre et al. did their
best for low loadings (1/9 and

1/4) to find the global minimum.
However, this can probably not be achieved without a global
optimization tool, as the example of the apparently simple
H2O/MgO(100) system tells us.219

On a defective surface, dissociative adsorption, i.e.,
heterolytic water splitting, is expected to be more favorable,
because the OH− formed is more stable in an oxygen surface
position,

+

→

+ + −

+ + − −

H O(g) [2Ce , Ce , O , V ]

[2Ce , Ce , OH , OH ]
2

3 4 2
O

3 4
a (4.18)

than on top of a Ce4+ surface ion (eq 4.17). Figure 6 shows
different states of water adsorption on the clean and O-

defective CeO2(111) surface. The black lines are the plain PBE
results of Fronzi et al.,152 who found a substantial barrier for
dissociation of H2O on the surface with an O defect. This was
in contradiction to the earlier PBE+U(5) results of Watkins et
al.,160 shown in red in Figure 6, who did not find a substantial
barrier (“...dissociation was found to occur within 100 fs”) and
predicted a much stronger dissociative adsorption (236 kJ/mol)
than on the clean surface (63 kJ/mol). Recent results of
Molinari et al.218 and Marrocchelli and Yildiz119 (205 and 212
kJ/mol, respectively) confirm these results.
Large binding energies for H2O on the defective surface also

fit the observation of Matolin et al.217 that some water
(hydroxyl groups) stays till very high temperatures on the
surface. For the desorption peak at 320 K, the Redhead
equation with a pre-exponential of 1013 s−1 and a heating rate of

Table 15. Experimental Results Compared to an Estimate Obtained Using DFT on Adsorption of Water on CeO2(111) Surfaces

ΔH (kJ/mol) Θ (ML) Tp rate (K/s) log (ν/s−1) ref

80 1 TPD 271 2 14.6a Matolin, 2012217

49 → 53 1 185 → 170 14.4−14.3a

≥95 scanning force microscopy Gritschneder, 2007224

80 → 97 TPD 320 → 265 1 14.7−14.6a Henderson, 2003216

57 → 61 207 → 195 14.4a

80 → 72 TPD 265 → 240 1 14.6−14.5a CeO1.98, Henderson, 2003
216

56 190 14.4a

85 0.04−0.07 TPD 320 1 13b ref 213, data ref 216
212 DFT 650 13b Estimate, see text

aSee ref 215 for how ΔH is derived. bPre-exponential assumed in Redhead analysis.

Figure 6. Adsorption of H2O on the clean and O-defective CeO2(111)
surface according to refs 152 (black) and 160 (red), see also text.
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1 K·s−1 yields a desorption energy of 85 kJ/mol. Assuming a
linear function Ed = f(Tp) the desorption temperature predicted
for a desorption energy of 212 kJ/mol is around 650 K.
Adsorption of H2O molecules has also been investigated by

atomic force microscopy.224,225a From the barrier of move-
ments between different Ce4+ adsorption sites, it has been
concluded that the lower bound for the adsorption energy
should be 95 kJ/mol,224 slightly larger than 80−97 kJ/mol
derived from the high-temperature TPD peaks of ref 216, see
Table 15. Using noncontact atomic force microscopy,
Torbrügge et al. were able to show tip-induced diffusion of a
water molecule around a surface oxygen vacancy at 80 K.225a

Contrary to what has been found in the calculations, water does
not seem to fill the vacancy site neither as H2O nor as OH−. It
is unclear if this raises questions about the interpretation/
assignment of the observed force patterns or about the
calculations. Also, in the AFM experiments no indications
have been found that water would form monolayer-like
hydrogen-bonded networks; rather it has been found that it
is easy to dissociate water dimers on the CeO2(111) surface by
action of the tip.225a

Water molecules binding more strongly on O vacancies than
on the defect-free surface means that the presence of water on
the surfaces reduces the defect formation energy and enhances
the reducibility,

+

→ +

+ −

+ − − +

H O(g) [2Ce , 2O ]

[2Ce , OH , O ]H
1
2

O

2
4 2

3 2
a 2 (4.19)

PBE+U calculations predict that the O-defect formation energy
is substantially lowered, from 2.62 eV for the dry surface to 0.82
eV for the surface with adsorbed water molecules.160

The diagram in Figure 6 further shows dehydrogenation of
the hydrated defective surface which is connected with healing
the defect (reoxidizing the reduced surface),

→ ++ − − + + −[2Ce , OH , O ]H [2Ce , 2O ] H3 2
a

4 2
2 (4.20)

The sum of the energies for defect formation, water adsorption,
and dehydrogenation should yield the energy of the overall
reaction

→ +H O
1
2

O H2 2 2

which we used as a consistency check for the results reported in
the literature. Our PBE result (large basis set) is −240 kJ/mol,
very close to the observed value206 of −242 kJ/mol. The
reverse reaction, reduction of the CeO2(111) surface by H2,

+ →

→ + +

+ − + − − +

+ −

[2Ce , 2O ] H [2Ce , OH , O ]H

[2Ce , O ] V H O(g)

4 2
2

3 2
a

3 2
O 2

has been studied by Chen et al.154 by PBE+U with a parameter
U = 7 eV being larger than usually applied.
It has been suggested that water adsorption itself leads to

formation of Ce3+ species, i.e., reduces the Ce4+ surface and
becomes oxidized,216,217 e.g., according to

→+ − − + + − +[Ce , O ]OH H [Ce , O ]OH H4 2
a a

3 2
a a

The problem reduces to the question if an extra electron in the
Ce4+OH−

a species stays on the hydroxyl anion or if it localizes
in cerium 4f states leaving a hole in the O (or OH) 2p states
(Ce3+OHa). In none of the calculations such an electronic

structure has been found, neither do the redox potentials in
solution, 1.3−1.7 eV225b for

+ →−Ce e CeIV
aq

III
aq

and 1.8 eV225c for

→ +− − •OH e OHaq aq

support it. The latter yield an energy of 3.1−3.5 eV for the
related reaction

+ → ++ − + •{Ce } {OH } {Ce } { OH}4
aq aq

3
aq aq

We conclude that neither the DFT calculations for surface
reactions nor the experimental results for fully hydrated ions
support the conclusion of ref 217 that the number of Ce3+ ions
with occupied f states is increased in multilayer water
adsorption on CeO2(111) surfaces. We rather believe that the
authors of ref 217 are right when they offer the explanation
“This can be caused by a more effective screening of the Ce4+

photoemission signal by the water overlayer compared to the
Ce3+ signal”.
Summary. For H2O adsorption on the nondefective

CeO2(111) surface, the potential energy surface has been
insufficiently explored for loadings up to one monolayer, and
there is currently no explanation for the observed215 two
distinct adsorption states with about 30−40 kJ/mol difference
in binding energies. There is no doubt, however, that H2O
molecules strongly and dissociatively bind on O-vacancy
sites.119,160,218

4.5. Adsorption of H2S

Reduction of the CeO2 surface by H2S is more likely than by
H2O for which computations did not find evidence that this
might happen. The PW91+U studies by Chen et al.226 and
Marrocchelli and Yildiz,119 see Table 16, agree in the
observation that on the clean CeO2(111) surface H2S can
adsorb either molecularly or dissociatively according to

+ →+ − + − + −H S(g) [2Ce , O ] [2Ce , O ]H , SH2
4 2 4 2

a a

Table 16. Interaction of H2S with the (111) Surface of
CeO2

a

PW91+U(7), Chen,
2007226

PW91+U(5), Marrocchelli,
2012119

surface cell √3 × 2 2 × √3
molecular
adsorption

−15 −17 (−53)b

dissociative
adsorption

−19 −32 (−183)b

S−H dissociation −125 −116
apparent barrier 16 51
H2(g) formation 85 116
apparent barrier 108 280
H2 desorption 3
H2O(g) formation 7 80 (−15)b

apparent barrier (16)c 193 (−53)b

H2O desorption 57 106 (183)b

SO2(g) formation −38 89
apparent barrier (16)c (51)c

SO2 desorption 90 190

aEnergies are given in kJ/mol with respect to H2S in the gas phase.
bAt

the defective surface. cThis is the barrier for formation of the [2Ce3+,
O−S2−, 2O2−] 2H+

a intermediate.
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In principle, a partial reduction could happen already in this
step according to

→+ − +[Ce ]SH [Ce ]SH4
a

3
a

but this has not been reported.
The two studies further agree that the second step involves

dehydrogenation of the SH− group and formation of a peroxo-
like O−S2− species (bond distance 172 pm), which necessitates
formation of two Ce3+ ions according to

→ −

+ − + −

+ − − +

[2Ce , 3O ]H , SH

[2Ce , O S , 2O ]2H

4 2
a a

3 2 2
a

The apparent energy barriers and stabilities with respect to H2S
in the gas phase are given in Table 16. Chen et al. report 16 and
125 kJ/mol, respectively, whereas Marrocchelli and Yildiz119

obtained 51 and 116 kJ/mol, respectively.
Formation of H2, H2O, and SO2 from this common

intermediate was considered in the two studies, but very
different energy profiles were obtained. Even the energies for
the total reactions

+ → + −+ − + −H S(g) [2Ce , O ] H (g) [2Ce , O S ]2
4 2

2
4 2

+

→ + − +

+ −

+ −

H S(g) [2Ce , 2O ]

H O(g) [2Ce , O S ] V
2

4 2

2
3 2

O

+

→ + +

+ −

+ − +

H S(g) [6Ce , 4O ]

SO (g) [6Ce , 2O ]2H 2V
2

4 2

2
3 2

a O

differ by 31, 73, and 127 kJ/mol, respectively. Since in these
reactions none, one, and two O vacancies are formed, the
increasing difference may be due to a difference in the O-
vacancy formation energy.
Neither of the calculations is in agreement with the

observations of Mullins et al.,227 who found that (besides
H2S at 155 K) only H2O desorbs from the nondefective surface
between 200 and 450 K. Both calculations predict that SO2
should form as easily as H2O or easier. The likely reason that it
is not observed is the large desorption energy which is
significantly larger than the H2O desorption energy according
to both calculations, although the absolute values again differ
substantially between the two calculations. In disagreement
with the observed H2O desorption, calculations of Marrocchelli
and Yildiz119 predict a high barrier for water formation, 193 kJ/
mol above H2S(g) + CeO2(111)much higher than the
barrier for S−H dissociation to form the [2Ce3+, O−S2−,
2O2−]2H+

a intermediate. On the contrary and in agreement
with the observed H2O desorption, Chen et al.226 found a much
lower barrier 20 kJ/mol below the H2S(g) + CeO2(111) level,
so that the apparent barrier for formation of the [2Ce3+, O−
S2−, 2O2−]2H+

a intermediate (16 kJ/mol) becomes decisive.
On a surface with O defects when about 20% of Ce4+ ions are

reduced to Ce3+ ions, water is produced, which desorbs at
higher temperatures (580 K). This supports the calculations of
Marrocchelli and Yildiz on defective surfaces, who find that
formation of H2O(g) is exothermic (−15 kJ/mol), but
desorption needs more energy (183 kJ/mol) than on the
defect-free surface (106 kJ/mol).
Although some features of the reactions following H2S

adsorption on the CeO2(111) surface are understood, the two
computational studies available clearly show that converged

results have not been obtained yet, even at the PBE+U level.
These reactions are of interest for desulfurization processes,
e.g., after gasification of biomass to syngas to avoid potential
poisoning of catalysts and SOx production. Since reaction
temperatures are rather high and may be well above 800 K (see
refs 228 and 229 and references therein), considering free
energies instead of the total electronic energy obtained by DFT
as shown in Table 16 appears to be indispensable. This is well
demonstrated by Mayernick et al.,228,229 who computed Gibbs
free energies at 1100 K and partial pressures for H2, H2S, as
well as H2O of 0.35, 10−2, and 0.03 atm, respectively.
Importantly, the partial pressure of oxygen may be very low
(<10−20 atm) under “catalytic conditions” in a gasifier. The low
oxygen pressure together with the aforementioned elevated
temperatures favors formation of oxygen vacancies. The role of
these vacancies in the adsorption and dissociation processes of
H2S on CeO2(111) as well as on La and Tb mixed-oxide
surfaces created by systematic substitution of Ce4+ ions by La3+

or Tb3+ was also investigated in ref 229.
Table 17 shows selected results for dissociative adsorption of

H2S forming SH*+H* and for deposition of sulfur, releasing H2

into the gas phase, S* + H2(g). Oxygen vacancies formed at the
surface play an important role. Sulfur formation becomes
thermodynamically favorable only when vacancies are formed
on the surface. For the La0.25Ce0.75O1.25 mixed-oxide surface, the
effect is significantly stronger, i.e., vacancy formation lowers the
Gibbs free energies of sulfur formation by 3.54 eV, compared to
2.51 eV for pure CeO2. The authors conclude from their joined
computational−experimental study that the sulfur adsorption
process occurs via H2S adsorption (rate limiting) and
dissociation over oxygen vacancies.
Summary. Reactions involving H2S adsorbed on ceria are

distinct from the H2O/CeO2 system because of possible
reduction of the surface. Reactions following H2S adsorption
can lead to reduction of the CeO2 surface, but the two PBE+U
studies119,226 have not yet led to converged results.
4.6. Adsorption of Other (Small) Molecules

Table 18 lists computational studies of the interaction of other
small molecules with ceria surfaces. We begin with a discussion
of ref 230. The O ends of the adsorbed NO molecules fill the
oxygen vacancies, and the N−O bonds are elongated. If two
such adsorbed NO molecules meet from neighboring sites,
their N ends will form a strong N−N bond with little or no
barrier. This is an intermediate step toward dissociation of free
N2.
Scanlon et al.192 examined reduction (O-defect formation) of

the (110) surface by CO and subsequent reoxidation of the
defective surface with NO2. Both steps are exothermic. NO2

Table 17. Gibbs Free Energy Differences (eV) for O-
Vacancy Formationa and Adsorption of H2S on the Pure and
La-Mixed CeO2(111) Surface

228

surface SH* + H* S* + H2(g)

CeO2(111) 0.0 4.34 2.12
VO−CeO2(111) −1.03a 1.11 −0.39
2 VO−CeO2(111) −1.81a 0.25 −1.30
La0.25Ce0.75O1.25 0.0 4.26 3.59
VO−La0.25Ce0.75O1.25 −0.74 1.47 0.05

aThe free energy of O2, GO2, has been determined by GO2 = (GH2O −
GH2) × 2.
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adsorbs in two modes on the defective surface, where both
involve reoxidation of one of the Ce3+ ions to Ce4+ and a NO2

−

adspecies.
In a joined computational−experimental study Tang et al.157

used LDA+U(5.5) to examine the homolytic C−H bond
dissociation of CH4 on the CeO2(111) surface. H and CH3

bond to surface O atoms, yielding OH and OCH3 groups. On
the undoped surface the energy barrier is 1.29 eV, and 1.67 eV
are needed to get CH3 into the gas phase (both with respect to
CH4(g) and the clean surface).157 Doping by Pt4+ weakens the
bonds to oxygen as indicated by the lowering of the O-defect
formation energy from 3.0 to 2.15 eV. Accordingly, the barrier
for C−H bond splitting and the energy for desorbing the CH3

radical into the gas phase are lowered by 0.21 and 0.35 eV,
respectively.157 The Pt4+ dopant does not seem to be involved
in the accompanying reduction of the CeO2, while it is involved
in the O-vacancy formation (see section 4.2).
The situation is different for La-doped CeO2(111), for which

a more dramatic lowering of the reaction energy to 0.01 eV is
calculated.231 Doping by the trivalent La ion creates O•− sites
according to eq 4.6, and it is the O•− radical site that abstracts a
hydrogen atom from the CH4 molecule,

+ −

→ +

+ + •−

+ + •

[Ce , La , O ] H CH

[Ce , La , H] CH

4 3
3

4 3
3

Gordon et al. examined the fate of adsorbed formic acid on
increasing temperature by reflection−absorption IR spectros-
copy in combination with DFT calculations.158 For the defect-
free surface, they observed heterolytic splitting into proton and
formate species. On the defective surface, formic acid adsorbs
with one of its O atoms into the defect site, closely related to
water adsorption as shown in Figure 6. It illustrates the
conclusion from the above-mentioned work for defective (top)
and defect-free (bottom) CeO2(111).
Hu and Metiu show that halogen molecules split heterolyti-

cally on the CeO2(111) surface in a Lewis acid−base reaction
with a Ce4+/O2− pair of sites.231

5. CERIA AS SUPPORT FOR OTHER OXIDES
(VANADIA)

Supported vanadium oxides are widely used in heterogeneous
catalysis. One frequently studied model reaction is the oxidative
dehydrogenation (ODH) of methanol, in which vanadium
oxide supported on reducible oxides like ceria is more active
than on inert supports like silica.156,183,238,239

While there are many computational studies of vanadia on
various supports, interest in ceria as support for other oxides
seems to have been limited to vanadia. However, Rodriguez and
co-workers240−242 examined cerium oxide nanoparticles
deposited on the TiO2(110) rutile surface. It was shown that
in CeOx/TiO2(110) Ce prefers the oxidation state +3 over +4,
which was in stark contrast to TiOx/TiO2(110) creating Ti4+

exclusively. This was rationalized by strongly destabilized Ti d
states. Moreover, it was shown experimentally that the Ce/Ti
mixed-metal oxide surface supporting Au, Cu, and Pt admetal
atoms at low coverages (ca. 0.15 ML) leads to excellent
activities toward the WGS reaction.241 The support effect of
nonreducible oxide surfaces like ZrO2(111) and γ-Al2O3(100)
acting on small Ce2O4 clusters has been recently studied by
Cheng et al.243

5.1. Structure and Electron Distribution

Monomeric VOn clusters (n = 1−4) on a 3 × 3 surface cell of
CeO2(111) have been studied with PW91244 and on a 2 × 2
cell with PBE+U(4.5).151 More recent PBE+U(4.5) calculations
used a 4 × 4 surface cell.108 Figure 7 shows the structures found
for the different VOn species. For VO3 there is an additional flat
structure with all three O atoms in one plane and V slightly

Table 18. Interaction with Other Small Molecules

system method remark ref

N2O/CeO2(111) CCSD(T) Müller, 2009232

NO2/CeO2(111), (110), (100) GGA+U NO2 adsorption on and reoxidation of O-defective surfaces Galea, 2009233

CO, NO2/CeO2(110) PBE+U(5) reduction by CO, reoxidation by NO2 Scanlon, 2009192

CO, NO/Ti,Zr,Hf-doped-CeO2(110) PBE+U(5) Nolan, 2009198

NO2/CeO2 (111),(110),(100) PW91+U(5) NO2
− formation on the O-defective surfaces Nolan, 2006234

NO2, NO/CeO2 (111),(110),(100) PW91+U(5) reduction energies on defective surfaces Nolan, 2006194

NO2/CeO2 GGA adsorption and nitrate formation Rodriguez, 2000235

NO/CeO2 (111),(110) PBE NO binds O down on O defects Yang, 2006230

SO2/CeO2 DFT+U sulfate formation Lu, 2011236

Cl2, Br2/CeO2(111) LDA+U(5.5) Heterolytic dissociation Hu, 2012231

CH4/CeO2(111) LDA+U(5.5) •CH3(gas) formation Hu, 2012231

CH4/Pt-CeO2 LDA+U(5.5) •CH3(gas) formation Tang, 2010157

NH3/(W-doped)−CeO2(111) PW91 clean and hydrogenated surface Joshi, 2009159

PW91+U(5)
HCOOH/CeO2(111) PW91 formation of different formate species Gordon, 2009158

PW91+U(5)
1,3-butanediol/CeO2(111) PBE//LDAa adsorption on clean and O-defect surfaces Ichikawa, 2006237

aPBE single-point calculations at LDA-optimized structures.

Figure 7. Structures of the most stable VOn·CeO2(111) species. OS
denotes surface O atoms (after Figure 1 of ref 151, see also Figure 7 of
ref 244).
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closer to the surface. PW91 predicts it to be 0.07 eV more
stable,244 whereas with PBE+U(4.5) it is found to be 0.17 eV
less stable.151 Shapovalov and Metiu244 did not find the
superoxo structure shown in Figure 7 for VO4. In their PW91
calculation VO4 always dissociated into VO3 and a surface O
species.
As for O-defect formation energies (cf. Table 5), PBE+U

yields smaller energies for release of oxygen from a given VOn
surface species. This results in different conclusions about the
dominating species under experimentally relevant conditions.
Whereas PW91 predicts VO3 to be the dominant species above
500 K at ambient pressure (0.21 atm),244 PBE+U predicts VO2
as the most stable species around 700 K in a pressure range
from 10−1 to 106 atm.245

From analysis of the occupation of V-d states and Ce-f states
in the VOn·CeO2 systems (n = 1−4) the striking conclusion has
been reached that ceria is the reduced component and stabilizes
vanadium always in its highest oxidation state +5. This explains
the nearly constant Bader charges found for all surface
species244 that already surprised Shapovalov and Metiu.
(Note that the absolute values of Bader charges are not
expected to agree with the formal oxidation state.) This means
that deposition of vanadium oxide species on ceria leads to a
partial reduction of the surface. The vanadium electron
configuration in isolated V, VO, and VO2 is d

3s2, d3, and d1,
respectively. On formation of the surface species, V is always d0,
whereas 5, 3, and 1 Ce3+ ions, respectively, can be identified.151

This is in agreement with UHV experiments on a CeO2(111)
thin film, in which formation of VO species as evidenced by
IR spectroscopy was accompanied by a Ce 4f XPS peak.246 It
also fits with an earlier PBE+U(4.5) calculation on crystalline
CeVO4 for which, in agreement with XANES studies,247 a
Ce(+3)(f1)V(+5)(d0) electronic structure was found instead of
Ce(+4)(f0)V(+4)(d1).248

As already mentioned in section 2, DFT+U results depend
on the choice of the effective U parameter. The only way to
ascertain numerical results obtained using the DFT+U
approach is careful testing. From the first two rows of Table
19 we gather that the cell size does not have a large influence
on ΔEd(

1/2O2) for the clean and VO2-carrying CeO2(111)
surface. However, upon application of a U parameter for the V
3d states of 2.0 eV, ΔEd(1/2O2) increases significantly for
VO2·CeO2. This diminishes the difference between VO2·CeO2
and the clean CeO2 surface significantly. Note that for the
various U applied U(Ce) = 4.5 and U(V) = 0 matches the HSE
result for the difference between VO2·CeO2 and CeO2
perfectly, but the individual defect formation energies are 0.8
eV too low. Qualitatively, however, the picture does not
change: VO2/CeO2 is always found easier to reduce than the
bare ceria surface, see refs 108 , 151, and 156.

The Ce(+3)(f1)V(+5)(d0) preference for VOn·CeO2 species is
by no means trivial. For example, it is in contrast to the
Ce(+4)(f0)V(+4)(d1) preference inferred from both of the
reduction potentials in aqueous solution (1.3−1.7 eV for
Ce(+4) depending on pH and 1.0 eV for V(+5) in VO2

+) and the
heats of formation for the bulk oxides.249 The latter yield
endothermicity (ΔH298° = 1.1−1.3 eV) for the reaction

+ → +CeO VO
1
2

Ce O
1
2

V O2 2 2 3 2 5

PBE+U(4.5) calculations also show that the above reaction is
unfavorable (ΔH0° = 0.25 eV), whereas the reaction yielding
bulk Ce(f1)VO4,

+ →CeO VO CeVO2 2 4

is strongly exothermic, ΔH0° = −1.53 eV.248 What is different
in CeVO4 compared to Ce2O3 + V2O5 is the coordination of
the ions and the average distance to the oxygen ligands which
determine the splitting and hence the stability of f states with
respect to d states.
Additional evidence for the interplay of Ce(f)/V(d)

preference and geometric structure comes from gas-phase IR
spectroscopy on mixed-metal oxide clusters.249 For the
CeV2O6

+ species, which can also be written as (CeVO4)-
(VVO2)

+, the same question arises as for crystalline CeVO4: Is
the Ce 4f or the V 3d state populated with an electron,

· · ·+ +Ce (f )O V (d )O V (d )O or [Ce (f )O]

V (d ) O

IV 0
2

IV 1
2

V 0
2

III 1

V 0
2 5

and does this lead to geometrically different isomers? Figure 8
shows that in the cage-type isomer the electron is preferentially
located in Ce f states, whereas in the chain isomer it is located
in the V d states. Comparison with the experimental IR photon
dissociation spectrum shows unequivocally that the cage isomer
is observed, and we may safely conclude that this is the most
stable isomer as the DFT calculations predict.
5.2. Reactivity

The oxygen-defect formation energy has been used as reactivity
parameter (cf. section 3) when discussing the activity of vanadia
supported on ceria and other oxides in methanol oxida-
tion.151,156 The PBE+U(4.5) value of 0.79 eV (Table 19) for
the most likely monomeric surface species VO2·CeO2 is much
lower than the PBE value of 3.91 eV (ref 250) for the most
likely monomeric species on a silica support VO2.5·SiO2. On
both surfaces there is a tetrahedral OV(O−)3 species, but in
the former case an “interphase” O atom (V−O−Ce bond) is
removed and two Ce4+ ions are reduced to Ce3+ ions, whereas
on the nonreducible SiO2 support the vanadyl oxygen is
removed from the terminal OV bond, and V5+ is reduced to

Table 19. Oxygen-Defect Formation Energies with Respect to 1·surface unit cell. For results obtained using a2O2 (eV) for Ceria-
Supported VOn Species

a

method Ueff(Ce) Ueff(V) cell CeO2 VO VO2 differenceb VO3 VO4 refs

PBE+U 4.5 0 4 × 4 1.84 (3.80) 2.04 0.84 (3.88) 1.00 (−0.06) 0.00 108
PBE+U 4.5 0 2 × 2 1.87 (3.93) 2.19 0.79 (3.99) 1.08 (−0.06) 0.25 0.40 151

5.2 0 1.53 0.57 0.96
4.5 2.0 1.87 1.60 0.27
4.5 4.5 1.87 1.58 0.29

HSE 2 × 2 2.69 1.61 1.08
PW91 3 × 3 2.34 1.14 0.48 244

aIn parentheses values for unrelaxed structures. bDifference in ΔEd(1/2O2) for VO2/CeO2(111) and the clean surface.
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V3+. This explains the higher activity of ceria-supported
catalysts compared to silica- or alumina-supported catalysts in
the oxidation of methanol,239,246,251 ethanol,183 and pro-
pane,183,252 not only for powder catalysts but also for thin
film model catalysts on which temperature-programmed
desorption of aldehydes from an alcohol-covered surface has
been studied.156

The reactivity increase of supported vanadia species when
passing from the nonreducible silica or alumina support to the
reducible ceria support is rationalized by the ease of
accommodating electrons in Ce 4f states. More surprising,
however, is the finding that O-defect formation on VO2/
CeO2(111) species is easier than defect formation on the clean
CeO2 surface, see Figure 9 and Table 19. Defect formation is
easier in the combined system than in either vanadium oxide or
cerium oxide itself. This is not primarily an electronic effect but
rather a structure (relaxation) effect. Defect formation energies
are almost the same for both cases (0.06 eV difference only) if
structure relaxation is not allowed (“unrelaxed” in Figure 9).
The relaxation energy is much larger (3.04 eV!) for
VO2·CeO2(111) than for CeO2(111) (1.98 eV).
Structure relaxation is accompanied by electronic relaxation.

For the clean ceria surface, structure relaxation is connected

with localization of the two electrons left behind upon O
removal on two instead of four Ce ions. In the unrelaxed
structure of VO2·CeO2(111) only one of the two electrons is
located on a Ce ion and the other on a vanadium ion (see
Figure 9). During relaxation a VIV(d1)CeIV(f0) pair is converted
into a VV(d0)CeIII(f1) pair. The effect of the local structure on
the relative stability of such pairs has already been discussed
above. There is a true cooperative effect: Ceria is accommodat-
ing the electrons in its 4f states, and vanadia is releasing the
oxygen atom, which is more difficult in pure ceria. This is
reminiscent of the effect of dopants on O-vacancy formation
energies, see section 3. Low-valent dopants lower the defect
formation energies because they have already accepted one or
two electrons that otherwise would reduce Ce4+ to Ce3+,
whereas inert isovalent dopants like Zr modify the geometric
structure and make it easier to release the O atom.
Vanadium oxide species of different size have been identified

by STM. This is a very important achievement because for
powder catalysts it is usually not possible to distinguish species
of different size. The observed direct relationship between the
nuclearity of these clusters and their VO frequency has been
reproduced by PBE+U(4.5) calculations.108,139,253

Figure 10 shows that VO2 supported on ceria becomes less
reactive (higher O-defect formation energies, less energy gain
on hydrogenation) when the VO2 species get larger, from
monomeric to dimeric and trimeric species. However, the more
active species were found to be thermodynamically less favored,
i.e., there is an inverse proportionality between thermodynamic
stability and reactivity (see Figure 10).139 Due to the
stabilization of monomeric species in thin film experiments it
was possible to observe an extraordinary increase of the
methanol oxidation activity for very low vanadium loading (“α
peak” at low desorption temperature).156,254

An experimental study by Wu et al.255 showed that the shape
of the ceria support influences the termination, which in turn
affects the oxygen-defect formation energy. Rods, terminated
mainly by (110) and (100) facets, result in a lower activation
energy in the ODH of isobutene than octahedra, terminated
mainly by (111) facets.
Summary. Depositing vanadium oxides on ceria leads to a

high improvement of the catalytic activity in ODH reactions

Figure 8. Two different CeV2O6
+ isomers, their relative energies (kJ/

mol), and their IR spectra predicted by DFT (B3LYP hybrid
functional) and compared to experiment.249

Figure 9. O-defect formation energy for VO2·CeO2(111) compared to CeO2(111) using a p(4 × 4) surface unit cell. For results obtained using a
p(2 × 2) cell, see Figure 11 in ref 151.
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compared to the pure oxides, in particular for the smallest
species. Both structural relaxation effects as well as the
availability of Ce 4f states in the reduction process contribute
to the overall reactivity of this very special support system.

6. CERIA AS SUPPORT FOR METALS
Ceria is widely used as support for active metal nano-
particles,256 even though it is a good catalyst on its own.
Deposition of metals on the surface, ranging from single
adatoms and small clusters up to monolayers or larger films, is
one way to tune the reducibility and thereby the activity of ceria
surfaces. The topic of so-called inverse model catalysts, i.e.,
ceria particles on a metal surface, is not within the scope of this
review. We refer the interested reader to articles published by
Suchorski et al.257 on the reactivity of CeOx/Pt(111) toward
CO oxidation (experimental study) and Spiel et al.258 about a
ceria monolayer on Pt(111) (calculations use DFT+U).
Campbell recently commented on the use of the term “strong
metal support interaction” to describe the migration of the
(ceria) support on the active metal surface.259 Here we report
on computational studies for atoms and small metal clusters
and on ceria−metal interfaces.
Due to their flexibility concerning oxidation states, transition

metals like Pd, Pt, and Au deposited on the CeO2(111) surface
have been most intensively studied. Nolan260 did a
comprehensive study on metal atoms supported on
CeO2(110). All of the tested metal atoms are oxidized, creating
Ce3+ and distorting the surface structure. Au, Ag, and Cu
transfer one electron, Ga, In, and Fe two electrons, and Al, La,
Ce, V, and Cr three electrons.
6.1. Au

Gold clusters supported on ceria represent a very special
catalytic system that attracts a lot of interest of both
theoreticians and experimentalists. A perspective article by
Zhang, Michaelides, and Jenkins261 that appeared early in
January 2011 reviews the “theory of gold on ceria” up to 2010.
It is based on several original articles of this group of
authors.168,262,263

6.1.1. Au Atoms and Clusters. Table 20 summarizes the
findings on which different authors agree for adsorption of a
single Au atom on the CeO2(111) surface. The binding is much
stronger at an O-defect site than on the defect-free surface. At
the O-defect site an electron is transferred from one of its Ce3+

ions to the Au atom, which becomes negatively charged,

+ →+ + + −[2Ce , V ] Au [Ce , Ce , Au ]3
O

3 4

This state is electrostatically stabilized because Au− occupies
the position of an O2− ion in the defect-free surface,

→+ − + + −[2Ce , O ] [Ce , Ce , Au ]4 2 3 4

Evidence comes from the density of states projected onto states
with f symmetry, which shows two electrons in f states for the
O vacancy and one when Au is filling the vacancy site.264

On the defect-free surface, on the contrary, a Ce4+ ion
accepts an electron from the ad-Au atom, which becomes
positively charged,

+ →+ − + + − +[2Ce , O ] Au [Ce , Ce , O ]Au4 2 3 4 2

Hernandez et al.265 have shown that this electron transfer is
coupled to the bridging adsorption structure between two
surface O ions. Au+ is known to prefer 2-fold coordination.264

We reiterate that, in general, Bader charges cannot be used to
determine the oxidation state unequivocally, but as Table 20
shows they indicate the same trend as the oxidation state
derived from f-state occupation.
All of the studies cited so far use PBE+U with U = 5.0 or 4.5

eV. Branda et al.78,266 examined Au adsorption on the
nondefective surface and found a strong dependence of the
Au oxidation state on the method. In particular, the relative
stability of the Ce4+/Au and Ce3+/Au+ adsorption states
depends on the functional (GGA vs LDA), the value of U,
the lattice parameter of ceria (for which PBE+U yields a much
larger value than experiment), and the starting structure. Even
the HSE hybrid functional did not provide a definitive answer.
Their main conclusion is as follows: “In any case, the very small
energy difference between neutral and cationic Au adsorbed at
the surface strongly suggests the presence of a statistical
distribution of the two species at the most stable adsorption
sites of the CeO2(111) surface as a function of temperature.
Thus, practical applications especially at elevated temperature
should definitely take into account this unusual and interesting
interplay of the Ce3+/Au+ and Ce4+/Au0 states even in the
absence of defects on the CeO2(111) surface.

78

The next obvious questions to be addressed by computa-
tional studies is how larger clusters grow and which structure
they have. The abundance of O defects on the CeO2(111)
surface and the stronger binding of Au atoms on defect sites
compared to clean surface sites suggest that cluster growth
starts on defect sites. Zhang et al.263 examined clusters up to
Au11. They were specifically interested in the growth mode and
found that multilayer (3D) clusters are more stable than
monolayer (2D) clusters. From the data in their Figure 2 one
can calculate the energy for adding an isolated Au atom on the
surface (not trapped at a defect) to an existing Aun cluster at an
O-defect site,

Figure 10. Relative stability, O-defect formation energy (with respect
to 1/2O2), and hydrogenation energy (with respect to 1/2H2) of VO2
aggregates supported on CeO2(111).

108

Table 20. Results for a Single Au Atom Adsorbed on a
Defect-Free CeO2(111) Surface and on an O Defect

defect free O defect

adsorption energy, eV 1.15−1.18 2.58
site O−O bridge O-defect site
Bader charge on Au 0.32−0.34 −0.6 to −0.62
oxidation state (f occupation) Ce3+/Au+ Ce3+, Ce4+/Au−

PBE+U(5) Zhang et al. 2008,264 Hernandez et al.
2009,265 Branda et al. 2010266

PBE+U(4.5) Camellone and Fabris 2009167
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−
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+ + − + −

[Ce , Ce , Au ]Au [Ce , O ]Au

[Ce , Ce , Au ]Au [Ce , O ]
n

n

4 3
1

4 2

4 3 4 2

The energy for the above reaction is always negative and, as
expected, becomes smaller from n + 1 = 2 (−0.39 eV/Au atom)
to n + 1 = 11 (−0.17 eV/Au atom). This implies an unlimited
cluster growth, and the average particle size will be given by the
ratio of the number of Au atoms available and the number of O
defects at which the clusters can anchor.
The electronic structure of the adsorbed cluster is peculiar

because adsorption at the defect site diminishes the number of
Ce3+ ions from two to one, whereas adsorption of the
additional cluster atoms on the surface may result in electron
transfer from Au to Ce4+ according to

· ×+ + − +
−

+
− −[Ce , Ce , Au ] [Ce ] (Au ) Aum m n m

4 3 3
1 1

yielding a total number of m Ce3+ ions for a cluster of n Au
atoms. Zhang et al.263 found 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 Ce3+ ions for n = 3,
4, 5, 6−10, and 11 Au atoms, respectively.
For Au13 on an O-defect Kim et al.168 also find electron

transfer from Au atoms to cerium ions. The most stable
structure is, as expected, 3D, but the 2D structure predicted for
the gas-phase Au13 cluster may be incorrect due to use of the
PBE functional. The binding energy for the Au13 cluster
increases if more O defects are involved: −3.15 (no defect),
−3.35 (one O missing), −3.78 (two O defects), and −4.11 eV
(3 O defects in a row).
From gold clusters on thin oxide films267 and gas-phase gold

clusters268,269 we know that charge affects the cluster structure.
This will be also the case on the ceria surface with additional
constraints imposed by the adatom−surface binding energy.
For anionic gas-phase clusters, the transition from 2D
structures to 3D structures occurs at a cluster size of n = 12
Au atoms as consistently found by trapped ion electron
diffraction and ion mobility studies.268 GGA functionals such as
PBE are found to be biased toward 2D structures, whereas
meta-GGAs like TPSS270 yield results in agreement with the
experimental findings and CCSD(T). Whereas for anions Au12

−

is the largest cluster predicted to be planar by TPSS, for
cationic gold it is Au8

+. Therefore, it would not come as a
surprise if dications or even higher charged cations form 3D
species for even smaller cluster sizes. Indeed, gold clusters
attached to an oxygen-defect site, which may be considered as
Au4

2+, Au5
3+, Au6

3+, and Au7
3+ attached to a [Ce3+, Au−]

substitution species, are all found to be 3D species. It would be
interesting to search for the global minimum structures of these
gas-phase polycations. Since Au+ is isoelectronic with Pt,
comparison of Aun with PtmAun−m gas-phase clusters271,272

could provide some insight. Whereas for pure Aun clusters, 2D
structures are found significantly less stable, for Ptn/2Aun/2 2D
and 3D structures are about of the same stability (investigated
up to n = 10 by DFT, PW91 functional). Moreover, Pt and Au
atoms are found to segregate in a cluster. This would be
compatible with the observation of 3D clusters on the surface
and all Au+ species in the bottom layer.168,263

Our own experience and experience documented in the
literature tells us that in redox systems involving ceria, be it an
oxygen defect or adsorbed Au atoms, there are many local
minima on the potential energy surface and there are many
different electronic solutions. Hence, it is very difficult to
determine precisely the lowest energy geometric structure of an
Au cluster and to find the lowest energy electron distribution,

as for example expressed by the number of Ce3+ ions for a given
cluster size even if a genetic algorithm or another global
optimization scheme will be applied. Zhu et al.273 examined the
adsorption of Au3 clusters on the (111), (110), and (100)
surfaces of CeO2 by GGA+U(5) and calculated binding
energies of 1.02, 1.09, and 1.24 eV/atom with respect to the
Au trimer in the gas phase. In all three cases, one electron was
transferred to ceria converting one Ce4+ ion into a Ce3+ ion.
Different Ce3+ sites showed little energy differences.

6.1.2. Comparison with Au Dopants. Au atoms can be
present not only as adsorbed species but also as dopants as
discussed in section 4.2 for Au3+ replacing Ce4+. Tibiletti et
al.274 suggested that Au clusters nucleate on such Au cations on
cerium positions.
Table 21 shows that removing Ce4+ and replacing it with

Au3+ is exoenergetic,

+ <E (Ce) E (Au) 0d a

and that Au adsorption on the nondefective surface is only a
few tenths of electronvolts more favorable. In contrast, creating
an O defect and filling it with a Au atom,

+ <⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠E E

1
2

O (Au) 0d 2 a

is about 1 eV less favorable. What is more stable under real
conditions depends on the thermodynamic conditions, i.e.,
temperature, activity of Au, oxygen partial pressure. Zhang et al.
used PW91+U to calculate the thermodynamic stability.275

They found that at oxygen chemical potentials typical for
water−gas shift conditions Au adsorbed in a (created) O
vacancy is more stable than on the clean surface, whereas it is
significantly less stable when adsorbed in a created Ce4+ site.
This, however, does not say anything about the kinetic stability
of an Au dopant prepared under different conditions.

6.1.3. CO Oxidation on Au/CeO2. Table 22 shows results
for the interaction of CO with Au on the CeO2(111) surface. A
single Au atom on the defect-free CeO2(111) surface binds CO
very strongly, and the energy for O-vacancy formation is less
than one-half of that for a clean CeO2 surface. This is due to a
very special structure of the O2−CeO2−Au−CO complex.167

The final structure is an Au atom adsorbed into the O-vacancy
site, whose stability prevents further reactions with CO.

Table 21. Stability of Au in O-Defect Sites and Ce-Defect
Sitesa

Zhang
2009275

Zhang
2008264

Camellone and
Fabris167

surface cell 4 × 4 3 × 5 2 × 2
U 5b 5b 4.5c

Ed(
1/2O2) 2.23 2.26 2.15

Ea(Au) −2.28 −2.42 −2.29
Ed(

1/2O2) + Ea(Au) −0.05d −0.16 −0.14
Ed(Ce) 4.67 4.85
Ea(Au) −5.97d −5.88 −5.68
Ed(Ce) + Ea(Au) −1.30d −1.02
Ea(no defect) −1.16d −1.14 −1.18
aDefect formation energies, Ed, and adsorption energy into the defect
site, Ea, as well as their sum is given in eV. bPW91 xc functional. cPBE
xc functional. dCohesive energy of gold is used (3.03 eV) to convert
the numbers in Table 1 of ref 275 to the usual reference of one Au
atom in the gas phase.276
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However, ref 167 does not consider reoxidation by O2 and a
second CO oxidation step as Kim et al.168 did for the Au13
adcluster. Binding of CO on the latter is only one-half as strong
as on a single Au adatom.
Kim et al. examine different scenarios for two different

catalyst models: Au13 on a defect-free CeO2(111) surface and
on a linear trimer of O defects (3 VO). For these catalysts a
Mars−van-Krevelen-type mechanism (first CO oxidation,
reoxidation with O2, second CO oxidation) is compared with
coadsorption of CO and O2 on the Au13 adcluster. Adsorption
of O2 at a Au−Ce3+ bridge site at the rim of the adcluster is also
considered, but O2 adsorption is weaker (0.62 eV) than on an
O-vacancy site next to the cluster (2.58 eV). Figure 5 (bottom)
compares the catalytic cycle for CO oxidation by Au13/
CeO2(111) with the one for Au-doped ceria.
Figure 11 shows a generic reaction energy diagram. The first

step of the Mars−van-Krevelen mechanism, releasing CO2 into

the gas phase and forming the O vacancy, is endothermic. If
further oxygen species are added, e.g., for the second Mars−
van-Krevelen oxidation step (after reoxidation of the surface),
the reaction is exothermic or thermoneutral.
Intrinsic reaction barriers for converting adsorbed CO into

CO2 surface species are small. For the first step of the Mars−
van Krevelen mechanism, desorbing CO2 is energetically more
difficult. For all other cases the intrinsic barriers do not exceed
0.33 eV, whereas apparent barriers are all significantly below
zero, which means that the surface concentration of the

different species involved becomes important. For comparison
with experiment, microkinetic simulations become mandatory.
According to the PBE+U(4.5/5) calculations listed in Table

22 the overall reaction is always exothermic. However, O-defect
formation energies calculated with PBE+U(4.5/5) may be
about 1.8 eV too low, see sections 2.2 and 3.4. This means that
the whole energy diagram may change, and realistic results
cannot be expected from a simulation using PBE+U energies as
input for elementary steps.

6.1.4. Summary. Au clusters when supported on CeO2 are
oxidized and CeO2 is reduced,

261 i.e., Ce4+ ions are converted
into Ce3+ ions. However, when a Au atom fills an O vacancy it
attracts an electron from one of the two Ce3+ ions,261 which can
also be understood as substitution of Ce4+/O2− by Ce3+/Au−.
For Au clusters anchored on O vacancies, this leads to varying
net charge transfer. Multilayer 3D structures are found to be
preferred over 2D monolayers. Replacing Ce with Au also
appears to be thermodynamically favorable. Relevant to the
water−gas shift reaction, adsorption of Au activates ceria
toward CO oxidation. However, the reaction energies obtained
by DFT+U are affected by significantly (1.4 eV) under-
estimated defect formation energies.

6.2. Ag and Cu

When comparing adsorption of different coinage metals on
CeO2(111) using three different DFT+U approaches, Branda et
al.266 could firmly establish the sequence Cu > Ag > Au for the
adsorption energy. Because of the lower ionization potentials,
Cu and Ag are found to be always oxidized, whereas the
oxidation state of Au remained uncertain in their previous
study.78 Two of the three methods used LDA+U(5) to
optimize both lattice parameters and fractional coordinates,
whereas the energies and properties were calculated with PBE
+U(3) or LDA+U(5). This was compared with PBE+U(5)
throughout including optimization of lattice parameters and
fractional coordinates.
In a combined experimental and theoretical study Luches et

al.277 observed a reduction of Ce after Ag deposition
(formation of Ce3+ ions) and discuss two possible mechanisms.
According to their PW91+U(3−4) results (structures have
been optimized with PW91+U(5)) for Ag5 and Ag10 clusters on
(3 × 3) and (4 × 4) surface cells, direct electron transfer from
Ag to Ce is favorable compared to oxygen reverse spillover
from the support to the Ag nanoparticle. In addition, the latter

Table 22. Defect Formation Energies, ΔEd(
1/2O2), Binding Energies, ΔEa, and Reaction Energies, ΔEr, for Interaction of CO

with Different Gold Species on the CeO2(111) Surface
a

ΔEd(1/2O2) −ΔEa, CO ΔE‡int −ΔEa, CO2 −ΔEr, CO2(g)+VO −ΔEr,b eq 4.2

a b c d e ref

CeO2 PBE+U(4.5) 2.15 (0.78) 2009, Camellone167

Au/CeO2 1.04c 2.48 0.86d 2.24 2.50 3.54e

Au13/CeO2 PBE+U(5) (2.06)f 1.28 0.47 2.14 0.87 2011, Kim168

Au13/3VO,CeO2 (2.32)f 1.13 0.01 2.78 0.61
Au13/CeO2,O2−VO

g (1.10)f 0.98 0.22 1.63 3.46
O2−Au13/3VO,CeO2 (0.60)f 0.90 0.08 2.55 2.33
Au13/3VO,CeO2,O2−VO

g (−0.40)f 0.87 0.32 3.86 3.33
O2·Au13/CeO2

h (−0.33)f 1.05 0.14 3.25 3.26
O2·Au13/3 VO,CeO2

h (−0.27)f 1.18 0.33 3.30 3.20
aΔE‡int is the (intrinsic) barrier for CO2 formation from adsorbed CO. Energies given in eV. bExperimental value: 2.93 eV. cFrom Table 1 of ref 167.
dCO “spillover” from on-top Au onto CeO2.

eFrom Figure 8 of ref 167. fEstimated from the experimental gas-phase reaction energy for CO + 1/2O2
→ CO2; (column e, −2.93 eV) and column d. gSecond half of CO oxidation according to a Mars−van Krevelen mechanism hCoadsorption of CO
and O2 on the Au13 adcluster

Figure 11. Reaction energy diagram for CO oxidation on different Au/
CeO2(111) species.
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is not predicted to depend on the particle size, in contrast to
the experimental finding of increasing Ce3+ concentration with
larger particle size.
Yang et al.278 investigated the growth of small Cun clusters (n

= 1−4) on CeO2(111) and water dissociation on the Cu4/
CeO2(111) catalyst. The competition between the Cu−O and
the Cu−Cu interactions, which are of comparable strength,
affects the structure of the cluster. The observed charge transfer
from Cu 3d and 4s states to Ce 4f states (for the Cu4 cluster,
two cerium ions become Ce3+) increases the electrostatic
interaction between Cu sites and H2O compared to
unsupported Cu4. This in turn leads to a small H2O
dissociation barrier on the catalyst, with Cu/O interface sites
as the active centers. The authors conclude that the ceria
support not only acts as electron acceptor and donor to activate
Cu but also participates in the dissociation reaction at the Cu/
O interface.
Szabova ́ et al.279 performed calculations on the Cu/ceria

system, investigating supported Cu adatoms, solid solutions
with Cu as substitutional point defect, and the Cu(111)/
CeO2(111) interface. While incorporation of Cu into the ceria
surface does not lead to the presence of reduced Ce atoms, they
occur in the other two cases, with a complete reduction of the
ceria trilayer at the interface.
6.3. Pt, Pd, and Rh Clusters

Heyden and co-workers280 studied Ptn clusters (n = 1−10) on
stoichiometric and partially reduced ceria using DFT+U and a 4
× 4 surface unit cell. They found a cubic-close metal packing
for Pt10 and identified (111) facets on the cluster, which is the
most stable Pt surface. Their results indicated an increased
reducibility of ceria in the presence of adsorbed Pt. This is
illustrated in Table 23, which compares the oxygen-defect

formation energies of a single Pt adatom with the defect
formation energy of the Pt10 cluster. Furthermore, they
evaluated the stability of various phases by a constrained ab
initio thermodynamic simulation. Furthermore, they studied
the interaction of the catalyst with oxygen and hydrogen atoms
as well as CO molecules, since these are the important reactants
for the WGS. Under experimentally relevant temperatures and
partial pressures, H2 is more likely to adsorb at the three-phase
boundary (metal−oxide−gas phase) than CO. The latter, which
adsorbs preferably at Pt atoms not in contact with the ceria
surface, has little effect on the redox behavior but increases the
H2 surface coverage. For smaller clusters (Pt4) studied on a
2 × 2 cell the bridge site was found to be the most stable CO
adsorption site.281 This investigation also included Pd4. Note
that a positive charge was found for both metal clusters.
However, the local density of states is high enough to donate
electrons, and thereby Pd4 or Pt4 activates CO more strongly
than the clean ceria surface.
Vayssilov et al.282 performed DFT+U calculations on Pt8 on

a 3 × 4 surface unit cell as well as Pt8 on a Ce40O80
nanoparticle. They found (i) electron transfer from Pt to the

ceria support and (ii) transfer of activated oxygen from ceria to
Pt. While electron transfer is favorable on both systems, oxygen
transfer requires nanostructured ceria. Yang et al. studied the
effect of Pt on the reducibility of ceria using a 2 × 2 cell.283

They relate the lower oxygen vacancy formation energy to
partially occupied metal-induced gap states. The reported
defect formation energy is given in Table 23.
Platinum clusters on ceria (modeled as Pt8 on a 3 × 4 cell)

may also enhance water adsorption and dissociation compared
to a pure Pt(111) surface.284 This is attributed to electronic
perturbations, see also ref 259, in particular the much smaller
density of Pt 5d states close to the Fermi level of the supported
system compared with bulk Pt. Reported experimental results
indicate a high catalytic activity toward formation of hydrogen
for Pt on a CeOx/TiO2(110) mixed-metal oxide system.
Mayernick and Janik285 evaluated the stability of Pd, Pd4, and

PdOx adsorbed on the (111), (110), and (100) surfaces of ceria
using ab initio thermodynamics. Ceria support shifts transitions
between formal oxidation states of Pd relative to bulk Pd.
Stabilization of individual oxidation states depends on temper-
ature, oxygen partial pressure, and cell potential. The latter is
important since the authors model a solid oxide fuel cell.
Moreover, different terminations of ceria surfaces stabilize
certain oxidized Pd species. A combined experimental and
theoretical study on Pd supported on CeO2−x(111) was
published by Wilson et al.286 They found an increase in Ce3+

concentration caused by Pd nanoparticles. PW91+U(5)
calculations confirmed reduction of Ce4+ to Ce3+ by virtue of
the integrated spin density of Ce 4f electrons within the atomic
spheres determined by the PAW pseudopotential.
Alfredsson and Catlow287 studied the properties of Pd and Pt

monolayers on CeO2(111) and on c-ZrO2(111) and found
much higher adsorption energies for Pt than for Pd. According
to their results, the electronic structure of the support dictates
the geometrical structure of the interface and electrostatics
makes the main contribution to the bonding between the metal
adlayers and the oxide support. The metal/ceria interfaces have
metallic properties due to metal-induced gap states, while the
metal/zirconia interfaces feature a small band gap.
Loffreda and Delbecq288 studied the growth of a multilayered

Pt film on CeO2(111). Since Pt−Pt bonds are stronger than
Pt−O bonds, the stability decreases in the order 3D films > 2D
films > clusters > isolated atoms. Compared to the Pt bulk
structure, Pt−Pt distances in the films are shorter to match the
ceria lattice. The difference in catalytic activity between the
interface and the single-crystal surfaces is attributed to changes
in shape and energy in the density of Pt 5d states.
Lu and Yang289 compared single Pd, Pt, and Rh adatoms

with corresponding four-membered clusters deposited on a
2 × 2 CeO2(111) cell. Calculated adsorption energies obtained
using PBE+U(5) were maximal for Rh (3.72 eV), followed by
Pt (2.91 eV), while the energy was found to be smallest for Pd
(1.78 eV). Bader-type charge analysis showed that charge
transfer from the metal to cerium ions occurs for all of these
systems, creating a Ce3+ ion. Adsorption energies for Rh4 (4.10
eV), Pt4 (4.06 eV), and Pd4 (2.47 eV) clusters are
systematically larger and follow the same trend as observed
for the single adatoms. Bader charges of the three metal atoms
binding to the surface were determined to be positive, while the
top metal atom is negatively charged. The authors report on
formation of one or two Ce3+ ions. For the Rh system, they
stated a dependence of electron localization, energetic, and

Table 23. Oxygen-Defect Formation Energies with Respect
to 1/2 O2 (eV) for Ptn Clusters Supported on CeO2(111)
Obtained with PBE+U

n cell k mesh U cut off Edef(
1/2O2) ref

1 2 × 2 4 × 4 × 1 5 408 1.83 283
1 4 × 4 2 × 2 × 1 5 500 2.03 280
10 4 × 4 2 × 2 × 1 5 500 1.59 280
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structural properties on the value of U, while (Bader) charges
appear to be rather insensitive.
Chen et al.290 studied the Rh4/CeO2(111) system in the

context of the water−gas shift reaction. According to this work,
formation of a cluster is favored compared to separate Rh
adatoms. CO and H2O adsorb preferably on top of one of the
Rh atoms. The authors suggest that the carboxyl mechanism is
the predominant process among the possible reaction pathways
(cf. section 7). All intermediates and transition structures found
in this work are below the energy reference (CO(g) + H2O(g)
+ clean ceria surface). Therefore, the authors suggest that the
reactions run without thermal activation.
6.4. Other Metals

Nolan et al.291 reported experimental and computational results
on Mg supported on CeO2(111). While adsorption leads to
creation of Ce3+, incorporation at a Ce site leads to
spontaneous oxygen-vacancy formation. In addition, formation
of a catalytically active second oxygen vacancy requires less
energy than vacancy formation at the clean ceria surface. The
authors performed corresponding calculations for the (110)
surface and obtained results that suggest a similar behavior for
Mg.
Zhao et al.292 studied Sn on CeO2(111). Adsorption of this

metal leads to an electron transfer to Ce and a partial activation
of surface O. In addition, the strong Sn−ceria interaction
facilitates CO adsorption.
Chafi, Keghouche, and Minot293 investigated the influence of

Ni atoms on bulk ceria as well as (111) and (110) surfaces.
Insertion of Ni into the ceria lattice has a reaction energy that is
similar to that of adsorption on the surface. The authors of the
aforementioned work suggest that formation of an alloy is
possible after insertion due to the low Ni−Ce distance. The
interaction between Ni and ceria is stronger for the (110)
compared with the (111) surface.

7. CERIA-BASED CATALYSTS AND CATALYTIC
REACTIONS

This section deals with DFT simulations on the following
chemical processes: (i) water−gas shift reaction,294−296 (ii)
selective reduction of NOx with NH3,

297 and (iii) methanation
of CO2.

298 Desulfurization reactions have been discussed in
section 4.4. They are important for gasification of biomass to
syngas, from which H2S needs to be removed before further
processing to avoid potential poisoning of catalysts and SOx
production.
7.1. Water−Gas Shift Reaction
During the past 15 years the water−gas shift (WGS) reaction
has attracted much interest of both theorists as well as
experimentalists since it offers a way to produce hydrogen from
carbon monoxide and water according to

+ → +CO H O H CO2 2 2 (7.1)

Technologically important, eq 7.1 offers a way to remove traces
of CO in the H2-rich feed gas for polymer electrolyte
membrane fuel cells, which would poison the Pt catalyst
otherwise. Chen et al. examined two of the predominantly
discussed reaction mechanisms for the WGS reaction, namely,
the redox and formate mechanism on Au/CeO2.

296 Therein,
the redox mechanism on Au/CeO2(111) is discussed in terms
of the following elementary steps

+ • →CO(g) COMe Me (7.2)

+ →H O(g) V H O2 O 2 V (7.3)

+ • → +H O OH H2 V Me V Me (7.4)

+ → + + •CO O CO (g) VMe V 2 O Me (7.5)

+ → + + •H OH H (g) OMe V 2 V Me (7.6)

+ → + •H H H (g) 2Me Me 2 Me (7.7)

where •Me indicates a free adsorption site on the metal cluster
and VO represents an O vacancy in the oxide. Note that in eqs
7.2−7.7 a subscript generally refers to the corresponding
adsorption site.
Two interesting reaction channels for H formation and O

reproduction have been studied in ref 296 and follow

+ • → +OH H OV Me Me V (7.8)

+ → +OH OH H (g) 2OV V 2 V (7.9)

Key steps in the redox mechanism outlined above are (i)
dissociation of the water molecule (eq 7.4) and (ii) breaking of
the OH bond (eqs 7.6, 7.8, and 7.9; cf. Figure 12). OH

dissociation restores the surface oxygen needed to oxidize CO
to CO2. The formate mechanism can be denoted as follows

+ − → −− −CO HO CeO HCOO CeOx xad 2 ad 2 (7.10)

− +

→ − + +
−

−

HCOO CeO H O

HO CeO CO H
x

x

ad 2 2

ad 2 2 2 (7.11)

Note that these reactions do not represent elementary steps;
instead, as described in ref 296, the reaction circle for the
formate mechanism consists of the following.

(i) Water adsorbs at the oxygen vacancy near a Au cluster
under concomitant dissociation to OH and H.

(ii) Subsequently, CO adsorbs on Au or atop a surface
oxygen.

(iii) Formate is created via two main channels: (a) CO
insertion into OH and (b) adsorbed CO reacts with OH
or H2O.

(iv) Decomposition of the formate to CO2.
(v) Au-adsorbed H atoms pair up to form H2.

Figure 12. To regenerate surface oxygen from water, the
corresponding OH group needs to dissociate. Potential steps involve
activation energies significantly larger than 1 eV. Reprinted with
permission from ref 296. Copyright 2008 Elsevier.
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The pathway for formate formation is still a matter of debate.
Chen et al. emphasize the following elementary steps

+ → +OH CO HCO OV Me Me V (7.12)

+ → + •HCO O HCOOMe V V Me (7.13)

The work of Chen et al. substantiates important criticism
about the redox and formate mechanism. The key step in both
is oxygen regeneration on the ceria surface. Concerning the
redox mechanism, surface oxygen atoms are responsible for CO
oxidation to CO2 (eq 7.5), whereas in the formate mechanism
the surface O adsorbs CHO to form formate (eq 7.13).
As shown in Figure 12, to regenerate surface oxygen from

water the corresponding OH needs to dissociate. Potential
steps involve activation energies significantly larger than 1 eV
(after Chen et al., ref 296); thus, OH cannot easily dissociate.
They correctly concluded that a low rate for oxygen
regeneration will limit CO oxidation as well as formation of
formate. This is an important finding and constructively
contributes to the debate on the WGS mechanism.
Although “inverse” catalysts with exposed oxide nanoparticles

on metallic surfaces are beyond the scope of this review, we
mention two studies299,300 that demonstrate the pronounced
ability of CeOx/Cu(111) to oxidize CO even at low
temperatures, where pure (and rather expensive) noble metals
like, e.g., Rh(111), Pd(110), or Pt(100) are hardly active. DFT
calculations could unravel this high activity by elucidating the
unique reduction/oxidation properties of CeOx deposited on
the copper surface.
7.2. Selective Reduction of NOx with NH3

Selective reduction of NOx is important for its removal from
diesel exhaust and coal power plants. For this purpose, a
CeO2−WO3 catalyst has been shown to perform with high
activity for selective catalytic reduction and to benefit from a
high N2 selectivity and SO2 durability at medium temperatures
between 250 and 350 °C.297 However, Peng et al. point out
that for this catalyst improvements below 200 °C are still
needed. Therefore, they investigated the Mn-doped CeO2−
WO3 catalyst by experimental as well as theoretical means.297

However, we have to underline that the aforementioned
authors applied the conventional PBE functional to describe,
e.g., formation of O vacancies in CeO2(110). Unfortunately, the
remainder of models for the investigated systems are not
unequivocally defined by Peng et al., rendering analysis of
discrepancies compared to the literature difficult, e.g., they find
an oxygen-vacancy formation energy, Edef(

1/2O2), of 3.14 eV for
the surface vacancy in CeO2(110), which is in stark contrast to
the work by Scanlon et al.192 [1.61 eV, PBE+U(5)] and Fabris
et al.76 [1.57 eV, PBE+U(4.5)].
7.3. Methanation of CO2

We briefly mention the findings of Sharma et al., who studied
CO2 methanation on Ru-doped ceria.298 Reaction of interest
reads as

+ → +CO 4H CH 2H O2 2 4 2 (7.14)

Equation 7.14 is technologically of great relevance, since it
enables conversion of hydrogen to methane, which is easy to
store and can be efficiently transported in conventional
pipelines. The latter is very involved or even impossible in
the case of H2. Computationally, a rather established approach,
namely, PAW employing the LDA+U(5.5) method, was used.
A p(3 × 3) surface unit cell together with a 2 × 2 × 1 k-point

mesh and a 400 eV plane wave cutoff was employed. The
results show that Ce1−xRuxO2 accommodates the minimum
energy structure when Ru is located in the second Ce layer in
the slab model for CeO2(111). As a consequence, assuming Ru
is close to chemical equilibrium, it segregates at the surface.
Furthermore, CO binding at the defective Ru-doped ceria
surface was investigated with the aim in mind to rationalize an
IR frequency of approximately 2000 cm−1 as observed in
experiment. Although favorable binding of CO was found
(ΔEr = −3.41 eV relative to the gas-phase molecule and the
defective Ce1−xRuxO2 surface), corresponding harmonic
frequencies (1476 and 1276 cm−1 for symmetric and
antisymmetric O−C−O stretching modes, respectively)
obtained using LDA+U are significantly different compared
with observed ones. Therefore, CO as an intermediate in the
methanation reaction could be safely excluded.

8. CONCLUSIONS
On formation of an oxygen vacancy in ceria, the two electrons
left behind localize on two cerium ions, reducing them from
Ce4+ to Ce3+.150 Oxygen-vacancy defects are therefore
characterized by three points in the structure: the missing
oxygen site and the two Ce3+ sites. Probing the oxygen lattice
(occupied states), STM has identified the missing oxygen site
and, supported by DFT calculations, shown that vacancy
formation is connected with substantial structure relaxation
(Figure 2). Probing the cerium lattice (unoccupied states) with
STM, Ce3+ ions were not visible, but DFT calculations showed
that Ce4+ ions surrounding an O vacancy will appear brighter
than Ce4+ ions away from the surface vacancy.10 The
conclusion has been reached that both or at least one of the
Ce3+ ions is not neighboring the O-vacancy site. The existence
of multiple configurations of Ce3+ ions has been predicted
before by DFT89 and confirmed by tunneling spectroscopy
(STS), which provided evidence for Ce3+ ions in different
coordination environments.10

Defect formation energies are not precisely known from
experiment. The best estimate from different sources2,130 is
4.2 ± 0.3 eV, which is close to the best estimate of the heat of
reduction of bulk CeO2 to bulk Ce2O3, 4.0 eV.83

Dopants can facilitate defect formation in different ways.
Lattice relaxation substantially reduces the defect formation
energy as predicted by DFT151 by as much as 2−2.9 eV (Figure
9).139 This explains the finding (DFT) that an isovalent redox-
inert dopant like Zr4+, due to its different (smaller) size, can
lower the defect formation energy by 0.5−0.8 eV.180,191 Doping
with trivalent metal cations, e.g., La3+, creates an oxygen radical
anion species, O•−, i.e., an electron hole in the highest occupied
states, which will accept one of the two electrons on O-vacancy
formation, and only one Ce3+ species is formed. Hu and
Metiu180 discussed the different possibilities in terms of local
and global effects.
Density functional theory needs hybrid functionals that

include some Fock exchange such as PBE0 or HSE to get the
proper localization of the two electrons left behind on O-
vacancy formation along with the corresponding structure
distortion. Hybrid functionals underestimate the heat of
reduction by 0.9 eV (Table 1) and, judged on bulk defects
for large enough cells, the defect formation energy by 0.5 eV
(Table 7). Given the uncertainty of the experimental value this
calls for application of improved quantum chemical methods.
Hybrid functionals are computationally very demanding, and

such calculations on ceria can be completed only as
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benchmarks in a few cases. The localization problem of the
standard functionals for large-scale solid state applications
(“generalized gradient approximation”) is rectified in the DFT
+U approach without a noticeable increase in computational
expense. However, as far as energy is concerned, DFT+U is far
less satisfactory. The heat of reduction is 1.7 eV too low (Table
1), and (bulk) defect formation energies are 1.4 eV lower than
experiment (Tables 4 and 7).
The largest share of DFT calculations researched for this

review used DFT+U, and valuable insight into many problems
has been gained. However, there are two problems one has to
be aware of:

(i) The energy diagrams for catalytic reactions of ceria will
be too exothermic when ceria is reduced and too
endothermic when ceria is reoxidized. For the example of
CO oxidation by CeO2, the experimental estimate for the
heat of reaction is +1.2 eV, whereas the PBE+U result is
−0.4 eV (Table 11). This large energy difference will also
affect barrier heights.

(ii) For a vacancy in CeO2 there are many different
possibilitiessurface, subsurface, bulkall with different
configurations of the Ce3+ ions, but there are also many
different ways of performing the calculationcell/
surface cell size, number of k points, value of the
effective U parameter, etc. Even for a given set of
parameters it is not easy to converge the electronic
solution (localization of electrons at a certain site) and
reach the global minimum structure in configurational
space since the latter two are closely coupled. Very often
one will end up with a solution that is not the lowest
energy solution. Needless to say, even more possibilities
exist when dopants are involved.

On one hand, this explains the differences between different
calculations on the same problem in the literature and in this
review because really converged calculations are difficult to
achieve and rarely available. On the other hand, this tells us
something about the nature of O vacancies in ceria; there are
many different minima within a narrow energy range which
may play a role when finite temperatures and gas pressures are
taken into account.
For H2O adsorption on the nondefective CeO2(111) surface

we conclude that the potential energy surface has been
insufficiently explored for loadings up to one monolayer, and
there is currently no explanation for the observed215 two
distinct adsorption states with about 30−40 kJ/mol difference
in binding energies. On the contrary, there is no doubt that
H2O molecules strongly and dissociatively bind on O-vacancy
sites.119,160,218 The predicted desorption temperature of 650 K
fits to the observation that some hydroxyl groups stay on the
CeO2(111) surface up to high temperatures.217 Reactions
following H2S adsorption can lead to a reduction of the CeO2
surface, but the two PBE+U studies119,226 have not yet lead to
converged results, most likely due to the multiminima problem
mentioned above.
When CeO2 is used as support for small vanadium oxide

species the latter are always stabilized in their highest oxidation
state because the Ce-f1/V-d0 electron configuration is more
stable than the Ce-f0/V-d1 configuration.151,246 O-defect
formation on VO2/CeO2(111) species is easier than defect
formation on either vanadium oxide or cerium oxide itself,
which primarily is a structure (relaxation) effect.151 This
explains the observed high activity in the oxidative dehydrogen-

ation of alcohols by vanadia supported on ceria compared to
other (nonreducible) supports.156,254

When CeO2 serves as support for metal clusters, frequently
the metal cluster is oxidized and CeO2 is reduced,

260 i.e., Ce4+

ions are converted into Ce3+ ions. This is also true for Au
clusters.261 However, when a Au atom fills an O vacancy, it
attracts an electron from one of the two Ce3+ ions,261 which can
also be understood as substitution of Ce4+/O2− by Ce3+/Au−.
For Au clusters anchored on O vacancies, this leads to varying
net charge transfer. More calculations are needed to clarify how
this affects the structure of the Au clusters on the CeO2(111)
surface with defects.168,263
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ACRONYMS

BSSE basis set superposition error
B3LYP Becke 3-parameter hybrid functional
CASSCF complete active space self-consistent field
CC coupled cluster (method)
CCSD(T) coupled cluster including single, double, and

perturbative triple substitutions
CI configuration interaction
CN coordination number
DFT density functional theory
DOS density of states
FFT fast Fourier tranformation
GGA generalized gradient approximation

GTO Gaussian-type orbitals
HF Hartree−Fock
BHLYP Becke’s half and half hybrid functional using the

LYP correlation functional
HSE Heyd−Scuseria−Ernzerhof hybrid functional
IR infrared
KS Kohn and Sham
LAPW+LO linearized augmented plane waves with local

orbitals
LDA local density approximation
LYP Lee−Yang−Parr correlation energy functional
MCSCF multiconfiguration self-consistent field
meta-GGA GGA augmented with a term that depends on

the kinetic energy density of electrons
MP2 Møller−Plesset perturbation theory to second

order
NMR nuclear magnetic resonance
ODH oxidative dehydrogenation
PAW projector-augmented wave method
PBC periodic boundary conditions
PBE Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof GGA
PBE0 Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof hybrid functional
PDOS projected density of states
PW91 Perdew−Wang 91 functional
QM/MM quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (em-

bedding technique)
revPBE revised Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof GGA after

Zhang and Yang
rPBE, RPBE revised PBE corrected for the local Lieb−Oxford

bound after Hammer, Hansen, Nørskov
SCF self-consistent field
SIE self-interaction error
STM scanning tunneling microscopy
TPSS meta-GGA after Tao, Perdew, Staroverov, and

Scuseria
UHV ultrahigh vacuum
US-PP ultrasoft pseudopotentials
WC Wu−Cohen GGA for exchange
WGS water−gas shift reaction
XC exchange and correlation (energy functional)
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The role of surface and subsurface O vacancies for gold adsorption on crystalline CeO2ð111Þ films has

been investigated by scanning tunneling microscopy and density functional theory. Whereas surface

vacancies serve as deep traps for the Au atoms, subsurface defects promote the formation of characteristic

Au pairs with a mean atom distance of two ceria lattice constants (7.6 Å). Hybrid density functional theory

calculations reveal that the pair formation arises from a titration of the two Ce3þ ions generated by a single

O vacancy. The Au-Ce3þ bond forms due to a strain effect, as the associated charge transfer from the

spacious Ce3þ into the adgold enables a substantial relaxation of the ceria lattice. Also the experimentally

determined Au-pair length is reproduced in the calculations, as we find a Ce3þ-Ce3þ spacing of two ceria

lattice parameters to be energetically preferred. Single Au atoms can thus be taken as position markers

for Ce3þ ion pairs in the surface, providing unique information on electron-localization phenomena in

reduced ceria.
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Ceria in combination with precious metals (Pt, Au)
features outstanding properties in a variety of catalytic
processes, such as the water-gas-shift reaction and the
low-temperature CO oxidation [1–3]. The high catalytic
activity was interpreted as a cooperative effect of charge
donation from the metal, resulting in Ce3þ formation, and
oxygen spillover from the ceria lattice [4]. Although
circumstantial evidence could be provided in support of
this scenario, an atomistic verification of the mechanism,
especially of the metal-oxide charge transfer, could not be
given so far. In fact, even fundamental questions, such as
the charge state of individual metal atoms on ideal and
defective CeO2ð111Þ surfaces lack definite answers.

From a theoretical point of view, there is agreement in
the nature of Au binding to surface O defects, as being
mediated by a charge transfer from adjacent Ce3þ ions into
the adatom [5,6]. In contrast, formation of both neutral and
positively charged gold is proposed on ideal surfaces, and
no consensus has been reached on the preferred Au binding
site that is either a surface O2� or an O-O bridge site [5–7].
Moreover, possible Ce3þ adsorption sites have not been
considered by theory so far.

The experimental situation for the Au/ceria system is
even less satisfactory. In nonlocal X-ray spectroscopy
studies, formation of Ce3þ species has been observed
upon Au dosing onto CeO2ð111Þ; however, the charge state
of the gold was not determined [8]. Other studies reported
the formation of positively charged gold, but could not
connect this data to the presence of specific defects in the
surface [9,10]. The main reason for this uncertainty is the
lack of atomic-scale information that is however of pivotal
importance to accurately describe the Au-ceria redox
properties. Direct correlation between a predominant Au

adsorption scheme and the defect topology requires a local
view onto the surface, as provided by scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM). Examples for a successful elucidation
of charge-transfer processes on ideal and defective oxides
are the Au adsorption studies on alumina, magnesia, and
vanadia films [11,12]. For ceria, the experiments mainly
focused on defects in the uncovered surface so far [13–15].
In this Letter, we analyze the interaction of Au atoms

with O vacancies in the CeO2ð111Þ surface. From the
abundance of atom pairs observed upon low-temperature
gold deposition, we conclude that Au is able to decorate the
Ce3þ ions generated by oxygen removal from the lattice.
Our density-functional theory (DFT) calculations attribute
this unusual binding behavior to a reduction of lattice
strain induced by spacious Ce3þ ions in the oxide surface
[16]. By transferring the extra charges into the Au atoms,
the surface tension is reduced, which in turn reinforces the
Au-Ce bond.
The experiments were performed with an ultrahigh-

vacuum STM operated at liquid helium temperature.
Ceria films of 5–8 trilayer thickness were prepared by
cerium deposition onto a sputtered and annealed
Ru(0001) single crystal in 5� 10�7 mbar O2 at room
temperature. To promote long-range ordering, the oxide
was annealed to 1000 K until a sharp hexagonal spot
pattern became visible in low-energy electron diffraction,
indicative for the presence of wide CeO2ð111Þ patches. The
quality of our films was confirmed by STM images that
showed atomically flat terraces with triangular or hexago-
nal shapes and diameters as large as 50 nm [Fig. 1(a)].
The oxide defect structure was found to depend on the
final annealing step. While annealing in O2 triggered the
formation of subsurface vacancies (Vsub), appearing as
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trifoliate depressions in empty-state (positive bias) images,
vacuum annealing mainly produced surface defects (Vsurf)
[13,14]. The Vsurf showed up as holes and twofold or
threefold maxima in filled and empty-state images, respec-
tively [Fig. 1(c)]. The specific positive-bias contrast relates
to the spill-out of 4f orbitals of adjacent Ce4þ ions, while
Ce3þ species next to the vacancy appear slightly darker in
the STM images [15]. The defect density was determined
to be �5� 1012 cm�2 for Vsub at O2-rich preparation
conditions, and �5� 1013 cm�2 for Vsurf defects formed
upon 1000 K vacuum annealing [Fig. 1(b)].

Small quantities of gold were dosed from a tungsten
filament directly onto the cryogenic sample at 10 K. The
arriving atoms had only limited transient mobility and
mainly remained isolated on the surface [Fig. 2(a)]. At
positive sample bias, Au monomers were imaged as simple
protrusions with 1.5 Å height and 10 Å diameter, while Au
aggregates featured larger heights of 3–5 Å [17]. The role
of lattice defects in the adsorption behavior was derived
from a closer inspection of appearance and binding posi-
tion of the Au atoms. The STM image in Fig. 2(b), taken on
an ideal oxide region, shows the atomically resolved Ce
sublattice with three Au atoms bound atop. The position of
the surface and subsurface O sites in the lattice was deter-
mined by evaluating the orientation of nearby equilibrium
step edges, as displayed in Fig. 1. Based on geometrical

considerations discussed in Ref. [18], the downward point-
ing triangles in Fig. 2(b) correspond to O-top positions,
while the upright triangles mark the subsurface O2� ions.
This assignment was cross-checked against the position of
surface and subsurface O defects that were indeed found at
the expected lattice sites. With this input, the O-top posi-
tion was identified as preferred Au adsorption site on the
ideal CeO2ð111Þ surface, although O-O bridge sites have
been detected as well.
Further binding geometries emerged in the presence of

lattice defects. As expected, surface vacancies turned out to
be effective traps for the Au atoms, from which they could
not be removed with the STM tip anymore [Fig. 2(c)] [5,6].
Such defect-bound species served as nucleation centers
for incoming Au atoms and governed the aggregation
processes on the surface [17]. However, also subsurface
defects, more precisely the Ce3þ ions associated with
them, were found to modify the adsorption behavior.
Experimental evidence came from the unusual arrange-
ment of Au atoms on oxide films with a high density of
Vsub defects. At low exposure, up to 40% of the Au species
appeared as characteristic pairs with a mean atom distance
of 7.6 Å (two CeO2 lattice parameters) [Fig. 2(a)]. Note
that even the shortest pair length of 4.8 Å observed here
would be too large to enable direct Au-Au coupling
[Fig. 3(a)]. We therefore suggest that this unusual atom

FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Ceria surface after dosing 0.05 ML
of Au at 10 K (2.5 V, 26� 20 nm2). Note the abundance of
atom pairs on the surface. The pair in the inset shows a
pronounced sombrero shape, indicating its charged nature.
(b) STM image showing the Ce sub-lattice and three Au atoms
bound to regular O-top sites. (c) Au atoms sitting in a Vsurf defect
(left) and a regular lattice site (right) (both 3:8� 3:0 nm2).
(d) Au adatom bound to a subsurface defect, as deduced from
the atomically resolved image taken after atom removal with
the tip (both 4:2� 3:0 nm2). (e) Transformation of an Au atom
pair into an upright standing dimer via a tip-voltage pulse
(5:5� 3:0 nm2).

a)

b)

c)

d)

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Overview (120� 100 nm2) and
(b) atomically resolved STM image (10:5� 8:5 nm2) of a five
trilayer thick CeO2ð111Þ film grown on Ru(0001) (Us ¼ þ2:0 V).
The defects in (b) are mainly subsurface O vacancies. (c),(d) High
resolution images of surface (Vsurf) and subsurface O vacancies
(Vsub) measured at positive and negative sample bias (2� 2 nm2).
All STM data have been obtained at 25 pA current.
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distribution is governed by defects in the ceria lattice. The
atom pairs were found to be metastable, as they could be
assembled to a single upright Au2 dimer with a 3.0 V tip
pulse [Fig. 2(e)]. Further manipulation experiments
enabled us to determine the binding sites of the paired
atoms by desorbing them via high bias scanning. In a
few successful examples, we could identify a subsurface
vacancy in close vicinity to the Au pair, suggesting an
involvement of this defect type in the pair formation
[Fig. 2(d)]. This idea is supported by a statistical analysis
of our data that revealed a direct dependence of the number
of Au pairs on the Vsub concentration in the surface [19].
Finally, all atoms in paired configurations but also a couple
of isolated monomers featured a specific contrast in low
bias images, characterized by a dark ring around the actual
maximum [Fig. 2(a), inset]. In earlier experiments on
alumina [11] and magnesia films [20], such sombrero
shapes were associated with charges on the adatoms,
inducing a local bending of the surrounding oxide bands.
We thus conclude that Vsub defects are not only responsible
for the pair formation, but induce a charge transfer into the
Au atoms as well. As a working hypothesis, we propose
that the Au pairs result from a titration of the Ce3þ surface
species created by oxygen removal from the ceria lattice.

To corroborate this scenario, we have performed spin-
polarized DFT calculations as implemented in VASP [21].
The electron-ion interaction was described with the pro-
jector augmented wave method, including scalar relativis-
tic corrections and a kinetic energy cutoff of 600 eV [22].
To simulate isolated Vsub defects at high and low concen-
trations, we used a pð2� 2Þ and a pð4� 4Þ unit cell
comprising three O-Ce-O trilayers, respectively. The
Brillouin zone was sampled on a 2� 2 k-point grid and
the � point for the two models. To overcome shortcomings
of conventional GGAþU, all calculations were per-
formed with the screened hybrid functional HSE [23,24].

Dispersion effects were included by using a pairwise
summed C6=R

6 term [25], parameterized with values for
Au and Ce from the literature [26,27]. To demonstrate the
robustness of our conclusions, we reproduced selected data
points using the B3LYP hybrid functional.
In a first approach, we have explored the adsorption

energies of Au atoms in the presence of subsurface O
defects in a pð2� 2Þ configuration [19]. Depending on
the functional, the Ce3þ position was found to be preferred
by 70–110 meV with respect to the O-top site, while
O-O bridge positions were pronouncedly less stable
[Fig. 3(b)]. The adsorption energies for Au slightly varied
with the alignment of the two Ce3þ spins, with a ferro-
magnetic coupling [Fig. 3(b)] being 30 meV lower in
energy than an antiferromagnetic one. In the preferred
binding position, the 4f electron of Ce3þ gets transferred
into the Au 6s orbital, generating a Ce4þ and an Au�. The
charge transfer is possible, because the Au 6s orbital is
energetically close to the occupied 4f orbital of Ce3þ
(Fig. 4). Already these findings are able to explain the
effect of Ce3þ titration and the sombrero shape that can
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FIG. 4 (color online). Projected local density of states (with
HSE) for an Au atom bound to a Ce3þ and an O2�-top site in a
pð2� 2Þ cell.
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effects). (c) pð4� 4Þ unit cell with the notation of different Ce coordination shells around the Vsub defect, as used in Table I.
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be taken as experimental fingerprint for charged Au species
on the ceria surface.

In a next step, we have analyzed the origin of the
Au-Ce3þ binding preference, in particular the role of lattice
strain in reduced CeO2ð111Þ. For this purpose, we used the
larger pð4� 4Þ cell to simulate the Vsub defect. In the dilute
limit, the energetic ordering for Au adsorption reversed and
binding to O-top sites became favorable by 70 meV with
respect to the Ce3þ sites. Moreover, only a partial electron
transfer occurred when fixing the Au on top of Ce3þ and
the resulting electron configuration was closer to Ce3þ
ð4f1Þ=Au0ð6s1Þ. This difference reflects the impact of sur-
face tension in reduced ceria on the Au adsorption behavior.
Given the large ion radius of Ce3þ compared to Ce4þ (1.01
versus 0.87 Å), a substantial lattice strain builds up when
reducing the oxide film [16]. Electron transfer from surface
Ce3þ to the Au atoms now provides an effective means to
release this strain, which in turn stabilizes the Au-Ce bond.
The effect of Ce3þ titration is therefore expected to occur
only in regions with a high number of reduced Ce species.
Although we cannot pinpoint the critical Ce3þ density at
which the Au adsorption swaps from Ce3þ to O-top sites,
we want to emphasize that large variations were observed
in the abundance of Au-atom pairs, suggesting a decisive
influence of the local oxide reduction state.

To further support the Ce3þ titration scenario, we com-
pared the experimentally determined Au-Au pair distances
[Fig. 3(a)] with the equilibrium separation of the two Ce3þ
created by a single O subsurface defect. For this purpose,
the Ce3þ-Vsub configuration as well as the Ce3þ pair dis-
tance were varied systematically within the pð4� 4Þ cell
[19]. In extension to earlier data [15,16,28], we found not
only a preference for electron localization away from the
Vsub defect, but determined the optimum arrangement of the
associated Ce3þ ions (Table I). The lowest defect formation
energy, as calculated with respect to 1

2 O2, was revealed

when both Ce3þ sit in the 2nd coordination shell of the
defect and are 7.6 Å apart [Fig. 3(c), ðb1–b3Þ configuration].
This value agrees well with the maximum in the Au pair
length derived from experiment. When moving one Ce3þ
into the 1st coordination shell, the formation energy rises
by 160 meV if both Ce3þ ions are opposite to each other
(a1-b3) and by 230 meV if they locate on neighboring sites
(a3-b3). All other configurations have even higher forma-
tion energies, in particular when the Ce3þ pair occupies
nearest neighbor sites to the Vsub (a1-a3). Apparently, the
Ce3þ repel each other and prefer configurations, in which
both ions sit in the 2nd coordination shell of the defect and
are spaced by two lattice constants.

In summary, we have demonstrated that Au adatoms are
able to titrate Ce3þ ions in a reduced CeO2ð111Þ surface.
The associated charge transfer into the gold is promoted
by the release of lattice strain, as spacious Ce3þ transform
into small Ce4þ species. The Au decoration effect can be
exploited to determine the position of Ce3þ ions at the

atomic scale, addressing the essential question of electron
localization in defective ceria.
The DFG excellence cluster ’UNICAT’, the COST

action CM1104, the HLRN cluster of the North-German
Supercomputing Alliance, and the JUROPA cluster
(Jülich) are acknowledged for support.
Note added in proof.—We recently found another struc-

ture for Au bound atop Ce3þ, where charge-transfer occurs
from Ce3þ in a subsurface position to the ad-gold. The
energy of this structure is even lower by 120 meV than the
one shown in Fig. 3(b).
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Because of an error in some of the routines of VASP.5.2.12 (“Γ point only” version, release 26May11) [1], the O defect
formation energies in the subsurface position of the CeO2ð111Þ surface had to be recalculated. For this purpose, VASP.5.3.5
(release 31Mar14) was used. Results are shown in Table I. The adjustments of the previously published formation energies
are within 0.07 eV. The conclusions of the Letter are not affected.

We thank Dr. Doris Vogtenhuber for helpful discussions. We cordially thank representatives of the HLRN (North-
German Supercomputing Alliance), Dr. Jens Döbler and Dr. Stefan Wollny, for a straightforward supply of sufficient
amounts of computing time.

[1] See www.vasp.at.

TABLE I. Structure and vacancy formation energy (Edef ) with respect to ½O2 for different subsurface O vacancy=Ce3þ configurations
obtained with HSE.

Ce3þ configuration Ce3þ − Ce3þ distance [Å] Ce3þ—defect distances [Å]

Edefð½O2Þ [eV]
High spin Low spin

b1 − b3 7.67 4.41; 4.42 2.32 2.27
a1 − b3 6.77 2.33; 4.44 2.43 2.41
b3 − c6 6.65 4.41; 5.84 2.41
a3 − b3 3.89 2.34; 4.43 2.50 2.54
b3 − d3 10.11 4.40; 7.94 2.47
c5 − c6 3.88 5.84; 5.85 2.69
c1 − c6 7.66 5.85; 5.84 2.66
a1 − d3 7.63 2.35; 7.93 2.62
a3 − c5 3.77 2.32; 5.86 2.63
a1 − a3 4.08 2.37; 2.37 2.71 2.71
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Reduction and oxidation of Au adatoms on the
CeO2(111) surface – DFT+U versus hybrid
functionals†

Christopher Penschke and Joachim Paier *

Recently we showed that Au atoms may titrate Ce3+ ions in near-surface layers of reduced CeO2(111).

This surface contained oxygen vacancies in subsurface position within the topmost O–Ce–O trilayer

[Pan et al., Phys. Rev. Lett., 2013, 111, 206101.]. The present work builds upon these findings and discusses

additional results obtained using PBE+U and hybrid functionals. These approaches do not predict the same

relative stabilities for the various adsorption sites of a single Au adatom at an O-defect concentration of

a 1
4 ML or 1.984 nm�2. We attribute this discrepancy to a different alignment within the O 2p–Ce 4f gap,

i.e. a different order by energy of partially occupied Ce 4f and Au 6s orbitals. The energy offset of these

orbitals matters, because the adsorption of Au0(6s1) atop Ce3+(4f1) or atop a subsurface oxygen atom in

the first coordination shell of a Ce3+(4f1) involves creation of Au�(6s2) and Ce4+(4f0) ions. The electron

transfer to Au is coupled to stabilizing ionic relaxation in the lattice, commonly known as polaronic

distortion, reinforcing the Au–Ce bond. The order of 4f and 6s orbitals depends on the density functional

approximation and is also strongly influenced by the oxygen defect concentration.

1. Introduction

The pioneering work of Haruta on metal oxide supported Au
nanoparticles revealed that these catalysts are highly active in
many oxidation reactions1–4 and drastically modified the view
on noble metals in catalysis. Platinum or gold deposited on
a reducible oxide support like ceria (CeO2) form particularly
active catalysts important in many technological processes,
such as the water-gas shift reaction or low-temperature CO
oxidation.5–7 Atomistic insight is indispensable in order to
understand the reasons for the observed catalytic activity, but
disentangling individual relevant effects involved in a specific
reaction is a formidable task. Especially metal–support inter-
actions are complex, because many factors, such as binding site,
size of metal clusters, support morphology (extended surface
versus confined nanoparticle), and the distribution of charges
may impact reactivity.8–10

Recently, Campbell emphasized the role of the so-called
electronic metal–support interaction (EMSI), which conveys into
strong chemical bonding between transition metal atoms and
ceria.11 EMSI involves electron transfer between metal ad-species

and the ceria support, implying its partial reduction as indicated
by the presence of Ce3+ ions.12,13 This effect occurs independently
of the present ceria nanostructure. In contrast, morphology of the
ceria support plays a decisive role in the interaction with surface
oxygen atoms. For ceria nanoparticles oxygen spill-over from the
support to the metal, necessitating formation of oxygen defects,
is reported by Vayssilov et al.13 However, this does not occur at
perfectly ordered extended surfaces.

In addition to the metal ad-species, also oxygen defects may
influence the charge or oxidation state of Ce4+ ions in ceria.
Upon removal of an oxygen atom, the two remaining electrons
easily occupy localized Ce 4f states creating two Ce3+ ions. Surface
oxygen vacancies are important adsorption sites for noble metal
atoms as found experimentally by Flytzani-Stephanopoulos and
co-workers6 as well as by Freund and co-workers.14,15 Additionally,
surface O vacancies were identified as deep effective traps for
Au atoms using density functional theory (DFT). Depending on
details of the approach, the adsorption energy of Au in the vacant
site varies within �2.29 and �2.75 eV.16–18

From a theory point of view, the workhorse method for
calculations on simple oxides is DFT employing conventional
exchange–correlation (xc) functionals as, e.g., the local density
(LDA) or generalized-gradient approximation (GGA). Despite their
successes, these functionals are unable to correctly describe the
aforementioned localized Ce 4f states due to self-interaction
and related delocalization errors.19–23 The DFT+U approach is
commonly used to rectify this failure and to properly localize
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defect states. The method involves a Hubbard-type U term
applied to the supposedly spatially confined, atom-like orbitals.24,25

The U parameter can be chosen such that calculated band
gaps26 or reaction energies27,28 agree with experiment, but also
other methods exist to calculate U by virtue of first principles
(see, e.g., ref. 29 and 30).

Hybrid functionals, which replace a certain fraction of the
GGA exchange with orbital-dependent Fock exchange (FX),
represent an alternative to DFT+U to at least partially rectify
self-interaction errors.31,32 For hybrids, the increase in the com-
putational workload compared to GGA may be substantial.33–35

Nevertheless, Da Silva et al. conclude that hybrid functionals
yield a more balanced description of the bulk properties of
ceria compared with DFT+U.21 Similar conclusions were drawn
by Sanz and co-workers, who explored varying the amount of
admixed FX in a hybrid functional when applied to ceria.36

As shown in ref. 21, GGA+U based on the xc functional after
Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof37 (PBE) overestimates the equili-
brium lattice constant and underestimates the reduction energy
of CeO2. A reasonable value of U acting on the Ce 4f orbitals
(i.e. UCe-4f) is 4.5 eV and was calculated by Fabris and co-workers
by virtue of linear response theory,38 but other viable values
ranging between 4 and 6 eV were explored by Hermansson and
co-workers.26 In contrast, hybrid functionals like HSE named
after Heyd, Scuseria, and Ernzerhof,39 predict values in excellent
agreement with observation.23,40 However, similar to the DFT+U
approach, whose results will depend on the value of U, hybrid
functional results will, e.g., depend on the amount of admixed
FX. The abovementioned work by Sanz and coworkers showed
that good agreement with experimental band gaps and reaction
energies of cerium oxides is obtained with 8–16% FX admixed in
PBE0 calculations.36

A large body of theoretical work on the interaction of gold
adatoms with the clean, fully oxidized CeO2(111) surface has
been published.16,17,41–44 Zhang, Michaelides, and Jenkins
recently reviewed results relying on GGA+U calculations.45 They
conclude that adsorption of Au at the O–O bridge site is the
most stable configuration, while Au atop oxygen is about
200 meV less stable. Branda et al. examined the effect of the
utilized density functional, the stability of Au on CeO2(111)
depending on its oxidation state, and the effect of strain by
varying the unit cell parameter.43 According to their results, the
accurate prediction of the oxidation state of Au on CeO2(111)
appears to be difficult, since solutions for the minimum energy
structure involving Au0 or Au+ atop a surface oxygen atom are
de facto degenerate in energy using GGA+U. Furthermore,
LDA+U predicts Au+/CeO2(111) to be lower in energy by 51 meV
compared with Au0 on the surface, but the HSE hybrid predicts
Au0/CeO2(111) to be more stable by 150 meV. The latter finding
is in agreement with recent STM results concluding on close-to-
neutral charge states for Au atoms adsorbed on defect-poor ceria
surfaces.46

The degree of complexity in the Au/ceria system increases
significantly upon introduction of oxygen point defects. This is
because the Au atom is not only exposed to Ce4+ and O2�, but
also to Ce3+ ions and the (electro-positively charged) vacancy.

Concerning the position of the vacancy in the O2� lattice of
CeO2(111), two possibilities are most relevant due to the stable
O–Ce–O trilayer structure of the surface. The vacancy can either
sit in the topmost layer (a surface vacancy) or in the next oxygen
layer underneath the cerium layer (a subsurface vacancy).
GGA+U results on the interaction of gold atoms with the surface
vacancy are reported in ref. 47 and 17 as well as reviewed in
ref. 45. Upon adsorption at the vacant site, a 4f electron of a
Ce3+ ion is transferred into the Au 6s orbital thereby creating a
Ce4+ and a Au�. This is a very exothermic process, because the
negatively charged Au at the vacant site is electrostatically
stabilized. Thus, it mimics an O2� ion.23

In contrast, a direct interaction between Au atoms and a
subsurface O vacancy is not possible. Instead, the defect-induced
Ce3+ ions become potential adsorption sites. The interaction
between Au atoms and Ce3+ ions associated with the subsurface
O vacancy has been studied by STM and DFT recently.48 The
formation of subsurface O defects was controlled by the pressure
of oxygen in the final annealing step. By virtue of low-temperature
STM (ca. 10 K) characteristic Au pairs with Au–Au distances
commensurate to the lattice of the CeO2(111) surface were
observed upon physical vapor deposition of Au. Importantly,
the smallest pair distance found (B4.8 Å) is much larger than a
typical Au–Au bond distance (B2.5 Å in the free molecule49).
These Au pairs were found to be metastable species and could be
rearranged to upright standing Au2 dimers by applying a 3.0 V tip
pulse. In several successful attempts, the subsurface vacancy in
close vicinity to the Au pair could be identified experimentally.

These experiments have been combined with results obtained
using the HSE hybrid functional. It was found that the 4f electron
of a Ce3+ is transferred to Au, thus forming Au�. The oxidation
of Ce3+ induces structural relaxation, substantially lowering
strain in the surface, which in turn reinforces the binding of
Au on Ce3+.

The present work examines the abovementioned Au/CeO2�x(111)
system more extensively using PBE+U as well as computa-
tionally more expensive, but supposedly more accurate, hybrid
functionals like HSE and studies dependences on the U para-
meter and the amount of admixed FX. We emphasize that this
work does not intend to offer the optimal set of parameters for
employed methods reproducing observation. Instead, we intend
to shed light on the physical principles underlying thermo-
dynamic stabilities. Moreover, note that these parameters (i.e.,
U as well as amount of FX) are motivated by quantum mechanics
(see, e.g., ref. 40 and references therein). For instance, we discuss
the relation between relative orbital energies (of electron donating
and accepting orbitals) and thermodynamic stabilities of indi-
vidual adsorption sites. Compared with HSE, PBE+U predicts
that the relevant occupied Ce 4f electron donor level is sub-
stantially lower in energy than the half-filled Au 6s acceptor
level. This renders the electron transfer from Ce3+ to the con-
comitantly reduced Au0 unfavourable. In addition, the O-defect
concentration affects 4f orbital energies, in turn impacting
stabilities of adsorption sites. This demonstrates that the order
by energy of electron donor and acceptor levels affects com-
puted adsorption energies. Similar results for reduced TiO2
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were reported by Dupuis and coworkers.50 In this work, we focus
on thermodynamic stabilities of various electron distributions
over adsorption sites, but the herein reported results are also
relevant for kinetic electron transfer phenomena in reduced
oxide surfaces.51–54

2. Computational details
A. Electronic and ionic structure optimizations

Calculations were performed using the projector augmented
wave method (PAW)55,56 to describe the interaction between
ionic cores and valence electrons as implemented in the Vienna
ab initio simulation package (VASP).57,58 The PAW data sets released
with VASP.5.2 were employed. Specifically, the ‘‘Au_pv_GW’’,
‘‘Ce_GW’’, and ‘‘O_GW’’ pseudopotentials, which include
scalar relativistic corrections, were used. For Au, also the
5p6 electrons have been treated as valence electrons. Thus,
Au uses 17 (5p6 5d10 6s1), Ce uses 12 (5s2 5p6 4f1 5d1 6s2), and
O uses 6 (2s2 2p4) valence electrons in total. Spin-polarized
calculations use a plane-wave cutoff of 600 eV and a Gaussian
smearing of 0.02 eV width.

With regard to DFT+U calculations, we use both the LDA
as well as the gradient-corrected PBE32 xc functionals. Unless
stated otherwise, LDA and PBE calculations use an effective
UCe-4f parameter of 5.3 and 4.5 eV (see ref. 38), respectively. The
specific implementation of DFT+U used in this work follows
Dudarev et al.59,60 Forces in DFT+U structure optimizations
were converged to better than 0.02 eV Å�1 employing a break
criterion for the electronic optimization of 10�6 eV.

With regard to hybrid functional calculations, results reported
in this work use the HSE (HSE06),61 PBE0,62,63 B3LYP,31,86,87 and
TPSSh64 functionals. TPSSh mixes 10% FX and 90% of the meta-
GGA TPSS exchange65 as implemented in VASP.66 The hybrid
version of TPSS is based on a local modification of VASP. Test
calculations on atomization energies of small molecules to check
for correctness of the implementation are given in the ESI.† Since
this work studies charge or electron localization in context of self-
interaction errors in semilocal xc functionals, additional calcula-
tions with 50% of FX were accomplished based on HSE, PBE0,
and B3LYP. With this amount of FX, B3LYP is equivalent to the
so-called ‘‘Half-and-Half’’ functional after Becke, i.e. BHLYP.67

The screening parameter in HSE for the range-separation was not
varied (i.e., HSE06 with 0.207 Å�1 as introduced in ref. 61). All
hybrid calculations, except those using TPSSh, employ surface
unit cells with consistent lattice parameters (see ESI†). TPSSh
calculations are single-points on top of HSE structures. Note that
TPSSh and HSE lattice parameters as well as bulk moduli are
similar. Regarding ionic relaxations using hybrids, the plane
wave cutoff determining the Fourier grid for the FX related
routines was equal to the plane wave cutoff applied to expand
the orbitals (PRECFOCK = normal). Atomic forces have been
converged to better than 0.04 eV Å�1 using an SCF break
criterion of 10�5 eV.

The effect of van der Waals-type dispersion interactions was
estimated for selected structures using the approach after Grimme.68

Adsorption energies employing the correction for dispersion
effects are more exothermic by 0.10 to 0.28 eV (see Table S6 in
the ESI†). However, relative stabilities of structures are not affected.
Thus, we report uncorrected results in the present work.

We checked by normal mode analysis whether structures
obtained with PBE+U correspond to true (local) minima.
Calculations used central differences to compute the gradient
of forces for the Hessian or force constant matrix. The applied
step size in the atomic Cartesian coordinates is 0.02 Å. In struc-
tures employing a p(2 � 2) CeO2(111) surface unit cell (see
Section 2C), all atoms (including Au) of the first CeO2 trilayer
are free to move when calculating force constants, while calcula-
tions using a p(4 � 4) cell include a sufficient number of atoms
centred around the Au adsorbate (typically three to five atoms).

B. Orbitally projected densities of states

Projected densities of states (PDOS) and local magnetic moments
of Ce and Au atoms are obtained by projection of crystal orbitals
into spherical harmonics of f or s symmetry located in atom-
centred PAW spheres with respective radii of 1.323 and 1.376 Å.
A typical value for the local magnetic moment of Ce3+(4f1) is
�0.96 mB for up and down spins, respectively. For Au0(6s1) atoms,
the total moment is B0.4 mB. Note that it involves 6s as well as
5d contributions. Magnetic moments of Ce and Au atoms for the
various functionals are given in the ESI.† As expected, hybrid
functionals using 50% FX show a more pronounced tendency to
localize electrons compared with results obtained using 25%.
Therefore, corresponding values of local magnetic moments are
slightly larger than those obtained with hybrids employing less
FX. TPSSh single-point calculations at HSE structures lead to
a partial delocalization of the O-defect related electrons. To
test whether these electrons localize upon ionic relaxation, we
optimized the Au atop Ce3+ structure in p(2 � 2) CeO2�x(111).
Upon reaching convergence, the so-called excess electrons deloca-
lized completely over three Ce ions leading to a local magnetic
moment of B0.3 mB per ion. Similarly, delocalization occurred
upon optimizing atomic positions in the Au atop Osurf structure
(see below). To double-check this behavior, we repeated the
calculations using HSE with 10% FX starting from properly
converged HSE (25% FX) orbitals having the excess electrons
correctly localized. HSE (10% FX) also predicts delocalized
defect-related electrons resulting in a distribution of magnetic
moments over Ce ions like in TPSSh results. Hence, TPSSh does
not properly describe O-defect related electrons in CeO2�x(111)
surfaces. Single-point calculations employing TPSSh with 20% FX
restore the proper localization of electrons and spins.

C. Surface models

The surface models were built by cutting the bulk cell using
optimized lattice parameters corresponding to respective func-
tionals along the [111] plane. Lattice constants and bulk moduli
of CeO2 for the various DFT approaches were obtained by
fitting single point total energies for different cell volumes to
Murnaghan’s equation of state69 (seven points within �3%
centred around the equilibrium lattice constant). These results
are presented in the ESI.† Slab models use nine atomic layers
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(i.e. three trilayers), resulting in a composition of Ce12O24 and
Ce48O96 for p(2 � 2) and p(4 � 4) cells, respectively. We use
asymmetric slab models, i.e. atomic positions in the lowest
CeO2 trilayer were fixed. The Brillouin zone was sampled with a
G-centered 2 � 2 � 1 Monkhorst–Pack70 mesh for the p(2 � 2)
cell, while the G point was used to sample the Brillouin
zone of the p(4 � 4) cell. Test calculations showed that the
applied vacuum layer of 10 Å suffices to avoid interactions
between replicated images. Dipole and quadrupole interactions
between consecutive surfaces are negligibly small as tested by
applying the method after Makov and Payne.71 Note that the
electron transfer reactions studied in the present work refer
to ‘‘local’’ electron transfer between different sites in the slab
models used. Thus, slabs used in the present work maintain
electro-neutrality.

3. Results and discussion
A. Comparison of LDA+U, PBE+U, and HSE for p(2 � 2) cells

Prior to Au adsorption, the most stable structure for CeO2�x(111)
with a subsurface O defect using the p(2 � 2) cell is characterized
by one Ce3+ located in the surface cation layer, whereas the second
one is located in the subsurface cation layer.72 Au adsorption
energies and relative stabilities obtained using LDA+U, PBE+U,
and HSE for adsorption atop Ce3+ (Fig. 1a), Osub (Fig. 1b) and
Osurf (Fig. 1c), as well as at the oxygen–oxygen bridge site (Fig. 1d),
are compiled in Table 1. Additionally, adsorption of a Au atom at
(i) the hollow site on top of the subsurface vacancy (referred to as
atop Vsub throughout the present work) and (ii) the Ce4+ ion was
also studied. Importantly, the difference between Ce3+ atop and
Ce4+ atop structures is in the origin of the transferred electron,
which stems from the subsurface and surface cation layer,
respectively. The more stable Ce3+ atop structure was mentioned
in a note added in proof of ref. 48. Furthermore, the Osurf atop
structure discussed in the present work involves a slightly larger
tilting of the Au–O bond with respect to the surface normal
(ca. 20.21; see Fig. 1e).

LDA+U, PBE+U and HSE predict the Osub atop position to be
the most stable adsorption site, while relative stabilities for the
remaining adsorption sites depend on the employed density
functional approximation (DFA). In terms of stability, Osub

atop is followed by Au in atop position of Vsub using LDA+U,
while PBE+U and HSE predict Vsub atop to be least stable.
Relative energies for Au atop Ce3+, Ce4+, and Osurf are almost
identical using LDA+U. No minimum could be found for Au
at the O–O bridge site using the LDA+U approach. Several
attempts to locate the corresponding minimum energy struc-
ture led on to an Au atom adsorbed atop Vsub at the end of the
optimization.

PBE+U predicts that Au atop Osurf is more stable by 0.14 eV
compared to Au atop Ce3+ (see Table 1). In contrast, HSE pre-
dicts that Au atop Ce3+ is more stable by 0.09 eV compared to
Au atop Osurf. As discussed above, adsorption of Au atop Ce3+

and atop Ce4+ involves electron transfer from the subsurface and
surface cation layer, respectively. Oxidation of the subsurface

Ce3+ ion to Ce4+ (and concomitant reduction of Au0 to Au�) is
energetically more favourable by 0.03 eV (0.06 eV) compared to
oxidation of the surface Ce3+ ion using PBE+U (HSE). In other
words, Au� adsorbed in atop position of Ce3+ is more stable
than atop Ce4+ using a p(2 � 2) cell corresponding to an
O-defect concentration of a 1

4 ML (� 1.984 nm�2). Using PBE+U,
a third solution involving partial electron transfer, i.e. Aud�

associated with two partially reduced Ce ions, is 0.01 eV less
stable than Au� atop Ce3+.

To check for the driving force on the oxidation of Ce3+ in
surface and subsurface positions excluding relaxation effects
induced by the formation of an oxygen vacancy, we put a

Fig. 1 Adsorption sites of a single Au atom on reduced CeO2(111) con-
taining a subsurface O vacancy [p(2 � 2) unit cell; atop a Ce3+ (a); atop a
subsurface O, see ref. 73 (b); atop a surface O (c); O–O bridge site (d)].
(e) Shows the tilting of the Au–O bond in structure (c).

Table 1 Adsorption energy (eV) of a single Au atom on reduced CeO2(111)
containing a subsurface O vacancy [p(2 � 2) unit cell]. Relative energies are
given in parentheses

Adsorption site LDA+U PBE+U HSE

Osub atop �1.85 (0) �0.95 (0) �0.95 (0)
Ce3+ atop �1.30 (+0.55) �0.64 (+0.30) �0.64 (+0.31)
Ce4+ atop �1.29 (+0.56) �0.61 (+0.34) �0.58 (+0.38)
Osurf atop �1.28 (+0.57) �0.78 (+0.16) �0.55 (+0.40)
O–O bridge a (—a) �0.69 (+0.25) �0.24 (+0.71)
Vsub atop �1.63 (+0.22) �0.55 (+0.40) +0.09 (+1.05)

a Not stable; Au converges into the Vsub atop position (see text).
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Na adatom in a larger p(4 � 4) pristine CeO2(111) unit cell.
After optimization, a Na+ ion and a Ce3+ ion are formed. We
succeeded in creating a structure with a Na+–Ce3+ distance of
more than 6 Å. Thus, we believe the Ce3+ site to be unaffected
from the Na dopant. The Ce3+ ion in the second cation layer
(i.e. Ce3+ in subsurface position) is less stable than the Ce3+ in
the surface layer (see Section S6 in the ESI†). These calculations
use LDA+U, PBE+U, and HSE and consistently confirm this
trend. The energy difference is, depending on the approach,
0.10 to 0.38 eV. Analysing the corresponding PDOS, this is
consistent with a 4f1 orbital energy corresponding to the sub-
surface Ce3+ that is 0.40 (0.10) eV higher than the 4f1 energy of
the surface Ce3+ measured relative to the O 2p valence band
edge using HSE (PBE+U).

Table 2 presents relevant bond distances and tilting angles
of the aforementioned adsorption structures. LDA+U predicts
bond distances to be approximately 0.1 Å shorter compared to
PBE+U and HSE results. For Au adsorbed on top of oxygen, a
tilting of the Au atom towards the Vsub atop site was found.
In contrast, Au is tilted towards the surface Ce3+ cation using
PBE+U and HSE. Hence, this structure may also be considered
as a Au atom adsorbed at the O–Ce bridge site. Bond distances
obtained with HSE compare well with PBE+U results, except for
the O–O bridge adsorption structure featuring a Au–O distance
which is 0.6 Å longer than the corresponding PBE+U result. This
is plausible, because the hybrid functional does not predict
charge or electron transfer from Au to the surface (see Table 3),
whereas PBE+U favours formation of Au+, which attractively
interacts with the two oxygen anions reinforcing the bond.

Table 3 summarizes oxidation states of the Au adatom
depending on the adsorption site for various DFA approxima-
tions. Au in atop position of Ce3+ always adopts oxidation state
(OS) �1. Thus, an electron was transferred from the surface to
the Au adatom independent of the DFA. We reiterate that the
electron transfer may follow two routes. Either the 4f electron of
the Ce3+ directly underneath the Au adatom or alternatively the
electron of the Ce3+ in subsurface position may be transferred into
the Au 6s orbital. In contrast, Au remains electro-neutral or adopts
oxidation state +1 at the various O sites. We emphasize that PBE+U
and HSE disagree on the OS for Au at the O–O bridge site.

B. Electronic structure details of p(2 � 2) cells

Fig. 2 compares the orbitally projected densities of states (PDOS)
calculated using LDA+U, PBE+U, and HSE for Au adsorbed in
atop position of Osurf and Ce3+ sites. These two sites were chosen
because their relative stabilities depend on the DFA employed.

HSE (see Fig. 2c) predicts a larger gap between occupied
O 2p and unoccupied Ce 4f states. Regarding the adsorption at
Osurf, the occupied Au 6s state is ca. 1 eV lower in energy than
the highest occupied 4f orbital being a Ce3+-related defect state.
Projecting layer-by-layer, one realizes that the highest occupied
4f orbital corresponds to the subsurface Ce3+ ion (see also
Section 3A). The second Ce3+-related 4f state is close in energy
compared with Au 6s and splits into two peaks most likely due to
a crystal-field effect induced by the Au atom. LDA+U and PBE+U
predict subsurface Ce 4f and Au 6s to be de facto energetically
degenerate. The energy gap between surface and subsurface Ce3+

4f1 states is larger compared to the p(4� 4) cell with a Na adatom
(see Section 3A). LDA+U, PBE+U, as well as HSE predict the
4f1 orbital in subsurface position to be 0.5–0.6 eV higher in
energy than the 4f1 stemming from a surface Ce3+.

The PDOS for Au atop Ce3+ indicates the formation of a Au�

anion with a symmetric up and down spin component of the Au
6s orbital. The integrals of the spin-resolved peaks are equal,
indicating occupation of one electron per spin channel, i.e. for-
mation of Au� with a doubly occupied 6s2 orbital. Using HSE,
the PDOS of Au 6s (spin down) is hidden by the PDOS of the 4f
orbital corresponding to the surface Ce3+, which may indicate
that the two atoms interact. This appears plausible, because the
atoms are spatially close to each other enabling overlap between
the 6s and 4f orbitals, and these orbitals are also close in energy.
The Au 5d orbitals are substantially higher in energy than the
O 2p band. This contrasts with the PDOS of Au atop Osurf featuring
Au 5d states within the O 2p valence band.

The characteristics of the PDOS (lhs and rhs of Fig. 2c) are
qualitatively reflected in relative stabilities shown in Table 1.
Considering Au atop Osurf, essentially two effects may contri-
bute when the Au adatom is transferred to Ce3+: (i) energy gain
upon transfer of the highest occupied 4f1 electron (subsurface
Ce3+) into Au 6s and (ii) destabilizing upshift of Au 5d10, 6s2,
and Ce 4f1 orbitals w.r.t. the valence band edge. Effect (i) solely

Table 2 Bond distances (Å) of a single Au atom on reduced CeO2(111)
containing a subsurface O vacancy [p(2 � 2) unit cell]. Au–O tilting angles
w.r.t. the surface normal are given in parentheses. For bidentate (O–O
bridge) and tridentate (Osub atop, Vsub atop) Au, average values are reported
(see text)

Adsorption site LDA+U PBE+U HSE

Osub atop 2.997 (O) 3.144 (O) 3.140 (O)
3.111 (Ce) 3.249 (Ce) 3.244 (Ce)

Ce3+ atop 2.793 2.882 2.894
Ce4+ atop 2.717 2.809 2.805
Osurf atop 2.118 (10.5) 2.209 (23.2) 2.212 (20.2)
O–O bridge —a 2.196 (O) 2.790 (O)

2.874 (Ce) 3.193 (Ce)
Vsub atop 2.222 (O) 2.301 (O) 2.322 (O)

2.938 (Ce) 3.089 (Ce) 3.103 (Ce)

a Not stable; Au converges into the Vsub atop position (see text).

Table 3 Oxidation state (OS) of Au and the Ce3+ configuration within the
cell for various adsorption structures in the p(2 � 2) cell of CeO2(111)
containing a subsurface O vacancy

Adsorption site

LDA+U PBE+U HSE

OS(Au) Ce3+ OS(Au) Ce3+ OS(Au) Ce3+

Osub atop �1 21
a �1 21 �1 21

Ce3+ atop �1 21 �1 21 �1 21

Ce4+ atop �1 22 �1 22 �1 22

Osurf atop 0 21–22 0 21–22 0 21–22

O–O bridge b b +1 11–21–22 0 21–22

Vsub atop +1 11–21–22 +1 11–22–22 +1 11–21–22

a The notation nm refers to the nth coordination shell of Ce ions around
the vacancy and the mth Ce-ion layer in the slab and applies to each
Ce3+ in the cell.74 b Not stable; Au converges into the Vsub atop position
(see text).
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based on orbital energy differences suggests an energy gain
of ca. 0.8 eV. This amount of energy certainly overestimates
the energy difference between Au atop Ce3+ and Au atop Osurf

structures. As shown in Table 1, HSE predicts 0.09 eV, a value
almost one order of magnitude smaller. A large contribution to
this decrease in relative stability is due to effect (ii). Fig. 2b (lhs)
shows that Au 6s1 and Ce 4f1 orbital energies coincide using
PBE+U, implying negligible stabilization by (i). Therefore, effect
(ii) dominates and consequently Au atop Ce3+ is less stable than
Au atop Osurf. In contrast, these two adsorption sites are de facto
degenerate in energy using LDA+U although a very similar PDOS
is obtained (see Fig. 2a). This points out the limits of interpreting
DFT orbital energies as so-called quasi-particle energies represent-
ing particle excitations.75

C. Effects upon varying Ueff

Upon increasing UCe-4f in PBE+U calculations, the occupied
4f states are, as expected, shifted towards lower energies (see
Fig. 3). For Au adsorbed in atop position of Osurf, the effect is
readily seen. The energy offset of the 4f orbital related to sub-
surface Ce3+ relative to the Au 6s state is strongly influenced.
This 4f level is higher in energy for UCe-4f = 4 eV, is energetically
degenerate for UCe-4f = 4.5 eV, and is lower in energy than the
Au 6s orbital for UCe-4f = 5 eV.

To analyse the influence of the UCe-4f parameter on adsorption
energies, we varied UCe-4f within a range of 3.5 and 5 eV in steps of
0.5 eV. The relative stability of the Osurf site compared to the Ce3+

site behaves proportional to the UCe-4f parameter. The Ce3+ site is
more stable by 0.09 eV than Au atop Osurf using UCe-4f = 3.5 eV,
while it is 0.21 eV higher in energy for UCe-4f = 5 eV.

The interaction between Au and Ce was also studied by
applying respective U parameters to Au 6s (UAu-6s) and 5d (UAu-5d)
states. We varied UAu-6s between 0.5 and 3 eV in steps of 0.5 eV,
while keeping UCe-4f constant at 4.5 eV. Increasing UAu-6s results
in rather uniformly increasing total energies for both adsorp-
tion sites. Therefore, relative stabilities remained invariant with
UAu-6s (see Fig. 4). Additional calculations with a UAu-6s of 4,
5 and 6 eV confirmed that this holds true for even larger values
of UAu-6s.

The oxidation state of Au in atop position of Ce3+ depends
on UAu-6s. Complete charge transfer, creating a Au� anion, is
energetically favoured for UAu-6s values up to 1.5 eV, partial
charge transfer from the surface leading to Aud� is more
favourable for UAu-6s Z 2.0 eV. The energy difference between
these two charge states may be as large as 0.27 eV (partially
charged Au more stable). The Au–Ce bond distance is ca. 0.1 to
0.2 Å larger in case of partial charge transfer compared with
Au� atop Ce3+.

For Au atop Osurf, the Au adatom remains electro-neutral in
the ground state. However, for some of the applied UAu-6s values
an additional solution involving partially oxidized Aud+ was also
found. Independent of UAu-6s, the partially positively charged
Au adsorbed at the surface is B0.13 eV less stable compared
with Au0. Regarding Au0 atop O, the Au–O bond is tilted by
ca. 201 relative to the surface normal, while Aud+ sits in perfect
atop position (i.e., no tilting).

The UAu-5d value was varied between 1 and 7 eV in steps of
1 eV, keeping UCe-4f constant at 4.5 eV. Increasing UAu-5d leads
to a nonlinear increase of the total energy. However, the energy
increase behaves in a site-specific manner, i.e. the energy of

Fig. 2 Orbitally projected densities of states (PDOS) for Au adsorbed atop Osurf (left) and atop Ce3+ (right) using LDA+U (a), PBE+U (b) and HSE (c). Upper
and lower half of each panel shows the up- and down-spin PDOS, respectively, aligned to the O 2p valence band maximum (VBM). The dashed line
indicates the highest occupied energy level.
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Au atop Osurf approaches the energy of Au atop Ce3+ upon
increasing the UAu-5d (see Fig. 4). Thus, at large UAu-5d values,
both adsorption sites are de facto equally favourable, with a
difference in relative energies of only 0.03 eV using a UAu-5d = 5 eV.

The oxidation state of Au in atop position of Ce3+ depends on
the UAu-5d value. Conventional PBE+UCe-4f(4.5) or utilization of
an additional (small) UAu-5d value of 1 eV results in a complete

electron transfer creating a Au� anion, while electron delocaliza-
tion or partial charge transfer involving a Aud� is energetically
preferred for UAu-5d Z 2 eV. Upon increasing UAu-5d, the energy
difference between complete and partial charge transfer increases
up to a maximum value of 0.2 eV for UAu-5d = 6 eV. For UAu-5d = 7 eV,
only partial charge transfer was found. For Au atop O, both Au0

and Aud+ solutions exist, but similar to the scenario described for
UAu-6s, the electro-neutral Au0 is more stable for all of the UAu-5d

values tested in the present work.
Based on the above mentioned findings, an interaction between

Au 6s and 5d orbitals is obvious. This is due to relativistic effects
and has been amply discussed by Pyykkö.49 Moreover, from a
methodological point of view, a consistent treatment of Au 6s and
5d orbitals appears mandatory. This requirement is naturally met
by hybrid functionals, but appears to be difficult to fulfil within the
DFT+U approach.

D. Performance of other hybrid functionals for p(2 � 2) cells

HSE, PBE0, and B3LYP predict the same qualitative picture in
terms of electronic structure (PDOS). The PDOS obtained using
HSE (see Fig. 5) is representative for corresponding results
obtained with PBE0 or B3LYP (see ESI†). Increasing the amount
of FX in HSE to 50% shifts the occupied Ce 4f1 orbitals (of both,
surface and subsurface Ce3+) substantially below the Au 6s state.
Analogous results are obtained for PBE0 (50% FX) and BHLYP.

In terms of electron localization, TPSSh results differ from
those obtained using HSE, PBE0, or B3LYP. For Au adsorbed on
Ce3+, TPSSh predicts partial delocalization of the 4f electron
into subsurface Ce 4f orbitals. Consequently, the former surface

Fig. 3 PDOS of Au adsorbed atop Osurf (left) and atop Ce3+ (right) on the reduced CeO2(111) surface using PBE+U with UCe-4f = 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, and 5.0 eV,
aligned to the O 2p valence band maximum (VBM). The dashed line indicates the highest occupied energy level.

Fig. 4 Energy difference between Au atop Ce3+ and Au atop Osurf in the
p(2 � 2) cell of CeO2(111) with one subsurface O vacancy as a function of
UAu-6s (gold) and UAu-5d (violet).
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Ce3+ ion carries a smaller local magnetic moment of 0.76 mB

compared to 0.96 mB (see Section 2B). Similar delocalization of
4f electrons occurs in Osurf and Osub atop structures. It appears
that 10% of FX admixed in TPSSh is not sufficient to localize
Ce 4f electrons. A test using HSE with 10% FX also leads to
delocalization of these 4f electrons.

Relative energies and adsorption energies (see Tables 4 and 5)
critically depend on the functional. HSE, PBE0, and TPSSh using
the ‘‘as defined’’ amount of FX predict the Osub atop position to
be the most stable adsorption site for a single Au atom. However,
B3LYP slightly favours the atop position of Ce3+. Depending on
the employed functional, the Osurf atop site is less stable than the
Ce3+ atop site by 0.08 to 0.38 eV.

Increasing the amount of FX to 50% using HSE, PBE0 and
B3LYP (= BHLYP) changes the relative stability in favour of the
Osurf site. It is more stable by 0.42 to 0.59 eV relative to the Ce3+

atop site (see Tables 4 and 5). Thus, in analogy to PBE+U results
discussed in Section 3C, we infer a correlation between relative
stabilities of electron donor (Ce 4f) and acceptor (Au 6s) levels

and the atop Ce3+ and atop Osurf sites. While adsorbing Au atop
Ce3+ involves electron transfer or equivalently reduction of Au,
adsorption in atop position of Osurf does not. In the latter case,
the 4f orbitals remain partially occupied and hence contribute to
the relative stability. Conversely, the energy difference between
Au atop Ce3+ and Au atop Osub is largely unaffected by the
amount of FX because in both structures a Au� anion is formed
leading to a consistent cancellation of energy contributions.

Validity of the alignment of Ce 4f and Au 6s orbitals relative
to the O 2p valence band maximum was tested using non-
selfconsistent as well as partially selfconsistent GW calcula-
tions (see Fig. S3 in the ESI†). These rather computationally
expensive calculations have been accomplished for Au in atop
position of Ce3+ using the p(2� 2) unit cell. According to results
discussed in ref. 76, HSE orbitals and orbital energies have
been used as an input. While HSE predicts virtually degenerate
Ce 4f1 and Au 6s2 orbitals, GW results indicate a pronounced
stabilization of the Au 6s2 orbitals. Also, the Au 5d10 orbitals,
which are rather high in energy referenced to the O 2p valence

Fig. 5 PDOS of Au adsorbed atop Osurf (left) and atop Ce3+ (right) on the reduced CeO2(111) surface, using HSE with 25% (top) and 50% (bottom) FX,
aligned to the O 2p valence band maximum (VBM). The dashed line indicates the highest occupied energy level.

Table 4 Relative energies in eV for various adsorption sites in the p(2 � 2)
cell of CeO2(111) with one subsurface O vacancy

DFA aFX Osurf atop Ce3+ atop Osub atop

HSE 0.25 +0.40 +0.31 0.00
0.50 0.00 +0.42 +0.13

B3LYP 0.20 +0.08 0.00 +0.07
BHLYP 0.50 0.00 +0.59 +0.62
PBE0 0.25 +0.38 +0.29 0.00

0.50 0.00 +0.45 +0.19
TPSSh 0.10 +0.74 +0.36 0.00

Table 5 Adsorption energies in eV for various adsorption sites in the p(2� 2)
cell of CeO2(111) with one subsurface O vacancy

DFA aFX Osurf atop Ce3+ atop Osub atop

HSE 0.25 �0.55 �0.64 �0.95
0.50 �0.42 +0.01 �0.29

B3LYP 0.20 �0.44 �0.52 �0.45
BHLYP 0.50 �0.22 +0.37 +0.41
PBE0 0.25 �0.52 �0.62 �0.91

0.50 �0.32 +0.13 �0.13
TPSSh 0.10 �0.57 �0.95 �1.31
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band edge, move back into the valence band employing non-
selfconsistent and selfconsistent GW and are thus stabilized.
The GW results, as the supposedly more accurate reference,
suggest that electron transfer from Ce3+ (4f1) to Au0 (6s1) is even
more favourable than predicted by HSE. In consequence, the
Au atop Ce3+ structure is expected to be further stabilized relative
to Au atop Osurf utilizing more accurate methods.

E. Significance of the defect concentration

Table 6 shows PBE+U and HSE adsorption energies of a single
Au atom and the vertical Au2 dimer on the pristine CeO2(111)
surface using both p(2 � 2) and p(4 � 4) unit cells. Independent
of cell size, the Au2 dimer is the most stable adsorption structure
regardless of the DFA. Employing PBE+U, the O–O bridge site
is the most stable adsorption site involving a single Au atom in
oxidation state (OS) +1, which agrees with results reported in
ref. 45. When Au adsorbs in atop position of a surface oxygen
atom, it accommodates the oxidation state +1 and the structure
is 0.13 eV less stable compared with the O–O bridge site. Note
that relative stabilities do not change significantly using the
p(4� 4) cell, however, the adsorption proceeds substantially more
exothermically, which is due to the lower Ce3+ concentration (less
strain). Although technical convergence for the structure optimi-
zation was reached, the other adsorption structures, i.e. Osub atop,
O–Ce bridge, and Ce4+ atop, were identified as saddle points on
the PBE+U potential energy surface using the p(2 � 2) cell. The
O–Ce bridge site using a p(4� 4) cell, however, is a local minimum
as confirmed by normal mode analysis.

For the structures found using PBE+U, analogous HSE calcu-
lations have been accomplished. Using the p(2 � 2) cell, Au0 at
the O–Ce bridge site is the most stable adsorption structure. It is
0.05 eV more stable than Au0 atop Osurf. These two adsorption
sites are structurally similar. The main difference is a larger
tilting angle of the Au–O bond for Au in O–Ce bridge position,
while Au–O bond distances hardly deviate. A Au+ in atop position
of Osurf was not considered in the present work, but as reported
in ref. 43, it is about 0.15 eV higher in energy. For the adsorption

of Au at the O–O bridge site, we found both solutions involving
Au0 and Au+, the latter being 0.11 eV more stable. Au+ in O–O
bridge position is 0.10 eV less stable than Au0 in O–Ce bridge
position. These relative stabilities agree with the results reported
by Branda et al. using GGA+U with UCe-4f = 3 eV and a lattice
constant of 5.40 Å (i.e., close to the experimental value).43 In the
p(4 � 4) cell, Au0 at the O–Ce bridge site, Au0 atop Osurf and
Au+ in O–O bridge position are de facto degenerate in energy.

In contrast to HSE, PBE+U adsorption energies are more
exothermic and the PBE+U method favours Au+ over Au0. This
can be readily explained by the position of Ce 4f orbitals in the
gap, which is affected by UCe-4f (see Section 3C).77,78 The lower the
energy of the Ce 4f orbitals, the more favourable their occupation.
In addition, Ce3+ formation – as occurring upon oxidation of Au0

to Au+ – induces strain in the surface due to the larger ionic
radius of Ce3+ compared with Ce4+. This elastic contribution to
the total energy depends on two factors: (i) the description by
the DFA approximation of elastic properties such as the bulk
modulus of the material and (ii) the size of the surface unit cell.
The smaller the cell, the higher the Ce3+ concentration, which
in turn relates to more pronounced and hence more stabilizing
relaxation effects upon oxidizing Ce3+.

Fig. 6 shows the p(4 � 4) unit cell of CeO2(111) with one
subsurface oxygen vacancy prior to Au adsorption. The sub-
surface O defect Vsub is displayed by a dashed circle and the
Ce3+ ions are shown in dark blue. Both Ce3+ are also marked
with 1 and 2. This, relative to the vacant site, symmetric Ce3+

configuration having both Ce3+ ions in the second cationic
coordination shell with respect to Vsub, is the most stable Ce3+

configuration.48 Adsorption sites marked by a (site near Ce3+

and Vsub), b (near Vsub), and c (far from Ce3+ and Vsub) indicate
surface oxygen atoms, while d indicates the position of a sub-
surface O (Osub) atom near Vsub. The d site corresponds to the
very stable Osub atop site in the p(2 � 2) unit cell.

Adsorption energies and oxidation states for the p(2� 2) and
p(4 � 4) cells obtained with PBE+U and HSE are summarized
in Table 7. We reproduced the finding reported in ref. 45,

Table 6 Adsorption energies (eV per atom) for one Au atom and the
vertical Au2 dimer on the pristine CeO2(111) surface

DFA Site OS(Au) p(2 � 2) OS(Au) p(4 � 4)

PBE+U O–O bridge +1 �1.20 +1 �1.35
Osurf atop +1 �1.07 +1 �1.24
Osub atop +1 �1.05a +1 �1.11a

0 �0.61b — —
O–Ce bridgec 0 �0.79a +1 �1.01
Ce4+ atop 0 �0.40b 0 �0.58b

Au2 atop Osurf 0 �1.83 0 �1.85

HSE Osurf atop 0 �0.48 0 �0.52
O–Ce bridgec 0 �0.52 0 �0.53
O–O bridge +1 �0.43 +1 �0.53

0 �0.31 0 �0.30

Au2 atop Osurf 0 �1.58 0 �1.63

a One imaginary frequency. b Two imaginary frequencies. c Tilting
angle of the Au–O bond w.r.t. surface normal B271.

Fig. 6 Adsorption sites of a single Au atom on reduced CeO2(111) con-
taining one subsurface O vacancy in the p(4 � 4) surface unit cell. The two
Ce3+ ions in the structure prior to Au adsorption (i.e. the ground state, see
ref. 48) are marked by 1 and 2. The site marked by 3 indicates the electron
accepting Ce4+, when Au adsorbs at the site bridging Osurf a and b (PBE+U,
see text). Osurf close to Vsub and a Ce3+ ion is marked by a, Osurf close to
Vsub is marked by b, Osurf far from Vsub (and Ce3+) is marked by c. The Osub

site close to Ce3+, as discussed in ref. 73, is marked by d.
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hence Vsurf acts as an effective trap for Au atoms on the reduced
CeO2(111) surface. In atop position of Vsurf, Au is always negatively
charged, i.e. one electron from a Ce3+ ion is transferred into the
Au 6s orbital. For the p(2 � 2) cell, HSE predicts slightly more
exothermic binding compared to PBE+U. Adsorption at surface
oxygen vacancies on the p(4 � 4) cell is less exothermic, which is
explained by (i) the smaller relaxation contribution due to the lower
Ce3+ concentration (less strain), and (ii) because the electron is
transferred from a surface Ce3+ ion instead of a subsurface Ce3+ ion
(see Section 3C). Note that the 21–22 configuration in the p(2 � 2)
cell for the surface defect was not considered in ref. 72. Indepen-
dent of the approach, it is 0.07 eV more stable than 11–21, and it has
been taken as a reference for Au adsorption in the present work.

Adding a second Au atom, thus building an upright Au2

dimer at the surface vacancy, is thermodynamically less favour-
able than the corresponding process on pristine CeO2(111). This is
explained by the occupation of an antibonding orbital of the

Au–Au bond upon electron transfer from Ce3+. On the p(4� 4) cell,
electron transfer is less favourable, and PBE+U predicts a recon-
struction of this structure to (electro-neutral) Au2 atop Osurf, i.e. an
O atom in subsurface position fills Vsurf (thereby creating Vsub).

Results critically depend on the cell size upon adsorbing Au
in atop position of Osub (d in Fig. 6). For the p(2� 2) cell, PBE+U
predicts an adsorption energy of �0.95 eV involving electron
transfer from Ce3+ to Au0, while using the p(4 � 4) cell yields a
significantly lower adsorption energy (�0.74 eV) involving no
electron transfer. For the small cell, PBE+U agrees with HSE,
but for the p(4 � 4) cell the HSE structure for Au atop d turned
out to be unstable. Multiple attempts to converge the HSE energy
as well as the atomic forces failed. This suggests that the Osub

atop site is only relevant at high defect concentrations.
Adsorption of Au atop a Ce3+ ion (1 or 2 in Fig. 6) in the p(4 � 4)

cell using PBE+U leads to two different solutions depending on
the extent of charge transfer. Upon complete transfer of the Ce 4f
electron to the Au, i.e. upon creation of Au�, reconstruction of the
surface occurs. One of the nearest neighbour surface O atoms relaxes
into the Vsub position, thereby creating Vsurf, which is filled by Au�.
The driving force for this reconstruction is the very exothermic
adsorption energy (�2.10 eV). Upon partial electron transfer, how-
ever, Au stays on top of the Ce ion. Using HSE, partial electron
transfer could not be stabilized and hence only the solution involv-
ing reconstruction from Au� atop Ce3+ to Au� atop Vsurf was found.

Based on HSE results for the p(4� 4) unit cell, Au adsorption
at the Osurf c site is 0.10 eV less stable compared with the Osurf

b site, suggesting that adsorption near the vacancy is thermo-
dynamically more favourable. In contrast, PBE+U adsorption
energies are more exothermic for Osurf sites far from the vacancy.
A similar trend is found comparing adsorption energies for clean
and oxygen-defective ceria. Disregarding Au atop Vsurf, PBE+U
adsorption energies are in general more exothermic for the clean
CeO2(111) surface than for the reduced one. In contrast, HSE
results for the p(4 � 4) cell suggest a slightly more exothermic
adsorption of Au atoms on the reduced surface.

F. Comparison with other oxides

Adsorption energies of single Au atoms on defect-free metal oxide
surfaces and at surface oxygen vacancies are reported in Table 8.

Table 7 Adsorption energies (eV per atom) for one Au atom and the
vertical Au2 dimer on the reduced CeO2�x(111) surface

DFA Site OS(Au) p(2 � 2) Site OS(Au) p(4 � 4)

PBE+U O–O bridge +1 �0.69 O–O bridge +1 �1.15
Osurf atop 0 �0.78a,b Osurf atop a 0 �0.86

Osurf atop c +1 �0.95
Osub atop �1 �0.95 Osub atop d 0 �0.76
Ce3+ atop �1 �0.64 Ce3+ atop 1 d� �0.57c,d

Ce4+ atop �1 �0.61
Vsurf atop �1 �2.44 Vsurf atop �1 �2.10
Au2 atop Vsurf �1e �1.70 Au2 atop Vsurf �1e �1.56f

HSE Osurf atop 0 �0.55a,b Osurf atop a 0 �0.56
Osurf atop b 0 �0.60
Osurf atop c 0 �0.50

Osub atop �1 �0.95 Osub atop d — —g

Ce3+ atop �1 �0.64 Ce3+ atop 1 — —c,d

Vsurf atop �1 �2.47 Vsurf atop �1 �2.16
Au2 atop Vsurf �1e �1.64

a One imaginary frequency. b Tilting angle of the Au–O bond w.r.t.
surface normal ca. 201 (see Table 2). c Upon complete electron transfer
[OS(Au) =�1], reconstruction to Au� atop a surface oxygen vacancy occurs.
d Site 1 is symmetry equivalent to site 2. e Oxidation state of the entire Au2

dimer (Au2
�). f Without electron transfer, Osub fills Vsurf and Au2 binds at

the newly formed Osurf. This structure is 0.72 eV lower in energy than Au2
�

atop Vsurf.
g No convergence reached upon several restarts.

Table 8 Au adsorption energies, DEads, in eV and oxidation state of Au, OS(Au), for various supports

Support Approach

Defect-free surface Surface O vacancy

Ref.Site OS(Au) DEads DEads

CeO2(111) PBE+U(4.5) O–O bridge +1 �1.20 �2.44 This work
HSE O–Ce bridge 0 �0.52 �2.49

Rutile TiO2(110) PW91 O–Ti bridge d+ �0.68 �2.33 84
PBE+U(4.2) O–Ti bridge d+ �0.58 �1.54 85

Anatase TiO2(101) PBE+U(3.0) Ti atopa 0 �0.61 �3.07 79
ZrO2(101) PBE+U(4.0) O–Zr bridge 0 �1.20 �4.22 79
V2O3(0001) PW91+U(2.5) O–O bridge d+ �1.81 �2.04 86
SiO2 bilayer PW91 Hollowb 0 �0.03 �1.18c 81 and 87
SiO2/Mo(112) PW91 Hollowb 0 �0.09 �1.80d 81 and 87
a-Al2O3(0001) PW91 O atop 0 �0.81 88

a Fig. 5 in ref. 79 indicates a slight tilting of the Au–Ti bond towards an O atom. b Au adsorbs above the centre of the hexagonal rings. c Au atom
remains electro-neutral. d Instead of adsorption at the surface O vacancy, Au may also adsorb at the SiO2–Mo interface (�2.87 eV).
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As discussed in the previous section, adsorption energies depend
on the approach and on the model (e.g., cell size), nonetheless
the strong binding of Au to surface oxygen vacancies is obvious.
Adsorption at surface O vacancies is accompanied by electron
transfer from the support to the adatom except for the SiO2

bilayer. Similarly, adsorption near subsurface vacancies on
anatase TiO2(101) (�1.61 eV) and ZrO2(101) (�2.43 eV) is more
exothermic compared to respective defect-free surfaces.79 Most
stable structures are Au� atop Ti4+ and Zr4+, respectively. Other
electron-rich defects such as Li80 or Ti81 dopants in SiO2/Mo(112)
films or additional Ti atoms in rutile TiO2(110) surfaces82 also
lead to a more exothermic Au adsorption compared to defect-
free surfaces.

This work focuses on O vacancies as a source for electrons in
the surface, and we refer the interested reader to the large body
of work examining metal supported oxide films, where changes
in the work function due to the nature of the metal oxide adlayer
are crucial for the electron transfer (see ref. 83 and references
therein).

4. Conclusions

PBE+U using U = 4.5 eV applied to Ce 4f predicts Au atoms on
the pristine CeO2(111) surface to preferentially accommodate
oxidation state +1, while HSE predicts the oxidation states 0
and +1 to be close in energy. The clear preference of PBE+U con-
flicts with recent experiments, whereas HSE results are recon-
cilable with observation.46 Overall, HSE adsorption energies for
the pristine surface are significantly less exothermic than corres-
ponding PBE+U values.

Regardless of the method employed, surface oxygen vacancies
serve as deep traps for single Au atoms. Moreover, we find that
the dimerization reaction proceeds less exothermically than the
adsorption of a single Au atom at the surface oxygen vacancy.

For the p(2 � 2) surface unit cell of reduced CeO2(111), we
confirm that Au adsorbed atop of subsurface oxygen in nearest-
neighbour position to the surface Ce3+ ion represents the most
stable adsorption structure.73 A qualitatively different picture is
obtained for the p(4 � 4) surface unit cell corresponding to a
lower and (with regard to experiment) more realistic defect
concentration. In this case, the aforementioned structure is not
stable. Instead, PBE+U predicts the O–O bridge position to be
the most favourable site for Au adsorption, while HSE favours
Au atop surface O ions close to the vacancy. Both method as
well as O-defect concentration (i.e. size of unit cell) impact
stability of donor and acceptor orbitals, in turn affecting relative
stabilities of adsorption sites. The DFT+U approach is a compu-
tationally efficient and useful method; however, for systems
involving electron transfer careful checking of results is strongly
advised. Although (conventional) hybrid functionals do not
properly account for important electron correlation effects like
van der Waals dispersion interactions, electron transfer related
phenomena upon adsorption of Au atoms on CeO2�x(111)
surfaces appear to be accurately described employing B25%
of Fock exchange.
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ABSTRACT: We report electronic, vibrational, and magnetic properties, together
with their structural dependences, for the metal−organic framework Fe2(dobdc)
(dobdc4− = 2,5-dioxido-1,4-benzenedicarboxylate) and its derivatives,
Fe2(O)2(dobdc) and Fe2(OH)2(dobdc)species arising in the previously proposed
mechanism for the oxidation of ethane to ethanol using N2O as an oxidant. Magnetic
susceptibility measurements reported for Fe2(dobdc) in an earlier study and
reported in the current study for FeII0.26[Fe

III(OH)]1.74(dobdc)(DMF)0.15(THF)0.22,
which is more simply referred to as Fe2(OH)2(dobdc), were used to confirm the
computational results. Theory was also compared to experiment for infrared spectra
and powder X-ray diffraction structures. Structural and magnetic properties were
computed by using Kohn−Sham density functional theory both with periodic
boundary conditions and with cluster models. In addition, we studied the effects of
different treatments of the exchange interactions on the magnetic coupling parameters by comparing several approaches to the
exchange-correlation functional: generalized gradient approximation (GGA), GGA with empirical Coulomb and exchange
integrals for 3d electrons (GGA+U), nonseparable gradient approximation (NGA) with empirical Coulomb and exchange
integrals for 3d electrons (NGA+U), hybrid GGA, meta-GGA, and hybrid meta-GGA. We found the coupling between the metal
centers along a chain to be ferromagnetic in the case of Fe2(dobdc) and antiferromagnetic in the cases of Fe2(O)2(dobdc) and
Fe2(OH)2(dobdc). The shift in magnetic coupling behavior correlates with the changing electronic structure of the framework,
which derives from both structural and electronic changes that occur upon metal oxidation and addition of the charge-balancing
oxo and hydroxo ligands.

1. INTRODUCTION
The study of magnetic porous materials is interesting because
of the many possible lightweight crystalline magnets and their
potential applications.1 Porous materials have been used as
molecular magnetic sponges to absorb water2 and to improve
the sensitivity and efficiency of molecular sensors.3,4 Established
theories5 and trends6,7 regarding magnetism within metal-oxide
complexes can be used to predict magnetic behaviors of newly
discovered or even as-yet unsynthesized materials through the
use of quantum mechanical calculations.
One class of porous materials that has garnered considerable

attention in the field of magnetism is metal−organic frame-
works (MOFs), which consist of metal-containing nodes
connected by organic linkers. The tunability and structural
diversity of MOFs make them attractive materials for a variety
of potential applications. MOFs have been synthesized with

magnetically isolated nodes,8 magnetically coupled nodes,3,9

flexible pores,10 very large pore diameters,11 and combinations
of these features. The M2(dobdc) series, where M = Mg, Mn,
Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, or Cd, and dobdc4− = 2,5-dioxido-1,4-
benzenedicarboxylate, has been studied extensively for its gas
adsorption ability12,13 and magnetic properties.14 Recently, for
example, it was shown that Fe2(dobdc) can selectively adsorb
olefins over paraffins.15,16 Upon adsorption of olefins, the
magnetic ordering of the Fe(II) centers changes from
ferromagnetic coupling down the one-dimensional chains to
antiferromagnetic exchange, which was attributed to enhanced
superexchange upon olefin adsorption.16,17 Furthermore, there
is experimental and computational evidence that suggests that
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Fe2(dobdc) exhibits metastable magnetic behavior that is
sensitive to temperature, local coordination environment, and
the type of guest molecules present in the pores of the
MOF.16,18

Four derivatives of Fe2(dobdc), namely Fe2(OH)2(dobdc),
Fe 2(O)2(dobdc) , Fe0 . 1 (OH)0 . 1Mg1 . 9 (dobdc) , and
Fe0.1(O)0.1Mg1.9(dobdc), were shown to be involved (in the
case of the first named derivative) or postulated to be involved
(in the case of the other three) in studies of the catalytic
conversion of ethane to ethanol.19,20 The compound
Fe2(OH)2(dobdc) is a product of the reaction of ethane,
N2O, and Fe2(dobdc) , which proceeds through
Fe2(O)2(dobdc) as a theoretically calculated reactive inter-
mediate.19,20 In particular, the high-spin (S = 2) character of the
Fe(IV)−oxo species contained within this intermediate was
determined to be important for facilitating the ethane oxidation
reaction. In order to provide insight into the tunability of the
magnetic character of these MOFs, we study here the electronic
structure effects resulting from differing metal oxidation states
in synthesized Fe2(dobdc) and Fe2(OH)2(dobdc) compounds,
as well as the highly reactiveand, therefore, fleeting
intermediate Fe2(O)2(dobdc). The parent framework,
Fe2(dobdc), contains Fe(II) centers with a quintet ground
state, while Fe2(OH)2(dobdc) contains Fe(III) centers with a
sextet ground state, and Fe2(O)2(dobdc) contains Fe(IV)
centers with a quintet ground state.19,20

The change in magnetic ordering upon adsorption of oxygen-
containing species (e.g., H2O) has been investigated previously
for many MOFs,1,21 and the magnetic properties of Fe2(dobdc)
with and without bound guests have previously been calculated
using both cluster18 and periodic9,14,17 models. Kohn−Sham
(KS) density functional calculations that employ local
exchange-correlation functionals (local-spin-density approxima-
tions, generalized gradient approximations (GGAs), and meta-
GGAs) have a tendency to overestimate the magnetic coupling
constants between the magnet ic centers wi thin
Fe2(dobdc),

9,17,18 most likely due to overdelocalization of
unpaired spins. To attempt to remediate this, one can use
empirical Coulomb and exchange integrals for selected
subshells (the 3d subshell of Fe in the present work), which
is the DFT+U method,22 or one can include a portion of
Hartree−Fock exchange18,23,24 by using hybrid exchange-
correlation functionals. Guidance regarding the value of the U
parameter of the DFT+U method or a suitable amount of
Hartree−Fock exchange for the calculation of magnetic
properties can be sought from previous studies on similar
materials14,25,26 or from general parametrization of exchange-
correlation functionals.
Magnetic MOFs occupy an intermediate position between

molecular magnets and bulk transition-metal oxide magnets. In
MOFs, one can, in principle, tune the magnetic coupling
constants by judicious choice of metal, linker, or both during
synthesis and by post-synthetic guest molecule adsorption.
Quantum mechanical computations can help to understand the
underlying physics behind magnetically ordered MOFs and to
predict properties that may currently be inaccessible by
synthetic methods. The present work concerns magnetic
exchange coupling, which is often quite small in MOFs (for
example, 1−10 cm−1), and the prediction of such small
quantities is difficult. Understanding the capabilities and/or
inadequacies of various methods is indispensable when
assessing the accuracy of calculations, but the calculation of
trends can yield insight even when absolute values show errors.

When performing these calculations on MOFs, one can use
either a periodic model or a cluster model. Calculations
performed with cluster models can be performed with a wider
array of methods, but cluster calculations can be inaccurate if
the cluster is too small or must be constrained too tightly.
Here, we report structural and magnetic characteristics of

Fe2(dobdc), Fe2(O)2(dobdc), and Fe2(OH)2(dobdc) obtained
using KS density functional methods with both periodic and
cluster models, together with experimental magnetic suscept-
i b i l i t y d a t a f o r Fe I I 0 . 2 6 [Fe

I I I (OH)] 1 . 7 4 (dobdc) -
(DMF)0.15(THF)0.22 (where DMF denotes dimethylformamide,
and THF denotes tetrahydrofuran). Descriptions of the
experimental and computational procedures can be found in
section 2, while section 3 provides results and discussion, and
section 4 summarizes our conclusions.

2. METHODS
2.1. Preparation and Magnetic Susceptibility Measurements

o f H y d r o x y l a t e d F e 2 ( d o b d c ) . T h e m a t e r i a l
FeII0.26[Fe

III(OH)]1.74(dobdc)(DMF)0.15(THF)0.22 was prepared by
exposure of Fe2(dobdc) to excess N2O(g) at 60 °C. Mössbauer
spectroscopy of the resultant material indicated that 87% of the Fe(II)
sites had been oxidized to Fe(III). Full oxidation to the exact formula
Fe2(OH)2(dobdc) could not be achieved without a loss in crystallinity.
Elemental analysis of this material indicated that residual amounts of
DMF and THF were present in the material. Anal. Calcd for
C9.33H6.55Fe2N0.15O8.11: C, 30.94; H, 1.82; N, 0.58. Found: C, 30.90; H,
1.60; N, 0.58.

F o r t h e s a k e o f c o n v e n i e n c e , t h e m a t e r i a l
FeII0.26[Fe

III(OH)]1.74(dobdc)(DMF)0.15(THF)0.22 will be referenced
hereafter as Fe2(OH)2(dobdc). Direct current (DC) magnetic
susceptibility measurements were performed on Fe2(OH)2(dobdc)
under an applied magnetic field of 1000 Oe. Magnetic samples were
prepared by adding powdered crystalline compounds to a 7-mm-
diameter quartz tube with a raised quartz platform. Solid eicosane was
added to cover the samples to prevent crystallite torqueing and
provide good thermal contact between the sample and the cryogenic
bath. The tubes were fitted with Teflon sealable adapters, evacuated on
a Schlenk line or using a glovebox vacuum pump, and sealed under
vacuum using an H2/O2 flame. Following flame sealing, the solid
eicosane was melted in a water bath at 40 °C. Data for
Fe2(OH)2(dobdc) were corrected for diamagnetic contributions
from the core diamagnetism estimated using Pascal’s constants27 to
give χD values of −0.00027434 emu/mol and −0.00024306 emu/mol
(eicosane).

In earlier work on Fe2(dobdc),
16 the temperature dependence of

the magnetic susceptibility was interpreted using a two-parameter
model, the Fisher model,28,29 corresponding to a chain of Fe ions
interacting with nearest neighbors in the same chain and with Fe ions
in z other chains. The parameters are JNN and zJIC, where JNN is the
magnetic coupling of nearest neighbors, and JIC is the magnetic
coupling of Fe atoms in different chains. We also attempted to apply
this to Fe2(OH)2(dobdc), and the results of this attempt are described
in section 3.3.

2.2. Electronic Structure Calculations. 2.2.1. Exchange-Corre-
lation Functionals. We used several exchange-correlation func-
tionalsin particular, PBE, PBE+U, HSE06, PBE-D2, PBE+U-D2,
HSE06-D2, and GAM+U for periodic calculations and PBE, M06-L,
PBE0, B3LYP, M06, and HSE06 for cluster calculations. The PBE30

and GAM31,32 exchange-correlation functionals are local gradient
approximations, and M06-L33,34 is a local meta approximation.
Because local approximations have a tendency to underestimate
band gaps25,34−37 and overdelocalize charge distributions,38−41 we also
employed hybrid approximations that replace a percentage X of local
exchange by nonlocal Hartree−Fock exchange. Inclusion of some
Hartree−Fock exchange also affects the atomic spin distribution42 and
geometries.42,43 B3LYP,44−47 PBE0,48,49 and M0650 are global hybrids,
which means that they use the same percentage X for all
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interelectronic separations. PBE0 and B3LYP are global-hybrid
gradient approximations with X = 25 and 20, respectively, and M06
is a global-hybrid meta approximation with X = 27.
Periodic calculations were performed with plane-wave basis sets

with the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP).51,52 Using
global-hybrid functionals for plane-wave calculations can be very
expensive. One way to cut the cost53,54 is to decrease X to zero at large
interelectronic separations; in addition, this decrease is physically
justified by the screening of nonlocal exchange by correlation effects at
large interelectronic separations.55,56 This strategy is used by the
HSE0653,57−59 range-separated-hybrid gradient approximation, which
has X = 25 at small interelectronic separation. This decreases the cost,
but it is still expensive.
An alternative strategy, with a cost almost the same as local

functionals, is to use rotationally invariant empirical modifications of
Coulomb and exchange integrals for selected subshells;22 calculations
employing this modification with PBE are labeled PBE+U, and
calculations employing this strategy with the GAM functional are
called GAM+U. (The +U method of ref 22 that is used here is
specified in VASP by using LDAUTYPE = 1.) For all the PBE+U and
GAM+U calculations reported here, we empirically modified only the
3d subshells of the Fe centers, for which we used literature values14,60

of 4 and 1 eV, respectively, for the Coulomb (U) and exchange (J)
parameters.
In some calculations, a damped-dispersion molecular-mechanics

term61 was also added, and these are labeled as PBE-D2, PBE+U-D2,
and HSE06-D2 calculations. The van der Waals R0 and C6 parameters
determined by Grimme were used in the D2 terms; in particular, the
global scaling parameter (s6 = 0.75) fitted for PBE was used for PBE
and PBE+U calculations, and the parameter (s6 = 0.6) determined for
the PBE0 functional was employed for the HSE06 calculations.
Successful tests of these methods on extended crystalline systems are
given in refs 62−64.
2.2.2. Periodic Calculations. For all periodic geometries, the

nuclear positions, lattice parameters, and cell volumes of the structures
were optimized in the ferromagnetic (FM) spin state, which
corresponds to ferromagnetic coupling both along a chain of Fe
centers and between the chains. These calculations employed a
rhombohedral primitive cell (space group R3 ̅, Figure 1) containing 54,
60, and 66 atoms for Fe2(dobdc), Fe2(O)2(dobdc), and
Fe2(OH)2(dobdc), respectively.

In these calculations, projector-augmented wave65,66 (PAW)
potentials were used to describe the interaction between explicitly
treated electrons and the electrons treated as core electrons, namely,
the inner 10 electrons of each Fe center. Two partial waves were used
for each orbital: a cutoff radius of 2.0 bohrs (a0) was used for the 3p
and 4s states, and a cutoff radius of 2.2 a0 was used for the 3d states.
Because of the relatively small band gap and weak long-range

magnetic interactions reported for Fe2(dobdc),
14 it is especially

important to converge the MOF structures and energies, with respect
to the number of k-points used for quadratures over the Brillouin zone.

Our convergence tests and final choices of grids are summarized in the
Supporting Information (SI).

Density functional perturbation theory (DFPT),69−72 also called
linear response theory (LRT), was employed to compute the infrared
spectra in the harmonic approximation. The PBE+U functional was
used to compute all frequencies with an energy convergence threshold
of 10−6 eV. Only the vibrations of Fe, carboxylate C, and O atoms
were included in the DFPT calculation. The vibrational eigenmodes of
each species were determined by the direct force constant approach.71

The intensities of the infrared active modes were calculated in the
dipole approximation by using Born Effective Charges (BECs).69

2.2.3. Cluster Calculations. All cluster calculations were performed
using the Gaussian 0973 software package on models similar to those
used in previous research.15,18 The models contain two or three Fe
ions. For the model with two Fe ions, we can compute nearest-
neighbor coupling, and for the models with three Fe ions both the
nearest-neighbor and the next-nearest-neighbor couplings can be
computed (Figure 2). The models with two Fe ions were cut from the

experimental structure of Fe2(dobdc), and the models with three Fe
ions were cut from the periodically optimized PBE+U structures of
each of the three MOFs. The cut bonds were then capped with H
atoms. In the two-Fe model, the Fe···Fe distance and Fe−Oc−Fe angle
(shown later in this work in Figure 5) were frozen to certain values,
and the rest of the cluster was optimized using M06-L/def2-TZVP.
This was followed by M06//M06-L single-point calculations with
ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic ordering to extract the nearest-
neighbor magnetic coupling constant. In the models with three Fe
ions, the hydrogen positions were optimized with M06-L33 and the
def2-SV(P)74 basis set. Single-point calculations were then performed
with ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic ordering using the def2-
TZVP74 basis set and the PBE,30 PBE0,48,49 M06,50 HSE06,53,57−59

and B3LYP44−47 exchange−correlation functionals.
2.2.4. Magnetic Coupling Parameters. Previous work has

demonstrated that the Fe centers in each of the species have high-
spin ground states; namely, Fe2(dobdc) contains quintet Fe(II)
centers, Fe2(O)2(dobdc) contains quintet Fe(IV) centers, and
Fe2(OH)2(dobdc) contains sextet Fe(III) centers.9,14,16,19,20 Hence,
only high-spin metal centers were considered in the magnetic coupling
calculations. The periodic DFT calculations for Fe2(dobdc),
Fe2(O)2(dobdc), and Fe2(OH)2(dobdc) were performed with the
unit cells specified above67,68 (Figure 1). The PBE, PBE+U, PBE+U-
D2, HSE06, HSE06-D2, and GAM+U geometries were each fixed to
those optimized for the FM spin state, and the plane-wave coefficients
were optimized for each of the three spin configurations shown in
Figure 3 with an energy convergence threshold of 10−6 eV.

The unit cell used in this study contains two vertices of one of the
hexagonal channels of Fe2(dobdc) shown in Figure 1 with three Fe
ions in each of the two vertices. The considered spin alignments of the
six high-spin Fe ions are provided in Figure 3. The broken symmetry
approximation26 allowed us to use the energy differences between
these three spin configurations to compute the nearest-neighbor (JNN)
and interchain (JIC) coupling values with the Heisenberg−Dirac−Van
Vleck (HDV) Hamiltonian:75−77

Figure 1. (Left) Primitive unit cell67,68 of Fe2(dobdc); the figure also
shows nearby atoms from other cells. (Right) First coordination
sphere of the metal centers within the three MOFs studied. (Atom
legend: blue = Fe, red = O, gray = C, and white = H.)

Figure 2. Cluster models with both (left) two Fe ions and (right)
three Fe ions used for Fe2(OH)2(dobdc). (Atom legend: blue = Fe,
red = O, gray = C, and white = H.)
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∑ ∑= − ̂· ̂
>

H J S S2
j i i

ij i jHDV
(1)

where the subscripts i and j represent the Fe sites of the unit cell
shown in Figure 4, Jij is the isotropic magnetic coupling between

magnetic sites i and j, and S ̂i is the spin vector on center i. A positive Jij
in eq 1 denotes ferromagnetic (FM) coupling between centers i and j,
and a negative value indicates antiferromagnetic (AFM) coupling.
Note that only matrix elements that contain high-spin Fe sites (i.e.,
diagonal matrix elements) are eigenfunctions of the HDV Hamil-
tonian. Also note that the diagonal matrix elements in the HDV
Hamiltonian are equivalent to those of the Ising model, which is
commonly used for magnetic systems.9,78 We considered one FM state
and two AFM states (AFM1 and AFM2) to be the ones that allow the
most direct calculation of the magnetic couplings; note that AFM2 is
the ground-state configuration of Fe2(dobdc).
Since all Fe sites in Fe2(dobdc) and its derivatives Fe2(O)2(dobdc)

and Fe2(OH)2(dobdc) are equivalent, the four nearest-neighbor
interactions represented by JNN in Figure 4 are all equivalent. For
the atoms at the edge of the unit cell, additional nearest-neighbor
interactions arise due to interaction with the periodic image of the unit
cell. This accounts for two more JNN values, resulting in a total of six
JNN for the primitive cell.
While the treatment described above for nearest-neighbor

interactions is unambiguous, the treatment of interchain coupling
requires more consideration. Each chain of Fe ions is surrounded by
three other chains of Fe ions. Although the three neighboring chains

are equally distant, the Fe ions are staggered, so that the smallest

interchain Fe···Fe distance is not the same for all three neighboring

chains of a given Fe ion; in particular, the distance to the nearest Fe

ion in each of the three surrounding chains in Fe2(dobdc) is 7.4, 8.1,

and 9.0 Å. If the data were sufficient to accommodate a multi-

parameter analysis, one would recognize at least three different

interchain couplings and also include next-nearest neighbors within a

given chain. However, the interchain coupling was found to be small,

and the theory might not be good enough to distinguish several

different small couplings. Even more significantly, the experiment (as

explained in section 2.1) was interpreted in terms of only two

parameters, one intrachain parameter JNN and one interchain

parameter zJIC. Therefore, we took the same approach computation-

ally. However, we obtained slightly different results if we assumed that

the interchain coupling was caused only by the nearest interchain

interaction (z = 1) or was caused by equal interactions with the nearest

neighbors in each of the three surrounding chains (z = 3). We will

report the equations and the resulting magnetic coupling for the

approach in which we computed the magnetic coupling values,

assuming that each metal center would interact with only the closest

metal center of the three neighboring chains, which was reasonable,

because one of the interchain Fe···Fe distances was smaller than the

other two. This limited interchain coupling model, corresponding to z

= 1, leads to a total of six interactions per unit cell. The model with z =

3 would lead to 18. We note that the two treatments yield identical

values of zJIC but slightly different values of JNN (Table S5).
Using the energies calculated for the three spin states (FM, AFM1,

and AFM2) shown in Figure 3, the JNN and JIC values can be extracted

for Fe2(dobdc) and Fe2(O)2(dobdc) (which have total spin

magnitudes (|MS|) of 2 on every Fe site) by solving the following

three equations:

⟨ | | ⟩ = = − · + ·

⟨ ̅ ̅ | | ̅ ̅ ⟩ = = − − · + ·

⟨ | | ⟩ = = − · − ·
̅ ̅

H E J J

H E J J

H E J J

222, 222 222, 222 2[6 2 2 6 2 2]

222, 222 222, 222 2[ 2 2 2 6 2 2]

222, 222 222, 222 2[6 2 2 6 2 2]

HDV 222,222 NN IC

HDV 222,222 NN IC

HDV 222,222 NN IC

(2)

where HHDV is the HDV Hamiltonian of eq 2, |222, 222⟩ and E222,222
represent the Slater determinant and total energy of the FM case

(Figure 3), |22̅2, 22 ̅2⟩ and E22̅2, 22̅2 represent the Slater determinant

and total energy of the AFM1 case, and |222, 2̅2 ̅2̅⟩ and E222, 2 ̅2 ̅2 ̅
represent the Slater determinant and total energy of the AFM2 case. In

the Slater determinants of eq 2, the MS values before the comma are

the values for one chain containing three Fe centers and the ones after

the comma are for the other chain. Solving the equations given by eq 2

results in the values of JNN and JIC, which are represented by the

following equations:

= −

= −

̅ ̅ ̅

̅ ̅

J E E

J E E

1
96

[ ]

1
64

[ ]

IC 222, 222 222,222

NN 222,222 222,222 (3)

For the unit cell of Fe2(OH)2(dobdc), where each Fe ion has a spin of

5/2, the JNN and JIC values can be extracted by solving the following

three equations:

Figure 3. Side view of the primitive unit cell of Fe2(dobdc) (atom
legend: blue = Fe, red = O, gray = C, and white = H). Red and blue
circles indicate the upward or downward spin of the high-spin Fe ions,
respectively. The entirely ferromagnetic (FM), intrachain antiferro-
magnetic (AFM1), and interchain antiferromagnetic (AFM2) spin
states were considered in this work. AFM1 is actually ferrimagnetic
with this unit cell. Results with a doubled unit cell with strict intrachain
AFM coupling are provided in the Supporting Information (SI).

Figure 4. Schematic representation of the nearest-neighbor coupling
constant (JNN) and the interchain coupling constant (JIC) of the
primitive unit cell of Fe2(dobdc). (Atom legend: blue = Fe, red = O,
gray = C, and white = H.)
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The only difference between the equations for the Fe2(dobdc) and
Fe2(O)2(dobdc) cases and the Fe2(OH)2(dobdc) case is the spin (MS)
of the Fe ions. This change results in different prefactors for the JNN
and JIC magnetic coupling values. Solving the relationships described in
eq 4 gives the values of JNN and JIC for Fe2(OH)2(dobdc), which are
represented by eq 5:
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Additional considerations in the above two-parameter treatment are
the neglect of next-nearest-neighbor interactions in a given chain and
the fact that the periodically replicated AFM1 state is not strictly
antiferromagnetic down each chain of metals. A more faithful
representation of a fully antiferromagnetic chain can be obtained by
doubling the size of the primitive cell along the c-axis (which runs
parallel to the chains) from 54 atoms to 108 atoms for Fe2(dobdc)
(Figure S15), from 60 atoms to 120 atoms for Fe2(O)2(dobdc), and
from 66 atoms to 132 atoms for Fe2(OH)2(dobdc). Single-point
calculations were performed on the doubled unit cells with PBE+U to
test the validity of utilizing the smaller cells shown in Figures 3 and 4.
We also computed the JNN and JNNN magnetic couplings with cluster
models. For the cluster calculations, the Hamiltonian and equations
used to compute the magnetic coupling values with the cluster models
are described in the SI along with coordinates for each cluster model.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Equilibrium Structures and Infrared Spectra. The

SI compares equilibrium structures computed by PBE, PBE+U,
PBE+U-D2, HSE06, HSE06-D2, and GAM+U. In the case of
Fe2(dobdc), there is good agreement between the bond
distances and angles computed with all the methods and the
experiment, with the exception of PBE, which significantly
underestimates the Fe···Fe distances and the Fe−Oc−Fe angle.
Table S2 in the SI shows that, after oxidation to Fe(III), the
experimental Fe···Fe distance increases by 0.15−0.16 Å. If we
ignore PBE, because of its underestimation of the Fe···Fe
distance in Fe2(dobdc), the density functional calculations
predict that there is an increase in the Fe···Fe distance by
0.25−0.28 Å. Figure 5 shows the local environment of a metal
center in Fe2(OH)2(dobdc) and the organic linker.
The experimental infrared (IR) spectra of Fe2(dobdc) and

Fe2(OH)2(dobdc) in Figure 6 provide a good test of the PBE
+U computations, which are depicted in Figure 7. The
theoretical spectra were normalized to match the intensities
of the experimental Fe−O stretches that occur at ∼820 cm−1.
The peaks occurring below 500 cm−1 are likely due to Fe−O
bending modes, while those between 600 and 1000 cm−1 are
due to Fe−O stretches. The PBE+U Fe(III)−OH stretching

frequencies in Fe2(OH)2(dobdc) occur between 619 and 630
cm−1, which is ∼40 cm−1 less than the experimental value of
667 cm−1.19

Th e PBE+U O−H s t r e t c h i n g f r e q u en c y i n
Fe2(OH)2(dobdc) is 3773 cm−1, and the experimental value
is 3683 cm−1. The Fe(IV)−oxo stretch is known, in other cases,
to occur between 776 cm−1 and 843 cm−1.81 We find that the
PBE+U Fe(IV)−oxo stretches occur here between 888 cm−1

and 899 cm−1. Thus, the theory underestimates the Fe(III)−
OH stretching frequency and may overestimate the Fe(IV)−
oxo stretching frequency. However, the experimental Fe-
(IV)−oxo-containing material is quite different than the
theoretical model. Calculations with the actual experimental
composition (Fe0.1(O)0.1Mg1.9(dobdc)) may yield more accu-
rate frequencies. Molecular DFT calculations are known to
systematically overestimate experimental fundamental stretch-
ing frequencies, but usually by only 2%−5%.82

3.2. Electronic Structure and Density of States. To gain
insight into the electronic structures, the orbital projected
density of states (OP-DOS) is provided for each MOF in the
SI. The OP-DOS plots were extracted using the default settings
for atomic radii in VASP. The atomic radii could be considered
tunable parameters that can be improved by computing and
comparing to reasonable atomic charges,83 but the default
parameters yielded decent results, when compared to the
experiment. Figures S3 and S4 show the OP-DOS obtained
using PBE+U and HSE06, respectively, for each MOF in its

Figure 5. (left) The first coordination sphere of the metal center in
Fe2(OH)2(dobdc) and (right) the organic linker. The four unique
oxygens, four unique carbons, and two unique hydrogens are shown.
Note that the Oa1, Oa2, Oc1, and Oc2 labeling used here and in Table S2
distinguish the Fe−O bond positions, with respect to the central Fe.
The Fe−Oa1−Fe and Fe−Oa2−Fe bond angles, as well as the Fe−
Oc1−Fe and Fe−Oc2−Fe bond angles, are equivalent. (Atom legend:
blue = Fe, red = O, gray = C, and white = H.)

Figure 6. Experimental infrared spectra of Fe2(dobdc) and
Fe2(OH)2(dobdc) (see ref 19).
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lowest-energy spin state (Table 1). We consider only the
projections of the DOS on the Fe 3d and O 2p orbitals, since
the electrons occupying these orbitals are the ones mainly
responsible for the magnetic properties. To identify the bands
of the “additional” O atoms in Fe2(O)2(dobdc) and
Fe2(OH)2(dobdc), the figures also show projections that
include only the 2p orbitals of the added O atoms.
The main consideration in these plots is the band gap, i.e.,

the difference in energy between the highest occupied orbital
and the lowest unoccupied one. PBE+U and HSE06 both
predict a sizable band gap, in particular 1.3 and 2.1 eV,
respectively, which are substantially larger than the gap of 0.3
eV reported by Zhang et al. ref 14). We investigated the reason
for this discrepancy and found that the band gap decreased as
the volume increased, but even with a 15% volume fluctuation,
the band gap remained between 1.1 eV and 0.8 eV.
Furthermore, a single-point calculation with the experimental
structure gives the same band gap as that obtained from the
equilibrium PBE+U structure determined in this work. The
trend in the gap upon increasing the oxidation state of iron is
different for PBE+U and HSE06. The PBE+U gaps for the
Fe(IV) and Fe(III) MOFs are almost identical (0.8 eV), while
HSE06 predicts a gap of 1.5 eV for Fe2(O)2(dobdc), which
contains Fe(IV), but predicts a larger gap of 1.8 eV for
Fe2(OH)2(dobdc), which contains Fe(III).

3.3. Magnetic Susceptibility Measurements. The
magnetic susceptibility of Fe(II)0.26[Fe(III)(OH)]1.74(dobdc)
(DMF)0.15(THF)0.22 (“Fe2(OH)2(dobdc)”) was measured in
the present work. DC magnetic susceptibility measurements
were performed under an applied magnetic field of 1000 Oe
across the temperature range of 2−300 K. The measurements
of Fe2(OH)2(dobdc) revealed a decreasing χMT product with
decreasing temperature across the full temperature range
measured (Figure 8). This trend supports the assignment of

both intrachain and interchain magnetic couplings as
antiferromagnetic. The χMT value at 300 K and 1000 Oe is
6.85 emu K/mol, which is much lower than both the expected
value for two isotropic S = 5/2 spins (8.75 emu K/mol) and the
expected value assuming 0.26 mol (13% of iron sites) of S = 2
Fe(II) per formula unit (8.39 emu K/mol). The low magnetic
moment is attributed to the presence of 13% Fe(II), which, in
addition to simply having a lower magnetic moment than that
of Fe(III), may also display enhanced antiferromagnetic
coupling with its nearest-neighbor spins. The magnetic
susceptibility of Fe2(dobdc) was measured in ref 16, where
the fitting procedure used to compute the experimental
coupling values for Fe2(dobdc) is also described. The fitting
procedure is briefly summarized in section 2.1.
It was not feasible to extract the interchain and intrachain

magnetic coupling parameters with the Fisher model, as was
done for Fe2(dobdc).

16 The results in Figure 8 indicate that
Fe2(dobdc) has ferromagnetic intrachain coupling and
antiferromagnetic interchain coupling. The precise coupling
parameters for Fe2(OH)2(dobdc) could not be readily derived
because of the fact that the synthesized MOF was only partially
oxidized, with ∼13% of the Fe sites remaining in the Fe(II)
state. However, a Curie−Weiss fit to the expression 1/χM = (T
− θ)/C for the high-temperature regime (50−300 K) of the
inverse magnetic susceptibility data for both Fe2(dobdc) and
Fe2(OH)2(dobdc) (Figure S18) permitted some assessment of
the differences in magnetic coupling behaviors for the two
frameworks. For Fe2(dobdc), the Curie−Weiss analysis resulted
in a positive Weiss temperature of θ = 11 K, which is consistent
with ferromagnetic interactions being dominant, and a Curie
constant of C = 6.3 emu K/mol. In contrast, the Curie−Weiss
analysis for Fe2(OH)2(dobdc) resulted in θ = −139 K and C =
10.0 emu K/mol. The negative sign of the Weiss temperature
(θ) for Fe2(OH)2(dobdc) indicates that antiferromagnetic

Figure 7. Experimental and theoretical (PBE+U) infrared spectra of
(top) Fe2(dobdc) and (bottom) Fe2(OH)2(dobdc). All spectra were
normalized based on the highest peak. The experimental spectra for
Fe2(dobdc) were taken from ref 19. The Fe−OH stretch theoretical
peak intensities (those that are indicated by the red arrow in the range
from 619 cm−1 to 630 cm−1) were multiplied by a factor of 10 for
more visible comparison to the experiment.

Figure 8. Experimental magnetic susceptibility times temperature
curves of Fe2(dobdc)

16 (blue) and Fe2(OH)2(dobdc) (green). The
applied magnetic field strength during the susceptibility measurement
of each material was 1000 Oe.
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interactions are prevalent. Concurrently, the large increase in
the magnitude of θ, which is dependent on the spin states
present and the number and strength of the magnetic coupling
pathways,84 suggests that the magnetic interactions are stronger
within Fe2(OH)2(dobdc), since the Fe spins involved only
increase from quintet to sextet states, while the number of
magnetic coupling pathways presumably remains unchanged.
Thus, we can state qualitatively that adding a hydroxide anion
and oxidizing the metal sites of Fe2(dobdc) switches the
nearest-neighbor magnetic coupling behavior from ferromag-
netic to antiferromagnetic and increases the magnetic coupling
strength.
3.4. Magnetic Coupling Parameters. The calculated

magne t i c coup l ing pa ramete r s fo r Fe 2 (dobdc) ,
Fe2(O)2(dobdc), and Fe2(OH)2(dobdc) are provided in Tables
1 and 2. As mentioned above, the PBE+U calculations were run
with both primitive unit cells (54, 60, or 66 atoms) and doubled
cells (108, 120, or 132 atoms), as indicated in the second
column of Table 1. This table shows that there is no significant
difference between the PBE+U calculations with 54 and 108
atoms in the unit cell, which indicates that the primitive cell is
adequate for these computations. The same is true for
couplings in Fe2(O)2(dobdc) and Fe2(OH)2(dobdc).
The PBE nearest-neighbor couplings in Fe2(dobdc) are two

orders of magnitude larger than both the experimental ones and
those computed with the other methods tested in Table 1. The
PBE values are calculated for the PBE geometry, which has
short Fe···Fe distances. The overestimation of magnetic

properties by GGA functionals is well-established.85 A previous
study9 of magnetic interactions in Fe2(dobdc) employed the
PBE exchange-correlation functional with experimental geo-
metries and obtained a JNN value of 28 cm−1, which is smaller
but still a significant overestimation. They concluded9 that
there is fairly strong ferromagnetic coupling in Fe2(dobdc). It
now appears that such large calculated JNN values are an artifact
of the simple gradient approximation used in the PBE
functional. This was shown in previous work,18 where a
calculation with a hybrid meta-GGA gave a value of 3.6 cm−1, in
good agreement with the experimental value of 4.1 cm−1.
It was pointed out in section 2.2.4 that the magnetic coupling

constants are slightly dependent on whether we perform the
analysis with z = 1 or z = 3. The nearest-neighbor Fe···Fe
distance is 3.0 Å, and the next-nearest neighbor Fe···Fe distance
within a chain is 5.0 Å. Thus, the next-nearest-neighbor
distance is significantly shorter than the shortest interchain Fe···
Fe separation, which suggests that the next-nearest-neighbor
intrachain coupling should be calculated. The next-nearest-
neighbor coupling results are shown in Table 1, where we
report the results with z = 1. (Note that the value computed for
JIC is independent of whether or not JNNN is computed and is
also independent of whether we use z = 1 or z = 3.) Excluding
PBE, the nearest-neighbor couplings (JNN) obtained with z = 3
are very similar for Fe2(dobdc), Fe2(OH)2(dobdc), and
Fe2(O)2(dobdc), whereas the results for zJIC are unchanged.
Table 1 shows that the PBE+U and HSE06 calculated values of
JNN are smaller than the PBE value and are in more reasonable

Table 1. Periodic DFT Exchange and Coupling Energies of the Fe Centersa

method number of atoms EAFM1 − EFM
b (cm−1) EAFM2 − EFM (cm−1) JNN

c (cm−1) zJIC

Fe(II) Case: Fe2(dobdc)
PBE 54 7287.7 −160.0 113.9 −5.0
PBE+Ud 108 56.6 (92.9) −121.1 0.5 (0.3) −1.9
PBE+U 54 41.6 −60.4 0.7 −1.9
PBE+U-D2 54 31.1 −64.6 0.5 −2.0
HSE06 54 171.6 −32.2 2.7 −1.0
HSE06-D2 54 163.2 −47.5 2.6 −1.5
GAM+U 54 145.4 −52.8 2.3 −1.7
expte 4.1 −1.1

Fe(III) Case: Fe2(OH)2(dobdc)
PBE 66 −2308.1 −2042.3 −23.1 −40.8
PBE+Ud 132 −3216.0 (−2259.0) −630.7 −10.2 (−1.1) −6.3
PBE+U 66 −1129.6 −315.9 −11.3 −6.3
PBE+U-D2 66 −1133.9 −311.7 −11.3 −6.2
HSE06 66 −562.0 −169.8 −5.6 −3.4
HSE06-D2 66 −561.4 −170.3 −5.6 −3.4
GAM+U 66 −691.7 −272.7 −6.9 −5.5

Fe(IV) Case: Fe2(O)2(dobdc)
PBE 60 −795.8 −164.1 −12.4 −5.1
PBE+Ud 120 −205.6 (−270.2) 81.1 −1.2 (−0.9) 1.3
PBE+U 60 −133.8 40.9 −2.1 1.3
PBE+U-D2 60 −157.6 36.1 −2.5 1.1
HSE06 60 −31.8 17.9 −0.5 0.6
HSE06-D2 60 −43.3 15.8 −0.7 0.5
GAM+U 60 17.5 −42.4 0.3 −1.3

aAll coupling values were extracted using geometries optimized with the FM spin state. EFM is the electronic energy of the ferromagnetic state, EAFM1
is the electronic energy of antiferromagnetic state 1, and EAFM2 is the electronic energy of antiferromagnetic state 2 (Figure 3). EAFM3 is the electronic
energy of antiferromagnetic state 3 of the supercell. JNN, JIC, and JNNN coupling parameters represent the nearest-neighbor, interchain, and next-
nearest-neighbor magnetic couplings, respectively (Figure 4). bValues shown in parentheses represent the value of EAFM3 − EFM (cm−1). cValues
shown in parentheses represent the JNNN value (cm−1). dThe equations used to calculate the coupling parameters for the doubled cells are in the SI;
the spin configurations for the doubled cells are shown in Figure S17 in the SI. eData taken from ref 16.
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agreement with the experiment. For Fe2(dobdc), the coupling
values obtained by HSE06 and HSE06-D2 are similar to each
other and are larger than those predicted by PBE+U, whereas
for the Fe2(O)2(dobdc) and Fe2(OH)2(dobdc) cases, HSE06
and HSE06-D2 yield magnetic couplings that are smaller than
the values computed with PBE+U and PBE. PBE+U and
HSE06 predict the same signs of the magnetic couplings.
Table 1 shows that the periodic calculations of JNNN using

PBE+U yield values of 0.3, −1.1, and −0.9 cm−1 for
Fe2(dobdc), Fe2(OH)2(dobdc), and Fe2(O)2(dobdc), respec-
tively. These JNNN values may be compared to the respective JIC
coupling values of −0.6, −2.1, and 0.4 cm−1. The magnitude of
the PBE+U JIC coupling values for Fe2(dobdc) and
Fe2(OH)2(dobdc) are larger than the JNNN values, while the
PBE+U JIC value of Fe2(O)2(dobdc) is smaller than the JNNN
value. Note that the JIC coupling values for Fe2(OH)2(dobdc)
are notably larger than the other two cases with all functionals.
This may indicate that, separate from the oxidation of the metal
centers, addition of the (OH)− groups enhances interchain
magnetic coupling.
Table 2 provides the results of cluster model calculations that

may be compared to the periodic calculations in Table 1.

Because they are very similar to the experimental geometries
(Table S2), the PBE+U optimized periodic structures were
used to make the clusters in all cases except one. The PBE//
PBE JNN value is much larger than the PBE//PBE+U value, in
part because the periodic PBE metal−metal bond distances are
too small for Fe2(dobdc) (as noted above in the discussion of
Table S2). The PBE//PBE cluster calculation predicts JNN
values for Fe2(dobdc) that are significantly larger than
experiment. However, the cluster JNN values obtained by
HSE06, M06, PBE0, and B3LYP are all quite reasonable, when
compared to both the periodic and experimental magnetic
coupling parameters.
The results with PBE+U structures in Table 2 show that

Hartree−Fock exchange in HSE06, PBE0, M06, and B3LYP
decreases the predicted intrachain coupling values. If one
assumes that one effect of the U parameter is to mimic
Hartree−Fock exchange, this is consistent with the periodic
results.
The cluster values of JNNN in Table 2 are considerably smaller

than the periodic calculations of JNNN in Table 1. However, they

do correctly predict the experimentally determined magnetic
ordering of Fe2(dobdc) and Fe2(OH)2(dobdc). In the case of
Fe2(O)2(dobdc), the magnetic coupling values are likely
extremely weak, which is why GAM+U and HSE06//PBE+U
in Table 2 predict different magnetic orderings than the other
functionals. This demonstrates the difficulty of accurately
calculating the small energies of these interactions.
It was suggested by Park et al.17 that the changes in

magnetism within Fe2(dobdc) upon guest adsorption are due
to structural changes within the MOF. When the intrachain
Fe···Fe distances were less than ∼3.12 Å, the magnetic
interactions were interpreted as being dominated by direct
exchange between the metal centers and were ferromagnetic; at
longer Fe···Fe separations, the magnetic interactions were
interpreted as dominated by superexchange through the
bridging O atoms. In our work, Fe2(O)2(dobdc) has intrachain
Fe···Fe distances of ∼3.12 Å (Table S2) and the nearest-
neighbor AFM coupling is calculated to be very weak (Tables 1
and 2). For comparison, Fe2(OH)2(dobdc) has intrachain Fe···
Fe distances of ∼3.22 Å and shows a larger AFM coupling. But
the Fe···Fe separation is not the only geometrical parameter
that changes. The Fe−Oc−Fe bond angles increase from
Fe2(dobdc) to Fe2(O)2(dobdc) to Fe2(OH)2(dobdc) (see
Table S2). Table 1 shows that these structural changes are
associated with a switch from positive JNN values to negative
JNN valuesi.e., a switch from FM to AFM coupling of the
nearest-neighbor metal centers. However, many factors besides
geometry may contribute to the changes in magnetic coupling.
These factors include electronic effects resulting from (1) the
presence of the (OH)− and O2− ligands, (2) the change in
oxidation state to Fe(III) for (OH)− and to Fe(IV) for O2−,
and (3) the change in spin state of the metal centers from
quintet to sextet, resulting from the inclusion of the (OH)−

l i g ands . The magne t i c coup l ing equa t ions fo r
Fe2(OH)2(dobdc) (eq 5) take into account the effect of the
spin state change (3), but completely separating all three of
these electronic contributions from the geometric contributions
required a separate set of calculations, as discussed in the next
two paragraphs.
To compute the aforementioned electronic contributions,

two approaches were considered. In the first approach, the
three-Fe cluster model of Fe2(OH)2(dobdc) carved from the
PBE+U periodic structure was used. The three (OH)− groups
were removed from this cluster, which changed the Fe(III)
centers to Fe(II) centers. While keeping the positions of all
atoms in the cluster fixed, magnetic coupling constants were
calculated using M06/def2-TZVP. This was done to separate
the electronic and geometric contributions to the magnetic
coupling. The coupling constant of this new cluster (−1.1
cm−1) should be compared to the M06 magnetic coupling
results for Fe2(dobdc) (4.3 cm

−1) and Fe2(OH)2(dobdc) (−3.9
cm−1) in Table 2. We can see that both electronic and
geometric effects play important roles in the magnetic
couplings studied here.
The second approach was to go in the reverse direction,

meaning that we started with the Fe2(dobdc) cluster and then
added (OH)− groups. Three (OH)− groups were added to the
cluster model of Fe2(dobdc) carved from the PBE+U periodic
structure, and only these added groups were optimized using
M06/def2-TZVP, while the remainder of the cluster was kept
fixed. The oxidation state and spin state of the metal centers
were thus the same as for Fe2(OH)2(dobdc), while the metal
coordination geometry was the same as in Fe2(dobdc). The

Table 2. Isotropic Magnetic Coupling Constants of the Fe
Centers for Each Studied MOF, As Obtained by Cluster
Calculationsa

JNN
b (cm−1)

method Fe2(dobdc) Fe2(OH)2(dobdc) Fe2(O)2(dobdc)

PBE//PBE 64.6 −18.2 −9.9
PBE//PBE+U 14.3 −18.7 −9.0
HSE06//PBE+U 2.4 (0.4) −3.2 (−0.1) 0.3 (−0.2)
M06//PBE+U 4.3 −3.9 −0.5
PBE0//PBE+U 2.5 −3.1 −0.1
B3LYP//PBE+U 2.7 −4.1 −0.5
exptc 4.1

aX//Y indicates a cluster calculation with method X employing a
fragment of a MOF optimized by periodic calculations with method Y.
Only nearest- and next-nearest-neighbor intrachain coupling values
(JNN and JNNN) were computed, and they may be compared with Table
1. bValues shown in parentheses represent the JNNN value (in cm−1).
cData taken from ref 16.
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magnetic coupling of Fe2(dobdc) (4.3 cm−1) (Table 2)
changed to 0.2 cm−1 when (OH)− was added, which is an
effect of 4.1 cm−1. The value of 0.2 cm−1 can be compared to
the M06 magnetic coupling result in Table 2 for
Fe2(OH)2(dobdc) of −3.9 cm−1, which also has an effect of
4.1 cm−1. This means that the metal oxidation and addition of
(OH)− and the change in geometry had impacts of similar
magnitude. These results show that the presence of the (OH)−

groups (1), the change in oxidation state (2), and the change in
spin state (3) all contribute considerably to the magnetic
ordering of Fe2(OH)2(dobdc). We also found that the
geometry has an important effect on the magnetic coupling.
To examine the overall effect of the geometry, we examined the
OP-DOS results from the periodic calculations of each
structure. However, we also wanted to understand how distinct
geometrical parameters, such as Fe···Fe distance and Fe−O−Fe
angle, contribute to the magnetic coupling. We thus designed
cluster models to separate the contributions of these
parameters.
The periodic calculations on Fe2(dobdc) (Table 1) are in

general agreement with previous work.9,14,16,18 The results for
the hydroxylated case in Table 1 are consistent with the
qualitative inference from the experiment in section 3.3 that
oxidation of the metal sites of Fe2(dobdc) and concurrent
addition of hydroxide anions to these sites switches the nearest-
neighbor magnetic coupling behavior from ferromagnetic to
antiferromagnetic and increases its strength. The interactions
between the bridging O atoms and the Fe atoms can strongly
influence the type and magnitude of the magnetic exchange
within a material.7 The OP-DOS calculations of the Fe 3d and
the bridging O 2p orbitals show that overlap between these
orbitals is larger for Fe2(O)2(dobdc) and Fe2(OH)2(dobdc)
than for Fe2(dobdc). This may indicate that there is more
interaction between the metal electrons through the bridging
oxygens in Fe2(O)2(dobdc) and Fe2(OH)2(dobdc). The
increasing Fe−O−Fe bond angle leads to an increase in the
magnitude of the AFM coupling, because the electrons in the
Fe 3d interact more strongly through the bridging oxygen
electrons via superexchange (Figure 9). The superexchange
interaction was developed into a set of semiempirical rules by

Goodenough and Kanamori.7 These rules predict an AFM
interaction if the metal−ligand−metal angle is close to 180°,
and a weak FM interaction if the angle is close to 90°. The
computations performed in this work align reasonably well with
these rules, although the actual situation is complicated by the
fact that the Fe−O distances and Fe···Fe distances change,
along with the change in bond angle. Similar interaction trends
have been observed previously within Fe2(dobdc) when olefins
were bound to the metal centers.16,17

In order to somewhat separate changes in intrachain Fe···Fe
distances and Fe−O−Fe angles, we performed cluster
calculations using the two-Fe model, where two degrees of
freedom, Fe···Fe distance and Fe−Oc−Fe angle, were set to
(2.9 Å, 85°), (2.9 Å, 105°), (3.1 Å, 95°), (3.3 Å, 85°), and (3.3
Å, 105°) to see how the change in either the Fe···Fe distance or
the Fe−O−Fe angle affects the magnetic coupling. With these
two internal coordinates frozen, all other coordinates were
optimized. The JNN values were found to be 10, −6.3, 1.5, 5.0,
and −1.2 cm−1, respectively. This shows that if the Fe···Fe
distance is kept fixed to 2.9 or 3.3 Å and the Fe−Oc−Fe angle is
increased from 85° to 105°, JNN decreases and becomes
negative. On the other hand, if the Fe−Oc−Fe angle is fixed to
85° or 105°, and the Fe···Fe distance is increased from 2.9 Å to
3.3 Å, the JNN value again decreases. Hence, changing either the
Fe···Fe distance or the Fe−Oc−Fe angle has an effect on the
magnetic coupling.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In contrast to Fe2(dobdc), Fe2(O)2(dobdc) and
Fe2(OH)2(dobdc) feature antiferromagnetic (AFM) coupling
down each metal chain (Figure 10). Previous work by Bloch et

al.16 and calculations performed by Park et al.17 suggest that the
shift from ferromagnetic (FM) to AFM coupling is the result of
ligands changing the intrachain Fe···Fe distances and Fe−O−
Fe angles. Here, we find that the effect can also be partially
accounted for by the electronic effect of the ligands, the
oxidation state of the metal centers, and/or the spin state of the
metal centers, even in the absence of geometry changes. This
indicates that structural and electronic changes upon framework
oxidation likely act in concert to effect magnetic coupling.
The computationally efficient PBE+U and GAM+U

approaches predict structural properties that agree quite well
with the values obtained using more expensive hybrid
functionals. Inclusion of damped dispersion effects by
molecular mechanics does alter equilibrium volumes; however,
the effect is minor when compared to the inclusion of Hartree−
Fock exchange. Thus, rescaling PBE+U or GAM+U unit cells

Figure 9. Schematic describing the superexchange interaction that
occurs within Fe2(O)2(dobdc) and Fe2(OH)2(dobdc). (Atom legend:
blue = Fe atoms, red = O atoms, and white = H atoms.)

Figure 10. Representation of the spin configurations of the studied
MOFs (atom legend: blue = Fe atoms, red = O atoms, gray = C atoms,
and white = H atoms). Red circles indicate spin-up Fe spins and blue
circles indicate spin-down Fe spins.
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and correcting for the electronic structure with single-point
hybrid functional calculations appears to be an efficient
approach to calculate magnetic properties of MOFs. Cluster
models can be used to compute JNN coupling values quite
accurately, and can be used conveniently with a wider array of
computational methods at a lower cost. However, capturing
both the JNN and JIC magnetic coupling dependency on the
MOF structure does require periodic calculations. Overall,
theory can correctly describe the magnetic and electronic
properties and their structural dependences for these materials,
provided one is aware of the strengths and limitations of both
periodic and cluster-based modeling. Ongoing research is
directed toward predicting these properties for as-yet-
unsynthesized materials.
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ABSTRACT: The majority of the theoretical work that attempted to provide
atomic level details on the adsorption of water at the Fe3O4(111) surface is based on
conventional density functionals, which suffer from shortcomings such as, for
example, self-interaction errors. In an effort to overcome these uncertainties in
theoretical results, we use density functional theory (DFT) employing the Perdew,
Burke, and Ernzerhof generalized-gradient corrected exchange-correlation functional
augmented by a Hubbard-type U parameter. We test for robustness of these results
by application of the Heyd, Scuseria, Ernzerhof hybrid functional. For the two
relevant metal terminations (Feoct2 and Fetet1) having ambient conditions in mind,
we determined the minimum energy adsorption structures up to relatively high water
coverage, that is, one, two, and three H2O molecules on the p(1 × 1) surface unit
cells, respectively. Water adsorbs dissociatively and strongly exothermic on the Feoct2,
whereas molecular adsorption occurs on the Fetet1 termination. Using D2O, two IR
signals at 2720 and 2695 cm−1 (typical of OD stretching modes) can be observed for a wide range of temperatures and at
moderate water vapor pressures. Our calculations reveal that these IR bands originate from a very stable water dimer-like species.
However, at lower temperatures the creation of larger aggregations, such as trimers, appears to be thermodynamically favorable.

1. INTRODUCTION

Atomic level understanding of the interaction of water with iron
oxides, one of the most abundant metal oxides in the earth’s
crust, is of great importance in many different fields, as, for
example, in the catalysis research,1,2 the electrochemistry,3,4 and
the geochemistry.5,6 Although under most relevant conditions
hematite (Fe2O3) represents the thermodynamically most
stable iron oxide phase, under rather reducing conditions,
that is, at higher temperatures and lower oxygen partial
pressures, magnetite (Fe3O4) is the prevailing phase.

7,8 Also for
other technologically relevant metal oxides, like TiO2

6,9−12 and
ZnO,13,14 much effort has been spent to elucidate atomic-level
details in the hydration process of the oxide surfaces.
At temperatures above the so-called Verwey insulator to

metal transition at about 122 K,15 magnetite crystallizes in the
cubic inverse spinel structure of space group Fd3̅m with an
equilibrium lattice constant of 8.396 Å.16,17 The iron cations
(Fe2+and Fe3+) are located in the interstitial sites of a close-
packed face-centered cubic (fcc) sublattice, which is formed by
the oxygen anions (O2−). With respect to coordination
numbers, two different cation sites exist in the crystal; the
first one (A site) is tetrahedrally coordinated by oxygen and
occupied only by Fe3+ ions, and the second one (B) is
octahedrally coordinated and occupied by an equal number of
randomly distr ibuted Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions. Thus,
FeA

3+[Fe2+Fe3+]BO4 is one way to indicate the multivalent
character of iron in magnetite. Its bulk phase is a ferrimagnetic

material, where local magnetic moments at FeA and FeB ions are
antiparallel oriented.
The natural growth facet of magnetite is a surface in [111]

orientation.18−20 According to Tasker’s rules,21 six polar bulk
terminations exist (cf. Figure 1), however, relaxation of the ions
will minimize surface dipoles and therefore stabilize the
surface.22−24 Along the [111] direction and caused by the
(layered) crystal structure, terminating the surface by FeA and
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Figure 1. Sequence of atomic layers in a Fe3O4(111) surface slab
(Feoct2 terminated) in ideal bulk structure. Color code used
throughout this work: Feoct1 and Feoct2, dark blue balls; Fetet1 and
Fetet2, light blue balls; oxygen, small red balls. All figures were created
using VESTA.25
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FeB sites is possible in two different ways for each termination,
that is, Fetet1, Fetet2 and Feoct1, Feoct2. We prefer the latter
notation, as it is unambiguous and is therefore used throughout
this work.
On the basis of the low energy electron diffraction (LEED)

and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) studies by Weiss
and co-workers, who focused on thin films of Fe3O4(111)
supported on Pt(111), the surface is terminated by a one-fourth
monolayer (ML) of the Fetet1 ion over a hexagonal close-packed
oxygen layer.26−29 This agrees with earlier LEED studies by
Somorjai and co-workers.30,31 However, results from a study
employing high-resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy
(HREELS), infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy
(IRAS), and temperature-programmed desorption (TPD)
using CO as a probe molecule were reconcilable with a
termination of two iron atoms, consisting of a topmost one-
fourth ML of Feoct2 and a one-fourth ML of Fetet1 directly
underneath.32

With regard to theoretical work, this section does not intend
to be exhaustive about previous density functional theory
(DFT) studies on the Fe3O4(111) surface. Instead, we only
mention four, which are in our opinion representative works,
using LDA+U(4.0,4.5 eV),33 PBE+U(3.8,4.0 eV),34,35 as well as
PW91+U(3.61 eV)36 to calculate surface energies and stabilities
of various terminations under varying chemical potentials of
oxygen. Although different DFT-based approaches have been
used, these studies agree on the fact that the Fetet1 and Feoct2
terminations are (i) comparably stable in terms of surface
energy, and (ii) the most stable ones for a wide range of
chemical potentials of oxygen.
A few studies on the adsorption of water on the Fe3O4(100)

surface exist;37−39 however, despite the large body of work by
Ranke and co-workers7,29,40,41 focusing on the (111) facet,
there are still some open questions. Al-Shamery and co-workers
investigated the adsorption structure of small water aggrega-
tions based on TPD as well as IR spectroscopy.41 Relying on
the work by Joseph et al.,40 they conjectured that upon
dissociative H2O adsorption, the OH− coordinates to a surface
Fe ion, and the H+ binds to a neighboring surface O ion
creating another hydroxyl group. This hypothesis naturally
suggests the assignment of the two observed IR bands (2712
and 2691 cm−1)41 to respective vibrational modes of the
aforementioned “water induced” OH groups. However, firm
evidence has not been provided yet.
In another recent work, Batista and co-workers studied the

adsorption of water on an iron-terminated Fe3O4(111) surface
by virtue of STM and DFT.42 For temperatures below 235 K,
they interpret their STM images as a signature of intact water
molecules as well as hydroxyl groups bound to the surface,
whereas for temperatures between 235 and 245 K, results are
interpreted in favor of complete dissociation of adwater.
Consequently, for this temperature range the authors claim that
all water is converted into hydroxyl groups bound on top of the
terminating Fe3+ cations.42

Relatively few theoretical studies on the adsorption of water
on the Fe3O4(111) surface exist.

19,42−44 Importantly, as shown
by Jiao and co-workers,34 12 atomic layers for the periodic slab
model appear to be mandatory, because the ninth layer for the
Fetet1 and the seventh layer for the Feoct2 termination play an
important role in electron localization, which is coupled to ionic
relaxation. However, the criterion of a large enough model, that
is, employing a slab with a sufficient number of layers, is only
met in ref 44. Unfortunately, due to technical issues described

in this aforementioned work, no Hubbard-type U parameter to
correct for some of the correlation effects in the Fe 3d states
was employed. A systematic theoretical study on water
adsorption treating both important metal terminations has
not been accomplished so far.
The present work addresses these issues and discusses novel

results on the interaction between H2O molecules and the
Fetet1- and Feoct2-terminated Fe3O4(111) surfaces using periodic
DFT and superposition error free plane waves as a basis set. We
present a detailed, comparative report on minimum energy
structures, adsorption thermodynamics, as well as IR
frequencies including isotope effects with increasing water
coverage, that is, one, two, and three H2O per primitive surface
unit cell. This corresponds to water coverages of 3.2, 6.4, and
9.6 × 1014 cm−2, respectively.

2. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
2.1. Methods. PBE+U Electronic and Ionic Structure

Calculations. Calculations were performed using the projector-
augmented-wave (PAW) method45,46 as implemented in the
Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP)47,48 using plane
waves up to a kinetic energy of 800 eV. We take care of
corrections for the onsite Coulomb correlation of Fe 3d orbitals
via the (spin-polarized) DFT+U49,50 approach based on the
Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE)51 exchange-correlation func-
tional, that is, PBE+U. The specific implementation of DFT+U
used in this work follows Dudarev et al.52,53 An effective
Hubbard-type U parameter of 3.8 eV was employed following
previous LSDA54,55 as well as PBE-GGA34,56 studies on Fe3O4
surfaces. This appears to be an optimal choice, because local
magnetic moments of the octahedrally and tetrahedrally
coordinated Fe ions in the bulk amount to 3.9 and −4.1 μB,
respectively, which is in very good agreement with experiment
(4.05 μB)

57 and results reported in the literature.34,36,56 In
addition, the lattice parameter obtained using an effective U of
3.8 eV and the PBE functional amounts to 8.508 Å (fit to
Murnaghan’s equation of state; cf. Supporting Information)58

agrees reasonably well with experiment (8.396 Å).16,17 The
calculated bulk modulus amounts to 172 GPa, which
underestimates the observed value (181−186 GPa)17,59 by
5%. The overestimation of the lattice constant together with the
aforementioned underestimation of the bulk modulus is typical
of GGA functionals applied to crystalline solids.60 The
overestimation of lattice constants by a GGA approximation
becomes usually even more pronounced within the DFT+U
approach, as for example, discussed by Bayer et al.61

We use the PAW potentials as released with VASP 5.2. The
potential used to describe the electron−ion interaction in Fe
comprises 14 valence electrons (Fe: [Mg] 3p6 3d7 4s1 as the
atomic reference configuration). For oxygen, six ([He] 2s2 2p4)
valence electrons have been used.
For the Fe3O4 bulk calculations, a Γ-centered Monkhorst−

Pack62 k-mesh of a grid density of 8 × 8 × 8 was employed.
Surface calculations (cf. Section 2.2) employ a 5 × 5 × 1 k-
mesh.
Electronic optimization was performed using an energy break

criterion of 10−5 eV. Structural optimizations were performed
until all forces acting on the relaxed atoms were better than
0.02 eV/Å. Vibrational frequencies use central differences for
the force derivative to calculate the (partial) Hessian matrix (cf.
Section 2.2) employing atomic displacements of ±0.015 Å.

Hybrid Functional Calculations. In addition to PBE
+U(3.8), adsorption energies required for thermodynamic
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stabilities (cf. Section 3.4) were computed using the Heyd,
Scuseria, and Ernzerhof (HSE) hybrid functional.63 This
functional uses 25% Fock and 75% PBE exchange energy as
the mixing ratio similar to the PBE0 hybrid functional64 and a
screening parameter of 0.207 Å−1. Energy and force calculations
employ a Fourier grid for the Fock exchange related routines
determined by 9/4 times the cutoff used to expand the orbitals
(PRECFOCK = normal). This protocol was extensively tested
and has been shown to result in accurate energies and
forces.65−67 To optimize the bulk lattice constant, a Γ-centered
4 × 4 × 4 Monkhorst−Pack k-mesh was used, and the surface
slab calculations employ a k-mesh of 2 × 2 × 1 grid density.
This ensured k-point convergence in the hybrid functional
results.
To test for the influence of van der Waals dispersion-type of

interactions on adsorption energies, we estimated this energy
contribution by adding the semiempirical C6/R

6 term following
Grimme (DFT+D2) to energies and forces.68,69 Standard van
der Waals C6 and R0 parameters as provided by Grimme were
employed for Fe, O, and H atoms (cf. Table 1). Functional

specific global scaling factors for the dispersion contribution of
0.75 and 0.60 were employed in PBE+U(3.8) and HSE
calculations, respectively. For more extensive assessments and
discussions on the global scaling factors, we refer to refs 66 and
70.
2.2. Models. The conventional unit cell for the bulk crystal

used comprises 56 atoms (Fe24O32). The surface unit cells cut
in [111] orientation are primitive (1 × 1) cells with respect to
the oxygen plane with a cell vector of a0/√2 length (PBE
+U(3.8), 601.6 pm; HSE, 594.8 pm) with a0 being the
equilibrium bulk lattice constant. Slab models use 12 atomic
layers corresponding to a composition of Fe12O16 (cf. Figure 2).
Periodically repeated images are separated by a vacuum layer of
10 Å. Spurious dipole−dipole interactions between periodic

images are compensated by the approach suggested by Makov
and Payne71 as implemented in the VASP code.
For the optimization of ionic positions, four atomic layers at

the bottom of the slab are kept frozen in bulk positions (=
asymmetric slab). Normal mode analysis uses the optimized
slab involving adwater as well as four topmost surface layers,
needed in the calculation of the partial Hessian. This means
that the contribution from the remaining eight layers below the
surface layers are not included in the calculation of harmonic
frequencies. However, this contribution is supposed to largely
cancel out in the calculation of adsorption energies.

2.3. Thermodynamics. The adsorption of water on the
Feoct2 and Fetet1 terminated Fe3O4(111) surfaces is described by
the following equation

+

⇄

n

n

Fe O (111) H O

[Fe O (111), H O]

3 4 oct2/tet1 2

3 4 2 oct2/tet1 (1)

with n = 1, 2, and 3.
The corresponding adsorption free energy, ΔGads, is defined

as

μΔ = Δ = − + ·G G T p nH O G G n( , , ) ( )ads ads 2 cmpl
(s)

surf
(s)

H2O
(g)

(2)

with Gcmpl
(s) , Gsurf

(s) , μH2O
(g) as the free energies of the adsorption

complex, the clean surface, and the chemical potential of water
in the gas phase.
The enthalpy for solids is approximated as the sum of the

DFT electronic energy and the zero-point vibrational energy
(ZPVE) using harmonic frequencies. As commonly applied,72

the volume work (pV) in solids is neglected

= +H E E(s)
el ZPV (3)

Temperature dependence of the enthalpy and vibrational
entropy of surfaces are calculated according to the procedure
described in ref 73.
The chemical potential of water in the gas phase is defined as

μ μ= + ·
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟T p T p RT

p
p

( , ) ( , ) lng
H2O
(g)

H2O
( ) 0

0
(4)

with R as the universal gas constant and p0 as the standard
pressure (1 bar).
The chemical potential at p0 reads

μ μ= + −

−

T p H T p H p

TS T p

( , ) (0 K) [ ( , ) (0 K, )]

( , )
H2O
(g) 0

H2O
(g) 0 0

0
(5)

The chemical potential of water at 0 K, μH2O
(g) (0K), is defined as

μ = +K E E(0 )H2O
(g)

el
H2O

ZPV
H2O

(6)

3. RESULTS
3.1. Clean Surfaces. Table 2 shows surface energy γ and

relative layer relaxation Δz of the Feoct2 and Fetet1 terminated
surfaces, respectively. The surface energy γ is calculated
according to

γ = −
A

E E
1

2
( )surf bulk (7)

The layer relaxation Δz is defined as the change in the z-
coordinate of the atom with respect to the ideal (unrelaxed)

Table 1. C6 Parameters (J nm6 mol−1) and van der Waals
Radii, R0 (pm), Used in This Work (As Provided by
Grimme68)

C6 R0

Fe 10.80 156.2
O 0.70 134.2
H 0.14 100.1

Figure 2. Slab models for the clean and optimized (a) Feoct2 and (b)
Fetet1 terminated Fe3O4(111) surfaces. See Figure 1 for the color code.
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structure. For the Feoct2 termination, the first and second Fe
layers relax inward by 1.70 and 2.84%, respectively. However,
relaxation of the terminating Fetet1 atom is far more
pronounced (−4.95%).
The relaxation, which will minimize the surface energy, is

obvious in both surfaces due to their polarity.22 After relaxation,
numerical results for γ of the Feoct2 (1.18 J/m

2) and Fetet1 (1.11
J/m2) terminations are very close.
3.2. Water Adsorption on the Feoct2 Termination.

Monomer. Depositing a single water molecule on the primitive
surface unit cell leads to spontaneous dissociation. The PBE
+U(3.8) adsorption energy of −140.0 kJ/mol is given in Table
3 and calculated following eq 1.

This result corresponds to a strongly exothermic adsorption
process due to the dissociative reaction pathway. The related
adsorption structure (1O) is shown in Figure 3a. The
dissociation leads to two hydroxyl groups on the surface. One
of it coordinates to the terminating iron atom with a Fe−O
bond distance of 190.7 pm. The second OH group results from
proton transfer to a surface oxygen. Its associated OH distance
amounts to 99.2 pm.
Dimer. According to Figure 2b (2O), the additional, second

water molecule does not dissociate. It adsorbs in a way such
that two hydrogen bonds are created. The adsorption energy of

the dimer at the Feoct2 terminated surface amounts to −228.1
kJ/mol.

Trimer. The third water molecule coordinates with its
oxygen atom to the Fetet1 atom in the surface, such that only
one additional hydrogen bond is formed. The adsorption
energy amounts to −270.6 kJ/mol. Note that the gain in energy
upon adding the third molecule is almost 50% smaller
compared with the energy gain for creating 2O. The proton
acceptor in the aforementioned H bond is the oxygen atom in
the OH group formed upon dissociation of the first H2O, which
is located at the Feoct2 atom (cf. Figure 3c, 3O).

3.3. Water Adsorption on the Fetet1 Termination.
Monomer. In contrast to the Feoct2 terminated surface, water
adsorbs molecularly at the Fetet1 termination of Fe3O4(111)
associated with a much higher (that is, more positive)
adsorption energy of −61.0 kJ/mol (cf. Table 3). Note that
no surface hydroxyl groups are created. The oxygen atom of
H2O binds on top of the terminating iron atom with a rather
long bond distance of 217.6 pm. The two terminal OH groups
in the molecule are oriented parallel to the surface (1T, cf.
Figure 4a).

Dimer. The adsorption configuration involving a second
water molecule (2T, cf. Figure 4b) is akin to the one in 2O.
However, no proton transfer is involved, that is, the molecules
stay intact. The adsorption energy for 2T amounts to −147.5
kJ/mol. The gain in energy relative to 1T amounts to 86.5 kJ/
mol and is similarly large as in case of the formation of 2O.

Trimer. The adsorption structure of three water molecules
on the Fetet1 terminated surface (3T, cf. Figure 4c) is similar to
2T. The only difference is the additional H2O molecule, which
occupies empty space behind the plane defined by the two
water molecules in 2T. Intramolecular bond distances of the
third water molecule do not change significantly upon
adsorption compared with the structure in the gas phase. The
adsorption energy of 3T amounts to −198.8 kJ/mol and,
similarly to 3O, the gain in energy relative to 2T, is only 51.3
kJ/mol. van der Waals-type dispersion contributions have been
estimated using PBE+U(3.8) structures and, as expected,
provide further stabilization of the adwater by ca. 13 to 20
kJ/mol per water molecule.

3.4. Thermodynamic Stability. Table 4 lists enthalpy as
well as entropy contributions to the Gibbs adsorption free
energies at 100 and 300 K for water adsorption on the Feoct2
and Fetet1 terminated Fe3O4(111) surfaces, respectively. Note
that for the calculation of free energies according to eq 2, the

Table 2. Surface Energy γ (J/m2) for the Feoct2 and Fetet1
Terminated Fe3O4(111) Surfaces

a

Δz (%)

γ (J/m2) 1L 2L 3L 4L

Feoct2 1.176 −1.70 −2.84 +1.70 +0.38
Fetet1 1.112 −4.95 −2.02 +1.32 −1.53

aRelative atomic layer relaxations Δz with respect to the unrelaxed z-
coordinate of the four topmost layers (1L−4L).

Table 3. Adsorption Energies (kJ/mol) Obtained Using PBE
+U(3.8) and Estimate for the Dispersion Contribution in
PBE+U+D//PBE+Ua

1 × H2O 2 × H2O 3 × H2O

Feoct2 −140.0 (−26.9) −228.1 (−42.1) −270.6 (−61.8)
Fetet1 −61.0 (−13.3) −147.5 (−26.8) −198.8 (−50.1)

aDispersion contribution of PBE+U+D//PBE+U is given in
parentheses.

Figure 3. Structures optimized (bond distances in pm) using PBE+U(3.8) for one (a), two (b), and three (c) H2O molecules adsorbed at the Feoct2
terminated Fe3O4(111) surface. Color code throughout this work: Feoct, large dark blue balls; Fetet, large light blue balls; oxygen, small red balls;
hydrogen, small white balls.
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Feoct2 terminated surface is used as the standard or reference.
This approximation is considered to be reasonable, because of

the very similar surface energies of these two surfaces (cf. Table
2).
Water adsorption occurs spontaneously regardless of the

specific termination. Note that at low temperatures, water
adsorption is “enthalpy driven”. Specifically, 3O is the most
stable species according to ΔG. At 300 K, both, enthalpy as well
as entropy effects matter. Importantly, due to the lower loss of
entropy upon adsorption, small water aggregations are favored
over larger ones.
Figure 5 shows the corresponding stability diagrams, that is,

the Gibbs free reaction energies (cf. eq 1) for water adsorption
on both surfaces obtained using PBE+U(3.8) and HSE+D,
respectively. Qualitatively both DFT-based approaches suggest
a similar picture. Adsorption of water on the Feoct2 terminated
Fe3O4(111) surface is always thermodynamically preferred over
adsorption on the Fetet1 terminated surface. Additionally,
according to both methods, the adsorption equilibrium sets
in with 1O and upon increasing the pressure, the equilibrium

Figure 4. Structures optimized (bond distances in pm) using PBE+U(3.8) for one (a), two (b), and three (c) H2O molecules adsorbed at the Fetet1
terminated Fe3O4(111) surface.

Table 4. Adsorption Enthalpy, Entropy Contribution, as
Well as Gibbs Free Energy in kJ/mol Obtained Using PBE
+U(3.8)a

ΔH −TΔS ΔG

structure 100 K 300 K 100 K 300 K 100 K 300 K

1O −136.3 −143.0 14.4 45.4 −121.9 −97.6
2O −217.2 −230.5 28.4 91.0 −188.8 −139.5
3O −251.9 −271.9 42.6 135.4 −209.3 −136.5
1T −52.7 −59.4 13.8 34.8 −38.9 −24.6
2T −133.1 −146.5 29.0 87.0 −104.1 −59.5
3T −176.7 −196.7 42.5 128.8 −134.2 −67.9

aThe reference (cf. Figure 5) refers to the clean Feoct2 terminated
surface (po  1 bar).

Figure 5. Stability diagrams at (a) 100 K and (b) 300 K obtained using PBE+U(3.8) (left) and HSE+D (right) as a function of the water vapor
pressure. The reference of ΔG = 0 kJ/mol refers to the clean Feoct2 terminated surface (po  1 bar).
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on the surface is pushed toward larger water clusters (2O and
3O). Because of the more exothermic adsorption predicted by
HSE+D (cf. Supporting Information), the transition pressure
of, for example, 2O → 3O, is 3−4 orders of magnitude lower
than the corresponding PBE+U(3.8) result.
3.5. Coverage Effects. A p(2 × 2) supercell was created for

test purposes to check coverage effects. Two water molecules
were adsorbed on that supercell. As shown in Table 5, the

properties of the clean Feoct2 and Fetet1 terminated surfaces do
not change upon creation of the supercell, as it should be. For
instance, both supercells have virtually identical surface energies
and magnetic moments per Fe3O4 formula unit.
For the adsorption of two water molecules on the supercell,

two configurations are considered (cf. Figure 6), that is, (a) two
individual and well separated molecules and (b) the water
dimer. The corresponding adsorption energies (Eads) are shown
in Table 6.
Compared with 1O, the adsorption energy of Oa amounts to

slightly more than twice the value of 1O. The difference is
−33.1 kJ/mol (≅ 12% of 2 × Eads(1O)), which is very likely
due to coverage effects (adsorbate−adsorbate interactions).
With regard to the formation of a dimer on the supercell (Ob),
the difference amounts to even less (−18.6 kJ/mol ≅ 8% of
Eads(2O)).
On the Fetet1 surface, the adsorption energy of two separate

water molecules (Ta) is only 10 kJ/mol more positive
compared with twice the value of 1T (−122.0 kJ/mol).
Similarly, the difference between Tb and 2T amounts to −33.8
kJ/mol. On the basis of that, the coverage effect is estimated to
be ca. 10−20 kJ/mol per water molecule and is thus considered
to be small.
3.6. Vibrational Frequencies. Figures 7 and 8 show

calculated wavenumbers obtained using PBE+U(3.8) for 1O−
3O and 1T−3T, respectively. Panel a in each figure gives the

observed wavenumbers upon dosing D2O at the surface, that is,
2720 and 2695 cm−1.74

Note that each adsorbed water molecule contributes two
stretching modes. For water on the Feoct2 termination,
corresponding modes can be divided into two groups: the
modes of (i) terminal OH groups (OH1−OH3) and (ii)
hydrogen bonds (HB1−HB3). This labeling is chosen in
accordance with the problem discussed in ref 74. Naturally, in
1O there are no hydrogen bonds created but in addition to the
terminal OH a surface hydroxyl group (H−Os) is formed. We
emphasize that vibrations of the hydrogen bond network at the
Feoct2 surface are rather localized, that is, individual modes can
be assigned to certain atom pairs. The vibrations of the HB
network on the Fetet1 terminated surface are qualitatively
different. This has to do with a rather strong coupling of modes
due to pronounced interactions between adsorbed water
molecules. Therefore, we prefer to categorize these water
related modes as “symmetric” and “asymmetric” modes,
similarly to the molecule in gas phase.

3.7. Effect on Vibrations upon Isotopic Labeling. To
facilitate assignment of vibrational modes, effects induced by
isotopic labeling with 18O are presented in Table 7.

4. DISCUSSION
Replacing 16O by 18O in the slab model employed, that is, the
surface, leads to an isotopic shift in the surface hydroxyl group
of 1O, while by obvious reasons the terminal OH is not
affected. This does not agree with observation.74 Experimen-
tally, the two bands are only shifted upon 18O labeling of D2O
(cf. Table 7). Whenever a mode involves a surface oxygen
atom, the 18O labeling of the surface will naturally lead to a
shift. So, as a consequence, the interpretation of Al-Shamery
and co-workers,41 which involves a Brønsted basic surface
oxygen atom, has to be questioned.
The wetting behavior of the Fetet1 terminated surface is

completely different due to the molecular adsorption process.

Table 5. Comparison of Properties of the p(1 × 1) and p(2
× 2) Surface Unit Cells (PBE+U(3.8))

cell size termination
total energy

(eV)
surface energy

(J/m2)
mag. moment

(μB)

p(1 × 1) Feoct2 −187.776 1.176 18
p(2 × 2) Feoct2 −751.114 1.175 72 = 4 × 18
p(1 × 1) Fetet1 −188.027 1.112 20.5
p(2 × 2) Fetet1 −752.119 1.111 82 = 4 × 20.5

Figure 6. Adsorption of two water molecules on the p(2 × 2) Feoct2 terminated supercell. Panel a shows two individual molecules (Oa) in diagonal
configuration; panel b shows the water dimer (Ob) on the supercell. The topmost layer (large dark blue spheres) consists of Feoct2 cations; large light
blue spheres refer to the surface Fetet1 cations underneath; oxygen of water is orange.

Table 6. PBE+U(3.8) Adsorption Energies

Eads (kJ/mol) Eads (kJ/mol)

Oa −313.1 Ta −111.5
Ob −246.7 Tb −181.3
1O −140.0 1T −61.0
2O −228.1 2T −147.5
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As a consequence, the water molecule remains intact and is
adsorbed at a larger distance to the surface (cf. Figure 4).
Therefore, the surface oxygen will be hardly involved. All the
modes observed in the hydrated Fetet1 terminated surface can
only be affected upon isotope exchange in the water.
GGA-type functionals slightly overestimate vibrational

frequencies on average as, for example, shown in ref 75.
Specifically, PBE frequencies are expected to be overestimated
by approximately 1% according to scaling factors devised from
quantum chemical calculations.75 The small error in PBE
frequencies is largely related to error compensation between
the blue shift incurred by the harmonic approximation and the
red shift due to the error incurred by the functional. Taking this
into consideration, the wave numbers corresponding to the
terminal OD stretching modes for 2O (2758, 2728 cm−1) 2T
(2725, 2710 cm−1), and 3T (2732, 2702 cm−1) compare well
with observed results (2720, 2695 cm−1, cf. ref 74).
The thermodynamic stability of individual adsorption

structures strongly supports water adsorption on the Feoct2
termination (cf. Figure 5). It is important to mention that the
two IR signals were observed over a wide temperature range
starting from 120 up to 300 K at moderate water vapor
pressures.74 However, according to Figure 5, 2T and 3T are not
very stable species under these conditions. In a recent
collaboration between experimentalists and theoreticians in
the groups of Flytzani-Stephanopolous and Batista, the
adsorption of water on the Fe3O4(111) surface was studied
by STM and DFT.42 They accumulated evidence that
molecularly adsorbed water on the Fetet1 terminated surface
desorbs at temperatures higher than 245 K. Alternative to

desorption, dissociation may set in. Therefore, additionally to
the molecular water adsorption on the Fetet1 terminated
Fe3O4(111) surface, also dissociated adsorption complexes
were studied in the present work. Dissociation on the Fetet1
termination has been previously discussed by Grillo et al.43

Therefore, we created the dissociated water complexes, that is,
monomer and dimer structures (cf. Figure 9). The dissociated
water monomer is only 13.7 kJ·mol−1 more stable than the
molecularly adsorbed water. The dissociated water dimer is
14.2 kJ·mol−1 more stable than the corresponding molecular
adsorption complex featuring two intact water molecules. Note
that most IR experiments focused on temperatures lower than
or equal to 245 K.74 Because of the observed isotopic shifts in
both of the two reported IR signals in ref 74, it is obvious that
the properties of the dissociated monomer (cf. Figure 9a) are
inconsistent with observation. Concerning the dissociated
dimer (cf. Figure 9b), IR properties of the molecular and
dissociated complexes are very similar (cf. Figure 4b). However,
the dimer on the Feoct2 termination (2O) is by 70 kJ·mol−1

more stable than the dissociated dimer on the Fetet1
termination.
Therefore, 2O appears to be the most appropriate model to

explain the two aforementioned signals, even though other
adsorption structures such as 2T, 3O, and 3T could potentially
contribute upon increase of the coverage (cf. Figure 5). The
energetically low lying modes of the hydrogen bonds (HB1,
HB2; cf. Figure 7c) are difficult to detect experimentally,
because of their very broad and indefinite absorption signature.

Figure 7. (a) Observed IR signals using D2O dosed on a Feoct2 terminated Fe3O4(111) surface;74 panels b−d represent respective stick spectra
(term. OH in red; H-bonds in 2O and 3O in blue) for one, two, and three adsorbed D2O molecules. Corresponding structures (PBE+U(3.8)) show
selected bond distances (pm). Blue and red arrows in 2O and 3O indicate vibrational modes related to H-bonds and terminal OH, respectively.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

Using the PBE+U(3.8) approach, the adsorption of water on
the Feoct2 terminated Fe3O4(111) surface follows a dissociative
pathway, while on the Fetet1 terminated surface, water adsorbs
molecularly. This finding is robust upon inclusion of
corrections to the adsorption energy obtained using the hybrid
functional HSE. Upon 18O-labeling, observed IR signals can be
unambiguously attributed to terminal OH groups of adwater
rather than the newly formed surface OH group. Dimeric water
clusters agree best with observation, however, results on the
adsorption of water on Fe3O4(111) favor the Feoct2 over the
Fetet1 terminations.
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Figure 8. (a) Observed IR signals using D2O dosed on a Fetet1 terminated Fe3O4(111) surface;
74 panels b−d represent stick spectra for 1T, 2T, and

3T, respectively.

Table 7. Isotopic Shifts Δυ (cm −1)a

rOH Δυ (D2
18O) Δυ (Fe3

18O4)

obsd.b −18 0
−17 0

1O term. OH 96.9 −17 0
H−Os 99.2 0 −16

2O term. OH1 97.0 −17 0
term. OH2 97.3 −18 0
HB1 0 −15
HB2 −14 0

2T term. OH1 97.3 −17 0
term. OH2 97.5 −17 0
sym. −14 0
asym. −13 0

aBond distances rOH (pm) of terminal OH groups in the 1O, 2O, and
2T adsorption complexes are also presented. bRef 74.

Figure 9. Dissociative adsorption of the water monomer (a) and dimer
(b) on the Fetet1 terminated surface. The simulated IR wavenumbers of
terminal OH stretching modes are shown below.
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ABSTRACT: Although the (111) surface of Fe3O4 (magnetite) has been investigated
for more than 20 years, substantial controversy remains in the literature regarding the
surface termination proposed based on structural and adsorption studies. The present
article provides density functional theory results that allow to rationalize experimental
results of infrared reflection−absorption spectroscopy and temperature-programmed
desorption studies on CO adsorption, thus leading to a unified picture in which the
Fe3O4(111) surface is terminated by a 1/4 monolayer of tetrahedrally coordinated Fe3+

ions on top of a close-packed oxygen layer as previously determined by low energy
electron diffraction. However, surface defects play a crucial role in adsorption properties
and may dominate chemical reactions on Fe3O4(111) when exposed to the ambient.

■ INTRODUCTION

Due to their enormous importance in geology, physics, and
chemistry, iron oxides in various compositions and structures
and their surfaces, especially in contact with the environment,
have been intensively studied.1 Characterization of Fe3O4
(magnetite) surfaces, addressed in the present work, has
come a long way. An excellent comprehensive review about the
surface structures of iron oxides, following a much earlier one,2

has recently been published.3 This review considers the surface
structure of the clean Fe3O4(001) surface as solved. The
situation is less clear for the Fe3O4(111) surface. Low energy
electron diffraction (LEED) studies, performed on Fe3O4(111)
thin films grown on Pt(111) and combined with scanning
tunneling microscopy (STM) results, suggested a termination
with a 1/4 monolayer of (in the bulk) tetrahedrally coordinated
Fe3+ ions over a close−packed oxygen layer (Fetet1; for
nomenclature see Figure 1).4,5 This surface structure may be
obtained by cutting along the Fetet1 layer in the magnetite
(inverse spinel) structure with surface Fe ions strongly relaxed
inward. A recent LEED I/V study6 reinforced this conclusion
by providing a very reasonable reliability (Pendry R-) factor of
∼0.1, and must be taken as strong evidence of a proper and
hence solved surface structure. Also, the surface stability
diagram based on density functional theory (DFT) calculations
suggests the Fetet1-terminated surface to be most stable at
experimentally relevant pressures and temperatures.7−11 On the
contrary, an adsorption study12 using CO as a probe molecule
as well as a very recent study on water interaction with
Fe3O4(111)

13 were both rationalized in terms of a surface
terminated by octahedrally coordinated iron ions (Feoct2; see
Figure 1) in the outermost layer.
Apparently, there is disagreement between surface structures

derived from LEED and DFT studies on one hand and

adsorption studies on the other. In the present work, we
critically analyze the origin of this controversy and report DFT
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Figure 1. Top views on the Fetet1 (a) and Feoct2 (b) terminated
Fe3O4(111) surface. Cross-view on a stepped Fe3O4(111) surface (c)
showing the two step types A and B. Regular stacking sequence along
[111] of atomic layers are shown on the right-hand side. Tetrahedrally
coordinated Fe3+ ions are light blue, octahedrally coordinated Fe2+

ions are dark blue, and oxygen is red.
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results, which allow us to provide a unified picture of the
surface termination of Fe3O4(111), in which the surface
exposes a 1/4 monolayer of tetrahedrally coordinated Fe3+

ions over a close-packed oxygen layer as previously determined
by LEED.

■ METHODS AND MATERIALS

Experimental Details. The experiments were carried out in
several ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) chambers with a background
pressure below 5 × 10−10 mbar. All setups were equipped with
standard facilities necessary to grow well-ordered thin magnet-
ite films on clean Pt substrates. The quality of the films was
checked by LEED which revealed sharp diffraction spots with
low background intensity, and no other elements except Fe and
O were observed in the Auger electron spectra (AES, both from
Specs). The adsorption studies were performed via temper-
ature-programmed desorption (TPD) using a differentially
pumped quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS, from Hiden)
having a gold-plated cone shield to minimize signals from the
heating stage. Vibrational spectra were measured by infrared
reflection absorption spectroscopy (IRAS, Bruker 66 ivs). In
one chamber, CO was dosed via calibrated molecular beam. In
other setups, CO was dosed by backfilling the chamber. CO
exposures are given in Langmuir (1 L = 10−6 Torr × sec). STM
studies were performed in another UHV chamber equipped
with LEED, AES, and a scanning tunneling microscope (from
Omicron) operated at room temperature.
The Fe3O4(111) films, with a thickness of about 5 nm, were

grown on Pt(111) following a well-documented recipe4−6,12

and will be discussed in detail in the text. Although the precise
preparation parameters (Fe flux, oxidation temperature, time,
and oxygen pressure) used in each setup may slightly differ, all
oxide films exhibited a high degree of order as judged by LEED.
In addition, the samples prepared in different chambers showed

similar TPD spectra of CO allowing for cross-correlation of the
results obtained by different techniques.
Preparation of the Fe3O4(001) films on Pt(001) is described

elsewhere.14 The films show sharp LEED patterns of the
Fe3O4(001)-(√2 × √2)R45° reconstructed surface and
exhibit the same surface morphology as reported for a single
crystal.3

TPD spectra were measured with a heating rate of 3 K/sec.
IRA spectra were measured at grazing angle 8° with the
resolution of 4 cm−1. Note that the cooling time to reach the
base temperature of 90 K is at least 5 min. STM images were
recorded with commercial Pt−Ir tips (L.O.T. Oriel).

Computational Details. The details of DFT calculations
are amply discussed in ref 11. In this section, we only report the
most important points to be self-contained. DFT results were
obtained using periodic slab models preserving the Fe3O4

composition. Primitive (1 × 1) surface unit cells were cut
along the (111) crystallographic plane in the bulk. The
equilibrium bulk lattice constant is determined by virtue of
fitting a series of single points to the equation of state after
Murnaghan.15 It is 850.8 pm for the bulk and conveys to a
surface unit cell vector length of 601.6 pm. Since this work
compares two distinct surface terminations, we emphasize that
respective slab models use identical compositions (Fe12O16),
i.e., 12 atomic layers with the single metal (Fetet1; see Figure 1)
termination as the topmost layer and the double metal (Feoct2;
see Figure 1) termination as the bottommost layer (and vice
versa). We use so-called asymmetric models constraining the
atomic coordinates of the four bottommost layers to the bulk
values during structure optimizations. Electronic structure
calculations employ the so-called DFT+U16 approach using
an effective U value applied to the Fe 3d orbitals of 3.8 eV9,17

together with the Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE)18

exchange-correlation functional. We use the VASP19,20 code

Figure 2. (a) Consecutive IRAS and TPD spectra (cut at 400 K) measured upon stepwise increasing CO dosage at 90 K on Fe3O4(111) films (see
text). (b) IRAS spectra of 1 L CO at 90 K and after thermal flash to the temperatures as indicated. The film was prepared by oxidation at 1000 K and
flashed to 800 K in UHV prior to CO adsorption. The spectra are offset for clarity.
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benefiting from the efficient projector-augmented wave
method21,22 to describe the electron−ion interaction on a
full-potential level. The cutoff for the plane-wave basis set is
800 eV and Brillouin zones of surface unit cells are sampled for
integration by a (5 × 5 × 1) Γ-centered Monkhorst−Pack23 k-
point mesh. To calculate vibrational frequencies of adsorbed
CO molecules, we employ normal-mode analysis calculating the
mass-weighted (partial) Hessian as the first derivative of atomic
gradients with respect to their Cartesian components using
central differences and a step size of 1.5 pm. Errors in
wavenumbers incurred by the harmonic as well as the density
functional approximation have been taken care of by scaling the
wavenumber of ν(CO) in the free molecule (calc. 2123 cm−1)
with respect to the experimental value (2143 cm−1).24

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Experimental Results. Results of CO adsorption on

Fe3O4(111), obtained by TPD and IRAS, are shown in Figure
2. CO was first dosed at 90 K to a certain coverage monitored
by IRAS, and the TPD spectrum was then recorded upon
heating to 600 K. This was repeated several times while
stepwise increasing the coverage up to the saturation limit.
Clearly CO molecules chemisorb in, at least, three distinct
states, referred to as α, β, and γ (see ref 12). (Due to additional
adsorption from residual gas during the time it takes to place
the sample in front of the QMS, TPD spectra may correspond
to a slightly higher CO coverage than measured in IRAS
experiments.) To further correlate the desorption peaks and the
IRA bands, the IRA spectra were recorded at 90 K after thermal
flash to the specified temperature (Figure 2b). Both sets of
experiments clearly show that the γ desorption state at ∼240 K
is associated with CO molecules showing a sharp band at 2204
cm−1. Accordingly, the β state at ∼180 K correlates with a
broad band in the 2110−2095 cm−1 region, which remains after
desorption of the weakest bonded CO in the α state. The band
position at the highest coverage and hence corresponding to
the α desorption state is very sensitive to the adsorption
temperature and shifts from ∼2090 cm−1 observed at 105 K to
∼2070 cm−1 when adsorbed at 90 K. Note that this assignment
of the α state differs from the previously reported one,12 where
it has been associated with a very weak band at 2141 cm−1, i.e.,
very close to CO in the gas phase (2143 cm−1). Note also that
the intensity of the β signal relative to γ is considerably smaller
than previously reported.12 In fact, the intensities of both β and
γ signals vary from sample to sample (see also Figures 2 and 6
in ref 12), although all films showed sharp LEED patterns.
To quantify the CO coverage in our films, we made use of

CO TPD spectra obtained for the clean Pt(111) surface
measured prior to film growth. The spectra (see Figure 3)
suggest about 0.25 monolayer (ML) for the CO coverage in
total for the β and γ states. (1 ML is defined as 3.2 × 1014

atoms cm−2, i.e., one atom per Fe3O4(111) unit cell).
Obviously, this coverage cannot account for the regular surface
and, therefore, must be assigned to defect sites. In addition, the
β and γ states are often missing in the spectra for “as prepared”
films and only appear if the sample is flashed to high
temperatures prior to CO adsorption. Tentatively, this effect
is attributed to adsorption of water, which is always present in
the UHV background, that prevents CO adsorption in the γ
state, as illustrated in Figure S1 (ESI).
For comparison, Figure 4 depicts a CO TPD spectrum

obtained with the same setup on the clean (√2 × √2)R45°-
reconstructed surface of a Fe3O4(001) film grown on Pt(001).

This surface does not show any signature of strongly adsorbed
CO. Apparently, the α state at around 100 K on both (111) and
(001) surfaces is associated with the “tail” of CO desorption
having a maximum at a considerably lower temperature, as was,
indeed, observed in TPD experiments on a Fe3O4(001) single
crystal.
Importantly, LEED and STM studies of the Fe3O4(001)-

(√2 × √2)R45° surface both as thin films and single crystals
revealed a uniform and atomically flat surface with a low
amount of defects.3,14 Taking into account the relatively low
intensities of the β and γ desorption states only present on the
(111) surface, which, in turn, depend on film preparation (see
also ref 25) and vacuum conditions, it seems most likely that
those are associated with surface imperfections, which are hard
to control and quantify by conventional LEED usually
employed to judge on the quality of the prepared films or
single crystals.
Therefore, it is important to know the surface morphology of

the prepared films (e.g., by STM) to link the CO adsorption
results and the surface termination. Before we address STM
results, it is instructive to look at the Fe3O4(111) film
preparation in more detail. The first step includes the formation
of an FeO(111) monolayer film on the clean Pt(111) surface.2

This step is easy to control by LEED and CO titration of Pt,

Figure 3. Comparison of TPD spectra of 1 L CO adsorbed on
Fe3O4(111) film and clean Pt(111) at 140 K measured with the same
setup. CO adsorption on Pt(111) results in the c(4 × 2)-CO structure
at CO density of 7.4 × 1014 cm−2. Using this value for calibration, the
integral area of β and γ signals corresponds to 8 × 1013 cm−2, thus
resulting in ∼0.25 ML CO coverage (1 ML= 3.2 × 1014 cm−2).

Figure 4. TPD spectra of 1 L CO adsorbed on Fe3O4(111) and
Fe3O4(001) films at 90 K. The (111) film was prepared by oxidation at
940 K.
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which is also used for calibration of the Fe deposition flux. The
next step involves several (3−5) cycles of Fe deposition in
amounts equivalent to 5−10 monolayers of FeO(111) onto a
substrate kept at room temperature or below (down to 100 K),
followed by oxidation in 5 × 10−7 - 2 × 10−6 mbar of O2 at
870−950 K for 5−10 min. In the final step, the films are
oxidized at a slightly higher temperature, e.g., 930−1020 K, for
ca. 5 min. The final parameter to mention is the temperature, at
which oxygen is pumped out, which is usually about 500 K, but
may also be close to the oxidation temperature. Thus, there is a
certain diversity in the film preparation which may, however,
affect the adsorption results. In principle, this holds true for
single crystal surfaces as well, see refs 26 and 27.
STM studies show that all well-ordered films exhibit wide

hexagonally- or trigonally shaped terraces separated by
monatomic steps or step bunches (see Figure 5a,b). STM
images also revealed that oxidation at relatively high temper-
atures (∼1000 K) and oxygen pumping out at 500 K, results in
additional formation of small atomically flat islands (see Figure
5b,c). Once formed, these islands could not be removed by
reoxidation at lower temperatures. Their formation is sup-
pressed, however, if oxygen is pumped out simultaneously with
sample cooling after high temperature oxidation at ∼1000 K, or
if the final oxidation is performed at relatively low temperatures
(below 950 K). These islands, primarily of a trigonal shape, are
all ∼2.5 Å in height, that is about half of the distance between
the equivalent layers in Fe3O4(111) (= 4.6 Å), and must
therefore expose a surface termination other than that of the
surrounding terrace. The top facets showed no atomic
corrugation, thus favoring its assignment to a surface which is
terminated by the close-packed oxygen layer (i.e, O2 layer; see
Figure 1c). Origin and driving force for the island formation are
not well understood, and it seems hardly possible to judge on
their presence or absence without STM inspection.
STM images of the adsorbate-free Fe3O4(111) surface, which

can only be obtained after thermal flash to 800 K (as for TPD/
IRAS studies), showed a lattice of protrusions with 6 Å
periodicity, i.e., one protrusion per unit cell, independent of
bias polarity. Based on previous DFT calculations and image
simulations,5,9 this picture corresponds to the single metal
terminated surface, with the Fetet1 ions being imaged as
protrusions. For the double metal terminated surface, i.e.,
exposing the Feoct2−Fetet1 layers, empty state STM images show
one protrusion per unit cell, whereas filled state STM images
show a honeycomb-like structure with two protrusions per unit
cell, as observed on the Fe3O4(111) single crystal surfaces after

certain preparation treatments.26,28 Such images were never
observed in our films at any tunneling conditions, thus
suggesting that our films are Fetet1-terminated.

Computational Results. According to DFT results
published on thermodynamic stabilities of the various bulk
terminations of Fe3O4(111),

7,8 there is broad consensus (see
ref 8 and references therein) that under reducing conditions the
Fetet1 and Feoct2 terminations (see Figure 1c) are most stable,
the first one distinctly more stable than the second one. The
optimized structures 1 and 2 obtained for adsorption of CO on
both surface terminations are displayed in Figure 6. Structure 2
refers to CO adsorbed on the Feoct2

2+ ion, which is by 76.5 kJ/
mol more stable than CO adsorbed on the Fetet1

3+ ion of the
Feoct2 terminated surface. This is in qualitative agreement with

Figure 5. (a) STM image showing typical large-scale morphology of the Fe3O4(111) films. When prepared by oxidation at ∼1000 K, the films exhibit
additional islands about 2.5 Å in height randomly distributed across the surface as shown in (b,c). The sample imaged in (c) was flashed to 800 K in
UHV prior to imaging. The lattice of protrusions with a 6 Å periodicity is observed on the clean surface (see inset), which may additionally show
adsorbate species (as bright protrusions) and vacancies (as missing protrusions). Tunneling conditions are sample bias +1.4 V, tunneling current 0.7
nA.

Figure 6. Comparison of experimentally observed and calculated
ν(CO) bands for corresponding structures (1−4) shown below the
spectrum. The Feoct2 ions and Fetet1 ions are shown in dark and light
blue, respectively. Lattice oxygen is red; oxygen in O-adlayers
(structures 3 and 4) is orange; carbon is black; oxygen in CO is
dark red.
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results reported in ref 29. Because one of the two iron ions
binds CO so much stronger than the other, we only discuss
structure 2 in the present work, i.e., CO adsorbed on the
Feoct2

2+ ion. Table 1 presents corresponding vibrational
frequencies of the CO stretching mode together with
adsorption energies obtained for 1 ML CO coverage, i.e., one
CO molecule per (1 × 1) unit cell. Structures 3 and 4 represent
crude models of step edges (defect sites) of type A and B,
respectively, as shown in Figure 1c.12,30 Model 3 features an
oxygen layer on top of the Feoct2 terminated surface and model
4 relates to the Feoct1 terminated Fe3O4(111) surface. Both
models are built starting from the 12-atomic layer slab
described in the Computational Details Section. Note that
additional O-layers in 3 and 4 are displayed in orange (see
Figure 6).
The calculated and experimentally observed CO stretching

frequencies are schematically shown for comparison in the top
panel in Figure 6. The comparison allows us to draw several
conclusions:

• First, the ν(CO) frequency obtained for the double metal
termination (Feoct2

2+, 2049 cm−1, structure 2) is
considerably lower than any of the observed frequencies.
The pronounced red shift with respect to free CO may
be explained by substantial d-π* back-donation on the
oxide surface.31,32 In addition, adsorption on top of
Feoct

2+ results in a strongly exothermic adsorption energy
of −102.6 kJ/mol, in qualitative agreement with previous
results reported in ref 29. In principle, such a strong CO
binding would be consistent with the lower stability of
the octahedrally terminated surface and the higher bond
strength of CO to the Feoct2 termination as predicted by
DFT, if one considers a bond-order conservation
picture.7 However, the calculated adsorption energy
(which is the highest among the structures considered)
results in a CO desorption temperature of around 400 K
(using classical Redhead analysis with a prefactor of 1013

s−1), which is, far outside the range of temperatures
observed within the TPD spectra (see Figures 2 and S1).
Therefore, the comparison provides strong evidence that
the surface is not octahedrally but tetrahedrally
terminated.

• The calculated frequency for structure 3 (2200 cm−1)
matches the γ peak (2204 cm−1) well. The observed blue
shift with respect to the gas phase CO is explained by the
repulsive interaction between the electron lone pair of
the C atom and the surface O2− ions, also known as the
“wall effect”.33 The geometric structure of step edges
exposing such sites has previously been discussed using
the criteria of charge neutrality and coordinative
unsaturation.30 DFT calculations, presented here, are

consistent with this assignment. Moreover, the results
clearly indicate that the blue-shifted ν(CO) bands cannot
be explained in terms of CO adsorbed on the “naked”
protruding Fe ions either in +2 or +3 oxidation states as
shown in Table 1. Instead, such bands are anticipated for
Fe ions “embedded” into the O layer providing the
appropriate environment for Pauli repulsion.

• The spectral region between 2110 and 2070 cm−1

exhibits more complex features. In principle, the
frequencies calculated for the Fetet1-terminated surface
(2105 cm −1, model 1) and Fe-exposing step edge (2120
cm−1, model 4) both fall into the experimentally
observed region. However, based on relative peak
positions, we assign the β state to CO adsorption on
“Fe-rich” step edges (B-type, see Figure 1c). It is the α
state that dominates the spectra at low temperatures (see
Figure 2), which corresponds to the regular, Fetet1-
terminated surface. The related band position is very
sensitive to the adsorption temperature and may shift
from 2090 cm−1 observed at 100 K to 2070 cm−1, when
adsorbed at 90 K. This is an indication of a coverage
effect. In addition, the α state is only populated at
temperatures below the Verwey transition (∼125 K),
where charge ordering34 may affect the vibrational
frequencies.

■ CONCLUSIONS

CO as a probe molecule on oxide surfaces is a useful tool to
elucidate the complex surface morphology, but assignment to
specific adsorption sites is impossible without theoretical
calculations. The CO stretching vibrations are sensitive to the
adsorption site’s local atomic as well as electronic structures.
Our DFT results combined with experimental data provide firm
evidence that the regular Fe3O4(111) surface is terminated by a
1/4 monolayer of Fetet1 ions over close-packed oxygen layer, in
full agreement with previous LEED I/V results and
thermodynamic stability of this surface predicted by DFT.
It therefore appears that the previously reported scheme for

water adsorption13 must be revisited. Although the proposed
mechanism leading to a half-dissociated water dimer can still be
operative, the existence of a clean double metal terminated
surface in our films seems unlikely. Therefore, the water
adsorption on the regular Fe3O4(111) surface must be
rationalized in terms of the surface terminated by Fetet1, albeit
the role of defects, such as step edges, must be considered for
the initial stages of water interaction. Surface defects may play a
crucial role in adsorption properties and may dominate
chemical reactions on Fe3O4(111) when exposed to the
ambient.

Table 1. Unscaled and Scaled CO Stretching Frequencies (in cm−1) and Adsorption Energies (in kJ/mol)

ν(CO) cm−1

structure termination ads. sitea unscaled scaledb Eads kJ/mol experiment

free CO 2123 2143
1 Tet1 Fetet

3+(4) 2085 2105 −44.0 α

2 Oct2 Feoct
2+(4) 2030 2049 −102.6

3 Oct2 Feoct
2+(6) 2180 2200 −40.4 γ

4 Oct1 Feoct
2+(5) 2101 2121 −65.4 β

aCoordination number including CO is given in parentheses. bScaling factor 1.0094 is obtained for free CO to fit the experimental value, i.e. 2143
cm−1.24
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Finally, it is worth mentioning that a recent study on thin
films of Co3O4(111) reached the conclusion that the surface is
terminated by a 1/4 monolayer of tetrahedrally coordinated
Co2+ ions.35 It therefore appears that both Fe3O4 and Co3O4
sharing the spinel structure show a preference to grow in (111)
orientation with a surface terminated by a single metal cation.
However, all observed CO bands36 (i.e., 2155−2175 cm−1) are
blue-shifted with respect to the gas phase, which in the case of
magnetite would be only possible for the “O-rich” surfaces. In
this case CO may adsorb on the metal cation and would
repulsively interact with the surrounding oxygen (leading to a
blue shift), as demonstrated for structure 3 (see Figure 6).
Corresponding DFT calculations, which are expected to be
even more demanding than for iron oxide, would probably shed
light on this issue. We point out that the DFT results of the
present work do not examine all possible defect structures, but
serve, in our opinion, as a good benchmark for further studies.
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Abstract: The initial stages of water adsorption on magnetite
Fe3O4(111) surface and the atomic structure of the water/oxide
interface remain controversial. Herein, we provide experimen-
tal results obtained by infrared reflection–absorption spectros-
copy (IRAS) and temperature-programmed desorption
(TPD), corroborated by density functional theory (DFT)
calculations showing that water readily dissociates on Fetet sites
to form two hydroxo species. These act as an anchor for water
molecules to form a dimer complex which self-assembles into
an ordered (2 X 2) structure. Water ad-layer ordering is
rationalized in terms of a cooperative effect induced by
a hydrogen-bonding network.

Water interaction with oxide surfaces plays an important
role in geology, electrochemistry, corrosion, water splitting,
and catalysis.[1] Iron oxides, in particular magnetite (Fe3O4),
are some of the most studied oxides using a “surface science”
approach.[2] Herein we provide the first compelling exper-
imental and theoretical evidence that on the Fe3O4(111)
surface water adsorption leads to cooperative adsorption of
dissociated and molecular water species, which induces the
formation of an ordered water monolayer, monitored via
structural and spectroscopic studies in combination with
density functional theory (DFT) calculations.

While recent experimental and theoretical work on the
structure of Fe3O4(001) single crystal surfaces suggest that it is
well-understood,[2b] the (111) surface remains controversial.
On the basis of structural studies also corroborated by DFT
calculations, a single metal (namely, Fetet1) termination is
considered as the most stable,[3] whereas a double metal
(Feoct2-Fetet1; “tet1” and “oct2” being commonly used nomen-
clature for this particular oxide structure) termination was
favored on the basis of CO and water adsorption studies using

infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy (IRAS).[4] Our
recent study[5] seems to have eliminated such a discrepancy by
employing DFT calculations for CO adsorption. The com-
bined experimental and theoretical results could only be
rationalized in terms of the Fetet1-terminated Fe3O4(111)
surface, although octahedrally coordinated iron ions as
a minority species may be present at surface defects. Note
that, in contrast to CO that adsorbs intact under ultrahigh
vacuum (UHV)-based conditions and has, therefore, been
used as a probe molecule for surface termination, water
readily dissociates on the Fe3O4(111) surface,[2a, 6] thus render-
ing determination of the surface termination by water
adsorption difficult. Indeed, it was generally accepted that
a water molecule dissociates on Fetet1-terminated Fe3O4(111)
ultimately forming two surface hydroxo species, that is, Fe-
OwH and OsH (where Ow and Os indicate oxygen atoms in
water and on the oxide surface, respectively).[6, 7] However,
this scenario was questioned by results presented in Ref. [4b]
suggesting spontaneous formation of a complex composed of
dissociated and non-dissociated water molecules (a so-called
“half-dissociated” water dimer) based on the assumption,
however, that the surface is Feoct2-terminated.

To provide a unified picture for the structure and
adsorption properties of the Fe3O4(111) surface, herein we
re-examined water adsorption models. Using well-character-
ized Fe3O4(111) thin film surfaces and taking careful precau-
tions with respect to the film preparation and surface
termination, we show that all experimental results agree
well with the “classical” dissociation mechanism resulting in
a terminal (Fe-OwD) hydroxy and surface hydroxy (OsD)
species at the initial stage. Analysis of the previous studies on
Fe3O4(111), both for single crystals and thin films, suggests
that a certain controversy that exists in the literature may
have resulted from the experimental difficulties of preparing
well-defined, clean and uniform surfaces. In particular, single-
crystal studies may suffer from having several surface
structures coexisting. Although thin films grown on a metal
substrate appear to be uniform, defect structures are still
difficult to control and characterize. In addition, surface
preparation and even vacuum conditions may play an
important role as a result of adventitious adsorption of
residual gases in the background. Finally, from a theoretical
point of view, adsorption on the iron oxide systems needs
careful consideration as far as electronic and magnetic
properties are concerned (see Ref. [4c] and references
therein).

In this work, we used well-ordered Fe3O4(111) thin films
grown on Pt(111) (see Experimental Section in the Support-
ing Information). Prior to water adsorption, the films were
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characterized by CO adsorption in the same manner as
described in Ref. [5] to ensure that the Fetet1-termination
dominates the surface. We first address temperature-pro-
grammed desorption (TPD) results. Figure 1 a shows a series
of TPD spectra as a function of water coverage obtained after
D2O dosing at 140 K and heating to 700 K in each run.
Beyond the desorption peak at approximately 160 K assigned
to the onset of the amorphous solid water (ASW) film
formation, several desorption peaks are clearly resolved at
201, 223, and 255 K which are sequentially populated at
increasing exposure. The peak positions are independent of
water coverage, indicating a first order desorption kinetics. In
contrast, a broad signal above 270 K shows typical behavior
for second order kinetics expected for recombinative desorp-
tion of dissociated water.[6c] Finally, a small signal at around
375 K, can safely be assigned to water adsorption on defect
sites.

The desorption spectra can be transformed into coverage-
dependent desorption energy plots using inversion analysis of
the Polanyi–Wigner equation.[8] For first order desorption
kinetics this procedure yields the desorption energies (E) as
a function of water coverage (q) [Eq. (1)]

E qð Þ ¼ @RTln @ dq=dT
b ? n ? q

. -
ð1Þ

where b is a heating rate, and n is a pre-factor. Figure 1b
shows the results for n = 1013 s@1 commonly used. Although
the absolute values depend on the pre-factor (increasing the
pre-factor to 1015 s@1 leads to a shift of all energies towards
higher (i.e. more exothermic) values by about 15 kJmol@1),

the results clearly show that the desorption energy consid-
erably decreases with increasing coverage, most markedly in
the low coverage regime (q/qmax< 0.15), in nice agreement
with microcalorimetry results.[4b]

To quantify water coverage, we made use of TPD spectra
on the clean Pt(111) surface showing a characteristic desorp-
tion feature upon formation a well-ordered ice film.[9] Since
the measurements were performed with the same setup and
on the same Pt crystal as used for the iron oxide film, all
apparatus effects are self-cancelled. The results showed that
the total amount of water adsorbed on Fe3O4(111) before the
ASW film starts to grow, corresponds to 2.3: 0.2 ML (ML =

monolayer; 1 ML is defined as 3.2 X 1014 cm@2, that is, one
water molecule per Fe3O4(111) unit cell). This value agrees
fairly well with the model of a half-dissociated water dimer
(i.e. two H2O per unit cell) forming at increasing water
coverage, previously put forward by Joseph et al.[6a] However,
their TPD spectra (see also Refs. [6c,7b]) showed, in essence,
featureless desorption traces in the 200–300 K region. Such
a picture is often attributed to surface heterogeneity and/or
reorganization of ad-species during the TPD run, thus
broadening and smearing desorption features. In contrast,
the presence of well-resolved peaks in our spectra favor the
model where each desorption peak showing first order
kinetics is associated with individual desorption of water
molecules having discrete binding energies. In principle, this
could be the case when several adsorption sites coexist on the
surface, from which water desorbs independently. Such an
explanation was essentially provided in Refs. [7c, 10] report-
ing TPD peaks of water on the Fe3O4(111) selvedge surface of
a hematite Fe2O3(0001) natural crystal, since different surface

Figure 1. a) TPD spectra of D2O adsorbed at 140 K at increasing exposures. The spectra are cut at 500 K, for clarity. At the highest exposure, the
formation of “multilayer” (ASW) film sets in. The heating rate is 3 Ks@1. Snapshots from the LEED (E = 64 eV) movie recorded while heating the
sample covered by the ASW film at 140 K synchronized with a TPD spectrum. b) Desorption energy as a function of water coverage, normalized
to the total coverage (qmax) measured before ASW formation, obtained by inversion analysis of the Polanyi–Wigner equation applied to each
spectrum shown in (a), see text.
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phases are inevitably formed during surface preparation. This
is clearly not the case for our films exposing a single
termination.

Under the assumption that the TPD signal at high
temperatures above 270 K is associated with dissociated
water, the observation of three distinct desorption
peaks at 200–255 K is difficult to rationalize within
a simple dimer model having only one non-
dissociated water molecule per unit cell. There-
fore, this finding suggests the formation of water
oligomers larger than a dimer (e.g. trimer and
tetramer). Alternatively, three-dimensional water
clusters are formed, from which water molecules
desorb in a one-by-one manner. Sharp desorption
signals imply species desorbing almost simultane-
ously, suggesting, in turn, a certain degree of
ordering at the surface.

To examine whether water forms ordered
structures on Fe3O4(111) we employed low
energy electron diffraction (LEED). Certainly,
careful precautions had to be taken to minimize
electron beam damaging effects. Figure 1 a dis-
plays snapshots from the LEED movie recorded
upon heating of the ASW film (formed by 1.5 L;
1 L = 10@6 Torr X s) of D2O at 140 K) to synchron-
ize with the thermal desorption. Additional spots
clearly identified as of Fe3O4(111)-(2 X 2) appear
upon desorption of the ASW film and attenuates
above about 260 K. The formation of the (2 X 2)
structure depends on the water coverage and not
on the adsorption temperature (140 K vs. 250 K).
This finding indicates that ordering is thermodynamically
driven and not kinetically limited. Note also, that the (2 X 2)
spots appear in LEED immediately upon electron beam
exposure and showed no intensity attenuation in time, at
least, on the scale of a minute. Rapidly changing the spot
position for sampling also showed no effect on the LEED
spots intensity. Therefore, we can safely rule out beam effects
on water ordering.

There are only a few examples in the literature of water/
oxide interfaces which exhibited an ordered water ad-layer.[11]

Water adsorption on the MgO(001) surface is likely the most
intensively studied system (Ref. [12] and references therein)
that showed c(4 X 2) and p(3 X 2) structures in LEED.[13] Using
a genetic algorithm, DFT calculations predicted two stable
structures. At low temperature, a c(4 X 2) structure is stable
that contains ten water molecules in the cell thus leading to
a nominal coverage 1.25 H2O per MgO(001) unit cell. A p(3 X
2) structure containing six water molecules per cell (1 H2O
per surface cell) is more stable at high temperature. Both
structures feature surface hydroxy groups resulting from the
dissociation of water molecules. However, the way these
structures form on MgO(001) remains poorly understood. In
the case of adsorption on ZnO(101̄0),[11a] the dissociation only
occurs when two molecules occupy adjacent adsorption sites
thus resulting in a half-dissociated dimer forming a (2 X 1)
superstructure.

To shed light on the atomic structure of the water ad-layer
on Fe3O4(111), we performed IRAS measurements. Full

analysis will be presented elsewhere;[14] here we only highlight
key observations. Figure 2a shows a series of spectra obtained
at the saturating exposure at the sample temperature as
indicated. A sharp OD band at 2680 cm@1 appears at 350 K
and almost doubles intensity upon water dosing at 320 and

300 K. At increasing coverage achieved by water exposure at
250 K, the band at 2723 cm@1 signal gains considerable
intensity, and the peak shifts to 2714 cm@1. Concomitantly,
a new band at 2688 cm@1 grows, whereas the band at
2680 cm@1 disappears. In addition, a weak band shows up at
2565 cm@1 which falls in the range of hydrogen -bonded OD
vibrations. At 200 K, two bands, at 2710 and 2693 cm@1, start
to dominate the spectrum in this region, while very broad
signals develop in the 2650–2450 cm@1 region indicating the
formation of a hydrogen-bonding network, culminating in the
formation of the ASW film at 120 K. The ASW film shows
a well-established band at 2726 cm@1 assigned to a “dangling”
OD vibration at the water surface and a broad band centered
at 2580 cm@1 of hydrogen-bonded OD species in the bulk.

The band around 2720 cm@1 falls in the range calculated
by DFT[4b,c] for stretching vibrations of terminal OwD hydroxy
formed by dissociation of a single water molecule on both
surface terminations, that is, 2754 cm@1 on Feoct2- and
2729 cm@1 on Fetet1-terminated surfaces, when scaled using
observed fundamentals of the water molecule (see Ref. [4b]).
However, computed frequencies for surface hydroxy groups
(OsD) considerably differ and are expected to show up at
approximately 2440 cm@1 and 2705 cm@1, for the Feoct2- and
Fetet1- termination, respectively. To further identify the nature
of the observed sharp bands in the 2720–2680 cm@1 region
with the help of isotopic labelling, we performed adsorption
experiments with D2

18O water on the same film. In addition,
“normal” D2O water was exposed to the oxide film prepared

Figure 2. a) IRA spectra obtained at the saturating exposure at the sample temper-
ature as indicated (see text). b) IRA spectra obtained at 250 K for 18O-labelled
water (top) and oxide film (bottom) for comparison with results on D2O/Fe3O4-
(111) (middle) shown in panel (a).
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with 18O. The results of adsorption at 250 K are summarized in
Figure 3b for direct comparison with D2O/Fe3O4(111).
Clearly, only the band at 2714 cm@1 red-shifts upon D2

18O
adsorption, whereas the 2688 cm@1 band only shifts upon 18O
labeling in the oxide, both shifts being about 17 cm@1.

Therefore, the high frequency bands above 2710 cm@1 must
be associated with terminal Fe-OwD, and the bands below
2695 cm@1 with the surface hydroxy groups OsD, in agreement
with the “classical” adsorption model involving dissociation
of a single water molecule on a cation–anion pair resulting in
two hydroxy groups as observed. However, these results are at
variance with those reported in Ref. [4b] showing that the
bands (at 2720 and 2695 cm@1 in that case) are originating
from water and do not involve surface oxygen. To validate our
current bands assignment, we performed additional IRAS
experiments in another UHV setup on several identically
prepared samples which fully reproduced the isotopic shifts as
in Figure 2b. To investigate such a discrepancy, we analyzed
experimental details in both studies which revealed a critical
role of the surface preparation and vacuum conditions on
water adsorption results especially at low coverages (only
presented in Ref. [4b]). It is found that UHVannealing at high
temperatures (above 750 K) is important for the formation of
a uniform Fetet1-terminated surface as highlighted in the
LEED I/V study[3c] and also in our most recent IRAS/DFT
study of CO adsorption.[5] Unfortunately, this condition was
not carefully controlled in the previous water adsorption
study.[4b]

The evolution of the spectra shown in Figure 2 a is rather
complex and suggests a rearrangement of water species upon
increasing coverage up to the critical point where long-range
ordering takes place as judged by LEED. In principle, two
scenarios could be envisioned. In the first one, water
molecules dissociate and give rise to hydroxo species which
form a (2 X 2) array as a template which is maintained upon
adding further water molecules. It is more plausible, however,
that the formation of a (2 X 2) structure only occurs upon
molecular-water adsorption. Indeed, water ordering is not

observed by LEED at 300 K, that is, in relative abundance of
dissociated water species. On the other hand, it cannot be
ruled out that the high coverage, only reached at low
temperatures, is needed for detection by conventional
LEED which requires ordered structures in areas larger
than 5–10 nm.

The formation of the (2 X 2) ordered structure was further
analyzed on the basis of DFT calculations henceforth using
a Fe3O4(111)-(2 X 2) supercell. Equation (2) describes the
chemical reaction of sequential water adsorption:

Fe3O4ð111Þ ? n H2OþH2OÐ Fe3O4ð111Þ ? ðnþ 1ÞH2O,

DEðnÞ ¼ Enþ1@ðEn þ EH2OÞ
ð2Þ

As previously observed for the (1 X 1) slabs, the first water
molecule strongly adsorbs and readily dissociates (DE =

@123 kJmol@1). The second water molecule in the cell (i.e.
0.5 ML coverage) may either dissociate on available empty
Fe-O sites or anchor to the preformed hydroxy groups to form
a dimer (Figure 3). Although, according to calculated ener-
gies, both processes are equally possible (@100 vs.
@104 kJmol@1 per water molecule), the energy gain is
considerably smaller than for monomer formation on the
clean surface (@123 kJ mol@1).

Therefore, at coverages close to 1 ML (i.e. four H2O
molecules in the cell), the oxide surface is predicted to be
covered primarily by hydroxy groups, although dimers can
also be found. To model structures at higher coverages, we
performed calculations by adding water molecules one-by-
one to a surface fully covered by monomers (= 1 ML).
Clearly, the first additional water molecule anchors to one of
the monomers to form a dimer (not shown). The optimized
structures and reaction energies DE for the case of 6, 7, and 8
molecules per (2 X 2) cell are shown in Figure 4. Note that
zero point vibrational energy corrections per H2O molecule
only cause a constant shift upon calculation of reaction
energies for each of the (2 X 2) structures considered (see
Table 1 in Supporting Information). Therefore, only PBE + U
total energies are used for discussion. For six H2O molecules
per cell (1.5 ML), the structure consisting of a trimer (the
“clustered” structure, 6cl) is more stable than of that of
a hydrogen-bonded dimer and a monomer (6n). However,

Figure 3. a)–c) Top views of several computed structures containing
two water molecules in the (2 W 2) cell. The calculated DE energies in
kJ mol@1 are shown in the top right corner. Side views of a “monomer”
and a “dimer” are shown in (d).

Figure 4. Top and side views of several computed structures contain-
ing 6, 7 and 8 water molecules in a Fe3O4(111)-(2W 2) cell. The top
panel depicts the formation of cluster-like water oligomers (6cl, 7cl, 8cl),
and the bottom panel shows development of the hydrogen bonding
2D-network (see text). Reaction energies upon adding one H2O are
given in kJmol@1. Shading as in Figure 3.
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adding one H2O to the structure 6cl yields DE =@56 kJmol@1,
whereas a more exothermic reaction (DE =@74 kJmol@1) is
obtained by the formation of the “network” structure 7n,
where dimers start to build a 2D network by maximizing
hydrogen bonds. This reaction pathway further dominates for
the case of 8 H2O molecules per cell, basically following the
Bernal-Fowler rules.[15] Thus, the formation of the 2D water
network is thermodynamically favored. Moreover, the struc-
ture 8n features a (1 X 1) symmetry that is in good agreement
with LEED data (Figure 1) showing a sharp (1 X 1) pattern at
140 K before the (2 X 2) structure develops. Although there is
no direct proof (e.g. by scanning tunneling microscopy) for
the atomic structure of the unit cell in the network, the
proposed scenario is consistent with the experimental find-
ings.

In summary, the presented results of water adsorption on
Fe3O4(111) at the initial stages, that is, before the formation of
amorphous solid water (or “ice”) sets in, show that water
readily dissociates on the surface Fetet-O cation–anion pair to
form two hydroxy species. These act as anchors for molecular-
water adsorption resulting in dimer complexes which self-
assemble into a (2 X 2) ordered structure. The formation of
a long-range ordered water ad-layer is thermodynamically
driven and includes cooperative formation of a hydrogen
bonding network. The results further manifest a delicate
balance that exists between water–surface and water–water
interaction that determines stability of water species on oxide
surfaces as recently demonstrated for the Cu2O(111) surface
solely on theoretical grounds.[16]
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Water adsorption on the Fe3O4(111) surface:
dissociation and network formation†

Eman Zaki,‡a Francesca Mirabella,‡a Francisco Ivars-Barceló,a Jan Seifert,a
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Xiaoke Li,‡b Joachim Paier *b and Joachim Sauer b

We monitored adsorption of water on a well-defined Fe3O4(111) film surface at different temperatures as a

function of coverage using infrared reflection–absorption spectroscopy, temperature programmed desorption,

and single crystal adsorption calorimetry. Additionally, density functional theory was employed using a

Fe3O4(111)-(2 � 2) slab model to generate 15 energy minimum structures for various coverages. Corresponding

vibrational properties of the adsorbed water species were also computed. The results show that water molecules

readily dissociate on regular surface Fetet1–O ion pairs to form ‘‘monomers’’, i.e., terminal Fe–OH and surface

OH groups. Further water molecules adsorb on the hydroxyl covered surface non-dissociatively and form

‘‘dimers’’ and larger oligomers, which ultimately assemble into an ordered (2 � 2) hydrogen-bonded network

structure with increasing coverage prior to the formation of a solid water film.

1. Introduction

Water interaction with iron oxides plays an important role in
geology, electrochemistry, corrosion, and catalysis, etc.1,2 Among
the various iron oxides, magnetite (Fe3O4) surfaces seem to be the
most explored using a ‘‘surface science’’ approach.3–5 While recent
experimental and theoretical work on Fe3O4(001) single crystal
surfaces suggested that this surface is well-understood, a controversy
remains for the (111) surface. Low energy electron diffraction (LEED)
studies of Fe3O4(111) thin films in combination with scanning
tunneling microscopy (STM) characterization suggested a termina-
tion with a 1/4 monolayer of tetrahedrally coordinated Fe3+ ions over
the close-packed oxygen layer,6–8 which can be obtained by cutting
the magnetite structure along the Fetet1 layer. Also density functional
theory (DFT) calculations predict the Fetet1-terminated surface as the
most stable one under typical pressure and temperature conditions
applied in UHV based experiments.9–14 On the other hand, a double
metal (Feoct2–Fetet1) termination was favored on the basis of infrared
reflection–absorption spectroscopy (IRAS) studies of CO and water

adsorption.13,15,16 Our recent study17 has eliminated such a discre-
pancy by providing DFT analysis of CO vibrational bands, which
ruled out the presence of octahedrally coordinated iron ions (Feoct2)
on the regular surface except for defect sites such as step edges.

It is instructive here to summarize the key findings of previous
experimental studies on water adsorption on Fe3O4(111) surfaces
prepared either as thin films or single crystals. We only address
water coverages below the formation of a ‘‘multilayer’’ amorphous
solid water (ASW) film.

– Ultraviolet and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy studies
revealed electronic states, which were assigned to OH species18–21

thus suggesting water dissociation. This was found both at room
and low temperatures depending on the partial pressure of water.

– Temperature programmed desorption (TPD) studies revealed
water desorption in a wide temperature range, between 200 and
400 K.20,22,23 In particular, desorption signals above 300 K were
attributed to the recombinative desorption of dissociated water.

– The heat of adsorption measured by single crystal adsorption
calorimetry (SCAC),16 falls in the range of 100 kJ mol�1 at the limit
of low water coverage and decreases down to 55 kJ mol�1 with
increasing coverage.

– The first appearing bands (at 2712 and 2691 cm�1) in the
IRA spectra23 were originally assigned to stretching vibrations
of two hydroxyls, Fe–OwD and OsD species, respectively, which
were formed upon water dissociation. (Ow and Os label oxygen
atoms in water and in the oxide, respectively). This assignment
was doubted in another IRAS study,16 suggesting the formation
of a half-dissociated dimer from the onset.

– STM studies of adsorbed water are scarce. STM images of the
pristine Fe3O4(111) films even showed a variety of adsorbate-like
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species,24 which were attributed to the reaction with traces of water
in the UHV background. STM studies of water adsorption on a
Fe3O4(111) single crystal19 suggested that water dissociation only
occurs on the Fetet1-terminated surface. In essence, the same
behavior was observed on the Fe3O4(111) selvedge surface of a
Fe2O3(0001) single crystal.25

As for theoretical studies, DFT calculations were primarily
applied to the Fetet1-terminated surface using a (1 � 1) slab
model which implies, at least, one monolayer (ML) water
coverage. For the case of dissociative water adsorption, Grillo
et al.14 found an adsorption energy of �95 kJ mol�1. With
respect to calculations using a (2 � 2) cell corresponding to the
1/4 ML water coverage, Rim et al.25 reported an adsorption
energy of �126 kJ mol�1 for the dissociative pathway, which is
by 47 kJ mol�1 more stable than molecular adsorption. Also,
these calculations found a small activation barrier for dissocia-
tion (B10 kJ mol�1). Recently, a virtually identical result for
dissociative adsorption (�123 kJ mol�1) was obtained in our
own study on the (2 � 2) cell.26 Calculations for 1 ML coverage,
using a single dissociated molecule in the (1 � 1) surface unit
cell involving symmetry-related constraints, resulted in the
reduced adsorption energy, i.e., of �75 kJ mol�1.13 At increasing
coverage up to two water molecules per unit cell, all theoretical
studies converge to similar structures, i.e. a dimer composed of a
dissociated and a non-dissociated water molecule (a ‘‘half-
dissociated’’ water dimer). Regarding the role of surface termina-
tion, Yang et al.27 reached the conclusion that the Fetet1-terminated
surface is more favorable for water adsorption than the Feoct2-
terminated one. However, Zhou et al.,28 who addressed the dis-
sociation mechanisms solely on the Feoct2-terminated surface,
found it more active than the Fetet1-terminated surface. Although
the latter calculations do not include a Hubbard-type U parameter
for correlation effects, these results suggested direct dissociation to
be unfavorable. However, water dissociation can be facilitated by
adjacent water molecules (i.e., via dimer formation). The higher
reactivity of the Feoct2-termination towards H2O and CO adsorption
was confirmed by recent DFT+U studies.13,17

Thus, the adsorption of water on the Fe3O4(111) surface
is controversially discussed in the literature. For all planar
systems, surface preparation and even vacuum conditions play
an important role. Also from a theoretical point of view, iron
oxide systems need careful consideration as far as electronic
and magnetic properties are concerned.13

In a recent communication,26 we provided experimental
results obtained by IRAS and TPD, corroborated by DFT calcu-
lations showing that water readily dissociates on Fetet1 sites to
form two hydroxyl species. These act as an anchor for water
molecules to form a dimer complex which self-assembles
into an ordered (2 � 2) structure. The ordering in the water
ad-layer is rationalized in terms of a cooperative effect induced
by a hydrogen bonding network. In an attempt to provide a
more detailed picture of the interaction of water with the
Fe3O4(111) surface that goes beyond the evidence from our
previous study,26 here we provide results obtained by different
experimental techniques (IRAS, TPD, and SCAC), and DFT
calculations.

2. Methods and materials
2.1. Experimental section

The experiments were performed in several UHV chambers
with a background pressure below 2 � 10�10 mbar. All setups
were equipped with standard facilities necessary to grow well-
ordered F3O4(111) films on a Pt(111) substrate. The quality of
the films was checked by LEED showing sharp diffraction spots
with low background intensity, and no other elements beyond
Fe and O were observed by Auger electron spectroscopy. TPD
spectra were recorded using a quadrupole mass spectrometer
(QMS) having a gold-plated cone shield in order to minimize
signals from the heating stage. IRA spectra were measured with
a spectrometer (Bruker 66 ivs) at grazing angle 81 with the
resolution of 4 cm�1. In the TPD/IRAS setup, water (D2O, Sigma-
Aldrich) was dosed with a calibrated molecular beam. In a second
(‘‘TPD’’) chamber, water was dosed using a directional doser.

Calorimetric results and sticking probabilities were measured
with SCAC in a separate UHV chamber that is described in detail
elsewhere.29 Briefly, an effusive, doubly differentially pumped
multi-channel array was used to produce a molecular beam of
D2O water. A chopper cut this beam into pulses 266 ms in length.
The heat of adsorption was measured with a heat detector
consisting of a 9 mm-thick pyroelectric ribbon (b-polyvinylidene
fluoride) coated with Au on both sides and calibrated with pulses
of HeNe laser light (l = 632.8 nm, 5 mW). Simultaneously, the
fraction of molecules that adsorb in a single pulse (i.e., the
sticking probability) was measured by the modified King–Wells
method30 with a non-line-of-sight QMS.

The Fe3O4(111) films, with a thickness of about 5 nm, were
grown on a Pt(111) substrate as described elsewhere.6–8,15 The
first step includes formation of the FeO(111) monolayer film on
the clean Pt(111) surface.3 This step is also used for calibration
of the Fe deposition flux. The next step involves several (3–5)
cycles of Fe deposition in amounts equivalent to 5–10 mono-
layers of FeO(111) onto a substrate (kept either at 100 or 300 K),
followed by oxidation in 10�6 mbar of O2 at B930 K for
5–10 minutes. Oxygen was pumped out at sample temperature
around 500 K. In the final step, the films were oxidized at
930–940 K for ca. 5 min. The samples were always flashed in
UHV to 900 K prior to the water adsorption measurements.
Although the precise preparation parameters (Fe flux, oxidation
temperature, time and oxygen pressure) may slightly deviate in
the UHV setups used, all oxide films under study showed sharp
LEED patterns with low background intensity.

2.2. Computational details

Electronic and ionic structure calculations were performed
using the projector-augmented-wave (PAW) method31,32 as
implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package
(VASP).33,34 Plane waves up to a kinetic energy of 800 eV were
employed as a basis set. Onsite Coulomb correlation effects of
Fe 3d orbitals were taken care of via the spin-polarized DFT+U
approach35,36 following Dudarev et al.37,38 An effective U para-
meter of 3.8 eV was employed following previous DFT studies
on Fe3O4 surfaces.11,39–41 Regarding the exchange–correlation
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functional, we used the generalized-gradient approximation
after Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE).42

We use PAW pseudopotentials to describe the electron–ion
interaction as released with VASP 5.2. The potential for Fe uses
14 valence electrons (Fe_pv:43 3p6 3d7 4s1 as the atomic
reference configuration) and the pseudopotential for O uses
six valence electrons (O: [He] 2s2 2p4). Electronic optimizations
were performed using a break criterion of 10�5 eV and
Gaussian-type of a smearing with a width of 0.1 eV. Structures
have been optimized to better than 0.02 eV Å�1, which is the
modulus of the maximum force acting on the atoms as
employed in ref. 13.

With respect to structural surface models, we employ
asymmetric stoichiometric slabs comprising twelve atomic layers
and a (2 � 2)-periodicity, i.e., the clean Fetet1-terminated
Fe3O4(111) surface has a cell content equivalent to Fe48O64. To
avoid image interactions in the direction normal to the surface
unit cell, a vacuum distance of approximately 10 Å was
employed. Extensive tests showed that this vacuum distance is
sufficient to obtain converged results. Coordinates of the atoms
in the bottommost four atomic layers were kept frozen, i.e.,
during structure optimization their positions remain as in the
bulk phase. For the Brillouin zone integration G-centered Mon-
khorst–Pack grids44 with a (3 � 3 � 1) grid density were
employed. Spurious dipole–dipole interactions between periodic
images of slabs (in direction of the surface normal) were
compensated by the approach after Makov and Payne45 as
implemented in the VASP code. Calculations of wavenumbers
corresponding to the normal modes of adsorbed water uses all
water related ad-atoms, as well as the coordinated Fe ions and
protonated surface oxygen ions in the partial Hessian. Wave-
numbers of deuterated ad-water were calculated by diagonaliza-
tion of the mass-weighted partial Hessian using a mass of 2.014.
Harmonic wavenumbers obtained using central finite differences
(step size of 0.015 Å) based on the analytic Hellmann–Feynman
gradient at atomic coordinates were scaled with a factor of 0.9935

(see ref. 16 and 26). This scaling was employed to effectively
account for systematic errors in harmonic force constants and
neglected anharmonicities. The water molecule was simulated in
a box identical to the slab together with the identical plane wave
cutoff used in surface calculations. Corrections for dispersive
interactions46,47 have been calculated at the PBE+U minimum
energy structures, and a single water molecule contributes about
�14 kJ mol�1, on average (see below). Thus, results and conclu-
sions of the present work are not affected qualitatively by adding
an estimate for dispersion effects.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Temperature programmed desorption (TPD)

Fig. 1a shows a series of TPD spectra obtained upon water
exposure (in Langmuirs (L), 1 L = 10�6 Torr s) at 140 K to
minimize the signal from an amorphous solid water (ASW)
which is manifested by the peak at around 160 K. Desorption
peaks at B200, 225, and 255 K are sequentially populated with
increasing exposure following first order desorption kinetics. In
contrast, the broad signal above B275 K shows characteristics of
second order desorption due to the recombinative desorption of
dissociated water. The small feature at B375 K can be assigned
to the adsorption on defects sites. These spectra differ substan-
tially from those reported previously which revealed, in essence,
featureless desorption traces in the 200–300 K region.20,21,23

Using the conventional Redhead analysis48 and a typical pre-
factor of 1013 s�1, one obtains a range of desorption energies
from 50 kJ mol�1 for the peak at B200 K up to 95 kJ mol�1 for
the peak at B375 K. Changing the pre-factor by one order of
magnitude up or down changes the desorption energies by
approximately �5 kJ mol�1. We refer to ref. 50 for a general
discussion. Another approach to determine water adsorption
energies from TPD spectra is a ‘‘leading edge’’ analysis,49,51

which, in principle, does not include an assumption about the

Fig. 1 (a) TPD spectra of D2O (20 amu) adsorbed at 140 K at increasing exposures as indicated. The heating rate was 3 K s�1. At the highest exposure,
the formation of an ASW film sets in. The numbers in parenthesis show desorption energies obtained by the Redhead formalism48 using a pre-factor
n = 1013 s�1. (b) Desorption energy as a function of water coverage obtained by a ‘‘leading edge’’ analysis49 and by inversion analysis of the Polanyi–
Wigner equation with a pre-factor n = 1013 s�1. Water coverage is normalized to the maximum obtained before the ASW related peak sets in.
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pre-exponential factor. In this method, the desorption leading
edge (the onset of desorption) is approximated by the
Arrhenius-type behavior, and the changes in the initial coverage
are neglected. When applied to the spectra shown in Fig. 1a, the
analysis resulted in an energy of 68 kJ mol�1 at low coverage
that gradually decreases with the increasing coverage as shown
in Fig. 1b. Basically, these results are very similar to those
obtained by the Redhead analysis suggesting the pre-factor of
1013 s�1 as a good approximation. Finally, we employed inver-
sion analysis of the Polanyi–Wigner equation for the 1-st order
desorption kinetics,52 which results in a desorption energy (E):

EðyÞ ¼ �RT ln �
dy
dT
bny

2
64

3
75 where b is a heating rate, n is a pre-

factor, and y(T) is a temperature (or time) dependent coverage,
which is determined by integration of the desorption curve. In
this analysis, each spectrum can be transformed into a coverage
dependent energy curve, all plotted in Fig. 1b, for n = 1013 s�1. Some
deviation between the curves may be indicative of kinetic effects.
These results show again, that the desorption energy decreases
with increasing coverage, most markedly in the low coverage
regime (y/ymax o 0.1). All applied methods give a similar picture.

Water coverage has been calibrated using D2O adsorption
on the clean Pt(111) surface. It is well-documented in the
literature that water forms a hexagonal ice film in one of two
structures ((O3 � O3)R301 or (O39 � O39)R16.11) depending
on exposure conditions.53 The formation of ordered ice films
manifests in TPD as desorption at a slightly higher temperature as
compared to the ASW film. In our experiments, a (O3 � O3)R301
ice film has been formed on Pt(111) as determined by LEED. Since
the TPD measurements were performed with the same setup and
on the same Pt crystal as used for the iron oxide film, all possible
apparatus effects cancel. Therefore, the total amount of water
adsorbed on Fe3O4(111) prior to the ASW film formation (ymax)
corresponds to 2.3 � 0.2 ML (where 1 ML is defined as one
H2O molecule per Fe3O4(111) unit cell exposing one Fe ion, i.e.
3.2 � 1014 cm�2).

Well-resolved desorption peaks observed in our spectra
(Fig. 1a) suggest desorption of species having discrete adsorption
energies. In addition, sharp peaks imply that the corresponding
water molecules desorb almost simultaneously in time, thus
suggesting a certain degree of ordering at the surface, which was
monitored by LEED.26 LEED patterns of the ASW film, formed by
1.5 L of D2O exposure at 140 K and confirmed by TPD, only
showed (1 � 1) diffraction spots of a Fe3O4(111) substrate. Also,
in the low coverage regime, i.e. by adsorption at 300 K, LEED
showed no new diffraction features. However, additional spots
identified as Fe3O4(111)-(2 � 2) structure appeared if the sample
is exposed to saturated amounts of water at temperatures
between 200 and 255 K, that is in the range where thermal
desorption peaks are observed. In addition, its formation was
independent of the adsorption temperature, i.e. 140 K vs. 250 K.
It only depends on the water coverage, suggesting that the
ordering of water is thermodynamically driven.

3.2. Single-crystal adsorption calorimetry (SCAC)

Fig. 2a shows the average sticking probability measured as a
function of water coverage at different surface temperatures
between 120 and 300 K. Here we define the sticking probability
as the probability that a gas water molecule strikes the surface,
sticks, and remains on the surface until the next gas pulse
starts (with the period of 5 s). Even if dissociation is occurring,
the coverages reported here refer to the total amount of D2O
that has adsorbed on the Fe3O4(111) surface, irrespective of the
products formed. The initial sticking probabilities start off
high, i.e. 0.71 to 0.93 (�0.05), at all temperatures. At 300, 240,
and 180 K, the sticking probability approaches zero as D2O
saturates the surface at an approximate coverage of 0.4, 1.0, and
2.2 ML, respectively, which are in nice agreement with coverages
estimated by TPD (see above). At 120 K, the sticking probability
remains high (B0.6) at high coverages, indicating growth of an
ASW film.

The differential heats of adsorption of D2O on Fe3O4(111) at
four different temperatures are shown in Fig. 2b. At 120 K, the

Fig. 2 Sticking coefficient (a) and differential heats of adsorption (b) of D2O on Fe3O4(111) as a function of coverage obtained at several different
temperatures.
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heat of adsorption is 82 kJ mol�1 at the limit of low coverage
and decreases with increasing coverage until multilayers of water are
formed. The heats measured at 120 K are approximately 10 kJ mol�1

lower than the heats measured at higher temperatures. This
difference is likely related to kinetic effects of water dissociation,
i.e. an activation barrier is required to overcome for dissociation.
At higher temperatures (180–300 K), water initially adsorbs with
a heat of 95–105 kJ mol�1. All three of these heat of adsorption
curves decrease with increasing coverage and largely overlap
until each individual curve saturates.

The adsorption energies found here are consistent with what
has been reported before for other oxide surfaces. For example,
tetragonal zirconia (ZrO2) values of 94� 19 and 70� 14 kJ mol�1

have been obtained from adsorption experiments54 and assigned
to dissociative and molecular adsorption on the basis of DFT
calculations performed for the (101) surface. The calculated
average values were 123 and 95 kJ mol�1 for water loadings of
0.5 and 1.0 molecules per Zr4+ surface site.55

The measured adsorption energies and their coverage
dependence are fully consistent with the TPD analysis above.
Our calorimetric results give similar adsorption curves as
determined by both inversion analysis of the Polanyi–Wigner
equation and leading edge analysis. This suggests that the
adsorption and dissociation of water is reversible under these
conditions.

3.3. Infrared reflection–absorption spectroscopy (IRAS)

IRAS measurements were carried out in another UHV chamber
on the films prepared using the same recipe and flashed to
900 K prior to the water exposure. TPD spectra revealed
desorption profiles like those shown in Fig. 1, albeit with a
lower resolution of the QMS available in the chamber (see
Fig. S1 in the ESI†). This allows one to link the TPD and the
IRAS results obtained in two different setups.

We first address water adsorption at room temperature. The
four top spectra shown in Fig. 3 are recorded after sequential
water pulses of 6 � 1013 cm�2 each. Two sharp bands at 2723
and 2680 cm�1 appear immediately at almost saturated inten-
sities. However, the spectra measured at 320 and 350 K
depicted in the same panel suggest that these two bands
behave independently. Indeed, the signal at 2680 cm�1 shows
up at temperatures as high as 350 K and slightly gains intensity
upon dosing at 320 and 300 K. In contrast, the 2723 cm�1 band
only appears at 320 K and then doubles intensity at 300 K.
Tentatively, the 2680 cm�1 band can be assigned to adsorption
on defects, whereas the 2723 cm�1 band reflects the initial
stages of adsorption on the regular sites.

Fig. 4a displays IRA spectra measured at 250 K. After the first
pulse, the two bands (2722 and 2680 cm�1) appear in the same
manner as observed at 300 K (Fig. 3). At increasing dosage, both
signals grow in intensity, but one shifts to a lower frequency
(2718 cm�1) while another to a higher (2688 cm�1) frequency.
In addition, a weak band at B2565 cm�1 is detected at high
dosages. Spectral evolution, shown in more detail in Fig. 4b,
indicates the presence of a new band at 2714 cm�1 as a
shoulder to the main band at 2722 cm�1 which, in turn, gains

intensity and shifts to 2120 cm�1 at increasing coverage. This
shift is quite small and is close to the spectral resolution
(4 cm�1). The changes in the low frequency band are more
pronounced: the 2680 cm�1 band attenuates, although may
remain as a shoulder to the 2688 cm�1 band, which definitely
grows and starts to dominate in this region. The intensities of
deconvoluted bands are plotted in Fig. 4c as a function of water
dosage, although precise deconvolution may suffer from a
relatively low signal-to-noise ratio. Apparently, both bands at
2720 and 2714 cm�1 correlate with the one at 2688 cm�1, and as
such they all have likely the same origin. The band at 2680 cm�1

practically vanishes at high exposures and inversely correlates
with the one at B2565 cm�1. The latter falls in the range of
hydrogen bonded species, and, therefore, may originate from
further water interaction with OD on defect sites associated with
the 2680 cm�1 band.

To shed more light on the origin of spectral evolution we
studied H2O adsorption onto the D2O pre-covered surface and
vice versa. Fig. 5 compares IRA spectra obtained upon sequen-
tial pulses of H2O on the clean Fe3O4(111) surface and on the
surface first exposed to one pulse of D2O. The spectra for H2O
adsorption on the clean surface exhibits essentially the same
coverage-dependent behavior as for the case of D2O (see
Fig. 4a). At increasing H2O dosage, the band at 3682 cm�1

develops as a shoulder to the main band at 3690 cm�1. In the
low frequency region, the initial band at 3634 cm�1 attenuates
while the 3641 cm�1 band gains in intensity. The first pulse of
D2O onto the clean surface results in the same two bands (2722
and 2681 cm�1) as discussed above (see Fig. 4a). When this
surface is exposed to one pulse of H2O, the 3682 and 3641 cm�1

bands, which normally appear only at higher exposures, appear

Fig. 3 IRA spectra recorded after dosing the Fe3O4(111) film to D2O
molecular beam pulses (accumulative dosage (�1014 cm�2) is indicated).
The spectra are offset for clarity.
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immediately, since the species associated with the 3690 and
3634 cm�1 bands were already formed from pre-exposed D2O as
OD equivalent. It is interesting, however, that the n(OD) bands
shift (to 2717 and 2687 cm�1, respectively) in the same manner
as observed for the case of pure D2O adsorption at increasing
coverage (see Fig. 4b). Since the formation of new OD species
upon H2O exposure is impossible, the observed shifts must be
due to coverage-induced effects.

A similar picture evolves upon D2O adsorption onto the surface
pre-covered with H2O (Fig. 6). Again, the first pulse of D2O causes
the n(OH) bands shift, i.e. from 3690 to 3682 cm�1, and from 3634
to 3641 cm�1. Accordingly, the 2722 and 2681 cm�1 bands in the
n(OD) region are suppressed since the respective hydoxyl species
are partially formed from pre-adsorbed H2O. Therefore, the results

of H2O and D2O co-adsorption experiments suggest that the
spectral evolution in this low coverage regime is caused by pro-
gressive formation of hydroxyl species leading to coverage-induced
frequency shifts. In principle, the shift may originate from inter-
action of neighboring oscillators or from the changes in electronic
properties of the iron oxide surface as the coverage increases.

Now we address adsorption at higher coverages caused by
adsorption at lower temperatures. Fig. 7a shows IRA spectra
obtained at 200 K. The first pulse results in the 2722 cm�1

band, as in the case for adsorption at 250 and 300 K. However,
in the low frequency region a new band at 2669 cm�1 appears,
which was not previously observed. The band disappears after
a few more pulses while the 2682 cm�1 band increases in
intensity, indicating that surface diffusion affects its formation.

Fig. 4 (a) IRA spectra of D2O adsorption on Fe3O4(111) at 250 K at increasing dosage (�1014 cm�2). (b) The same spectra are superimposed to highlight
spectral changes. The first and the last spectra are marked in red and in blue, respectively. (c) Integral intensity (in arb. units) of the deconvoluted bands as
a function of D2O dosage.

Fig. 5 n(OH) and n(OD) regions in the spectra obtained by n pulses of
H2O (as indicated) on the clean Fe3O4(111) surface (in black) and on the
surface first exposed to one pulse of D2O (in red), all at 250 K. Each pulse
contains 6 � 1013 molecules cm�2.

Fig. 6 n(OH) and n(OD) regions in the IRA spectra obtained by n pulses of
D2O (as indicated) on the clean Fe3O4(111) surface (in black) and on the
surface first exposed to one pulse of H2O (in red), all at 250 K. Each pulse
contains 6 � 1013 molecules cm�2.
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In principle, this finding is consistent with its tentative assign-
ment of water reacting with defects.

At higher dosage the spectra follow the same evolution as for
adsorption at 250 K (see Fig. 4b). The changes observed at
further increasing coverage are highlighted in the second group
of spectra (5–9) in Fig. 7b. The bands with an envelope peaked
at 2720 cm�1 attenuate while the bands at 2712 and 2707 cm�1

grow up, resulting in an isosbestic point (marked with a circle). The
picture is less obvious in the low frequency region. Apparently, the
2688 cm�1 band shifts to 2693 cm�1 and loses intensity. Finally,
broad bands centered at 2600 and 2475 cm�1 develop at highest
exposures (see Fig. 7a), which are characteristic for systems with an
extended network of hydrogen bonds.

Finally, water adsorption was examined at lower tempera-
tures (120–180 K). As the spectral evolution at low coverages
follows those studied at 200–300 K, Fig. 7c only displays the
spectra obtained at high coverages, ultimately resulting in the
ASW film. The latter shows an isolated band at 2726 cm�1 and a
broad band centered at B2580 cm�1 which are assigned to
stretching vibrations of dangling OH species at the surface and
H-bonded OH species in water clusters, respectively. In this high
coverage regime, the band at B2712 cm�1 starts to attenuate
before the band at 2693 cm�1 does, both disappearing as the
ASW film formation sets in.

To elucidate the adsorption mechanism, we employed iso-
topic labeling of oxygen in oxide and water with 18O. Our
previously reported measurements at 250 K showed that the
band at 2720 cm�1 (see Fig. 4) involves oxygen in water (Ow)
whereas the band at 2688 cm�1 involves oxygen in the oxide
(Os). These results provided compelling evidence that water
dissociates on anion–cation (O2�–Fe3+) pairs resulting in a

terminal OwD hydroxyl on top of the Fetet1 ion with second D
adsorbing on the surface O ion.

Further experiments with D2
16O adsorption on the

18O-labeled film showed isotopic shift also for the 2681 and
2669 cm�1 bands (see Fig. S2 in ESI†) which are only observed
at very low coverages and thus attributed to adsorption at
defects. As the 2681 cm�1 band may even appear before the
terminal Fe–OwD band sets in (see Fig. 3), it implies adsorption
on such defects which may result in OwD species similar in
nature to OsD species. This, for example, could be the case for
water adsorption on oxygen vacancies resulting in OwD filling
the vacancy and hence resembling OsD species.

Fig. 8 compares selected IRA spectra of D2
16O at moderate

coverages obtained on the Fe3
16O4(111) and Fe3

18O4(111) films
at 200 K. Again, the 2688 cm�1 band experiences an isotopic shift
(B16 cm�1). Since the band at 2672 cm�1 on the 18O-labelled film
is now well-separated from the high-frequency region (compare to
Fig. 7a), it becomes clear that the band slightly blue-shifts and
considerably attenuates at increasing coverages at which isosbestic
behavior for the high-frequency region is observed (Fig. 7b). This
implies that OsD species are involved in further water coordination
via H-bonding which usually causes a strong red-shift (about
250 cm�1) and band broadening. Interestingly, the weak band at
2565 cm�1 does not shift upon 18O labeling, indicating that this
vibrational band solely involves OwD species which experience
hydrogen bonding, based on a strongly red-shifted frequency as
compared to a terminal OD. Overall, the results of isotopic
experiments showed that only the IRA bands in the 2690–
2670 cm�1 region include oxygen in the film, and as such
their spectral changes are associated with coverage-dependent
evolution of OsD hydroxyls that result from water dissociation.

Fig. 7 (a) IRA spectra of D2O adsorption on Fe3O4(111) at 200 K at increasing dosage (from top to bottom). The spectra are offset for clarity. To highlight
spectral changes, the same spectra are superimposed in two groups in panel (b) in the same color code as in panel (a). The isosbestic point is marked with
a small circle. (c) Selected IRA spectra of D2O adsorption at 120 K, where the first spectrum corresponds to the coverage of the last (green) spectrum in
panels (a) and (b). At high coverages, the ASW film starts to grow.
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3.4. Density functional theory (DFT) results

To rationalize the coverage-dependent IR spectra, we performed
DFT calculations of harmonic wavenumbers for the water species
in relevant energy minimum structures. For a direct comparison
with observed fundamentals, we report scaled wavenumbers that
effectively account for both systematic errors in the harmonic force
constants and neglected anharmonicities. We use the scaling factor
0.9935 obtained from the ratio of observed and calculated wave-
numbers for the symmetric and antisymmetric OH (OD) stretches
of the gas phase water molecule as described in ref. 16 and 26.

Starting with a single water molecule per (2 � 2) unit cell,
the computational results show that dissociative adsorption is
thermodynamically most favorable. The energy minimum
structure 1 shown in Fig. 9 involves two hydoxyl species OwD
as well as OsD on the surface, which are schematically shown in
Fig. 10. As outlined in ref. 13, dissociative adsorption of a single
water molecule is more favorable (by B14 kJ mol�1) than
molecular (non-dissociative) adsorption. Note also that the
previous theoretical calculations25 revealed a low barrier, about

0.1 eV, for the dissociative reaction pathway of a single water
molecule. Therefore, thermodynamically driven water dissocia-
tion is expected not to be kinetically hindered.

The OwD and OsD groups are clearly discernable via their
stretching wavenumbers of 2736 cm�1 for OwD and 2699 cm�1

for OsD. These values, separated by Dn = 37 cm�1, compare well
with the bands at 2720 and 2688 cm�1 (Dn = 32 cm�1) observed
in experiments at low coverage (see Fig. 4). This assignment
assumes that the first appearing band at 2681 cm�1 relates to
adsorption on defects.

For two water molecules per (2 � 2) cell, one must consider
the formation of a second dissociated ‘‘monomer’’ (structure 2)
as well as a half-dissociated ‘‘dimer’’ complex (structure 2cl, see
Fig. 10, right panel). Henceforth, we use the superscript cl to
highlight water clustering. The calculated adsorption energies per
water molecule in the cell (�100 (�112) and�104 (�120) kJ mol�1

for the structures 2 and 2cl, respectively) suggest that both
structures are equally stable. The values given in parenthesis
include the Grimme D2 dispersion correction (see Table S3 in
the ESI†). The computed wavenumbers for OwD and OsD
stretching vibrations of structure 2 (2729 and 2697 cm�1)
suggest a small red-shift for the OwD band when compared to
a single monomer in the cell (structure 1), i.e., in agreement
with the experimental finding at low coverage (Fig. 4). As far as
the dimer structure 2cl is concerned, the computed wavenum-
bers for the stretching modes, 2735 cm�1 for OwD coordinated
to Fe, and 2732 cm�1 for terminal OD in the non-dissociated
water molecule, are close and the corresponding bands may
overlap. Therefore, the spontaneous formation of a dimer from
the onset will manifest itself in a single, presumably broad
band at a frequency close to that of ‘‘monomeric’’ Fe–OwD.
However, the dimer lacks an OsD-related band in this region,
since all hydrogen-bonded OD species in this structure experi-
ence a strong red-shift of about 300–350 cm�1.

Fig. 11 shows energy minimum structures for two, three,
and four water molecules per (2 � 2) surface unit cell that
correspond to the respective coverages of 0.5, 0.75 and 1 ML.
Comparison of the adsorption energies per water molecule
(displayed below each structure) suggests that the formation
of dimers may have a stabilizing effect on a water ad-layer. For
example, two dimers in the cell (4cl) are more stable than four
monomers (4).

Scaled harmonic wavenumbers obtained for these structures
(see Table S1 in the ESI†) shows that high-frequency bands
associated with Fe–OwD species in monomeric structures 2, 3,
and 4 exhibit an envelope centered at a wavenumber close to the
one observed for a single monomer (1). A similar effect is observed
for the OsD region. These results agree with experimental spectra

Fig. 8 Selected IRA spectra recorded upon D2
16O adsorption at 200 K

onto Fe3
16O4(111) (in black) and Fe3

18O4(111) (in red) films. The spectra are
offset and grouped in pairs for direct comparison.

Fig. 9 Top and side views of a single dissociated water molecule (structure 1),
two dissociated molecules (2), and a ‘‘half-dissociated’’ dimer complex (2cl) on
the Fe3O4(111)-(2 � 2) cell obtained using PBE+U. Adsorption energies per
molecule (in kJ mol�1) are given below individual structures. The dispersion
contribution per molecule is given in parenthesis. Surface Fetet1 ions are violet,
surface Os ions are pink, oxygen in water (Ow) is red, proton atop Os is green,
hydrogen in water or hydroxyl is blue.

Fig. 10 Schemes for the dissociatively adsorbed water monomer (left)
and water dimer (right).
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(Fig. 4) showing that both bands gain intensity at increasing dosage
and only slightly shift, most likely due to crowding effects (see Fig. 5
and 6). For comparison, structure 4cl not only lacks the experimen-
tally observed OsD band in this region, but also features the OwD
band at B2715 cm�1, that is strongly (by ca. 15–20 cm�1) red-
shifted with respect to the monomeric Fe–OwD bands. Also,
structure 3cl involving a coexisting dimer and a monomer reveals
a considerably shifted OsD band (2710 cm�1), i.e. not observed in
experiment. This suggests that water first dissociates creating
monomeric species, although adventitious dimer formation cannot
be excluded at coverages approaching 1 ML.

Fig. 12 displays water adlayer structures obtained at higher
coverage of five to eight water molecules per (2 � 2) cell, i.e.
1.25–2.0 ML. At these high coverages, all structures feature at
least one dimer. In addition, we considered structures with
dimers forming a hydrogen bonded network, henceforth
labelled with the superscript n. Fig. 13 compares the calculated
wavenumbers for selected structures. For other structures not
shown here, we refer to Fig. S4 and Table S1 in the ESI.† Among
the possible candidates, the calculated wavenumbers of 5cl(2)

and 6n agree best with the experimental results obtained at
200 K (Fig. 7a) up to saturation corresponding to approximately
1.5 ML. The calculations revealed the red-shift of about 16 cm�1

for OwD stretching mode (blue sticks in Fig. 13) and the blue-
shift of about 5 cm�1 for the OsD stretching (green sticks)
taking the averaged wavenumbers for structures 1–4 as refer-
ence. Certainly, the formation of water aggregates occurs at the
expense of monomeric species, ultimately resulting in the
isosbestic point observed in IRAS (Fig. 7b). At further increasing
coverage of 1.75 and 2 ML, all computed OD bands start to
overlap and coalesce into one band, which (taking the system-
atic deviation into account) can be associated with a band at
2712 cm�1 (Fig. 7c) dominating the spectra at 120 K prior to
formation of the ASW film.

With respect to a comparison of TPD desorption energies
discussed in Section 3.1. with calculated values, we refer to

ref. 50 and 56. The experimental values are Arrhenius activation
energies of desorption and differ from the enthalpy of desorption
by RT. Table 1 summarizes (electronic or DFT) adsorption energies,

Fig. 11 Top views of energy minimum structures involving two, three and
four water molecules per the Fe3O4(111)-(2 � 2) cell. The adsorption energies
(in kJ mol�1) are indicated below individual structures. The dispersion con-
tribution per molecule is given in parenthesis. (Color code as in Fig. 9).

Fig. 12 Top views of energy minimum structures involving five to eight water
molecules per Fe3O4(111)-(2 � 2) cell. The adsorption energies (in kJ mol�1)
are indicated below individual structures. The dispersion contribution per
molecule is given in parenthesis. (Color code as in Fig. 9).

Fig. 13 Stick representation of OwD (blue) and OsD (green) stretching
modes (cm�1) calculated for structures shown in Fig. 9, 11 and 12 (see also
Fig. S4 in the ESI†). Note that all calculated wavenumbers are red-shifted
by 14 cm�1 in order to facilitate the comparison with the experimental
results shown on top panel. Original numbers are presented in Table S1 in
the ESI.†
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DEads, the zero-point-vibrational-energy correction (ZPVE), and the
enthalpy in kJ mol�1 per H2O molecule. The calculated value for
DHads of �102 kJ mol�1 for structure 1 agrees well with the
differential heats of adsorption obtained by microcalorimetry
(�95 to �105 kJ mol�1, see Section 3.2) and the TPD desorption
energies of B110 kJ mol�1 at low coverage. This value is lowered by
�14 kJ mol�1 per water molecule upon inclusion of dispersion
effects (see Table S3 in the ESI†). The calculated adsorption
energies per water molecule revealed all structures shown in
Fig. 12 to be thermodynamically stable, with network structures
becoming more favorable at increasing coverage (see ref. 26 for a
more detailed analysis).

4. Conclusions

A combined thermal desorption, microcalorimetry, and IR
spectroscopy study was carried out for water adsorption on the
well-defined Fe3O4(111) surfaces as a function of temperature and
dosage. The results were corroborated by DFT (PBE+U) calculations
using a Fe3O4(111)-(2 � 2) slab model to address energy minimum
structures and vibrational properties of adsorbed water species in a
wide range of coverages (0.25–2 ML).

Water adsorption on defects dominates at high temperatures,
e.g. above B320 K. At increasing water coverage, dissociative
adsorption takes place on the regular Fetet1-terminated surface
thus resulting in a terminal Fe–OwD hydroxyl showing an IRA
band at 2720 cm�1 and an OsD hydroxyl band at 2688 cm�1.
Our DFT calculations are compatible with this observation.
Specifically, the computed adsorption enthalpy of the mono-
mer is �102 kJ mol�1 and the aforementioned OD bands are
2736 and 2699 cm�1, respectively. At increasing coverages up to
1 ML, both bands slightly shift as suggested by D2O and H2O
co-adsorption experiments. At further increasing coverage,
water molecules start to form dimer complexes with pre-
existing hydroxyls which is reflected via an isosbestic point in
the IRA spectra. At high coverages, dimers and oligomers
ultimately assemble into an ordered (2 � 2) hydrogen-bonded

network structure prior to the formation of a multilayer solid
water film. Again, our DFT results are compatible with the
observed shifts at higher coverage and adsorption energies
predict thermodynamically favorable H-bonded 2D network
structures. These results highlight a delicate balance that exists
in water adlayers on oxide surfaces where hydrogen bonding
may play an important role in stabilizing particular structures.
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